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PREFACE.
The text of these lectures had been completed before May 1918.
,Since then, several events of capital importance from the point ofview
of students of comparative politics, and of Indian students in particular,
have taken place. They are, first, the publication of the MontagueChelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional Reform, references to which
will be found in numerous footnotes throughout the book (vide Index,
under heading, Montague-Chelmsford scheme of constitutional reform for
India). Secondly, the termination of the War involving (as it has done)
(i) the destruction (amongst others) of the German and Prussian governments, to
consideration of which a great deal of space had necessarily
to be devoted, and which cannot be ignored even now or hereafter in any
historic study. of comparative politics such as the present ·lectures profess
to be; and (ii) the nearly world-wide upheaval of Labour which the
a11hor sincerely hopes will yet, under judicious guidance, suffer itself
' to be reconciled and regulated. As to the former, the author believes
that, as in the case of ather historic polities, the constitutional changes
in Germany, revolutionary as they now appear to be, will fail immediately to make any deep impression upon the methods of administration-which he expects will remain for many years yet organically one
with that which prevailed in the Hohenzollern regime. It may in any
case b;-sarety-as~umed that the new forms of administration which may be
expected . to arrive in G,ermany and elsewhere are not likely to take·
shape within the next decade. The third event is the passing through the
Legislative Council of the Governor General of India of the first of the
two Rowlatt Bills for a t~rm of three years from the expiry of the present
Defence of India Act, some emergency p~~yision~ whereof the new enactment virtually incorporates in the Statute-book of India on a more permanent footing than that Act. All that need ?e stated here in its
connec~ is...that the bearing of these provisions of the Defence of India
Act a!d other similar legislation on the administrative.tJystem has been
duly considered in the text.
·
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archy" of England-The Justices of the Peace-Organs of
central control in England, the Parliament and Royal Courts
-Bureaucracy eliminated-Necessity of central adminis·
trative control felt after the Industrial :Revolution-The
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control, created not bureaucratic and is consistent with
locals~ £-government...

187-193

Hi£ mic causes of the modern movemmt in favour of
local se £-government-Growth of democracy as a determining
cause.....; Failure of bureaucracy the cause of its introduction on
the Coj tinent-In France-In Germany-Fear Qf bureaucracy oming the cause in- England-Abuses of the Poor
Law ac ministration demonstrate the need of central control
-Cent; ·al control how qualified-Poor Law administration
now mq re centralised than any other branch of local government-{ rhe Municipal Corporation Act on the other hand
reduces. central control to a minimum-Public Health Act
favours centralisation-Other central boat·ds have less control ov( r local bodies-Control how exercised-T~ocal au tho·
rities h; tve little autonomy, bein1L minutely regulated by
statute£. and standing orders-Local autonomy on the Continent tl: rough absence of legislative •interference-Administrative :ontrol formerly excessive-Recent changes favouring
decentr' Jisation-Origin oflocal Eelf-government in India : v
it~E' nt 2~~ects

193-199

Wh.tb should be local governmenb units-TownsConcen' ric local bodies in ruml areas-Danger of confin·
in~ the. interest of the people entil'ely to local affairs.-N ced
for or~.anising larger local self-government units-Need for
commu~ tali sing the central administration-Importance of
securinjj good men to serve on local bodies-Eleation laws(Goverd'ments by party caucuses-Evils of badly constituted
electorates illustrated)-Nature and extent of devolution
determined by area-Special Claims of town populationsEffect of distance-Of policy-Resu)ting definition of central
and local interests-An ideal classification which is nowhere·
followed-Matti.:lrS which are regarded as of local interest(i) In England, (ii) JE. India, (iii) In Prussia-Corporate
character of local units...
,,.
,,.

199-206

LECTURE IX·

DIRECT CENTRAL CONTROL IN THE
LOCALITIES.

•

Organisation of central control in matters not delegated
to self-governing local bodies-Instruments of central control in the l~alities-Gradation of forms of distribution of
powers between central and self-governing local authorities
Distribution of functions between Home Government and
Self-governing colonies in the British Empire-Powers
ret~ined by the former-Government's veto the medium
through which Home Government may influence internal
administration-Constitutional practice as to the exercise
of veto-Crown's power of disallowance-( Jurisdiction of
Privy Council over colonial litigation, its significance.)
Crown colonies-Two types-Crown colonies with and
without representative legislature-~n_!i,i~-Relation of the
~--

~
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Home Government (i) with Crown colonies withoub representative legislatures and (ii) with Crown colonies possessing representative lcgistatures, (iii) with India-Governors
in Crown colonies not autocrats-Colonial rules and regulations limit the exercise of their discretion-Limitations of
the powers of Crown colony legislatures-Constitutional
practice as to the exercise of the veto in Crown colonies
with representative legislatures-Use of the veto in Crown
colonies without representative legislatures-Crown colonies
really within the sphere of central control-Form of
government in them bureaucratic and unitary-Federation
of Crown colonies impossible-Character of Crown colony
bureaucracies-Multitude of regulations to guide their
"discretion"-Resulting inefficiency joined wi.th honesty of
administration-The habit of excessive rule-making prevents
vexatious interference-French, Dutch and German colonial administrations variants of the English Crown colony
type-French colonies-Inequality of franchise in French
colonial legislatures ...
Sphere of central control in Federal governments-A
theoretical difficulty-No practical difficulty in discriminating
Federal aud State functions in individual instances-Why
general statements applicable to all peculiarly difficult.Possible development of Federal organisation within existing
unitary governments-Lessons to be gathered from existing
forms : (i) Distribution of powers in future federations
should be simpler and more scientific-(ii) Tile Union
Government should haYe all necessary powers but none which
can be left to the States-(iii) The minimum of powers to be
reserved to the Union governments-(iv) Reduplication of
functionaries to be avoided but nob so as to make Union
government entirely dependent on the States-Distribution
of functions between Union and State governments in (i)
Australia, (ii) Canada, (iii) South Africa-Selection of agencies for the execution of Federal powers as determining distribution in practice-Circumstances indispensable to Federal
union
, ..
Performance of Central funcHons in the localities within
unitary States-Local areas for the exercise of central
functions may not agree with similar areas for local
self-government-Tendency toward unification-Absolute
correspondence impossible-Administrative circumscriptions
in India-Distribution of functions between the Government
of India and the Povincial Governments, a matter of executive arrangement and nob provided by law-Contrasted"
with the distribution of functions between the Union Government and the Provinces of South Africa-Control of Central
over Local Governments in India contrasted with that of the
Home Government over the Crown colonies-Opinion of
the Decentralisation Commission on the nature ·of the
control exercised by the Government of India over !~cal
administrations-Modes of its exercise-CommissionersCollectors-Sub Divisional Officers and Tahsildars
Central functions need not be exercised through individual agents onlf:.-It may be delega.ted .to self-governing
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218-222
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local bodies-Intermediate forms where official agent is
associated with a local administrative council--the Prefect
and his council in France-The Provincial Governor and
his council in Prussia-The Government President and
his councils in the District-The Burgomaster and his
council in the Circle-Local representative council with
official president in Holland and Belgium-Similar conditions reproduced in South Africa-;-A study in tendencie.;lllustrations from British colonial history-Instances of
direct government-Intermediate forms-Cabinet government in Self-governing . colonie~-Executive Councils in
Crown colonies-Their relations with the Governor-Executive Councils in India-The Council of the Secretary of
State for India-Counoillors originally colleagues of the
Governor-General-Subsequenb changes-Present relation '
of the Viceroy to his Council-Executive Council of
Governors of Presidencies-Executive Councils of Lieutenanb
Governors-Commissioners and Collectors have no council
-The first condition of Cabinet government, representative legislature, is wanting in India-Executive Councils
also wholly non-representative
,..

229-241

The Indian legislatures-Legislative Council of the
Governor G'eneral, its composition and powers and limita.tions thereon-The veto-Provincial legislatures-Their
powers-Limitations thereon-The veto-Indian legislatures cannot take away the right of British subjects to
sue Government-Concurrent powers of legislation of the
Governor General's council and the local legislatures how
exercised in practice-Essentially subordinate position of
Indian legislatures, though in respect of legal competence
sovereign within their respective spheres

241-248

LECTURE X.
ORGANISATION OF THE CENTRAL_·
EXECUTIVE.

The Supreme Executive and Executive Councils.
Organisation of the central executive in every country,
the product of its history~Common starting point an
absolute King-Beginning of Council-A third competitor,
the Pe~le, i. e. the Many-The Rule of the Many in
Athens, impossible of reproduction in modern StatesOrganisation or rather want of it in Republican RomeCentrally controlled bureaucracy of Imperial Rome
and Hindu India-Were there F:xecut.ive Councils of the
Emperors y-Advisory councils of Feudal and post-Feudal
Kings-King (or P1'esident) and Council, common elements of mo~ern States
Executive almost everywhere single-headed-Switzerc
land, but not the German Empire, an exce}Jtion-Prerogative powers of the Supreme Executive "legal" in character in England-Cro_wn's powers in India, constitutional
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and not despotic-Has the Government of India the despotic
prerogatives of the Moghul Emperor and other Indian
Princes '/-Power of Parliament to regulate and cut down
prerogative-Power how far possessed by Colonial. legislatures and by the Indian legislatures-Such power
absolutely necessary for good government in tho colonies.

250-255

Executive must ultimately be subordinated to legislatures in all countries-Legislature why bound to be tl1e
regulator of the administration in morlern States-Nevertheless concentration of large discretionary powers in a
central executive essential to good government.-Problem
of modern administration how to prevent misuse of these
powers-Utility of advisory councils even after control of
executive has passed- to a representative legislatureAdvisory councils in Germany-The reorganised Counml
of State in ]france-What stands for private and local
legislation in France is done by Council of StateEnglish Privy Council-Governor's Council in British
colonies, modelled thereon, are advisory-Councils in the
States of the American Unjon, though originally advisory,
have come to he controlling bodies-The Bundesrath
in Germany: its relations with the Emperor-Cabinet
government tho necessary outcome of a government controlled by a representative legislature-Its inct·easing prevalence-Its unconscious evolution in England-Non-Selfgoverning Crown colonies with representative legislature, a
recognised anomaly-Government may be Parliamentary
without being Cabinet government, but this too a temporary
'phase-Essentials of Cabinet government-Is a Cabinet
council advisory only ?-Its relations with the Premier-Not
all ministers entitled to Cabinet rank, but Cabinet minister;;
must be heads of important departments of State to secure
Parliamentary control over them-Collective responsibilityEach minister" has independent charge of a department :
Cabinet government therefore not collegiate-Its general
efiect-Its imperfect realisation in other countries except~
Belgium-Cabinet form of government the goal of all consti- "·
tutional government-Relations of the King and the Premier
in England-King the permanent and Premier the political
chief of the United Kingdom-Why an elected President
cannot fill this position equally effectively, nor a Viceroy
unless term indefinitely extended-Why term cannot be
extended ...
Cabinet government the only possible form of govern·
ment, consistent with the rule of law, in a single-headed
administration with a legally irresponsible chief-First step,
legal responsibility of ministers-Hesponsibility for policy
to law-making body necessarily follow~
...
...
Appreciation of the American non-Cabinet government
-Non-cabinet government more compatible with an elected •
than a hereditary chiefship-Origin of the American form
of .,.overnment, why it is non-Cabinet-Origin of the State
gov~rnments with their weak executive-Political salvation
of the States due to creation of a National Federal govern·

•
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ment which originally impotent has wisely been suffered to
grow strong-The Chief Executive is responsible to the
people through his election, though not to the legislature
similarly elected-But for the protection of the Federal
government, State governments would have had to develop
a strong execntive

266-270

(Character of American colonial administrationResemblance to British .Crown colony government with
representative legislature-Final phase of such governments,
a State within the Union-Promise of independence to the
Philipine Islands)

271-272
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LECTURE XI·

ORGANISATION OF DEPARTMENTS
(In the Central Executive.)
Organisation of departments determined by the nature
and kinds of work to be performed-Varieties of work of the
central executive : (1) Legislative power-The veto--It.s
utility in countries where there is much class antagonism(~ Diplomatic power-Participation by a chamber or the
"Whole legislature-(3) Military power-Influence of legislature-••State of sirge".--:( 4) Judicial power-Power of
pardon-(5) Administrative pol'ler: (i) Power to organise
departments and offices-Growing control of the legislature
through the power of the purse, e. g. in England-Should
departments be ot·gsnis~:;d by the legislature or the executive?
-(ii) Control over tne pe•·sonnel or the services-Legislative
encroachments on this power-(iii) Ordinance power(6) Auxiliary powers: (i) Financial-(ii) Direction of colonies-Resulting classification of. departments-Whether
subordinate governments can have: (a) A department oE
foreign affairs-(b) Of defence-(c) Of customs-Departments of intemal affairs difi'erently organised in different
countries-TlMr significance-All departmental heads
not ministers-Government by departments makes co-ordinated administration difficult-Collegiate administi-ation
has nevertheless to give place to departmental-An Indian
illustration-The manner in which the Viceroy's Council
works_:_The working of the English Cabinet-Council of
Ministers on ·the Continent-In France-In GermanyGeneral dri•t of modern administration towards bureaucracy-(The Administrative Code of Illinois)

•
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LECTURE XII·

ORGANISATION OF OFFICES AND
SERVICES.
Organisation of offices-Single·headed or collegiateOrganisation of services-Different S)Stems suited to
different services-Salaried and honorary services-Permanent and rotative ·services-The "spoils system" of the
United States and Italy-Its evils
Permanent paid service habitually subjected to lay
control in England as a safeguard against bureaucracyDefects of professional service: (i) _From the point of
views of efficiency-(ii) From the political point of
view-Its attempt in England to influence the electorateSuggested remedy-How met in Victoria-The Prussian
bureaucracy-Does not control, but is controlled by Government-Bismark's measures againsn its abuse in the interest
of a class-appreciation of Prussian bureaucracy-Control
or the administrative courts-The Austrian bureaucracy(The Russian bureaucracy)-Dr. H. A. L. Fisher on the
Indian Civil Service-It controls the Government-"A
rigid system of administrative caste"-Esprit de corps"The way out of l.t-(Fallacy of the argument that the
Indian and Colonial services turnish a training ground for
rulers)-The inherent drawbacks of all bureaucracies-It
tends to make the population unpatriotic, if not revolutionary, and accentuates class antagonism
Permanent professional service indispensable to modern
progressive administration-How it should be controlled :
(i) Subjection to disciplinary control by the higher administration-(ii) Subjection to popular control-(iii) Subjection to law-(iv) Eliminati~n of patronage-Internal
regulation of services whether should be by law or left to
executive discretion-(!) As to elective offices-Qualification tests should be laid down by law-Laws penalising
corrupt practices at elections-Necessicy of political educa-':
tion to cope with apathy and corruption-(2) As to
appointive offices : Regulation by law needed to eliminate
the evils of patronage-The examination system : (i) In
Prussia-(ii) In France--;-(iii) In England-(iv) In the
United States-(v) In India.-"Reserved appointments",
theoretically, but not in practice, open to Indians-The
Provincial Civil Service-Special services
Present day tendency to check abuses of patronage by
statutory or administrative rules-Direction and promotion
of officials must be left largely to executive discretion, as
also removal.
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B, LEGAL RELATIONS.
-!-~-¢-·~

LECTURE XIII·
OF THE STATE.
(i)

Introductory.

Leaal relations of functionaries-.:.Funotionaries classified
for th~ purpose-The State as subject of leg'\l rights and
du~ies.

(ii) Legal Relations of the State.
Can Government be a litiga:::t in its own courts ?Practical answer to a practical question-Recognition of
the juristic personality of the State obtained on the Con:-tinent of Europe but not in England-Mr. Maitland on
_ the failure of English law to recognise the corporate
cha!¥lcter of the State-King viewed as a "corporation sole",
a futile substitute for the true theory-Lack of a scientific
general theory partially made good by positive rules of law
and practice in Anglo-Saxon countries-When State may
be impleaded in courts under English common law-It can
sue as of right, but is ,suable only by permis~ion-Remedy
·against State by petition of right in what cases availabl~
in England-Petition of right does nob lie for. torts of
Governmenb or its agents-The fiat and its significanceFor torts agents of Crown personally liable-How may· this
make State responsible indirectly-Remedy more restricted
in America-On the establishment of the Republic, petition
of xight lay to the legisla~ure-The Court of Claims
and the Federal " District Courts now entertain peti- _
tions against the Federal administration-No petition of
right necessary in India and certain British colonies where ,
remedy by suit available under statute-Statutory actions
against the State in British colonies and the United States
cl!tssified : (i) Remedy in special cases-~ii) General
right to sue given how restricted by interpretation-Remedy
• as a rule denied in reJ,peciJ of "~overnmental acts"Immunity e>:J.ended iu America to beards and corporations-Remedy in Scottibh law-Remedy in India-Suits
which formerly lay against East India Company--What the
Company could be sued for-Acts done by it in the exercise
of its delegated sovereign powers-Claim of immunity . /
in respect of such act, when illegal, at the suit of a British
subject, not sustainable ori principle~Indian deciEions to
the contrary of ·questionable authority-Defence that act
compl~ined of "act of ·State", when admissible according
to the English constitutional law applicable to India-No
immunity for ''governmental acts'' not strictly "acts of
State"-Governments suable on the Continent as Fiscus and
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also for "acts of administration" but not for "acts of
government"-What are ''acts of government" ?-vVhat are
"acts of administration" ?-They cover ''private lr.w" as
well as political acts of Government-In what cases pecuniary claims arise-Relief for abuse as well as overstepping of authority-A comparative estimate of Ameri-.,_
can and Continental law-The former far less liberal than
the latter-Indian law as erroneously interpreted in some
decisions less liberal than American or English lawIndian law correctly interpreted should be more liberal
than Continental or English law

309-325

Is the English law immunity of the State for tort justi·
fiable on grounds of public policy-Views of M11-itlandOf Miller, J., of the Supreme Court of the L nited StatesNo real ground for apprehending serious consequences
from admitting such liability-Not all public servants
agents of Government-Government of India a juristic
person by statute-Can an act of a public servant in India
be considered to be ultra vires of the Government?Comments on Shivabhajan v. Secretar,y of State and Nobin
Chunder Dey v. Secretary of State-True reading of sections 42 and 68 of the Government of India Act of 1858 ....

325-330

Need for recognisi11 g the corporate character oi Individual colonies and dependencies of the Dritish Empire,
of the 1mperial Government and of the Government of the
Gnited Kingdom-Australian Commonwealth and Statfs
incorporated by local statutes-New Zealand judicially
denied corporate status-~11·. Salmond's theory of plural
personality of the King examined-True solution'--Legal
position of the States in the American Union ...

330-333

Privileges of Government as a litigant : (1) In England-(2) In India-Common luw p rer,Jgatives of the
Crown in India-Indian statutory provisions relating to
procedure-Suits and executions against Government

333-336
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LEC':"URE XIV.

OFTHESUPREMEEXECUTIV&
Cabinet government a compromise between a sinaleheaded and a collegiate Supreme Executive-Legal ir~es
ponsibility of the Chief Executive essentiql to all governments but n-eed not be absolute-Absolute irresponsibility
of Sovereign Kings and 4-ssemblies-Reduces itself to legal
irresponsibility when the King becomes holde1' of an officeInstances : (i) Tlie Consuls of Rome-Qualified nature
of their immunity-(Liability of Roman Magistrates to
impeachment for crimes and arrest for contumacy by
Tribunes during office)-(ii) The President of the Uoited
States of America-Qualified nature of his irresponsibilityThe descent from absolute to qualified irresponsibility nob
easily accomplished when Chief Executive remains hereditary
-Absolute irresponsibility of the King why questioned
'CO>
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in Feudal mona ·chies-Acknowlcdged irresponsibility
of the King in England contradicted by his coronation
oath-Reconciliation of the conflict by English lawyers, a
triumph of dialectic au.d common sense-Responsibility of
ministers deduced. f. ·om the irresponsibility of the KingImportance of the di! covery-Spread of the doctrine almost
everywhere except in the United States, even in Republican
countries-( Are subo ·dinates corrying out the illegal ordPrS
of the President of th J United States immune from action?)
Reason why the anomaly is tolerated in the United States
-Not favoured in the Latin American Republics or by
Franee-l\iinisterialiesponslbility in France ...
Legal position of Governors General, Governors and
Viceroys in British colonies-Tendency to make them
legally irresp\}nsible, if warranted by English constitutional
law-Governors and ''iceroys must equally act within the
law-Certain Irish de·:isions to the contrary not approved
by English judges-Mr Tarring's summary of the law
criticised-Legal posi ;ion of the Governor General of India
-Statutory immunitie> of the Governor General, Governors
and their Councillors n India ; Their origin and limited
scope-Power of IndiaH legislatures to extend them-Legal
position of the Goverr or General compared with that of
thee President of the 1__;- nited States-Power of Governor
General in Council : o give immunity to subordinates
carryip;s out theii writt3n order-Its limits-Logal position
of Governors in Crown Colonies-Governors and Governors
General like other offi~ials not personally responsible for
breaches-of contract m<.de by them for Government and for
wrongs of subordinato officials-Statutory immunity of
Members of tl1e Secret~.ry of State's Council and of the
Secretary of State.
Jurisdiction of ore inary courts wholly or partially
excluded in trials of the American and French Presidents
for treason etc.-Impeachment for crimes only and with
sanction of Lowet• Hou :e-Impeachments in England did
not exclude jurisdiction •lf courts and not confined to trials
for crimes or to trials of .1igh officia,ls only-Original purpose
of impeachment-Its later use to enforce the responsibility
of Ministers to Parliamet t -Why it has fallen into desue•
tude-Procedure open ;o abuse-Courts of impeachment
independent of legislat1 re set up in other countries to
• prevent abuse, but not in France, in the United States
and in the Ar_gentines-Procedure for trial of Presidents in
other Latin n.epublics oJ America-Trial of Governors of
the States of the America: I Union-Impeachment of colonial
Governors und high officif Is in England practically obsolete.
Inviolability of the Stf te and the Sup1·eme ExecutiveTreasons originally confint d to enemy acts against the State
by a subject· and punished by single acts of State-Composition for a King's life in l: arly Anglo-Saxon law-Treason
law of Alfred's time"implie; inviolability of King's personInviolability o£ the persom• of the Magistrates in Republican
Rome-Inviolability of the ·King a necessity in early
polities-Its undue extension later in both Rome and
\
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modem European monarchies-Pena.lty for treasons in"
Feudal Europe-In England-Complete identification of
the State and King for purposes of the law of treason-Reemergence in recent times of treasons not connected with
the King's person-Recent amelioration of the law of ·
treason in England-Minor offences against the person of
the King made misdemeanours-Misprision of treasonSedition law of England-Other treasonable crimesTreason law of the lJnited States uninfluenced by English
tradition-No offence against the person of the Presidenb
is treason-Other offences against the State crimes not
treason-Treason law of British colonies and dependencies
-English law how far applies in different classes of
colonies-In India-(i) In the Presidency Towns-(ii) Outside-Treason law (i) In Canada, New Zealand and
Austra\ia-(ii) In Asiatic colonies-(iii) In the West
Indies-(iv) in South Africa-(v) In India.-Offences
against the State in the Indian Penal Code include personal injury or the threat thereof to certain high
functionaries-Offences against the person of the Ring
nob dealt with in Indian enactments- English treason
law touching the King's person probably applies in "
India

355-367

Treason law (i) of France-(ii) of Germany-(iii) of
Italy (iv) of Spain-Comparative estimate of the treason
laws of the world

367-369

Irresponsibility of the Chief Executive does not give
his wrongful act legal validity-Acts of the irresponsible
Chief Executive may be collaterally attacked in courts
of law
...

370-371

Legal position of Executive Councillors-(i) In India,
(ii) in Germany, (iii) in Switzerland.

371-372
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LECTURE XV·
OF
, MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE.
Intimidating the legislature regarded as a State offence
in some countries-Privileges and immunities of legislators
sufficient to constitute a status-They have originated in
England and in quite modern tim~s-How far necessary in
the public iuterest-l!'reedom of speech and debate-Freedom
from arrest-How won-(1) Freedom of speech and debate
-1399-1407--:-Strode's Act, 1512-1641-1629-(2) Freedom from arrest-1404-Ferrer's case-Commitm('nt for
breach of privilege, 1543-1642-Extravagant claims of
privilege arbitrarily enforced by summary commitment for
contempt-Courts powerless to grant relief-(Subeerviency
of courts to Parliament in the -18th and the 19th centuries)
~Extreme
cases-Duration of commitments-Present
extent (i) of privilege of freedom of speech, (ii) of privilege
of freedom from arrest-Duration of the privilege-(iii)
Privilege of commitment for breach of privilege-(iv) Right

•
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of the House to provide for its d1,;1e cmnposition-(v) Right
to regulate its own proccedings-(vi) Exemption from
service on; uries-(vii) Power to witbho~d pubhcation of proceedings-Present state of the law in England-Parliamentary privilege in British colonies-Psuliamentary privilege
in India does not exist-Legislative Councils of India have
no control c ver their own composition and proceeding but a
limited control over rules of business-Members of legislative councLs in India have no legal character-Parliamentary privilege-in other countries borrowed from EnglandPoints of arreement betwern the laws of different countries
-(i) Freedom of speech and debate-(ii) Freedom from arrest
and prosecufon-Members of legislatures triable only before
the Supreme Court in Holland and in Spain-Liability to
impeachment for official crimes in Mexico-Parliamentary
privilege in the United States-Members not liable to
impeachment 1s in Mexico--Power of Congress to determine
its own com_Josition-Expulsion of members-No legal
liability for no.1-feasance or mal-feasance in office

•
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LECTURE XVI·

OF JUDICIAL OFFICERS.
Distinction boltween function and status-Independence
of the judiciary : s a condition of the "rule of law"--Its
origin in Englard-Its absence in the Roman EmpireEnglish judiciary radically different from the Roman-The
judicial system in monarchical France-Feudalisation of the
judicial office, w~tich in consequence becomes saleableResulting independence of judges-Other less desirable
consequences: heritability of office and the system of judicial fees-Judicia'. system of the Revolution-Elective
judges-Judges m tde appointive and removeable by the
constitution of 180) ...

•

Judicial system in England-Its main features: (I)
Power to establisl and organise· courts now belongs to
Parliament-Power to establish courts by ]Jreroeative in the
colonies. (II) Iudnendence of tenure of judges and magistrates-Life tenure in judicial offices in fact though not in
theory, as to the loWEr judiciary-Hierarchic organisation of
courts as a.security a.~ainst executive interference-Salary of
judges-Conclusive value attached to judicial pronouncements-Its effect. (Ill) Trial by jury-The lay element in
judicial administratiot -Its value-How. eliminated in Rome
and monarchic France-Combination· of lay and expert elements in judicial admnistration in England, not an isolated
phenomenon-Why nc t likely to be abolished in EnglandNot applied in petty cases-Less suitable in civil than in
criminal cases except in cases of slander, libel, etc.-Difference in method in civil and criminal trials-Judges' power to
require a special verdic~ in civil, but not, except at the jury's
option, in criminal ca~es-Historic controversy as to the
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respective provinces of judge and jury in sedition trialsAdoption of the system of jury trials in other countries.
(IV) Immunity of judges and jurors, an exception to the
general rule as to legal liability for misfeasance in officeImmunity not absolute- Liability to criminal prosecution
of judges for misconduct in office-Criminal liability of
judges for acting in excess of or maliciously within juri•diction-In cases of judges of courts martial-In cases of
judicial officers 'proper-Civil and criminal immunity of
jurors-Civil immunity of judges (l) for acts within jurisdiction, (2) for acts outside jurisdiction-Civil immunity of
magistrates and justices of. the peace-Immunity of judges
in Rome more restricted-Remedies available against judges
in England-(V) Power of commitment for contempt-Its
origin-Power inherent in King's Courts only-Courts of
Record have this power as Royal Courts-Nature of the
power of commitment-Contempt of court, a misdemeanour
punishable in the ordinary way or by summary con:mitmenb
--Contempts of courts not of record summarily punishable
by the King's Bench--Power of summary commitment liable
to abuse-Various views as to its rationale-(!) Blackstone's-(2) Wilmot J.'s-('3) Recent opinions. (VI) Special protection of criminal law.
Judicial system of India-( I) Power to organise courtsCourts established either under Parliamentary charter or by
local Indian legislation-Constitution of civil and criminal
courts other than Chartered High Courts-Special courts
under the Defence of India Act, a temporary cxpedient(Il) Hierarchic ·organisation of the Indian judiciaryTenure of office during pleasure for (1) High Court judges,
(2) judges of other ciril courts·, and (3) of criminal courts
-In fact it is for life-Public Servants' (Inquiries)
Act-Promotion and transfer of judges. (III) Jury trial
in India in criminal cases only and that also restricted within narrow liruits -(IV) Immunity of judges and jurors in
India-Criminal liability for judicial misconduct of High
Court judges-Judges of the High,Court not liable to an·esb
or. imprisonment by the Original Side of the High Court
and Presidency Small Cause Courts-Criminal responsibility
as· a public servant-No prosecution without Government
sanction-Criminal responsibility for consquential injuriesCivil responsibility of judicial officers in India-Act XVIII
of 1850-No sanction of Government is necessary for a
civil acbion-(V) Power or committal for contempt-Courts
of Record-Presidency Small Cause Courts-Other Courts
-Power of Chartered High Courts to commit for contempt
of themselves and of M:ofussil courts-Power of Presidency
Small Cause Courts-Power of other courts-(VI) Special
protection of criminal law, hardly any by statute, but exists
under common law in so far as it applies-Is contempt of
court a common law offence in the Mofussil ?-Application
of common law outside Presidency towns.

392-409
•

•

410-420

In the United States : (I) Organisation of courts,-

(Il) Tenure of judges-Election of judges, objections to(III) Assault on a judge, a crime against justice
...

420-422
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In other co.untries~Their debt to England : (I) Orga·
nisation of courts-(II) Tenure of judges-Promotion and
transfer-(Ill) Jury trial-( IV) Immunity of judges etc ....

422-425

LECTURE XVIL

OF MINISTERS AND HEADS OF
DEPARTMENTS.
Their responsibility before law,

•

Legal responsibility of ministers distinguished from
their political respomibility-Th~ principle. of ministerial
responsibility formulated in non-English constitutions,
borrowed from England where it is natural--'-On the
Continent it i11 an exotic planted in. an uncongenial
soil-General 1'ule on the Continent : officers should not
be sued without the leave of the State-The doctrine of
ministerial responsibility, the first breach in the privileged
position o£ officials on the Continent-Legal responsibility
of officials generally, as it exists to-day on the ContinentP~wer of State to assume responsibility for the officials'
act and have it tried before an administrative court"Raising a conflict"-Functions of Courts of Conflict or
Competence-Unsatisfactory working c£ ministerial responponsibility on the Continent-"Acts of government" excluded· from judicial examination. altogether-Crimina.!
respon~ibility for acts other than "acts of go_vemment",
at first imperfectly realised in Prussia, through the institution of public prosecutors and competenl)e courts, both
creatures of the ministry-Recent improvements-Provision as to impeachment o£ ministers in the Prussian
constitution, nugatory- Theoretically .unrestricted, the cri. minal liability of officials in !<'ranee curtailed by the
institution of public prosecutors-Ministers not triable
before ordinary courts, but impea.chable-Impeachment
displac_ed by Parliamentary responsibility of m nistersImpeachment trials chiefly relied on by nations to enforce
criminal responsibility of ministers-Courts of impeachment outside England and the United States-Criminal
prosecution of officials in Switzerland with consent of Fe.rleral
Council or Assembly-Civil liability of officials in France
for "person&! acts,",.....In Germany nJso civil courts will refuse
to try case, if ac6 found to be "official act"-Remedy in
ordinary courts for personal wrongs only-In AustriaLimited character of the relief available in administrative
courts-No civil liability of officials for personal wrongsProvision as to impeachment of ministers nugatory-Similar
conditione; in Italy except that ordinary courts entertain
administrative cases-No personal liability of officials-Procedure in 81\'itzerland-Suit against officials to be preceded
by appeal to administrative authority-State assume-s responsibility when suit against Federal Judge or CouncillorCriminal r~sponsibility.

425-433
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Legal responsibility of officials in Eog!a.nd, civil and
erimina.l-State necessity no defence-officers no better than
private individuals in English law-'• Responsibility," nob
"privilege," the keynote of the law of officers in England
-Common law crimes of mal-feasance in office-Are ministers exempt from criminal proceeding in l•rdinary courts ~
Liability to impeachment for these and other crimes-Impeachment made obMlete by Padiamentary respm~ibility
of ministers-Civil liability of ministers the same as that of
other officials-Non-liability upon contracts concluded on
on behalf of Government-Remedy when officer trusteeCivil liability for non-feasan~e and mis-feasance in officeOfficers, if may be sned in their "official capacity," except
under statute 1-Superior officer nJt liable for torts of subordinates-Ex:ceptioos-::\Ir. Todd's statement of ministerial
irre•ponsibility exe1mioed- Why instances of actions against
ministers so rare-English courts ready to interfere with
corrupt exercise of even discretionary powerd-English
principle of unrestricted legal responsibility does not lead
to vexatious actions-If it did, leave of legislature would
probably be made necessary fot• initiating action-Criminal
proceedings against ministers in France and the United
States only by way of impeachment

433-400
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No remedy in England in cases of erroneous exercise
in good faith of official discretion~Such remedy availabl.;;
only through administrative courts on the Continent-Englis system nevertheless superior-It &ecures strict adherence
to law by officials and keeps down official arroganceRespossibility of officials in the U oiled States-High officials bow far specially protected by the law of crimes~
Ministers and high officials do not constitute a separate
status, yeb require separate trec1tment on account of their
importance and to illustrate the doctrine of ministerial
respon3ibility-The present lecture covers cases of officers
generally to a considerable extent ...

400-442

LECTURE XVIIL

OF OFFICERS GENERALLY.
r~egal relations of officers are either (i) toward their
employers, or · (ii) towards the public -(I) The official relationship, its n~ture-N aturally extra-legal in personal
monarchies :-(1) in the Roman Empire-(2) In the Merovingian monarchy-(3) In England-Official tenure tends
te become legal in Feudal governments-Hereditary and
purchaseable offices in France-Later distinction between
purchaseable and non-purchaseable offices due to monarchic
influence-Officials under Napoleon removeab]e.,..-Sale of
offices made a crime in England-The passing of hereditary
offiees-Legal tenure of officials in Germany, a relic of
Feudalism-Traces of Feuda~ism in English practice though
not in English law-Tendency of official tenure to be legal

•
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in republican governments: (1) In Greece and Republican
Rome-(2) In England-Why in England general rule of
removeable tenure still retained-Power to dismiss rarely
exercised in practice but retained in law for the control of
the Civil Service-(3) Official tenure in America-Origin of
the "spoils system" (cf. appointment by lob in Athens)Now generally condemned and sought to be eradicatedRed nature of official relationship, not one of contract,
bub of sba.tus-Is it modifiable by contract 1.-Not in England-Claim for arre 1rs of pay and pension if legally
maintainable in England7 The law of official tenure in
England summarised-The law of official tenure in ihe
United States-Tenure of corporate office, contrasted with
tenure of office under Government-The law of tenure of
corporates offices-The law of official tenure in the British
colonies-The law of official tenure in India-Legal value
of the Secretary of State's "covenant" with the members of
certain services-the Public Servants (Enquiries) Act
examined-A comparative view of official relationship in
different countries-Legal and extra-legal tenure of office
-Obligation to accept office-Progress of voluntarism in
modern times-Acceptance of honorary offices made obligatory by statute-In England and America-Acceptance
not obligatory in France-Obligatory as to honorary service
in <!ermany-Should- acceptance of honorary serviceg be
made obligatory in India-Compulsory service in Imperial
Rome

442-462

H. Officers'· rights-( a) Right to office, how enforce·
able in England-In Amerjca-In India-On the Continent
of Europe-(b) Right to resign if exists-In the British
Empire-In America-In France and Germany-(c) Right
to promotion-(d) Right to compensation-Pensions if
l('gally recoverable-In India-Right to compensation how
enforced on the Continent of Europe
-

462-466

III. OfliJers' duties-( a ) Duty of good conduct
enforced by office discipline-In Germany-In England
and America-In India-Government Ser;a.nts' Conducb
Rules-.,-(b) Performance of official duty enforced by office
discipline and also by penal law-The latter more in evi•
deuce in England and America...than on the Continent-A
suggested reason-Mal-feasance in office a common law crime
in England-Particular acts made crimes by statute in all
• countries-Crimes of abuse of official powers-In EnglandIn India-(c) Duty of obedience-Need of discipline-The
danger of a df'sciplined service not subject to law
...

466-469

IV. Necessity of subjecting officials to law, admitted
everywhere in theory, but not fully realised in practice on
the Continent-The plea or "State necessity" analysed-·
Its inadmissibility in England makes for the •'rule of law"
-Indirect way in which immunity of officials is secured in
India in some cases-Position- in America-Nc administrathn in accordance with law when Government servants
cannot be sued without State's sanction-Necessity of sanction replaced in the.Continenb of Europe by the institution
of administrative courts-Officials freed from personal

d
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responsibility when proceeding allowed against the StateBut nob in England-English and Continental rules contrasted-Officials liable to criminal actions in the ordinary
courts on the Continent but prosecutions controlled by
Government-Public prosecutors on the Continent and in
England-In America-Evils of the monopoly of prosecu.
tion by public prosecutors-Difference in the relation of
officials and the law in England and on the Continent-An illustration-"State of Eiege" in France, unknown to
English law-Legal position of civil ana military officers
participating in the suppression of riots in England-Its
implications-"State of war", and the legal position of the
military authorities in relation thereto
Power of Government 0f India to proclaim a ''state of
rebellion'' and try c~rtain offences by special courts not subject to review by High Courts--Officers and soldiers taking
part in the suppression of riots not criminally responsible
for acts done in good bith and may not be prosecuted for
other acts without Government sanction-Superior Govern·
ment servants can be prosecuted for crimes committed in
the discharge of public functions only with Government's
permission and then oniy in a manner to be determined by
Government-Civil liability of officials in India how affected
by statutory grants of powers to interfere with subjects'
rights coupled with grants 0f immunit.y from action for
enoneons or wrongful use-Permissible grants of immunities
to public servants-Immunities of the Chief Executive, of
legislators and judges necessary in the public interest~
Immunities of ministerial officers in England~(a) When
acting under warrant or order of sn perior courts-(b) When
acting under warrant or order of other than superior courts
-In America-Are military person excepticns '?-In India
-Different rules in regard to civil and criminal immunityNo immunity in general of officers other than those already
. considered-When special injury necessary to sustain action
-Breach of discretionary duty when acticnable-Superiot•
officer not ordinarily respo:lsible for torts of subordinateNo liability in respect of contract on behalf of GovernmentPublic Authorities Protection Act of England-Its scopeSimilar protection in India-Xotice of action-Other privileges-Limitation

469-476
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V. Special provisions of criminal law to protect officers
-In England and the United States-~In France and
Germany-In Jndia-Right of private defence how qua·
lified when wrongful act that of a public servant--Resistance •
to illegal acts d pnblic servants when offence and wh~n not
-Resistance of illegal acb of public 8ervant in itself not
offence, but only on account of its com;eq uences· being in
excess of the right of private defence

489-494

VI. Legal position of officers de facto-Legal p3sition
of person holding office created under an unconstitutional
statute
,.,
..•

494-495
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LECTURE XIXOF MILITARY PERSONS.
The military status as distinguished from the ordinary
official statui-Partial loss of civil rights-Military persons
governed by a special code of military law-Development of
military law-Character of militat·y law in England all
the present day-Severer and more summary than civil law
-Military courts a specialised variety of administrative
courts in fact in England, though in theory affiliated to the
superior civil courts-Issue of prerogative writs against
military courts and officers-High Court never useg these
writs to interfere with ma~ers of military discipline-Action
for damages for wrongful exercise of military authority when
maintainabl~-Criminal prosecution for abuse of military
authority-Military law is law though it sensibly diminishes
civil rights-Concurrent jnrisdiction of military courts over·
civil offences-How exercised-A soldier in Engl.tnd is
subject to all. civil duties-C"nhappy situation of a soldier
·asked to quell a riot-Why n0t relieved against-Immunities and protections of milita:y persons concerning the
diiQharge of their official duties
-

496-503

The,roilitary law of India-Military privileges in India
-Relation of civil and military courts in India not defined

503-5:)5

Exclusive subjection of soldiers to military law and
courts more complete on the Oontinent..:_French and Swedish military law now resembles the English-Scope of
military law in war equally extensive in all countriesJurisdiction in cases of civil offences in times of peace how
ordered in different countries-Trial of joint offences by
soldiers and civilians.

505.506

LECTURE XX·
OF LOCAL AND'OTHER PUBLIC
CORPORATIONS.
Corporations as a subject of philosophical and historical
study-"Persona.lity" of cor:t)6rations-Corporations only
natnt·al pe-,sons in archaic society-Later recognition of
individuals as legal persons while corporate personality
comes to be regarded as abnormal-Corporations regarded
as abnormal persons but nob apparently as mere .creatures
of the State in Roman law-Peudal order forced to make
room for communes-How communes came nevertheless to
be regarded as artificial persons and as creatures of the
State-Common law prevents total absorption of ()Ommunes
in the State in England-The progressive absorption of the
communes in. the State on the Uontinent-In FranceIn Germany-Communes mitde creatures of statutes in
England by Parliament-Stricb interpretation of powers of

( nviii )
statutory corporations-Subjection of municipalities to
State legislatures in America-Relations of the State to
local corporations at the end of the 18th century in Europe
and America-(1) General and (2) Special-In ~ngland
and America local corporations licensees of the leg1slature,
not agents of the State-On the Continent, agents of the
Government-Attitude of the Brit,ish Parliament towards
local corporations-Of the State legislatures in AmericaWhy delegations of large powers to local corporations on
the Continent possible
...

507-514

·The 19th century the era of municipal reform in Europe
-Prussian municipal reform a gift of its Government to its
people-Motive of the gift, cultivation of civic spirit with a
view to national consolidation against external attackStein's Municipal Ordinance of 1808 -Subsequent developments-Competence of local authorities in Prussia-The
administrative court of Prussia on the/competence of the
commune-Local authorities in Prussia have all powers not
expressly withheld from -them by law in local mattersMunicipal reform in France-Reconstitution of the communes by the Constituent Assembly of 1789- Centralisation
by Napoleon-Reforms of 1831 and 1848-Reaction in the
Second Empi1·e-The Municipal law of 1884-Tbe present
organisation-Communes of Holland aud Belgium-Municipal reform in England~Administrative control over
English municipalities-Its real character-The "grant-inaid" system of control-Character of local autonomy in
England-Excessive legislative interference with the organisation of local authorities in America-Remedies therefor
-(1) Prohibition of special charters-(2) Home rule
charters, which in effPct give courts authority to determine
the competence of local authorities-Suggested reforms(!) Legislation by general charters-(2) Local autonomy
coupled with central administrative control
Mr. Sydney Webb's comparison of English, American
and German systems and prtference for the first-Contrary
view of Mr. Dawson-His comparison of English and
German systems of local self-government favourable to the
latter-Independent initiative, according to him, impossible
in England, otherwise in Germany-English local government according to Mr. Dawson more bureaucratically controlled than German-Loc&l government ideals in Germany
according to Mr. Dawson-English local administration is
in need of improvement, but not of Germanisation-Its
defect-English local authorities jl.l;tificial statutory bodies
and not juristic persons in any· teal sense-Continental
local corporations truly juristh rersons but under administrative tutelage, the amount of their personality varying in
different countries--The principle of ''Bpeciality" limits
corporate capacity in France-Accepted but not seriously
enforced in Belgium, and unknown elsewhere-Limitations
on corporate capacity on the Continer.t due to the prescription of .-"obligatory services" and the imposition of
financial limitations-These limitations how regarded on
the Continent-Senor Eduardo Valdivieso's analysis of

•
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Continental provincial authorities (other than those of
Germany)-Limitations on the corporate capacity of German
local bodies-German ban on politics in local administration-The 1eal cause of municipal progress in,, GermanyNot the system but the common national spirit which has
animated officials and non-officials alike-The English
system transfigured by the spirit of progress has had equally
, satisfactory results in New Zealand-State socialism in
New Zealand

523-534

, The internal orginisation of local bodies as bearing on
their autonomy-( I) In England, unicameral omnipotent
council-(2) beparation of powers in America and Continental Europe : (a) In the United States, bicameral council and executive veto-The Galveston plan of unifying all
authority in a small board of non-party bnsinessmen-(b)
In France, separation of fXecutive and deliberative functions-(c) In Holland, Belgium Austria, Hungary, Switzerland, balance in favour of council as against executive-( d)
In Germany, predominance of toe permanent professional
element over the representative body-'Vhy not'llithstanding
its manifest mperiority in visible results, German local
administration inferior to English-The "essence of selfgovernment"

534-538

•
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personality of local corporations in India-Ideal
embodied in Lord Ripon's Resolution of 1882-Not realized
in practice outside Presidency towns-- Changes contempla.ted hy the Resolution of 1915-Presidency municipalities of Calcutta, Bombay and :Madras -Constitution of
corporations-Executive officials-Large powers allowtd to
the Calcutta aud Bomb!itY
corporations-Relatively
stringent control in Madms-The present position ot local
corporations in India ;,.
, ...
Need for protecting individuals from encroachments on
their rights by communes even when fully representative
corporations-Complaint from Belgium which like England
has no administrative courts-Commendations of the
administrative courts of France, specially of the Council of
State-Administrative courts in other countries-Subjection
of local corporations in England and America to judicial
control-When corporate act or acts of its officials liable to
attack as ultra vires-Permissive and mandatory duties of
• local corporations-Liability on contracts-Liability for
torts-Immunity of local corporations in America for torts
committed in•the performance of governmental functionsProf. Munro on the powers and reE'ponsibilities of American
municipalities as compared with those of Europe-Need for
enhancing both po'llers and responsibilities-Criminal
liability of local corporations for non-feasance and for malfeasance-Limits of such liability-A Calcutta caseExtraordinary judicial remedies : (1) Scire jacias-(2)
Quo warranto-Not available against statutory corporations-(3) l!fandarnns-( 4) Ccrtio1'a1·i-Power of High
Courts in India to issue prerogative writs-Local corporations and their officials
...

v
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Other local corporations besides munil'ipalities and rural
boards-Other pubfic corporations-(!) State railway
companies-(2) State universities-Tendency in the direction
of setting up self-governing bodies subject to administrative
supervision-Use of.the corporate idea to obtain damages
against the State for officials' torts
Qnasi-public corporations

552·554:
555

LECTURE XXL
CITIZENS' RIGHTS.
Citizens' rights d€fined-Relation of opposition involved
in the conception of citizens' rights, betweEn State and
citizens-Fundamental unity underlying difference11, but the
differences are real-Character of the opposition in Ancient
and Medieval polities-The genesis of citizens' right~'-The
English Jlfagna Carta of 1215 the historic source of citizens'
rights in modern public law-The real character of the
Barons' demands under it-Feudal charters of Spain and
Hungary-The Barons' reservation of the right to compel
fulfilment of the charter by force-Progress from "charter"
to "bill of rights" in England-First conscious claim of
personal autonomy in the American Declaration of Indepen·
. deuce- Difierent conceptions of citizens' rights in England
'and Amcrica_;_Citizen's ri~hts in England guaranteed
against interference by the exeoutive not by the legislature
-Parliament's omnipotence in England

556-561

CiLizens' rights placed above interference by the legis·
lature in America-The American bill of rights-Limits
of governmental powers ultimately determined not 'by the
legislature but by the judiciary in America-Why even
representative legislatures cannot be suffered to be made the
ultimate cm~todians of peoples' rights...:_The scope of legislative activity not seriously restricted by the Fourteenth ·
Amendment-Constitution itself amendable-Constitution
the supreme law in America and court its final interpreter
and guardian and guardian of people's rights-Advantage
of the arrangement-Fundamental rights of the citizens
protected by the Fourteenth Amendment

561-566

Citizens' rights in Great Britain, in its Self-governing
colonies and Crown colonies and dependencirs-In India
-Guarantees due to the restricted' power of the Indian •
leg!slature.:_Section 82 of the Government of India Acb of
1915-Section 65
Citizens' rights under the )3ritish constitution-Citizens'
rights in France-No bill of rights in the present consti~
tution-Rights worked out by the legislature as in
England •••
PractiJe of including biH of rights in c()Onstitutions it1
Europe and Latin America does not place citizens' rights
· above interference by the legislature, chiefly because court's

•
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authority to finally interpret statutes and to pronounce on
their constitutionality is denied-Absence of legal machinery prevents citizens' rights being effectively guaranteed
against executive interference in Prus;ia and in AustriaCitizens' rights in Belgium-In Switzerland-Citizens'
rights in Italy-Citizens' rights in Spain-Citizens' rights
in Denmark-In Holland and Japan-Bill of rights in the
Portuguese Republican constitution

573-578

Evaluation of bills of rights in modern constitutionsBill of rights in the ,t\merican constitution why superior
to bills of rights _in others-Underlying idea of bills of
rights-Reconcileability of State and individual interests. The question really is to find the conciliator-The American
view of the relation of the State and individual~The supre·
me arbiter between' the claims of government and individual
(1) Representative legislature "in some countries-(2) The
executive participating in others and-(3) The judiciary in
the United "States-Appreciation of the American doctrine
of "police pow"er"-Reasonable control not inconsistent with
personal auton~my-(Cornpulsory service and citizens' rights)

578-583

BOOK. XXX

ADJECTIVE ADMINISTRATIVE
X..A.W.
LECTURE XXU·
ADMINISTRAT~VE

ACTION AND CITIZE:NS'
RIGHTS.

Administration as much an affait· of the people as of
Government- Why Government and reople find themselves
at cross purposes-Business of administrative law, to settle
the conflict and not to aceentmite it-Lega:I obligation of
citizens to obey validly passed order.; of the administrationMethods of enforcing obligation not on all points the same
as those of enforcing private obligation-( I) The adminis·
• tration is often its own law-maker-Legal limitation thereto-(2) Its .power to issue special orders-Varieties of
special orders-(3) Administration may often execute its
own orders-Resulting union of powers-Safeguards against
its abu;:e-Penalties for disobedience should as far as
practicable be provided by legislation, and enforced by the
judiciary-Specific enforcement of orders how obtainedAdminlstratU.e execution-the rule on the Continent but the
exception in Anglo·Saxon Muntl"ies, bub commonly resorto in all countries to recover direct taxes-Its recent expan·
sion in England and remedy dl'vised to judicially control ib
-It!! extension in America not anested by the requirement
of due procesi of lnw-Dne pro~ess of law does not neces-

(
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sarily mean judicial procE-ss-Opportunity to be heard either
before court or before administrative authority held suffinient
to ma.ke process due process of law-When due process oE
law satisfied1 administrative action open to attack in collateral judicial proceeding for excess and abme of juridisdiction and failure to follow the direction of law-Power given
by statute by wmm'\ry admiuistrativa execution to recover
debts due to the State and to abate public nuisance upheld
as not contrary to due process of law-Risks to officials
carrying out summary administrative execution-Hearing
before administrative authority thus benefits citizens and
officials equally-Judicial review of administrative action
less sufficient in England and C nited States than in countries posssessing administrative courts

585-59!

Admini8trative execution in India-Typical instances of
administrative al'tion authorised under judicial safegurtrd(1) Revenue Sales Act, XI of 1859-(2) Bengal Public Demands Recovery Aob, III B. C. of 1913-(3) Municipal and
Rural Boards statutes-(4) The Income Tax: Act, 1l of 1886
-Types of administrative action authorised by statute without adequate judicial S!lfeguard-( I) The Calcutta Police
Act, V B. C. of 1866 (Of. Criminal Procedure Code, Act
V of 1898, Ch. X)-(2) Provincial Excise Acts-(3) Press
Act, I of 1910-(4) Defence of India Act, IV of 1-915Danger of joining immunity from action with large grants
of powers-The need for establishing administrative courts
in India

5!)5-602

LECTURE XXIII.
CONTROL OF THE ADMINISTRATIONJUDICIAL.
Main difficultfes of administr?.tive law arise from the
fact that Government canno~ be reduced to the position of
ordinary litigant in all matters-The judicial control of the
administration defined-The judicial not the only form of
control-Oases iri which Government and Government officials are treated as ordi~ary litigants-Procedural and olher
privileges accorded to the administration and its officials,
affecting the "rule of law"-The problem of controlling
administrative discretion-Non-interference with administrative discretion by Anglo·American courts-General nonliability of Government for wrongs of its agents in that
system-Need for direct control of the administration by the
courts-The administrative jurisdiction of English civil
courts-Its origin-The Court of King'~ Bench-The Cotlrt
of Chancery-Methods of courts of common lrtw and equity
and Court of Star Chamber contrasted-The abolition of
the Court of Star Chamber~Its effect
The administrative jurisdiction of Superior Courts in
England, complicated and overlapping-Habeas corpus arl
subjiciendum-Present uses of the writ-Writ of mandamus
-Specific uses of the writ---Against whom mandamus does

0
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not issue....:..No mandamus where it would be futile or where
there are other sufficient remedies-Quo warranto-Its ·,
present uses-Right of primte persons to apply for it in
England-Denied in most jurisdictions in America-The
writ of prohibition-WbPn it will issue again 3t administrative authorities-When writ lies-Writ of certiorm·i-Its
operation as contrasted with that of the writ of prohibitionIts uses to quash decisinns of administrative authoritiesStatutory certiorari-Certiorari as a matter of course to
Crown, discretionary in other cases but e:c debito justitiae
when jurisdiction wanting-Variety of ways in which want
of jurisdiction may arise-Ouster of j urisdictinn by subsequent e'ent-Non-jnrisdictional grounds for grant of
certiora?'i- When cM·tiorari will be refused on grounds of
public policy-Processes in equity-Jnjunction-Limitations to its issue against administrative authority-'-lnjunction and prohibition contrasted-Declaratory sui~ against
Attorney General-It may be available where injunction
will be refused-The reason of its revival-General character
of these remedies : They do not touch the di>cretion of
administrative authorities-Jurisdiction of Courts of Quarter
Sessions to reYiew facts-Steady contraction of administrative jurisdiction with the growing need of expert d_isposal of
administrative matters-Consequent danger to the "rnle of
law"-Modern tendency to invest administ-rative boards
with legislative and judicial powers, the necessary expression
of profound economic and social changes-Administrative
jurisdiction of courts in America-No interference with
discretfon-But officials compellable to observe the lai"I'President and Governors of State may not be coercedAdministrative jurisdiction of State and Federal courtsControl over officers of State Governments greater than over
those of the National Government-Statutory rxtension of
jurisdiction in America,-Contraction of jurisdiction due to
grant of quasi-judicial authority to administrative experts
-Courts supporting the legislature in this tranRfer of jurisdiction to the administration, though not bound to do soChange of attitude in this respect, in recent times, ofJ courts,
in both England and America- Warne v. Varley-1l1iller v.
Horton-The im'illi3ration case's-United States v. Ju To,yDebl\te of the House of Lords on the Aliens' Dill-Spackman v. Plumstead District Board of Works-Board of Education v. Rice-Local Government Boa,·d v . .Arlidqe-Whb is
the disposing authority in a Departmental Bo~rd ?-Decisions of admlhistrative boards to be in accordance not with
judicial procedure but with "judicial spirit"-How the
courts satisfy themselves as to this-Practical surrender of
administrative jurisdiction by the courts in farour of nonjudicial departmental determination

607 -63(}

'Mr. Dicey's. apprehensions regarding the advent in
England of the French "d1·oit administratif," examinedMr. Elihu Root upon the need for developing a new from of
judicial control over administrative discretion-Establishment of administrative courts in Anglo-Saxon countries
will be an improvement upon the existing arran:;ement, as
being the only antidote to growing officialism ....
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Administrative jmisdiction in British India-Of the
()riginal Sides of the Hifo!h Courts-Its limits-Jurisdiction
exerci-able by the Original Sides of the Calcutta, Bombay
and Madras High Courts within the limits of Presid!}ncy
towns only-Habeas corpus-1Handamus-Certiomri-ProhibitJon and quo warranto-Patna and Allahabad High Courts
cannot issue prerogative writs, nor Chief Courts and Judi-cial Commissioners' Courts-Equity jurisdiction of all Indian
courts under the Specific Relief Act-Injunction-Limits
on its issue against the administration-Quia timet declaration against officials if lies-.Mandamus may not issue against
certain authorities-Section 111 of the Government of India
Act of 1915-Jurisdiction extremely narrow-Star.utory contraction thereof-The Press Act·, I of 1910 examinedJudicial interpretation of the Act-Hesitation to interfere
with decisions of the Government on matters specially within its knowledge though expressly authorised by lawGeneral agreement of courts in England, Arneric[L and India
on this matter-Refusal of Indian courts to quash orders on
the ground of want of jurisdiction-Power by certiomri to
quash for want of jurisdiction held to have been taken away
by statute-Explanation of the non-extension of the
administrative jurisdiction of the High Courts outside
Presidency towns-Its value in peoples' eyes ....

633-641

Administrative courts-The marks of a true administt·ative court-Its historic connection with bureaucracy-Its
origin in France in mere administratire and departmental
appeals-Gradual tt·ansformation of administrative into
judicial control in France-The work of the Council of State
in this direction-An ideal administrative court-Conditions
thereof not completely fulfilled even in Franoc, e. g- as to
independence of tenure of judges-Independence of tenure
in Pru&sia-The requirement that members of administrative
{)Ourts should be men activelY' engaged in administration_;_
Its value-Administrative courts naturally courts of enumerated powers-Juris<iictic,n of French administrative courts
-Its extent-No juri,diction over "acts of government"
and "personal acts" of officials-Functions of Courts of
Conflict-General jurisdiction of administrative courts ovet·
special acts affecting indi~;idual rights and not ordinancesSpecial jurisdiction of Council of State to annul both
general and special orders for excess of power-Review on
fact as well as on law under the general jurisdiction.N ature of the special jurisdiction of the Council of State, •
compared with the jurisdiction of English Courts by certio·
~·ari and injunction-Freedom of appeal-Procedure simpler
and more inquisitorial.

641-647

Organisation of administrative courts in l"rance-Special and general courts-Councils of PrefectureCouncil of State-Constitution and powers of the Councils
of Prefecture-Organisation of the Council of State.:_Jts
original, appellate and special jurisdiction

G47-648

German administrative courts--Extent and limits of
their jurisdiction-Imperial administrative courts-Prussiati
administrative courts-Extentl and nature of their juris•
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diction-:-No jurisdiction ovet• acts of ministers and central
officers in the localities-Organisation of Prussian administrative courts-Grades thereof-(1) Circle Committee and
City Committee-(2) Distrid Committee-(3) The Superior
Administrative Court-Procedure
....
"'
Administrative courts, a presentJ necessity in IndiaRevenue courts in India if true administrative courts

649-653
653-635

LECTURE XXIV.

CONTROL OF THE ADMINISTRATIONLEGISLATIVE AND ADMI:NISTRAT~VE.
Three kinds of control over the administration found
-simultaneously in oper~tion in most modern systemsHistoric order of t,heir growth-Judicial and legislative
controls variants of the administrative
~'he legislative control-No historic connection between
control as exercised by ancient assemblies and that of
modern parliaments-Essential difference between themAncient assemblies supreme executive-No separate cen-·
tralised executive in the Ancient City State as in modern
Governments-A centralised executive government a
necessity in modern States and is in fact growing at the
~xpense of the other organs of the State
Genesis of Parliam~:;ntary control in modern States in
the "power of the purse''-Exclusive power of legislation
consequent upon it-More direct control attained inEngland tlt'rough the evolution of cabinet governmentLegislative control in States possessing representative legislatm·es..and executives independent thereof and in States
not possessing representative legislatures also requires study
Nature ot the control exerciseable through the exclnsive power of legislation, indirect yet powerful-Such
control non·existent in India
"Power of the purse" places the executive government
in indirect subordination to the legislature-Nature of the
control over supplies as exercised hy the British Parliament-Permanent
and annual
grants-Control of
British Parliament over both kinds of grants in theory
absolute-Cingress's control over supply in the United
States-Permanent grants cannot be altered by legislature
llithout the consent of the Prince-larger legislative control
over receipts in the German Empire-Complete control of
the Chamber over receipts in France, all grants being
annual-The revenues of India-Land revenue and tributes
from Feudatory States beyon.d legislative discussion-Other
taxes are by constitutional usage passed through the
Legi~lative Council but as a matter of form only
..•
Nature of the control of t,he Briti~h Parliament over
expenditure-Parliament and annual appropriations-Control of Congress over appropriations in the United St.atesPermanent approprhl:_tions-Control of the Assembly over

655-656

656-657

657-658

658

659-661
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appropriation in France-Appropriations in GermanyPermanent, for fixed terms and annual-Control over unforeseen expenditure-No legislative control of expenditure
in India-Control of the India Office
...
, ..
Examination of accounts-Difference in effect of adverse
report in Parliamentary and non-Parliamentary governments-Examination of the public accounts of the Indian
Government
More direct control where legislature can appoint and
dismiss ministers-Ministers not only independent bub
cannot eveil participate in debate in the United StatesControl
through committees-In
non-Parliamentary
Governments in Europe, ministers generally authorised to
sib and speak ·in the House, and are subject to interpellations-,Vhat interpellation means on the Continent of
Europe-Interpellation in France and ltaly-1.\'Ir. Lowell's
criticism thereof as weakening the administration-Arguments in favour of the system-Control of committees of
the legislature in France open to similar criticism-Mr.
Goodnow's condemnation of the system of control by
committees and interpellations-DifferentJ conditions in
England-Cabinet the guide and not the servant of the
legislature-Is the English cabinet growing autocratic~
The Indian legislatures have no control over the policy of
the executive-Power of interpellation in India-As exercised between 1853 and 1861-Power of interpellation
given by later statutes and power to pass resolutions
Importance of administrative control to Sllpply what
is wanting in other forms-Administrative control besb
developed in Germany and weakest in the States of the
American Union-It is stronger in the Federal Government of the United States which is more centralisedProgress of centralisation in India-Centralised officialism
inevitable in modern conditions, but is not inconsistent with
personal and local autonomy

662-664
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667-674

L'ENVOI.
\Vide extent of the subject of the lectures-Its practical
interest for all men-All persons must consciously cooperate in the work of the administration, whi~:h )et must
be carried on increasingly b~ experts-The old opposition
between ruler and ruled makmg room for the newer opposition between lay-men and experts-To mediate between
them is the future mission of administrative law-How a
theory of administration reacts on the State's relations
with other States.-German juristic doatrine of auto-Iimita_tion of the State's powers and its bearing upon public and
internatiouallaw.-Other ideals-Autocracy versus Democracy-Inherent right of self-determination of commHnities
-Promise of responsible government to India, its significance-Possible effects of the war on the methods of
government in democratic countries

-

•

•
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Law

WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ORGANISATION
AND LEGAL POSITION OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE
AUTHORITIES IN BRITISH INDIA.

~

BOOK I.

ANALYTICAL ®. HISTORICAL.
\-ECTURE I·
INTRODUCTORY.
(I)-GeneraJ Aspects.
1. Administrative law is a branch ofPublic or State law.
Adrninistration_broadly speaking, is the sum~total of acts by
which a State seeks to effectuate its intentions and purposes.
When, -in so acting, the State is obliged to follow and enforce
(more or less) definite rules and principles, tpere is administrative -law .

Administration and administrative
law.

.2. But a State may not and often need not have to -act
in accordance with settled rules and principles. There has
been and there may be administration without law. Administration without law is not e_ven necessarily bad administration,
nor is it invariably the mar_]{ of a lo~ order o£ civilisation (a).

Administra·
tion without
Jaw,

(a) The broad distinction drawn in the following paragraphs between
'administration without law' and 'administration accoi·ding to law' and the
• inclusion within the former of most ancient and some modern polities may
appear at first s!ght to be an overstatement, for it may well be urged that none
of these Governments has acted altogether capriciously or fitfully. It bas also
to be conceded that in proportion u.s a State, whether ancient or modern, has
been able to establish ordered government, it has had in the· same proportion
to submit to being guided by more or less settled prir.ciples of administration.
But even these concessions do not detract from my classification, because in
the absence of the conditions outlined in the second part of this lecture, the
rules ancl principles 'vhich these States may be said to have normally followed
in theiP>administration are rules of imperfect obligation only; They are no
- doubt the germs out of which, under favourable conditions and under- the
influence of ideas w4icli :were foreign to ancient polities, adiqinistra,tive law

2
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.
The Greek City States were administered without

3.
law.
Rome developed to perfection a system of private law to
govern the relations of subjects amongst themselves. But
neither during the Republic nor in the palmy days of the
Empire was there anything answering the description of
administrative law. Things were not very different in Hindu
India (a). In the Islamic State, as in Imperial Rome, the
Sovereign ruled by a hierarchy of officials who were responsible to no one but to the Sovereign ,(b). French administration
knew hardly any restraint of law in the Royalregime and
French administrative law as we know it now is, to a certain
extent, a by-product of Napoleonic autocracy. In Germany
of the Holy Roman Empire, there was hardly any unity of
administration, not to speak o£ administration according to
law. In Prussia, before the Stein-Hardenburg reforms of the
early 19th century, the administration wa~ bureaucratic to a
degree. The phenomenal rise of Japan by, as it were, one
bound from medieval to modern conditions is a triumph of
administration, but not only has that administration been
throughout autocratic and opportunist, it is more than doubtful whether the Meiji era would have accomplished a tithe.
of its triumphs, had it beer: less untramelled by law.
Origina~

home of:admini,tr[1.tive
law, En$land.

4. Administrative law i$ indeed a very late fruit of
history. It made its first appearance in a rudimentary form
in England, under the Angevin kings. It took definite shape
only after the Revolution of 1688, when the theoretical bases
underlying any system of administrative law were firmly outlined in Locke's Treatises on G9vernment. Partly through
l\'tontesquieu and partly through Rousseau, the knowledge of
these factors of lawful administration-which are also the

•

properly so called has evolved, and I shall have occasion to trace this proceRs
in subsequent lectures. But to call them rules of "administr\tive law" would
be a misapplication of language. That designation should be reserved for ·
rules, whether of law or usage, framed with reference to a more or le3s consciously realised conception of the obligation of a Go\'ernment to ·act according
to law, as well in its relations to its subjects as in the delegation of its powers
to its agents. See Lecture VI infra, paras. 1-9.
(a) Pramatha Nath Banerjee's Public Administration in Ancient India,
Ch. XII.
.
0

(b) D, S.

pp. 97-99.

Margoliouth's MahomP.danism (Home Univer,ity

Library)
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foundations of all forms or' constitutional government~passed
into Continental Europe. 'l'he English colonists in America
after recovering their freedom proceeded to frame
their
I
Government out of these same elements. They have spread
into the Colonies and Dependencies of the British Empire.
They have been carr~ed into British India and have even
found their way into several of the Feudatory States. To
England is due the credit of being the original home of
administration accordin&' to law (a).

•

5. And yet it is not claimed that all the systems of
administrative law in force to-day all over the world are but
variations of one sipgle type. The seeds of administrative
law, 'though essentially the same, falling on different soils,
hQ.ve developed on different lines, and have produeed welldistinguishable \ypes, ·
'

But the
English
is not the
only type of
administrative law.

6.. But though administration according to law originated
and took shape in England, owing to circumstances peculiar
to England, chief amongst which is the fact that in that
country the same tribunal administers both private 'and public
law and by very nearly the same procedure, administrative
law in England was never differentiated frmn private law so
as _to suggest or make necessary a separate study and treatme:nt of this branch of the law (b). It was the establishment in
France of separate tribunals for the administration of public
law, acting on principles quite distinct from, if not opposed
to, those which go~rn the administration of justice as between
subject and subject, that first drew attention to administrative
law as a subj_?ct of special study. So it was that administrative law first became a subject of scientific study not in its
original home but on the Continent of Europe.

Administra·
tive law not
differentiated
in England
from private
law and not
yet made a
subject of
special study.

7. The literature of administrative law. on the Continent
of Europe is 11nusually rich. In contrast English literature on
administrative law may be said to be wholly wanting. Administration rather than the law of the administration has been the
subject o£ study with English and American writers.. Practi(a) Cf. Brissaud, His.tory of French Public Law, p. 332.(b) Dicey, The Law of the Constitution, Sixth Edition, Ch. XII; Goodnow,
Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, 1, p. 6; Lowell, Governments and
Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. 1, pp. 55-56.

G

.

•

Otherwise on
the Continent
of Europe.

English and
American
literature on
administrative law.
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tioners' handbooks on special branches of administrative law
exist in both countries, but with one rare exception, administrative law as a whole has not formed the subject of systematic
study by any English or American writer : that one exception
is Professor Goodnow of the Columbia University. Professor
Goodnow has written a valuable text-book on the Principles of
the Administrative Law of the United States and another. more
ambitious work on Comparative Administrative Law (a). But
the scope of this book is both wider and narrower than is
indicated by its title, for a large part of it is taken up by a
comparative treatment of the administrative systems of four
countries-England, the United States, France and Germany.
The somewhat elaborate treatment of the administrative organisation of the four countries contained in the book was
justified at the time by the absence in the English language
of books dealing with administrative systems-an absence
since made good by the excellent· volumes of Professor A. -"
Lawrence Lowell
on "Governments and Parties in
Continental Europe" and "Thw Government of England",
:Mr. Dodd's "Modern Constitutions'' and Mr. Ogg's "Governments of Europe" (b) and several ot.her less comprehensive
treatises.
Professor Goodnow's book though far too elaborate in this respect is incomplete in another, in that it
does not deal with the base~ of administrative law as furnished
by political science and constitutional law and wholly overlooks that which interests Indian readers most, viz, colonial
administration. The former ground, in his view, had been
so completely and satisfactorily traversed by Professor Burgess
in his excellent treatise on Political Science and Constitutional Law that he felt justified in taking its results for
granted for the purpose of his own researches m the allied
field of Comparative Administrative Law.

•

Scope of the
present
lectures.

8. The plan of the present lectures will be t~ deal with
the administrative organisation of the several countries selected for treatment, except India, with all possible brevity and
of India also not too fully-for there are excellent works on
(a) The latter book appears to have been written. first, the former partly
repeating and partly elaborating the portions of tl~e larger work which dealt
with the administrative law of the United States.
(b) Messrs Lowell~ Dodd & Qgg arc like Mr. Gooduow American writers.
0
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the subject (a) which are widely read-and at the same time]
to devote as much space as is necessary to a consideration of
the theoretical and constitutional implications underlying
all administrative law. A close study of the~e has further
convinced me that it will be highly useful (as preparatory
to a study of phenomena which though widely scattered are
manifestations of the sall!.e principles) to trace the history of
the growth of the ideas which have contributed-to the making

,

of modern administrative law.
adminis
9. I have sought to establish that administration accord- Is
trative law a

•

ing to law is by no means essential to the efficient performance limitation of
the Soveby the State of its appointed work. From what I have said reignty of
the State.
before it will also have appeared that until quite recently
administration according to law has been in the history of
States the exception rather than the rule. I desire here, at the
outset, to lay stress on another fact, viz : that even in those
countries which have evolved a system ofadministrative law,
the State has nowhere bound itself to follow fixed legal rules in
.
d
t
f .
. ..
d .
ll .
t
Danger o!
every epar ment o Its activities an m a Circums ances., extreme !egaA State cannot permit itself to· be reduced into an automaton lis_m_
itn at~o- n
mm1s ra 1 •
consistently with its own safety and the best interests of the
individuals committed to its charge. The familiar doctrine
that the State, being the source of all law, cannot subject
itself to laws except by way of self-limitation and that therefore the State must always ·remain free to override these
limitations whenever the .supposed exigencies of public life
may demand it, is at the bottom based upon a natural
apprehension that undue limitation of the State's powers will
not only cripple its capacity for doing good, it may even in
times of c;isis prove destructive of the State itself (b). The
State m~st be free in the same sense as all well-conditioned
individuals within it are free. The limitations upon its -free- ll'hc State
like the ind idom must •be rational. ~'he tendency in modern democratic vidual a free
personality,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Limitfttion,
(a) Notably, !!bert's Go\'ernment of India, Chesney's Indian Polity, eoncei Yed as
Strachey's India : Its Administration and Progress, and Rangaswami Iyengar's rational.
The Indian Constitution. Holderness\ Peoples and Problems of In0ia (in the
Home University Library), small as it is, cam1ot well be omitted from this list,
(b) The German jurist Jhering is the clRssical exponent of the doctrine
of the auto-limitation of the State. It has ·been worked up more fully by
Jellinek. See Ch. VII of M. Leon Duguit's "The Law and the State" in 31
Harvard Law Review, November 1017.
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States i; indeed towards increasing the powers of the State.
The growing complexities of modern life in which the conflict
of local and sectional interests within the State appears to be
assuming larger and larger proportions seem to call rather
for an increase of power in the controlling authority than for
its diminution. The aim of a sound system of administrative
law should be not to cripple the powers of the State but to
provide effective guarantees that these will be wisely exercised.

Evils of nn·
lil)1ited rule.
Powers of
ajten ts through whom
Government
rllust work
must be limited by law.

Limits of the
operation of
administrative law,

The State at
at work.

Organs of the
State : The
Executive,
the Judiciary
and the Legislature.

10. On the other hand, the evils of unlimited rule are
writ so large on the face of history that to leave Leviathan unchained may prove equally destructive not only of the best
interests of individual subjects, but even of the State itself.
The business of Governm~nt must be carried on by human
agencies and there are few men indeed who can be trusted
to wield unlimited power over t]leir fellow-men. A sound
body of administrative law must therefore be a compromise
between the claims of extreme autocracy on the one hand and
extreme legalism on the other.
11. For a just comprehension of the purpose and functions
of admmistrative law, I consider it therefore of the highest
importance to mark off in outline, however general, the fields
of State activity where administrative law can freely operate,
from those where, strictly applied, it may do harm, and within
the former, the limits beyond wh}ch the limitations of law
ought not to go. To facilitate this enquiry, however, it will
be necessary to examine the structure of the State and the
organs by which it performs its work, confining my examination {it need hardly be said) to those States only which have
evolved some form of administrative law.
12. The differentiation in structure in these States which
most obviously meets the eye (and which so far ~s these
States are concerned is fundamental) is that whic~ is found
in the separation of the Executive, Judicial and Legislative
organs of the State. This differentiation of structure, I hasten
to state, is also found in varying degrees of incompleteness
in States which do not possess or have not possessed any
system of adiJfinistrative law, and nowhere has the separation
of functions attained a point where each works wholly independently of the other. But to make administrative law at all
possible, the progress made towards differentiation must have
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been such as to enable the judicial and legislative organs of
the State to exercise over the executive a degree of control
which makes it habitually observe the law. It is the existence
0
of this control that differentiates States possessed of ad minis.
'
trative law from other·s not so possessed. This differentiation True view of
interof structure came into being everywhere · originally to serve their
relation. A
th~ very natural purpose
a division of labour in the dis- biological
analogy.
charge of political functions, it beir..g obviously inconvenient, if not impossible, in any but the most rudimentary
forms of State organisation to en~rust the performance of all
these v11.ried fu·n~tions in the same men or body of men. But
even where it has made the greatest progress, this division
of labo.ur cannot imply (and never did, except in the minds
of political do.ctrinaires ) either mutual exclusion or want of
0
co-operation, any more than the diff~rentiation of organs in
the human body should imply mutual exclusion or absence
of co-operation. The fact, however, that there has been a
differentiation makes it obviously inconvenient ~nde~en injudicious for one organ to 11surp the functions of the other. The
differentiation of organs, moreover, does not in the State, any
more than in the human body, exclude the occupation by one
of them of a position of relative superiority or even predommance.
13. So viewed, the judicial and the legislative organs The nature
are organs of conservation whilst it is the executive through of the Juclicial and the
which mainly the State seeks to realise its ends. The original Legislative
organs. They
purpose of courts of law when they began to assume a distinct are conservbut not
organisation -.vas no doubt to secure cohesion within the ing
vvorldng
con'lmunity by composing the disputes of its members in accor- agencies.
dance wi.th customary laws which the courts had to 'find'
and not 'make.' The original purpose again of what has now
come to be the legislature was without doubt to seem·' deliberation in. arriving at communal decisivns of an executive
character, but that laws could be changed at pleasure even•.
by sovereign assemblies was altogether foreign to such political ideas as may have existed in ancient communities. The
executive in the beginning would no doubt give effect to communal decisions as administrative resolutions but not as laws.
There could thus in the beginning be no notion of laws being
made to bind the executive, br of the State being impleaded
in disputes between it and a subject before the courts of law

or

8

Their control
over the Executive in
modern
States,

They are organs of the
State, not of
the Exe~u
tive Government which
itself is a co.
related organ
of the State,
The Constitution.

Limits of
Judicial and
Legislative
control over
the Executive Gcvernment,
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with a view to the enforcement of those laws. And yet it is
a fa.ct that in the constitutions of all the countries whose
administrative law I shall examine will be f'Jnnd provisions
enabling the l~gislature (within limit'>) (a) to regulate the
actions of Government and government officials by laws and not
merely by administrative resolutions. In all these countries again
the acts of executive are (also within limits) subject to review
by the judiciary (whether of the ordinary courts as in England
or of special administrative courts as on the Continent). In
fact, "administration according, to law" would lose its significance if there w~re not organs to impose the law on the executive and if there were no.t courts of luw to apply it. The
subjection of the executive (within limits) to 1aws passed by
.the legislature and the obligation of the executive (also within
limits) to submit its differences with individual subjects to the
adjudication of courts of law represent the compromise of which
I have spoken ~ the foundation of al'l administrative law.
The so-called "separation of powers" is really the machinery
by which administration according to law has been made real
in the States under consideration (b). The theoretical implic~tions which underlie it and the historical causes which have
led to it will be considered later.

14. Though, therefore, it is usual and undoubtedly correct
to speak of .the legislative and judicial organs as organs of
the Sovereign power, they cannot be regarded as organs o£ the
executive. The Sovereign power, properly speaking, is the
power which lies behind aU these organs. Between the Sovereign and these is the Constitution which determines their
respective powers and functions, the mode in which one or
more of them may control the action of the other or others
and the mode also in which their co-opemtion may ~ secured.
On the other hand, in no country is the executive absolutely •
subjected 1o the legislature or the judiciary. In s~me of the
States I shall examine, it may appear at first sight as if the
legislature was the Sovereign executive. But in point of
fact this is not so. Even in England, where the Legis·------------------'-----(a) The competence of some legislatures, e.g., ·of t.he British :parJia,
ment, is considered to be unlimited. The statement in the text is therefore
true only in a general way. See iJ{fra, Lecture XXIV.
(b)

See Lecture IV. infra.
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lature wields the largest measure of authority, the participation
of the head of the executive is necessary to validate its laws,
and there are spheres of action over which (subject to criticism in the legislature) the executive is virtually supreme,
whilst even outside these spheres it is riot the habit of the
Legislature to interfere directly with the ordinary work of
administration. Where the legislature ( as in France ) oversteps these limits, administration, and good government generally, suffer (a). And even in England and the United States,
where the judiciary is the least dependent on the executive,
and enjoys the highest de~ee of prestige, there are acts of
the administration which the judicial tribunals will refuse to
review. 'I he laws of all these countries, moreover, provide for
contingencies in which, under stress of serious political danger,
the executive may draw into its hands provisionally all the
powers of th~ State untramelled by laws and unchecked- by
tribunals. The executive, therefore, even in States where there
has been a "separation of powers," is properly and pre eminently
styled "the Government", The word "Government'' in these
lectures will be used ordinarily to mean the "Executive
Government". (b)

/

Powers of the
Executive
government
in emergencies.

15. Examining now the several fields of activity which
concern the Government only (as distinguished from the State)
they may be classified under five he'ads : 1. Foreign affairs ;
2. MiliTary affairs ; 3. Judicial affairs, in so far as this
concerns the establishment of courts and the appointment and
removal of judges ; 4. Finance; and 5. Internal affairs
which would include all the varied forms of police and socialistic work which the Goverl\ment performs through its agents
or through local bodies possessing varied degrees of ~elegated
authority.

•

•

(a) Lowell, "The Government of England," Vol, I. Chap. XVIII, and the
same author's ';Governments & Parties in Continental Eur&pe", Yo!. I pp,
111-145,
(b) I should have liked to reserve the term ''State" to signify the Sovereign power behind the constitution. ··But the use oNhe word to' signify what I
have called •·t.he Government" is so very common that it would be affectation not to use the two terms interchangeably, if only to avoid repetition.
I am sure I shall not be misunderstood when I use the word "State" to mean
the "Sovereign power" or any other of the many things for which-it stands
in the English language,

'Go~ernment'

Fields of
Qovernmental activity.'
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_ 16. It is obvious that the Government must be given
a fairly free hand in dealing with the first two classes ofaffairs.
Not that the acts of the Government in relation to these must
needs be lawless. Neither International law (which applies
to the first) nor :Military law (which applies to the second)
is strictly speaking law (a). But they represent a body of rules·
and principles which in normal times at least are invariably
followed. The growth of these institutions in modern times
is strongly indicative of the growing anxiety of Governments
to avoid acting capriciously even when constitutionally free to
do_so and of their growing regard for law. But in these two
fields, the Government must; as a rule, be free from direct
legislative and aU judicial control, at least of the ordinary kind.
3. In Judicial
The
proper function of the legish\ture in these fields is criticism.
affairs-Independence of
With regard to Judicial affairs, the judicial control over the
judges.
administration which, as already pointed out, is a condition of
administration according to law, cannot be made a reality
unless the power of establishing courts o£ law and of appointment and removal of judges which must be entrust0d to. the
executive (for the sake at least of unity of administration) is
to a substantial degree regulated by law (b). Both history and
a consideration of existing systems of administration show that
the quality of the judicial control varies with the degree of
independence-- enjoyed by the judiciary.
Scope of administrative
law in each
of them ; 1
& 2, In Foreign and
Military
affairs--International and
Military law.

4.

In Finan·
cial affairsLegislative
control,

17. The control 0ver Financial administration, where it
exists, is, in tpe systems under consideration, mainly legislative and the{efore a proper subject for consideration in a
treatment of constitutional law. In so far as the financial·measures of a Government are embodied in statutes, the
financial administration of the country must be. subject to
law. (c).

5. In Internal affairs,
the field pa1·
erroe llenae of
administrative law.

18. Internal affairs are par excellence the field of opera- •
tion of administrative law. It is here that tM Government

(a) Like most general statements, this, so far as millitary law is concer·
ned, is true only approximately_, See Lecture XIX infra
(b) The State Judges in the United States of America are in most of the
States elected. The Federal Judiciary however are appointed. The tendency
at the present day is to take away the power of remoyal, in the case at least
of the highest Judiciary, from the Executive. See Lecture XVI hifra.

(c) See Lecture XXIV injm.
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enters into the most intimate relations with its subjecte. In
many of these relations the position of the Government is not
easily distinguishable from that of any private individual
19. In several systems, Government in such relations is
in point of fact treated as a juristic person, and it was no
doubt with reference to such relations that Professor Maitland
gave characteristic expression to the prevailing opinion in
England (not yet unfortunately authoritatively established):
"It is a wholesome' sight to·see the Crown sued and answering
for its torts" (a). Even outside these relations,. the Government in pursuing public ends may come into conflict with
individual rights and interests. . Here, too, .Government is
expected not to interfere with private rig.hts and interests by
over-stepping the bounds of law, The activities of the administration here too must in the interest of good government
he regulated by law.
, 20. Except to point out in what fields of Governmental
activity administrative law can most usefully operate, it
may be stated that a classification of the departments of
administration or of the directions o£ its activity within these
departments is of no dir~ct value in any general treatment
of administrative law, for that law does not assume a different
character according as its operation is directed to one field
of Governmental activity or to another. General administra- tive law is concerned rather with the instruments and organs
with which and the modes according to which Government
works than with the works themselves. It is chiefly concerned
with the manner in which the powers of Government Se
distributed and co-ordinated, the authorities amongst whom
they are distributed, the limits-to the exercise by each of its
respective powers, the duties which these powers imply," the
• sanctions by which the performance of these duties may be
secured and • the transgression of the limits imposed by law
may be prevented or penalised. It will protect officials and
public authorities in the just discharge of their duties and lay
down, in the public interest, rules for their appointment and
removal. It will determine the tenure under which publi~
(a) Maitland, Article in 17 Law· Quarterly Review 131 at p. 142 entitled
liThe Crown as Corporation", reprinted in his "Coll~cted Papers", iii 244. See
Lecture Xlll infra,

(i) Government is
Fiscus.

( ii) as Government.

Operation of
administrative law, so
far as it goes,
similar in all •
departments
of Governmen tal activity.

Contents of
administrative law.
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offices shall be held and regulate the relations of subordinate
and superior officials. ·where Government relies on autonomous local agencies for carrying out its purposes, administrative law will determine the constitution and functions of these
bodies:
Administra·
tive law as
an aid to
good government,

Constitutional
Government
and Administrative law.

"Administration" im.
plies a
utrust".

Nature of
the trust.

21. As I said at the outset, administration without law
need not necessarily mean bad government, nor is administra'tion in accordance with law necessarily good government.
But the :importance of admihistr11'tive law as an aid to good
government must be apparent. It may seem even as if at a
certain stage of State-development, administration according
to law is a necessary concomitant of good government. No
State which claims .to be considered civilised can afford to
remain to-day a mere ''police" Sta\e, and· it is difficult to
conceive how with a full sense of its responsibilities a State
of the first rank can to-day do without sotrie system of administrative law. In constitutional Governments, it is administrative law which works out in practice the promises of the
constitution. It can hardly be an accident that the first part
of the 19th Century which in Europe and America has been
the era of constitution building ehould have been followed
by an era of administrative reforms carried out by legislation.
22. I shall conclude this preliminary survey of the subject
by drawing attention to the sense conveye,d by the very name
by which this law is known. Administration implies the
performance of a trust. It ·needs no appeal to philosophy to
p~rsuade one to-day to admit that all civilised Governments
must constitute themselves into (and indeed most modern
Governments are agreed that they are) holders of a trust,
that they are trustees for the whole people and not for any
particular class or community, and-that the ultimate goal of all
Governments and the ultimate purpose of all Governmental •
activities is the welfare of the people as a wholt. Administrative law, rightly viewed, IS the body of rules and
principles by which. Governments seek to discharge
~his trust with efficiency and yet without avoidable injury to
individual rights and interests. A sound body of administrative law can grow only on a double foundation of the recognition by the State of the worth of each individual citizen for

his own sake and of _a corresponding recognition by the citizens
as a whole of the indispensability in their own interest of a
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living, working, and efficiently organised Government, ammated by a single desire to fulfil its trust.

(II)

Theoretical Implications.

23. I have drawn prominent attention to the fact that Conditions
every .State does not possess .a system of administrative law, and Causes
of adminisand that in fact it is found only in certain exceptional types tration
according to
of States. This fact undoubtedly points to the existence o£ law.
conditions which favour the development of administrative
law and others which do not. The conditions which favour
Conditions.
the growth of administrative law and those which retard it
may be discovered by analysis and comparison of the nature
and working of the several forms of Government, those which
possess a body of administrative law as well as those which
do not. But the causes which have led to the establishment of
a system of administrEttive law in any particular instance
cannot be found by" analysis. For these, one must look into
history.
24. As a result or such analysis it may, I think, be laid
down with some .amount of confidence that one of the essential
• conditions favouring the" development of administration according to law is the separation of the State from Government.

I.
Eeparation
of State frr m
Government,

25. · Where the' State and Government are identical, be Identity of
the two leads
they one (Monarchy), the few (Oligarchy) or the many (Demo- to ab3olutism.
cracy), there is no power on earth to hold the l~tter to its respon~ihilities, no question of its being made to follow the law.
Such Governments must necessarily. be absolute, checked if
at all only by moral scruples and th.e fe~r of revolution. Such
Governmen-ts may, not inconceivably, be ani~ated by humanitarian, evm philanth~opic, motives. But even in seeking to do
good its methods viill be just as arbitrary as when seeking to do
• evil. Instances of this type of Government are to be found
equally in 'he Greek City States and in Imperial Rome-in _
France during the Re;olution as in l\1od~rn Russia (a).

26. When Arietotle defined- citizenship as the capacity of Ab>olutism
being ruler and ruled in turn, he stated ·in general terms a in Greek
City States.
fact common to all Gre,ek City States-whether ruled by one,
the few or the many. Even where the Government was a
Government of the many, it was- possible in. those States for
(a) ThiS" was written before ~he Revolution of March I9i7.
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the entire body of citizens to participate actively in the· work
of administration. The assembly of the citizens in the mostdemocratic of Greek States, Athens, ordered the administration
in its minutest details and held the officials accountable directly to itself. It never had any need to follow legal1y fixed
rules and principles in administration. ('l'he Greek States,"
says Mahaffy, "seldom interfered with the citizens in the way of
Police regulations, but when it did so it interfered as a master
would with his slave." (a) The constitution of Imperial Rome,
In Imperial
Rome.
though widely different, showed the same identity of State
- and Government--the Emperor in his own person being both
the one and the other. Of Hadrian, it has been unctuously
recorded by a modern historian (b). that he was "one of the few
representatives in antiquity of the modern pr~nciple that the
Prince is the first servant of the State ', But it was Hadrian
who origanized and perfected the most bureaucratic civil service known to history and it was his zeal for good governmtmt
that led Imperial Rome to take the first step towards bringing
the free city municipalities of the provinces ·under Imperial
tutelage. The Roman Emperor in fact ruled a vast Empire
with the assistance of a highly centralised and efficient bureaucracy somewhat on the flame plan on which a Roman noble
ruled his household of domestics m!d dependents by the aid
of a highly disciplined body of slaves. ''A relen~less system
of impf?rial administration which marshalled citizens as though .
they were soldiers and treated all classes as the fitting instruments of official life and r~garded the subject as existing
for the Empire rather than the Empire for the subject" was
hardly the kind of soil on which administrative law could take
root and flourish (c).
II.
Hecognition
that Government is not
an end in itself; but a
means, the
welfare of
the subjects
being the
end,

27. The second condition favouring the growth of
administrative law, which I now prcceed to consider, is often •
in a great measure bound up with, though not• necessarily
involved in, the first. It is the recognition by Government
of each individual citizen as of_ value for his own sake and
not merely as an instrument of Government, and of the
(a) •. ~aliafl'y, Greek Antiquities, pp. 88-89.

....

(hi. Dr. Julius Koch, Roman History, translated froJll the German by
Lionel D.. B~rp.~tt, Fourth Edition, 1909, p. 130,
(ti)

I~I

See Lecture
~

.•.-

.

(iv) infra,
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Government itself as a means rather than as an end. The
ancient omnipotent Governments, sayg Woodro1~ Wilson, knew
nothing of individual rights as contrasted with- fue rights of
the State (a). 'The citizens' evei1 in highly democratic Athens
looked for protection from high-handed acts o£ officials to
the administrative control which they might exercise in the
popular assembly. But the right of the assembly itself, wh_ich
was at the head of the administration, to order about citizens
and officials alike, could be questioned only by ap act of
rebellion. Democracy in Greek States, 1n practical application, always 'meant the tyranny of the majority-in plain
language, mob-rule. Moreover, 'citizer.s' in Greek States
formed b~t a: small minority of the population of whom the
majority, consisting of slaves and mechanics, worked and
slaved to rrovide leisure to the privileged few to pursue the
arts of Government. The unenfr?,nchised majority and the
enfranchil3ed minoritywere alike bound to follow the behests
of the enfranchised majorit)r, however capricious (h).

Contrary
view governed in· ancient
polities.

In Greek
City Statef!_.

28. Slav~ economy sustained the Roman State also, In tlie Roman
~Q1pire.
though the slave in t.he Empire' was not without rights. - But
though slave and freeman alike enjoyed the protection of the
law, when the differences were only between subject and
subject, there was no sphere of f.he individual's life which was
sacred from interference in the interest of the State. Marshalled as a soldier when submissive, relentlessly persecuted ~
when (as in the case of the early Christian) he f11iled to fall
in with the vie~vs of the Government, what Roman citizen
could dream of invoking the protection of law against the State itself?
29, The idea of individual citizens having a sphere of
rights with which even the State might not ·lightly interfere,
• is one of the few ideas which modern Europe does not owe
to Ancient• Greece or Rome. The individual as a 'political
and moral entity, possessing rights in some matters paramount
(in normal,times at least) to the State is curiously enough a
by-product of that much maligned. Medieval institution,
Feudalism. It was its death-bed legacy to modern Europe .
.~'\Of 1-lO~i)f

~(a)
(b)

Woodrow Wilson. The. State, p. 582.
See Lecture lll (i) infra,

.

.9~

The idea
that the subject has
legally enforcible rights
against the
State is derived from
Feudali2m.
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30. "In the really Feudal centuries", say Messrs. Pollock
and Maitland, "men could make the relation between King
and subject look like the outcome of 11greement ;· the law of
contract threatened to swallow up all public law. These were
the golden days of 'free' if formal contract" (f). In the strictly
Feudal polity, the King was hut one of several units of
society held together by the bonds of Feudal engagements.
For considerations of service, the King parted with portions of
his land and jurisdiction, and, save for such shreds and patches
of the traditional Imperial prerogative as with the connivance
of the Church he was able to gather round his person, he could
be held (in theory at least) to the terms of his engagements as·
strictly ~s the meanest villein in the kingdom.

(f), Pollock & Maitland, History of English Law, 2nd, Edn, Vol, I, pp.
232-233. The statement in the quotation and in the paragraph which preceded it, seems, at first sight, to be opposeJ to the familiar observation that in
the Society of the Middle Ages, the group was tlJe unit and not, as is the case
now, the individual citizen. Even now, individuals combine in associations
to protect their common interests, e. g., trade uniom, mannfacturer's associations, etc., whenever the rights of individuals having common interests are,
or are believed to be, not sufficie.ntly protected by State authority. In
Feudal Society, at the same time that the rights of every one were defined
by law, dfecti>e protection of these rights was greatly wanting in the absence
of a strong central authority to enforce it. Hence the tendency, which
history shows is older than Feudalism, towards formation of groups, gilds
and classes. The statement often met with in text-books that in Feudal
Society the group was the unit is misleading, if not positively incorrect. The
statement quoted (divorced from its context) does, ho":ever, need correction
in so far as it may suggest that the rules of law which governed the relations
of lord and chief, in the Feudal scheme, were determined entirely by contract.
These were, in their· inr.eption, custcmary rules not modifiable by the wills
of the parties and the Common law of England to a large extent remains
unalterable by agreement up to the present day But the Feudal relationship
itself was created by contract. The point, however, which requires emphasis in the present context is that every individual from the King to the villein •
had a place in a system in which the relations between ono individual and
another (including the King) were regulated by law. The Roman Imperial
idea of the State being above law was foreign to the Feudal scheme. That
Feudal Society was based primarily on contract is borer out by the fact
otherwise unintelligible that no member of a Feudal Assembly originally
considered himself bound by 'a decision of the majority to which he had not
personally assented. In fact, the dissent of a single member was enough
to wreck a proposal. For a description of the operation of this "liberum veto"
in Poland, see Prof. Phillip>' monograph on Poland in the Home University
Library, Ch. IV, and, in Aragon, Mackinnon's History of Modern Liberty,
Vol, I, pp. 255-256. See also Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 362.
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31. The cent.ral idea of Feudalism w·as the subjection of
the ruling body (grants of land, it must be remembered,
always carried with·them grants of jurisdiction) equally with
the ruled to law (a). Its d-efects lay in the extreme points
to which this idea could be carried, to phe destruction. indeed
of all centralised authority, the very authority which was
needed to put the idea into practice.

Why Feuda~
!ism by itself
failed to,
evolve a system of order·
ed adminis·
tration,

32. "Under Feudalism", writes Davis, "the powers of the
Crown, exEcutive, judicial and administratjve, are often ·granted
away to be held by the same tenure _as the fiefs over which
they are exercised. And thus it1 createq the wprst form. of
civil service tnat we can conceive, a corps of hereditary officials
who can only be checked or re~oved with extreme difficulty,
who render no account of the sums which they collect under
the names of fines or dues, who are seldom educated to the
point of realising that even in their private interest honesty
is the best policy. If this system had developed to its logical
conclusion, if the principles of Feudal government had not
been mitigated by revolt from below and interested tyranny
from abGve, the only possible end would have been a state of
. particularism and anarchy compared with which t~e Germany
of the fifteenth century or the Italy of the eighteenth might be
called ail earthly paradise" (b).
33. A strictly Feudal poijty, it is apparent, was impossible, Transition
from Feudal
· for it bore within it the seeds of anarchy, the only antidote . Kingships of
M.iddle
to which was a strong and centralised monarchy. How, in the
Ages to the
, Western Europe, the royal power ultimately triumphed over Centralized
Monarchies
the self-interested and self-seeking Feudal nobility is known of later
· to students of history. As will be shown later, the diverging times.
ways in which this conquest was accomplished in England and
the Continental countries had important consequences in
• determining the character of the administration and the principles accord!ng to which it was to work in each of the.se
countries. In each case, however, the conquest . was achieved
with the aid of the Commonalty, and the importanb point to
note in the present connection is the fact that tho•lgh Feudal
(a) That the principle of Feudalism was a principle of liberty is testified
to by M. Brissaud. History of French Public Law, p. 214.
(b) II. W. C. Davis, Medieval Europe (Home University Library), pp.
93-9!. See also Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 280,
~
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King to law
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expandA into
the doctrine
of Social
Compact.

Further
developments, Progress from_
the idea of
sovereignty
derived from
the people to
that of sovereignty of
the people,
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polity, represented as it was by dismemberment of territorial
possession and jurisdiction, passed away, the idea o£ jurisdiction by contract remained and indeed was extended and
ailapted itself to the altered circumstances.
The King
according to the new idea must now be supposed to
hold office upon a contract, not with his tenants-in-chief ·
only, but with the entire population. Occam, to mention
the earliest apologist of the new monarchy, derived
his sovereignty from the people (a). It is a mistake- to -suppose that the "Social Compact'' theory of government which
exercised such a strong and universal hold upon the minds of
all class_es of writers from the 13th to the 18th. centuries (b)
was the product entirely of philosophical speculation.
It
represented a mode of thought which was habitual to .the
people of Medieval Europe.
34. It was hardly to be expected that the new .Monarchy
wouid readily · acquiesce in this interpretation of the foundations of its new-found authority. The struggle between tho
King and his recent allies broke out first in England. Whilst
the King claimed to rule by j-nre divino, there appeared
extreme sections o£ the people who ·would not admit eYen the
delegated sovereignty of the King (c), thus foreshadowing
doctrines which a century later were to set Europe ablaze,
The revolutions of 1649 and 1688 in England destroyed for
ever the royal pretensions to govern by divine prerogative
but they did not, fortunately for that country, destroy monar(a) The new theory of soyereignty derived support from tile traditional
account of the establishment of the Principate in Rome-which, though a
military usurpation in fact, was passed on as an act of perpetual delegation of
authority by the Sovereign people to the miiitary commander.
(b) The doctrine, it should be remarked, was accepted and utilised by •
supporters of absolutism (Hobbes and Rousseau) equally with ihose who argued
for a limitation, of Sovereign power (Locke, Madison and Hamilton). The
doctrine of Social Compact has been rejected as history, but has been reinstated
in theory as a "logical necessity". I am not sure I understand what is meant
by this expression, unless it merely amounts to a philsophical way of expressing
the idea of its "utility". In the above pasmge I have merely sought to explain
its wide~prevalence in Medieval thought, not confined by any means to learned
men only. See Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p, 538, for a typical
modern estimate of the theory.

{c) Gooch, Political Thought in England from Bacon to Halibx (Home
University Libary) pp. 81-84.
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cl)y. They established as 11 historical fact what Occam
(1270-1347) and Althusius (1557 -1638) had asserted as
political theory (a) that the people were sovereign and the
authority of Governments was authority which the peuple
had entrusted to them under a "contract of sovereignty" which
made it incumbent on all Governments to use that. authority,
never in an absolute manner, but always limited by consideration for the people. For the first time in history, the executive of a nation became "administrators" for :;,nd trustees
of the people in fact as well as in theory,

.a

35. The doctrine of the sovereignty of the people r~ached
it high-water mark in France at the end of the 18th century.
In this country, it refused all compromises with the hereditary
monarchy which it proceeded to destroy root and branch (b).
This drastic treatment of the traditional executive cost France
11 century of travail to replace it by a. really effective constitutional executive without which adminifitration is nought. But
neither France, nor the rest o£ Europe w~ich learned so much
(positiYely as'\vell as negatively) from the Revolution, is likely
to forgot one lesson the teaching of which affords the only
extenuation of the orgy of blood and terror through which she
passed. That was the lesson of equality in moral value of all
men in any scheme of administration. Far away from the
scene of conflict and just when affairs in France where approaching a crisis, the · Philosopher of the age, Kant, summed up
the new teaching (which was as much ethical as political) in
a sentence which is now accepted as axiomatic : "Act so that

(a) The name of Marsilius (:Marsiglio) of Padua (who died in 1828) is usually
coupled with th~t of Occam as the first advocates of the derivative sovereignty
• of the King. But Marsili us had in .fact gone much further, having affirmed the
authority of thi Sovereign people to punish and even to deposll a King. As
Mr. Dunning has pointed out, Jlfarsilius's views were in many respects out of
all relation to the current of':ti'Iediev~:~l thought (History of Political Theories,
Ancient and Modern, p. 238). He clearly affirms t~e plenary authority of the
Sovereign assembly to control and punish the executive, an idea derived from
Ancient and not Feudal conceptions of Government. That idea was, at this
time, in vigorous O}'er::ttion in only one State, viz: Venice, and the association
of Padua with Venice was too close for an inhabitant of the latter place not to
be influenced by its institutions. Sovereignty, according .to Marsili us, '\\;as no
doubt delegated, but it was not derived from a contract.
(b)

An experiment now being tried in China and

Russi~.
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you treat hun:mnity, whether in your own person, or in the
person of another, ever as an end, never merely as a means" (a.)
Sovereignty
of the people
not universally admitted, bnt that
Government
is trustee for
the people, is.

36. Not in all the systems of government of the present
day are the people acknowledged to be sovereign. But each
one of them is pledged to seek solely and exclusively the
welfare of its own people, and justifies its existence only as
being indispensable to the attainment of this end (b). -This
condition, among others, favouring the growth of a sound
~ody of administrative law is fulfilled in each of them.

37.

Any one who has followed the discussion so far will have
no difficulty in surmising what the third J;llOSt essential condition of good :idministration must be. This is unity of
administration. This unity must not be a matter of reasoning
or remote inference. It must exist in fact and be embodied
in a living organ of Government co-ordinating and where
necessary controlling the entire system.
\Vithout su.ch a
visible unity there cannot be that pervasive sense of responsibility in officials and non-officials alike which is of the essence
of good government. ~'his condition is ·indeed much more
fundamental than the others, for without it not only can
Absence of it
destructive of there be no administrative law, but no ordered administration
ordered adof any kind. This.tis why the executive whilst allowing itself
ministration·
of any kind.
(within limits) to be bound by law and (within limits again)
to be judged by the judiciary must, at the same time, retain
in its hands large reservBs of power capable of expansion, in
appropriate circumstances, even at the expense of the other
t'vo •organs of the State. (c)
III

Unity of administrati!m.

Poland.

38. The two most afFosite historical instances of the
failure of administration, through the absence of this factor,
are Republican Rome and Poland. IT'he latter is the only
country in Europe where Feudalism appears to have worked
itself out in the completest fashion. What the succe:::s
Ft:)udalism might mean to the administration has • already been

ot

(a) The qracle of KonigEberg -was as uncompromising in his a~rmance
of State absolutism in his "Philosophy of Law" as be was of individualiom
in his "Critique of the Practical Reason", For an examination of Kant's
views as exhibited in his •'Philosophy of Law", see M. Leon Duguit's article
on ''The Law and the State", Ch. lll, in 31 Harva1d Law Review p. 40.
(b)

The Indian reader need hardly be rEminded in this connection of the

language of the Queen's proclamation of 1858.
(c)

For~ further discussion of this topic, see Lecture XXIV

i1j1·a.

1
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indicated (a). A few words will suffice to sketch the condition of things in Rome under the Reptfblic.
39. , Rome steps into history as a highly centralised
monarchy. The King. (Rex) was the regulator of ~11 things
humari and divine. The Republic continued the'royal imperiU1n, vesting it with some small limitations in th_e two
Consuls. But that.thcse large powers might not be abused as
they had been by the Kings, each Consul-was given power to
veto the other. Later on the struggle between the qlasses led
to the jmperi11/n1 being further broken up' and distributed
amongst a number of officials with :qo si~gle authority to be
responsible to. {he deference which the Magistrates habitually paid to the Senate, the standing council of retired officials
(which constitutionally :was an advising body only), secured
unity of action ItJ. wars' and foreign relations. But its partisan
constitution unfittefl it for the exercise of supreme authority
in administration within the State arid thE' arrogation by it of
such authority was keenly resented. But the most distur_bing
factor in the ~rganisation was the Tribunate.' It was organised
as a State within a State, and the vetoing po:wer of the Tri~
bunes which was capable of being most capriciously exercised
was destructive of 9.11 unity of administration (b). The Roman
assembly did not exercise administrative control in the way
the Greek assemblies did (c). In this state of affairs there
could, it has been truly observed, be no true theory of responsibility in the Roman Magistracy (d).
(a) The Kingdom of Palestine founded by Feudal crusaders appears to be
.ano,ther instance, Briss.aud, History of J)'rench Public Law, p. 332.
(b) Sidgwick's Development of European Polity, pp. 143,-145.
(c) Ibid p. 148.
(d) Greenidge, Roman Public Life; p, 181. Tile >vriter however observes
'that another element of responsibility (i.e, not arising from a unity of power)
existed in th~organisation of the Roman magistracy. The· Roman magistrate,
after he c'eased to hol<l office, became subject to action both civil and criminal
for a misuse of functions, in the same.courts and by the same procedure
by which ordinary citizens were tried. This might lead the superficial
observer to imagine that the Roman rule in this respect was the same as the
English. But the general rule ill< Rome that the magistrates were exempt
from trial when in office, coupled with the fact that they held office for very
short terms, obviously introduces fundamental differences in condition with
consequent differences in result. The wonder is not that Republican Rome
failed to develop a system of administrative law but that with its perpetually
changing officials~ it was able to carry on the business of Government at all

Republican
Rome.

Disorganising
effect of the
inte1·cessio
and the Tri·
bunician
[O~estas.
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40. The last condition, which has already been discussed,
1s the separation of the execu~ive, judicial and legislative
organs of the State. This really is a matter not so much of
principle as of machinery. But machinery equally with
principle is indispensable to the proper working olany human
institution, and administration is no exception to the rule.
41. To sum up, then, the conditions which a sound body
of admi_nistrative rules and principles presupposes, these are,
in the m:der of their importance, the following :-(i) A visibly
embodied central executive, supreme in matters not subjected
to control by the other organs of the State, with power in case
of necessity to over-ride even this control ; . (iiJ a recognition
of the fact that it is the State which exists for the welfare of
the individual wbject and not the latter ·for the former-though
the State being indispensable to the attainment of such welfare,
it -is also the duty of each individual subject to :;o-operate
with the State and to offer it his best services in the pursuance
o£ their common end; and ( more as matters of machinery
than of principle but none the less indispensable for that )
(iii) the_ separation of the S!ate and the Government, and (iv)
the separation of the legislative, judicial and administrative
organs o-f the State. All these factors combining produce the
condition referred to at the end of the last section, in which the
Government becomes in fact as well as in theory a trustee
. for the people as a whole, being pledged to pursue solely and
exclusively the common welfare and by methods which are
lawful, that is to s~y. in accoroance with principles ot justice
and fair dealing not dissimilarjn character from those by which
law insists on regulfl.ting the affairs of individual subjects

inter se.
(III) Administrative for-ms and their ends.
A<!ministrativ,e forms
largely conscious adaptations to
ends,

.

42. The conditions outlined in the last section as those
which lead to administration according to law were, it is hardly
necessary to ~ay, not produced in a day. They have been
evolved out of centuries of political experimentation in which
not one rut many nations have joined. Political evolution, I say
advisedly, has not been a blind mechanical process. Political
'

and for so long and so well as it did. But the system was bound to break
down, as in the end it did, to make room for Caesarism. See Lecture IJI (iv)
inJra.

•
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institutions are, amongst soci'll institutions, those in which
the inventive genius of man has found its noblest expressions.
43. "Man", 'said Aristotle, "is a political animal (a).
This observation, one of the profoundest ever uttered by- a man
of genius, has been often misunderstood. For polemical ·pur- poses, it has been assumed to mean that in no circumstances
can a man live otherwise ·than as a member of a politically
organised community. Even the authority of Aristotle will
not make that which is not in accordance with facts true.
What Aristotle realli meant to say was that man can expect
to reach the fullest cultural stature of which he is capable
ocly as a member of a politically organised society. What is
wanting in this maxim is made good in another of profounder
import which also we owe to the Stagirite. "The best Government", he says, ''is that in which man can ·live his best;'., (b)
These propositions are truer today than when they were
written,
44. "War", it has been said, abegot politics".(c). With-·
out, committing oneself to any comprehensive theory of the
origin of political societies, one may yet recognise the fact
that all the earlie&t known forms of historic polities had for
their object either defence of c?mmunal hearths and heritages
from foreign aggression or the maintenance by an invading·
tribe of its hold upon the conquered -t-erritory and its mastery
over the conquered people. War, defensive or offensive, certainly
brought out that _''most successful of p_2liti~al experiments",
the host-leader and king.

•

45. Political progress does not end however with the
discovery (or is it invention ?) o£ the king:· The moment the
tribes settle down into p(:acefol existence, the host-leader
becomes an anomaly. Fresh politicid 'experiments are tried,
and leaders~ip passes to an aristocracy. So long as political
consciousness remains confined within the ruling families, the
Govermrient remains a hereditary aristocracy.· But that consciouslil-eEs gradually filters down to the lower orderi', and further
adjustments tending towards· democracy are marle in the
(a) Aristotle, Politics, Book Ill, Ch. VI.
(b) Aristotle, Politics, Book VII. Ch. II. See also Berlozheimer1 World's
Legal Philosophies, p. 70.
(c) Jenks, History of Politics, Chaps. VIII & IX.

The highest
end,
-

•
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Government. These changes do not occur automatically.
They are n~ade, in fact wrested, and that not always very
peacefully, from unwilling hands. The· Greek city States
changed their constitutions more freely than their private law.
In Rome,. the earliest leges were more concerned with changes
in the public than with alterations of private law. Revolutions,
whether amongst the ancients or amongst modern nations, what
are they but ex,Periments in government-making, more or less
hazardous and attended with degrees of violence ?
46. The highest political wisdom, as Aristotle did not fail
to realise, is to forstall and avoid revolutions. The best
constitution for a Government is that which can always adapt
itself to the changing needs o£ the community.
47. If the political consciousness of a people bad always
accorded with the real needs of the community, reform of
Government would not have been attended with many of the
difficulties that beset it. The needs of a community are
determined by an almost incalculable variety of factors,
geographical, physical, social, political and economic. The
existence of other political' commui1ities with needs, aims and
purposes of their own, operating in varied relations of agreement or conflict with itself, may alone determine its inner
' organisation in a manner opposed to the political consciousness
o£ its people. The very traditions and inherited character of
its members, without more, may impose important limitations
upou. the plans of reformers.

Political
fatalism.

48. But great as may be the difficulties in the way of
fashioning a Government to suit the requirements of a people,
nothing is more opposed to human nature or sound principles
of political science than political stagnation. The difficultieswhich are really so may calls to intensive study should never
be set up as arguments of despair. These argUdllents may
often enough, when analy¥d, be found to be arguments to
perpetuate vested interests in existing forms of Government. _
49. Adaptation to needs is the one test of the value of
a particular form of government a_t a!J.y particular time. The
test is no doubt relative to existing conditions, for every
Government is to a large extent limited by the materials
upon which it has to work, but it is not entirely determined
by them. Human material is in a large measure plastic
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and environments yield to science. Materials when not found
·may be made. Political fatalism if it had any justification at
any time has fewer justifications to-day than it ever had in the
past.
50. The framing of a Government being thus a conscious
process, its end as conc8ived by its authors and sought to be
worked out in its institutions must largely determine its form.
The conceived-:-end of Governments, I am however bound to
say, has rarely been of a very exalted order. It is only very
recently that the true end. of Govermnents has been formulated
to be the welfare cif the whole people, irrespective of classes
and cr~eds. And it is doubtful if all existing forms of G~vern·
ment do more than pay lip-service to this creed.

The importance of the
conceived end
of Govern- ·
ment in
giving shape
to the administration.

51. Fortunately men often build better than they know. Imperfect
realisations· of
Their imperfectly conceived eftorts have time after time the ends of
Government
brought forth .institutions of permanent 'iocial value. Besides, not
uselesstheir very failures. are often full of instruction. .A study of Lessons of
history.
by-gone forms of Government in rel~tion to' the ends they
consciously sought to subserve is bound to furnish materials ·
o£ the highest value for a cdmparative "study of political
institutions.
52. All forms of Government, ancient or modern, may be Forms of ad· re Iatwn
· to t he1r
· en ds mto
·
th ree groups. Govern- classified
ministration
c1ass1"fi ed m
in
ments may conceivably be organised (i) for the benefit of one relation to.
· d"IVl'd ua,
1 ("")
c
h b fi
1l
•
..
ends concelm
11 10r t e ene t of a class, a 1am11y or fam1hes, ved as the
.
·
h
b
of one,
or . an order or ord ers (const1tutmg as t e case may e a- welfare
the few or the
minority or a majority of the inhabitants), and (iii) for the many.
benefit of the people . generally. The last mentioned form
would be the ideal form of Government a(X)ording to moderq
conceptions.

•

53. It may be doubted whether a Government organised
only to ben~t one person ever in fact existed. Even the
leader of a gang of buccaneers must agree to give his followers
a share of the loot, however despotically he may rule them.
1'he patriarchal king who combined in his own person the
functions of war-leader, chief priest and judge (i£ such a person
ever ex~sted) would govern only according to customary laws,
and therefore in the general interest of the •tribe. . The
tyrannos in the Greek City States came into power by espousing the cause of the down-trodden majority as against a,.

4

(i) States con-

ceived as existing for the
benefit of one
person.
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self-seeking ruling minority. ·The Principate was not imposed
upon Rome by ambitious military commanders bent exclusively
upon satisfying their private ends, but by statesmen who had
in their mind the interests of the people at least as much as
their own personal aggrandisement. Kingship as an ins.titution everywhere, in Asia as in Europe, has been decidedly
benevolent in its operation.
(ii) States
con<)eived as
exis~ing for
the benefit
of tl!e few.

:.

54. Historic instances of the second form of Government, .
viz: that organised for the benefit of a class, are found in
profusion everywhere at all times. All Greek City States were
organised expressly for the benefit of the ruling minority, so
much so tbat even the supremely scientific intellect of
Aristotle could not conceive of a State not founded on slavery (a).
But the apotheosis of class rule was certainly attained in
the State of Sparta.
55. The Helots of Spada, says Professor Maisch (b), were
serfs bound to the soil of estates owned by the Spartiates,
whom they followed to war as esquires. They were employed
also as light-armed troops and as oarsmen and even as hoplites.
"The more threatening · their numerical preponderance
appeared, the greater was the jealousy and cruelty shown
to them by the Spartiates. In order to be able to murder
them without thereby brit:]gin¥ upon themselves the guilt of
bloodshed, the Ephors e~ery year on entering into .office
publicly declared war 11gainst them. Armed Spartan lads
patrolled the country and slew out of hand all who lay under
the least suspicion. Thus in the course of the Peloponnesian
war, 2000 Helot hoplites, who had distin,luished thernselvE>s
in the field, were suddenly pu~ out of the way without a trace
'being lefb. This magnificmtly organised system of wholesale
murder throws a ghastly light on the peculiaritiEs of the
prehistoric Dorian robber State. The Belots ave11ged them-•
selves by terrible. revolts, which repeatedly bro~ght Sparta to
the verge of ruin."

/
56. Roman rule during the Republic was class rule, and
• most modern States of Europe have at different times passed
through stages of the same rule. England, it is alleged,
having been governed for centuries in the interest of the
(a) Aristotle, Politics, Book VII, Ch. IV •.
(b) Manual of Greek Antiquities by Richard Maisch. p. 16•

•
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landed aristocracy was in the last century captured by the
capitalistic interest, and similar developments have been
,vftnessed in other European countries. Amongst by-gone
poli~ies the nearest approach to democracy (understanding by
-that term Governments organised in the interest of the
whole people) wa_s, I believe, to be found only in the Venetian
Republic, though even she was Qligarchic with reference to
her subjects in the dependencies.
· _ 57. I think I may safely say that all adyanced ·Governments to-day conceive their true end to be to serve the interest
of the whole population under their charge without distinction
or discrimination, but the form of Government in most of them
is still what it was in the oligarchic regime. The whole
world of States to-day, from Japan to Chile and from Canada to
New Zealand, may be said at this moment to be engaged in
try"ng to adjust their organisation to this new conceptij}n of
the end of States with varying degrees of sincerity, courage
and success.

LECTURE II·

ANALYSIS OF HISTORIC FQRMS OF
ADMINISTRATION. ·
(I)- The .A then ian Democracy.
Having classified Governments wit.h reference 'to their
end, according as that• end is conceived to be the welfar~ of
- an individual, of a class or of the whole .people, I 'proceed to
examine some concrete instances of historic polities with reference to their forms as well as their ends.
1.

•

2. I start with Athens, in which the anci"ent City State Athens, the
ancient City
reached the)lighest level of perfection without compromising State
at its
best.
its character as such.
3. Of the consciously conceived ~nd of this State at its Pericles on
aims of
best we are left in no doubt. Pericles is reported to hav'f:l the
Government.
said ; ''We aim at a life, beautiful without extravagance and
contemplati~e without unmanliness ; wealth is. in our eyes'
a thing not for os.tentation but for reasonable use and it'is not
the acknowledgement of poverty we think disg~aceful but the
want of endeavour to avoid it "-"words f!om which," s~ys a
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Real Athens.
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well-known living English jurist, "our modern society has
much to learn" (a). But the passage quoted has to be road
in its application subject to serious qualifications. The ''beautiful life" at which the State aimed did not exist for the large
slave population who toiled for the citizens on the estates ;
nor (since the city at the date of the speech was an Empire
city) was'it for participation by the citizens of tho allied cities.
The ''life beautiful" was made possible, as I shall presently
show, by the labour of slaves more numerous than citizens
and by tributes exacted from the allies.

The li~nita
tions of an
ancient City
State's a
form of ad· ·
ministration.

4. This queen of City States had other limitations. A
City State had nece~sarily to be a small and consequently a
weak State, conditioned thereto by the necessity of each
si11gle citizen participating in the business of Government.
The ancient City State was as it were a joint~tock business
in govern111ent conducted by all the shareholders who had to
be perpetually in session to exercise surveillance over its
agents (b).

A citizen
bureaucracy

5. Each citizen again ha! in turn to serve as a Magistrate
or in one of the numerous other offices, all annual, which
were created with the growth of the Empire. There were in •
the middle of the fifth century B. C. 1400 offices going round
turn and turn about amongst 20,000 Athenians. It meant
strenuous work for the "citizens individually and collectively.
Athens was thus a great school of political training to its
citizens. But officers engaged in serious work whether they
are dra~vn from a small number or from the whole body of
citizens·have to be paid. The Athenian Jury courts (being
panels of the whole body of citizens) were required during
the period of the Empire to de.cide local disputes
well as
those from the allied citie!!. Sehice on the Jury and later on
in the Asscm bly had to be paid for. The whole body of Athe- •
nian citizens was thus converted into a- bure~cracy maintaimd ~ut of the labours of the slaves and tributes of allied
cities (c) .

as

..

Pollock's History of the Science of Politics, p. 11
{h) Greenidge's Greek Constitutional History, pp 163-164.
(c) The serious limitations which her position as "Tyrant City" imposed
on her ideals as outlined by Pericles are very well brought out by another
speech of the Athenian statesman reported by Thucydides (Thuc. II 63) to
(a)
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6. Athens never learned to treat her allies well. They

Athens and
her allies.

were the means and instruments of her greatness and nothing
more. How could a City State absorb, and be one with
another distant City State l The problem was soJved in
later centuries by Rome but not in the happiest way. But
it was not soived by Athens in any way whatever. When
the allies broke away, Athens's occupation as the "Tyrant
City" was gone.
7. The Greek City States further lacked any principle
of cohesion amongst themselves. Persia, defeated by a
temporary coalition effected by the statesmanship of a single
seldier, went on controlling the destinies of Hellas by playing
one State of£ against another. The Leagues which grew
up later were little more than confederacies which melted
before the legions of Rome.
8. Alexaiffier, it is alleged, having conquered an Asiatic
empire with the aid of Greek valour, degenerated into an
Oriental despot. He could not maintain the empire otherwise. The Persian form of administration was better suited•
1
to an empire than the -HtJllenic.
9. "Hellenism," says Professor Hogarth (a),_:" was andremained essentially a property of communities small enough
for each individual to exert hico own personal influence on
politic_al and social practice. So soon as a com~unity became
in number and disbribution such as to call for centra-lised,
or even representative, administration, patriotism of the Hellenic
type languished and died."

have been delivered in 430 B. C : "D'l not imagine you a.re fighting about a
simple issue, the subjection or independence of certain cities. You have an
• empire to lese, and a danger to face from _those who hate you for your empire,.
To resign it now would be impossible-if at'this crisis some timid and inactive
spirits are· harftiering after, righteonmess even at that price l For by this
time your empire has become a Despotism (:Iyranrlis), a thingwhichitis
considered unjust tp acquire but which can never be safely surrendered".
[rhe sentiment recorded in the last sentence will no doubt find an echo in
the hearts of many an Imperialist statesman of the present day. Frpm being
the ''Saviour of Hellas" as she was in the Persian war, she bad come to be
regarded at the opening of fhe Peloponnesian war as •'The Tyrant City".
See in this connection a most instructive chapter (Ch. V.) in Prof. Murray's
Euripides and His Age (Home University Library).
·
(a) D;, G. Hogarth's

1'

l'he Ancient East" p. 230.

Hellenism as
a form of
Government
unsuited to
an Empire.
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bureaucracy
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10. Within the limits of its own citizen body, the
Athenian polity, it must be conceded, proved a highly
successful one. In relation to her own citizens, the bureaucracy
of Athens never developed the peculiar faults of all
bureaucracies. 'l'he one year's tenure, the constant shiftjng
of the citizen from office to private life and back again never
allowed the official to feel that he was master and not
servant. The participation by each citizen in the varied
work of administration moreover kept alive his interest in
the State. The Athenian "loved'' his city, as no other citizen
ancient or modern ever did.

"Rule of
law" in
Athens.

11. What about Athenian administration ? It was fully
adequate to the purposes it was called upon to serve. The
<_:itizen it is true did not enjoy protection from interference
by the State with his private rights as citizens of modern
St!J,tes do. But the occasions for difference be'tween State
and citizen were few. Nor were the organs of administration, legislation and adjudication effectively differentiated
Athenian cui· in Athens. But the business of the State did not call for
ture,
such elaborate differeptiation. Though officials were chosen
from the whole body of citizens by lot (a), each one after
selection had to undergo on'e or more examinatio~s intended
to test his capacity to discharge the duties of the office.
They were liable to impeach1mmt for their conduct in office
and. to be deposed even during their year of service, whilst
at the end of their term they had to sub~it accounts to the
assembly. No wonder that under such a regime the Athenian
citizens as a body attained a degree of culture never equalled
before or since. "Take her for all in all," Athens stands incomparable-somewhat of a freak State but a wonderful freak
all the same (b).

•
(a) The Ten • Generals only were directly elected, as w~re the Archons
for a few years after 508. B. C. Hammond, Political Institutions of Ancient
Greece, pp SO, 101.
(b) See Greenidge's Greek Constitutional History ; Fustel de Coclanges,
The Ancient City ; Maisch'~ Manual of Greek Antiquities. The Government
of Sparta was constituted as a military order, rather than a political body.
Military discipline destroyed tbe capacity of the Spartiates for political
activity, and when they di!;l begin to interfere in Greek politics, their inter·
ference everywhere led to corruption, oppression and disorganimtion, Hammond,
Political Institutions in Ancient Greece, pp 55-56.

ASSYRIAN AND PERSIAN EMPIRES,

(II) The Assyrian and Persian Empires.
12. Before she had cop:1e into armed conflict with Greece, The ancient
.
. .
.
Empire
Persia was already a)l Empire "bestndmg the lands hke a States.
Colossus from the Araxes to tpe Upper Nile and from the '
Oxus to the Aegian Sea" (a). The Greek City State and the
Persian Empire were at every point "as the· poles asunder.';
But she had not invented this style of polity. She was the
common inheritor of three previously existing Empire States,
viz :-Egypt (b), Assyria and Babylonia. .The history·· of
the growth df the Assyrian empire is not without interest to
students of comparative politics.

-

13. In the 9th century B. C. when Assyria was already Assyria.
" the strongest and most oppressive power that the East
had known," it was a hereditary military monarchy. The
King was an absolute despot, who every spring called on his
agricultural peasantr~ to resume the life of militant nomads
from which they had been scarcely weaned and led them
abroad on blackmailing raids into more pe::ceful and settled
countries. By the 7th century B. C. ev~n these robber kings
came to see the unwisdom of ta.king peasants from off their field
on annual(< razzias" and evolved a mercenary army with which
they used to exploit subjects and non-subject!! alike. A (rob~r
(a) Prof. Hogarth, The Ancient East, p. 168.
(b) The Egyptian empire (with a big break of 800 years and other E_;ypt.
smaller ones) lasted under various dynasties for nearly 5000 years until
the Persian conquest by Cambyses. If it be possible to genemlise on the
character of an administration spread over such a long period, it may be
s~id that the empire owed its integrity and organisation to a bureaucracy
superimposed on a Feudal nobilit;v and a fairly well organised priesthood.
What it came to be under the XVIIIth and XIXtli Dynasties is thus
• describP.d by Professor Flinders Petrie : " There was a great spread of
officialism gro~ng throughout the X VIIIth and XIXth Dynasties. 1\'Iore and
more place-hunters liad to be kept by the taxes and fees of the people, and
the burden was not diminished by finding offices for the 80 sons and 60 sonsin-hw of Rameses. The vast endowments of the temples maintained an
army of priests in useless lives. These drains upon the resources weakened
Egypt greatly and it steadily fell into worse state · under Rameses and
collapsed in the tumults-of about forty years later" (about 1200 B. C.). Two
hundred years before, the court is stated to have "levied only for its own
expenses, and the cost of administration was borne locall;r by the nobleg.''
History of the Nations. Yo1. I, "The Egyptians" By Prof. Flinders Petrie, pp.
19, 20, 32, 40.
.
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State writ large', it organised itself into a bureaucracy of
Governors and Royal officials, which made it the most
tremendous instrument of power the world had yet seen. It .
did not even care if the land had peace so long as its quota of
revenue and men reached head quarters (a).
14. The Persian recognised no more than his predecessor
of Nineveh ''the obligation to consider the interests of those
he ruled and to make return for what he took". He also
exacted his quota of men and money, but "free from the
Semitic tradition of annual raiding, the (Aryan) Persian
reduced the obligation of military service to a bearable burden
and avoided continual provocatioJ?. of frontier nations". Free
likewise from Semitic intolerance, the Persian did not seek
- to impose his creed on the provinces. There was from the
time of Darius "a regular provincial system linked to the
centre by a postal service passing over State roads. The royal
power was delegated to several officials, not always of the
rnling race but independent of each other and directly responsible
to Susa. Thes~ lived upon their provinces but had to see
to it first and foremost that the centre received a fixed quota of
money and a fixed quota of fighting men when required. The
great King maintained royal residences in various cities of the
Empire and not infrequently visited them, but in general his
Viceroys were left to keep the peace of their own governments
and even to deal with foreign ~eighbours ·at their proper
discretion". "The Satraps", it is stated "were supplied with
few, or even no Persian troops and with few Persian aides on
their administrative staff".
A loosely knit
deeentralised
empire.

15. An Empire so loosely knit together could not maintain
itself for centuries as the Persian Empire did, if on the whole
it was not just to the provinces. It was also successful in the
sense that it ensured freedom and peace to its subjects. Its •
weakness as comiared with the Roman Empire• lay in the
decentralised rule of the provinces, which offered great temptations of revolt to the satraps. Its faults as compared with
the Greek City States are not to be judg~d by-the defeat in
arms it suffered from the combined powers of Athens and
(a) Prof. Hogarth, The Ancient East, pp. 69, 105. See also Dr. C. H.
Johns' brief and matter of fa.ct account of 1' Ancient Assyria" in the
Cambridge Manuals of Science and Literature, p:~rtioularly, Ch V.

w.
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Sparta. That was attributftble at least as much to djfficulties
of transport as to anything else. Alexander struck at it at its
decadence (a).

(II I).

The Indian Empi1·es.

· 16. The Greeks with Alexander in 326 B. 0. found in
India a civilisation which struck them as resembling the Persian. The comparison, it appears to me, does scant justice
to Ancient Hindu polity which, it is impossible to believe,
.was a mere copy of the Persian. From the testimony of Asoka s
edicts, corroborated by the accounts of Megasthenes and writings in Hindu institutional treat~ses (b), it appears that his
Government was .more centralised and much more efficiently
organised than the Persian. It was far more benevolent in its
aims, for ''it included departments regulating industries and the
rights of foreigners, the registration of births and deaths, trade
licenses to merchants, manufacturers a~d the tithing of lands.
Irrigation was as carefully regulated as that of Mesopotamia
had bem by Hammurabi. Throughout the empire roads were
marked every two thousand yards by milestones, while wells
were dug, rest-houses built, and doctors and drugs provided.
Alms were given-to monks of all sects, duties were taught on
set days by provincial rulers, censors we1;e appointed to
regulate morals and cr;uelty to animals was forbidden. 'l'hirty
edict.s in various d::llects .record this ci vihsat.ion from ::Mysore
to the Himalyas and from the Bay of Bengal to the Bombay
coast-all over an Empire stretching 1800· miles north and
south-an area larger than the old Assyrian dominions'' (c) .
.17. The l\1 ussalma~ empire of I~di~ seems from all
accounts to have borne a clos~r resemblance to the Persian
• than to the Hindu type. In the Subadar we meet the Satrap,
though, under 1\foghul rule, an attempt was made to limit
'
his power by associating with him a. Dewan somewhat in the
manner in which the Roman Emperor sought to qualify the
powers of the provincial' Governor, by associating with ·him

.

(a}. See Professor Hog~rth, "The Anciep.t East," pp 168-174.
(b) See in particular the ''Artha Shastra" of Kautilya, edited by Shama
Sastri, B. A.. and published by the l\1ysqre Government Branch Press, anq
Rawlinson's India and the Western World", App~ndix III, p. 67.
(c)

Conder's Rise of Man, p lOQ,,

5

The Mourya
empire of
India, more
'Centralised
than the Persian .

A benevolent .
bureaucracy.
0

Mussulman
Empire of
India less
centralised.
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a Procurator: Kazis and Kotwals aqministered justice and
maintained order in the towns, but the rural/ areas were left
in charge of Zemindars and Jaigirdars. It was thus that the
village communities suffered le~s from the imposition of
Moghul imperial rule in India than similar- organisations did
under the Roman empire. Government undertook public
works such as ~rrigation canals, sarais, hospitals and bridges (a).
Still on the whole the Mussalman empire in India was less
centralised and more loosely knit than Asoka's. (b)

IV.
Three stages
of Roman
dolity.

Transition
from CityState to a
Terri tori11l
Empire.

Theim·
pqriwm.

The Roman City State and Empires.

18. The politic~ l history of Rome presents three stages,
each distinguishable from the others and each of which will
require a separate treatment.

19. Starting as a City State, resembling in the form of
its polity and in the intensity of its civic life the City States
of ancient Greece, Rome ended her career as a far spread territorial empire more centralised and despotic than any known
to history. But for the testimony furnished by Rome, the
world would have believed that the transition was impossible,
so incommensurable the one appears with the other. The
transition has to some appeared so unaccountable as the
outcome of mere events, that its origin has been looked for in
the peculiar ethnic ~omposition of the Roman race which
·is believed to have been a mixture of Etruscan and Latin
elements. The Etruscans are said to have been Turanian
emigrants. from Asia (the. supposed home of all kinds of
,despotism), who brought with them the institution of PriestKing or. ruler by divine right, whilst the element of government by consent, supposed to be the exclusive heritage of the
Aryan race, came from the Latins. That which undoubtedly.
differentiated the Roman City State from thfl qreek was the
conception of the imperium which whilst it ~rmed the
(a)

Romesh Chunder Dutt's Civilization of India.

p. 97.

Plenty of references to the organisation of Government prevalent in
Moghul India are to be found in the Fifth Report of 1812. See in particular
the passage at the top of p. 183 in the extract in Ascoli's Early Revenue
History of Bengal, The fact that the English and other Eur~pean merchants
were allowed to form settlemimt& within the Empire, governed extra-territorially by their own laws, in itself, shows how, thoroughly un-centralised the
(b)

~loghul

rule was.
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Magistrates with absolute (but ,not necess~rily arbitrary) power
made the citizen accept discipline with a readiness unknown
to the Greeks. The secret of Rome's phJnomenal expansion,
too, it will be presently shown, is to be fodnd. in the . imperium however it might have arisen.

·I -

A few wor.ds only are needed to 'characterise the ori- The Popular
Assemblies of
gin~! City government of Rome. Very early in her career, Rom~.
her ·popular assemblies ceased to exercise sbrveillance over her
Magistrates in the direct manner in which jit was exerci"ed to
the end in Athens. Upon this followed :lt qevelopment by no Administrameans peculiar to Rome and one which I!erhaps represents a tive legislation replaces
general law in the growth of political inftitutions. When a administrative surveiSovereign assembly or Council without surrendering its claim llance in
to control the executive ceases to interfere actively in the Roman
Assembusiness of the administration, administ.ratiye legislation is the blies.
only channel through which ib can contin;ue to influence the
.
' once again in
administration.
This occurred
in Rome,- and
.
I
•
England :;tnd to some extent also·in Venice. \ Why t?e popular '
asse~blies in Rome ceased exercising admir:istrat1ve surveillance over the Magistrates, I need not pause to enquire. It is ' I
enough that the fact was so. Sidgwick b lieves it to have
~een due to the inherent good sense of the\ Roman peasantry
who, contrary to events in Greece, had succeeded in securing
the privileges of citizenship (a) and formed t!le majority in the
assemblies.
20.

21 But national habits die bard. Thk direct control of The Senate,
the executive which the assemblies abandone4 passed into the ~t:eJ~~porary
hands of the Senate by usage not having the sanction of la!Y, mioance.
Thi-s control found full play in war and foreign relations, but
produced the most disastrous conseque"nces in !domestic politics.
It created an oligarchy within the citizen body, one, moreover, • which failed to obtain constitutional recog~ition as in the
• and failed even to qualify for such recognition
State of Sparta
as is apparent from the manner of its treatment of the Roman
'
poor and o£ the allied cities without whose I,oyal
co-operation
Ronie could not have risen to the position she ·attained
in the
I
second century B. C. The Senate had also during this period
assumed power to make laws, thereby virtually displacing the
assembly as the normal governing authority.

•

(b)

See Sidgwick's Development of European Polity, Lecture X.
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'•Rule of
law" in Republican
Rome.

22. But as I have said elsewhere, the people resented
the exercise of this usurped author·ity in internal -admini~tra
tion, and the character of that administration, since the expansion of Rome into a territorial State, during the Republican
regime, was one chronic administrative deadlock but before this
stage arrived, the City was on the wh0le well administered.
Though the Magistrates continued to exerciEe both judicial
and administrative functions, and in matters of private law
the Pn:etors even made laws, the busine~s of administration
was facilitated by a ~ivision of labour amongst different orders
of Magi::>trates, a division which appears to have been carried
as far almost as in Athens if not further. 'l'he liberty of the
citizen was assured at least as well as in Athens, if not better,
by the coercitio and intercessio and chiefly by the exercise
of the Tribunician potestas. The :Magistrates could besides be
made accountable by action, civil and criminal, for their
conduct in office, at the end of their official terms. As in Greece,
offices were annual, and this coupled with the liability to
action undoubtedly made for the exercise of the imperiu,rn
with some regard for individual rights. The veto power, specially of the Tribunes, was however a doubtful blessing. It was
abused and prostituted by both the Senate and the popular
party for party purpo~es and aided in no small measure to
produce the administrative anarchy of the first century b. C.

Both a City
State and
Empire.

23. During the last bwo centuries before Christ, Rome
combined in herself two polities held together by her legions
and the imperi1Lrn of her magistracy. She was at one and
the same time a City State, so far as concerned Rome herself,
and an Empire as to the rest of her possessions. Of the
former, I need say no more._ The latter requires careful study.

I
Expansion of
Rome,
tgrough the

imperium

24. The first step in the expansion of Ro~ne toward~
empire was taken when she made herself the•Jeader of the
Latin League. It was very unlike the Greek alliances, for
under it Rome not only acquired coutrol over the military
resources of the allies, which for common defence the allies
were willing to give her, she &,]so obtained through the
imperiun-. jurisdiction for her Magistrates over the allied
people contrary to all present-day noti0ns of independent Staterights. The imperium gave the l\Iagistrate ~hen acting as
military commander absolute power of life and death over t,he
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soldiers and in fact over every one within the limits of his
''province". This subjection to the coercive jurisdiction of
Rome, in itself, carried with it no corresponding rights. The ·
Lex Valeria (509 B. C.) only deprived the consuls of the
powe.r of p:r:onouncing the death sentence withm the City walls
and under a law dating from the first year of the Republic,
<.::only Roman citizens had a right of appeal against such
sentence3 wherever pronounced to .:the people in their centuri<ils. The people of the allied cities and the provinces
were ~ubject to the consul's imperium without any limitation whatsoever (a);
25. Having begun as she did, Rome found, like the English in India, that she could not stop. She must go on or
collapse altogether. Her imperium very soon covered the
whole of Italy and the twenty years' campaign of Hannibal
in the· heart of the Republic only helped to CODSQlidate it.The Romans, however, were far too level-headed to rest their .
sup.remacy on legal theory only" She built roads and fortresses,
and planted colonies of Roman citizens to whom she gave
either fullRoman or the inferior Latin rights.

•

26. As the· Italian cities had bled and spent freely to
establish thi§ empire,' it strikes us as the height of selfishness
for Rome to have refused to recognise them as equal allies in
a truer sense than Athens or Sparta were calltid upon to.,
recognise theirs. We know that the I tal ian allies, for
themselves, did not willingly acquiesce in this one-sided
arrangement. If we are to judge from the constitution which
in 90 B. C. the revolted Socii, smarting under Roman domination and Roman hauteur, set up in Corfinium-under whiqh
deputies from the -federated cities were to meet and deliberate
under the presidency of elected Consuls-Rome's career as an
empjre, had she acceded to their wishes, would in all probability have •terminated as soon almost as it began.

27. 'The war ended in the Italian cities winning, not places
in a fed ... ration of equal allies, but simply Roman ~itizenship.
What d1d this mean ? The people of the Italian cities were
enrolled in eight new tribes, making the number forty-three,
(a) See on this subject Greenidge. Roman Public Life; Fustel de
Coulanges, The Ancient City ; Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration ; and
Warde-Fowler, Rome (Home University Library).

Roman
citizenship.
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and thus obtained, first, the jus snffragiorum, the right to
vote at the elections or officials, and the jus honorum, i. e.
the right to stand for election to offices.' In order that the
Italians should not permanently remain in a minority, these
votes were subsequently distributed amongst-the original thirtyfive tribes. These privileges removed the bar of inferiority
and offered openings to ambitious ltalians to sojourn to Rom~
and bid for Roman magisterial offices on their way to passing
into the ruling aristocracy of the Senate. But it did not go far
towards giving the Italians generally a share in the Government, for to be able to vote every Roman citizen had to come
to the City. The only possible means of giving the scat.tered
population of an extended territor-y a share in the governing
powPr, the modern system OI representation, had not been
discovered in the anci nt world. The Roman citizenship was
valued by the greA.t m~jority of citizens of the It'alian towns
really on account of the j1ts privatnrn, which embraced the
jn8 cnnnubii A.nd jn8 cmnm.ercii-"the right to marry acPo_rding
to legal rights" and 'the capacity tor making all kinds of
legally enforcible <.'ontracts'',
The statu" of
Non-Roman•
in the empire

28. To properly understand why the jus P""iV'lturn WRS
so highly prized by non-Romans, whether in Italy or in the
provinces, one has to realise the position of the latter under a
Roman pro-Magistrate.. The conquered or allied people under
Roman imperium did not live under Roman law-but they
did not also live under their own..law, for the Roman Magistrate
_was not bound by that or any other law. In point of fact he
made and published laws for the provincials by'means of
"edicts" which his successor was in theory free to accept or reject.
"l!'orce, arbitrary rule and convention, in default or laws and
principles, alone sustained society" (a). A provincial could II
be neither a husband, nor a father, nor a proprietor nor an •
heir in law, and the edicts of the governor only• regula~ised
what was essentially illegal in the various relations~ips
implied in these positions.
29. The acquisition of Roman citizenship removed the
stamp of illegitimacy from all civic and social relationship;It gave moreover the right of appeal to Rome withou the (n) Fustel de Ceulanges, The Ancient City, Book V. Oh. I.
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intervention of a citizen patron in Rome. Further, the Roman
citizen, during this period, paid no taxes.
30. To ta.ke up again the tale of territorial expansion,
Rome pad been driven to acquire the provinces of Sicily,
Sardinia and Spain in order to checkmate Carthage. Into
the politics of Greece, Asia and Africa she entered as peacemaker and protector. But these too were gradually transformed
into "Provinces" of Ro;me. At first the Roman Governor was
content only with realising from the Provinces iheir dues
in men and money ; the cities, some of them under express
treaties, others from reasons of policy, were left free ordinarily
from interference in th~ir internal affairs. Her legi~ns secured
the Empire from external aggres~;ions and there was little
inclination on the part of the provincials to caflt off a yoke
which whilst it pressed rather heavily in the matter of
taxes (a) at the .same time saved them from the far 'Yorse
forms of misrule which~ it had been their lot to suffer ·in
ages past.
31. In the year 100 B. C. the Roman State must have The Roman
Empire in 100
presented a spectacle unparalleled in the world's history. B C -UnreaJied
Like the Great King of Persia, not a King but an imperial possibilities.
City State, Rome, under the guidance of her soldier Magistrates and the Senate, ruled over an Empire, not compo~ed
(as the Great King's was) of individual meu but of subject
citias· who furnished her each her quota of men and resources.The jurisdiction of her Satraps (Pro-Magistrates) wat; unlimited.
The World was there to receive the impress that Rome, with
her unconquerable might and unequalled organising capactty,
might choose to give it. Here were present 'all the conditions
for the development of a polity which by nicely balancing
• local and imperial interests and combining on that basis local.
self-governm•ent and central·control might bring into ex1stence
a polity made impregnable to external attack not merely by

(a) The system of farming the taxes of the Provinces tended to raise
th~ amount of provincial tribute to a very high figure and left the puiJlicani,
the tax-farmers, to realise as much II\Ore as they could. The system operated
harshly on the provincials in Asia that 'even Mithridates was able for a
time to pose as the liberator of the Provinces from Roman misrule.

·so
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the strength of her mercenary legions (p) but by the love
of_ her subjects. What glorious opportunity to solve the
problems of administration for a whole millennium ! Had
an angel of heaven been sent down at this critical juncture to
take the helm of affairs in t,he City, this political -miracle
might have been accomplished. As it was, she fell a prey
between a blind perverse reactionary Senate of ex-officials,
determined at all hazard to m'1intain their unconstitutiOnal
hold over the greatest empire the world had yet seen, a
semi-pauperised pop~lace, constitutionally the Sovereign people
but capable of being led by demagogues and ambitious
generals into this or that policy by offers of shows and doles (b),
ambitious soldier-politicians who exploited now the cupidity
of the populace and now the senseless conservatism of the
Sen~~,te for their own personal aggrandisement, and last,
but not the least, a body of capitalists enriched by the
spoils of war who'mainly by getting control of the machinery
of provincial taxation sucked the life blood of the empi!'e like
vamp1res.
32. In the event Home found her salvation not in a
parliament of nations, in a federation of the world, but in a military despotism which was destined to grind every institution
of the Republic-her a~semblies, her Senate, her Magistrates,
her taxgatherers and moneylenders, her cities enjoying various
grades of privileges (Colonia, Municipia, Latinitas, Fcederati
and Stipendiariae) and Rmaller local units (Fora, Conciliabula,
Vici and Pagi)-into one undistinguishable mass of atomic dust.
But before I proceed to trace the course of this new empire
of despotic monarchic rule, I must pause to gather a few lessons
of Republican Rome.
(a) The citizen· army of peasants which made Rome the Queen of Italy •
proved inadequate for the extended demands of .the Empire '•hich could not
be maintained by an army which must return after each campaign to the
fields. From necessity and not choice, Rome had to organise and maintain
an a.rmy of mercenaries with consequences the reverse of beneficial to the
Sovereign populace At the end of every campaign of conquest, the disbanded
soldiers, who had no land to take them back, came to Rome and swelled the
ranks of the unemployed who, however, being Roman citizens were the voters
to choose the empire's .Magi<trates and generals. Their votes hfld to be purchased by ambitious office-seekers by distribution of corns and largesses and
free gladiatoral shows.
(b)

See Sidgwick, Development of European Polity, p. 156,
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33. The fall of the Republic caunot, I think, be laid at The oligarchy of ex-offithe door of the pauperised Roman Assembly. The degradation cials and the
capitalistic
of the Assembly itself was the work of the Senate who opposed ·interest
in the
and wrecked every scheme of reform brought forward by st~tes City really to
blame.
men like the Gracchi. The generals who utilised the forces of
corruption and disorder were also products of that regime
of anarchy and the instruments of its consummation, not its·
cause. The fault lay with the two orders, the Senate and the
Equites, the oligarchy of ex-officials and the greedy .capitalists.
The former were reactionaries to the tip of their fin.gers, the
latter corrupt. I find nothing to justify the charge of corruption generally levelled by historians against the Senate (a).
The Provinces were exploited~not by the Senate, nor even by
individual members of that body with their connivance, but by
the publicani and negotiatores (tax-farmers and money-lenders)
operating in collusion with provincial Governors or with their
countenance. On the other hand the Senate passed or approved
law after law of increasing stringency to cop; with corruption
and extortion by officials in the Provi'llces. The Leges Repetendarum not only provided sufficient penalties for misdeeds
of this description but also gave the civitas to any provincial
on whose complaint a person was convicted. The leges, says
Arnold (b), w6uld have sufficed if strictly enforced. They could
not be, because by the Lex Servilia Glaucia (100 B. 0.),
Judices before whom these offences were to be tried had to be
taken from the equestrian order, the very class of people to
whom (Senators being disqualified), the taxes of the Provinces'
were farmed. No Governor who placed himself between
these sharks and their victims was safe on his return to Rome.
Even Cicero had to counsel his brother to keep on good terms
with them in his Province. It is significant that all through
this epoch of dissolution, the question of the composition of
• the Judices, whether they should be recruited exclusively
from Senato~s or Equites, continued to divide ·the 'parties
and that this particular controversy reached a solution in 70
B. C. in a compromise under which the Judices were thenceforth
to be appointed from Senators, Equites and Tribuni Aerarii.
It meant a partial capture at least of the central organisation
"
which controlled the provincial governments by the capitalistic
(a) Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration, p, 82.
(b) Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration, p. 7!.
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interest. The net result was the organisation of a bureaucracy
all-powerful in the Provinces for the purpose of being used
as an instrument of extortion and exploitation in the interest
of greedy capitalists. Twice again in history was this phenomenon reproduced. Once at the period of decadence of the
Medieval City States and again in Bengal in 1765 on the
accession of the East lndia Company to the Dewani. Of ~he
former I shall speak in some detail presently. I need only
briefly refer here to the latter as I may not have occasion
to refer to it again.
A historic
parallel,

['he Princi•
pate,

34. In 1765, "all the wealth of Bengal", says Professor
Ramsay Muir (a), "lay at the mercy of the Company's servants.
And as by the very term of their indentures, 'their chief
object in India was to make private fortunes for themselves,
they used their opportunities without/ hesitation." "The
Dominions of Asia", wrote William Bolt, a former employee
of the Company, in the preface to his book "Considerations
of Indian. Affairs" written in 1772, "like the distant Roman
Provinces during the decline of that empire, have been
abandoned as lawful prey to every species of peculators" (b).
Bengal, and in fact India, was just saved from this fate by
the strong measures taken by the British Parliam!lnt (c).
35. With the ·advent of the Principate, all this was
changed. Briefly speaking (and disregarding transitional
arrangements) the Princep gradually drew into his hands all
the powers of the Central 'Government in Rome, legislative,
executive and judicial, and all powers exercised in the
Provinces. In the City, the old annual elective Magistracies
were virtually reduced to honorary offices, power and responsibility passing to new officials from the Emperor's personal
-entourage, who held office at his will. It is from this same
class of men that the Emperor appointed his Legates (Gover- •
nors) abd Procurators (Financial Agents) for ~e Provinces.
At the centre, Government developed into a regular Secretariat o£ sev~n ministerial departments in each of which "the
inferior functionaries were hierarchically subordinated one
\

(a)

Professor Ramsay Muir, The Making of British India (1915), p. 4.

' (b) Ibid p. 99.

/

/

(c) !_The Regulating Act of 1773, sees. 21 to 27 ; Prof. Ramsay Muir's "The

Making of British India'' ll• 133.
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to the other and placed ~nder .a chief of service, who al~e
stage :
was in direct relation with the Prince" (a). Hadria.n created First
A centralis€d
the Roman Civil Service, the :(irst in the world of its kind. bureaucracy
not inimical
Each grade of officials was created into an order o£ nobility, to local
"' and towards the end of the empire holding of office came liberty.
to be the only title of nobility. An official caste, in other
words, directed and controlled from the centre ca.me into
being, loyal as well as conscientious. The amounts of tribute
payable by the Provinces were fixed and (customs duties and
certain indirect taxes of minor importance excepted), farming of taxes was abolished, the pubLicani being thus deprived
of all opportunities of exploitation. Taxes having been
abolished in Italy, the Emperors had to depend chiefly on
the Provinces for revenue, and self-interest if no higher motive
led to his exercising strict surveillance over provincial Magistrates. City governments , were organised on the model o£
Rome, being in the· hands of a· body of Senators elected
from amongst the richest citizens. The city officials elected
by this -body from among themselves discharged the mixed
executive · and judicial functions -usual with the Roman
magistracy, subject howevyr to the Senate's orders. Orde~
was evolved out of chaos and opportunities of oppression and
0
extortion were reduced' to a minimum outside the cities.
The· daily business of Government in all its ramifications
now taken away from annually appointed elective officials
was handed over to a hierarchically organised body
of experts who were more honest and efficient and better
supervised than th.eir predecessors.· Even local institutioril
were encouraged and fostered . (though subject to . official
patronage), for, moved mainly by considerations of finance,
new towns or other analogous organisations were established
•all over the Empire, which, at the same time that they were
charged witlt the collection of taxes from the surrounding
districts, were also given self-governing constitutions of a
a more or less democratic complexion (b). When therefore
(a) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 31 ; Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration, p 133
.

(b) Before the bureaucracy had fully developed, this was the only
feasiblEl means of bringing foreign territory under Roman rule. The relation
between the Imperial City and the smaller commonwealths was at this
'time necessarily feudal, so much so that the Emperor was habitu~lly averse
to interfering in their internal administration. It was the cities, parti•
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about 212 B.C. Caracalla conferred ·Roman citizenship upon
all free-born inhabitants of the Empire, it looked as if the
- Empire was about to become a federation of free towns locally
self-governing-their inhabitants all enjoying the blessings of
Roman peace and the benefits of Roman law and held together
in chains of indissoluble union by an efficiently organised and
virtuo!:ls • bureaucracy. That bureaucracy at this time had
undoubtedly reasons- to be pleased with its work, for the
Empire in all its parts, inspite of wars of succession over the
Principate and wars with the barbarians on the frontiers,
'\'isitations of pestilence and incompetence or worse of individual Emperors, was n0w flourishing exceedingly.
Development
of bureauoracy.

36. Meanwhile, the bureaugratic machine forged by
Hadrian was being made more and increasingly more perfect.
As the machine grew in perfection it went on increasingly
to absorb within itself the vital forces of the commonwealth
until towards the end nothing was left; but the machine, and
the life which to all appearances was pulsating so vigorously
within its framework during the first two centuries of the
Principato was all but dead.
37. The present administration of India, in the view of
competent observers (a), presents such striking parallels to
the Roman administration under the later Empire that the
fortunes of the latter cannot but be a matter of deep interest
to students of the Indian. administration.

The telorms
of Diodetian.

38• The "enlightened" bureaucracy originating with
Hadrian attained perfection in the reign of Diocletian (b).
cularly the newer foundations, that invited imperial interference which grew
simultaneously with the development of that instrument of centralisation,
the Imperial Civil Service. Reid, The Municipalities of the Roman Empire,
•
Ch. XIV, p, 474~
(a) E. g., Lord Bryce and Sir Charles Lucas both of \rhom have contributed valuable studies on this topic, the former in his "Ancient Roman Empire
and the British Empire in India", and the latter in his "Greater Rome and
Greater Britain".
(b) The fifty years of civil- war and anarchy which intervened between
the murder oJ Alexander Severns in 235 A. D. and the reconstruction of
the Empire under Diocletian in 285 A. D. might very naturally have
suggested to Diocletian the necessity of over·centrali!ation as the only
effective means then available of keeping the Empire together. Reid,_ The
Municipalities of the Roman Empire, Ch. XIV, pp, 405-487. See also Lecture
VII infra, para 10
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That monarch divided the Empire i~to four Prefectures, Gaul,
Italy; Illyria and the East. Each was governed by a Prefect
who provided for its subsistence and exercised important
judicial powers. The four Pretorian Prefects directed the
administration and justice, Each Prefecture was divided into
Dioceses administered by Vicars (twelve, later on fourteen, in
all)-and each Diocese in turn into Provinces (one hundred
and one, later on one hundred and twenty, in all) (a). For
fiscal purposes, the Provinces were divided into lots of from
5 to 200 or more acres according to circums~ances, called
"juga" in the East, "centuries" in Africa and "millena'
in Italy, and a definite amount· of tax was assessed ou eitch lot.
Every stage of this hierarchic organisation meant offices and
officials. But all these conv·erging channels to the imperial t~ea
sury failed to draw from their sources the taxes, which naturally
became· the chief concern of an overgrown and expensive
bureaucracy. The city organisation itself was converted intG
the Empire's tax-gath€rer, the city Senators being made jointly
and severally sureties for the quota payable by it and the
outlying areas of the district. A- seat in the Senate, at first
a coveted honour which needed guarding against corruption
by stringent electoral l:;~.ws, now becomes a veritable punish-ment. As candidates do not offer themselves for election, the
Bureaucracy
honour is confen·ed on unwilling citizens- supposed to possess i 11 e.vcelsis,
superfluous wealth by ~mperial patents and the office is made
hereditary. The Magistrates cease to be elected, _the outgoing
:Magistrates nominating their successors. An inscription of
Acquileia shows that a statue had been voted for a man who ·
of his own accord had/ given in his- name for election to a
municipal- office ! Why did not the Government dissolve the
municipalities and govern the Empire, "-l:lowl}. to the smallest
• units, by imperial_ agents ? The ~overnment was by no means
averse , to_ exercising sue& direct official control over these
units. As a matt~r of fact, Curators were ·frequently appointed
from head-quarters to perform the functions of the city autho·
rities ·in their name. But to_ abolish the decuriones (the
Senate) would have been to destroy the best security the State
had for its taxes which as assessed were so heavy that to
recover them direct from the people wo'Uld have been extremely

..,

-

Brissaud, Freuch Public Law, p, 31 ; Arnold, Roman Provincial
Administration, pp, 183·187.
(11.)
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difficult, if at all possible. That the sureties might not fail,
the richest people were pressed into the corporation. Men
were in fact tied to the offices for the same reason that "coloni"
were tied to their lands, viz., for taxation purposes. No
wonder decuriones and coloni alike, when able, fled to the
deserts or crossed the frontier and sought asylum with the
barbarians (a).
39. Why were the taxes so heavy ? "There was'', says
Arnold, "such a. vast increase in the number of unproductive
officials that the receivers of public money seemed to be more
numerous than the payers of it. The GovernmPv-t had ceased
to be an organism, it had become a machine-''a dead thing
working with a kind of fatal regularity and with no principle
of life or growth" i'b9.
40. "Renne", says Arnold truly, "had undertaken an impossible task, that of ruling an immense empire without
federation and without a representative system, where the
only sources of power were the supreme Central Government
and the army. It would be puerile however to blame her for
(a) The coloni who were serfs were assessed with a. poll-tax which the
owner of the estate had to recover for the State. It was to the interest of
the State not to let the coloni run away from the land with the tax. Hence
the law making him a serf. Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp,
49-52. "The cu1·iae, the coloni and the members of the college,q~' (incorporated
associations of workers), says Dr, Reid, "were equally turned into hereditary
castes, whose lives and property were subject to external control...There
was compulsory service for all of them ... !£ they attempted to break the
bonds of duty, they were hauled back, and a reward was given for their
·apprehension, five gold pieces for the capture of a member of a local council,
one for that of a member of a college ... The progress towards enslavement
was accelerated by the concentration in the hands of the Government of a
vast amount of property ~onnected with industry ... In a hundred different
ways the administration pressed upon the workers ... Workers were eager to •
find any way of escape, ordination in the· Christian church,eservi\Je in the
army, flight into barbarian lands. But every avenue of relief was blocked
as far as possible. The army became self-recruiting and membership of it
hereditary. Men could not be ·spared from the towns for service, and if a
collegiatus enlisted and was' discovered he was sent back. The fixity of the
grades of society naturally intensified the need to employ barbarian forces.
Reid, The Municipalities of the Roman Empire, pp 5'Zl-522.
(b) Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration, Chs. IV. and V; also
Guizot's History of the Origin of Representative Government in Europe, Part I,
Lecture XXII. Reid, The Municipalities of the Roman Empire, Cb. XIV.
pp. 488-i92.
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not having grasped and applied ideas which were foreign to
antiquity and which have oniy been worked out by the slow
experience of centuries". (a).
·
41. This deadly centralisation affected every portion of the
body politic. Justice formerly administered by Magistrates
,with lay assistance (judice.s) is fr.om_the time of Diocletian
dispensed by Magistrates alone. Even labour is officialised
and trade strictly regulated, often incorporated as were the
cities, to facilitate subjection to official tutelage (b).
42. This· splendid organisation, perfect in all its parts, Its end,
did not meet with a violent end at the hands of unappreciative
barbarian invaders of the Empire, over whose imagrnation
it appears in fact to have cast an irresistible spell, and it
cannot be claimed for it that it did not have a fair trial. It
broke down, it appears, under its own weight. It failed to stem,
and in fact grievously accentuated, the. econon'Iic ruin that ate
into the vitals of the Empire. Wealth whether in land or money
accumulated in a few hands. The smaller proprietors became
the serfs of the owners of l&rge estates or entered into.
pacts of hospitium which latter even prohibitions of law failed
to check. The over-taxed middle classes who constituted the
bulk of the city population, so far from having any motive to
co-operate with the State, began to look on barbarian invasions
f.
with indifference, if not with feelings of actual relief.' Public
authority thus became enfeebled ; and towards the end the
State ~as driven by its fiscal necessities increasingly to buy
the assistance •bf the larger landowners in exchange fo~
privileges and immunities which c'onverted the ~wners of
"villas" into feudal lords. The bureaucratic organisation,
(a) Arnold, Roman Provincial Administration, p. 167, Sir Charles Lucas
•(late of the Colonial Office) commenting on this passage in his interesting
study, ''Greater ~orne and Greater Britain (1912)", writes : ''It seems strange
to say that the task was impossible when it was performed so long and so
efficiently, and it has yet to be proved in the history of the ~orld that a,
. military despotism in Roman hands was not as'Ionglived as, or more longlived
than, sounder systems in other hands". It seems remarkable that a cultured
citizen of the most enlightened of modern empires should in 1912 A.D. put
forward a test of excellence in Governments which was obsolete at least when
Aristotle wrote his "Politics", in the 4th century before Christ. According to thio
test, the empires of the Pharaohs, the Manchus and the Shoguns would have
a better claim even to Sir Charles's admiration than the Roman.
(h)

Briss;tud, Histor;r of French Public Law, Ch. I, pp. 48-49,
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appears to have been killed by its very excellence. The fact,
finally, that the standing army of the Empire came in the end
to be recruited overwhelmingly from amongst the barbarians
across the frontiers shows how completely alienated were
the sympathies of the ruling caste and the ruled (a).
The advent
of Feudalism.

43. When the barbarians broke into the Western Empire
and carved kingdoms out of its ruins, they came with the
spirit not of de:stroyers but of pupils. They adopted Roman
law and even the Latin language. But much as they would
have liked it, they failed to adopt the bureaucratic organisation.
Perhaps they could not do it. The bureaucracy was essentially
a procluct of civilisation. It could be maintained, as it had
been built up, only by hard thinking and scientific adjustment.
It could not be borrowed and worn by admiring savages like
a cap or a coat. The barbarian tribes wibhout exception
accepted monarchy of. the Roman type as the only possible
polity. But they preferred to organise the · administration
rather on the feudal than on the official model. Both
models were furnished by the institutions of the waning Empire.
The bureaucratic organisation moreover could thrive only in
an atmosphere of peace. The anarchy which followed the
breaking up of the Western Empire offered only one way of
escape, viz : through Feudalism. But the same polity developed
also in the Eastern Empire. I£ the Eastern Empire was able
to maintain it~ existence for another 800 years, the credit is
not due to the bureaucratic organisation which it inherited trom
Diocletian. By the tenth century, Feudalism i$. as well established in the Eastern Greek Empire as in the Barbarian
West (b).
(a). Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 56-58 ; Arnold, Roman
Provincial Administration, pp. 262-264 ; also H. vV. C. Davis, Medieval Europe,
pp. 1-23, and Reid, The Municipalities of the Roman Empire, Cbs, XIV & XV. •

(b) Jorga's Byzantine Empire, p. 101. Upon the topic ofllmperial Roman
Administration, Dr. J S. Reid's "The MunicipaJities of the Roman Empire"
(1913) deserves the closest study. The general impression left on the
minds of clas:;ieal students that "the Romans ran, so to speak, a Eort of
political steam·roller over the ancient world'', he rightly says, ''has no
sembla.nce of truth" as regards the early days of the Empire. He certainly
proves beyond refutation that the "Augustan peace" established in the
beginning of the Principate throve upon and for a time proved a veritable
nursing ground of municipal liberty, and that in the beginning at any rate
the Central Government interfered with· the internal adminisbration of
the localities, if at all, at the latters' invitation and that too reluctantly.

LECTURE Ill

ANALYSIS OF HISTORIC FORMS OF
ADMINISTRATION (Contd).
V-Feudal and post-Feudal Monarchies.
1. A centralised monarchy spread over an extensive area
of land had at this period only two lines of development
to follow (a). It had to be either £eudalised or officialised.
The difference ·be~'veen the two was that in the former public
authority was 'decentralised, while in the latter it org~nised
itself in a centrally controlled bureaucracy. Of course, ,no
monarchy, however completely feu:dalised, could do without
some controlling central organisation, without ceasing to be
a monarchy, just as no bureaucracy coulfl really do wit~out
some devolution o£ discredonary authority to local agencies.
The matter is really one of proportion.
2. Remembering this caution, it may be said that the
Persian empire, the l\:fah9medan empires in India and the
Roman empire in the East after_ the· seventh century were
feudal monarchies. The empire of the 1\fanchus in China
and of the Shoguns in Japan were, as is well known, predoBut even Dr. Reid leaves it hardly in doubt as to what the state of things
came to be after Diocletian's reforms. "The levelling," 'he says, "came
about as the unavoidable consequence of the deep changes which half a centurv
of anarchy and misery induced Diocletian to effect in the Imperial system. He
demonstrated that there were diseases worse than mere 'anarchy, ,which might
be induced in a body politic. Vast hordes of official locusts, military and civil, '"
blasted the productive power of the lands. The cultivators dwindled· away,
and many fled to the uttermost ends of the e!!-rth to escape the tyranny·- to
.which they were subjected. Some of these men even joined t.Iie barbarian
invaders who w~~e destined in the end to renovate the domains that had
withered under Imperial rule" ( p. 492 ). Again, "enough has been said
to show that the very life-blood of ancient ciTilisation was in the cities, and
that the civilisation itself was bound to die wben this life-blood was drained
away, In this tragedy of ruin, it is difficuit to assign any great role to human
will. No movement in history wears more the appearance of a destiny
sweeping away in an evergrowing flood, ~mperious and irresistible (p. 522).
(a) A third, -viz., constitutional monarchy based on representative institutions, was to open itself in the centuries to come, but its time was not
yet, All Governments to-day are monarchies,' the so-called republics being
monarchies which fill the royal office by temporarily elected incumbents,

-
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minantly feudal (a). The monarchy of Chandra Gupta and
Asoka appears to have been bureaucratic, as were presumably
also the empires of Egypt and Assyria. This form of monarchy
reached its culminating point in the Roman empire we have
just considered. It was reborn, later, on the ruins of Feudalism,
in Europe-in France and Spain and in the principalities of
the Holy Roman Empire. It was able to draw into its hands,
as did the Roman Emperor, all public po"\Yer, judicial,
executive and legislative. These post-Feudal bureaucracies of
Europe were, however, far less thorough and more beneficent,
and, operating as they did within national limits, were less
removed than the Roman from the lives of the people. They
were also less symmetrical, havir:g retained in their composition
embarrassing survivals of the feudal regime. Many of the
offices, for instance, in France-in fact all judicial and financial offices-were held on a purchaseable tenure and not entirely
at the will of the executive (b)_. The "Parlements" were a
French bure- perpetual thorn on the side of despotism (c). The States
aucracy not
nearly- tho- General (d), as events showed, had been only slumbering-not
rough as
dead. But the Government was controlled from t~,e centre
Roman,
by a Cabinet of Ministers and Secretaries of State, apportionment of business amongst whom, beginning on geographical
lines, came in the end to be functional. The provinces were,
towards the end, ruled by Royal commissioners, called Intendants, who however, in consequence of feudal survivals, could not
absorb all judicial functions, for Parlements, Provosts' and
Bailiffs' Courts remained active, producing in the administration of justice a confusing particularism which compared
unfavourably with the administration of justice in Rome and
(a) The Chinese mandarin is popularly assumed to be the perfection
of officialism. That, however, is not what one gathers from Professor Giles'~
discriminating account of the ''Civilization of China" in the Home University
Library Series, An equally informing short account of Jtpanese civilisation
is obtainable from Prof. Longford's "Evolution of New Japan" in the
Cambridge Manuals of Science and Literature. It must be noted however,.
that in Persia, China and Mahomedan India, the Provincial rulers as a rule
were appointed and not hereditary officials, as they would be in feudal
polities of the Western European type.
(b)

Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 388-389, notes.

(c)

Ibid, pp. 445-451, These, it must be noted, were in France court(and

not popular assemblies.
· (d) !'These were the assemblies of representatives of the estates in France.
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England. Although cities and villages fell under the guardianship of the. Intendants and control by the administration was
extended to the parishes and even to the vestry boards, the
local institutions were never made the agents of the Central
Gevernment and sureties of its revenues as in the Roman
Empire. Brissaud's estimate of the 'Pole or the Intendants in
France under the monarchy is as follows :
"They introduced and caused to prevail in all the
provinces the spirit and the views of the central authority.
It was they who gave security to all and subjected the privileged classes to the ·common law, a task before which the
ordinary judges and the local authorities had too often shown
themselves powerless. We owe to them the erection of grea.t
public works and useful encouragement to agriculture ana
industry. In many rewects their action was ~nlig~tening and
beneficent" (a).
,
3. It was on the rock or national finance and econo- Its end.
mics that the revived Royal power of France ultimately split.
The defects or the former are thus summarised by Brissaud :
The arbitrary bing by- the King of the total amount or· the
tax and of the sulh total of the public expenditure; inequalities
among the Provinces ; special privileges which placed the
burden of taxation upon the poor ; harsh, vexatious, and
costly methods of collection ; an insufficient budget, lack
of publicity, lack of control over expenditures, tremendous
disorder in the accounts, the system of special charges and
consequently of incessant payments by transfers of accounts ;
- lack of a special financial administration in the beginning and,
when it was established, the same functionaries were at once
directors, accountants and administrative judges-in short,
bad assessment, bad collection and bad expenditure (b).
• The Intendants shared in the unpopularity of the rest of
the system. • Their guardianship of the administration was
charged with having atrophied public spirit, killed individual
initiative and made men "both revolutionary and servile"
instead of accustoming them to proceed by prudent reforms (c).
At the outbreak of the Revolution they were abolished.
They were revived however in .1800 in Napoleon's "Prefect~."
(a)· Brissa.ud's History of French Public Law, pp. 411·12.
(b) Ibid, pp 525·526.
{c) Ibid, p. 412.
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4. Here, it is necessary to observe that the bureaucratic
development of monarchy has been on the whole a somewhat exceptional phenomenon. Feudalism offers the line of
least resistance, and that is the line we find it usually taking, all over the world. But European Feudalism was
not like Feudalism in Asia. In Asia it meant a simple
devolution of all public functions exercisable. over a local
area to a Satrap, Mandarin or Subadar. The feudal tie in
Asia was itself weaker than it was in Western Europe, being based only on force. In the only two countries where
it seemed to consist with royal authority-China and Japan,
the latter rested on a cultus of emperor-worship stronger
and more genuine than that instituted by the Princeps in
Rome. In Western Europe the feudal tie was contractual
and legal, sanctified and strengthened by oaths (a). European
Feudalism was by no means opposed to monarchy in theory.
Its hierarchic composition necessarily presupposed a monarchic
apex.
5. I have shown in a previous chapter how impossible
it was for Feudalism pure and simple to develop into a
permanent political organisation. It had -either to accept
the· King as something more than the feudal lord-as in fact
its master, or it dissolved itself in anarchy, making room
in the latter case, if at all, for a centralised monarchy of
the French type just considered. By what fortunate chance,
the Feudal order, being caught and embodiedin the monarchic organisation of England, was worked out by Royal judges
and fitted into the texture of the later constitutional monarchy
of that country and thus gave birt~ to the rule of law,
understoood· in its modern sense, I shall describe later ( b). I
shall here content myself with only mentioning what was
a fact of prime imp~rtance in the history of Medieval Europe, •
viz :-thab allying itself in tlie first instance wfth monarchy,
it spread ever the whole of Western Europe and tried to
absorb within itself'-institutions which (and not monarchy)
were its' true antitheses, and which, offering to it the stoutest
resistance, in some places even triumphed over it. These
(a) The Feudalism of the Eastern Roman Empire appears to ha.ve been •
of the other type, viz : delegated and not contractual,

(b) .8ee Lecture V, para 19, infra.
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institutions were the cities and rural communes of Medieval
Europe. On the whole, feudal influences made- themselves
most strongly felt in rural areas, which they succeeded in
capturing almost completely. The cities waged war with the
barons .with varying success, until both orders merged themselves in the new monarchies. I shall now proceed to consider
the organisation of these cities and rural communes, if for no
better reason, , because they have left an indelible impress on
modern civilisation and a legacy of administrative problems
which any form of polity based purely on feudal principles
must fail to solve (a).

VI.

Cities and Rural Communes C?f J.1edieval Europe.

6. The pressure of the Empire being removed, cities Rise of Cities
and Commuand communes all over Western Europe appear to have entered nes,
upon a career of renewed vigour, so much so that the Feudal
regi~ne which followed appears to have at first failed to destroy
communal life even in rural areas which unprotected by
walls and fortifications could offer but feeble resistance to the
mailed knight and his followers. The village communities had
perforce to place themselves under ulo~ds" and ~gree .to offer
them services in ·return for protection (b). But communal
possession of land and self-jurisdiction they retained almost
to the end of the feudal age. The "Folkmote" survived in
in the "Lord's Court" in which even the serfs were privileged
·and required to attend to do "suit of court''. Not till the
law of tenures became too technical did judicial administration
in these Courts pass into the hauds of lawyer judges and become
centralised. It needed Statutes of Enclosures and other
enactments of the like kind of the Royal regime to destroy
communal ownership (c).
(a) I have ii~ a later chapter tried to establish that modern administrative law is derived ultimately from Feudalism. That law Is however. being
constantly expanded and adapted to embrace elements not feudally derived
and even apparently opposed to it.
(b) The process is known techuically as "commendation".
(c) The subject has been. dealt with more or 1ess broadly from different
points of v~w by Sidgwick in his ''Development of European Polity," Lectures
XVI to XX, and by Prince Kropot.kin in his "Mutual Aid," Chs. V & VI
Deta.iled treatment of City Governments at various stages of development will
lle found also in Brissaud's History of French Public Law, a mine of information
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7. But it is communal life in the cities that need special
consideration, for it is these that have given modern Europe
its distinctly industrial stamp. If Feudalism has left Europe
a legacy of administrative norms, the Medieval cities on
the other hand have handed down to her a.Jegacy of a.dminis, trative problems which have been p~tting those norms to
the severest strain.
Sovereign &
non-Sovereign
cities,

External and
internal organisation.

8. The Medieval cities, it must be obse-:-ved, were not
all City States. Some few in Germany and Belgium and a
larger number in Italy ~ought Feudalism with its own weapons
and vindicated for a time their independence of any. other
political organisation. 1.\-Iost of them, e. g. those in England,
France and Spain made peace with King or Lord and embodied
the compact in charters which broadly speaking entitled them
to accept feudal engagements from the latter in a corporate
capacity. The dues of King or Lord were d~fined and the
cities left to manage their own affairs and to compose their
own differences provided they punctually paid the seigniors
their dues through, it might be, their own officers. They thus
came to form "oases amidst the Feudal forest" (a).
9. The life in these "oases" was communal as in the ancient City States, but unlike life in those States, it had (except
in Spain where the towns were military outposts) an industrial
character. In the ancient City States the ruling body was
chiefly composed of landowners, and mechanics held a very
inferior status.' But in the Medieval cities, ruling authority
rested in the beginning in gilds of merchants and later in gilds
of crafts. Handicrafts so far from being looked down upon as
low occupations gave title to a share in the city government.
Why this should have been so is not an idle inquiry. Though
the towns had the most varied origin, the typical towns •
arose out of market places made specially safe ~y agreement
amongst fighting lords and barons to promote barter and
concerning Medieval institutions. A very brief but balanoea account of
Medieval towns will be found in Davis's MedieYal Europe, Ch. IX. See also
Lowell's Governments and Parties in Continenhl Europe, Vol. II. pp. 59-61
for a sketch of the German Cities' struggles with the other orders. Sismondi's
History of The Italian Republics and Letourneau's Property : Its Origin and
Development, Ch. XVII, are also deserving of study in the present connection.

(a) Kropcitkin, Mutual Aid, p, 127.
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exchange. The inhabitants of these towns grew wealthy without
owing their wealth to the land they occupied and for which
they no doubb paid what would now be considered _ground rent.
The business which they carried on was· one which neither the
ford nor his bailiff properly understood, so that disputes arising
within the town would be but ill-judged by any but the
community within the town itself. All the more ready did it
feel, when una1>le to resist the lord's pretensions by force, to
buy him off, securing its purchase of self-government and
self-jurisdiction by a written charter.
10.. Their relations with the lords thus settled, how did g;~~~s~
they organise themselves inside the cities ? Medieval cities
unlike those of the present day were not singl4l corporations.
They were a union of distinct gilds of merchants and craftsmen
who enjoyed aimost complete self-government ·and self-jurisdiction within their own special organisations. It was~ only
when the gilds fell out amongst themselves that· the City
authorities were called upon to intervene. Each gild had its
own elected officials who supervised the special industry of the
craft with a thoroughness and conscientiousness which excluded
bad workmanship and slackness of every sort, and thus it was
that the art prffi:lucts of the cities invariab~ reached a high
level of g~neral excellepce. The tendency to form into gilds
overcame all professions and we hear of gilds amongst beggars,
executioners, even lost women\ Cutting right across these organisations according to professi?n coul~ be seen local organisations
of streets and wards embracing all classes
people but enjoy- Streets &
Wards.
ing some form of self-govenrment and self-jurisdiction. The
Medieval city was thus, according to Prince Kropotkin (a),
"a double federation ; of
householders united into small territorial unions-the street, the parish, the section-and of indi• viduals united by oath into gilds according to their profession,
the former b;ing a product of the village community origin
of the city, while the second was a subsequent gro,Vth called
to life by new conditions." So it happened that when the central
authority in the city was captured by a bishop or a noble or
even a Royal intendant) the lower organisations remained on
the whole unaffected, and "the inner life of the city and the
democratisation of its daily life did not disappear'',

ot

all

(a)

Kropotkin, :Mutual Aid, pp. 132-8.
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11. If this life is to be judged by its expressions in the
forms of wealth which gathered within the city walls, by the
architectural marvels of its public works and by the variety
and ingenuity of its art products, it must have been an unusually rich and from the worldly point of view an exceedingly
happy life. The fact that serfs from the neighbouring feudal tracts
secured freedom by residing in the city for a year and a day shows
at least that there was not much unemployment in the cities
and. that accession of members into the commune was not discouraged. The success of the city governments was all the
more striking on account of the contrast they presented to
the rural tracts surrounding them. They did more than
prevent the cities from being swamped by the flood of feudal
barbarism which overwhelmed the countr,y. They secured,
inside the city walls, just that condition of life in which the
nece~ity of union did not deprive the individual of his initiative, so that the abounding energies of communities of
workers found free expression in every field of art and
'industry.
12. And yet this life appears to have been seized with
senile debility everywhere in Europe about the 16th
century.

Causes of its
downfall.

13. The Medieval crafts and gilds were, as I have said,
corporate bodies which regulated and administered all matters
concerning their own particular industries. This corporate
existence assured to, their members protection from external
attack as also equality of priYileges and opportunities within.
But the gilds were on the other hand extremely jealous
of participation in their privileges by mere strangers. After
they had served their period of probation and satisfied the
gild authorities about their competence to start work on their ·
•
own account, the apprentices became master workmen themselves
•
and as such entitled to membership in the gild and, through
it, of the city. Gradually, however, as the craftsmen became
wealthy, they ceased taking on apprentices with the object
of teaching them the "mysteries" of the craft. They became
capitalists employing a growing body of workmen whom they
refused to admit into their associations. The gilds became
close corporations confined to certai~ "families," an oligarchy
of employers faced by a growing multitude of working men
serving only for wages. This happened equally in cities
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which were independent States and in others which formed
parts oflarger feudal governments (a).
/
14. The governing bodies . in the cities proved their
unfitness to rule· in another way. Neither description of
cities menti~ned above was self-sufficient. All .had to
oepend on the neighbouring rural' areas for their supply
of provisions an~ the city products needed transportation,
over rural tracts belonging to feudal lords before they could
find a market. Many Italian and some German cities solved
the difficulty by conquering and absQrbing the surrounding
rural area and when· this happened,· the city oligarchs
either made themselves masters of the serfs in the rural areas,
or, when they let the nobles keep thei~ lands, joined forces
with the latter in exploiting the tillers of the land. In this
way was created an irreconcileable opposition between town·
and c0untry, just as inside the city . was created a similar
opposition between a small body of capitalists and a large wageearning proletariat.
·
15. In one' word, from being . a government of all the
working men of the city, the city government had come to
be the property of a number of non-working capitalist "families", nearly the whole body of working men having been
reduced to the position of labourers who having no voice
in the city government must either revolt or suffer being
exploited for the benefit of the r:uling families. From being
one of the best, it easily became the worst of all governments-that worked by capitalists frankly in the interest ofcapital. Even the government of the Roman Provinces
during the Jtepublic, indirectly and illegally worked as it
was in the interest of the publicani, was less cruelly' selfish
.and less insensately greedy than the oligarchies of the Med~eval
cities.
•
16. The period of splendour of the Medieval cities everywhere coincided with the period of expansion of the craft~gilds,
(a) In the earlier days, the communes depended always, as they had
to, on trained bands of all their members. 'l'~is alone would prevent them
from being "close corporations". When the cities grew in wealth, they
began hiring mercenaries for purposes of both defence and expansion. The
motive for admitting strangers to the privileges AJf citizenship thus ceased.
Kropotkin, Mutual Aid, p. 165.
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the period when the "a'ssociations of workmen working on
their own account" could joyously unite their joint efforts
in the production of those monumental works of art and
utility, cathedrals and canals, vineyards and fruit ,gardens,
which have struck succeeding generations with wonder and
despair. It was this period which bred the spirit which
made the Council of Florence say: "No works of public
utility or art must be begun by the commune but such as
. are conceived in response to the grand heart of the commune,
composed of the hearts of all citizens united in one common
will" (a). How was this spirit to survive a change which
converted the councils into conclaves of selfish hirers of starved
labour ? (b).
(a) In the 14th century, "Florence", says Sismondi, "was the Athens of
Italy." Speaking of the state of things in Italy at the commencement of
the next century, "lta1ian virtue", he says, "had taken refuge at Florence."
The degradation began about 50 years later when a close aristocracy possessed itself of the whole direction of the State, History of The Italian
Republics, pp. 122, 185, 225.
(b) This is the third instance, I have had occasion to consider, of
Government worked in thg interest of Capital. The disclosures in connection
with the administration of Congo by .that most "bourgeois" of King~, Leopold
II of .Belgium, show that the danger of this form of Government is not past.
It is not past even in the most advanced countries of to-day, for in that case
Factory Acts and other similar enactments intended to prevent exploitation
of the weak and the helpless in t.he interest of Capital would not require to
be applied with as much vigilance as they are to-day in all industrial countries.
il'he exploitation of the population by oligarchies of wealth is traceable to the
beginning of history which has no reasons to regret the ruthless destruction
of Carthage by the Roman power. ~ow the British Parliament just sav~d
India from being ruined by this kind of rule at the ~_nception of the government of the East India Compauf is known to students of Indian History.
The . use of trading companies for purposes of territorial expansion fell into.
disfavour in England in the beginning of the nineteenth century, but
towards its end, during the scramble amongst European powers for unappro·
priated territories in Africa and elsewhere, the institution was revived~
with the express object, however, of development, note commerce [e, g.
The British North Borneo Co. founded in 1881 ; The Imperial British East
Africa Company, 1888 ; the British South Africa Chartered Company, 1889.
The German New Guinea Co. and the German East Africa Co. date from
1885 ; The Portugese Mozambique Co. from 1894; and the International
Congo Co. (King Leopold's Gompany) fr~m 1879] Mr. Paul Reinseh
in his "Colonial Government", whilst not blind to the more sinister aspects
of this method of Colonial expansion taken a.s a whole (see pp. 89-90), is
able to contrast (pp. 163-64) the ends and the status of tlie British chartered
companies with. those of the East India and other trading companies
of the previous epoch thus :-''While the older compa.nies were primarily
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17. Equally hated by the majority of the citizens 'and .
by the rural population outside,· the city oligarchies, where
sovereign, were easily subdued by adventurous nobles or the
King, who were often hailed by the majority of the
inhabitants as deliverers. In non-sovereign cities also, the
interference of the King was demanded in the . interest of
the inhabitants. In England, a Statute of Edward VI ordered
the handing over to the Crown ·of "'all fraternities, brotherhoods and gilds being within the realm of England and
Wales and other of the King's dominions .and all manors, ,
lands, tenements and other hereditaments belonging to them
or any of them". Things must have been going very badly
indeed to induce the Parliament to pass such a drastic
confiscatory measgre, not against monasteries, but against
members of the third estate. The Stuart Kipgs had numerous
charters of towns forfeited by a pracedure sanctioned by Parliament, and even ·that of London was attacked.- The city governments appear to have passed away, in fact, " unwept,
unhonoured and unsung." (a).

commercial, enjoying political prerogatives only incidentally, the latter are ·
essentially political in their purpose and ~xercise all the powers of internal
administration. They are hence subjected to a much stricter control on the
part of the Rome Government, totally unlike 'the spirit of laissez faire
with which the Governments of earlier days regarded the great Colonial
enterprises. The modern companies do not enjoy a monopoly of commerce,
nor as a rule have they engaged at all in commercial undertakings. On
the ec6J;Jomic side of their activities, they interest themselves more in
industrial development, in the utilisation of mines, forests and agricultural
lands, so completely is their character a result of the spirit of the age, which
emphasises industrial exploitation together with the use of political methods
in colonization," The shareholders .of the companies appear from Mr. Reinsch's
account to have been· moved to these enterprises more by- a patriotic
dflsire on their part to prevent t~eir overtasked Governments from being
outsripped by riva• Governments than by love of dividends. Whether this
was so or not, this form of Colonial expansion is regarded only as a temporary
expedient, the State stepping into the placzs of the companies, as soon as
conditions favcur such a course.
(a) English historians agree in representing the ip,terference by Tudo1;
and Stuart K~ngs with the charters of towns as having had f~r its primary
motive the establishment of Royal control over elections to the House of
Commons. This appears to have been a fact. But that the Kings had
plenty of excuses for such a course in the conduct of the City authorities
themselves is aloo conclusively established by the fact that the matter was
not dealt with in the Bill of B,ights or otherwi~e made a subject of grievance
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18. Not, the least embarrassing feature of the citygovernments from the point of view of law and order was
their keen particularism, wherein they present instr~ctive
. analogies to the Greek City States. It was impossible for a
Medieval city to love its neighbour. Occasionally, extreme
danger from external aggression and the imperative demands
of defence drove the cities into leagues. But the very facility
-with which they left one· to join another showed how unstable
thE>se combinations were. In Italy they combined to defeat
the greatest of the Hohenstaufen invaders, but where Emperors failed, a score of potty local dynasties, succeeded, and
the petty particularism of the Italian cities survived their
capture by despots to present the greatest obstacle to the
unification of Italy.
19. It is clear from the above account of the rival forces
operating on the European arena during the Middle Ages,
that the pQliticalregeneration of the Continent~ if it was to
come at all, could not come from the " petrified hierarchy of
privileged industrial classes" of the cities alone, nor from the
feudalised hierarchy of privileged landowners in the countries.
A higher synthesis of the best elements of both was needed
and that came through the post-Feudal monarchies.20. Nevertheless it is greatly to be regretted that the Royal
power did not reform the city and gild organisations instead
of destroying them. For a time it seemed indeed as if there
was to be no barrier between the State and individual citizens
now reduced to unrelated atoms, and as if the machine of the
Roman empire which crushed all other elements of society
into undistinguishable -dust-heaps was to be re-impose~ over
the countries of Europe. But meanwhile, in one country
(England), by a strange irony, Royal judges, the v.ery instruments forged by Norman autocracy for the consolidation•
of Royal power then in its infancy, had establish~d the " rule
of law " which Kings even must respect ; and in England too,
the subjects so far from being reduced to unrelated atoms had
learned to organise themselvEs into a new union-a Representative Legislative Assembly vis a vis of the King, which step
by step deprived the latter of every species of Sovereign power

during the Revolution of 1688. See .Redlich & Hirst, Local Government in
England, Vol, I, pp. 26-34. Also Toulmin Smith, English Guilds, London,
18~0, Introd. XLIII, cited in Kropotkin's Mutual .A.id, p. 197.
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and was on the way to creating a new executive organ powerful, yet not' despotic, and pledged to serve the interests of
neither King, nor Lords, nor·Priests, nor Commons, nor Capi' tal, nor Labour, nor City, nor Country, but those of tl;le people
as a wlw-le-of the people, not merely of the native British
Island, but of every part of the world toe which its empire
was to spread, of all races and colours _and of all degrees
' of civilisation.
, 21. We are, to all appearance, now on the threshold of
the main object of our enquiry viz: modern administrative
systems. - But we must turn aside once yej to examine that
most wonderful of administrative experiments, VIZ: the Venetian Republic.

Vll.

The Venetian Republic (a).

22. Venice was a Medieval City State . and no doubt
presents features which on a ~uperficia~ view may seem to
bring her within the category of States I-have just considered.
But it ~ould be as true to say that Venice was like, say l\Hlan,
as that the post-Reformati-on monarchy of England was like
the monarchy of the same period of Fra_9ce Venetian polity
was, like the English, sui generis~

1

•

Venetian po·
Ii ty like the
English an
exception.

23. Both display in a remarkable degree that adaptabi- ~t~::e~~tins
lity which constitutes the very life of a progressive commu- blauce.
nity. The development,-Qf institutions in both countries was
uniform and marked by few violent changes. In neithet\
were the energies of the ..community at any _time exhausted,
as they were in most of the European States I have considered, in defending its patrimony' from foreign foes. They
'
found better employment
in developing the social and political
institutions of the nation.

a

number of islands Untouched
24. The city of Venice consisted of
by Feudasituated in ft lagoon, safe from attack on the landside by a wide lism.
expanse of water and seaward by a barrier of sandbanks,
the lidi. Between 452, when the lagoon was first peopled
by refugees from the mainlan~ fleeing from Atilla's Huns,
to 1797, when Napoleon's French troops were admitted
into the city, no enemy _had ever succeeded in setting his
(a) For the following account of the Venetian_ Republic I am -mai11ly
indebted to Professor H. F. Brown's little ma8ttlrpiece in the Temple Primers,
"The Venetian Republic'', which no student of comparative politics should
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foot ·on the islands. Feudalism which threw itself across the
storm-tossed English Channel, failed to span the placid
waters of the lagoon, and so it was that the institutions of
Venice form the purest expressions of the communal life o£
the Middle Ages.

•

25. The first settlers on the lagoon, it may be well to
remember, were not unsophisticated barbarians. They were
Roman citizens familiar with Italian municipal life (a). Each
of the twelve island colonies elected its own ''tribune", but
in 584 A. D., in order to cope with conditions introduced by
a fresh influx of refugees (this time from the in"'asion of
the Lombards), they set up a central supervising organ of twelve
additional tribunes. Mutual jealousies amongst the townships,
which were fully reflected in their representatives in the
_central committee, made this experiment abortive ; and, in 697,
was created the office of the Doge, filled up by elected presidents for their lives. The local tribunes remained, but liable
to dismissal by the Doge who alone had the right to summon
the concio or general assembly of citizens, and fore~gn affairs
were placed entirely in his hands.
26. The islands, it is here necessary to mention, whilst
affording safe asylum to its inhabitants had very little to
present them in the way of necessaries and still less in the
way of amenities, fishing and salt-extracting being at this
time the only two local industries. By trade only were these
procurable and, to be successful traders,· the Venetians had to
omit to study in the original. To readers of Sismondi, this account will
appear unduly etllogistic. The Historian of the Italian Republics h~s been
at no pains to conceal his aversion for the government of the Venetian aria·
tocracy and severely condemns its treatment of its oversea dependencies.
B·ut even he bears testimony to the fa.ct that the "Venetian subjects, if
they did not enjoy liberty, had at least a govern~'Olut which maintained
justice, order and the law ; their material prospe1·ity was judiciously
protected. They in turn were contented and proved themsel'fes devotedly
attached to the Government. " History of The Italian Republics (Everyman's
Library), pp. 107-110, 232, 283, 292.
(a) The Lagoon was, according to local tradition, settled originally by
the Consuls of Padua. For what it is worth, I mention here also the fact
that savants on the whole agree in tracing the ultimate origin of the Venetians
to immigrants from Paphlagonia ( in Asia Minor). So, more than the Romans,
they were an Asiatic people. It is interesting to find Asiatic immigrants in
Europe invariably displaying a high degree of talent for government,
Witness~ Rome, Venice, the Magyars in Hungary and the Moslem dynasties
of Spain and Turkey.

•
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be hardy sea-farers and staunch. busine;smen. The Eastern
Empire repeatedly courted and enlisted their services as
sailors, for transporting t1;oops to and from Ita-ly. In 809, they
were considered of sufficient importance politically to invite a
serious attempt on the part of Charlemagne's son Pepin to
subjugate them. It failed. O_n one point in their relations
to the two Empires, the islanders had never- any doubt. They
had not come to these inhospitable islands "to. live under a lord."
As a concession, however, to the political theory of the age, they
allowed. themselves to be treated as a_ part of the distiant
Eastern Empire provided their practical independence of all
rulers was recognised. In 810, the treaty concluded-between the
two Empires recognised this position of the Venetians and
in addition allowed them trading· rights and immunities
in Italy in terms of their treaty with a former Lombard prince.
ConstHu tional
27. The powers of the Doge were far too large to suit development.
the tastes of the Venetians. For six years from 737 to 742,
they try the experiment of annual Magistrates exercising both
civil and military powers. It proves. unsatisfactory and the
Dogeship is restored.

•

!18~

During the next three centuries determined attempts The Privy
Council & the
were made to make the Dogeship nereditary in certain families, Senate.
and the supporters of the rival families often waged civil war
within the ci~y. In 976, an ambitious Doge who had filled
the Palace with foreign bodyguards Was smoked out of the
palace. and ·murdered, Anoth·~r· attempt led to the ostracism
of the family of the Orseoli in 1032, when the dynastic movement was finally crushed by asgociating with the Doge
Ducal Privy Council of two members and a Senate (Pregadithe invited ones). The practice of electing a Doge-consort
• (often the reigning DogB's heir) was made illegal.

a

•

29. Meanwhile the food-supply of the increased popula- The beginn·
ingof sea·
tion and its trading facilitie~ having been put in jeopardy power,
by nests of Dalmatian pirates across the sea, Y enice
reorganised her -fleet which cleared the Adriatic of these pests.
The event was signalised by the instit~tion in 998 A.D. of
the famous~ ?eremony of sposalizo del mat'. Every Ascension
Day, the Doge went out of the lidi to wed the sea with a ring.
Venice consolidated her command over the Adriatic by
'I-
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establishing posts in !stria, Dalmatia, the Ionian Islands
and the mainland of Greece.
30. The Crusades gave her the fil'st opportunity of expansion beyond the Merliterr~nean. Acting as purveyors of
transports to the Crusaders, she secured as the price of her
services footholds in the coast towns of Syria-" a line of
factories with ex-territorial rights ",

The Great
Council,

31. In 1171, the Venetians broke with their nominal
suzerain of the Eastern Empire. To punish Emperor Manuel
for arresting Venetians and confiscating their goods in Constantinople, they fitted out a fleet with money raised by forced
loans, to which all citizens had to subscribe to the extent of
one per cent on their incomes, and for which they got bonds
bearing 4 per cent. interest and capable of being bequeathed,
sold or mortgaged (a). The expedition ended in disaster.
'l'his experience appeared to prove the danger of allowing the
Doge, by working on the fee~ings of the people in their assem- ·
blies, to drag the community into ill-considered adventures which
not only involved humiliation but created wide-spread discontent,
the losses were so equafly felt by the whole people. In ~172
was created the Great Council, of 480 members, returned by
a system of iudirecb .election of 80 members from each of the
six quarters of the city. The powers of the concio were made
over to this representative council, including that of appointing
officers, and, amongst others, the Doge. To curb the irresponsible authority of the Doge, the Council from 1193 onwards
began extracting from each Doge on his appointment promissione ducale or coronation oaths, which grew in stringency
and number, until the Doge was reduced to a figure-head.
But in proportion as the ducal authority was contracted, the
circumstances of pomp attending the office were magnified.
32. The disaster of 1172 was fully aveng¥d in 1204,
when Venice led the Fourth Crusade against Constantinople
and sacked it. The Empire was partitioned, and Crete, the
Cyclades and tho Sporades fell to Venice, excellent outposts
for her trading operations in the East. Her new possessions
and her fleet made her at the same time an important
European power.
(a) The earliest instance perhaps in the history of the world of the issue of
Government stocks.

•
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33. The expansion across the sea synchronised with similar Terr.itorial
e1pansion.
expansions on the land. By 1484, her land frontiers were the
Adige, the Alps, the Tagliamento, the Sea and the Po. Before
that date, she had acquired Ttmedos,'· Argos and Nauplia but
lost Dalmatia and Negropont and severai stations on the Morea.
In 1488, she acquired Cyprus. Her Italian territories assured
her of an abundant food-supply and secured the trade ro~te
to Europe across the Alps. Her island possessions and
factories on the Levant secUL·ed her trad~ routes to the E<tst.
The acquisition of territory and the consequent expansion of
trade was the work mainly of the wealthier amongst her people. _
Having the largest stake in the Empire, these proceeded so to
organise the administration that their class should have not
merely the determining but an exclusive voice in the conduct of
the affairs of the city.
34. In 1297, the constitution of the Great Council• was
so altered that membership in it was strictly confined to
a certain number of families and made hereditary therein.
By this Serrata delll{tzggior Consiglio (Closing of the Great
Council ), it became a hereditary Honse oi Peers, uncontrolled
either-by King or Commons. A'! however prifnog<3niture did
not prevaii, the number 210 in 1296 went on increasing until
in 1340 it reached 1212. It was on the whole a broadbottomeu aristocracy.
_
35. On the w.1ke of the SerPaict came the Council of Ten.
Certain nobles taking adyantage of the discontent roused by
the disfranchisements of the Serrata entered into a conspiracy
to up3et ~he Government. It wa~ easily suppressed, but it
proved to the Great Council the necessity of an executive
organ which would be .able to deal with situatio.ns needing·
secrecy and rapidity. With thd Doge reduced to a figure-head,
!tnd the executive functions exercisable only by a numerou,s
assembly, Velf!.ce had been deprived of an executive organ
capable of dealing with such situations. So, in 1310, was
instituted this Council of ten members chosen by the Great
Council from its body,-who however were not erected,, as has
been supposed, into a Committee of Public Safety, nor into
an Ephorate. It was more like the Court of Star Chamber
iu England of the Tudor regime than any other foreign institution. It did not and would not act except upon extraordina1·y
occasions and under strict safeguards. It was ''governed by

9
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a code of procedure which was eminently just and strictly
enforced. It acted judicially though in secret. It tried and
beheaded a Doge ~a), it tried and beheaded a commander-inchief (b), the greatest soldier of his day. No wonder then
that the "mere appearance of its chief officer, the Capitan
Grande, was enough to secure obedience and allay a tumult
among the populace," This Council might have been constituted
otherwise, but it certainly was not superfluous, nor altogether unsuited to the requirements ofthe Republic.
The Senate
reorganisedIts powers &
funct.ions.

"Sadi"

"Les~er

Council''.

Judicial
organisation.

36. As the Council proved to be far too unwieldy a body
to carry on the executiv~ business of the City, the· Senate
was reorganised into a Commitee of 120 members taken
from the Great Council, and all its functions, except legislation and election of State officers, was transferred to this
smaller body. The finances of the Republic were specially
under its supervision and it exercised an effective surveillance
ofl the administration in all its branches. A. college or cabinet
of eight Savii or Secretaries of State prepared public business for the Great Council, the Senate and the Council ..of
the Ten, and saw their resolutions carried out. The Duke's
Privy Council now consisted of six members and the contitutional powers of the Doge were exerci:,ed by this '' Lesser
Council."
37, Regular State courts, discharging in the name of
•
the Doge judicial functions, civil, criminal, original and
appellate, were evolved. The ·Council of Forty (divided into
a Civil and a Criminal Forty) heard appeals from the Cit.y
and the Provinces and important cases might be taken
direct to it.
38. Venice thus possessed a fairly advanced type . o£
administration. But a mere description of the ,structureo
of that administration, without reference to •the spirit in
which and the purposes for which it was worked, would leave
a very imperfect if not misleading impression on the mind.

Absence of
caste distinc• tion, though
ruling body
an aristo·

cr11cy,

39. First, as to the spirit. The ruling body might no
doubt be described as a close aristocracy of wealth. But its
interest was by no means limited to that body and embraced
the entire community. It did not, like the Councils of other
(a) Fe.lier II in 1355, (b)

C~'.rmagnola

in 1432.
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:Medieval cities, become a selfish exploiting oppressive oligarchy. Owing presumably to want of contact with feudal
institutions, it never became "a petrified hierarchy" of
privileged people. There was a total absence of sharp distinctions of caste between them and the people. (This is another
point on which the Venetians of the City resembled the
English). The whole city population participated in different
degrees in the wealth brought by the city's commercial eniierprises. There was little patent poverty and what there. was,
was amply met by public and private charitable institutions.
Only 186 professional beggars set dow:p for the whole city
in the census of 1582 is certainly a record for any city at •any
time. " Oe peuple est une famille" was the verdict of a
foreign observer : '~ Patrician, citizen and artisan .felt themselves at one in the possession of Venice."
40. As to the purpose of the administration·: Commerce
and industry were not in Venice as 1 they are in all modern
ates, the pursuit of a class or a section. Commerce was
e occupation of the wh'ole population and the pre-occupation
of the Government, and the Government itself was organised
to that end. The whole city, it is said, was solid in its interest
in commercial enterprise. It was the Government's co1pmercial policy that gave direction to its activities in every other
line.

~

41 ' It . was her commerce that brought into existence
her fleet and it was her fleet that made her a maritime
power ; and she became the greatest maritime power because
early in her career as a State she had nationalised that
fleet. Government builb most of the ships and ·let them
out to merchants who manned and loaded them and were bound
i;o return them intact at the close of the voyage. Private
individuals might and did build and own ships, but these
had to be constructed according to sizes and patterns fixed
by. the State. Not merely the build, but the . outfit and
equipment of each ship and the duties of the crew were
strictly prescribed by law. Private vessels sailed and were
probably compelled to sail with State fleets, under th~
orders of commanders appointed by Government and subject to regulations which governed State fleets, Their owners
were strictly forbidden to sell them to .any but a Venetian,

Commerce,
the dominating interest
of her Government
and people

Shipping
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Maritime
power.
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In this respect th·e greatest sea-power of the world to come
has merely followed an example previously set by Venice.
Naval conscriprion.

42. The State :fleet was manned originally by crews recruited by a method of conscription. <(All the males between twenty
and sixty in each of the six quarters of the city were enrolled
and then divided into groups of twelve. One man was
chosen by lot out of each group and served in tile first draft.
If more were required, lots were cast again "-a better method
certainly than (' impressment".

State controlled and
State assisted
commerce
and industry.

43. The main trade-routes, the arteries of her national
life, were marked out in their general outlines by Government, and the Aenate determined the details of each voyage.
u The great trade routes were represented on a large planisphere painted on the walls of the colonnade at the Rialto
where the merchants congregated",
44. 'l'he comparatively few lccal industries, c. g. glas~
manufacture, the making of cloth of gold and cloth of silvc
·
silk, metal work and lace were carefully fostered.
45. The State was the first banker in Venice and so
admirably was the State Bank managed that crowned heads
and distinguished foreigners sought leave·to bank with it and
the privilege was granted only as an act of grace and on
the passing of a special motion of the Senate. When in 1501
a number of private banks stopped payment, the Venetian
Government appointed a special magistracy to supervise
private banking business.
46. The · movements of this trade and industry were
governed from the counting-houses of the very merchant
princes who sat in the Great Council or the Senate. Their
clerks and dependants were frequently joint-sharers in their
ventures. The smaller tradesmen organised in gilds par•
ticipated in this commercial life, so tb~t the whole State
has been not inappropriately likened to one vast joint stock
concern in which all the people were shareholders.

Venetian
"Naviga· ·
tion" laws.

47. The whole commercial policy of the State was
guided by the Senate through a Board of Trade and other
offices. 'l'hat policy was protectionist. •t Everything was
done to foster the carrying trade of the Venetians, and the
character of Venice herself as a universal mart. With this
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object in view, measures were ~aK:en to prevent the natives
of the subject islands from selling their produce direct to.
foreigners". To this extent she did exploit her colonies and
dependencies. It was the same policy which prompted
the English Navigation .Acts of 1660-1763; and who can
say that similar methods equally effective, though better
disguised, do not dominate the policies of the leading
commercial nations of to-day.
48. The reference to the colonies brings me to consider Government
her system of governing her maritime and territorial posses- of her possessions.
sions. In relation to these, the city, be it noted, remained
the citta dominante-all else where dependants. The maritime possessions in the Levant islands other than Crete are
stated to have been held u upon a very loose feudal tenure"implying the payl)lent of a tribute which presumably was
never paid (a). Crete was govemed l.y a Venetian noble
elected by the Great Council whose functions were chiefly
military and who was assisted by two Councillors. Under
him was a Civil Governor, the Captain General and tho
Ciml Rectors of the cities. There was a Great Council to
manage local affairs in which sat Cretan Nobles and Venetian Patricia,ns settled on the island. The other - islands
were governed through a Civil Governor who combined
civil and military functions and who, in .matters relating
. to shipping, commerce and custom dues, was assisted by
a council of 12 chos~n from among the trading merchants.
of the island. In her Italian possessions she preserv~d as
· far as possible the ancient statutes ana constitutions of each
city. But she imposed on each District or Provjnoe a
Civil abd Military Governor elected at Venice. Half tl~e
salary was paid hy Venice, half by the District they governed. 0
• There were local Councils to look after local affairs and
local Coura:;, Appeals against the ·decisions o£ · the Gover-

(a) These islands when first aGquired were granted aa fiefs to her more
important noble families, who were understood to make the possession good
and to hold the islands for the Republic. The engagement amounted presumbly to little more than offering facilities for trnde to Venetians in exchange
for the protection given by the ReJ.oublic. These were fiefs in the Eastern
and not the Western sense-delegations of wvereignty rather than contracts
of land-holding. I have developed this distinction elsewhere,
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nors and against findings of the local Courts went to the
executive and judiciary of the Capital City. (a)
Relation of
Venice to her
possessions.

49. No inhabitant of the colonies and territories, not
even the colonists from Venice, enjoyed the rights of Venetian citizenship. There was on the other hand a great deal of
local self-government. Her position might not inappropriately
be likened to that of Great Britain towards her colonies before
the War of American Independence. It is futile to blame
Venice for her failure to confer on the dependencies semisovereign status and then weld them with herself into a closer
federation, seeing that Britain lost her American colonies
to learn that lesson towards the end of the 18th century.

Her Diploma·
tic Service.

50. No description of the institutions of Venice would be
complete which . omitted to take into aceount her diplomatic services. The Venetian ambassado1·s at foreign
. courts W¥re the best informed of his colleagues. The State
archives at Frari in which will be found their despatches
to the Government from all parts of Europe bear striking
. testimony to the value of their work, and " modern diplomats have been known to express a desire that knowledge
of Venetian dtspatches should be required from those about
to enter the service ", The diplomatic service was partly
(a) According to Sismondi, there was a marked difference in the treatment
accorded by the '' Citta dominant.e " to her Italian & oversea provinces,
Writing about 1818, he said, •• The Venetians always regarded these establishments beyond Italy as the Spaniards, English & Dutch at a later period have
regarded their possessions in the Indies. They not only did not allow the
inhabitants the enjoyment of political rights, but they denied them those
of humanity ; if they allowed that they were men, they at least never pamit·
ted them to forget that they were considered as an inferior race to the
Italian, Instead of turning to acccunt the superior intelligence and industry
of the Greeks, they were determined to see in th~m no other qualities than
those of cunning and. pHfidy; and they appropriated to themselves at the •
expense of the natives, and in their own towns, the monopoll of commerce,
The Albanians 1\nd Illyrians, very defferent from the Greeks, were impatient
of control and despised the restraints of regular industry ; but they were
energetic and brave. The Republic wculd have found in them its best
soldiers and sailors, if it had received them into its armies and navies on
an equal footing, but it persisted in comidering them only as savages, to
whom it yielded no confidence, al~ays restricting them to the lowest ranks in
the army ; and when at last it consented to raise among them the light
cavalry of the Stradiots, they were destined more to overrun and ravage
than to defend the country", Sismondl, Hi~tory of The Italian Republics
(Everyman'• Llbrary), p. 232.
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recruited from the pat~iciate. and· partly from the ·ordinary
citizen body.
and
51. A sound mind in a sound body, the full healthy life Arts
Sciences.
of the city found expression not ·bnly in pursuits of wealth
but in works of archi~ecture, in sculpture and in paintings
, . unBqu·alled anywhere
their sensuous strength and richness. Venice . had uo time for literature or metaphysics.
She Jiyed her life so fully that she never paused to reflect
on it. The Venetians "lived tpeir poems and th·erefore did
not write them.'' And yet her printing presses (founded
n1ainly by foreigners) and her libraries were among the best of
. Europe. She had her .schools of science,· the medical science in
particular,. and. her University at Padua. Hers were some
ofthe earliest contributions t(modern geography: Marco Polo,
with whose name Indian students are familiar, was a Venetian.

in

52. And yet Venice passed away. She was dead long !rhe end,!
before 1797. The advent of the Turks and occupation by
them of the trade routes to the Far EQ.st and the discovery
of the Cape route robbed her of her commerce, and her
political extinction was due less to the wresting from her of
her territorial poesessions by the Turks than to this cause.
Venice died of inanition. The wealth of the richer families
deprived of their natur:tl outlets in commerce became locked .
up in landed estates whilst the mass of her people sank into ~
deeper and yet deeper povmty. With the relics of her past
splendour, she still kept up a show of magnificence and on
that account remained for centuries the pleasure house of
Europe's rich men. But behind this mask, "bravi, gamblers,
broken men-the i?1stru?ne?tia of all sorts of wickedness__:_
quacks witL their Yapour baths and decoctions, their salivations
of mercury and fumigations (that the Government endeavoured to ~uppress), witches who sold philt.res so .strong that
in place of expelling the fiend, they expelled life-flourished
and fattened on a cosmopolitan population.''
53. The passing of Venice is pre-eminently an event of
tragic interest to students of bye-gone polities. Hers was
perhaps the only one that dia not die from the political incapacity of her ruling people or the inherent vices of her
fOlitical organisation.
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Origin of Oonstit1.dional Governm.ent.

54. It remains 11ow to trace in the briefest outline the
growth of the present day constitutional form of administration.
55. The venue has now to be changed to England, for
it was there that t.his form of Government had its origin.
Ft,~udalism

pl/lt in harnc·ss

in England.

The Ro·ral
Courts con·
trol both
Nobles and
King's ser\"ants.

The King in
theory 8Ub·
ject to law, .

56. The polity which William the Conqueror brought over
to England was the feudal polity of France. How that
polity was modified in its • application by the Conqueror and
his sons is a common-place of English History. Suffice
it to say that the royal power became so strong, that the
barons either indiYidually or combined were unable to
shake it. They were t.he less able to do so, as the people
of England, preferring the limited exactions of the King
and his agents to the unbridled oppression of the n::>bles,
ahnost invariably sided with the former against the latter.
To Henry II is due the credit of perfecting an instrument
which acted as a check upon both classes of depredators,
''Sheriffs, constables, coroners m~d other bailiffs" of the King
and the feudal nobles-riz: the Royal Courts. The RoyuJ
judges, no doubt, were wholly subservient to the Royal will,
but the procedure followed by these courts and the quality
of work turned out by them p~oved so immeasureably
superior to those of the P~o:ple's and Lord's Courts, that
with the connimnce of an overwelming majority of the
Community, they were soon able to absorb the jurisdiction
of all these courts (a).
57. But there was no machinery to make the King observe
the law, though according to feudal notion~, the king was
bound to follow the law as much as any one else in the
kingdom. Moreover, the circumstances of the country, in •
part.icular the manner in which the estates '~ere arrayed
against each other, afforded bad kings ample opportunities to
defy the law. To King John belongs the distinction of having
availed himself of these opportunities so fully as to turn for the
first time the entire nation against the King. But the
revolt ~f the BaroLs against John, backed as it was by t.he
(a) An excellent account of this process will be found in Jeudwine's Tort,
Crime and Police in Medieu.l Brifuin (1917), Chapters VII to XIII.
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people, was quite u~like anything that had happened before
and was possible only in a feudal polity. Its object was not
to abolish monarchy and set up a new form of governmentthe barons did not then even want to dethrone the King.
By the Magna Carta (1215), they took from the King a
solemn undertaking to observe the law, and also power to
cho~se twenty-five barons to watch over its observance. Had
this last provision materialised and been made permanent,
the Government· of England would have been turned into an
oligarchy of feudal nobles acting through a small representative Council,,.....a modified reproduction O? a wider area of
the omnipotent ol~garchies of Ancient and l\1edievaJ citiesand the promises of constitutional government contained in
the Charter would have remained unfulfilled (d). That pro~
vision of the' Charter was however, fortunately for England,
ignored and dropped by ~11 parties concern~d in it. /
/

58. The Great Charter, whilst strictly binding the King
to take only such dues and services as he was entitled to
under the law, recognised the fact that for carrying on the
Government he might need more assistance, and oue of its
clauses provided that additional "aids" would be taken only
if assented to by the Council of the Barons.
59. Whether the Birons proved unwilling or unable to
render all necessary assistame -in this respect or whether
the increa::;ing expenses of the State made ib imperative for
th0 King to look to fresh sources of taxation, or whether
both reasons combined, we find the King during. the next
hundred years calling together representatives of towns and
counties (of the then middle classes in ·fact) to meet and
vote taxes along with the nobles. The third estate in England

(d) That the above suppo3ition js not l!lCre speculation is borne out by
events which ~llowed a similar compact between King and Nobles in
· another feudal country, viz: Aragon. There· the Barons obtained their
charter, called the General Privilege, iu 1283 and the right to enforce it by
arms by the Privilege of Union of 128.7. ·The Privilege of Union was fully
availed of, with the result that the col'tes obtained unlimited power of interfer·
euce with all branches of the administration, executive and judicial, fucluding
even the royal household. Having a~quired also the power to vote money,
it soon constituted itself as the sole legislature and the cortes became in fact
as omnipotent as the Athenian Assembly or the Venetian Great Council.
Mackinnon's History of Modern Liberty, Vol, I pp. 252-2~6.
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Magna Carta
had very
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Otherwise it
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Royal need
of money,
the origin of
the Commons,
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soon prefer to sib 9.parb from the nobles, and in another two
centuries the principle is established that only the Commons
could vote taxes and no taxes could be raised by the King
without such a vote.-- The voting of money was invariaUy
made the occasion for demanding from the King removal of
grievances arising whether out of bad law or bad administration, and from these beginnings, the Commons obtained
a share in legislation. In course of time, the power of
making administrative changes by royal decrees which the
King undoubtedly exercised during the time of the Norman
and Angevin Kings, and h1 fact ::-.11 exclusive legislative
power, is denied to him. All these pow13rs have henceforth
to be exercised by the King and the two Houses of Parliament
conjointly.
60. These changes, like all similar changes, took place.
in fact long before they came to be recognised in law.
Thus the King's surveillance of the Royal Courts continued
in theory long after it had ceased in practice, at least as a
regular thing. In the reign o£ James I, the question was
mooted too late for the King and decided against him. But
the power of dismissing judges, ~vhich as the head of the
Executive logically belonged to him and which he undo"ubtedly
had o£tm exercised, was used during tho ne'Ct eighty
years as a weapon to coerce judges, in that struggle for
power between King and Parliament which 'was carried on
practically without cessation during the whole of the 17th
century. .The royal judges finally won)ndependence by the
Act of Settlement of 1701 (a); and meanwhile, the struggle
between King and Parliament had been ended by the Bill
(a) The Act of Settlement in terms makes judges dismissiblc "upon
the address of both Houses of Parliament. It thus looks as if the control.
over the Judiciary passed from the Executive to the Legislat~re. In practice,
as subsequent events have shown, it is virtually impossible to get both
J!ouses to agree to disfi!iss a judge on merely political grounds. The pro·
vision therefore has in effect made the judges of Superior Courts in England
independent of both the Executive and the Legislature. B~sides, as pointed
out by Lowell, the growth subsequently to this Act of the art of legislation
and greater harmony between the Crown and the Houses, having lessened
the temptation on the part of the Government to use Courts of law as instru·
ments for social and political objects, the Courts themselves have b.een
relegated to their proper function, ~·iz : to the interpretation and application
, and not ma.king of law. Lowell, Government of England, Vol II. p. 476.
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of Rights of 1688-9 by which the King had recognised
Parliament once for all as the Sovereign Legislature and undertaken for himself and his servants to ~tct according to law
in the discharge of their executive functions.
61. Thus for the first time in the world's history was Separation of
powers.
attained in law as well as in fact as complete a separation
of the executive, legislative and judicial functions as ~ compatible with the preservation of unity in the State and the
harmonious co-operation of its organs. The so-called "separation of powf'rs", which will be found embodied in the instruments of 1689 & 1701, is one of the fundamental guarantees
of the 9bservance of law by Government and its agents under
the English con'stitution. ~But it is not its only· guarantee
nor is it by itself wholly adequate. A certain amount of direct
control must be exercised by representative legislatures upon
the executive, in order that the latter may not abuse the
very large discretionary power which must be entrusted to it
for properly ·administering the affairs of the nation. · The
administrative machinery also must· be so organise~ that it
may itself furnish correctives to rash, indiscreet, unfair or
unwise exercise of their functions by officials. These principles
of lawful administration are to-day the common property of
all constitutional forms of government. How these principles
are worked out in praytice in different systems will be the
principal subject for consideration in subsequent chapters. But
before we take that subject up for consideration in _detail, a
clearer understanding of what is meant by separation of
powers and its implications ,..an be necessary. That will be
the subject of the next lecture.

•

LECTURE IV•

SEPARATION OF POWERS.
'

1. The separation of the Executive, Judicial and Legislative
functions of Government is undoubtedly the corner-stone of the
modern constitut~onal form of Government. But the real
character of this separation can be easily, and often has been,
greatly misunderstood. There cannot be a complete separation of these functions in close water-tight compartments in
any form of Government, without destroying its unity and

True vieWDifferent.iation and distribution, not
separation.
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wibhout bringing about an administrative dead-lock even in
times of peace, not to speak of periods of unrest and times
of war. The progress of organisation implied by it consists
rather in a balanced distribution of functions amongst different
m·gans than in actual dissociation or even divergency in policy.
Montesquieu to whom belongs the credit of securing public
for the doctrine did not view it otherwise. The
recognition
w
authors of the American constitution, his earliest pupils-who
are popularly represented as having made a dogma of it,
appear to have been fully conscious of the necessary limitations to the so-called doctrine of "separation of powers."
Advocated
by Aristotle
for securing
efficiency in
administration, not in·
divirlual
liberty.

Impractica·
ble in an.
cient City.
States,

2. The idea that a distribution of the three functions,
judicial, executive an:l legislative, amongst differently
constituted organs of the State, is conducive to efficiency
in government had been fully realised by Aristotle among
other ancients .. But its importance in securing. the liberty
of the individual against encroachments by the State could
not naturally be anticipated in an age in which the neces·
sity, not to speak of the value, of individual liberty as requiring protection from State inte..rference had not been realised
or even thought of (a). Nothing in fact was done in ancient
polities to translate into institutions the idea of distrib\ltion
of functions favoured by philosophers, even as a means of
securing efficiency. And, truth to say, there was no room
for it, at least in the small City States of Greece. To introduce it, for instance, in Athens would have unnecessarily
increased the not too small number of offices and '\yould
certainly not have promoted harmony in a community wh~ch
on account of the limited number of its memoers loved and
hated more intensely than the subjects of far-flung modern
Country States. No wonder then that the ecclesia, the Sovereign .Assembly of Athens, continued to the end to exercise
all three funct.ions, though Aristotle would have liked to
see it confined to performing deliberative functions only (b).
(tl.) Aristotle, Politics, Book IV. Ch. XIV. It was advocated and for
the same reason by Cicero & Polybius. See Garner's Introduction to Political
Science, p. 411.
(b) For the best ace ounts of the ecclesia, the nomotltetae and the thesmotl~,o.
etae and,other public institutions of Greece, consult Greenidge's Greek Consti•
tutional History, Professor Richard Maisch's Greek Antiquities and Smith's
Dictionary of Antiquities.
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In point of fact its functions were primarily administrative (covering the whole field of administration), judicial with refe'rence to certain special offences against the
public order, and legislative only in an occasional and excep~
tional way~for it must never be forgotten that among the
Greeks (as indeed among all people until very recent times),
laws were usually regarded as permanent and unchangeable,
and alterations thereof were made, if at all, after a more or
less careful examination by experts followed by a judicial
investigation in whi9h arguments br and against the
measure were given an elaborate hearing (a). The Ath€nian
Magistrates were both judicial and administrative officials,
like the Justices of the Peace in England before the Local
Government Act of 1888. They· performed judicial functions again only tn conjunction with the l~i~ia, who were
panels of the Sovereign people. Judicial murder, such
for instance as that of Socrates, was no doubt- facilitated
by this arrangement, but it is not clear that in Athens any
other would have succeeded better.

/

,

3. Still the ~termixture of functionsl such"' as it appears Partial rea·
to us, may be easily 'exaggerated. In a rough sort of way lisation in
Athens.
there was in Athens a distribution of public business answering to Aristotle's tripartite division into deliberative [the
ecclesia finally confirmed all changes in the law and passed
administrative resolutions (b)], executive (the Magistrates
administered the laws and executed the resolutions of the
Cou~il.s) and judicial business (which was mainly performed
by the heliaia under the presidency of the Magistrates).
4. Conditions in Republican Rome were on ·the whole In Rome.
not very dissimilar'(c). The Roman popular assemblies did not
(a) Like the Greeks, the Romans also were averse to changing rules of
private law (whi<lil, as M. Fustel de Coulanges has demo~rated in his "The
Ancient City", were supported by reli.gious sanctions) by popular vote. Only
when they were proved to be injurious to public order, would they be
moved to alter them by legislation. It may' in fact be affirmed generally,
that early legislation everywhere concerned itself almost exclusively with
alterations in the Public law. Private law had to be "foU:nd" either from
existing customs or by the exercise of the "divine reason" which ia implanted
in the minds of Magistrates and Law-givers.
(b) Psepkisma.
,
(c) As to the institutions of Rome, consult Greenidge's Roman Public.
Life and Smith's Dictionary of Antiquiti'!B.
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as a rule· meddle with the administration directly. They,
interfered somewhat after the fashion of English or American
legislative chambers, through administrative resolutions
passed in the form of laws. They however continued to
exercise judicial functions in regard to special classes of
crimes. The Magistrates were not indeed freed from administrative control, for this power was assumed by the Senate
of ex-officials more by force of usage than under legal sanction. The Senate, it is also to be noticed, passed laws (senatus-consulta), and in this way performed both administrative
and legislative functions in almost equal degrees. The Magistrates performed both administrative and judicial functions,
and the Praetor through his edicts habitually made and altered
rules of private law. . The coercitio and the intercessio of
the Magistrates appear to have been as much judicial as
administrative weapons. It is on the whole, more difficult
to discover a " balanced distribution " of business, not to
speak of functions, in Republican Rome than in Athens.
5. What distribution of functions there was in _Republican
Rome was completely swept away during the Empire. The
Magistrates in the Provinces made laws, ittterpreted and
executed them, subject to central control, in every one of these
directions.
In the
Venetian·
Republic.

6. The complex organisation of the Venetian Republic
shows considerable distribution of business, but, as must be
obvious from even a superficial consideration of her institutions (a), differentiation of the three functions had not progressed much beyond that in Athens. The Doge was a figurehead. The Ducal Council and the Collegio between · them
carried on the purely administrative business, subject as is
usual in ancient polities to constant surveillance on the part :
of the Senate, the real executive. The absorption of the entire
executive business by the Senate left to the Great•Council only
the functions of appointing officers of State and legislation,
and the legislative and executive functions were apparently
separated. Also, the predominance of commercial and industrial pursuits necessarily favoured the growth of courts
discharging more or less exclusively judicial functions in
controversies arising between subject and subject. But the
(a)

See Supra. Lecture III ( vii ).
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the highest civil tribunal, the Council of Forty (Quarantio)
also superintended the Mint and the Treasury (a) : and the
highest criminal Ctmrt, the Council of Ten, was really an
administrative court which, though it acted according . to
judicial procedure, did so without the safeguard of publicity.
7':' In pre-feudal communities, the Assembly was at one
and the same time the army, the judicial tribunal and
political organ exercising direct government, to Kings and
Chiefs heing left the performance of fqnction, of secondary
importance (b). The Jrosition was not altered when the
Se!}ate of Notab~s (Principes) absorbed most of the functions
of the Assembly. Between the Assembly, the Senate and the
King, the distribution of business was concentric : there was
no differentiation of functions, and this, I believe, also represents the cbaracter of the distribution of business as between
the Great Council and the Petty Council, and (in consular towns)
the Consuls; the organs of Medieval City governments (c).
8. Where the feudal organisation prevailed, the position
of Seignior carried with 'it all governmental powers. His
agents performed both administrath'e and judicial functions,
and-it was the business of _these very officials also to find the
law (d). At first no doubt the tenants attended to ao "suit
of court'' and thus law was "found" and justice administered
by a larger body, but as the law became more technical, the
tenants ceased attending, and the Seignior's agent performed
these duties by himself (e). In England only, owing to a
combination of specially favourable circumstances, administration of justice· succeeded in separating- _itself froni the
"Ordinary business of administration upon the est<J.bllshment
of the Royal Courts and this circumstance, as ~ shall presently
show, piayed the most important part in effecting that differentiation of functions which in mo~ern States is a fundameatal
condition of tl\e "rule of law". -.._But the phonomenon wa:s
altogether exceptional.
_.>

-------------------------------r--------------------

(a) Courts in early times usually often performed the functions of the
- State Board of Revenue.
(b) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 20.
(c) Ibid, Chap. V. Topic 3, Towns and Communes.
(d) Ibid, Chap. V., Topic 2, Seigniories.
(e) 1 bid, p. 224, which also shows how judicial business came ultimately
to be trasferred to lawyer judges.
o
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9. In all feudal monarchies, there was in the beginning
a Council
the King's tenants-in-chief. In only a few
instances, does this Council succeed in withstanding the
disruptive tendencies inherent in the feudal organisation.
In only two (a) countries was it (in one temporarily) able to
weave itself into the texture of the State constitution, In
Aragon, the feudal Council of Nobles reinforced by repr~sen
tatives of the Communes succeeded in wresting the government from the King and reducing the latter to the position
of its (the Cortes's) agent, thus reproducing conditions resembling those which prevailed in ancient Greek Cities and pre-feudal
German townships. In Aragon, the Council passed laws,
called the executive to account, regulated the succession to
the Crown, controlled taxation and supervised the Royal
household. It exercised in addition j~risdiction as Supreme
Court of Justice and any person having suit against a royal
~officer could come to it. It made itself even more omnipotent
than the Athenian Assembly.

or

10. In Engla~d, Royal authority did not, as in Spain,
succumb before the feudal Council. There the third estate
organised itself into a separate House, and although it soon
managed to capture for itself exclusive power of taxation
and a preponderant share in legislation, it did not, either
alone or in conjunction with the feudal Council (which
became the House of Lords), succeed, until quite recently
(i. e. in. the 18th century), in constituting itself into a "grand
inquest of the nation" or in ~stablishing the constitutional
usage according to which the ministers of the King have to
be chosen from am~mgst the leaders of the party which
commands a majority in that House. ~leanwhile, the King
had succeeded in organising a judiciary which, at first subservient to the Royal will, made itself, at the instigation of
Parliament itself, into an independent organ (l> ). We must
(a) Three, if Poland be included. But the Polish Diet really succeeded
in making itself that rar~st of all institutions, viz : a constituted anarchy.
See W. A. Phillips's Poland (in the Home University Library Series) Ch. IV ••
The two countries referred to are of course England and Spain, There were
at least four Governments and four Councils in Spain answering the above
\description viz : of Castile, Aragon, Catalonia and Barcelona. I take Aragon as
the intermediate type. See Mackinnon's History of Modern Liberty, . pp.
241 etc.
(b) See footnote to para 60 of the previous lecture.
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not, in studying English institutions, suffer ourselves to be
misled by names for no system of Government is so overlaid
to-day with fictions as the English (a). The King's Privy
Council and what in its origin was the Feudal Council (the
House of Lords), between them, should be Councils ofthe
King, advisory or legislative. But they are really Courts,
separated in fact, and altogether independent of, the Executive and the Legislature. Were the two ot~er organs,
executive and legislative, similarly separated ? Before the·
18th century they undoubtedly were. But in the course
of that century came the important cha!lge already alluded
to which· established the parliamentary or cabinet form of
G~vernment. Under that form the Parliament has in theory,
_ over the executive, administrative control as plenary as that
formerly exercised by the Cortes in Ar.agon, the Pregadi in
Venice, or the Ecclesia in Athens.
11. Outside England (b), Royal authority succeeds not Developments
in France.
merely in escaping from the co~trol of the organised'' estates'',
but· in the end in suppressing them. In France, upon the
establishment of permanent taxes to meet the exigencies of the
war of independence of the 15th-century against England,
the States· General lost control over supply and consequently
over legislation (c). Administrative and legislative power
remained centred in the King. The Grand Council of the
•
French King, formerly composed as in England of Feudal
Barons and high officials, cast off the former element before
the end of the 16th century, ,becoming in the result "an
assembly of clerks" (d). In one of its divisions, the Council
~

(a) See the remarks in Redlich & Hirst's Local Government in England,
Vol. 1 pp. 4 and 5.
(b) Strict accuracy would demand the exclusion of Poland also. But as
.
to Poland, see foot~tote to para 9, supra.
(c) Students of English political history need not be told that it was
through the power of voting supplies that the Commons in England acquired
their right to participation in legislation. The petitions for ·redress of griev·
ances which always went before the voting of taxes were the first beginnings
of the Commons' right to legislate for the Kingdom. The Cortes of Castile
and the Cortes of Aragon, very live institutions in the l5th century, begin to
lose their power and importance in the 16th, directly the wealth of the New
World begins to flow into the Royal Exchequer, thus securing his independence
of the Assemblies,
(d) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 335.
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exercised high ·judicial functions. Prevously to this, it had
thrown off offshoots called "Parlements" which mainly performed
judicial functions but which, as be~oved what formerly were
committees of the Feudal Council, also claimed to exercise
administrative control in a variety of ways, to the great
annoyance of Kings and Royal officials. In the 16th and 17th
centuries, the Par1ements were indeed the only organs which
sought, though vainly, to compel the King and the Royal
·officials to observe the law (a). The administrative business
of the King fell into the hands of ministers and secretaries.
In the Provinc~s, the Feudal Courts had developed into
secondary Royal Courts which were subject to the Privy Council aforesaid (b). The Intendants in the districts combined
in themselves judicial, police, administrative and legislative
powers (c).
12. In not one of the several organisations just reviewed,
except in that of England, is it possible to discover a clear
demarcation of boundaries between any one function and the
others. Even in England, if a stranger unacquainted with
the rules of the Commons' procedure and the habits of its
members (which make direct interference on its part with
the actual work of administration a somewhat unu~ual event (d)
were to form an ide~t of the working of the English constitution
from the disposition of its parts as determined by the laws
and usages of the constitution (apart from its practices), he
would no doubt discover a fairly complete dissociation of the
(a) The French Parlements claimed to see that the Royal ordinances were
not opposed to law. This is exactly what Feudal institutions which had survived
their day and yet kept alive past traditions in their laws would be expected
to do. Even so late as the 17th century, years after Sir Thomas Smith's
clear-cut enunciation of the legislative omnipotence of the English Parliament
(see Pollock's History of the Science of Politics p. 51}, English lawyers like
Coke who were deeply imbued with Feudal legal traditions would concede
to Parliament the power only to declare and drjend the law, not to make it.
Of judicial decisions embcdying this doctrine, the following may be noticed.
Ih. Bonltam'G case 8 Coke 114 a, 118 a, City of London v. Wood, 12 M9d. Rep
669, 687, also Calvin's case, 7 Coke 5a, 6a.. See also Gooch's History of Political
['hollght in England from Bacon to Halifax, pp. 58-65 and Brissaud, History
of French Public Law, pp. 445 ffg,
(b) Brissaud, History of French·Public Law, p 451. ffg.
(c)

lbid pp. 409·411.

(d) Lowell's Government of England, Vol. 1 p. 327.
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judicial from tlie other organs o£ the State ; the further
differentiation .of the legislative from the executive organs
would very probably escape his attention. :ijow did it happen
then, that Montesquieu in 17 48 was not only able to discern a
substantial dissociation of the three functions in the then
English constitution but that his analysis was accepted towards
the close of the century by noted English lawyers, amongst
them even Blackstone ?

Montesquieu
on the separation of powers
in England.

.......

13. The explanation is to be found in the fact that at the :M:ontesquidate of the Revolution of 1688 a?d until at any rate the ~f:h:~~~~t:h
determination of Queen Anne's reign, the English constitution. Government
substantially
presented, in fa~t as well as in law, as complete a separation in accord with
. as was over to b e rea 11se
.- d Ill
.. h"IS t ory. •facts
orat
ofth e th ree. powers
least with
)uring this period the King was still the head of an executive 'b'·hdat
bev·~ry-d
o y e11eve
vhich was indepcndentof Parliament. Locke writing between to be facts.
l688 and 1700 cleady comprehended the separation of the
Executive from the Legislature, and the power of the latter
,hrough legislation (and through it only) to control the otherwise free action of the Royal Executl.ve. The independence of
,he Judiciary- failed to attract his notice because the last
;tep in that direction had yet to be taken in the provision of
ihe Settlement Act of 1701 which took away from the King
ihe power of dismissing Judges of the Superior Courts. When
Montesquieu wrote in 17 48, the administrative subordination
of the Ministers to t4e House of Commons had perhaps been
~onsummated ; but neither then, nor even up to the present
moment was or has this tremendous constitutional change
been embodied in any constitutional document. I doubt very
much whether it was clearly formulated in any popular acco!lnt of the Englillh constitution anywhere at all before Bagehot
wrote and published his famous work on the English constitulOll,

14. In any case, it was the world'B fortune that the fact
was discovered so late. Montesquieu's mistake, ~f it was one,
helped the formulation of the greatest discovery of modern
political science, that which in modern States forms the principal guarantee of the freedom of individuals-the principle
which alone can reconcile the authority of the. State with
the liberty of the individual (a)
(a) Dr. Redlich's criticism of Montesquieu and Blackstone's characteri•
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15. American politicians, deeply imbued with the principle of separation as enunciat~d by Montesquieu and Blackstone
framed their constitution in a manner which made the President of the United States independent .of the Legislature
aud his ministers responsible to him and not to the Legislature.
Germany bas adopted the same scheme, Meanwhile the living
forces of English political life unhampered by a written constitution were working t;>wards and had finally established the
Parliamentary executive. Her Self-governing Colonies have
everywere (with slight modifications in the Provinces of South
Africa) followed her example. In .France, Italy, Holland,
Belgium, Denmark, Norway, Spain, Portugal and Hungary, the
• ministers are responsible to Parliament. In Switzerland and
Sweden, as in the United States, ministers are independent
of the assemblies, but in all three the Legislature by itself
or through its committees is able to exercise constant surveil
lance over the administrative acts of the executive and, in
Sweden, even over the judiciary. In Austria the minister
appear to be nominally re8pomible to the Reichsrath,· thong
according to Lowell they are independent in fact. But eve
in Germany and Austria signs are not wanting that the Legis
lature will before long obtain effective control over the
executive (a). In India and in some British Crown Colonies,
where a aistinct legislature bas been constituted, the legislative organ is neither representative nor sovereign (b). Its
functions are consultative, and unlike any of the forms hitherto
considered, itCS controlled by the executive. But the legislatures even in these countries are bound in course of time
to become representative, to obtain the power of supply and
ultimately to direct the policy of the executive, unless indeed
the current of history is to be turned back upon· itself only·
there.
16. It is the truth, therefore, that the- disposition of
organs and functions which MonteEquieu thought he found

sation of the English constitution in his book on Local Go\•ernment in England, Vo. I p, 40, seems to be ludicrously unfair.

(a) See Dodd's Modern Constitutions ; Lowell's Governments and Parties
in Continental Europe ; Ogg's Governments of Europe.
(b) Colonies possessing representative legislatures but not self-governing_
do not 11trictly speaking come within this description.
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in the English constitution is essentially unstable and tends
to pass off into one in which, !J-S in bye-gone polities, the
sovereign -legislature overshadows the ~xecutive "through
its power of supply and its power to create public offices and
to provide for their support", (a).
1'7. Again, never even in E)ngland, whether in the year Separation
of functions
1688, or before or since, was the separation of functions nowhere
absolute, nor are they so in the United . States of America, absolute,
in Germany or in France or in any other country where the
doctrine is accepted as a sound working principle. Absolute
separation would . in point of fact be ·inimical to freedoin.
It will appear from later chapters that direct control of the
executive by the legislature and the ·courts, when exercised within judicious limits, has proved greatly beneficia:!
to citizens in England and America and elsewhere, and may
within those limits be regarded as indispensable. Also in
many matters, executive officials must be allowed to make
administrative ordinances, which are really laws and to exercise functions in their nature judicial without reference either
to the legislature or the courts. On the other hand, legislatures themselves will suffer if they are deprived of the '
experienced guidance anq assistance of the executive in the
· framing of' the laws . ( b ). The point is so obvious that
it would be pedantry to enumerate in detail the various points
on which, in particular systems, particular departures from
a rigid separation of functions is sanction~d.
/

(a). Garner'$ Introduction to Political Science p. 425. Upon this point
the development in the colonies of America prior to their breach with
England is particularly instructive. England herself had not. fully developed
a parliamentary executive when most of the colonies were established. The
Governors in all except two of the colonies were appointed officials, and their
councils, except in three, were appointed by the Governor. Every· element
was thus prese~ for keeping the executive independent of the legislature.
1
And yet having the power to vote, supplies and pass laws, and inspite of
the Governor's veto, the assembly in nearly every colony, in the course of
two-thirds of. a century of incessant wrangling and barg1ining and encroach
ments on the legal powers of the_ Governor, had made ·itself master of th;
administration. Prof. T. C. Smith in The Wars between England and
America, p. 16.
(b). Important observations on the value o£ the participation by the
executive in legislation and in particular of the executive veto will he found
in Burgess's Political Scienc.e and Constitutional Law Vol, II, pp. 203, 2521

278,295,
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18. The doctrine is thus clearly of no value as a scientific
generalization from existing institutions, nor does it point
to a goal to which all States possessing a lower form of organisation must he supposed to be travelling. It represents in
fact a sound principle of political practice to be put into
operation in so far as it may promote good government and
to the extent only to which the circumstances of the country
'to which it is applied will allow.

19. That principle is that in modern Gov~rnments in
which the administration must of necessity be left in the hands
of a small body of officials, it is of the utmost import~nce that
such officials should of themselves act according to law, and
that that law as also the law which they have to execute upon
the people must, on the whole, not be of their own making,
but law which the people generally approve of, as being most
conducive to general wel£are and to ordered administration,
and that the only statisfactory guarantee for the observance
of law by the executive is that furnished by an impartial
judiciary. This principle is perfectly consistent "'ith the power
ordinarily enjoyed by the executive to supplement laws by
"' ordinances in matters in which lack of administrative
experience on the part of the legislature may make it inexpedient for it to exercise its. powers ; and is by no means
destructive of the authority which the courts possess in English speaking countries of laying down laws binding on the
executive in matters not provided for by the legislature
or in regard to which the laws framed by it may have
been inadequately expressed. It does not even exclude a
certain amount of direct surveillance to be practised by the
legislature and even by courts over the exercise by the
executive of such discretionary authority as are and must
be often vested in it, since it is not intended that the execu.
tive should exercise these powers arbitrarily ore capriciously
or harshly, and since neither the legislature nor the courts
acting in the ordinary way can reach the exercise of purely
discretionary authority. But such surveillance must also in
the interest of good governmenti not be unlimited; though
the limits may not always be capable of precise definition
and must be left to be determined in each case by the good
sense of the parties concerned. In what manner direct control
over the administrative acts of the executive is at present

True bearing
of the doc·
trine of sepa·
ration of
powers.
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exercised by the legislature and the law courts m different
countries will be c.:msidered in subsequent lectures. (a)
20. A good illustration of the appreciatio.Q. of the principle An Indian
and its necessarily imperfect application in the circumstances illustration.
of the country is afforded in the Marquis of Wellesley's despatch
of the 9th July 1800, recommending the appointment of
independent judges to. preside' over the Sudder Adawlats
hitherto presided over by the Governor General and his
Councillors. "Distinction of the Legislative, Executive and
Judicial powers of the State analogous to that which form
the basis- of the ·British constitution was", according to his
Lordship, ''made the foundation of the new constitution of ~
the Government of Bengal.'' The principle, his Lordship
went on to say, could however be applied only with modifica~
tions suited to the conditions of the country. There were.
reasons, which he pointed out, why for the present, the
Governor General in Council must also constitute the Legislature, but safeguards calculated to ensure the framing of
such laws only as would be in accordance with the inter- ests of the people were to be provided, so as to minimise
the evils of a combination of both functions' in the same
authority (b).
21. Since the date of this despatch, progress has been
made in India towards a differentiation of the legislative
from the executive organs of the Government, but as pointed
out already not only has the legislature had no control over
the executive but on the contrary is controlled by it.
22. I have already stated that the framers of the
American constitution fully understood the true character
of the so-called "doctrine" of separation -of powers. :Madison,
for instance, who was the principal exponent of the doctrine
at this periotl, whilst affirming as unquestionable the proposit-ion that "the accumulation of all powers, legislative, executive
and judicial in the same hands, whether of one, a few or
many, and whether heriditary, self-appointed or elective may
justly be pronounced the very definition of tyranny", explained
(a). See Lectures XXIII & XXIV, infra.

-

(b) Effect was given to this policy by Reg. II of 1801 and Reg X of 1805.Reg XV of 1807 showed a backward oscillation which was subsequently

correcte<l.
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it as meaning that "where the whole power of one department
is exerted by the hands which hold bhe whole power of
another department, the fundamental principles of a free
constitution are subverted" ; and in defending the doctrine in
this qualified form, asserted that unless the departments were
so far connected and blended as to give to each a constitutional
control over the others,, the degree of separation which the
ma/{im requires as essential to a free government can never in
practice be duly maintained" (a).
:As inter-preted in
France.

It seems clear, however, that the doctrine was both
misunderstood and misapplied by the French jurists of the
Revolution. The misunderstanding appears to have arisen
partly from a deep-rooted prejudice entertained by the French
people towards the courts of, law (b), and partly to the traditional habit of French public men to look to a strong
central executive as the chief if not the only guarantee of the
people's liberty. However that might be, in the republican
constitutions of the Revolution and in the constitution which
Napoleon gave France, care was taken to secure the executive
from .interference by the judiciary. The~ newly created legislature no doubt in theory obtained plenary power of making
"laws" and decrees, but this power has not been used to deprive
the executive of the power possessed by it under the monarc'hy
of regulating the administration by executive ordinances.
These characteristics have been transmitted through successive
constitutions into that now in force. Thus though the legislature in theory has power to regulate the administration by
the executive by means of laws, that power has been sparingly
exercised, and the executive has been left pretty free to
organise the administration in its own way. But on the
other hand the legislature through its committees has exercised administrative control much more freely than in England.
Lastly the control of the courts, that which the ~onstitutions
of the Revolution most strongly reprobated, has at th~ present
day through the development of the administrative courts and
improv~ments in the organisation and position of ordinary
courts assumed real importance. Similar developments

"

(a)

.

See The Federalist. Nos. 46 & 47.

(b) This is fully discussed in,Lecture V. paras 17-18, infra. Consult on this
point Lowell's Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, I, pp.
55-57.
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have taken place in other countries ·on the Continent of Europe
in which the administration has not· been framed on the
English Model (a).
The true rationale o£ the doctrine may now be fairly said
to be as well appreciated in the countries on the Continent
of Europe as in America, England and her · Colonies and, as
will be shown later, to a certain extent also in India (b).

True rationale of the
doctrine now
everywhere
appreciated, ·

LECTURE v.
' MODERN' ADMINISTRATIVE FORMS.
1-The English and Foreign systems.
1.- Constitution, says Luigi Miraglia (c), is to administration what structure is to function. It is an apt simile,, and I
cannot find another more-suitable to describe the re~ationship.

Constitution
and administration,

2. The influence of the constitution on the government
can never be rega,rded with indifference by any. student of
(a) In most other European countries, the importance of making the
Judiciary independent of the Executive appears to be now so well recognised
as to he embodied more or less completely in their constitutions. The Judiciary
enjoys the· least independence in Sweden, just as that country is also the one
where the L~gislature is most dependent on the Executive. See Ogg1 _
Governments of Europe, Cb. XXXV.
(b) See Lecture V. paras. 76-78, infra. Switzerland, freest of European
counhies, is-also curiously enough the only exception.' There, the Legislative
Assembly and the Federal Council each exercises, all three functions, legislative, administrative and judicial. "In Switzerland, indeed, the separation of
powers, although proclaimed in/ many of the .Cantonal institutions, is by no
In Switzermeans carried out strictly ; and the competence of the di:fferent branches of land and Ger
the National Qovernment is such that Dr. Dubs spoke of the system as an many.
organic confusion of powers." Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental
Europe, Vol. II p. 195 ffg. The reason is that the original communal life of
the Cantons has developed without a check in Switzerland by reason of its
early acquisition of fl;l)edom from Feudalised Europe. The conditions of this
country are, as is its history, so peculiar that its institutions and experiences
are those which furnish materials for generalisation the least. See Ogg,
Governments of Europe, pp. 405-429. The Bundesrath in the German Empire
compares with the Swiss Federal Council in b?.ing a legislative chamber, an
executive council and an administrative court rolled in one. It is a highly
anomalous institution whl.ch will remain an organic element of the German
constitutioi only so long as.that· Empire remains a Federation of States, an
expression of the imperfect union attained by the German nation, not indeed
.
in sentiment but in their political in~titutions.
(c) Luigi Miraglia, Comparative Le~;~al Philosophy, p. 206,

12
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political institutions. It is the structure of the organism
that determines its place in the scale of life. Bub as function
begins before structure in the world of life, so in the world
of politics, administration begins before the government can
have taken a definite shape. Also, governments like organisms,
though differing in structure, may yet function alike. Further,
a change in structure may not seriously modify the n~rmal
functions of the organism.
Absence of
correspondenc.e between
forms of cons·
titution and
forms of administration,

3. It need, therefore, cause no surprise, if a classification
of administrative systems should be found not only not to
agree with a classification of forms of government, but actually
to cut across it.
4. Constitutionally, England and France b~long to the
same family, for in both there is a Parliamentary executive.
The fact that in the one the head of the executive is a
hereditary Prince and in the other a periodically elected
President is, essentially, negligible. The German constitution
on the other hand approaches the American, for in neither is
the executive controlled by the legislature. And yet from
the point of view of administration, the United States of
America are next-of-kin to England, and France is related
to Germany.

5. The old wine of English administration has been poured
into new bottles not only, in the United States of America
but also in those English Colonies and Dependencies which
Constitution have not cut themselves adrift from England. The most
of India.
anomalously constituted of English Dependencies at the
present m<Yment is India. India has local legislatures predominantly unrepresentative and controlled by the local
executive who themselves are responsible to nobody in India
but to a member of the Home Government, who in his turn
is nominally responsible to the House of Commons and through
it to the English elector~te. Really, be is independent of
all external c.Qntrol, save what may be exercised by his
colleagues in the Ministry, who, it must be remembeJed,
are normally too busy or too indifferent to concern themselves
with Indian affairs (a). And yet the administration of India

.

(a) trhe control of Parliament over the Indian administration is proposed to be made more real in the Montague-Chelmsford scheme of Indian
copstitutional reforms.· n~w under consideration of Parliament, by establish-
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today, with all its imperfections, may well lay claim to a not
unworthy place amongst the ~dministrative systems of the
world.
6. · Without doubt a rise of a nation in the constitutional
scale should make for a rise in the character of its administration. Where it does not, that is clear proof that the constitution is a make-believe, or worse, a sham .

.7. Also, as previously indicated, unless a State has attained
a certain level constituti9nally, there can be no administration
according to law. This minimum _of structural organisation
is implied in two out of the four conditions which were found
on analysis to be essential to it, viz: (1) separation or the
State from the Government (a), and (2) separation of the Executive, Judicial and Legislative organs of the State. Sover.eignty of the people, I have shown, is n~t essential. If it
were, there would be no administrative-law in India.

Admi;_istra~
tion of India.
more advan:
ced than conS•
titution.

The constitrt•
tional miniml).m r;_eqnired
jor adminis·
tration
according to
Jaw.

8. Given this basis of structure, administration in n:odern The two tac-:.
tors of admi·
constitutional governments would represent the life of the nistrationState working within it. 'The character of the administra- State:and
Individual.
tion would depend upon the proportion ea'Ch of the remaining
two conditions bears to the other. Borrowing the language
of mathematics, administration may, not inappropriately, be
described as a function of two factors, the State and the
Individual. It is the predominance of the one or the other
of
that determines the type of the administration. In the Prevalence
one over the
deter·
English type, it is the Individual who is normally regarded other
mines the
. as of paramount importance. In the French (Continental) type:_two ,
types,
type, State rights, even in normal times, are regarded as of
greater importance than individual rights. .The Governments
ing a Select Committee . of the House of Commons for Indian· Affairs and
by placing the salary of the Secretary of State for India on the Home
estimates. There •is a proposal also to appoint periodical committees of
Parliament for examihation of Indian affairs, in order to advance proposals
for further reforme based upon a consideration o£ the progress made and the
possibility shown of further progress under the new scheme of constitutional re·
forms proposed to be introduced to give effect to the policy, announced on 20th
August 1917, of conferring responsible government on India by progressive
.etages.
'
(a) See Professor BurgeEs's Political Science· and Constitutional Law,
Vol. II, p. 2. The organisation referred to here would appear to correspond _
moat ne~rly to what Professor .Burgess style; Limited Representative (in one
word, Constitutional) Government.
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of France, Germany:' Italy and Austria belong to the latter
type; England, the United States of America and the !!elfgoverning English Colonies at any rate belong to the former.
The Indian administration is really a graft from the English,
.though greatly modified. So great ·indeed at times appear
the departures from its English proto-type, that the Indian
system on some points bears closer resemblance to the
Continental . than to the English type. The resemblance,
however, I shall show later on, is superficial.
.
Why only

two,

Sources : Imperial a.bso·
Jutism, of one;
Feudalism, of
the other,

Characteris·
tics of Feu·
dalism,

Law in abun•
dance combi·
,ned with absence of au·
thorityto
enforce it,

9. One may feel surprised to note that all these States,
so · widely placed and of such varied constitutions, should
nevertheless .belong to one of two, and two types only, of
administration. I shall however try to establish that the
surprising thing is not that there should be two types of
administration but that there is more than one.
10. Before the advent of Feudalism, there was in· Europe
no theory of public law-there was pure and simple State
absolutism. What the Government willed was law, and did ·
not admit of being tested by any 'legal standard binding on it.
This in brief was the traditional Imperial theory of adminis·
tration.
11. Feudalism opposed to it a system in which the place
of everyone from the King downward was determined by his
relation to the land. The relation between the King and
his subjects was in kind not dHferent from that between
subject and subject. In point of dignity, no doubt, the King
held a place not equalled by any of his subjects and he enjoyed privileges not allowed to any one else (a). But his
position in relation to the rest of the community was as much
fixed by law as that of any of his subjects. The weakness
of Feudalism lay, as previously stated, in the absence of ll.
power to enforce the law which in theory ~und ruler and
ruled alike (b). That weakness was accentuated by the fact
that in the Feudal scheme grants of land almost invariably
carried with them grants of Jurisdiction. In a community
organised on strictly Feudal lines, there would be as many
courts as there were seigniories-courts altogether independent
of the King and controlled by the seigniors.
(a). The regalia of the Feudal monarchy.
(b). Sidgwick, Development of Ettropean Polity, p. 324, A1Bo, supra, p. 17.
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12. England was the only country where an authority
to enforce the Feudal order was found and it was fo,und in the
Royal Courts (a). The' circumstances which mainly contributed to this result were the following :-

England, only
c~:mntry where
the Feudal
order was en•
forced by
monarchy.

I. Through the statemanship of the Norman and-Angevin
Kings and by a series of measures dating almost from the
moment of the introduction of Feudalism into England, the
military supremacy ·of the King bver the nobles was firmly
established, so that at no time afterwards was the Royal power
in England· in jeopardy (b). It never became necessary for
the King in England to crush Feudalism and to build up
Royal power upon its ruins.
II.. The Royal power, once. it wasnrmly established, chose
to consolidate- itself through the Royal courts, rather t:lian
through Royal officials (c). This }n a Feudally organised
society undoubtedly represented the line of least resistance.
The process necessarily involved a usurpation by the Royal
courts of the jurisdiction of the. local courts, often in the
teeth of . opposition. But it was carried thr9 il!jh, without
(;' -respite or recoil, to comple~ion.
1

Instrument
employed to
do so-the
Royal Court.

.

III. The Royal courts were used by the King not merely
to'' keep the King's peace" as between subject and subject,
but also in, order to control and keep from doing wrong
administrative officials, "sheriffs, constables, coroners or other
bailiffs of the king", who (as the Magna Carta tells us) were
deprived of the power "to hold the pleas of the Crown",

King's offi·
cers also sub·
ordinated to
the Royal
Court.

(a) Upon this point, the' following observation of ~. Brissaud will be
found instructive. "The Feudal bond was in theory very strong, but ~n practice
it was weak. It was broken in a regular manner by mutual agreement or by
abandonment of the fief ; but most frequently it was broken by violation of
faith either by the seignior or by the vassal, especially by the latter who
aspired to ind~endence ; so it was not judicial power but war which definitely
regulated their respective situations". It was in England only that judicial
power replaced war. Brissaud's History of French Public Law, p. 2so.
That the principle of Feudalism if capable of enforcement was a principle of /
liberty, is recognised by Brissaud. Op. cit. p 2H-a testimony the value of
which will be appreciated when it is remembered that M. Brissaud was
not considering the case of England.
(b) That is to say, from attacks by a privileged aristocracy. The remark
can of course have no reference to the occurrences of the 17th ·century.
(c) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe vol. 1. pp.

48·51 •.
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To use a metaphor, Feudalism, a spirited a:nd somewhat
unruly charger, was first broken by the military power of
the Norman and Angevin Kings, and then ridden by the
Royal judges.
13. From this two important consequences followed : (1)
Official acts become subject to the scrutiny of the Civil Courts
in just the same way as the acts of private individuals and
by the same procedure. (2) As courts of l~w were accustomed
to enforcing rules of law and not particular administrative
orders, Royal orders addressed whether to subjects or officials
had to be framed as laws. Administrative control over officials (as over private individuals) thus came to be largely
replaced by legislative control. What administrative control
still remained virtually ceased when the administrative £unc·
tions were transferred to unpaid J usti.ce<> o£ the Peace ; and
with the abolition, in 1640, of the Court of Star Chamber, the
very machinery for exercising such control disappeared. The
control· which was substituted in its place was the judicial
control of the Court of Quarter Sessions and of the King's
Bench (a). Administration in the localities thus' became,
without any conscious working towards that end, decentralised.
14. Whether things would have been suffered to take
exactly this turn if the Norman and Angevin Kings had pos·
sessed no legislative power, is open to doubt. But the normal
method of legislation at this period was by Royal ordinances.
At a time too, when the King could at will make and unmake
courts and appoint and dismiss judges, there was no possi.
bility of the action of the Courts hampering the arlminis·
tration. The Royal judges WP;re in fact able to extend their
jurisdiction and make their power felt all over the Kingdom,
because they proved loyal allies of the King in the work of
consolidating his power over against the forces of disorder,
Was it not the King's judges who invented the dootrine, " the
King can do no ·wrong '' ? It was they who found for the
King thab undefined reserve of discretionary powers, which
was, sanctified by the name of'' Prerogative ". The. Common
law laid the foundation in England of both State anJ Indivi·
duals rights. But before the J ndges could complete this task,
two other conditions had to be satisfied.
(a). Redlich & Hirst, Local Government in England, Vol, 1, pp, 19
to 33. l1![ra, Lecture XXIII.
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15. IV. The power of making and amending the laws
had to be taken away from the King. This change was effected
gradually, the power passing by deir~es, but in end completely, into the hands of Parliament.
,
V. The Judiciary, willing agents
the beginning of
the Royal will and active promoters of the Royal policy,
had to be maqe completely independent of the King and
relegated 'to the task of administering the law as found,
quite irrespective of reasons of policy.
Why English
16. As stated in a previous chapter, in course of time Parliament
is
Parliament was able to assume control over the Executive habitually
opposed to
also, bub during a stormy interval they remained the ser- giving unlimi·
ted powers to
vants of the King and fought for the King against Par- public
autboliament. To this fact of history is traceable the jealousy ties.
habitually entertained by Parliament and people alike in
regard· to Royal officials. To this is due the habit which
prevents the English legislature from conferring large
undefined powers on public authorities whether at the seat
of GovernmeD;t or in the localities. This habit is now
wearing away. At the same time, the demands made upon
Government by modern conditions make i"t imperative to
vest large discretionary powers on administrative authorities,
which when exercised by the~n should not, it is _?rged, be
open to review, at 11ny rate by the litigious procedure oJ the
ordinary Civil Court. Whether this new development will lead
to the establishment in England of Administrative Courts on
the Continental model. is yet to be seen. As things stand,
however, the two outstanding features of the existing system
of administration in England still are : (i) the subjection .of
Character is·
officials-generally to ordinary judicial control; and (ii) administra- tics
of Engtive decentralisation. Another feature, which will be colisidered lish adminis·
tration flowin· connection with the topic of Local Government ( and which ing there'al~o appear; to be in a similar state of flux), may be mentioned from.
here and that is ( iii ) the absence of anything like local
autonomy in local administrative bodies, these bodies being
possessed only of enumerated powers conferred within prescribed limits and for specific purposes by special Acts of the
French
• Legislature.
Monarchy
17. In France, Royal power was in the beginning not compelled
ru fulfil
strong enough to check the progress of disruption which seems not
but to super- •
inherent iri the Feudal system, and when it did succeed in sede Feuda-

in
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asserting itself, it could do so only by destroying Feudalisni.
For this reason too, the French monarchy failed to evolve
a central Royal court- having jurisdiction over the entire
Kingdom. The local and seigniural courts remained strongholds of Feudalism, and the growing strength of the monarchy
which alone could save the nation from Feudal anarchy could
not suffer itself to be paralysed by the interference of
these courts. In this struggle ·with the forces of Feudalism
the monarch, as in England, had the full support of the
commonalty, and French local and seignioral courts became
and remained suspect in the eyes of the King and the people
alike. At the inception of the French Revolution, this
traditional jealousy of the French people towards Civil Courts ,
was deepened by their reactionary attitude. This explains
the strange uses to which the doctrine of "separation of
powers," which since the middle of the 18th century had
passed into the currency of political thought on the Continent,
was put by the leaders of the Revolution. The administrative authorities were made completely independent of· the
ju.diciary and the judges were forbidden on pain of forfeiting•
their position to interfere in any wa~ whatsoever with the
acts of the officers of the administration or to cite them before
them for the performance of their duties. This uncompromising hostility to Civil Courts has been qualified in more
recent times, but the traditional dislike for judicial interference
with administrative acts and measures remains ingrained in
the minds not only of the French people but of all people
on the European Continent, in every part of which Feudal
courts, during the struggle of the Princes with the nobles,
had stood out against the former for the privileges of
the latter.
18. This de,"elopment was further aided by the fact
that until after the French Revolution no .nation on the Continent of Europe (a) was able to turn out a national• legislature
at .all comparable with the English Parliament. The result
was that the people on the Continent came to look almost
exclusively for protection to· Royal authority manifesting
itself through the administration. The affairs of the nation
were organised not by a,watchful Legislature, nor by an all(a) Hungary excepted. Hungary presents an interesting object of study to
studepts of constitutional law.
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powerful central Court, but by the King hiQ.lself. through
appointed officials, commissioners and intendants. Not only
was no common law developed, laying down the law for
princes and people alike, but the French and other nations
on the Continent never acquired that passion for law and vested
rights which is at the basis of English P,Olitical and social
life, With all their love of liberty and equality in the
abstract, and in spite of the most solemn guarantees in constitutions and compacts, no people and no Governmept on the
. Continent of Europe can be persuaded to admit the claim o~
any individual to delay or overturn the public interests in
• order to redress his own individual grievances (a).
19. Thus arose three. general characteristics which Resulting
(subject to what I may have to say regarding recent develop- characteristics of Conments in France and Germany in local self-government ) tinental adcontinue to mark the Continental systems of administration ministration,
I
( the .French in particular ) sharply off from the 'English:(i) Absence of jurisdiction of Civil Courts over the
administrative and political acts of_ officials.
(ii) Centralisation of adminis~ration.
/
20. The establishment of national legislatures in recent· Why estab- ·
times in all the!!e countries, even in France where the ~~~t~::lt of
Legislature is constitutionally able (as in England) to control legislatures
has been
the Executive, has made no difference in the traditional without
effect on
methods of administration, for the Legislatures, in conformity methods of
administrawith national habits, refuse to lay down any but general tion
on the
principles and leave almost unrestricted Iibert.r to the adminis- Continent.
tration, to work out those principles in practice (by executive
ordinances or othm;wise ). Hence arises a third characteristic,

viz:(iii)

T~e

central authorities on the Continent are able
to .make general grants of power to local authorities
wnich, in consequence, enjoy a measure of autonomy Local autonomy on the
unknown in England, where local automony has Continent
up till now remained a plant of slow growt-h owing
to the Jealousy with which the English Parliament
habitually regards all grants of unlimited power.
21. The above organisation of the administration would be The origin of
ha~dly distinguishable from the Caesarism which was handed the administrative juris- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - diction in
(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol I. Frauct;l.
Pp· 51-54.
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down m tradition by Imperial Rome to Medieval Europe.
But towards the close of the eighteenth century, this uncontrolled exercise of official power, specially in its lower levels,
seriously conflicted with the newly-awakened sense of liberty
and equality, the watchwords of the French Revolution,
Appeals to the ordinary courts being considered inadmissible,
the Constitution of the year VIII (1800) provided a system
of administrative appeals from subordinate to higher administrative authorities. This was the beginning of the present
administrative jurisdiction in France. Simpar jurisdictions
grew up in the States of Germany and Italy also. It is of
the essence of the exercise of this jurisdiction that the judges
should be persons actively engaged in the administration and
possessed of administrative experience, and should be free to
apply considerations of justice and policy without reference
to hard and ·fast rules of law (a). In the absence of positive
law, Administrative Courts on the Continent have developed
a body of case-la~ which is habitually fvllowed as pre.cedent
somewhat after the manner of judgments of Civil Courts under
the English system (b).
22. Had Feudalism not followed different courses in
England and on the Continenb, there would not have been at
this date in the civilised world two types .of administrative
law presenting almost diametrically opposed characteristics.
I

Tendency of
the two·types
in recent
iimes towards
assilniliation.

.

23. It is worthy of note, however, that distinct and even
opposed as the two types appear to be, there has been in
recent times a tendency on the part of each to approach
the other type, thus practically demonstrating that there are
elements of value in. each. Considerations of administrative
efficiency, which (having regard to modern conditions) is bound
to suffer in the English form, haveled to an increased centralisation of local administration and to the constit~J.tion of local
authorities possessing such extensive enumerated powers as
tend to make them to a certain extent autonomous. The
French and German administrations, on the other hand, besides
developing an administrative jurisdiction on judicial lines, have
been seeking to r~~e the control formerly exercised by the

(a). Lowell, Governments & Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. 1. p. 56.
(b). Lowell, Government of England, Vol, Il, pp. 479-80, pp. 497-98.
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Central Government over local authorities by an elective lay
control thus effecting administrative decentralisation in matters.
appertaining tp the localities.

The two

as
_24. The contrast between the two types of administration types
viewed by
is best brought out by the position officials occupy under critics and
apo!ogists,
each system. Officials under the' English system can never
claim immunity in Courts of law in respect of acts which
int.erfere with private rights, simply on grounds of "reasons
of State''-a defence which is always available to the
administration in France to take the official acts in question
out of the jurisdiction not merely of Civil Courts but ·
o£ Administrative Courts as .well ( a ). Officials in England must, like private individuals, adduce some rule o£
municipal law in justification or be held answerable in damages
or other penalties imposed by law. Only in such a system,
is it possible to lay down that ''as between a Sovereign and
his subject there i~ no such thing as an act of State'' and
"that the warrant of no man, not even the King himself, can
excuse the doing of an illegal act" (b). This is the "rule of
Rule of Jaw.
law" of which English constitutional writers are so justly
proud.
·
• '
25. Persons brought up under the English system find it
hard to understand how individual rights and liberties can
be adequately protected where ordinary Civil Courts are
precluded frol'n examining the legality of official acts, and
where such acts, if allowed to be reviewed at ·all by any
tribunal, must be reviewed by tribunals consisting of persons
actively engaged in the work of administration and whocannot, therefore, in the very nature of things, be free
from official bias. It is urged, however, by the apologists
of the Continental type of administratidn, that the validity
of acts of the administration cannot be properly determined
by the appliclll4iion of abstra~t principles of justice as between .
man and man, but must be considered from the broad standpoint of public · policy which is lost sight· of. by judges
habitually dealing with questions of private law. This
standpoint, they say, can be present only ·to the minds of
persons actively engaged in the work of administration, and

(a) Lowell, Government of England, Ch. LXII.
(b) Sands v. Child ana otke1·ts ( 1698 ) 3 Lev. 352 ; Raleigk v, Gosclten
( 1898 ) I Ch. 78,
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it is urged that the extreme legalism of the English system
tends to sacrifice public to private interests.
25. This criticism of English political theory loses much
of its force when it is remembered that English law courts
. and the Parliament have seldom denied to the administration
powers which it cannot well do without in the public interest.
The prerogatives of the Crown ( now exercisable only through
Ministers responsible to Parliament) are in fact viewed as part
of the Common law of England~ and although the authority
of the Legislature to modify, regulate or repeal it is no lon!:Ser
questioned, like other rules of Common law, prerogative is not
presumed to be altered by statute, and is not affected otherwise
than by express provisions to that end contained therein (a).
,English law courts have moreover shown the greatest hesitation
in interfering with the exercise o£ a discretion vested in public
Need for
developing an officials by the Legislature ( b ). The tendency noticed in
administrarecent English, American and Colonial legislation to vest large
tive jurisdicdiseretionary powers in Official Boards and Commissions
tion in the
English sysseriously
affecting the rights and liberties of the subject in
tem to fulfil
the "rule of
all conceivable directions points rather to th~ necessity of not
law."
restricting but supplementing such judicial control as at
present exists by the creation of Administrative Courts
charged with the duty of reviewing the exercise by Official
Boards and Commissions of a discretion which the ordinary
Civil Courts appear to be powerless to correct (c).
(a) Craie~, Statute Law, 1907. p. 351; Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI.
part V., specially p. 37!; also Vol. XXVII, p. 16±; Broom's Legal Maxims,
7th Edn. pp. ,56-59,
(b) For a recent exposition of the relation of the court to administrative
authorities charged with discretionary powers, see Board of Education v, Rice,
{1911) A. C. p. 179 at p. 182 (1911) ; Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XXVII
p. ]'j6. Infra, Lecture XXIII, paras 37·40.
(c) Upon this subject, ex-Senator Root of the United~tates of America,
lawyer and practical politician, recently said : "There will be no withdrawing
ftom these experiments. We shall expand them whether we approve theoretically or not, because such agencies furnish protection to rights and obstacles to wrong-doing which under our new social and industrial conditions
cannot be practically accomplished by the oLd and simple procedure of
• legislation and courts. Yet these powers that are committed to these regulating agencies, and which they must have to do their work, carry with them
great and danger(lus opportunities of oppression and wrong." The remedy,
the Senator suggests, lies, in "regulating these agencies of regulation." He
al!ks "that the rights of the citizens against them be made plain and a system
p
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27. After what has been said before of American administration, an independent analysis of that administration seems
hardly called for in a consideration of Htypes" of administration.
It belongs to the English type, and all that need be said
· ·
·
of It m the present connection IS that, in this· system, individual. rights are more strongly entrenched than in the
English, because, in the first place,· the Legislature is not
supreme, being bound by a written ,constitution which has
. embodied in it a large bill of rights. Secondly, because
owing to the limits placed by the constitution on the powers
of the Legislature as well as of the Executive, the Supreme
Court (and in lesser degrees the other Cpurts) which have
to interpret the constitution have ·come to be constituted
into arbiters between State and private rights.
The
''legalism" of the American administration is thus more pronounced in appearance. But the American Courts have
been far from unmindful of public interests in thei~ interpretation of the constitution. The Supreme Court has been
able, by a liberal interpretation of it, to uphold the constitutionality of statutes conferring large prerogative powers on
·· ·
the Executive authority un der t 11e denommatwn
of "police
power" (a). Subject to what has been just s'tated, the American
administration possesses all the t4ree characteristics of the
English administration in an even more accentuated form.
For reasons which will be discussed in their proper place,
administrative centralisation o£ local authorities has made
little progress in America and the legislative control of the
Commonwealth Legislatures has had a tendency to degenerate
into legislative tyranny.
28. The only Continental systems, besides the French,
which need be referred to in this examination of types are
those of Germany, or rather of Prussia, and o£ Italy.
of administrativ~ law ( which in America is still in its infancy, crude and
imperfect) be developed". Elihu Root, Government & Citizenship, pp. 531535. So there is a near chance of English and American administrative
law taking a leaf out of the French and German which would thus be
-- repaying debts which they owe to the former in the matter of local independence. Even opposing systems must in these days of interchange of ideas
inevitably assimilate each other's institutions. For a fuller treatment of the
whole subject, see Lectures XII and XXIII infra.
(a) Burgess, Political Science and Constittuional law, Vol. I, pp. 211
to 217. Infra, Lecture XXI, paras 10-13 and footnote to para 13; also Lecture
XXII, paras 14 etc.
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29. The administrative systems of the smaller German
States need not be considered, for, until the establishment of
the-Prussian hegemony, they generally followed the French
model, ani! after it many of them have been largely influenced
by the example set by Prussia. The importance o( the
Prussian administrative system as a subject for comparative
study cannot be exaggerated. More constructive thought and
foresight have been expended on it than on any other system of
administration-not excluding even India, which itsel£ is in
some respects a triumph of constructive organisation.
Prussian SYF•
tem, a recent
treation of
constructive
ctatesmanship.

30. In Prussia, Feudal rights and privileges continued
in existence until well into the 19th century The Prussian
monarchy was, from its foundation by the Great Elector,
military. The~ disparate units of the community were kept
together by a bureaucracy, backed by an army. It hardly
deserved the name of civil administration. The system, such
as it was, broke down completely after the defeat of the.
army by Napoleon at Jena (1806). It was then that the
A historical
-retrospect.
authorities awoke to the necessity of rebuilding the Government on national foundations. The new minister Stein deli. berately set himself to ma.ke the administration subservient
to the general well-being of the community. To that end
serfdom was abolished and land was made available by purchase to persons not of noble blood. The abolition of the
hereditary magistracy came later. The landed interest is
EIJglisb infiu. still very· powerful in the Prussian administration, but its
ence-Stein
special privileges have been progressively narrowed. The
anP, Gniest.
form of administration which was established was, as it could
not but be, Continental, but it was deliberately leavenad (first
in 1808 and again in the seventies of that century) by
ideas borrowed from the English administration. Stein and
Dr. Gniest, who were respectively responsible £or the reforms
of1808 aud.l872, were both students and admirer& of English
institutions. Local self-government in cities and rural
communities has been fostered first nuder strong official
tutelage and later on by handing over a large part o£ the
control to local bodies which in their composition are predominantly elective and lay. Civil and administrative courts have
been reorganised in such a way as to assure to the judges
in either kind of courts both independence and certainty
of tenure. The details of these several elements of the present
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administration will be considered in their proper places.
The results, in so far as they are material to the present
discussion, may b'e broadly summarised as follows :(i)

Except in matters in which jurisdiction has been
specially conferred on them by statute, the ordinary Civil Courts have no jurisdiction to pronounce
on the legality of official acts or measures.

Complaints ~gainst public authorities in matters
affecting individual rights (and in some few cases,
interests) may, when allowed by law, be taken by
the p~rsons aggrieved to Adm~nistrative Courts,
acts of public authorities which do not affect private rights being subject only to the executive
control of superior authorities.
(iii) Except in the highest Administrative Court which
is wholly composed of salaried p;ofessionallawyers,
Administrative Courts are presided over by unpaid elected judges who are also actively engaged in
the work of the administration. The tenure of the
judges in all the Courts is independen_t.
(iy) Public authorities, whether central or local, exercise authority by executive delegation from the
seat of the Government1 and their powers and
functions not being defined by the Legislature,
the local authorities enjoy a larger measure of
autonomy ii1lacal matters than in England and in
the United States, and being, after the reforms of
1872, in their composition predominantly elective and
nonprofessional, are in local matters decentralised ..
(ii)

31. The Prussian administration, as already stated,
represents a deliberate and, apparently· successful, effort on
the part of a Jtenevolent autocracy to construct a new system
of administration on national lines upon the frame-work
furnished by the Continental system out of materials borrowed
-from b-oth the Continental and the English systems (a).
32. The Italian system resembles the Prussian in this
that it too is a construction by statesmen and not a product of
natural evolution. It has been described by an acute observer

p:p.

(a) Lowell, Governments & Parties iu Continental Euro:pe, Vol. l.
anq pp. B~ 9-327

29!-~97
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as an attempt to establish a compromise between the English
and French systems and by no means a successful one. With
a strong le~ning towali., 1 s. English institutions, the state~men
of the Umon betweeri\:.860 and 1870 were faced With a
situation which made a powerful centralised administration a
necessity. In spite 6f a long bill of rights embodied in tho
constitution, the administration which was copied from the
French assumed highly arbitrary powers to interf~re with
private rights. But with characteristic want of foresight all
Administrative Courts of the Ducal regime were incontinently'
abolished and ordinar-y Courts given exclusive jurisdiction
over criminal prosecutions and all civil cases in which a
civil or political right was involved. But this apparent
concession to individual rights was illusory, for the Council
of State, an official body, was given exclusive jurisdiation to
decide whether a civil or political right was involved or not,
and in practice the Council of State showed no inclination to
find that such rights were involved where the administration
appeared to have acted in a high-handed way. In fact,
there being no Administrative Courts, the officials did what
they liked without check or control. This intolerable state
of things was partin,lly remedied in 1877 by the transference
of the jurisdiction in the decision of conflicts from the Council
of State to the Court of Cassation in Rome, and in 1889 and
1890, by the establishment of Provincial_ Administrative
Courts, in part appointed ( in France they are wholly appointed ) and partly elected (in Pruss:i;l. they are wholly elected).
A section of the Council of State, the members whereof were
made virtually independent, was erected into the highest
Administrative Court.
33. The net result ofthese reforms appears to be that the
Italian administration resembles in its general Jeatures, and
in most even of its details, the French, wi~h this difference,
that the Civil Courts have a larger jurisdiction over official
acts in so far as they may infringe private rights, the juris. diction of the Administrative Courts being limited to the
protection of private interests. It is in fact possible m Italy
for the same act to come before both Courts (a).
(a) Lowell,

VP· 113·176.

Governments, & Parties in Continental Em·ope, Vol. I.
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34. The differentiation in type between the English and
the Continental systems of administration has, I believe, been
sufficiently illustrated by the foregoing instances drawn as
well from countries where the administration has developed
by natural evolution ( England and France ) as from countries
where the system has been more or less a work of art (the
United States of America, Germany and Italy ). It is not
necessary for this purpose to examine other instances. But Prevalence of
a<lministrato show how inveterate and widespread have been the separa- ti ve jurisdicon the
tion of administrative from ordinary law and the institution tion
Continent of
of Administrative Courts on the Continent, I only mention Europe &
Japan.
here the fact that Administrative Courts exist in co-qntries
presenting such extreme contrasts as Austria and the
recently established Republic of Portugal. Switzerland has
no special Administrative Courts, but the distinction between
ordinary and administrative law is recognised in its constituI
tion, and administrative jurisdiction is shared partly by the
Federal Tribunal and partly by the Federal Assembly. Art.
154 of the Dutch Constitution lays down that Administrative ·
Courts must be established by law, and Art. 61 of the Constitution of Japan provides that no suit which rela:tes to rights
alleged to have been infdnged by the illegal measures
of the executive a;uthorities and which should come within
the competence of Courts of administrative litigation, specially established by law, shall be taken cognizance of by a
Court of law. Little -Belgium is an instance constructive Its absence
work in the field as well of constitution as of administra- in Belgium.
tion. Its constit~tion was mt:tdelled on that of England but
its local administration has always been of the Continental
type. But it has no Administrative Courts, and with greater
courage than was shown by the Liberators of Italy, it has
given ordinary Courts full jurisdiction to try officiais and
review acts Qj the Government at the instance of aggrieved
subjects (a). In Spain, the administration whereof follows the
French model, cases ir~:yolving matters of admini~trative law
formerly decided by the Provincial Councils and the Council
of State are now disposed of by the ordinary Courts, the
Fourth Chamber of the Supreme Court being vested

of

(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continenbl Europe,, Vol. 11

p. 171-n. Grice, Local and Central Finance, p. 196.
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with supreme judrisdiction in these matters. In the
Republican Constitution of Portugal of 1911, local administration as in Belgium is organised on the traditional
Continental model, and administrative. tribunals are maintained to revise acts of its public officials at the same
time that ministers and other offiicials have been made
triable .. before ordinary Courts (a).
35. To complete the· treatment of the present topic it
remains only to exmine the Indian system.

II. The Indian .Administration.
36. I make no apology for descending into greater detail
in dealing with the Indian administration.
Indian administration a
result of constructive
statesmanship.

Its predeces·
sors in his- ·
tory.
(i) In Hindu
India.

37, Constructive statesmanship has had greater play in
determining the form and spirit ofthe _Indian administration
than it had i~ the evolution of the English and the French.
The number and variety of "stubborn facts" with which
Anglo-Indian statesmanship has had to contE:nd have been
larger and more complicated than had ever to be faced by
either Prussian or Italian statesmen. The wonder is not
that the Indian administration is not as perfect as it might
have been, but that it is as good as it is. To be able to
do justice to this administration, one must form some idea
of the kinds of administration which obtained before the
establishment of British rule.
38. The art of government was not unknown in Hindu ·
India, and the duties of the King (b) and other organs of
the State are laid down in ancient Hindu literature with a
minuteness of detail which, it may be safely said, cannot be
found in the ancient fiterature of any other country ; and no
wonder, since laws were made in Hindu India, for the King and
people alike, by an aristocracy of intellect who had specialised
in that art. But the machinery to enforce these laws, so
far as they applied to the King, was wanting. The laws
addressed to th~ King had therefore no greater force in
practice than moral injunctions. Thus although Hindu polity
~-"'\

(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe; Ogg, Governments of Europe; Dodd, Modern Constitutions.

.

(b) Monarchy of a centralised type was the normal though not the only

form of Government known in Ancient India.
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fully grasped the truth that the State· existed for tjle people
and not the people for the State, it. never was able to
develop a system of administrative law. The Mahabharat
says in one place that if the King failed in his duties,.
any person, no matter to what caste he belongs, may wield
the sceptre of Government. "If the King is an enemy of virtue, .
morality and power and is unrighteous in conduct," says the
Sukraniti, ttthe people should expel him as a destroyer of
the State" (a). In 'other words, the only reme_dy for misgovernment, the la-wgivers in Hindu India were able to suggest,
was rebellion.
39. The King in the Islamic State, who took the place of (ii) Under
the Hindu King, likewise found his duties prescribed for 1\fa.homedan
rule.
him, but as in Hindu so in Islamic polity, there was no legal
provision for the correction of misgovernment. The only
remedy here again was rebellion (b).

40. The historical cause (c) which brought administrative Ina.ugurati on_
of British ad
law into India is the advent of British rule.
ministration.

41. The way in which that rule was inaugurated in India
was certainly far from favourable to the development of administration according to law, for in taking over the Dewani of
Bengal, the East India Company was, in the view at least of
the parties to that transaction, accepting the position' of an
official under the Moghul Emperor and, as Dewan, could lay
claim to the exercise of the unlimited prerogatives of t4e
Moghul rule. Fortunately for India, however, the Company
depended for its legal existence upon periodically renewable
charters of the British Parliament, and the way in .which the
Parliament viewed the. acquisition of political power by
svbjects of the Crown was well ~xpressed by the elder Pitt
when he declared from his place in Parliament that no
su~jects could acquire sover~ignty of any territory for themselves but on,. for the nation to which _they belonged. The
Company too, even if at any time it did entertain a desire to
cut itself adrift from the British Parliament, was compelled by
(a) Pramatha Nath Banerjee's Public Administration in Ancient I~dia,
Ch1 VII.
(b) D. S. Margoliouth's Mahammcdanism, p. 96; Hamilton's Bedaya,
Edn. 1791, Vol. II. Bk. IX. Ch, X.
(c) See Lecture I (ii) supra, para, 23.

'

...
The Com·
P!lny's claim
to unlimited
prerogative
as representing the
Moghul Elll·
peror.

Whether con·
sistent with
subjection to
Crown and
Parliament.
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mis-management of its affairs"' in India and its financial
embarassments to turn more and more to Parliament for help
and succour.·
42. In 1773, barely eight years after the acquisition of
the
Dewani, the affairs of the Company appearing to be in
1773.
hopeless confusion, Parliament set itself seriously to organise
How misun· it, and it proceeded to do so in characteristic fashion. Angloderstood,
Indian politic~} writers (a) cannot find words strong enough
to condemn Lord North's Regulating Act of 1773.
The
mildest of its critics declares it to be a fatuous piece ·of legislation which very nearly lost to England the infant Indian
Empire, as another measure of the same Ministry was soon
to lose for her her .American Colonies. They overlook the
fact that the British Parliament in 1773 had not only no
experience in the governance of a dependency, it did not even
suspect that there was a dependency to govern from England,
for it had not yet fully realised that by its acquisition of the
Dewani, the Company had already in fact become territ_orial
sovereign of "the Kingdoms and Provinces of Bengal, Behar
Its genesis,
and Orissa'', The matter which had attracted its attention
was the wealth and ostentation of'the returned servants of the
Company who, it was suspected not without reason, had made
themselves rich by ·abusing their position as servants of the
Company. It was to remedy these suspected abuses that the
Regulating Act was chiefly passed, and that Act certainly
represents the best of the then known methods of remedying
such abuses.
The Regulating Act of

.

43. By this Act, the three Presidencies, heretofore independent, were placed under the general control of the Governor
of Bengal henceforth styled the Governor General. But ~s
everybody connected with the Company wa'!> suspect, the
The Governor executive power was vested in a Council of five of 'which the
General and
Council.
Governor-General was but one. " The Governo?-G~neral and
Council" as the Council was styled were in their turn placed
under the Court of Directors in Engl~nd whose orders they
n~ provisions.

(a) Rev. w. K .. Firminger's edition of the Fifth Report, 1812, with
its learned Introduction, had not appeared when the above was written.
It is gratifying to find my reading of the Regnlating Act substantially confirmed by an author who has made a special study of the subject. See Ch. XIII.
of'his IDtroduction. Edn. 1917 ( :Messts Cambray & Co.)
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were to obey.. It was the Court of Directors who were
directly responsible to the Parliament for the proper conduct
of the Company's. affairs in India. But about the most
characteristic provision of the Statute was the one establish- ·The Su reme
ing a Supreme Court at Fort William "with jurisdiction Court. P
civil, criminal, admiralty and ecclesiastic, over all British
subjects (a) wh~ should reside in the Kingdoms and Provinces
of Bengal, Behar and Orissa or any of them under the
prote~tion ··of the' Company, having full powet.: to hear or
determine all complaints against a-o.y of His Maj~sty's subjects."
The Governor-General and his colleagues · of the Council
were the only Europeans personally exempted from its coercive
jurisdiction but they as well as the Judges of the Supreme
C~urt might be tried and punished by th~ Court of King's
Bench in England for auy offence against any of His Majesty's
subjects or any of the inhabitants of .India, The GovernorGeneral and Council were authorised to make and issue
such rules, ordinances and regul11-tions for the good order
and ci vii government of the C6mpany's settlement at Fort
William and the ..subordinate factories and rpll}.ces, as should
be deemed just and reasonable and should not be repugnant
to the laws of the Realm and to set, impose, inflict and levy
reasonable fines and forfeitures for their breach, but these
rules and regulations were not to l;le valid until duly registered
a;d published in the Supreme Court with the assent and approbati6n of that Court.
·
44;

As I

hav~

already indicated, the Parliament when The Regula.

Act
"King~ tipg
sought to exdoms and Provinces of Ben gar, Behar and Orissa" had tend English
public Law
ceased to exist, and it had no idea that the Compa~y was to acts of the
Company's
already sole sovereign of this territory. The acquisition of officials in
India throuthe DewaP,i by the Company s~ems to have sugge~ted to the gh
the Suminds of i1lS framers but increased opportunities, on the preme Court.

it passed the Regulating Act did not suspect that the

(a) It was characteristic of the Briti~h Parliament In 1773 not to assume
that the territory administered ·by the East India Company as Dewan waS
British territory, Accordingly it did not regard Indians whether resident
in or outside Calcutta as "British subjects" which expression in the present
context means European British subjects: The question whether nativ~ of
India were or were not British subjects, was, it is said, not finally plac_ed
-beyond doubt until the transfer of government from the Company to the
' Crown, in 1858. Halsbury1 Laws of England, Vol. X, p. 588.
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part of the Company's servants, of oppressing the native
inhabitants of the country under colour of office. .What better
machinery could be thought of for checking these abuses
than a Supreme Court strictly enforcing the laws of England
or rules framed in conformity with those laws and approved
by the Supreme Court itself against the European and
Indian servants and agents of the Company ?
Extension
premature.
Conflict bet·
ween Supreme Cqurt
and the
Company.

45. The Supreme Court too did not show any disposition to disappoint the expectations of its founders, and small
blame to it, if it failed to fall in with the plans of the
Empire-builders, in the Company's service, At the same time,
it has to be conceded that the chastening atmosphere of
an English law Court is not the one best calculated to foster
the growth of a nascent empire. The conflict between the
'Supreme Court and the Company's servants whicl;t followed
immediately was in the circumstances inevitable. The Moghul
sovereignty behind which the Company sought shelter from
"Moghul
attacks by the Supreme Court was indeed no more than
sovereighty .''
a shadow. But "it was a shadow", as Ilbert remarks (a),
"with which potent conjuring tricks could be performed.
Whenever the Company found it convenient, they could play
off the authority derived from the Moghul against the
authority derived from the British law and justify under the
one proceedings which it would have been difficult to justify
under the other. In the one capacity the Company. were the
all-powerful agent of an irresponsible despot, in the other they
were tied and bound by the provisions of Charters- and Acts
of Parliament."
Conflict re.
ally bl)tween
absolutism
and'' rule
of law.",

46. Thus at the very inception of British rule, British
Indian administration presents itself as a conflict of two opposing principles-the English principle of legislative supremacy
with statutory and judicial control of governmental powers
and Moghul absolutism (b). The history of British adminis(a) Ilbert, Government of [ndia, 2nd Edn. pp. 51-52.
(b) It might be imagined that the ghost of Moghul sovereignty had
been finally laid in 1858. But that appears to be a mistake. Anglo-Indian
writers do not seem to be satisfied with the very extensive powers which
Parliament has in ternis conferred on the Government of India, nor even
with. the large additions to it made by Anglo-Indian judges on the principle
that the Governor-General in Council as representing the Crown in India
possesses in addition to any statutory powers such of the powers, privileges
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tration in India is the history of the progressive re-~djustment
of these two principles to suit the changing requirements
of the times.
Details of the

47. The Regulating Act of 1773 did not, it is clear, conflict,_
recognise this latter principle even if it be ~ssumed that
Parliament at this date had any suspicion of its existence. So
long as the Act remained in force, the Supreme Court which
would and could not recognise any Court not established by Parliament proceeded to mulct even members of judicial tribunals
established in the Moffusil by the Company as Dewan in fines
at t.he }nstance of native. Indians affected by their decisions.
The Supreme Court likewise claimed power to arrest I and
try the native officers of the Company employed iii the
collection ofrevenue outside the Company's settl~ments and
factories-including "landholders and farmers of land and
of land-rent" for corrupt and oppressive acts done by them
in their official_capacity, they being in the opinion of the
Supreme Court merely servants of the Company.
48. Against these exercises of the Supreme Court's jurisdiction which undoubtedly tended to hamper ar.d dislocate
the administration in _the Provinces, the Company offered
strenuous resistance. Parliament was again appealed to,
and after an elaborate inquiry it passed the Amending Act
of 1781, which definitely recognised the sovereign attributes
of the Company and which placed important limitatiws upon
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court to control administration outside the Presidency Town.

Sovereign
powers of the
Company
recognised.

49. First, the Governor-General and Council of Bengal
\vere not to be subiectJ'ointly
or severally to the J·urisdiction
.J
of the Supreme Court for anything counselled, ordered and
done by them in their official capacity. Secondly, the Supreme
Court was ~t to have or exercise any jurisdiction in matters

·ministration
separated and
handed over
. to Company
and its
officials,

and immunities appertaining to the Crown as are appropriate to the case
and consistent li!ith tho laws in force in India. They claim on behalf of
the Government: of India additional powers, rights and privileges derived,
not from the English Crown but from the Native Princes of India whose rule
it has superseded. As illustration is cited the fact that the rights of the
Government in respect of lands and minerals in India are different from
the rights of the Crown in England. It is in reliance upon this theory
that Government has refused to allow land revenue to be treated as tax,
1lbert, GoyerP,ment of ~ndia, ~nd Edition, p· l77.

The settle-·
ment of liS!.

1\fofussil ad-
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concerning the revenue or concerning any act done by them
in the collection thereof according to the usage and practice
of the country or· the regulations of the Governor General
and
Council. The jurisdistion of the Supreme Court over
Revenue adminstration
actions and suits was virtually confined to disputes arising
freed from
control of the between the inhabitants of Calcutta (a) and the jurisdiction
Supreme
of the Company's Courts, local as well as appellate, in matters
Court.
arising ih the Mofussil, was· recognised, the highest appellate
Court being made a Court of Record whose judgments like
those of the Supreme Court were made final and conclusive
'
except upon appeal to his Majesty in Council, and it was this
Company's
Court which was empowered to hear and determine.all offences,
Court&,.
abuses and extortions committed in the collection of revenue,
and it was expressly provided that no action for wrong or
inj ary was· to lie in the Supreme Court against any person
whatsoever exercising any judicial office in any Country Court'
for any judgment, or order of the Court nor against any person
Legislative
for any act done by or in virtue of the order of the Court.
power of
GovernorGeneral &
Council in the
adroinistt·a·
tion of the
Mofussil.

Importance •
of the settle·
ment of 1781
'n the history
of the admii).istration.

50. Further, the Governor-General and Council were
empowered "from time to time to frame regulations for the
Provincial Courts and Councils'' which, unlike the <(rules,
ordinances and regulations for the good order and ciyil
government of the Company's settlement at Fort William
and the subordinate factories and places'', were not required
to be in consonance with the laws of Englanq and did not
depend for their validity upon registration or approval by
the Supreme Court and which were to remain in force unless
disallowed or amended by the King-in-Council (b).
51. Form the point of view of administration the .Ltct
of 1781 is of the highest importance-more important even
.than Pitt's Act of 1784 which determined the constitution of
the Government of India-since it laid down 0 the lines on ·
which the Indian administration was to develop during' the

·(a) The jurisdiction of the Court over all "British subjects" (meaning
that expression European British subjects) residing in the Provinces ef
B~nga.l, Behar and Orissa. was thereby not withdrawn, and, excepting so far
as the same was subsequently modified by legislation, remained,
b

(b) Local administra.tion in Madras and
similar lines in lSCO and 1807 respectively.

Bombay was organised on
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next _century (a), The Company, under it, had to abandon its
pretensions to prerogative power derived from the Great
Moghul, but it got back very nearly the same powers under
a Parliamentary grant or title. But the fact that these
powers it now derived from the British Parliament made all
the difference in the world in the theory· and practice of
the administration,
52. The Act of 1784: created the Board of Control through
which the Home Government became responsible for the good
government of India, and accountable for it to the British
Parliament which has ever since remained the legal sovereign
of India, the Court of Directors who were allowed to retain
the patronage of India being piaced in all matters of administration under the Board of Control.
53. The combined effect of the Acts oE 1781 and 1784
was to constitute the Governor-General and Council absolute
rulers of the territories outside the Presidency ~towns, subject
only to the administrative control of the Court of Directors
and of the Ministry in England. A statute of 1786 by giving
the Governor~General power to overrule his Council practically handed over the supreme executive_ authority in India
to one person, the Governor-General. It became customary
from 1786 onward to appoint Governors-General as a rule
from•noblemen with adminiitrative experience in England. It
may be taken for granted that no Governor-General brought
up in the traditions of British political life would have seriously
abused the extensive powers concentrated into his hands. It
is nevertheless permissible to assume that no ruler could have
made a wiser use of these powers than did ·Lord Cornwallis. The Regulations which were ma~ured and published
under his auspices bear witness n_ot merely to his political
wisdom, breadth of view and high administrative capacity,
bub. also to t'he unfailingly high purpose which animated his
administration. The foundations of the Indian administrative
system were in fact laid dur~ng this period.
54. There appears to have been little or no change in the
spirit or the methods of the administration f~om 1786 ·to 1813.

Pitt's India
Act of 178~.

•

Act of l7SG.
GovernorGeneral made

absolute in
Mofussil"ad·
ministmtion,

Charter Act
of l8l'il. In·

dian subjects
the Com·

---~~"-------------------------of

(a) The import:tnce of the statute has apparently been overlooked by
Professor Ramsay Muir, who omits it from his excellent little compilation
of "Historical Documents Illustrative of the Admi~istration in the Days of
the East India Company."

15

pany re·
cognised as
subjects of
the Crown.
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The Company's charter was to expire in the last mentioned
year and in view of its renewal the most searching inquiry
that had yet taken place into Indian affairs was caused to be
made. The native inhabitants of the territories governed by
the Company could not well be denied the status -of British
subjects without denying the sovereignty of the British
Crown. What were the obligations of the Crown towards
them, if they were not subjects ? Was it safe to leave the
Government of the Indian territories in the hands of a corpo·
ration which had exclusive trading interests in those territories ?
European subjects of his Majesty, who were subject only to
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court and over whom, as
already indicated, the executive control of the Governor·General also sat very lightly, could hardly be made to account for
acts of oppression or worse committed outside the Presidency
towns. The Charter Act of 1813 marks a stage of progress in
constitutional development, for it definitely asse1;ted the "undoubted sovereignty of the Crown of the United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland in and over the Company's territorial acquisitions in India. The Native Indian population
of those territories being thus impliedly admitted to be subjects of the Crown, the Parliament marked the sense of its
obligation to them as such by directing that one lac of rupees
in each year be a set apart and a~plied to the ·revival • and
improvement of literature and the encouragement of the learned
native of India and for the introduction and promotion of
a knowledge of the sciences amongst the inhabitants of the
British territories in India", The Company itself was deprived
of its trading monopoly in India. The Local Governments obtained power "to impose taxes on persons subject to the
jurisdiction of the Supreme court and to punish for nonpay·
First attempt ment ",and Justices of the Peace were given jurisdiction in
to briJiig European Bricases of assaults and trespasses committed by Jikitish subjects
tish subjects
on natives of India and in cases of small debts du-e to natives
under ~he•
same jl;lrisof
India. Local Civil Courts obtained jurisdiction over
diction as
Indians.
r~ British subjects" residing o_r trading or occupying immoveable property more than -ten miles from a Presidency town
and provision was made for the trial of British subjects_ residing beyond the same limits for criminal offences.
Chartet Act
of 183:l.

55. The Charter Act of 1833 marked a further step
forward in the direction of equalising "British" and "Indian "
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subjects before the l~w, and o£ assimilating the administrative
systems of the Presidency towns and the Provinces. But it
also effected an important change in the administrative
machine~y. It affirmed in the first place more unequivocally
than had been done before that the Company was allowed
"to hold the Indian possessions for another term "in trust for
His Majesty, his heirs and successors for the service of the
Government of India '', By it too the East India Company
ceased to be a trading company. By sec. 87, it declared that
no native of India nor any natural born subject of His Majesty
resident there was, by reason only of his religion, place of
birth, descent, colour or any of them, to be disabled from holding
any place, office, or employment under the Crown. More im-'
portant than even these, from the point of view of administrative law, was the establishment of a Legislature distinct (in
however small a degree) from the executive. The Legislative
Council was to consist of the members of the Executive Council
and a law member who was not to be one ·of the Company's
servants. The legislative powers of the Local Governments
in Madras and Bombay were withdrawn and the new Legislature was empowered to make laws and regulations for all
oersons, whether British or Native or foreigners or others, and
for all Courts of Justice (including the Supreme Courts) laws
which did not require the im,prim,atur of those Courts and
1vhich, subject to disallowance by the Court of Directors
'l.cting under "the Board of Control, were to have effect as
Acts of Parliament; for the provision in the· Regulating Act,
maintained by the Statute of 1781, that Regulations made
by the Governor-General and Councir for the C()mpany's
settlement at Fort William should not be repugnant to the
laws of England was abrogated. It was at .the same time
generally provided by sec. 43 of the Act of 1833 that the
law:; and r~ulations to be made by the 'Governor· General in
his Legislative Council were not in any way to affect any
prerogative of the Crown or the authority o£ Parliament or
any part ·or the unwritten laws or constitution of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland whereon depended in
any degree the allegiance of any person to the Crown of ·the
United Kingdom or the Sovereignty or dominion of the said
Crown over any part of the -said territories. Except for the
fact that under later Statutes, it has been declared that no

Equality Clf
Indian and
British sub- •
jects before
the la\V and ·
assimilation
of Mofussil
and Presidency administrations.

The first Le•
gislativet
Council in
India••

ILs jurisdic•

tion:,
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law passed in India is to be considered invalid only because
it affects the Royal prerogative, the above restriction on the
powers of the Indian Legislatures (among others) has been
maintained to the present day. The power which the Act
of 1833 gave to the Indian Legislature to make laws for the
European and Iooian subjects of the Crown alike was exercised almost immediately by Act XI of 1836, in order to
make European British subjects amenable to the jurisdiction
of the Company's Civil Courts to _the same extent as the
Natives of India .• The inequalities of jurisdiction and, in
some degree, of laws in the matter of criminal trials have not
even yet disappeared, the last attempt in that direction made
during the _viceroyalty of Lord Ripon having failed owing to
to the opposition of the Europeans.
Position in

56. Thus, except for the fact that the Supreme Courts
were maintained, the form of administration sought to be set
up by the Regulating Act disappeared, being superseded, eve
as regards the Presidency towns, by the form brought into existence by the amending Act of 17 81 for the Provinces. That
administration however bad in the interval been liberaliscd
in spirit by the recognition of the stat"us of Indians as equal
subjects of the Crown with the British, by the abolition
of the trading privileges of the Company which was resronsible for the good government of the Indian territories
and by the establishment of a Legislat-ure differentiated from,
and C!lpable of laying down _the law for, the Executive.
Subsequent
Progress subsequently made in the organisation of a Legisprogre's in
-the organisa- lature in India differentiated from the Executive has, as may
tion of the
be surmised and as I shall show presently, an important
Legislatme
to be consi·
bearing on the evolution of the administrative · system of
de red later.
India. It will be convenient, however, for the present not
to allow attention to be diverted from the organisation of the
Executive. I shail therefore pass at once R> the changes
effected by the Government of India Act of 1858.
1833.

Government
of India Act
cf 1858.

57. By that Act, the East India Company ceased to have
any part" or share in the GoYernment of India. .The change
is popularly described as direct aEsumption by the Crown
of the Government of India. Students of English constitu(f) But only (as will appear later) with the previous consent or acquie·
sccnce of the higher executive authorities.
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tiona! law will not allow themselves to be misled by this
description. The question whether the Crown might in 1858,
and may now, govern India by prerogative Orders in Council
may not be altogether free from doubt (a). But whatever
may be the strength of the technical arguments in favour of
the Crown still possessing such power, it may be safe to
presume that it will never be exercised. The power has
been consistently exercised by Parliament ever since, at
least, 1781, and there are weighty reasons for urging that
the Crown's power in this respect .has been lost by desuetude.
The so-called transference of the Government of India from
the East India Company to the Crown has therefore in no
way altered the relations of the inhabitants of British India
with the Crown.
58. What happened in 1858 was that the rapidly diminish\ \ ing control of the Company as represented by its Court
f of Directors over the personnel of the Indian administration
,/
was removed altogether, . because the interposition of this
/
body (retained in Pitt's Act of 1784 as a concession to
vested rights) in the Government of India not only added
needless complications-. to the administrative machinery but
made for administrative inefficiency. The powers severally
exercised by the Board of Control and the Court of Directors
were transferred to a member of the British Cabinet, the
Secretary' of State for India, but he was provided with a
Council to be composed of members who were not to be
capable of sitting or voting in Parliament and the majority
of whom were to be persons who had served or resided in
India. The Council was in the main to· be a consultative
body, but in a number of matters-one of •them being the
appropriation of the revenues of India, the opinion of the
majority was made binding on the Secretary o£ State. But
the decisio~ of the majorit.y even in such matter,:; is not
binding on .the House of Commons ; it may be overruled
by the Secretary of State if his opinion is supported by the
Government (b).
(a) See Campbell v Hall 20 St: Tr. 239, and Sir Henry Jenkyns;s
British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, Ch. V.
(b) Iyengar's Indian Constitution, Second Edition, Ch. III, "The Crown
and the India Office," The position of the Secretary of 13tate's Council ]8
iu effect not unlike that of the C~mncil of State in France. See Lecture
IX infra, paras 46-4.6.

Assumption

·of Go\'ern.
p.1ent by the
Crown,
meaning of.

Its real effect:
Exit the East
India Company.

The Secretary
of State for
India and
his Council.
/
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Powers of
the Secretary
of State for
India statutory but
apparently
unlimited,

59. As a consequence of the transfer of the powers of
the Board of Control to the Secretary of State, the Sem:etary
of State retained power to ''superintend, direct and control all acts, operations and concerns which in any way were
related to or concer~ed the government or the revenues of
India." 1'he superintendence, direction and control of the
civil and military government of British India remained,
as provided in earlier st~tutes, vested in the Governor General
of India in Council, but the Governor General in Council
was required, as a result of the transfer of the powers of
the Court of Proprietors under the Regulating 4ct to the
Secretary of. State, "to pay due obedience to all such orders
as he might receive " from the latter.

Relations of
the Secretary
of State to
the Govemor
General in
Council.

60. The organisation of the Government of India as outlined above has remained unaltered up to the present time.
In 1870, the question arose as to what were the exact relations
of the Governor General in Council and the Secretary of
State for India. Did the former possess independent powers
subject to the veto of the Secretary of State, the right of
. initiative resting entirely with the Government of Indiaor was it only the agent and adjunct of the Home Gov~rn
ment ? It was ruled that the Government of India was
merely the agent of the Home Government and bound to
carry out the Secretary of State's mandates not merely in
matters of administration but_ in matters of legislation also.
''The Government of India," it was laid down, "were merely
executive officers of the Home Government who hold the
ultimate power of requiring the Governor General to introduce
a measure and of requiring also all the official members of
the Council (in India) to vote for it" (a).

61. In theory, therefore, it is the Home Government
which is ultimately responsible for the Government
of India
O~feSStetcreftary
.. a e or
..
India in the- ·and is answerable for it to the House of Commons and through
o.ry and prac· ,
. . h electorate. I n practice,
·
h owever, t he H orne
ti~e.
1t to t h e B r1tls
Government has very little time or inclination to look into
Indian affairs and the Sec~etary of State is normally left to
order these affairs according to his own judgment. The
Britsh electorate cannot possibly interest themselves in Indian
:resitlon of

\al

See Despatch dated the, 24th Nov, 1870, quoted in iyengar's ••indian
Constitution/' p. 85.
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affairs, and the salary of the Secretary of State not being on
the British estimates the House of Commons · (whi~h too
cannot ordinarily interest itself in Indian affairs), even if
inclined, can do nothing to influence the methods of government in India (a).

62. The autocrat.ic powers which the Secretary of, State Practieallifor India is thus enabled to wield with reference to the Govern- mitations
his powers,to
ment _of India are however, in their exercise, inevitably limited
by (i) the circumsta:gces of his tenure of office, and (ii) the
fact that no person however able or masterful can rule- a
distant empire of the dimensions of India from Whitehall.

63. With other. ministers of the Crown in England, the
Secretary of State for India shares- the disadvantage of
having to guide an administrative system manned, controlled
and worked (except for the Governor General, the Governors
and a few officials sent· out for short terms from England)
by paid permanent officials employed for life in India,
without any previous. experience or expert knowledge of his
ow~ to set against that of the· permanent administration.
Regard being had to the constitution of the services in India,
it may indeed be assumed that the resisting capacity of
official India is greater than that of the Civil Service in
England (b). His position in the Cabinet on the -other
hand makes him subservient _to the joint decisions of the
Cabinet in any matter· affecting India which may be of
sufficient general importance to require consideration from
the Cabinet. Whilst therefore in political matters the decision
lies with the British Cabinet, in matters of administration,
the Secretary of State for India has to defer habitually to the
opinion o£ his Council and still more to the _opinion of the
Governor General in (his Executive) Council. The administrative centre of gravity of India may therefor,e at the present
moment be ~aid to shift continually between Whitehall and
Simla, the latter (owing to0 the majority in the Secretary
(a) Th'e Montague-Chelmsford reform proposals contemplate the placing
of the salary of the Secretary of State on the Home estimates and the
constitution of a Standing Committee of Parliament to supervise the administration of India and periodical. C?mmittees to enquire into and report on
further measures 'for the advancement of constitutiona.l'reform in India tending
towards responsible government.
(b)

See Lecture XXII infra, varas 12 and 13.

m
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of State's Council consisting of retired Indian officials) on the
whole preponderating.
Control of the
India Office
over the Governn1ent in

India-its
nature and
extent.

Devolution of
power to Se·
cretary of
State and
GovernorGeneral in
Council, statutory yet unlimited,

GovernorGeneral's
Execut.ive
Council-its
constitution.

Local Govern
mcnts,

64. Through the India Office, however, the Secretary of
State for India (whilst generally deferring to the opinion
of the Government of India) does keep a constant check and
supervision over the administration in India. This is secured chiefly through restrictions imposed upon the spending
powers Qf the Gvvernment of India and the rule that no
new departure of importance in Indian administration, even
-though it might not need the approval o£ the Secretary of
State financially, should be made without the previous
sanction of the Secretary o£ State ; and, as already indicated,
the India Office largely controls Indian legislation (a).
65. The Secretary o£ State and the Governor General in
Council, it is well to bear in mind, are both statutary authorities. But they are statutory authorities to whom Parliament,
from sheer necessity, has had to grant unlimited powers
contrary to its general habit. The constitution of the Council
of ihe Governor General has nob been materially modified
since 1786. At present it '(shall consist of five or, .if His
Majesty think fit to appoint a sixth, six" ordinary members,
or whom at least three must be persons who at the time of
their appointment have been for at least ten years in the
service of the Crown in India and one must be a barrister of
England or Ireland or a member of the Faculty of Advocates
of Scotland of not less five year.:>' standing. The Commander-in
Chief of the Indian forces may be and is invariably appointed
an extraordinary m8mber of the Council and takes rank and
precedence next after the Governor General (b). In case of
difference o£ ovinion, that of the majority of the councillors
prevails, but the Governor-General may in the exercise of his
judgment veto any resolution of t·he Council and adopt or
reject any measure against the opinion of the majO'f'ity (m). The
(a) The domination of the India office over the administration in India
is ultimately traceable to the absolute control the Finan<;e Committee of the
India Council exercises over the cxpenditnre of India. See Government of
India Act, 1915. Sees. 2! & 9, See Lecture XXIV infra, para 17.
(b) A constitutional practice has recently grown up of appointing one
Indian an ordinary member of the Council. The 1Iontague-Chelmsford Scheme
of Indian Constitutional reforms propos~s- the appointment of a second Indian
to.the E~ecutive Council of the Governor General See para 272 o1 the Report.
(m) See Lecture IX i'lljra. para 47.
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term of office of the Governor-General is short and like the
Secretary of State he is nearly always without previous
experien:::e of Indian administration and must therefore as
a rule defer to the ~pinion of the permanent officials in the
I
Council and the secretariat,
·
66. The Local Goyernme~ts i;t India ( of which there are
9 major and 5 minor provinces ) are, as they must be in such
a centralised scheme of administration, not independ~nt
authorities. They are variously organised. Some have Council
Government, in others, the administrative head is a senior
member of the Indian Civil Service. All 'the major provinces
have Legislative Councils. "But except in _cases of extreme
urgency, no legislation can be introduced i~to these Cou'ncils
by the Local Government without having been examined by
the Government of India and their Acts require the confirmation of the Governor' General ; and such legislation is also
subject to control by the Secretary of State similar to that
which he exercises in the case of the· Imperial Legislative
Council". But however constituted, their legal position.with
reference -to the Governmertt of India and the Secretary of
State on the one hand and the people on the other is not
dissimilar. As to the former "every Local Government" is by
statute required "to obey the orders of the Governor General
in Council and keep him constanbly and diligently informed of
proceedings and of all matters which ought in its opinion
to be reported to him or as to which he requires information,
and is 'under his superintendence, direction and control in
all matters relating to the Government of its province" (a).

Their legal
position, that
of agents and
mandatories
of the Gover·
nor General
in Council.

67. Their legal position and that of the· Governme11t of
India with reference to the people will be present!~
consi::lered.
68. Frol!l the constitutional point of view, therefore, the
Local Governments are agents and mandatories of the Government oflndia. So they are also in fact. The reasons which
exist in the case of the Secretary of St:-tte to pay deference to
the opinions of the Government of India do not exist in the
same degree in the case of a conflict of opinion between the
latter and the Local Administration. Iri fact the Government Government,
of_India
the_ _
Gov~rnor-General m Council down wards highly centra__:_
_ _ _from
___
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.::___ _ _
~_lised.

(a)

See Lecture IX ·lnjm, paras 25.28.
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is highly centralised, more so than bhe Governments in France
and Germany (a). As in Fran~e and Germany the Central
Government retains in its own hands a number of matters of
which ·the most important are, besides those relating to foreign
affairs and _the defences of the country, "general taxation,
currency, debt, tariffs, posts and telegraphs, railways and
accounts and auditing.. Ordinary internal administration, police,
. civil and criminal justice, prisons, the assessment and collection
of the revenues, education, medical and sanitary arrangements,
buildings and roads, forests and the control over municipal and
rural boards fall to the share of the Provincial Governments.
Bu~ even in these matters the Government of India exercises
a general and constant control." It lays down lines of
general policy, and tests their -a,pplication from the administration reports and returns relating to the main departments
under the Local Governments. The Local Governments have
in fact to submit copies of their printed proceedings to the
Government of India. The Government of India also employs
expert officers to inspect and advise upon a number of det:artments which are primarily administered by the Local Governments, including agriculture, irrigation, forest, medical, sanitation) ed\}cation, excise and salt, printing and stationery
and archaeology. ~'he Q-overnment of India further scrutinises and when necessary modifies the annual budgets of the
Local Governments. In fact no new departure in Provincial
administration can be undertaken without its preliminary
sanction, or, in important matters, without that of the Secretary of State also". The Government of India thus exercises
a very full and constant check over their proceadings.
Position of
subordinate
officials and
local bodies·
in the
~cheme.

69. What has been said of the relation of the Government of India to the Provincial Governments is true also of
the relation between,the Local Governments a~ subordinate
officials, and o£ the Heads of the departments in the Central
and Local Governments and their subordinates~ Even local
· bodies, Municipalities and Rural boards, which have been
brought into existence in order to relieve Government of
the burden of looking after matters of purely local interest and
(a) It is necessary to mention that under the Government of India Act
of 1858, the Secretary of State has the powe1: of giving orders to every officer
in India including the Governor-General. See Decentralisation Commission's
Beport, part I, Chapter I.
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to edu~ate people in the art o£ self-government, are subjected
to official control to an extent unknown either in England or
on the Continent ofEurope. Tpis control is maintained and
exccrcis.ed with the aid of perhaps the most highly organised
Civil Service known to history (a). Nowhere in the whole
scheme is there any suggestion of autonomy, local or otherwise. There was none certainly before the Report of the
Decentralisation Commis<>ion was published (1909), for the
Commissioners complain that "both tli.e Government of India
and the Provincial Governments have hitherto been too ·much
dominated by considerations of administrative efficiency ; they
have paid too little regard to the importance of developing
a strong sense of responsibility amongst . the subordin!!-te
agents", and (they might have added) local Municipal·and
Rural boards. There seems to be a growing belief, even
amongBt officials, that this excessive centralisation is good
neither for the governing bodies nor for the governed (b). The
Report of the Decentralisation Commission has indeed recommended a general relaxation of this control from top to bottom
and the fostering, in particular, of a sense of individual responsibility in the smaller units of administration and in the
loc"tl bodies. The majority appear to recommend the grant
of a certain measure of autonomy to the Collector who as the
head of the District has already, under existing arrangements,
a general control over its affairs though subject to close
supervision and direction on the part of the higher authorities.
There is, however, a large body of informed opinion which
opposes the grant of autocratic. powers to the heads of Districts. They cannot, they say, countenance any relaxation
of central control unless in place of it is substituted SO'ne sort
of local control. A comparative study of administrative methods, it seems to me, may be of the greatest assistance in
(a) See Lect~Ire XII inji'a, paras 11 to 13.
(bj "The craze for centrali~ation ", recently wrote Lord Sydenham, "is
doubly injurious to the interests of India. On the one band, it over-ioads
the Members of ~e Viceroy's Council with details and unfits them for the
·proper discharge of their important duties. At the same time, it places br
too much power in the hands of subordinate officials whose work cabnot be
effectively supervised. On the other hand, it takes the life otit
the Local
Governments, destroys their authority and renders _their proceedings urireal". See Article in "The Nineteenth Century and After" for Janua~y
1917 1 "The Danger in India",

of

The Civil
Service. '

Need for decentralisation.

Suggested
mode of decentralisation
and the teaching Gf comparative administrative
law on the
point.
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arriving at sound conclusions on this point. The conclusion
to which an imparti!tl ·study of a;dministration, English and
Foreign, seems to point is that close supervision on the part
of the central administration is inseparable from the delegation of large discretionary powers to individual llgents (a).
Governments of Continental Europe (starting from conditions
closely similar to those obtaining in India) were in fact unable
to effect administrative decentralisation until after they had
learned to associate the representatives of the people in the
localities with the agents of the Government in the work of
administration. In France and Prussia, those agents have indeed, in local matters, been placed under the direction of
local bodies.
Legal position of the
Government
of India:
It is a single
unit.

70. Y.le are however concerned at present not so much
with the merits or the defects of the present organisation, as
with its legal p~osition. The Government ofindia with all its
local divisions and subdivisions is but one comprehensive unit
and not an association of smaller units working together for
a common end. For an institution cf such vast dimensions,
it coheres tog€ther wonderfully well. Friendly observers call
it a. perfection in organisation.
Critics not altogether
unfriendly call it a close bureaucracy, at the same time that
that they testify to its general efficiency and the moral
purpose which on the whole animat<Js the officiaf hierarchy.
At the top of this orgnisatio:cy is the Secretary
of State whose powers (obtained by grant from Parliament)
are well-nigh unlimited. This unlimited authority extends
not merely over administration but over legislation also.
He governs with the aid mainly of a Permanent Civil Service.
From the Governor-General in Council downwards, the
officials exercise powers derived from the Secretary of State,
subject, as I have already pointed out, to '(a very full and
constant check" on the part of the authorities I>laced above
each of them (b). Had the position of the Secretary of State
(a) This, it is gratifying to note, is the keynote of the proposals contained
in the Montague-Chelmsford scheme of constitutional reforms for India, at
present under discusEion. See the next note.
(b) The above analysis of the Government of India is amply confirmed
by the joint Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms recently submitted
to Parliament by the Secretary of State for India (Mr. Montague) and
the Viceroy (Lord Chelmsford). The proposals contained in the report, if
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for India been the same in relation of the Crown as that
of His Majesty's other Secretaries of State, and had it not
been for certain other elements in this organisation, to which
I shall presently refer, the Government of India would in
fact (though not in theoryj have been the most irresponsible
of a~tocracies known to tne world, second not even to the
Russia that has just passed away (a).
71. Amongst the most precious of legacies bequeathed
by the East India Company to India is the legally recognised
corporate character of the Indian administration. The East
India Company was in its inception a private company and
though in course of time it came ~o assume sovereign powers
exercisable in trust ·for and on behalf of the Crown, it never
became in the eye of (English) law, a servant of the Crown.
For acts of tort committed by its servants, of whatever grade,
it could be sued by any person owing allegiance to the
~ Crown lik~ any private or public corporation. For contracts
too made· by or on its behalf by its servants acting within
the scope of their authority, action lay against the Company
in the ordinary Courts. Though there appears to be some·
apparent difference of opinion in the matter, it seems on
principle impossible not to hold that no plea ·that the act
in ./question was an "act of State " (and therefore not open to
review by Civil Courts) would be admissible in defence
to a suit by a British subject (b), The subjects of the
Crown under the Company thus enjoyed the protection of
adopted, will involve the immediate creation in the Provincial Governments
of a sphere of autonomy, limited tentatively to certain specified subjects,
those Governments retaining in other matters (as alw ths Government of
India over them) their present day charactet, viz; of independence of local
control but subjection to the Secretary of State. It is expected that in course
of time, and as the result of periodic Parliamentary enquiries, it would
be fJund possible to transfer to Ministers responsible to representative Provincial legislature~ other subjects, until the goal of the policy announced in
Parliament on 20th Auguat 1917, viz., "the progressive realisation of responsible government in India as an integral part of the British Empire"
will have been fully realised, The progressive extension of responsible govern·
ment i~ India will necessarily involve a progressive relaxation of the control
of the Secretary of State for India and the Government of India.
(a) See the article on Russia in the 11th edition of the Encyclopedia
BritannJc:t for an aceurate and unprejudiced description of the Russian
administration which came so dramatically to an end the other day.
(b) Sec Lecture XIII i.njra, paras 20·27.

Corporate
character of
the Govern-.._
ment of
India, a
legacy from
the East India Company:
its legal consequences,
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the law courts against illegal acts of their de facto sovereign
to .an extent unknown even to English constitutional
law. This advantage, which is enjoyed ~y British subjects
in some other parts of the British Dominions also ( see
Easte1·n.
T1·ust Company v. :McKenzie llfann & Co. (a),
Right to sue
Government
they were not required to relinquish when the Governfor contract
and tort.
ment passed directly under the Crown. By Sec. 65 of
the Government of India Act of 1858, the Government of
India :was given the right to sue and was made suable in
the
same manner and to the same extent as the East India
Cannot be
·taken away
Company in the Courts as well of India as of England in
by Indian
Legislation.
the name of "the Secretary of State for India in Council."
And as legislation in India (as already stated) is substantially
under the control of the administration, the Act went on to provide that the right of action against the Government was
nob to be taken away by any legislative measure passed in
India. Secretary of State for India v. Moment (b).
Control of
"the Secretary of State
for India in
council" over
Crown properties and
revenues in
India.

72. To compleV') this picture of the corporate character
of the Government of India as represented by the Secretary
of State for India Council, it is only necessary to add that
though what is, not inaccurately, called Government property
and all revenues received or receivable by the Government of
India in terms belong to His Majesty ''for the purposes of the
Government of India'', these remain at the disposal of the
Secretary of State in Council and are liable for all debts and
liabilities incurred lawfully by the Secretary of State in Council and his agents and for all judgments and executions suffered by him. Substantially therefore, though not technically,
the Secretary of State for India in Council is a body corporate
for the purpose of holding property. The fact, however, that in

(a)

(1915) A. C. 750 at p. 759.

(b) L. R. 40 I. A. 48. Quite recently, the Governmel!t of India put
forward proposals for removing this last restriction. The Indian legislative
bodies, they urged, should have authority to exempt the Secretary o£ State
for India in Courtcil from liability to action in particu.lar cases or classes of
cases. The proposal roused wide-~pread opposition in India, was disapproved
by the Joint Committee of the two Houses of Parliament to which the Bill
embodying this amongst other proposals had been referred and was ultimately dropped. An abstract of the proceeding before the Joint Committee
which is highly instructive from the point of view of the present subject,
will be found in 21 C.W.N.pp. 17·28 (notes).
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law the property is technically owned by the Crown entitles
the Government of India to privileges in respect of debts due
to it similar to those of the Crown in' respect of Crown debts
in England.. Ragho v. Mewa Lal (a). It has also· been
repeatedly laid down that the Government of India is not
bound by a Statute unless the intention to bind it appears
expressly or by necessary implication from the language of the
Statute. Secretary of State 11. Bombay Landing eta. Co. (b) •
Ganpat v. Collector. of Cana'i'a (c). Secreta'f'y of State v.
Mathumbhai (d) and Bell v. Municipal Commissioners of
JJfadras (e).
73. It is clear that this liabil~ty to action at. the instance
of private individuals, which arises from the corporate character
of the Government of India, by itself, must place important
limitations on the free action of the Government. For every
new encroachment on the rights of a subject as determined by
the ·law in force at any particular moment, the Executive
Government must seek authority from the Legislature ; and
in any case, it is always open to British subjects _in India
to test the validity ,of any act ofthe Executive by an appeal
•
·
to Courts of law. (f).

Liability of
Government
to action as
an element of
administra.
tion according to law.

74. If it be not open to the Government of India as such
to take shelter behind a mere plea of "act of State", still less
is it open to an official under that Government to set up such
a plea in defence of an act done in excess of his powers under
the law. It is a notable fact that the clearest enunciation of
the ground ofliability, under English law, of public officials for
torts committed in the discharge of official duty is•to be found
in a case which went up to the Privy Council from India.
Rogers v. Rajend?'O Dutt (g).
75. The Government of India, however, being able to Liability of
control legi~ation can (and does) take for itself and for its Government
officials.
&gents large statutory powers of interference with private
rights. But its habit, normally, is rather to invite and accept
statutol'y limitations even where it is under no constitutional
(a) I. L. R. 31 All. 223.
(b) 5 Bam. H. C. Rep Q. C. J. 23,
(c) I. L. R. 1 Bam. 7.
(d) I.. L. R. 14 Born. 213, 218,
(e) I. L. R. 25 Mad 457.
(f) "The Government like its subjectsis amenable to the law." Strachey,
"India : Its Administration and Progress'' 3rd Edn. p. 377,
· (g) S Moore I. A. 103.
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obligation to do so (a). This is the second most important
element which tones and tempers the autocracy of the Indian
Government.
History of
Legislative
decentralisation in
India,Decen tralisation precedes
separation of
organs.
'

76. Legislative decentralisation, in the sense of separation of the legislative from executive functions, seems to be
ingrained in the mental constitution of English politicians,
It is a remarkable fact that in British India the separation
of the executive and legislative functions of the Government'had taken plac~ long before there was a visible separation of the Legislative from the Executive organ.
It
commenced indeed almost from the very moment the East
India Company as Dewan began to take a hand in the
active work of administration, before even tlw Company
had time to define its position and make it good in the eye
of Parliament. The principal objection o( the Company's
servants to the system they found in operation was that "it
was not a system of written rules and- plain principles" (b),
By 1781, they had already framed Regulations for the _proper
conduct of the administration sufficiently numerous and varied
to need codification. By grantiEg authority to the Executive
Council to frame Regulations, the Charter Act of 1781 was in
fact merely according Parliamentary sanction to a practice
which English administrators in India had been following from
sheer force ofhabit. The spirit which led these early English
administrators to ~eny themselves the exercise of arbitrary
powers which the law gave them has nowhere found nobler
expression than in the Preamble to Reg. II of 1793.

(b) This habit leads the administration in India not only to invite
statutory regulation of administrative functions in most important matters
but also to lay down minute administrative ru1es for the guidance of departments and all ranks of administrative officials in matters in which the Legisla.
ture bas left complete freedom to the. Executive. Thus, of' the Lieutenant
Governor, Sir John Strachey in the book just cited ( p. 375) says': "The
checks against the wrongful exercise by the Lieutenant Governor of arbitrary
powers are complete. There is no branch of the administration in which he is
not bound either by positive law or by t.he standing orders of the Government,
or by the system which has gradually grown up under his predecessors". Of
District Officers, the. same writer says ( p. 361,) "It must not be supposed that
he has any irresponsible or arbitrary power. All his most important duties are
strictly regulated either by law or by rules laid down by the Government, and
all his proceedings are subject to supervision and when necessary to correction,"
(a)

Field's Introduction to Bengal Regulations, p 68.
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77. "All questions", say.s the Preamble, "between Govern.
Lord Corn~
ment and land-holders respecting assessment and collection wallis's con·
of public revenues ...... have hitherto been cognisable in the separa
ceptiont_of f
wn o
Courts of Mal-Adalat or Revenue Courts. The Collectors of- fuu~tions.
revenue preside in those Courts as Judges and an appeal lies
from their decisions to the Board of Revenue and from the
decrees of that Board to the Governor General in Council in
the Department of Revenue. The proprietors", the Preamble
goes on to say, ''can never .consider the privileges which have
been conferred upon them as secure, whilst the Revenue officers are vested with ·these judicial powers" for it is obvious
that if the Regulations f?r assessing and collecting the public
revenue are infringed, the Revenue officers themselves must be
the aggressors and that individuals who have been wronged
by them in one capacity can never hope to obtain redress frOJ.ll
them in another'' ...... "Government'' therefore, "must divest
itself of the power of infringing _in its executive capacity the
rights and privileges which, as exercising the legislative autJ-ority, it has conferred on the landlords. The revenue officers
must be deprived of their judicial powers. All financial claims
of the public when disputed under the Regulations, must be
subjected to the cognisance of Courts .of Judicature superin·
tended by Judges who from their official situation and the
nature of their trusts shall not only be wholly uninte,E_ested in
the resnlt of their decisions, but bound to decide impartially
between the public antl the proprietors of land ...... The~ Collectors of revenue must not only be divested of the power of
deciding upon there own actB but renderea amenable for them
to the Courts of Judicature ".

-·

.

~

78. Without pressure from Parliament and in the absence
of any demand from a disaffected people, and entirely of its
own initiative," art administratio.n charged by Parliament wi'th
plenary powe~, effects within itself by a series of self-denying
ordinances a ''separation. of po~wers" which iu had taken long
centuries to mature in its original home, and longer still in
the countries on the Continent of Europe. In one respect the
lines laid down in the Preamble quoted above have not been
consistently followed. Revenue Courts presided over by officers actively engaged in revenue administration exist in all
parts of the country and the Government in recent times have
shown a marked inclination towards removing- all matters

17

Subsequent
departure
therefrom,
Are Revenue
Courts admi·
nistrative
Courts?

-
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affecting directly or indirectly the agrarian interest from Civil
to Revenue Courts, herein approaching rather the Continental than the English principles of administration (a). But here
again the law and procedure applicable in these Courts are:
according to inveterate English practice, laid down by statute
and the mode of trial is almost invariably litigious and not
inquisitorial as in the Administrative Courts on the Continent
of Europe. In fact, barring the personnel of the judges who
sit in these Courts, they are hardly distinguishable from Civil
Courts, and appeals may ultimately lie from these Courts, as
King's Courts, to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council
(b), and appeals from the decisions of inferior Revenue Courts
are often allowed by statutes to be taken to Civil Courts and
sometimes to the High Courts. The High Courts under some
of these statutes exercise revisional jurisdiction over inferior
Revenue Courts.
Separation
of legisla
tive and
executive
organs in
1833 and
subsequent
progress
thereof.
Councils Act
of 1858.

Councils Act
of 1861.

79. As previously noticed, up to 1833, the executive and
legislative organs remained undifferentiated. By the
Charter Act of that year, the members of the Executive Council of the Governor General together with the law member
(who was not to be a servant of the Company and was not
authorised to '3it in the· Executive Council) were constituted
into a Legislature. In 1853 the law member wa.s absorbed into
the .Executive Council and the Legislative Council was
reconstituted by adding to it two judges of the Supreme
Court at Calcutta and Company's servants of 10 years'
standing appointed by the several Local Governments ( c ).
'
The
Councils Act of 1861 for the first time admitted a

t~

.._

{a) See Baden Powell, Land Revenue in British India, 2nd Edn, Ch. IX.
(b) See Malwmed Ewaz Ali v • •1faheshu1· Pershad, 12 C. W. N. xv {15).
{c) The Legislative Ccuncil of 1853, though comrosed wholly of officials,
proceeded forthwith to constitute itMlf into a ''grand inquest of the nation"
after the manner of the British Parliament. This did notcommenu itself to
the GoveJnment either in India or in England and the Councils Act of 1861
which superseded it expressly • deprived members of Council of the power of
interpellation. This power was not restored till 1892. The power has been
extended by the Councils Act of 1909, which gives members the right to put
supplementary questions and the right to pass resolutions in all matters of
public importance and in conection with the Financial Statement. The resolutions, however, operate only as recommendations and are not binding on the
Government. Further inprovements of the privilege of interpellation have been
proposed in the Montague-Chelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional
Reforms, see paras 234, 2S6.
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limited number of non-officials to sit and vote m the Legislative Council of the Government of India and in the
Legislative Councils of the Local Govern111ents which were -at
the same time or shortly afterwards established in the Madras, Councils Act.
Bombay and Bengal Presidencies and in the North-Western of 1892.
Provinces. The Councils Act of 1892 increased the number.
of additional members and allov;ed the Executive Government
to make rules for nominating some representatives' chosen by
local bodies and other corporations and representatives of
_ particular interests. The Councils' Act of 1909 enlarged the Councils .Act
of 1\lOil.
number of Councillors in the Central as well as the Local Legislatures. A fairly large number of seats in the Councils (the
fewest in the Central Provinces, the largest in Bengal) have
been given to·non-officials, who are mostly to be elected by
constituencies bearing a more or less representative character,
some seats being reserved in the hands of the Government to
Limits to th
provide representation for special interests. Into the details legislative
autJ:oority of
of the constitutions o~ the several Legislative Councils_of India the Councils.
it is not necessary here to enter (a). It is necessary, however,
to note: (1) That even the Governor General's Council does
not, and still less do the Local Councils, possess plenary powers
of legislation. The matters absolutely excluded from consideration by the Governor General in his Legislative Council are
comparatively few. A number of others [e. g. measures affecting (a) public debts and public revenues or imposing any
charge on the revenues, (b) religion and religious rites of any
class of subjects in India, (c) discipline or maintenance of the
army or navy, (d) foreign relations J canpot be discussed without the Governor General's previous sanction. ~n Act after
it has been passed by the Council requires for its validity the
assent of the Governor General and, even when he has assented, may be disallowed by the Crown (i. e. to say, by the Secretary of Sta~e ). The powers of the Local Councils are necessarily much more restricted. (2) That in the Governor
General's Councii there is a standing official majority who
are bound to vote as directed by the administration (b) and
(3) That in the Local Legislature .tho_?gh there 1s a non,.

(a) See Lecture IX infra. paras 52 to 68, and

~he

footnote8 thereto.-

(b) See Mtpra Lecture V, para 60, and Iyengar's Indian Constitution, Second
Edition, p. 35.
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official majority the elec~ed element in it is, except in Bengal,
in a minority.
Value of the
legislative
Councils.

(I) As reflecting popular
feeling.

(ii) In the
establishment
of the rule of
law."

80. · The constitution of the enlarged Council of the Governor General reflects in a manner the spirit of the adminfstration itsel£ The official control over the Legislature is
beyond question. There is apparent at the same time a painful anxiety to reach t_he minds of the people and to adapt
the laws of the country and its administration to their
sentiments and prPjudices. I£ the gulf whioh nevertheless
subsists betwe.en the minds of the officials and the minds
of the people still remains unbridged, it is because the
Legislatures, as at present constituted, besides being. impotent,
are altogether unrepresentative. (a).
'
81. The fact,_ however, that the Legislatures in India are
too much under the control of the Executive though open to
comment must not be suffered to obscure their importance
and the effect they may have on the tone and temper o£
the administration. There is, it is true, hardly any law which
the Government may not get passed in any of the Legislative
Councils in India or which it may not prohibit or veto if
it so wills. But for all that it cannot and will not act
without the sanction of a rule o£ law formally passed and
promulgated. The Executive iri other words has to and does
habitually act in the open and according to set ruies and
not arbitrarily and in secrecy. The laws passed by Legislatures so constituted may not always be unexceptionable as
laws bu~ they are none the less laws which being laws !nust
place some limitations on the arbitrary exercise of powers (b).

-

.

(a) The Montague-Chelmsford R.eform proposals now under the consideration of Parliament expressly seek to bridge this gulf by making the Provincial
legislative bodi!Js really representative and the Legislature of the Government
of India more so than it is at present. The scheme however contemplates
that only specified departments will be handed over to tf:e representative
Provincial bodies to start with and that as to the rest the Government· will
retain its present character in all its essential features.
(b) The working of the Stateq Prisoners Regulations (Beng. Reg. III
of 1818, Born, Reg. XXV of 1827 and .Mad. Reg. II of 1819) and the
internment ordinances under the Defence of India Act (IV of 1915) can
hardly be made to fit in with the above description. But these laws themselves are anomalies which.ordinarily should find no place in the public law
of any part of the British dominions. The facility with which statutes con·
ferring on Executive authorities unlimited powers of interference with people's
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82.

Not only, therefore, is there in India the ''rule of
law", but it is of the same kind as that obtaining in England.
It is this that has .given stability to an alien Government.
'!'hose who aver ·that Orientals have no appreciation for any
but personal rule and that the one solution of the growing difficulties of administration in India is to erect Collectors of
districts into petty despots, unchecked even by the administrative control of the higher executive and unhampered by
law, misread both history and human nature. The stability o£
British rule in India is best explained by the contrast it
, presents to the Oriental rule which preceded it. It was
personal, it was arbitrary.
It was, as the early English
administrators justly complained, "not based on . written rules
and plain principles."
83.

The " rule of
law," the secret of success
of British
Indian administration,

The Indian administrative machinery of the present

· day IS,
· on t he w ho1e, a dtmra
· bl y constructed, Its
· so.un dest . wanting
What is still
in.
elements being those. derived from English administrative tthat~
adn:tillisra ton; 1
law. Its real defect-and this it does not owe to its English should be
· th a t It
· IS
· so wh o11y art1"fi ma
· 1. I t IS
· not so much madepopular,
exemp1ar-Is
alien as it is non-national. It d.oes not represent, as any
up-to-date modern· administration should, the living forces
o£ present . day Indian society. It is far too impersonal.
It is not charged with its wants, its pains, its cravings and its
desires. What wonder then, that with all its manifold merits,
it has failed up till now to guide its aspirations (a) ?
84. If now after a survey, such as I have been able to
make, of the most advanced systema of administration at
present in existence, I was asked to fix the :Place o£ the Indian
administration, I would undoubtedly regard !r as a stem
of the parent English stock. Nevertheless, similarity in· cir-

Place of the
Indian administration in a
general classification of administrative
systems,

rights can be passed through Indian legislatures is itself a danger which
needs guarding•against in the interest of the administration, See Lecture
XVIII infra, paras 39, 53.
(a) The pronouncement of policy made on the 20th August 1917 in the
British Parliament, that the goal of the British Government with reference
to administrative reforms in India is "the progressive realisation of responsi- ,
ble government in India, as an integral part of the British. Empire", appears
to contain in it a definite promise to remove the defect outlined above, by
nationalising the Indian administration, The Joint Report recently submitted
to Parliament by the Secretary of State for India and the Viceroy seeks to
giV'e partial effect to this prol)lise,
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-j)f; bears
certain re$emblances
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Administrative appeals,

Combination
ofjudicial ....
atid
tive execufunctions
in th~ admfinistrat10n o
criminal law.
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cumstances in a variety of matters, chief amongst which is
the necessity of maintaining a highly centralised control, has
had a tendency in several particulars to assimilate the Indian
system with the Continental rather than with the Engli~.
The existence of a form of Administrative Courts (Revenue
Courts) I have_ already noticed. The second point of resemblance is to be found in the extensive prevalence of- administrative appeals. This, as I have already said, is unavoidable
wherever large powers not checked and supervised by~local
popular institutions are entrusted to Government officials in
places removed from the seat of Government. Such appeals
are permitted in many cases where the aggrieved party has a
remedy by suit. The Government has framed elaborate
"Petition Rules'' for _the disposal of these non-judicial administrative appeals (a).
85. There remains only to notice one other feature of the
I d'
d . .
.
h. h
.
a
.
.
n Ian a munstratwn w 1c makes 1t suuer 111 companson
. h b ot h E ng l"IS h an d C ontmenta
.
1 systems. I n E ng lan d ,
w1t
Justices of the Peace formerly combined in their own persons
both judicial and administrative functions. Since the passing
of the Local Government Act of 1888, they have been deprived
of practically the whole of their administrative duties. They
are still conservators of peace and criminal magistrates at the
same time ; but they are unpaid non-professional officials and
are for that reason, in fact though not in theory, independent
of the Executive. In England, therefore, the combination in
t.he same person of judicial and police functions does not lead
to abuses. On the Continent where, had it existed, it would
have led to...&reat abuses owing to the centralised character
of the administration, jurisdiction in criminal cases has fortunately been given exclusively to the ordinary coprts.
86. In India, unfortunately, the administration bas needlessly indentified itself with the police, to the .same extent
almost as it has indentified itself with the administration of
land revenue. The Criminal Magistracy, like the Revenue
Courts, is manned in India by officials actively engaged in
what is strictly police work, viz:-preservation of peace in
the locality (b). The principle that for the proper determina(a). Decentralisation Commission' a Report, Chs. IX & XXXIV.
(b). The origin of this combination "of judicial and executive functions
in the administration of the criminal law is traceable to ~he systeJ;ll originally
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tion of questions of public law, the judges must have ex-.
perience of administrative work can have no 'manner of application to ·the administration of the criminal law, which in ·
The criminal' law of
India is almost wholiy statute law.
India being in many respects exception~lly severe (k), the
Government will distinctly be a gainer by ridding itself once
for all of the suspicion, from which under present arrangements
it unavoidably suffers, that it seeks to mould not merely the
law of crimes but the very decision of criminal cases in accordance with official yiews.
established by Lord Cornwallis in Bengal. In 1786, the date of the first
formation of the Districts as the principal administrative units, the head of the
district was vested with the powers of Collector, Judge, and Magistrate.
In 1793, Lqrd Cornwallis by Reg II. of that year deprived the Collector of •
his judicial and magisterial functions, and these latter were entrusted to
another officer except in regard to jail deliveries 'which were made by a
separate Court of Circuit. Subsequently the duties of the Magistrate were
separated from those of the Judge who on the other band was constituted a _
Court of Sessions for trying serious cases of crimes, the trial of less serious
offences remaining as before with the Magistrates. In 1835, the offiees of
Magistrates sod Collectors wer!'l re-united. It is thus that the MagistrateColle~tor came to exercise both j,ndicial and executive functions. Subordinate
Magistrates similarly exercised combined judicial and executive functions,
and, as already indicated, by a process of reversion, these officers have, since the
days-of Cornwallis, acquired judicial powers in relation to the administration·
o± rev'enue and generally, for the regulation of the agra1}an interest. Imperi!l-1
Gazetteer of India, Vol. IV Ch. 2 and the Fifth Report in Ascoli's Early
Revenue Histo:y of Bengal, pp. 115, 144-5, 157, 171, 17-1.
(k) 'Mr. J. S. Cotton in Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X. pp. 620-1.
"Indian legislation includes several special measures for the prevention and
repression of crime."-amongest which are enumerated (1) dcport~tion,
(ii) measures for the prevention of offences as embodieTin part IV of the
Criminal Procedure Code ( Act V. of 1898 ), (iii) ex-parte enquiries under the
Criminal Law Amendment Act, XIV of 1908, (iv) trial without jury under
the same Act, (v) the provisions in the same Act relating to unlawful associations ; to which may be added (vi) the-Press Act, I of 1910, (vii) the Preventicn of Seclitio:S Meetings Act, X of 1911 and (viii) the law as to Criminal
Conspiracies enact~d in Act VIII of 1913. /

LECTURE VI

RULES OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW.
Classification and SouTces.
Administra·
tive law, pro·
perly so
called, found
in modern
polities only,

1. The principal historic and typical modern forms of
administration have now been passed under review. That
review, I venture to think, demonstrates the thesis with which
I opened my first lecture, viz: that in only modern forms do we
find administration to be truly in accordance with law, and
that administrative law properly so called is the peculiar property of modern polities.

Rules of admiuistrati ve
practice in
ancient poli·
ties not rules
of Jaw.

2. I do not however suggest ( as indf)ed I Raid in the
course of that lecture) that because administrative law is the
peculiar mark of modern administrations, all by-gone forms of
administratio-E must therefore be necessarily taken to have
been lawless and capricious. The survey of historic polities
made in previous lectures has, I believe, fully demonstrated
that they were not. It is indeed impossible for any form of
government, even the most mu.levolently tyrannical, to exist,
far less to operate with efficiency, unless it should succeed in
organising itself into a system, and a system implies the
prevalence ~f rules and principles over lawlessness and caprice,
Some of these governments, I have further shewn, were
animated (considering their age) by a reasonably high conception of duty. Regard being had to the circumstances of their
times, man~£ them would be adjudged to have been qui.te
successful forms of government ; whilst most of them have
left contributions to the art and methods of government,
which posterity will not ''willingly let die". The rules and
principles by which they were guided did undou~tedly contain
the germs of the administrative law. that was coming, but
they did not constitute administrative law them::elves. I~
time, however, under favourable conditions and the influence
of ideas not fully realised in ancient polities, they came to
provid~ the ground-work for that structure which in modern
..systems constitutes administrative law.
3. Who will deny, for instance, that ·the Athenian or
the Roman governments, or the administrations of .Asoka and
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Rules of im·

of the Venetian Republic in the thirteenth and fourteenth perfect obJi.
centuries were scientifically organised and acted according to gation.
rules ? But the point is that these rules were rules of imperfect obligation. Though normally observed, they were not
obligatory, and what is more, there was no machinery other
than the will of the Government by which persons interested .
or aggrieved could enforce their observance, such as persons
similarly situated ~ave today, viz : through the arbitrament of
the judicial organ of the State.
4. If the- government or any department or agent of
government failed to do its (or his) duty, the remedy lay in
the hands o£ the sovereign assembly or the sovereign l~:ing.
'Ihe jurisdiction, if the word may be properly used in this
connection, was purely administrative,· not legal. Iu this
respect there was little to choose between the methods of a
democracy like that of Athens or a bureaucratic aristocracy
like that of Imperial Rome. · The rules of administration were
rules which the Governm.e1'lt chose but were not bound to
follow.

Dependence
for enforce-·
menton
Sovereign's
will,

The_ case was the same in regard 'to administrative
Administrarules which the.~ Government imposed on its subjects. The tive ordinances addressed
citizens of such- ancient polities as Athens' or Rome were to
the pub}io,
more and. not less ''State-regulated" than we are. How
many more officials had Athens proport.ionately to her popula- ·
· t han we have ? " 0 ne ·cou ld hardl y ta l~e a step m
· t h e sion
Theieinprofu.
t10n
Anci·
city or the country," says 1\f. Fustel de Coulanges, Hwithout ~:~~:~.,1
meeting an official'' ( a ). The condition of the later polities.
Roman Empire as depi~ted in a previous lec~e· should leave no sort of doubt in this matter. I h~ve also sh<lwn how
, compleJely commerce, the main occupation· of t!1e people of
the Venetian Republic, was State-regulated. All a~cient and
modern monarchies and all city governments, ancient or Did not be.
come law
medieval, erred rather in the direction of ever than under- until enfc·rced
as in England
regulation of the lives of their subjects; and one of the earliest by
courts,
services performed ,by modern constitutional governments was
to break these shackles-not of law, but of absolutismwhen misconceived, or, to convert them, when beneficent, into
rules of law. These rules, except in so far as they were incorporated into the criminal law of the State, were, outside
5.

..

(a)

"The Ancient City," Book IV, Ch

18

:Xl.
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England, directly enforced by State officials, subject to the
control, if any, of the executive (a). In England o.nly had the
administration of these rules passed to courts and in consequence assumed the character oflaws ·proper (b). These rules,
though they might be called laws were really administrative
<n.·ders issued by the State to its agents for the proper exe·cution of which the latter were not legally responsible to
the persons upon whom they were to be executed. The
responsibility, if any, was to the State,
Aqministrative appeals
alone do not
make tbe
"ride of law."

6. What remedy had the subject in these States against
the failure of officials to perform their duties or against
harsh or improper execution of the laws? They could only
appeal to the higher authorities who might or might not
a_ttend to their complaints. Administrative appeals have not
oeased to be of value even in modern States and they fill
in gaps which even the most perfect system of administrative
law must leave in any scheme o£ government and as such
will require attention in a subsequent lecture (c). But by
themselves they do not, and cannot, establish that "rule of
law" which is the visible outcome of a sound system of
administrative law.

A sci en tifically organised Government may
conceiveably
be without
.administra·
tive law.

7. It is clear, therefore, that a scientific distribution of
the business of government among distinct departments and
a distribution of the work of each department amongst a
body of hierarchically disposed officials each having his appointed functions c1e.arly mappei out for him, and a multitude
of regulations determining the relations of department.s and
offices inte'le::Y and the . relations of t>fficials and the public,
(a) Compare Holdsworth's History of English Law, Vol II pp,-385-392
and Brissaud's History of F~nch Public Law, pp. 409-411.
(b) See Holdsworth's History of English Law, Vol. I:£ p. 337. In the
whole of the discussion in this lecture and in fact throughout the book,
I have assumed a conception of law which may not agree with the orthodox.
definitions in books of jurisprudence. My standpoint, however, is entirely
English, that is, that law is what the courts reco~iEe and enforce: what '
they refuse to recognise is not law. But I have to stretch this notion of
Jaw a little so as to bring constitutional conventions within its scope. Why
I do that will appear in a aubsequent portion of this lecture. Read in this
connection Lowell's Government of England Vol. II, Chap. LXI, also Vol.
I, Ch. I.
(c) See lecture XXIV infra, para

~9.
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coupled with the most efficient system of official supervision
attainable, designed to see to the enforcement and proper
application of these rules, do not py themselves produce
administrative law.

8. I do not overlook the fact that in Athens and Rome,

How far tl:ere
was rule of
law in
Athens and
Rome,

at any rate, citizens were free to sue Magistrates in civil and
criminal courts for misconduct in office. This only means
that officials who had been' not merely remiss
negligent
but had actually violated the law, were not, as they came ~o
be in some modern countrjes free from liability to action in
ordinary courts. But . the State could never, in a~y such
case, be made accountable to the aggrieved citizen for.its
the' whole it can be in most modem .
agent's wrongs, as
States. Nevertheless, it _is true that the citizens of Athens
and Rome enjoyed a right enforceable in courts of law against
agents of Government acting un~er colour of office, and this,
I believe, is the only point where these States can be said
to have "possessed any rules of administrative la\v. It is clear
Loss of juris·
however, that even this rule-which should be the ordinary diction of
ordinary
rule everywhere-assumes its value in our eyes only because Courts
over
by a perversion due to peculiar historic circumstances, the officials on
the Continent
contrary rule came to prevail in most post-feudal monar- -of Europe,
chies of Europe (d).

or

on

.

I

9. I think, I can now affirm that rules of administration
to be rules of law must be capable of enforcement. through
courts of law, a proposition which assumes as its basis the
separation and substantial independence of the judicial from
the other organs of the State.

-

Admiuistra•
tive law pre.
supposes the
separati<>n &
substantial
independence
oE the judi·
ciary.

10. Rules of administrative law, it is clear, may have
reference either (1) to the organisation of the administ~ation,
that is to say, to the relations which should subsist between Rules of adthe differe.nt _organs of the State and the administration, miuistrative

law classified.

(d) In the struggle which the Princes in Europe waged against feudal
marchy, it became essential to the success of the former to free their agents
.rom the jurisdiction of the feudal courts of seigniors and barons. Modern
ative courts aro a later invention designed· to bring the agents of
.phant Princes uncler the "rule of law." In England it never became
· to free the agents oJ;Jhe King from the jurisdiction of courts, becourts there which exercised jurisdiction were Royal courts. Hence
ministrative courts in England. See Lecture XVII; inf1'(x,, para 2.
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I. Substan•
tive adminis- ·
trative Jaw1
two divisions
of, determining (i) relations of
organs ofSta.te inter
se and (ii)
relations of
State & citizens,

Citizen's
rights, as a
branch of
su bstantiYe
administrative law.

11. Adjective
administra.
tive law.

Rights tnade
real by
remedies,

Rules of adjective ad.
miuistrativelaw to enforce citizens'
duties.

or (2) to the relations of the State and its agents with the
public. These two by no means exclude each other ; for the
relations of an official towards a member of the public can
only be correctly determined by examining the powers which
the law has assigned to him. The two must, in fact, interact, for the distribution of business amongst officials and the
delimitation of their powers and duties must also be determined by the nature of the public interests that are to be
served thereby. This is so far the case that in dealing with
the organisation of the government it will be impossible not
at the same time to deal indirectly with the relations of each
organ to the public. In fact what may be designated "Substantive Admini&trative Law" can be adequately dealt with
only in a treatment of the organisation of the administration
and the legal relations of the organs of the administration ;
and- that is the plan which will be followed in dealing with
this branch of the subject ; and when this has been done, a
comprehensive lecture devoted to "Citizens' Rights'' is all
that will be needed to complete the treatment of this branch
of the subject.

11. There would still remain what may be called
"Adjecti,•e Administrative Law." This branch of the subject
will concern itself with the methods by which the rights and
duties of the Government and its agents and the rights and
· duties of the subjeMs in relation to Government and its agents
may be protected or enforced. The importance of adjective
administrative law can hardly be over-rated.
No right
~eally exi11ts without an enforceable remedy. It is only
because m~·n polities have been able to develop the
machinery for enforcing rights and duties as between the
organs of Government and the subjects, and in so far as they
have done so, that what formerly were at best rules of administrative practice h;we become rules of adminwtrative law.
1\fany modern constitutions have had embodied in them long
tables of inalienable citizens' rights-which in several cases
have proved of no value whatever simply from lack of Imitable
machinery to enforce them (a).
12. Rules of administrative law cannot content thems
with merely determining the static relations of the Sta
(a)

See Lecture XXI infra, paras 22-24.
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the citizens. They will often command obedience on th·~ part
of · citizens to general and speci"fic orders or injunctions:"'
Accordingly,_an important portion of Adjective administrative
law will concern itself with providing (1) for the application
of such rules to individual cases, and (2) remedies in case of
disobedience by those to whom they were addressed. These
two topics have reference to citizens' duties. ,With reference
to their rights, and generally with reference to the duties of Judicial con·
trol of adGovernment and its agents towards citizens, the principal ministration.
subject of adjective ~administrative ·law will be (3) the
methods which have been devised for the exercise of judicial'
control over the acts of Government and. its. agent. This,·
it need hardly be stated now, would represent the core of
administrative law.
13. As previously indicated, the control of the Courts Supplemen·
tary admihas but a limited operation and has, in the interest of good nistrative &
legislative
government, to be supplemented by two other forms of con- control.
trol of ancient lineage. These are (i) administrative control
of superior officials and (ii) administrative (or rather quasiadminist;ative) control of the Legislative· Assembly. This
is generally but inaccurately described as Legislative control.
But I should prefer to call it the Political control of the LegisJature to distinguish it from Administrative control proper
exerciseable by the higher executive on the one hand, and the
indirect control which exclusive power of legislation enables
the Legislature to exercise over the administration through
its laws, on the other. Although strictly not an integral portion of administrative law, no proper idea of the administration
in actual working can be formed without. an a~uate know- .
ledge of the practices which govern the exercise of these forms
of control (a:r,
14. Having thus mapped out the field of administrative. Sources of
admin1stra·
law, I procee'tl to consider its sources.
ti'!'e law.

15. In a system ideally constructed on the basis of separation of powers as conceived by 1\fontesquieu and BlackstQne,
there should be but one source of administrative as of other .Administra•
legislalaw, viz., legislation. But th~ matter of administrative law tive
tion earlier
origin
had been growing m every country before the separation of in
than private
Ia w legisla·
tion,
{ii.)

See Lecture XXIV infra,
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functions had been attained in any one of them. The idea that
law could be made by any human agency was foreign to early
polities. Laws had to be "found" by Judges or 5Jther experts
(e.g. the nornothetae in Athens). It would indeed not be inaccurate to say that early polities did not possess a truly
legislative organ. As was shown before, the Assemblies in
ancient polities were primarily executive bodies. When people
came to see that customary laws, sanctified as they were by
religious sanction, were yet not perfect and needed alteration,
the Sovereign Assembly, as in Athens and Rome, almost
•reluctantly took upon itself the invidious task of readjustment,
but the changing of the laws was viewed· with such grave
concern that the duty of preparing them was invariably entrusted to men of more than ordinary reputation for wisdom. (a).
"
16. But there was no occasion for any such hesitation
in the Assembly's framing administrative resolutions, and the
psephisrnata in Athens and the leges in early Rome were
passed with the greatest freedom. As the Assembly came in
this way to combine both legislative and executive functions,
one is apt in these days to mistake these early administrative
Their true
resolutions for laws as the ancients understood by that term,
character not
lawo but exe- But the more correct way of regarding them would be to treat
cutive ordithem as executive ordinances. Whenever, as in Rome (and in
nances.
England), the Sovereign Assembly ceased to perform executive
£unctions, these ordinances tended to assume the character of
g~neral rules of more than passing interest and in this way
became assimilated to laws. This separation of the executive
from legisla~e functions, so far as the Assembly was concerned, was, as we have previoU"Sly noticed, a temporary phase in
the history of Rome.. With the coming of the Principate, the
issuing of rules of law, administrative or otherwise, once more
•
fell into the same hands.

The phenomenon repeated in
Fedual Eu·

rope.

17. When we come to the Feudal monarchies of \V estern
Europe, the reversion to barbarism which characterised this
stage of the history of that part of the'· world is marked by a
return to the primitive reluctance for changes in the law.
Rules of law·proper are "found" by Courts and can be changed,
(a) 'l'he normal method of introducing changes in the law was, of course,

by legal fictions and equity. Maine's ;incient Law, Chaps. I to III.,
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if at all, only with the consent of the whole community. But
the King, as the Chief Executive, is free to issue administrative ordinances, by whatever name called, whether as "bans" (a)
capitularies (b1, constitutions (c) or ordinances (d). In France,
where no iegislature. independent of the King came into being
until the eve of the French Revolution, the King came to be
the one source of administrativ-e as of other laws. In England
on the other hand two other sources grew up by its side, one
the Royal Courts of law and the other the Parliament,
18. As the Courts were supposed only to declare laws,
their activities in the filed of administrative law were necessarily
limited, being confined virtually to fixing the limits, accprding
to Common law, of the spheres of royal power exercised whether
directly or through agents and the rights and duties of individual subjects and bodies corpomte in relation to the State or
its officials.

(i) Royal Ordinances as a
source' of administrative
law.

Other sources
in England.

( ii) Judicial
decisions.

19. Parliament, on the State other hand, soon after it had
passed the petitioning st:'l'ge,- easily fell into the habit of (iii) Statutes.
framing ordinances intended to regulate and reform every
element in society, from peer to serf, from mercha\t-s to arti_sans and day-labourers, the landed as much as the trading
interests, professions no less than gilds, not forgetting peoples'
diets and apparel and even their recreations (e). During the
.I
four hundred and odd years that have passed since this era of
experiments in State regulation, the legislative power of the
English Parliament has been so thoroughly organised as virtu_ally to displace the ordinance power of the King, wh:ich now
can be exercised only in relation to 'conquered aiiCl ceded' territoriel;l (f). For the same reason the Courts have ceased to
arrogate to themselves even unconsciously powers of legislation
\
whether in the· fieJ.d of private or of public law. Both the
executive aoo the judiciary, in their proper spheres, have no
-------------------------------------------------------~

(a) See Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p 1)8.
' (b) Ibid, p. 81.
(c) ·In England.
(d) In- Monarchical France. Brissaud's History of French Public Law,

pp. 356-958,
(e) Holdsworth's History of English Law, Vol, II pp. 385-392.
(f) See Sir Henry Jenky::s's British Rule ~nd Jurisdiction Beyond the •
Seas, p. 6.
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doubt had given to them ordinance power delegated by statute,
which each can exercise within the sphere limited by the
legislature. It would not, therefore, be wrong to say that in
England of to-day the original source of all administrative
Ultimate
source in
ordinances is Parliament-a result which seems logically to
England now
follow where a separation of powers in the sense it was underParliamentary legis!a.
stood
by Montesquieu and ·Blackstone has been substantially
tion.
effected,
20. Quite otherwise has been the progress of events on
the Continent of Europe. In France,, the Legislature was
only .established at the Revolution, and the Constituent Assembly put forward an interpretation of the doctrine of separation of powers ( since consistently followed in subsequent
Constitutions) which repelled all attempts to subordinate the
executive to the existing Courts of law. Under Articles 53-55
of the Constitution of 1793, the Legislature assumed power
to make laws and •(decrees", and, except for a short interval
(i) Executive during the empire of Napoleon, this power it has retained
ordinances
still the main under each successive Constitution. But in matters relating
source.
to the admini~tration, the legislature in France habitually
refrains from laying down mor~ than general principles, leaving
the pow~r of the executive to issue administrative ordinances
virtually unfettered as under the MonaTchy. This power of
the _President to supplement the law by ordinances is now
expressly recognised by the Constitutional Law of February
25, 1875 (a), Thus executive ordinances still remain the
(ii) Parliamain source of administrative law in France, statutes .of
mentary
legislation
the legislature being at the same time a secondary but not
a secondary
altogether unp;:'oductive source.
one. _
In France.

. 21. But, by a peculiar irony, judicial decisions have come
be an equally important source of administrative law in
to
(iii) Judicial
decisions a
modern France-more important than it is today iJl England.
highly important new
This has grown out of the reorganisation of administrative
source.
tribunals by Napoleon's legislation of 1800. 'l'hese courts were
given jurisdiction to review official acts which affected individual rig-hts, and, as I have previously explained, in the absence
of rules framed by the Legislature, they have evolved a body
of case-law which is followed as precedents in very much the
(a) Goodnow, Comparative AdministratiYe Law, Vol. I, p 85 ; Lowell,
Governn1ents al)cl Parties in Contine11tal :jilurope, Vol. I, P!?• 45-4~.
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same manner as judicial decisions ·are followed in England (a).
The consequence is that whilst in England Courts have for
~easons already explained virtually ceased to produce new rules
of . administmtive law, unless by way of interpretation of·
existing statutes or ordinances authorised thereby, French
Administrative Courts have entered upon a career of active
origination of administrative norms,. comparable only to that
of English Courts during the later Middle Age3. Development
in other Continental countries where the system of Adminis~
trative Courts prevails has followed on somewhat similar lines.
22. As was to be expected from the thoroughgoing
loyalty of the framers of the American Constitution to the
doctrine of separation of powers as enunciated by Montesquieu
and Blackstone, the sole source of rules of administrative as of
other law, so far as the same is recognised in the Constitution,
is the Legislature which of course can delegate this power, as
in fact it has done in a variety of matters, to the executive.
The executive consequently can, as in England and France,
issue administrative ordinances under powers delegated by
,
statute (b).
23. Owing, however, ~o the fact that the powers of the·
legislature itself are under the Constitution limited, and
the limits are not laid down (as was indeed not possible in
a document of its size nor advisable in one of its nature)
either with precision or in detail, the Judiciary in the
United States exercises a far larger influence in moulding
the admisitrative law of that country 'th~n perhaps the
Judiciary of any other Country. Both in England and in
the United_.'3tates (and this is true of Englisll- Bolonies and
D~pendencies) the decisions of the highest Courts are loyally
accepted by the other departments of Government as of binding authority, whether these decisions be in their operation
only interp.ootative, or supplementary, or even destructive
of a rule of law frame~ by any authority other than the
Sovereign legislature (c).
24. For symmetry's sake, if for nothing else, I have to
specifically mention another source which really is implied
(a) See ante, Lecture V, para 21.
(b) See Lowell, Governments & Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I,
p. 45.
(c) See Me II wain's High Court of Parliament and Its Supremacy, Cb. ·IV.
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in all that has gone before, viz : the Constitution itself. The
constitution of a country, where it is embodied in a document,
does not ordinarily lay down details of administrative lawnor indeed is that its proper function. Ordinarily it leaves
the framing of rules of administrative law to the legislature
(a) or to the executive subject to the control of the legislature (b). But that it can do itself what it may authorise
its subordinate organs to do is beyond question. As a matter
of fact in many of the revised Constitutions of the States
composing the United States of America, detailed regulations
concerning administration are found as a rule. The reason
is that owing to peculiar party and other conditions, the men
who get returned to seats in the local legislatures are such as
the people cannot wholly trust-a condition of things which
for the present at least is so abnormal that, for purposes of
comparative study, the phenomenon of the Constitution itself
being a direct source of rules of administrative law may be
regarded as exceptional (c).
25. l'assing now to India, under section 71 of the Government of India Act of 1915, the Governor General in Council
(in other words the Chief Executive in India) has power
to make regulations for the peace and good government uf any
part of British India which the Secretary of State for India
by resolution in Council may withdraw from the jurisdiction
of the Governor General in his Legislative Council and these
regulations when assented to by the. Governor General and
published in the Gazette of India or the local official gazette,
if any, have tile like force of law (d) and are subject to the
(a) E.g. in Switzerland. Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, II p. 195, n2.
(b) For instance, the Bundesrath has this power under the German
Imperial Constitution, -Lowell Op. cit. Vol. I, 268, and the Princes of
Saxony, \Vurtemburg and Baden in their own governm~ts, Ibid, Vol.
I, pp. 335, 341, 345, the Ministry in Italy, Ibid, Vol. I, p. 165, in Austria·
and Hungary, Ibid, Vo. II, pp. 76, 138, 164. The Constitutions of Prussia
(Art 45), Belgium (Art 67), Spain (Art 45), Italy (Art. 6), as that of France,
expressly authorise the King to issue such ordinances as may be necessary
, to enforce the laws. In Prussia and Italy, the Executive, it appears, m~y
make or alter laws by ordinance subject to confirmation by the Legislature, .
See Lowell, Op. cit. Vol, I. pp. 165, 290.
(c) See Bryce, American Commonwealth, Vol. I, Cbs. XXXVII, XLII
& XLV.

{)

(d) See sees 32 (2), 65 & 8! of the Gove~ment. of Jndia Act, 19l5.
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like disallowance -as if they were Acts of the Governor General
in Legislative Council (a) ; and under Section 72, the Governor
General may in cases of emergency make am~ promulgate
ordinances for the peace and good government of British India
or any part theteof, and any order so made has for the space of
not more than six months from its promulgation the like force
of law as an Act passed by the Governor General in Legislative Council, but subject to the like restrictions as the
power of the Governor_ General in Council in Legislative Council to make laws (a), and'any ordinance .made under this section
is subject t? the like disallowance as an Act pass~d by the
Governor General in Legislative Council and may be controlled or superseded by any such Act. Similar and even
are ·possessed by the
larger ordinance ·powers
,
. Executive in
British Crown Colonies, not possessing representat.ive legis·
latures.

Ordinance
power of the
Gov'ernor
General
under Parlia,.
mentary

statute•.

In Cmwh
Colonies.
without
representa•
tive legis
lature.

26. Besides the~eexceptional ordinance powers conferred (iii) Ordinanon the Governor General in Council in the one case and the ~~~~;Indian
Governor General alone in the other, by the Government statutes.
of India Act, the Executive in India of various grades and
the High ·Courts also, as also various public authorities,
exercise as in, England and America large ordinance powers
conferred on them by Indian statutes, passed by the Governor
General in Legislative Council, or by Local -Legislatures.
Amongst ordinances applicable to India are Orders in Council
(iv) Orders
passed by the Home Goverm;nent under the authority of in Council.
English statutes. Courts 'in India, and also of course the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, have the same power
and authority in interpreting the statutes ~:rid ordinances
·as Courts in England ; and inasmuch, moreover, as the
Legislatures in India are not sovereign law-making bodies,their powers being express1y limited by Parliamentary statute {v) Judicial
-the Cour\s in India have authority to pronounce on the decisions.
validity or otherwise of Indian statutes and ordinances
passed by any authority under statutary powers. Thus the·
sources of administrative law in India are much the same as
in England or America,

27. Upon as wide a survey of the field as I have been able
to make, the sources of administrati_ve law appear to be the
{a) See sec, 68 of the Aot,

The sources
classi lied. ·

'
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following :-(1) Constitutional La\v, (2) Statutes, (3) Executive
Ordinances issued in the exercise of (i) . independent constitutional powers, (ii) supplementary ordinance powers conferred
by the Constitution 1 (iii) authority delegated_ by statute (a),
and (4) Case law.
ConstitU·
tional Law.
-and Conven·
tiona.

28. I have omitted to mention in the above enumeration
one very important source of administrative law, . viz,
Constitutional Usages and Conventions. If these are taken,
as they should be, to belong to the category of Constitutional
Law, then Constitutional Law and. Usage, taken together, must
be assigr.ed a place as a normal source of administrative law,
for by allowing political and administrative functions to be
performed by persons other than those named in the letter
of the constitutional law and in a manner different from that
implied in the language of that law, constitutional usage may
affect the operations of government in the profoundest manner.
Thus the executive government -of· England is by usage
controlled and directed by a body (the Cabin_et) which, it is
stated, "is unknown to the Constitution", ·In the Federal
government of the United States of America candidates for
the Presidency and the Vice-Presidency are nominated by
the National Political Convention, a body unknown to the
American Constitution. So also is the Cabinet of the Presiuent.
I need not multiply. instances. But only in order to show
that growth even of written constitutions beyond their original structure~ is not peculiar to the Anglo-Saxon people, I
mention as instances those of Belgium (b), Italy (c) and even
Germany (d) .

.

29. Not every constitutional usage should be included.
Rules of cons·
in the category ot constitutional law. Strictly speaking no
titutional
practice dis·
usage which is not directly recognised and enforced as
tinguished
from cousti·
law by the courts can be regarded as such B~t in so far

tutional con.
ventions
proper.

\

{a) I have taken this classification of executive ordinances from Good.
now's Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I. p. 28-29. Personally, I would
have preferred to include the first two kinds under a &ingle head, viz:
of "supplementary ordinances,'' as they must be under modern coll8titutional theory.
{b) See Ogg's Governments of Europe-Belgium.
(c) See Lowell's Governments & Parties in Continental Europe, VoJ,

J, p. 151.
(d)

Dodd, Modern Constitutions, Vol

1, p. 323.
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as the non-observ~nce of such rules must necessarily lea:d
to breaches of Jaw (a), such rules have ultimately a legal
sanction, and they have to be taken into account in describing
the constitution in its normal working. I cannot well see how
it is possible to exclude constitutional con,;.entions which must
be observed at the risk of breaches of the law from a consideration of t.he sources of administrative law without laying
oneself open to the charge of pedantry. Rules merely of
constitutional practice, which may be observed or not as occasion may require, would of course h!l.ve to be excluded, and
they hardly deserve the name of'' constitutional conventions."
But constitutional convPntions proper are quite different from
rules of constitutional practice. _They represent something
more real than constitutional habits. They stand for necessary
changes in the machinery of government to suit the demands
of changed conditions of political life. In so far as~ they
modify tlie letter of tpe constitution they are more truly laws
than the fictions they modify. In such a case -the letter of
the constitution represents the convention, whilst the so-called
convention stands for the fact. No better confirmation of
the position I here ·take up is need!'ld than the fact that what
are constitutional ·conventions in one system are often embodied.in the written constitutions in other systems, as have
been done in the constitutions of several countries of Continental Europe and of the Self-governing Colon_ies of England (b).
II.
30. 'As to Statutes, it is necessary to remember that
Statutes.
statutes not framed by sovereign legislatures should be open
to question on the ground of their being in excess ~f the powers
of the legislatures concerned. No such qttestion can -arise
,iith referen~e, for instance, to Statutes of the English Parliament which is a sovereign legislature. But, as already stated,
the legislative powers of the American Congress as also those Constituof the Legislatures of the States, though wide, are not unlimited tionallimi·
tations on the
and the American Judiciary have been frequently required to power of the
_Legislature,
pronounce American statutes illegal and void on the ground of
unconsti~utionality. As similar limitations upon the power
of the Legislature are imposed in most European countries

(llo) See on this point Dicey's Law of the Constitution, 6th Edition 1
Cho.p. XV.
..
(b) See Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th Edn, Chs1 XIV and ~V.
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other than England by their constitutions, similar developments might have been expected in those countries. But in
those
countries the power o£ the Courts to go behind statutes
Nullified on
the Continent has been effectively.shut out by the principle, often embodied
of Europe.
in the constitutions, that the Legislature and no other authority is competent to pronounce finally on the interpretation of
a Statute. In Fra~:tee, admittedly, Courts have no power to
pronounce statutes unconstitutional (a). It is the same in
Italy (b), in Austria (c), in Switzerland (d), and perhaps also
in Germany (e).
Enforced in
India and
America.

31. As pointed out already, the Legislatures m India
being subordinate and not sovereign legislatures, statutes
passed by them may be pronounced illegal as in America
by Indian Courts . Similar contingencies may arise in any
of the Colonies and Dependencies of England.

32. Regarding Ordinance~, as they are at the presenb
day everywhere framed by non-sovereign bodies and subject
often to strict statutary limitations, they ought to be open
to challenge in Courts of law, if administration according
to law is not to be reduced to mere make-believe. So far
In what manner subject to as I can gather, in no country is it ordin~rily permitted to ,
review by
institute suits or proceedings to declare executive ordinances
Courts,
illegal and inoperative, any more than it is allowed to
institute similar proceedings of a declaratory nature concerning
statutes questioned as ultra vires o£ the legislature. But
where private rights (f) -h!we been l!ffected through the
application of such an ordinance, the courts in every country
having jurisdiction to entertain proceedings arising therefrom
will refuse to enforce it. But whereas in England and its
In AngloIII.
Executive
ordinances.

Saxon
tries,

COUD•

(a) Lowell, Governments & Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, I, p. HI,
Ibid, Vol. I, p, 151 & 175,
(c) Ibid, Vol II. pp. 79 n2 & 84
•
(d) Ibid, Vol. II, p. 219.
(e) Ibid, Vol. I p. 282. For_an explanation of the difference in the relations
of the Judiciary and the Legislature in Anglo-Saxon countries and on the Continent of Europe, see M:c llwfin's High Court of Parliament and Its j3upremaoy. Ch. IV.
(f) In one class o£ cases in France, e. g., those involving ·actes d'autlwrite,
·proceeding may be instituted in the Council of State, the highest administrative court, to annul ordinances, and this can be done not only by persons
whose rlghts are affected but even by persons whose interests are involved,
Lowell, Government of England, Vol Ir p. 498,
(b)
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Colonies and Dependencies and in the United States of America,
ordinary ·courts possess this jurisdiction, in countries on the
Continent of Europe, where the system of administrative
courts prevails, the jurisdiction of' ordinary courts, unless
specially allowed by statute, belq~gs to these sp~cial courts (a).
There are also important , differences in the results which
...
follow from courts having jurisdiction under the two opposing
systems being persuaded to hold in any particular instance
that the ordinance in question is. iflegal. Decisions of Courts
in the British Empire and in America are accepted as binding
by the Executive, whereas in the other systems the authority
of Courts to pronounce finally on the legality of ordinances In Continen•
is not recognised. The tresult.is that whereas the decision of tal countries.
a Superior Court in an Anglo-Saxon· country pronouncing an
ordinance to be illegal has ipso facto the effect of setting it
aside, the decision of Courts in countries possessing a system
of administrative court::;, however favourable to the individual
litigant, has not that effect. In France alone is the Council
of State·authorised by the Constitution to pronounce ordinances
invalid and than even at the instance· of a p:uty whose private
rights have not been infringed, provided his interests were
involved in it (b). .
~3. Another point in connection with the ordinance power
given to executive authorities by statute, which may need
further development, should be noticed in passing. On the
principle "delegatus non delega?'e," such \authorities presumably would have no power to delegate their ordinance
power to subordinate authorities· unless allowed by statute.
No such restrictions bind subordinate legislativ~ bodies since
these arEt regarded, in English law at least, as sovereign within
their limited spheres (c).
(a) In Italy,•where private rights have been affected, the ordinary courts
have jurisdiction, but where private i;lterests are involved, the matter has to
b~ taken to administrative courts. See Lowell, Governments & Parties in
Continental Europe, Vol. I, 175. lu Austria, ordinary courts appear tt> have
been given jurisdiction in these matters. See Lowell, Governments & Parties
"' in Continental Europe, V{)l. II, p. 79 n2. .
,

(b) Goodno\V, Comparative' Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 221, 222,
2H, 24.8; Lowell, Governments & Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, p. 46.
(c) ·Powell v. Apollo Candle Co. (1885) 10 App. Cas. 282, 290; Hodge v. R.
· {1~83), 9, AH. Ca8, 117, I(. v, B~trah (1878) L,R 5 Ind, App. 178.
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34. As to the influence of judicial decisions in moulding
admininistrative law, this varies in mode and operation in
different countries and under different systems. Generally
they operate in two ways which may be described as (i) Formative and (ii) Regulative. I have already shown how
formerly English Courts developed rules of administrative as
of private law, as parts· of one and the same system o£ Common
law, by judicial decisions,. and how again at this m)ment.
Administrative Courts in countries where a system of Administrative Courts prevails are engaged in a simila!' way in evolving
principles of administrative law to fill up gaps in statutary
rules and ordinances, and how f!lrther in America the paucity
of details and want of precision in the Federal constitution
have led the Supreme Court in that country to build up
important principles of administrative law which, nobody
caR fail to see, are very far from being merely interpretative.
These wouid be instances of the formative activity o£ the
Judiciary in shaping administrative law. In so far, however,
as the Judiciary interprets and reviews administrative statutes
and ordinances and refuses to enforce them on the ground
o£ illegality or declares them to be inoperative, the operation
of the Courts may be said to be regulative. As to the varying
modes in which judicial control of both kinds is exercised and
operates in different countries and under different systems, that
must be reserved for consideration in a later portion of the
book (a).
35. The practice of administrative authorities, not erected into Co~rts, of hearing appeals ·even at the instance of
private individuals from acts of subordinate authorities, and
instructions issued by superior authorities for the guidance
only of their inferiors in the service (b), though they may be
reduced into writing and habitually observed, are not rules of
administrative law ; and office regulations, by themselves, since
they will not be enforced in Courts of law, and may be observed or not by the executive at pleasGre, do not constitute

.

(a) See Lecture XXIII infra.
(b) As to this, See Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, 44; and Goodnow's Comparative .Administrative Law, Vol. I,

p. 157,

..
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a source of administrative law. Of this character are the
... "Petition rules" framed by the Government of India, referred to in
Chapters IX and XVII of the Decentralisation Commission's
Report (a).
(a) It may perhaps be added that proceedings of administrative tribunals,
when these are not presided over by independent judges, even though they
may observe _some sort of judicial form, can differ but slightly from proceedings under rules of office just considered. This is admitted even by Mr. Goodnow who is an appreciative student of Continental administration. An administrative tribunal, he suggests, is not a Court when its members may be
summarily removed by the executive and when its orders and judgments are
not capable of immediate execution without being subject to review by any
but a judicial authority of the same character. See his ~rticle on "Courts·
and Tribunals, Administrative" in the Cyclop,dia of American Government.
Administrative law would not have assumed the importance it has recently
done as a subject of study-on the Continent of Europe, had it not been for the
improvements effected in the constitution, personnel and procedure of Admini·
strative Courts during the last century, See Lecture XXIII infra.
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A. ORGANISATION OF THE ADMINISTRATION.

LECTURE VII•.

ORGANISATION OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES.
(I)-Introductory.
1. The days of City-States are past. All modern States
Modern
are and in fact have to be "Country" States or, to be more Stltes all
accurate,.'' Territorial" States, complex organi::<ations .compri'3- Territorial
States.
ing cities as well as countries. Nor do they necessarily comprise
•
compact territories within a circumscribed b~undary. The
greatest (England) and the smallest (Belgium) of the States
of Europe, to speak ofn~ others, have ~ colonial empire be·
yond the seas.

2. Nor is it a difference in area only. Governments of
modern States are faced with problems and have responsibilities which never vexed the souls of the patriots of ancient
Greece or the podestas of Medieval Italian cities. Even when
the questions demanding solution are similar- in kind, they
assume today a complexity which they never had in the spacious
days that are now past.

a

3. The problem of area is however by no means modern
problem. We have passed under review the political organisation of several territorial 'States of Ancient and Medieval
times. The~e, I have previously shown, inclined towards
either (1) the Bureaucratic or (2) the Feudal form. The common feature of both was a division of the kingdom or empire
into smaller local areas and the banding over of the administration of these areas to agents with authority to exercise the
functions of government within their jurisdictions. The diffe~
renee lay in the preservation in the one case of effective central
control over the delegates in the localities and its virtual negation in the other, 'The very absence .of central control in the

Ancient ~nil
Medieval
territorial
States, either
bureaucratic
or feudal,
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feudal organisation tended to make the office of the delegate
hereditary, and undel' favourable circumstances even vendible.
But hereditary tenure was by no means a necessary concomitant of Feudal officialism. Appointed officials formed in the
main the personnel of that organisation in Ancient Persia
and Mahomedan India, thus implying a somewhat greater
degree of central control than there was over the hereditary
organisation of Western Europe (a). Everywhere it was
marked by a more or less complete decentralisation of public
authority so far a~ the Supreme power in the State ·was concerned and its concentration free from central control in the
hands of local officials whether hereditary or appointed. This
Feudal polity
form of government in all its manifestations has been so
condemned~
by history.
thoroughly condemned by history, that it is little short of
surprising to find recommendations to re-establish it in some
form or other seriously discussed in State and other documents
in British India.
4. A bureaucratic form of government is without question
superior to the feudal. It is decidedly less capricious, more
honest, more scientific and more efficient. It resists organised
external aggression and internal disorder better than either
personal rule (which is apt to suffer with the personality of
the ruler) ·or feudal government. But that bureaucracy, pure
and simple, is not the last word in political organisation is
proved by the failure of the Egyptian, Roman and French
bureaucracies, the deliberate weakening of it in its modern
home, Prussia, from a conviction firmly held by the greatest
of· her stat~smen, Prince Bismark, that ib is unsuited to
modern .requirements, and the complaints repeatedly urged

(a) Referring to the form of government which prevailed in India prior to
the acquisition of the Dewani of Bengal by the East India C~m~pany, the Fifth
Report cf 1812 said: "Asiatic governmcnte:inclined to the establishment of
individual authorities in gradation from the sovereign downwards to the
village mokadam or mondal ". These were d course (except perhaps the
zemindar) centrally appointed officials, Lord 1Yellesley is stated in the report
to have "framed his first institutions" in th,e ceded districts of Oudh "on the
model of native governments" by allowing "the entire authority for the collection of the revenue, the administration of justice and the preservation of
public peace to be centred in each individual civil servant appointed to
supervise each provincial division. See Ascoli's Early Revenue History of
Bengal, pp. 185-200,
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by officials and non-officials alike against the excessive centralisation of public authority in Modern India.
5. If the feudal 6 and bureaucractic organisations of the
types previously considered were the only alternative forms
of government to-day, the world might well have despaired·
of its political future. 1:~ey were not the only possible forms
. ,
h ·
I! • h
V
.
of government even m trmes t at are now past, 10r t e enet1an
bureaucratic.
Empire was in character neither feudal nor
I
I think, I have succeeded in showing that whilst the grea-tness of that empire at its highest was in no small measure
due to her political organisation, causes outside and ~depen
dent of that organisation compassed her fall. But even
before the star of Venice had reached its zenith, an experiment
in government-making of a more universal application was
being carried on in England. It was to take several centuries
to mature into working institutions, but when these came,
other nations took up the work each in its own :field. Much
progress has undoubtedly been made and is being made at this
moment; but if doubts and difficulties in regard to the results
achieved or believed to have been achieved assail us, it isbecause we happen to be still in the thick of the experiment.
One thing however appears to be clear, that neither feudalism
nor officialism is ever to return in the fonns in which we
-have known them in history.

The Venetian

!~~i~~d::·
nor ~mreau.
cratlC,

England
leads the
way to a
J;~eW form,

/

6, What all modern experiments in government-making Its aims.
may be said to be aming at is to reconcile local autonomy with
central control on the one hand andofficialism with popular
control on the other.

(II).

Organisation of Local AtLihorities.

7. .WhaJ; are or should be the local units o£ government
at the present ·day ? How are or should these be determined
in modern governments? In this respect: modern governments
present instructive co~trasts to the feudal -and bureaucratic
·
governments of the past.

Local

Government
units of
modern
Governments,

8. In an ideal' feudal State of Western Europe every Local uni-ts
fief would constitute by . itself a seigniory-all the govern- in Feudal
States,
mental functions within the estate being concentrated in the
hands of the seignior. Each would comprehend a number
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of villages, the ultimate local atoms of all feudal estates, each
of such vilhi.ges being a nearly self-contained agricultural .
community with its cultivated fields and commons and domestic industries. There is evidence that though the cultivators
. were mostly reduced to the position of serfs or were 'otherwise.
brought into iv.dividual (contractual) relationship with the
lord, no feudal government actually succeeded in absolutely
destroying the village communities, and throughout the feudal
age and the centralised monarchic regime that followed, the
rural communities rem:;.ined in a state of suspended ani111ation ready to spring into life as soon as conditions became
favourable. The towns, as previously explained, had strictly
speaking no place in this purely agricultural organisation of
lords and tenants, and had to fight or pay to obtain a semiindependent status within it. No wonder, feudal lawyers were
constrained to treat "each town as sui gene1'i8, an awkward
anomaly, a privileged abuse" (a).
9. The 1\iedieval State thus comprised fief:; containing
within themselves a number of rural communities controlled
by the seignior, and municipal communities whose partially
independent existence found expression norrrmlly in their
charters. Several fiefs-would sometimes come by devolution
or otherwise into the same hands. When this happened the
fiefs did not merge. The union was a purely personal one so
far as the lord was concerned, but the fiefs remained distinct
and each continued to be governed by its own laws and customs
arid administered separately from the others. In feudal Europe, the counties, towns and to some extent rural communes
thus formed • natural units which the law did not so much
choose as it was constrained to recognise (b). ·
10.

The tendency of officialism on the other hand is to'

Local units
disregard history and tradition and make local ~ivisions subin bureaucra.•
tic governserve the conceived ends of the administration. The best
ments mere
administrative circums.
criptions,
(a) Davis, Medieval Europe, p. 215.
(b) See Redlich and Hirst, Local Governmetit of Engiand, Vol. t, pp. 5,
13, 228. Pollock and Maitland's History of English Law, 2nd Edition, Vol l.
pp. 635, 558, 664, 636. Counties, hundreds, townships and boroughs were legal
units, at least in England, though far more often for the purpose of being
bea.rera of duties than of rights and appearing before the Courts chiefly as
"punishable units," p. 686.
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illustration of it. is to be found in the division of the Roman
empire, already noticed, by Diocletian and his successors.
The ruling motives of this Emperor are stated to have been
(1) to protect the frontiers, (2) to obviate the possibility of In the Roman
revolt on the :part of powerful provincial governors, and (3) to empire.
make every part of the e~pire bear its share of the increased
expenditure of the new organisation. The result was the
cutting uy of th~ Empire into more than a hundred provinces,
so small that the governor of not one of them would be sufficiently powerful to make a successful bid for the empire and Disregard of
.
ded all h"1stonca
· 1 an d ethnic consi- · ethnic
historic and
which necessarily d1sregar
consi·
derations, and the division of each province again into minutely derations.
mapped out taxing areas within defined boundaries not many
of which would be regarded as in any sense natural divisions.
11. The political and I administrative
divisions of France
.
under the monarchy show a quite comprehensible admixture of
feudal and bureaucratic. elements. The bailiwicks and seneschalships corresponding to large and small seigniories were of
feudal origin, as were also the ''governments" or provinces
which were identical with or analogous to the great fiefs and
were in strict relation to the geographical -~nfig~ration of
France. With the progress of bureaucracy, these organisa• tions were deprived virtually of all importance. The former
were 'reduced to judicial an:l electoral divisions, whilst the
latter became, like the Lord Lieutenancies of England, little
more th:m ornamental. The "generalitief and "elections,"
presided over by the Intendants and Sub-delegates, which
superseded them were more of less artificial diyisions which
originated like the districts of India as taxing. units. "Within
these limits, cities and communities of inhabitants form~d
special units in which was maintained for a more or less long
time a regim~ of self-government recalling to some extent that
of England" (a).
·

Admixture
of forms in
France,

'

12. It was characteristic of Medieval English polity to
regard counties, town and villages ( later kno'Yn as parishes )
not merely as administrative circumscriptions but as legal
entities. I pointed out in another context how in England
alone amongst European countries, Royal power succeeded in
(a) arissaud, Historr of French ~ublic Law, Ch, X~.

In England,
counties,
towns and
parishes,
"Commonlaw" units.
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consolidating itself through a centralised judicial organisation
whose competence extended as well to the affairs of the subjects as to th?se of the King and his servants. I explained how
the "Common law'' of the Royal courts was able to take upon
itself to define the scope and limits equally of the State's and
subjects' rights. It was the same Common law of the Royal
courts which proceeded to define the nature and limits of the
the local administrative units, the counties, t?wns ,11nd parishes (a). These units, in other words, were woven into the
texture of the administrative law of England, from which
followed the important consquence that the combined historical and Common law organisation could be modified only bJ
means known to law and not by mere executive will. The
Common law however recognised the power of the King to
incorporate towns by charter. Edward III, the father of English local self-government (b), and ldngs before and after him
had frequently incorporated boroughs to enable them to hold
property in their corporate capacity and to sue and be sued.
The Tudor and Stuart Kings abused this power and incorporated new towns with the object, through them, of controlling the ekctions to Parliament. The power, exercised for the
last time by Charles II, was abandoned on the opposition of
Parliament (c). Henceforth the only recognised method of
organising local authorities was by Parliamentary legislation
and this was done chiefly through what is known as Private
Bill legislation (d). Parliament thus came to have exclusive
power of altering as well as constituting localities for purposes
of local government.
13. Up~ 1834, however, Parliament, not having had
any special purpo·se to serve, maintained a strictly laissez jaire
attitude towards local government organisations, and interfered~,
if at all, under legal form in accordance with the judicial
procedure of Private Bill legis.lation at the inst!!nce of individual promoters and after according judicial hearing to the
objections of the opponents of the measures (e).
\

(a) Redlich and Hirst, Local Gov.ernment in England, Vol. I, pp. 5 a n m
(b) Justices of the Peace date fro,m the St~tute 34 Ed. III, c. 1. Odger's
Local Government, p. 2C6,
(c) }Jedlich and Hirst, Local Government in England, Vol. I, pp. 26, 34,
(d) See as to this Lowell's Government of England, Vol. I, Ch. XX,
(e) Redlich and Hirst, Local Government in England, Vol, I, pp. 37·42,
particuhirly p. ~0.
·

.
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14. I have previously explain'3d how the original commu:
nal organisation of the boroughs had deteriorated into a close
corporation_ of privileged persons-~ho used their privileges ·
against the public interest and to their own benefit. The
county organisation in England, on the other. hand, through
the institution of the Justices of the Peace, had early in
her· history passed from under the control of paid Royal
officials to that of unpaid local magnates. The service8 of
the latter were rendered cheaply, honestly and, on the whole
industriously. But between the date of the last Stuarts and ,
1834 had occurred in England the greatest known economical
change of history, compendiously styled the Industrial Revo~utio?, and between them the corrupt town corporations and
the honest but old-fashioned Justices were unable to meet
the requirfments of "the severer and more elaborate conditions
of a densely populated industrial ei.npire". The reports of
two Royal Commissions, one on the administration of the Poor
law and the other on the condition of the boroughs, created
Local units
such a deep irnpression on the members of the reformed P~rlia organised by
ment, that they p~oceeded forthwith to re-organise -the·local Parliament
without readministration in towns and counties in a fashion so drastic gard for his·
toty and
as to have done honour event~ a Roman emperor. New Poor tradition.
law areas were created with new governing authorities in utter
disregard o£ all traditional a1id historic considerations (a).
The next year, Parliament created new Highway districts
which did not agree even with the Poor law districts created
in the previous year, Two epidemics of cholera in 1847 &
-1848 led to the creation of sanitary districts which did not
agree with either the Poor law or the Highway district's.
In a similar fashion there grew up Burial Board "'districts,
Improvment districts, School districts, these last in 1870.
Different authorities constituted for different areas for different
purposes naJ;urally resulted in administrative "chaos'' and a
''jungle of jurisdictions" which caused both contusion and waste.
Between 1870 and 1902, continued efforts towards unification Restoration
of areas and authorities led not merely to simplification but a b~~~~~~~~s
return within practical limits to historic u~its, on neither point in recent
complete but still plainly perceptible. The Municipal Act- years.
of 1835 and forty-two amenQ.ing enactments all consolidated
(a)

Odger's Local Government, p. 20.

21
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into the later Act of 1882 had meanwhile thoroughly overhauled the government of the boroughs and built them up on a
democratic representative basis. The Local Government Acts
of 1888 and 1894 between them constituted four kinds of
corporate units in the rural area, which was. thus "municipalised", the government of these areas being transferred from
the Justices ofthe Peace to elected councils and, in one class· or
cases, to town meetings. The resulting local divisions in
England all democratically organised are thus, broadly speaking, (1) Boroughs (Municipalities) (a), (2) Counties, the latter ~
being devided into districts which are eibher (3) Urban or (4)
Rural districts, the rural districts again being divided into a
number of self-governing civil (5) parishes. All these are
corporate bodies. For poor law and certain other purposes
exists another unit, also incorporated, the creation ·of the
Poor Law Act of 1834, viz: the Union, which may be composed
of one or more parishes. ~he local authorities for these Unions
are the Boards of Guardians locally elected. Paid permanent
officials serve these councils, and indirectly guide but do nob
control them. But the important point to note in the present
connection is that unlike the provinces of Diocletian or the
Generalities and Elections of the "Valoises and Bourbons, these
units exist not by virtue of executive will but by force of
Parliamentary legislation. The Local Government Board and
Countty Councils have statutary authority to alter the boundaries of the smaller un~ts but the boundaries of boroughs and
(a) It will be necessary later on for purposes of comparison to refer to
the mode in which• n~w boroughs may be constituted under the Municipal
Corporation· Act. If the inhabitants of any place wish to have it incor·
porated as a Municipality, they m11st address a petition to that effect to the
Privy Council. Notice of the petition must be sent to the Council of the
County in which the place is situate and also to the Loc:J.l Government
Board. The Privy Council will appoint a Committee to consid~ the petition,
who will visit the place from which the petition comes and there see and
hear for themselvas, the arguments pro and con. All representations upon the
subject by either the County Council or the Local Government Board must
also be conS"idered. If the petition be granted, the Privy Council ismes a
charter of incorporation to the place, arranging for the extinction of competing
local authorities, setting the limits of the new Municipality, determining the
number of its Councillors and often· even working out its division into Wards.
Once incorporated, the town takes its constitution ready made from the Act
under whose sanction it petitioned for incorporation: ·woodrow Wilson, The
~tate p. 420, Blake Odgers, Local Government, p, 81,
1
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counties can be changed only with Parliamentary sanction (a).
15r One other outstanding feature of this legislative
reorganisation has to be noticed. It is the establishment of a
central controlling- agency which has been charged almost
reluctantly with certain powers of direct and other more indirect administrative control ov.er the rural authorities, and,
over the Municipalities, with certaip. powers ·of negative control of which more w~ll be said in a later lecture. (b)
] 6. The "municipalisation" of the county o~ganisation of
which but the briefesb account has been given above has
had important legal consequences. Neither the county nor
the parish, though ·administrative units .in fact, were before
their incorporation.by statute bodies corporate. They could
neither SUfl nor be sued as such, The local' officials who
performed administrative duties were personally responsible
for any infraction of the law· they mighb be le"d to commit in
the discharge of their duties, in the same way as they would
be· responsible· for their personal wrongs (c). Nobody else
could be made vicariously responsible for these wrongs. The
• Justices of the Peace were no doubt appointed by the State,
bub the State under English law can never be held responsible
for its agents' torts, a position which may not appear incomprehensible if it be remembered that in an administration
professedly founded on and intended to be consistently worked
by the ('rule oflaw", the State which thus cannot be supposed
' ~ wish to do wrong cannot also be taken .to authorise any of
its agents to do wrong, even by implication (d).· The ris~ and
(a) See Local Government Act of 1888, sees. 50-63,
(b) Lecture XX, infra.
(c) The Justices of the Peace when a.cting judicially within 'their jurisdiction woqld of course not_ be liable so long as they acted bona fide. This
I shall discuss .later when dealing~ with the subject of judicial immunity.
See Lecture XVI infra, para 29.
(d) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI, pp. 374,-383, 412-7, Vol. XXIII
p. 316. The statement apparently to the contrary in Vol. XXVII p. 477
would be wrong unless read with the foot-note (q). This conclusion would
have necessarily followed from the premises, if the Crown was frankly
recogni~ed in English law as a body corporate, on the principle that a corporation cannot be held liable for even an expressly authorised act of its agent
which the corporation would not in any circumstance be authorised to com•
mit. Po1tlton v. London and South Western Railway Go. (1867) L. R 2 Q B;·
534. at p. 540. But tlie principle itself is of doubtful vali~ity, see inf1'a Lee•
ture XX, para 65,
,
·
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responsibility were entirely their.s to exactly the same extent
as were those ofthe churchwarden, the elected officer ofthe
parish. Any public properties vested in them they held
only as trustees (a).
Legal position of towns
-not regarded as public
authorities.

Legal posi·
tion of the
incorporated
counties and
other rural
corporations.

17. But the towns were bodies corporate. They were
ordinarily so constituted by charters and when no charter could
be produced courts were' ready to presume one in their
favour (b). They could sue and b~ sued as any bodies corporate, but though they performed administrative fu,nctions they
were never regarded in English law as agents of the State for
that or any other purpose any more than were the feudal
vassals who exercised jurisdiction within their own esta:tes.
That it should be so may seem extraordinary to-day, but there
were obvious reasons in the Middle Ages for the towns and
boroughs being treated as absolutely independent legal units.
So far from being regarded as instruments of the Royal v;ill,
they were interlopers who. forced themselves into the Statescheme from outside. The feudal lord or King and the
feudal lawyer had no inducement to consider them to be
more intimately related to the State than any individual
subject or vas8al.
18. On being incorporated by the Statutes of 1888 and
1894, the counties, districts and parishes were placed on the
same footing as the boroughs, with the consequence that th;y
are not treated in law, any more than the boroughs, as agents
of the Crown. From this it follows that these corporate bodies#
equally with .the boroughs are liable for the torts of their
agents and ,;1ay not take up the defence that their agents like
themselves are servants of the Crown, and that in the absence
of special authoriEation, a superior agent of the Crown like
themselves is not responsible· for the torts of an inferior

•
(:t) Halsbtuy, Laws of England, Vol. XIX, pp. 250,251,363. Wcrechurchwardens common law corporations vi1·tute officii. Ibid. Vol. VI., p. 492. On
the different consequences respecting the liability of such property for the
official's torts, according as it is taken to be held by them as trnatees or as
quasi-corpcrations, see ii. A. Smith's Law of Associations. Pace the atlthor's
note at p. 2i, has not the case of 1'afl Vale Ry. :Jo v. Amalgamated Society
nj Rail1cay /Sen-ants, (1901) A. 'c. 426, recogniEed a distinct quasi-corporate
status ? See pp. 70-74,

(b)

Redlich and Hirst, Local Government in England, Vol, I, p. 2.
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official (a). It follows also that, no more than private corporations and subjects, are they bound by their constitution to
take orders fro1~ the central executive authorities who are
not their masters. Whatever ~ontrol the latter are to exercise must be authorised by statute, and Parliament itself,
unless driven by necessity to do so, is as chary of interfering
with their freedom as with that of any private individual. I
think I may hazard the opinion that the growing administrative control of central authorities over the actions of local
bodies is but another phase·of the growing recognition of the
latter, not indeed yet legally, but practically, as agents of the
administration. In fact we have got into the_ habit of describing them even in law treatises as "public authorities" (b) ..

Local corporations regarded in law as
"private"
rather than
"public" cor•
porationsGrowing
recognition of
their public character,

19.

By ,vay of contrast, it may be 'pointed out that in In Franceand Germany,
·and Germany, Royal agents succeeded in imposing local corpora· ·
regarthemselves on the local units so completely, that their recon- tions
ded as public
struction in recent tinies on a decidedly popular basi:s has corporations.
not prevented them from being regarded as agents of the
central power for purposes even of local governme~t, thus
inviting unlimited interference on the part of the central
authorities in lo9al affaifs:-an interference ;vhich is. great
or small according to the discretion of the responsible 'Central
authority, checked if at all by the administrative control of
still higher -autJ10rities and in some cases by administrative,
courts. (c).
Fr~nce

20. To trace br~fly now the organisation of local units
in France, I have said already that the "generalities" and
"elections" of the~ monarchy were artificial divisions. In 1789
when the National Assembly stepped into the s·eat of power,
it made a clean sweep of existing divisions and redistributed
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol VI, p. 416, Vol. XX:III. page 322
and note (s), Vo,. XXVII, pp. 480-1, Vol. YIII, pp 386-90.
•
(b) The cases which have allowed an information in the nature of quo warranto in respect of so~e offices and disallowed it in other cases, on the ground .
that they do or do not satisfy the test of being an office of a publlc nature
appear to me to be highly instructive as illustrating this tenaency. They will
be found collected in notes (i) and (I) to p. 129 of V ~I X, Halsbury, I..aws of
England (Title, Crown Practice).
'
Redlich & Hirst, ~ocal Government in England, Vol, I, p. 40; an'd
Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. 1, PP• 292-294 (as to France)
·
and Vol. l1 pp, 336-338 (as to Prussia};
(c)

~oodnow,

History of
the organisa•
tion of local
units in
France.
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the territory into a number o£ Departments even more artificial. The assembly however also revived the communes,
the smallest natural local units, on a self-governing basis.
These divisions like those of England jusb considered are
Though
created by
creations not of executive will but of legislative e~actment.
law, they
have been by So are the Districts (created for administrative purpose only)
law made
and Cantons (judicial and military districts). The heads of the
s•Ibordinates
of the Central Department, the District and the Commune are respectively
executive,
the Prefect, the Underprefect (who are professional officials
appointed by Government) and the Mayor (who is elected
by the Communal Council) and with each is associated a
locally elected Council; Bub only the Department and Commune have been made bodies corporate. Both rural and urban
Communes in France are governed by the same law. The
cities of Paris and Lyons have special organisations whic~ are
less democratic than that of the communes, and the departments of Paris and Rhone are subject to greater central control
than the others. 'rhe character of the municipal governmenb
of the Departments and Communes has uqdergone varied
changes since the date of the Revolution, the immediate effect
of which was to place the affairs of the localities under the
control ofindependentlocal bodies. In 1800, however, Napoleon
placed each Department with its constituent Communes under
a professional officer, the (aforementioned) Prefect, who revived
and continued the despotic traditions of the Intendants (a).
The outward form of the organisation as also the theory
"llnderlying it [viz: that all power whether exercised in the localities or at the head quarters are derived from the centre (b)]
have been maintained intact up to the present day, notwithstandi~g the establishment of a representative national
ltecent
legislature which can hardly be_ accused of not knowing its
c:hanges.
power. The fact is that the traditional bias of the French
people in favour of centraliseP. government has pr~ved so strong .
that the Legislature, though ib has not hesitated to reorganise
~the local administration to suit its views, has left ·the relative
position of the central and local authorities materially unaffected. Its spirit rather than its form has been modified in
two distinct ways: "First, by means of' deconcentration,' that

.

(a) Brissabd, History of•Freotlh Pablic Law, p. 412.
(b) , See Brissaud, History of French Public Law; p. 323, pages 335-337,
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is, by giving to the local agents of the Central Government a
greater right of independent action: so that they are free from
the direct tutelage of the Ministers ; secondly, by a process of
true decentralisation, or· the introduction of the elective prin·
ciple (a) into local representative bodies" (b). Of the powers
of the General Council of the Department and the Communal
Council, it is stated that these have been· given by the Acts
of 1871 & 1884 respectively as wide powers as if the law had
"simply granted to them each in its sphere the general power
of local go~ernment.'' All three Councils, the General Council, ·the District Council and! .the Communal Council, have
further been made by law Councils of advice to the Central
Government· which in many matters are obliged to ask their
advice, though not bound to follow it. The General Council
has by the law of 1871 been also given powers which relate
not to the Department administration but to the general State
administration, as well as certain supervisory powers over the
administration of the Communes within the Department. Both
the General and Communal Councils are subjected to quite
considerable administrative control on the part of the central
authorities with a right of appeal in many matters to the
administrative courts. Before the Act of 1871, the General
Council which ordinarily meets only 1 twice a year exercised
little influence on the local administration notwithstanding its
large statutory powers. The Act of that year established
a permanent executive organ of t.he council in the Departmental Commission the. members whereof were to be elected
by the General Council from its own body and were to serve
without salary. Their main duty is stated to be. to control
the administration of-departmental interest~ by the Perfect.
21. The net results of this organisation have been variTheir effect.
ously appraised. The duties of the Communal Council admittedly
relate almost e::telusively to the local affairs of the Commune•
its general duties being so few in number and so uni~portant
in character as not to deserve special ·notice. Of the powers
of the General Co unci!, one author says; "it exercises more·
control over the affairs of the Department than has the County
authority ovor the affairs of the County in the United States
(a) This had been taken away by Napoleon.
(b) I.owell, Governments anq Paxties in Continental Eurove, Vol. 1, p 35,
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or even in England" (a), Whilst the estimate of another is
that "in general it may be said that in matters falling within
its province the General Council cannot do everything it
wants, but can- prevent almost everything it does not want.
Its financial resources are not large and its attention is confined
for the most part to the construction of roads, subventions
to rail roads, and the care of schools, insane asylums and other
institutions of a similar character" (b). The points however
which need special emphasis in the present context are (i)
that the local units in France,· like those of England, now
possess a Parliamentary status, ( ii) that the devolution
of power to them is general, and not regulated in minute
details by express provisions laid down to that end in legislative enactments, (iii) preponderant central control. The
result is stated to be that local authorities in France have a
larger measure of autonomy than those of England, being
less hampered by detailed legislative regulation, at the same
time that they are less decentralised, being subject to constant
surveillance on the part of the administrative authorities to
the end that they may be kept within the limits of their
legal competence and financial capacity.
History of the
organisation
of local bodies
in Prussia,

22. The organisation of local administration in Prussia
is even more artificial than that of France. The reorganisation of feudal and post-feudal conditions to suit modern
requirements, which was effected for France by a patriotic
National Assembly, was taken up shortly afterwards in Prussia
by hard-thinking bureaucrats taught in the school of adversity,
Prussia having in fact failed to evolve a national legislature
before 1850: The existing local units, cities and rural
communities were maintained and allowed to retain t.heir
autonomous organisation, but over them was imposed a new
organ of official control, the Government District. The older
and larger unit of the Province remained and the still smaller
circumscription, the Circle, which formerly stood between the
Province and the public corporations, were reorganised and

(a)

See Goodnow'~ Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, Book III,

Ch. VI, p. 283.
(b)
I,

See Lowell's Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol.

PP· 35-41.
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made subject to the Government District (a). There were
several defects in this organisation of which two only need be
mentioned here. First, the boundaries of the administrative
circumscriptions for the purposes of central administration,
viz : the Provinces, Government Districts and Circles>did not
correspond with the boundaries o£ the autonomous publi9
corporations. Secondly, the control which the official body Organisation
of the
in the former exercised over the latter was so thorough that Prgvinces.
there was very little local independence in fact, and that control
was further_ liable to serious abuse_ for partisan_ purposes (b)
at the instance ·of the class which might obtain control over thecentral administration. To remedy the defects Prince Bismark, with the collaboration of Dr. Gneist, framed certain
proposals which, bebween 1872 and 1883, he persuaded the
Legislature to accept, if not wholly, at leasb in substance. The
features of the new organisation which require ~otice in the
pres-ent connectiQn are : (i) That t.he boundaries of administrative circumscriptions for purposes of central administration
were made to coincide with those of the public corporations.
(ii) An attempt to consolidate the local and central authoriti~s
into single bodies corporate succeeded· in the Circles (Counties)
-but failed in the Provinces. In the latter the conduct of
matters of local administration was vested in an elected Provincial Diet which controls an executive Provincial Committee
• is in the
elected by ,itsel£
Business of central interest
hands of the Governors
... of the Province and the - Presidents
of the Government Districts, who are required, in matters
which may affect the rights and interests of the local public
rather intimately, to act in co~currence, each, wit'h a specially
. (a) Alongside the Communes there were some manors, each•aclministered
by its Lord-a remnant of feudalism which still exists.
(b) Class d9fl'erences, which disappeared slowly in England and was
destroyed violently in France, survive in Prussia. It is possible therefore
in Prussia for a class by securing a majority in a representative legislature
to obtain- control over the Ministry, assuming that there is a Parliamentary
executive. From 1850 to 1864, Prusia was ruled by such an executive acting
at the beck and call of the landed interest, which abused ~heir control of local ·
officials, thus gained, so shamelessly, that the Regent had in the first place
to repudiate ministerial responsibility to parliament-a feature which became
permanent-and in the next to devise measures to lessen the influence alike of
the lanuowners and their willing allies the officials. See Lowell, Governments
!J-Dd Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp. 308-311, and Vol. II, pp. 63-9.
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constituted council, the membership whereof is predominantly
lay (being elected), a small professional element being deliberately included in it to secure rapid and wise discharge of
business (a). The local authorities in the Proyince and the
·Circle are elective bodies corporate and enjoy a more effective
~easure of autonomy than those of France, subject as in France
to control by the central autheirities.
The Circles.

Police Dis·
tricta.

.Ullions,

Composition
of the local
bodie~.

23. The Circles which correspond to the Counties of
England are not, as already stated, the ultimate units. They
themselves are somewhat differently organised (or rural or
urban areas. The laws of 1872-83 have also constituted new
Police Districts presided over by unpaid Justices of the Peace,
smaller in area than the Circles and consisting usually of a
number o£ Communes. The Justice of the Peace (a somewhat
clumsy imitation of the English functionary ·as he was before
the Local Government Act of 1883-minus his judicial
functions) acts under the supervision of the Circle (Executive)
Committee. The inhabitants of the Communes embraced within the Police District are encouraged to form Unions which
when effected are privileged to elect a representative assembly
for purposes of local legislation as in the Circle and Province ..
24. The heads of the Province, the Government District
and the Circle are all strictly professional officers. So is the
Burgomaster" o£ the City. The head of the Commune only
(like the corresponding authority in France) is elected. The .
Councils of the Pruvince, the Circle and the City are elected
according to methods which are by no means democratic, for
the suffrage is neither universal nor equal and is deliberately
framed to sec~re r:presentation not of numbers but of interests.
It is in £act so framed as to interest only the propertied
classes irt the administration and these preponderate to such.
an extent that the poor take no interest in the elections and
in consequence go to swell the ranks of the dis~ontented (b).
(a) Another body, the Government Board composed of the Government
President and a number of other professional officere, which discharges certain
other administrative functions, wilJ be considered in another connection.
(b) The municipal suffrage in France is manhood suffrage and that of
England also is very extended. The three class system of Prussia gives one·
third of the representation to four men out of a city population>of one hundred
thousand in Essen, Lowell, Governments~ Parties in .Continental "Europe,

Vol, I, :J?· 328.
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The Councils in the Province and the Circle work through
elected executive committees, the Council of the City through ,
an exe{lutive committee partly of professional and partly of
unpaid lay members. The executive committees of the Circles
and the Cities act both for the local bodies and for the central
administration. The Rural Communes are really survivals
of the old German townships. Amongst all these bodies the
Circle Council possesses the greatest importance for it chooses,
directly or indirectly, all the elective officers of the Circle, the Government District and the Province. The cities are
subjected to rather more stringent central control than the
other communities.
25. Prussian local administration appears on the whole
to be more decentralieed than that of France and possesses
more local autonon1y than that of England. It is said to. have
succeeded in enlisting in the public service the best classes of
Citizens. The union of the lay and professional elements has
also, it is claimed, made for honesty, efficiency and economy
in administration. But i~ has not, says Lowell, produced in
the Cities the harmony ·between different classes which was
urged as one of the chief reasons for the reforms (a).

A geherai
estimate of
the Prussian
local organi·
sation.

26. The local administration of the other German States
need not be separately considered as they present variations.
of the Prussian and French types. That of Austria is still
made up of the unregenerate Provinces and _ Circles we found
in Prussia before the reforms of the last century, placed
over the ultimate self-governing units, the Communes which
according to _the usual Continental habit are made use of
also for Governmental purposes. The head of the Province is
an official who supervises and controls the Provincial Com·
roittee, the executive organ of the Provincial Collncil (b).

Organisation
of local admi
nistration in
Austria.

27. In Sweden, the smallest units of local administration ln Sweden
a;e the historic Communes which enjoy almost complete local and Norway.
autonomy. Over them have been imposed Counties of later
origin presided over by officers appointed by the King, assisted
by popularly elected Councils. Local government in Norway
wa-s reorganised in 1837 on the then existing French model,
(a) Lowell's, Governments and·Partles in Continental Europe, Vol, I, pp.
808-333.
'
(b) Woodrow Wilson, The State, p. 345.
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consisting of Districts and Communes with representative
Councils, over whom officials of the Central Government have
exercised considerable powers of oversight and control (a).
The local administration of the Netherlands Kingdoms is
deserving of special study and its distinctive features are
reserved for consideration in another portion of these lectures (b).
In 1taly,

28. The organisation of local administration in Italy
furnishes an instructive example of the circumstances of a
country forcing on its rulers a form of government which
their own personal inclinations would in other circumstances
have led them to disapprove.

29. I have previous.ly indicated how the old territorial
divisions handed down to her from the Middle Ages operated
to delay her union. When, after overcoming apparently insuperable obstacles, it "became an accomplished fact, the first
care of the !ltatesmen of the Union was to provide against any
tendency towards a disruption of this unity. This was the
very reason that had led to the abandonment of the idea of
a Federated Italy, and had induced even thorough-going
Republicans to acquiesce in the monarchic rule of the House
of Sardinia. The idea of orga~ising the government of the
localities on the basis of the old territorial divisions had therefore to be p~t aside, much,as her representative men favoured
the establishment of a decentralised system based on historic
and traditional elements (c). Accordingly the French, rather
- than the English, form of administration was taken up as the
model, and the Italian system of local government is a fairly
close copy of. the French. The development of local administration in Hungary from completely decentralised local
In Hungary
autonomy, ·through an intermediate stage (in 1876) represented by the usual Continental admixture of local autonomy
and central control, to a thoroughly bureaucratic form of ad• essentially
ministration (in 1891) is another illustration of the
relative character of political ~nstitutions. The reason why
complete local autonomy proved injurious to the State in
(a) Woodrow Wilson, The State, pp. 8591 361.
(b) See Lecture IX infra, para 37.
(o} See Lowell, Governments and Parties !n Continental Europe, Vol. f,
pp. 168·170. In 1868, the Chamber actually voted au order of the day in
fa;our of decentralisation. Ibid p. 158, note. 1.
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Hungary is, of course, to be found in the determination of an
uncultured and arrogant landed aristocracy (a), from pride
of race to preserve its monopoly of political supremacy with
the consequent failure to supply the most elementary material
requirements of modern administration. The self-administered
Cities and Communes, however, appear to have satisfied this
test better, so that these have not been deprived of all powers
of self-direction. (b). (>What failed in Hungary has however
proved quite successful in Switzerland whose Communes pos- In Switzerland.
sessing each a homogenious population con'stitute real centres
of political life. There are, besides the Communes, areas.
purely of State administration called Government Districts,
the district officer who may be elected or appointed being
assisted in som(l places by elected County Councils.. The
Swiss Communes are subject, of course, (as everywhere else on
the Continent of Europe) to administrative supervision on
the part of the Cantonal authorities, but are on the other
hand free from that constant i?terference by means of special
Acts of the Legislature which in such a common feature Gf
local administration· in the United States of America (c). •
30. Tl!e organisation of local government in the United In the UniStates of America is the only one that I shall consider in ted States of
America,
some detail before I proceed to analyse the local goverment
of India. It, I need hardly say, had its beginnil}g in institu~
tions transplanted across the ocean from England. Towns
grew up :::pontaneously among~t the religious refugees
of N e~v England who grouped themselves as organised
congregations, whose life was both spiritually and temporally organic. The Southern colonies were •on the other
hand settled by advent~rous people of all grades, and the
low and· fertile soil encouraged the formation of large plantations worked by slave labour. Towns did not develope an
independent•local life in these colonies and they were organised
for local government purposes into counties, (unincorporated
(a) The Magyars, typical "die-hards" and "backwoods-men," of whoni
isolated 11pecimens may be found in every country.

(b) Lowell._ Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, lit
p. 143-144; Woodrow Wilson, The State, p. 347•.
(c) Woodrow Wilson, The State, pp. 313-314
Parties in Continental Eutope, pp. 235-287. '

Lowell, Governments and
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J qstice of the Peace districts as they existed in England before

Towns &
Counties.

Cities & Urban areas.

the Local Government Act of 1888), over which the towns
exerted no influence. In the North too, the growth of a predominating ur'J?an population did not prevent the country from
being organised into Counties mainly for judicial purposes
after the manner of the Mother Country, but to this organisation the living town units contributed the governing element.
In the 1\fiddle,colonies a mixed organisation grew up, town and
rural interests contributing nearly equally to the county
organisation. In the States which were subsequently admitted
into the Union, the Northern or the Southern type of organisation has been deliberately copied-the former in the Northwest and the latter in the West. It is not necessary for our
present purpose to go into details, but I should observe that
the town organisations in the Northern States developed a form
of self-government resembling that of the old German townships and, amongst existing institutions, that of the Landsgemein:de (Rural Communes) of Switzerland with annually
held town meetings of all qualified voters electing a number
of officials who carry on all the functions of local government
without interference by the county authorities (a).
31. "Counties & Townships are areas of rural organisation
only. With the compacting of population in great towns and
cities, other and more elaborate means of organisation became
necessary and a great body of constitutional and statutory law
has grown up in the States concerning the incorporat.ion of
of urban areas. There is no complete or general Municipal
Corporation Act in any of the States such as that under which,
in England, eiti-es of all sizes rnay acquire the privileges
and adopt the organisation of full borough government, The
largest towns are left to depend for their incorporation upon
special acts of legislation. The large cities of the cou·ntry
consequently exhibit a great variety of political b'tructure and
even citiesin the same State often differ widely in many
material points of organisation and function. The electors
or freeholders of less populous urban districts are in most of
the States empowered (upon satisfying certain condition's as to
population etc.) to obtain a simple form of incorporated urban
powers, by c~rtain uniform routine processes !rorn the courts
(a) For details, st~e Woodrow Wilson, The State, pp. 438-447, pp, 506·5Il.
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o£ law" (a) "A common model of organisation for the smaller
urban area is a mayor, president, or chief burgess ; a small
town council given extensive power of making by~laws, considerable power o£ taxation for local improvement as well as
local administration and other powers of local direction which
quito sharply differentiate it from the merely executive boards
often found in townships and always found in counties ; ~
treasurer, a clerk; a, collector, a street commissioner ; someti~es
overseers of the poor, and generally such ·other minor offic~rs
as the council sees fit to appoint". Cities are ''often given a
separate judicial organisation", "also larger councils with la~ger
powers, a larger corps ·of officers and greater eJ!egy of selfdirection than other local areas possess" (b).
32. The general features of the local administration in
the States may for our present purpose- be summarised as
follows :-(1) Outside the towns and cit.ies (tbe separately
incorporated urban districts ), there is a marked absence of
representative law-making bodies. A]most everywhere local
officers and boards have merely executive powers and move
• within riarrow limits set by elaborate statute law. (2) Where
there are local law-making bodies, they act under charters
which define the scope and limits o£ their law-making powers.
(3) Central control of local authorities exists only in the enforcement, in the regular courts of law, of'eharters and general
law : there is nowhere any central 'local government board
with discretionary powers of restriction <>r permission (c).
33. 'l'he Counties and Towns (not incorporated in the
manner stated) are not in America bodies coqo~orate. Their
legal position is thus what the hi gal position of similar organisations was in England before the Local Gove!"ntnent Acts o£
1888. a~d 1894. Their officers, though elected by the' people
of the localities (in accordance with the method universally
adopted in the United States of _filling these positions), are
simply viewed as central officers, functionaries of the State and
not servants or agents of tM Counties or Towns. These have
in fact been judicially held to be "political divisions organised
for the convenient exercise of portions of the political power

A general
estimate.
Legal position
of counties
and towns
and their
officials in •
America.

Regarded as
quasi-public
-------------~----------- corporations,
(a) Woodrow Wilson, The Stilte pp. 518-51!),
(b) Ibid p. 250, .
(c) Ibid p. 523.
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of the State." The county and town authorities hold property
as trustees o£ the Central Government. Apart from general
or special statutes, they -have no borrowing power, and neither
Town nor County can be held responsible for the torts
of its officials, nor~ indeed can the State, since the State in
America like the Crown in England can do no wrong.
American judges have sometimes called Counties and Towns
"c~rporations for special and very limited purposes," and lawyers, with greater regard for terminology, have called them
"q11asi-corporations" (a).
34. We have seen how in England, counties, rural districts.
and parishe!J have come to be "municipalised." In America,
on the other hand, it is these that have reacted on the character
the
of the city governments and lessened their position
eye of law. Contrary to the traditions o£ English jurisprudence, the :Municipalities in America have come to. be regarded
as organs of the Central Government fqr the purposes of the
general Commonweal* administration, little distinction being made in this respect between Central and Municipal
matters, and between incorporated boroughs and quasi-cor- '
porations like counties and towns, One result is that State
Legislatures interfere with the. organisation of the boroughs
with just as much freedom as with those of the counties and
towns, the only. point where the corporate character of the
former .is taken· to impose a restriction upon the constitutional power of the State legislatures is that the property of
the boroughs (unlike that of counties and towns) is private
property and may therefore, under the Federal constitution, be
beyond legisl~tive interference. "The town or borough," says
Wilson, "is a public, not a private corporation, receiving by
delegation certain powers of government." (b); and, as is usual
on the Continent of Europe, the Central Governn:ent makes
frequent use of the Municipality or its officeb as agents
for purposes of central administration (c).

in

Even Munici·
pali ties regarded as public
bodies.

One conse·
quence- .
excessive
interference
by legislature,

(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, pp. 171·177. On
the subject of Quasi-Corporations, see H. A. Smith's note at p. 21 of his
Law of Associations, and ante last note to para. 16 of Lecture VII.

(b) The State, p. 519, ·See Goodnow, Comparative. Administrative Law,
Vol. I pp. 202.
(c)

Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, p. 203.
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35. It would be wrong to s~y that the English Legislature
has in theory less authority to interfere with city org~nisa
tions than the Legislatures of the States in America. In point
of fact what constitutional limitations exist in the case of the
latter have no appli-cation to a Sovereign L'egislature like the
Parliament in England. But in matters of administration,
practice often counts for more than theory. In England, excepb
when the Legislature proceeds to enact statutes of general
application (like the Municipal or the Local Government Acts)in which case the merits and defects of the measure are canvassed through press and pulpit throughout the countrythe only recognised method of modifying city charters is
by Private Bill legislation with its fonml legc~.l procedure,
which ensures a full judicial hearing of all objections on the
part of the town-authorities and other persom interested in
the mea<>ure. In America, on the other hand, city charters are
not only modified by the ordinary legislative procedure, but
changes are continually macl.e withodt even asking the opinion
of the city (a).
36. The mischief of this practice might ha~e -been less,
if this excessive interference on the part of Legislatures with
the affairs of the localities had been actuated always or even
generally by well-meant, if mistaken, zeal for advancing public
welfare. Unfortunately, owing to the pecul~ar party conditions
prevailing in the States, the p::rsonnel o£ the Local Legislatures h'ot> so greatly deteriorated th<tt whenever a measure of
Municipal ''reform" is placed before the Legisl~ture, there are
prima facie grounds for suspecting that it is framed to secure
some private end. The c:mstitutions of some S~tes have in
fact sought to provide against this by making it unconstitutional on the pwt of the State Legislature. to pass any but
statutes of general application. Even this, however, has failed
to P.ut an effeetive brake upon the legislative wheel in .some
States and a number of quite amusing instances of apparently
successful efforts to get round such constitutional limitations
is cited by Mr. (now Lord) Bryce in his ''American Commonwealth" (b).
(a) Goodnow,

Comparat~ve

Administrative Law, p. 205-6.

(b) See Bryce, American Commonwealth, Chs. XLIV & XL v_ The
''peculhr party conditions" are briefly those which make it possible for

23
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American
doctrine of
immunity of
local authori·
ties in res·
pect of
wrongs com·
mit ted in the
performance
of public
functions-a
departure
from Eng·
lish law.

37. I have, in this connection, to remark that the participation by the local authorities in what is strictly central
administrative busi~ess has led to the formulation of a principle,
foreign again to English jurisprudence, conferring immunity
on public corporations for damages caused to individuals by
their governmental acts. Since, according to American legal
theory, there is no certain~test for discriminating between the
public and the private acts of a Municipal corporation, and
-the trend of modern opinion is to find in every act of a public
authority a manifestation of the power of the State, the
tendency will certainly be towards making the area of this
immunity as wide as that of the State itself (s).

Organisationof local admi·
nistration in
India.

38. The organisation of local administration in India presents features markedly dissimilar , to any I have yet consi-

Municipal
liability for
tort in
America

"professional politicians"-those in other words whose only object in seeking
a seat in the Legislature is to use it to obtain a living-to get returned in
large numbers to the Legislature.
(s) Upon this topic of Municipal Liability for Tort, a writer in the
Hun·ard Law Review for January 1917 (VoL XXX, NumberS), p. 270-273,
says : "The application of the rule has often been too broad and undiscrimina·
tin g. The chief defect, however, is that the test is not self-defining, anJ is
therefore no test at all ... The test purports to be a permanent one, but being
in fact ever-changing, it is ill adapted to the end of.scttling precedents. Thns
if States extend their activities as far as have the cities into the domain of
busine'ss-as seems very likely to happen under the prP.sent tendency-the
conception of governmental, if proper!y applied, would cover all activities of
the city. Otherwise it would become a mere historical commentary.'' "A more
special examination of the present state of the law" has had the following
result: "Classed as governmental are the police, school, health, charities, and
fire departments. On the other hand, water-works, gas, and electric plants,
und toll wharves :tre everywhere recognised as municipal. Highway one would
expect to be governmen.tal; yet outside of New Englund, most American
jurisdictions impose a common law tort liability here. Sewers would seem to
be equally governmental, and in addition to be cl?sely related to the health
service ; yet for failure to repair there is tort liability. The management of
parks would similarly-seem to be govenmental, especially in J!Je larger cities;
on parks the authorities are divided. So also as to street cleaning ·and
removal of ashes and garbage, there is a split in the cases. Although the
repair of sewers is corporate, the maintenance of a city hall is governmental,
But there may be liability during the erection of the hall; and. the maintenance of a court-house is apparently municipal. If part of a city hall is
rented there is the liability of a private owner for the condition of the
premises, but if it be occupied in part by non-governmental departments, such
as those of water and sewers, there is no liability'', "It is evident" adds the
writer, "that the application to the facts of the distinction between govern·
mental and municipal has been botli difficult and obscure."
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uercd. For a parallel which will not be altogether superficial: one has to go back to the constitution -of the Roman
empire during the Principate, The larger Provinces grew
out of the exigencies of territorial expansion, dye either to
peaceful cession or conquest. That they would not strictly
follow either 'geographicl!l or ethnic distinctions is what might
have been expected. The provinces owe their origin and their Origin o£ her
Provinces in
initial delimitation of boundaries to single political acts dic- political acts,
tated by considerations of ad.ministrative expediency of a more
or less temporary character. The temptation has accordingly
been great on the part of the Indian executive to re-fashion
these boundaries with reference purely to administrative needs
and overlooking other considerations, most of which have been
brought into existence subsequently to the original confor·
mation of the Provinces. A certain amount of "locaJ patriotism'' "Local pat·
riotism" a
has grown round these Provincial circumscriptions and has later
growth
to be taken into account in proposing redistribution of terri~ but not wisely
~gnored.
tories-specially when these happen, as sometimes they do,
to coincide substantially with ethnic or linguistic boundaries.
39. Whether or not the Indian Provinces ha.ve every- Provinces
where succeeded in equal ·degrees in stri1>:ing root in the "legal"
units by force'
sentiments of their inhabitants, _they have at any rate been of .Parliamentary statutes.
given a legal unity by the Parliamentary statutes which have
determined the constitution of the Indian Government. Under
part V of the Government of India Act of 1915 (which consolidates previous enactments), three Provinces (called for
historic reason " Presidencies") viz: Bengal, Bombay and
Madras are Governorships, four, viz: Bihar and' Orissa, ·
..
the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh, th~ Punjab and ,
Burmah are Lieutenant Governorships, and eight, viz: Assam,
the Central Province (with Berar), the North- Western Frontier
Province, British Beluchistan, Delhi, Ajmeer-Marwara, Coorg
and the And:man and Nicobar Islands are Chief-Commissionerships. None of these provincial administrations can boast
of an independent corporate or even quasi-corporate existence.
not cor·
They are agents of the central administration, and none the But
porate or qua•
less so because some of them possess their own legislative si·corporate
entities,
councils, for these local legislatures are (~seven is the legis- even when
endowed with
lature of the Government of India) wholly subordinated to the Legislative &
Executive
local and central executive and ultimately to the Secretary of Councils,
State for India, and have beeri created not with the object,
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through them, o£ conferring local autonomy on the provincial
administrations but to secure a more sat~sfactory adjustment of the laws to provincial needs. The heads of some
of these administrations have been given executive councils,
but these operate only to regulate the exercise of such discretionary authority as they possess as delegates of the supreme
executive and not to extend the~ scope of that authority.
The recommendations of the Decentralisation Commission
to increase the financial independence of the provinces and
to strengthen their administrative powers within the framework of the existing constitution, even if fully carried out,
will certainly not convert the Provinces into States and the
Indian Empire into a federation of State (a). A fairly obvious
test of the essentially subordinate character of the provincial
administrations is furnished by Sec 60 of the Government of
India Act of 1915 which provides for the alteration andreconstitution of provincial units by exec.utive notification (b).
In England, the boundaries of even a borough or county
cannot be altered by mere executive order (c) •

.

(a) The Statement of Prof. Reinsch at p. 25G of his "Colonial Government"
that "the Indian Empire may be regarded under the aspect of a vast federal
St~te" is, I need hardly say, a fanciful analogy,

•

(b) In Feder~! Governments, the federated States being in theory independent units cannot submit to their boundaries being altered without their
consent even by the Federal legislature. This is so in the case of the Canadian Provinces ( British North America Act of 1871, sees. 3 and 6), the
Australian Colonies (Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act of 1900,
sees. 111 and 123) and South Afdca (South Africa Act, sec. 149)-and yet
"the members 8f these federations are not fully sovereign States. The
National Congress can determine questions of disputed boundaries under· the
Argentine Constitution (Art 67) and under that of Mexico (Art 72), whilst in
Brazil, it retains a veto on all measures agreed upon between the provinces to
alter their boundaries.
·

(c) See the Local Government Act of 1888, sees. 53-!!<f. which however
authorises
the Local Government Board to alter the boundaries of the sub·
Alteration of
ordinate county districts.and parishes. As to county and borough boundaries,
Provincial
boundaries by thP- restrictions of the Local Government Act- of 1888 are by no means
law outside
singular. · In several European and American constitutions, the integrity of
India,
communal and provincial organisations- is expressly secured against executive
interference. ;For instance, that of Denmark by Art 91 provides that the
right of the communl's to manage their local affairs under the supervision of
the State shall be regulated by law ; that of Belgium (Art. 31) that exclusive]y
provincial or communal affairs shall be regulated by communal and provincial
councils according to principles established by the constitution ; that of
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40. Each Province is divided into a varying number of
Districts which are regarded as the fundamental administrative units, and-in all the Provinces, except Madras, a number
of Districts constitutes a Division. The Collector is the head
of the District and the Commissioner of the Division. Both
these circumscriptions were in origin land revenue divisions,
and upon the framework ..furnished by them have been built
other jurisdictions, criminal, civil and police, with variations
in boundaries suggested by specific administrative require-'
ments. Being mere administrative circumscriptions, it is nob
surprising to find that the boundaries of Districts may: under
Indian Statutes, be varied or altered and new anes cre_ated
by executive order (a). The position of the Indian Distri,ct
Officer has been likened to that of the French Prefect (b).Beyond the fact that both are official heads of Districts and
both are well-paid professional officers, the point of the comparison is not very apparent. Some idea of the. variegated
relations in which he is brought in the discharge of his public
functions may be formed from the following extract from the
Report of the Decentralisation Commission (c). He is ''the
local representative of Government in its gene raJ dealirlgs with
the people, and is also the District Magistrate. As Collector,
he is not merely responsible for the collection of most branches
of the revenue, but is concerned with the manifold relations
existing between Government and the agricultural classes._ Thus
' he is concerned with questions relating to the registration,
alteration, relinquishment or partition of land holdings which
pay revenue direct to Government, and, in the greater part
of India, has to deal in these respects with an immense number

-

Holland (Art. 3) that provinces and communes may be united or divided or
their boundaries altered only by law. Arts. 82 and 83 of the Spanish constitution seell1 to ass~ me the integrity. of provinces and towns, Art. 74 of .the
Italian Statuto provides that communal and provincial institutions and their
boundaries shall be regulated by law. The Hungarian constitution seems
eqnally jealous of the integrity of its county organisation (Art. 26). The
constitutions of Chile (Art, 113 etc.) and Brazile Art 68) exhibit special
. solicitude to assure autonomy to their municipalities whilst that of Portugal
guarantees a council to each commune.. "Local Patriotism'' certainly finds
·
much encouragement outside India.
(a) Bnden-Powell, Land Revenue in British India, pp. 21-22.
(b) Ilbert, Government of-India, Second Edition, p. 135.
(o) Decentralisation Commission's Report, 1909, pp. i7-18.
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of petty peasant proprietors. He is likewise, in most Provinces,
concerned with the adjudication of disputes between landlords
and tenants and also with the administration of estates taken
under the management of the Court of Wards. He has to
keep a careful watch over the general circumstances of his
District, and in times of famine or severe agricultural distress,
he is responsible for the administration of relief and other
remedial measures. He also deals with the grant of loans
to agriculturists, and with the preparation of agricultural and
other statistics, aud he has a general control over the working
of the Forest Department in his district in so far as this touches on m!ltters affecting the economic or other interests of the
people. It is his duty to guide and control the working of
the Municipalities, and he is often the acbual Chairman or
presiding Officer of one or more of these. He usually, also,
presides over the Di~trict Board which, with the aid of subordinate local boards where such exist, maintains roads, schools
and dispensaries, and deals with vaccination and sanitary
improvement, in rural areas. Finally, he has to furnish
information on all important occurrences in the District. and
he is called upon to advise .on any general schemes affecting
it which may be under consideration." Finally, "as District
:Magistrate he is responsible for all matters affecting the peace
of the District, and exercises a general supervision over the
local police officers, while he controls the working of subordinate criminal courts, and he has himself a certain amount of
original and appellate magisterial work" (a). When it is
Large but to remembered that "all his most important duties are strictly
be exercised
according to
regulated eitl:!er by law or by rules laid down by the Governlaws and
ment" (b), and that on the other hand he is under no obligation
standing
orders.
to consult any "Prefectural Council," the analogy with the
French Prefect ceases to be applicable. In fact he never was
built on the French model. Originally he was •supposed to·
Has no rtfll
resemblance
represent that concentration of all authority, judicial,
to the French
Prefect.
magisterial and fiscal, which, it was assumed, made the most

(a) Experiments are being made in some districts in Bengal to relieve
District Officers of judicial work by appointing Additional District Magistrates
to whom exclusively is assigned the trial of criminal cases.
(b) Strachey, India: Its Administration and Progress. Third Edition 1

p. 361.
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successful administrator in the Moghul regime. But English
public law has "regulated" him out of recognition, and he
is more like a magnified English Justice of the Peace as he
was in the beginning of the 19th century than the French
Prefect of the same period. The present demand for decentralisation would have been pointless had he been, aside from
being an official, at all like the French Prefect. The recommendations of the Decentralisation Commission, if accepted,
would hav:e made the resemblance to the ,French Prefect not
as he is, but as he was in 1800 A.D., somewhat nearer. ·
41. Each District is usually split up into a number of Sub-Divi.
sions.
Subdivisions which are in charge either of junior officers of
the Indian Civil Service or of officers of the "Provincial"
Service. The functions of these Subdivisional Officers, who are
Magistrates as well as revenue and executive functionaries,
vary in different Provinces. They are most developed in
Madras and Bo.mbay, where the Sub-Divisional Officer exercises
within his own charge most of the functions of a Collector,
subject to supervision by an appeal to the latter (a).
42. Save in Bengal and Bihar and Orissa, there are Taluks and
Tahsils.
smaller sub-district units, styled Taluks or Tahsils, administered
by Tahsildars who belong to the" Subordinate" service. These
officials are, in general, under the immediate control of the
Sub-Divisional Officer where there is one and they and their
assistants (deputy or naib tashildars, revenue inspectors, kanangoes etc.) are in di~ect relations with the cultivators and
the village officials (b). They too exercise in varying proportions both revenue and magisterial functions (c) .

.

43. The Divisional Commissionership when first created The Divi·
sional Com·
(1829-33) was intended to fill in the Division the same, if missioner.
not a more important place than, the Collector-Magistrate
does in his District. But owing to a combination of circum•
stances, his powers have suffered serious diminution, though
it may be (as the Report of the Decentralisation Commission
holds) an exaggeration to say that. he has been reduced to
the position merely of a channel of communication between
the District ·Officer and the Government. He does exercise
{a) Decentralis~tion Commission's Report, p. 18.
{b) Ibid, p. 18,
{c) ibid, p. 207,
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a large amount of supervision and control over the revenue
administration, and should the recommendations of the Decentralisation C~mmission be carried into effect, he will ·be
able to exercise a kind of suspensive veto over the acts of
the District Officers and others serving in the locality under
specialised departments. The creation of specialised departments controlled directly from the Provincial head-quarters
is stated by the Commission to be one of the causes which
in recent decades have .reduced the powers of the Commissioners
and Collectors. But the principal factor which has operated
to limit the extensive prefectorial authority of these officers
(as also indeed that of the District Officers) is the peculiarly English habit transplanted into India of "codifying
into acts, rules or standing orders matters which in old times
had been left to the discretion of individual officers'' (a).
44. Of recent years, the foundations have been laid in
India of two new administrative units for local government
purposes built on European models, viz: the Municipalities
and the Rural Boards. The former naturally have a more
advanced representative organisation than the latter and
whilst virtually (b) every District has a right to be

(a) Ibid, Chs. XII & XIII Though the discretionary authority left to
the Commissioners and District Officers may, inspite of these restrictions,
be extensive, their essentially subordinate character and the artificial nature
of their local jurisdictions are conclusively demonstrated by their extremely
restricted financial freedom. They have, of course, no local taxing powerSmall finan·
cial resources- that belongs to the Municipal and Rural boards and exists for the special
of Collectors purposes of these boards. The following extract from the • Decentralisation
and Commis·
Commission's R4tport, p. 179, may be left to speak for itself. "In Bengal,
sion_!lrs.
of late years, the Commissioners have been given allotments of about Rs.
10,000, per annum from which they can make grants at their discretion, dire~
or through Collectors, for purposes of a public nature, or to remedy small
defects brought to their notice in the course of their tours. Grants of this sort
can be applied to giving some special assistance to deserv~g local objects.
The late Lieutenant Governor of Benga.l.. .... points. out that the position of
district officers 'in financial matters is at present anomalous, their powers
being exceedingly small in comparison with their functions and responsibilities." The Commission recommends that the funds given to the Commissioners for these purposes should be '·'large enough to enable them to dis·
tribute funds of this character to their Collectors, and to keep in their own
hand a reserve for direct outlay by themselves and that these grants should
not be subject to detailed audit."
(b) In Bu·rmah and Baluchistan, at the date of the Decentralisation Commissi':Jn's Report, there were
Rural Boards and Assam was the only

no
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incorporated into a Rural Board (fm; experimental purposes
at least ), the conferment of municipal rights on towns
(outside the three Presidency cities) is in the gift of the Local
Governments, subject to their fulfilling certain requirements
as to population which must be shown to be in large proportions
non-agricultural. Every Municipal Act (other than t.hose
governing the Presidency cities) provides for contingencies in
which the powers and properties of-t~e Municipality may be
taken over by Government and exercised by it- directly through
its own agents. The city governments of-the three Presidency
towns only· may not be extinguished in this fashion, but these
equally with the others are subject to varying degrees of outside
control on the part of the Local Govern-glent resembling tbose
possessed by the Local Government Board in England over
Rural (not Municipal) boards. But outside the Presidency
towns, the Municipalities are, according to commonly accepted
opinion, "constantly kept in financial leading strings" and in
effect exercise very little independent authority. Of the Rural
Boards, the Decentralisation Commissioll's Report, at p. 269,
endorses the' familiar criticism: that they h~ve "practically
become a department of Government administra~ion ; their
work is done by the official element within the boards them- Very much
St>ltc-reauselves or by the Government departments at the Board's lated.
"'
expense.. Their proceedings are subjected to excessive outside
\
control". The Commission appear also to endorse the charge
that the rural boards are starved in the matter of resources.
45. Besides the Municipal and Rural Boards, hll(ll~ are, in
the United Provinces, Bombay, the Punjab and Burma, "notified areas" i. e., towns which are not fit. for fttll municipal
jpstitutions, to which only portions of the Municipal Acts are
applied and whose affairs are administered by nominated
Committees.

/

46. Frolfl the above account it appears that the Indian A comparalocal organisation as a whole is qualitatively inferior to that tive estimate

of Indian
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l o c a l organi·
Province where the scheme of an independent board for an area smaller than siltion.
a District had been tried and there were no District Councils to -settle matters
of common interest. In all other Provinces. the system adopted was that of
c~ntrolling District Boards with Subordinate Snh-district Boards. In Madras
and Bengal, the revenue sub-division was chosen as the jurisdictional unit for
these Boards, whilst in other Provinces the unit was the Talnk:J. or Tahsil.
See Decentralisation Commission's Report, p. 247.
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of England. on the one hand and of. France and Germany on
the other. The Indian iocal authorities are neither decentralised (a) as in England and Prussia, nor deconcentrated as
in France and Prussia. They are numerous and superficially
exhibit a remarkable resemblance to the local authorities of
Continental Europe. But they appear to exist only to perform the routine business of Government in the ron tine way.
For anything lying outside, each authority appears to exist
only for the purpose of vetoing the others. The re~ult is
absence of local initiative, and, unless the impulse comes from
above and in a sufficiently strong current to overcome local
inertia, stagnation. An institution here and there may for a
time be galvanised into life by personal initiative working
against the system, but not owing to it. To compare the
Indian District organisation with the Prefectural organisation
of France appears to me to be singularly inappropriate.

A forecaste.

47. There seems, however, to be a growing determination
to solve the problem of ~ndian local administration by reviving
the ancient village organisation, under official auspices, so that
what natural local life and patriotism there still may be in the
villages may be enlisted in its favour. It is also 'proposed to
infuse ne>v life into the existing rural institutions by endowing
them with larger responsibilities, financial and otherwise, and
making more real the element of popular control now existing
only in name. We are evidently on the threshold of very
large experiments in rebuilding t1w local administration of
India (b). A thorough recol).struction undertaken in a spirit
almost of bold adventure, such as we know had accompanied
the launching of the Prussian scheme of local self-government,
is needed to pull the local adminstration of India out of the rut of official listlessness into which it has apparently fallen,
(a) I must point out that in Indian official literature anti in the Report of
the Decentralisation Commission itself, the word "decentralisation" is almost
invariably used to mean "deconcentration" It would be convenient to
confine the use of the word to imply the exercise of public administrative
functions by non-official honorary agencies only.
(b) See infra Lecture XX, paras. 48·59.

LECTURE VIIl·
LOCAL AUTHORITIES IN RELATION TO
CENTRAL CONTROL (a).
1. From the above survey of typical forms of local orga- Local admi·
nisation, I sought, by an effort of abstraction, to keep out nistration
and central
as far as was possible, all references to the central organisa- control.
tion and central control. But this was only for convenience
of presentation, and I am not sorry, as I look over the pre-·
vious pages, to find that this ele.ment refused to be suppressed
and persisted in showing itself at every turn. It does not
certainly promote one's appreciation of an. institution if the
most important part of it is always kept in the back ground.
In Unitary Governl:nents, central control and_local government
form parts of one organism. One may proceed to study*
structure from the .base upward or the process may be revefred.
But it would be wise perhaps to combine both procedures. At
any rate, that is the plan I am going to follow in regard to the
present topic. In the last lecture I followed the first mentioned
process, and that led me to discover that there are two types Two types of
of central control exercised over local authorities-one predo- control,
minantly legislative and the other predominantly· administrative
-both being combined in fairly even proportions in India.
I shall now proceed to study that control from upwards.

'

2. But before I do that, I have to point out that central
control may extend beyond the boundaries of a Unitary State,
the local organisation within whiph only formed the subject
of my enquiry in the previous lecture. There may be States
possessing- colonies more or les.s loosely bound with the
central organisation, and there may be a central federal
organisation imposed on a number of Unitary States. This
inquiry from the top will therefor.e necessarily spread over a
much wider field than the inquiry in the rev~se direction
which I have just concluded.

Central con.
trol may ex"'
tend beyondthe limits of
the Unitary
State,

3, I must also make myself clear as to another matt~r Matters o£
which repeatedly came into evidence in the course of that en- "central" and
"local" inte·
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - rest.,what are,

(a) For convenience of presentation, the discussion in the present lecture
Will be confined mainly to self-governing local bodies,
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q uiry. I had more than once to refer to what is spoken of as business of central interest as distinguished from business of local
interest. Are these really as clearly and inherently separated as
this distinction seems to imply ? What, ·in ·other 'words, are
the matters which by universal assent my be labelled "local"
and what "central" ?
~o hard and
fast line of
4istinction
:between them.

Origin of
local governments-Degrees & measures of devolution &
motives con-,
ditioning
them.

4. The inquiry into which I am about to enter will, I hope,
demonstrate that there is no universally accepted method of
distributing local and central functions. The distribution
should in each case be dictated by considerations of sound
policy and practical convenience combined. In point of fact,
however, until less than a hundred years ago, the Central
Government in no country appears to have normally thought
of establishing autonomous local authorities and endowing them
with any part of its powers, unless driven thereto by necessity
o~ therwise than-as a matter of individual bargaining. Its
a~-<ion as o, principle of good government is a very recent
acquisition of political science. The lesson moreover has as
yet been so ill-learned that it is a common occurrence to find
the same government simultaneously accepting and rejecting
it for d1fferent local areas. Even when the principle has
been accepted, the devolution of authority has been circumspect
or therwise according to the degree of nervousness felt by the
central authority over its acts of renunciation. To put it in
the form of a paradox, the widest powers of self-government
are often enjoyed by those local units in whose favour there
has been no devolution of authority-in other words where
independent local units have come together and established a
central federal government: In these cases the grant of
authority has really been to the Central Government by the
local units and is in consequence quite liberal to the grantors,
So much for the motives which determine the devolution of
•
local authority and the manner of its distribution as conditioned thereby.

.

lnstances of
largest devolution of
internal
authority.

5. I shall start with instances of the largest rlelegation
of internal authority by the central to local authorities. Ib
is quite possible to conceive of an arrangement under which
all authority in any way affecting a particular locality is
delegated without reserve to the local authority, the central
government retaining control only over those interests which
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may affect that locality and others equally and which may
appear n;t to admit of .division_and distribution amongst
circumscribed local units. The powers possessed by the Self- ·
governing colonies within the British Empire are perhaps as
near an approximation to this condition as is conceivable.
The delegation of authority to these colonies is ''feudal" in
character, using that term in 'the somewhat wide sense which
in previous lectures I have assigned to it. Like all feudal
delegations, they have been made only because a more restricted delegation has been rendered impossible by circumstances.
Students of English colonial history are aware that ~he impracticability of governing far away settlements, carrying with
them in their new habitat the habits and free institutions of
the Mother_· Country against the wishes of their inhabitants,
directly from a bureau located in London was not borne home
to English -politicians even by the loss of the American colonies, and, for more than half a century following this event,
the attempt to govern the colonies _from London was persisted
in with what appears to the more enlightened opinion of
the present day to be perverse obstinacy. That opinion,
however, it is of importance to note, is of quite recent origin
and had its inception in the celebrated Canadian d~spatch of
Lord Durham. As to whether, without that despatch, the new
departure in English colonial policy would have been made
at all, it is unnecessary to speculate at this date. Personally,
I think it was part oE a more general movement affecting
opinion in the domestic as well as in the foreign and colonial
politics of Great Britain. But the value of the despatch, as
an instrument of political educapio~, on the poliQy of granting
self-governing institutions wherever ·the circumstances seem
to justify it, is unquestionable.
6. But one may easily exaggerate the extent to which this
.
.
. :
. . •
educatwn htts made progress 1n the field of Bnt1sh poht1cs.
, I t h as h ardl y ma de any ou t Sl. d e It.
.
Th at t h e d esue
. to mam.
• tain central control wherever it is possible to maintain it is
still very strong within the British Empire is illustrated b~
the fact that whilst complete self-government was granted to
distant South Africa within a decade of the Boer rebellion,
the expediency of granting a smaller meast;tre of autonomy to
Ireland is still being vigorously debated ; and until very
recently the idea of granting self-governing institutions to

Self-governing colonies
of the British

Empire.

.

Lord Durham's Despatch-as
an instrument
of political
educ.ation,

,

f h
Lessonso t e
Despatch illlearned
apt~lied,& ill·
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divided India was regarded as being as much outside the pale
of practical politics as the grant of similar institutions to the
most backward of British Crown colonies.
7. Before leaving this topic concerning the policy of
granting
autonomous organisations to local divisions within
of local
administr~
the British Empire it is desirable to note the necessary limitation.
tions by which such grants must often be circumscribed in
the interest of good governmenb. Grants of complete selfgovernment are, as I have said, feudal in character and
carry with them the inherent weaknesses of all feudal
delegations. It is now fully recognised that the forces which at
this moment bind the Self-governing British colonies to
the Mother Country are those of sentiment and selfinterest only. It may be safe to assume that no Government would have permitted the allegiance of its territorial
Material obs- units to hang on such slender threads, if stronger bonds, accepttacles to its
able to the colonies and enforceable by the Central Governattainment.
ment, could possibly have been devised. It certainly does
not promote good government, at any rate for compact territorial
units in close geographical association, to have complete autonomy in all matters, and it is instructive to note that tho
progress of self-government in the British colonies has synchronised with a movement in favour of federation amongst
geographically compact areas. Such federation can of course
be attained only by a substantial sacrifice of local autonomy;
and not only colonies but even independent States which
happen to be geographically connected, beginning mainly as
associations for purposes of common defence, have, from
consideration~ of sound administration, been carried step by
step towards true federal unions, involving important restricThe federal
movement
tions on their local autonomy. The close neighbourhood of
one in the
~roland to England itself places important limitations on her
contrary
direction.
demands for self-government, the soundness '>f which is
admitt~d by her most advanced patriots. Other conditions,
besides those of neighbourhood, may jmpose other limitations.
The expediency and extent of any granb of local autonomy
to distant dependencies must in every case be determined
by the peculiar conditions of the country operating to modify
in its application the principle otherwise unquestionable that
the highest form of government and the ultimate goal of all
governments is self-go\rel'nment,
Self-govern·
ment the goal
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8. Putting aside cases of federations (and the British
Colonial Empire is really an inchoate federation of States (a)
possessing varying degrees of internal sovereignty), and turning now to what may be seen within the limits of Unitary
States, the tendency until recently w~s indubitably towards
over-centralisation wherever the Central Government had
succeeded in attaining a position of pre-eminence over the
other elements of the State. That it was necessary in Western
Europe for the purpose of counteracting the disruptive particularism of fiefs and cities is one of the accepted facts of
history. It was certainly less thorough in its operation outside Western Europe, where (as in Sweden and Mussalman
. India) it failed to reach and absorb the village communities,
but the highest limits of centralisatiop. were reached in those
countries where the monarchy developed a strong-willed, scientific and conscientious bureaucracy as the instrument of its
will .. This happened in Rome under the Emperors and in
post-Medieval France. The natural tendency of all Unitary
Governments in the past appears from history to have been
to reduce all self-governing associations into unrelated individuals except in so far as they might ~erve the purposes
of the State.· 'rhe Roman Gov~rnment tolerated the city
go¥ernments only because and in so far as they guaranteed the
security of the taxes. In Medieval Europe, towns were tole·rated as self-governing units because they refused to submit
on any other term. No city charter was evera free gift from
the lord. It meant a compromise, preceded always by a
struggle, or at best a method of raising revenue. As it was,
the charters proved but weak barriers againsll' the waxing
powers of the monarchy.

In Unitary
States, tendency until
recently towards.
centralisation.

9. The form of government in which a State whose
is "to hold the country" (b) naturally embodies·
primary object
.
itself is a hiehrchically ordered bureaucracy. Administrative
control of the lower by higher official~ leading ultimately up
to the highest executive is' sufficient. to impart coherence to

of

(a) A variety of schemes
real federation is being discussed at this
moment. 111r. Lionel Curtis's ''Problem .of Commonwealth" puts the case for
it with marked cogency and ·ability.
(b) I have to express my obligation for this phrase to Sir C. P. Lucas,
t·ide his "Greater Rome anq Greater Britai11 ""(1912), pp. 59-6().

The instrument of centralisationan organised

bureaucracy,

The bureautcyacytolf Conmen a
Europe. -
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the organisation. Bureaucracy emphatically repels lay interference in ·public affairs. It seeks to retain the issue of
administrative ordinances in its own hand and does not suffer
political and public acts of officials to be examined by_ ordinary
courts of law according to prevailing notions of justice and
fair dealing-and "reasons of State" are with it matters of
paralllount importance before which every other consideration
moral or material must be· made to give way. This form
of government made great progress on the Continent o£ Europe
where monarchy finally triumphed over the "estates."
The decentralised ••Squire•
archy" of
England,

The Justices
of the Peace.

Organs of
central control, Par Jiament& Royal
Courts.

Bureaucracy
eliminated.

10. In England alone bureaucracy failed to develope on
normal lines. There the representatives of the boroughs and
counties, whom the King called together for "advice and
counsel," never let go their hold on supply and used it to such
good purpose that, in the reign of Edward III, the King had,
at the instance of the Commons, virtually t.o abolish bureaucracy by replacing his professional officials, the Sheriffs, by
unpaid Justices of the Peace appointed locally to carry on
the administration of the counties. The J astices of the Peace
had to be appointed from the local gentry, the very class to
which the Commons belonged and who alone could serve
without compemation. Bureaucracy no doubt was replaced
by '·' squirearchy,'' but the administration was complet~ly
decentralised. The two organs of central control which remained to operate in the localites were, first, the Royal courts
and, secondly, the King in Parliament. Administrative C0ntrol over' the Justices of the Peace continued in theory to
reside in .the Privy Council and was to become active for a
time on the only occasion in English history when bureaucracy
in the Continental sense made any progress (a). But the
Justices of t~e Peace, unlike the Sheriffs, were officers created
by statute (34 Ed. III c. 1.) and the normal (and practically
exclusive) method of controlling them came tt> be through
Parliamentary statutes which it was lefb to the Royal courts
(a) See Redlich & Hirst, Lccal Government in England, Vol. I, p, 20.
The Tudor Kings created new centrally controlled ·provincial authorities in
the Councils and Courts of the North, Marches of Wales a11d Lancaster and
the Court of Exchequer of the...County Palatine of Chester. It was of course
the Court of the Star Chamber which exercised the greatest influence on the
provincial administration of this period. All theee bureaucratic out-growths
fell during the Great Rebellion (1640).
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to enforce on the complaint of aggrieved persons, This (from
the Continental point of view) unusual method of con'trolling
the administration was further emphasised later on when the
Court of Star Chamber was abolished in. 1640 (16 Carol I.
c. 10) and exclusive jurisdiction of the Court of King's
Bench was substituted for that of the Privy Council (c).
Thus whether from accident or de~ign or from both comoinep
bureaucracy was completely eliminated from England.
11. I have previously explained how what is called the
"Industrial Revolution" brought into existence administrative
problems with which the old machinery COI_J.trolled indirectly
by the legislature and law courts failed to cope, and the
!lecessity of establishing some _form of cl:mtral control was
driven home into the minds of the members of the reformed
Bouse of Commons in 1834 by the report of the Poor Law
Commissioners of that year. The deficiency. has since been
supplied but without establishing a buteaucracy and without
materially departing from the normal mode of regulating the
working of public authorities by legislation. This, ·however,
it has been po13sible to accomplish only by recreating new
- organ which, highly unwelcome to Government in its earlier
days, it has now become· its settl.ed policy to establish and
foster. r'lt is a policy which to-day is by no means the exclusive
policy of the British Government, nor is it confined to the
sphere of local self-government There is a growing belief
in the value of genuine self-government through representative
councils as an instrument of goot government in the sphere
as well of colonial and local as of central government. The
conversion of modern governments to this new creed can hardly yet be said to be complete in all three spheres and progress
towards it in some governments has been slower than.. in others.
But iJI the sphere oflocal government proper at any rate there
seems to be ·no reason for doubting that it is as thorough as it
is universal.
12. It is not easy to determine all the causes that have
contributed to the dissemination of this new creed. The
prime factor has no doubt been the growth of democracy.
It was but natural that the power which obtained control
over the central' government should not like to -leave the
government in the localities in the hands of the privileged
classes whom itJ had displaced at the centre. This factor

a
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however operated in different degrees and with unequal
celerity in different countries and in some was wholly forestalled by others. In l!'rance, the establishment of communal
self-government formed one of the cardinal principles of the
Revolution of 1789. In England, it took something like half
a century for democracy to translate itself into representative
institutions in the counties, though owing to circumstances of
an emergent character it came more quickly into the boroughs.
In Germany, the grant of local self-government to towns and
communes has preceded the advent of democracy in the ceo~
tral government.
13. In every country outside England, it was the demonstrated failure of bureaucracy unassociated with :popular control
to govern, the country in the interest of the nation that pointed
to local self-government as the true solution of the problem of
local government. In France, it was the shameful neglect of
the interest of the common people in towns and communes by
the agents of Government and the selfish exploitation of the.
resources of the localities to bolster up the extravagance of the
Court and the nobility which brought on the Revolution.
In Germany, State after State fell before the march of
Napoleons's democratic army, and even the military power of
Prussia built up by the life-long devotion of generations of
Kings crumbled before it. Not a single private German
subject started up to stop the invaders. The fact is that in a
thoroughly bureaucratised State the work of Government is
so cvmpletely monopolised•by the officials and so thoroughly
are the interests o£ the ruled separated from those of the
ruling body, ihat the former cease to take any interest in the
affairs o£ the Government, and no misfortune . however great
which may overtake the Government s.uffices to rouse the
patriotic instincts of the people to its support.
German
nationali'sm was not the creation of German burtlaucracy. It
was provoked and called into life by the arrogance of Napoleon.
But German officialism, be it said to its credit, knew how t~
use it when it came. After the debacle of Jena andAnerstadt,
Prussia!l statesmen set themselves deliberately to enlist the
sympathies of the people in the business o£ government and
self-government in towns and communes found a prominent
. place in their .programme of reform as one of the means by
which that end might be attained.
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14. I£ local self-government suggested itself to the ;::~~~~;ur·
reformers on the Continent of Europe __as an antidote to comin~ the
cause lll
bureaucracy, England was led to it by the fear that bureau- .England.
cracy of the Continental type might be coming if she was
not somehow redeemed from that condition of disorganisation
and drift into which she had fallen owing to the system of
decentralised squirearchy which had governed her since the time
of the Plantagenets but whigh, in the 18th and 19th centuries,
failed to take account of, still less to lead, th~t H Industrial
Revolution" by which the very appearance of the country was
altered out of recognition.
15. The Report of the Royal Commission appointed
Abuse of the
by the reformed Parliament of 1832 to enquire into the Poor law ad·
ministrationadministration of the Poor law disclosed grave abuses which demonstrate!!
of centon the one hllnd was degrading and demoralising the work- need
ral control.
ing dasses at the same time that it brought the well-to-do
classes to the verge of bankruptcy. These results were conclusively shown as being directly attributable to the ignorance
and incompetence of the Justices of the Peace. Any other
nation than the English would have, in 'similar situ.ations,
struck at the root of the entire institution of the Justices of
the Peace. But with characteristic_ conservatism the English
Parliament proceeded to refor,m the Poor law administration
only.. The Report of the Commissioners had clearly demonstrated the necessity of establishing a controlling executive
authority at .the centre to guide the local authorities, and,
if necessary, to keep them up to the mark by compulsion,
Such an authority was so foreign to English id!las and had
such a Continental appearance about it that people could be
persuaded to accept it only on condition that the loeai authority itself was converted into a locally elected representative
cou~cil and t~e c_ontrol of th~ central aut~o:fty ~ade. to sav~ur Central con..
, as httle as possible of Contmental admmistratwn by bemg trol how
made largely ''outside" and "indirect." The Justices of the · qualified.
Peace were not abolished but were made ex-officio guardians
along with those elected and thus placed in a minority (a).
(a) It will perhaps be not out of place here to mention that the principles
embodied in the Act of 1834 were deriYed mainly from Bentham;s. Constitu•
tional Code. Artificial circumscriptions formed without regard for history or
traditiort and mainly determined by the immediate requirements of the object
to be served, local authorities elected by the inhabitant ratepayers and
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16. Nevertheless the powers conferred on the central
authority by the Poor Law Act of 1834 are larger than have
ever been delegated by Parliament to any executive ~uthority
exercising power within the British Isles either before or since.
The central authority can and do under the Act ~f 1834 pass
general orders binding on the Local Unions and can also
issue special orders short only of giving relief in particular
ca~es, It sends out inspectors who not only visit work-houses
but attend and speak atJ the sittings of the guardians. The
central authority . prescribes the qualifications, duties and
. salaries of the paid officers of the local boards and these though
appointed by the guardians may be removed by the central
authority and cannot be dismissed without its consent. There
are other more indirect ways of exercising supervision over
the local Poor law authorities to be mentioned hereafter.
But those specified above suffice to show how near a bureau
in the Continental sense the central board had come to be.

Tbe Municipal Corpora·
tion Act on
the other
hand reduces
central con•
trol to a
minimum,

17. In 1835, the Report of another Commission appointed
to enquire into. the administration o£ the boroughs revealed
a state of things only less deplorable than that disclosed by
the Report o£ the Poor Law Commissior.. The Municipal
Corporation Act of 1835 reorganised the borough corporations
on a thoroughly democratic basis, An elected Municipal
Council and paid executive officials working under the direction of the former are features of the borough government
established by the Act, as they were of the Poor law . organisation created by the Poor Law Act of 1834. But in two important particulars this Act refused · to follow the precedent of
of the Poor L~w Act. The new Act did not proTide for a
central controlling -agency. It seemed as if Parliament was
anxious to recant that particularly obnoxious form of political
•
'
heresy.

Public
Health Act
favours
centralisation,

18. The panic caused by the cholera epidemics of 1847
and 1848 gave a fresh impetus to the movement in favour of
inaugurating a strong controlling body in the Central Government. But the powers which the Public Health Act of 1848
gave to the General Board of Health were nothing near as
paid executive officers working under them are all features borrowed from the
Constitutional Code. Redlich & Hirst, Local Government in England, Vol, I,
p. 108.
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drastic as those conferred on· the Poor Law Commissioners.
The General Board of Health could pass general and special
orders only with reference to particul1:1r subjects specified in
the statut~. The Inspectors did. not participate in the
councils of the local authorities. Parliament subsequently
created other central boards to control the action of other
locatauthorities created for other local government purposes,
but none of them has been endowed with the powers of t,he
Poor Law Commissioners. T~e control which they were Other central
boards have
authorised to exercise was indirect outside controL Taking less
control
the Local Government Board as the type, its control operates over local
.bodies.
in the following ways, viz, (i) a limited power of making
regulations, (ii) a similarly limited power of issuing orders,
(iii) power to audit accounts of all authorities (other than
Control, how
boroughs), ( i v ) inspection, ( v ) power to dsmand returns, exercised.
(vi) the requirement that its consent should be taken in respect
of a variety of local und;rtakings, and (vii) grants-in-aid which
imply that the local authotities should satisfy the requirements
of the central board as a condition for their renewal. "'The
central authorities in England, it is claimed, act more by
·
pursuasion and advice than by commands..
19: But it would be a mistake to imagine t.hat because Local bodies
have little
the English Parliament prefers to carry on local government autonomy
.
through popularly elected bodies rather than by paid official being minutely reguagents, that being in its view the only means of keeping lated by
statutes and
the inroads of offiicialism in check, that therefore it also favours standing
local autonomy. The deficiency in the matter of administrative orders.
control is more than made good by statutory regulations going
into the minutest details. Recently the increl)Se in volume_
of its legislative work has led Parliament to frame such
statutes with less amplitude of details, and Ministers have in
such cases been authorised to fill up the gaps so left- by .
administrati:v~ ordinances and orders. Whenever this has
been the case, the executive from sheer nati9nal habit have
proceeded to· make good the omission with truly Parliamentary minuteness. The loc~l authori,ties in E,ngland have thus,
to work "cribbed, cabined and confined" "'ithin a variety of
laws, rufes and standing orders. Municipal administration in
England, and still more in America (a), is, it is therefore
(!!.) It is unnecessary to deal with American local organisation with
reference to the question of central control for the simple reason, that no
·'
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alleged, so much more backward than it is on the Continenti
of Europe because of the many unnecessary limitations imposed
on their free action by statutes and standing orders.
Local auto.
nomy on the
Continent
through ab·
sence of le·
gislative
interference,

Administra•
tive control
formerly
excessive,

Recent chan•
ges favouring
deoentralisa·
tion.

20. On the Continent of Europe, as I have already stated,
it is not the practice for the Legislature to lay down minute
. regulations for the guidance of the authorities whether in. the
central or in the local governments. Local authorities when
constituted receive by the very Act of their constitution whatever powers of government a.r.e left after subtracting therefrom matters regarded as of central interest. Their competence
within the sphere of local government is unlimited, but it
is sujbect to . direct administrative control by the higher
authorities. This interference, ·less than half a century ago,
was in both France and Germany so excessive as almost to
reduce the local bodies (very much like what has happened
in India) to the position of agents to carry out the wishes
and policies of the central government. Profiting however
by English example, the Government of Prussia in the seventies of the last century ·and that of France about the same
time made the local authorities, in matters which are regarded
as of local interest only, as independent of central administrative control almost as are the local authorities in England,
for neither the Prefect in France, nor the Governors of Provinces in Prussia are now members of the local executive
committees; They exercise, in the main, outside supervision
and control and local government in those countries is thus ·
as much decentralised to-day as in England. lb is on the
other hand more autonomous than in England and America,
not being ~mpered as in the latter country by minute
statutory and administrative regulations.
<<

Origin of
local self·
government
in India,

21. It is not merely imitation or admiration of European
institutions which has led 'the Government of India. to for•
mulate its scheme of local self-government in th~ Districts
and Municipalities, already alluded to in the previous lecture.
From Lord Ripon's Resolution on Local Self-Government
o'f 1882 the motives which led to its introduction may be
control of any sort other than the legislative has yet been devised in that
country. American local government is thus more decentralised than the
English and proportionat-Jly more hara11sed by legislative interference. See

Lect"ure XX infra.
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gathered to have been (i) to relieve Government of the duty
of attending to matters of purely local interest-a duty which
the increasing demands upon it in regard to matters of
general interest .made it impossible for it to fulfil with efficiency or. even with proper knowledge o£ local needs-to the
consequent detriment and neglect of local interests, (ii) to.
enlist local intelligence and local knowledge in local service
and to creaj!e local intere;;t in such service, by handing over
the responsibility for its performance to more or less r~pre
sentative local councils thus indirectly affording an opportunity
of political education to the people oflndia-a desideratum
expressly formulated in the Resolution. The fact that much
of this work of local supervision was to be honorary was also
not without its attra.ction to a Government which is often
charged with being more expensive .than the circumstances
of the country fairly permit. The experiment, it is generally
believed, has not had a fair trial and we are probably'about
to enter upon an era of vigorous local self-government in
rural areas, based on the natural Indian local unit of the
village. The system as it stands suffers from the defects of
both the English and Continental systems. The local.bodies
in India are on the one hand more minutely regulated by
statutes and standing orders than are their English prototypes. They are on the other hand inore completely under
''officia1leading string" than are French and ·German· local
bodies. They suffer moreover from the additional drawback
of inadequacy of ~;esources, Everywhere in India local service
is starved in the interest of general service.

Its present
defects,

.

22. I have now concluded my survey of local organisation
in its smaller circumscriptio.ns from both the. points of view
mentioned at the opening of this lecture, viz: from the bottom
upwards (as I )lad done in the previous lecture) and again from
the top. That survey however will not be complete without
some further observations of a general character suggested by
the materials passed un.der review.
23. First, if 'local partiotism' is to be effectively enlisted
in favour of local government, and if local administration
is to be broad-based and not confined a~ in the old English
counties to a self-interested 'squirearchy ,' the jurisdiction of
the local units should (in the language of · Lord Ripon's
()

What should
be local selfgovernment
units.
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Towns.

Concentric
local bodies
in rural areas.

Danger of
confining
the interest
of the people
entirely to
local afia.irs.

Need for or•
ganising Jar·
ger local felf·
government
units.
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Resolution) be 11 SO limited in area as to ensure both local
knowledge and locaL interest on the part of the members",
But the smaller the area, the narrower the functions the local
·bodies will be asked to discharge, for matters affecting several
neigbouring local areas in common will have to be· excluded
from the scope of each of these bodies. The matters thus
excluded may yet be matters of not sufficient general interest
to be taken up by the Central Government. It is..accordingly
usual to find larger local circumscriptions, which t'oo according
to. principles herein-before enunciate.d, must be handed over
to elected councils. But where is this operation to stop ?
The answer to this, as to most political questions, is to be found
not in theory but in experience. In all countri_es, towns
generally admit of being treated for local. government purposes
as self-contained unl.ts, but in rural areas it is usual to find
two and sometimes three concentric self-governing areas one
withih the other. In England there are Parishes, Districts
and Counties for local government purposes. In India we
have Local and District.Boards ; on the Continent of Europe
e. g. in France, Communes and Departments, and in Purssia,
Communes, Circles and Provinces, and in the Netherlands
Countries, Communes and Provinces. There is a real danger
in confining local patriotism within very narrow limits.
People of every locality must be taught to entertain wider
outlooks and to take interest not merely in the affairs of the
small local areas of these towns and villages, or even of their
districts, but in those of their country as a whole. A County or
a Department m:ty suffice as the largest local government
•
unit in England
and France. But wider areas bave to be
taken into account in countries spread over larger territories.
In India, as already stated, a iarger area than a District (e. g.
Division) has been created in every Province other than Madras
for central government purposes. Whether th~se should . be
constituted into units for local Government purposes must
depend, I say again, not on abstract theoretical but practical
considerations. Prussia has a provincial local organisation above
the County, but this may be the outcome more of tradition
than of administrative necessity. One thing however seems
clear. In order that local patriotism may not degenerate into
narrow parochialism, people of all localities must be enabled
to participate in the administration of the country as a whole.
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To put the matter in the form of a paradox, the Central
Government itself must be communalised. Small local councils
controlling purely local services may be good enough, but to
be really beneficial, they must be capped by a fully representa.tive central legislature, a legislature which every person in
every locality must feel he has helped in returning, and 1one
which must ,possess sufficient control over the central executive
to enable the people of all localities to feel that the Government
is theirs. If national partriotism is an asset of any value to
a Government the way to it lies in making the Central Government itself national. A _Government remainip.g and operatirlg
ab extra and not drawing its life and purposes from the people,
however benevolent and farseeing it may be, cannot hope to
enlist the latter's patriotism in its favour. At moments of
trial, its appeals to the people will often meet with inadequate
response. Small local units created for local government purposes and not taught to look higher may even prove the worst
agents of obstruction to the aims and purposes of the Central
Government·.

Need for com•
munalising
the central
administra·
tion.

24. Secondly, with reference to the motives which have Importance
led modern governments to substitute, in the place of direct· goo
of sdecuring
men to
official control, the control of elected repre,sentati ve bodies (a), serve on local
bodies.
it is necessary to say that no institution is redeem.tld only by
the excellence of the motives which lead to its creation. All
representative institutions have to justify themselves by results. ·
These again must depend on their personnel. Whether representative councils s~o~ld prove good or bad substitutes for
the officials they displace, depends therefore ultimately on
what kind of men are_ elected on these bodie~>. T-he election Election
laws thus constitute the life-blood of these bodies, A govern- _laws.'
ment which has made up its mind to give its subjects selfgoverning institutions on trial may make or niar their future
by the electiol1 laws which are to determine· the person'llel
of the self-governing bodies, Where, as in England, the
populatiop is homogeneous in sentiment as well as in interest,
direct election based on numbers perhaps suffices (b). Whet,her
(a} 'And this applies to local as well as to central

legislature~.

{b) The assumed homogeneity in sentiment and interest of the population
of England is however disputed. See Orage, "Guild Socialism" and Wallas,
"The Great Society", and the commentary thereon in Ch. VIII of Barker's

.
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the electors and candidates should possess property, residence
or other qualifications may also require consideration. Where
the electorate is divided into conflicting cbsses and interests,
it may be a question whether representation should be given
to separate interests or whether for the sake of unity of
counsel such conflicts should on the whole be ignored. Different governments have sought to solve these questions in
different ways, depeJ.?.ding as often upon prejudice as upon
considerations of sound policy. Besides, the whole matter is
still so wholly in the experimental stage, that no general
conclusions of any value are likely to follow from a tabulation
of the various methods of election prevalent in different countries. In recent years, a vast amount of literature has accumulated bearing on the questions of the relative merits of direct
and indirect election, o£ the propriety of permitting representation of miuorities and proportional representation, of voting
on single and general tickets, of plural, limited and cumulative
voting, o£ manhood and woman suffrage, of what should be
the limits of an ideal election district, and of the periods for
re-election. They raise problems upon which as yet no general
agreement has been reached. In the absence of reliable conclusions of a general nature, a comparative study of election
laws will-certainly l!Ot be promoted by merely registering
such facts as that woman suffrage has been established by
law in Norway and New Zealand, that proportional representation of a very complicated character adopted by the law of
Belgium has or has not produced the expected consequences,
that the three class system of representation of Prussia
which is r~probated in Anglo-Saxon countries seems to
·serve the present requirements o£ that country well enough,
that manhood suffrage exists in France and has made greater
progress in some of the English Colonies than in the Mother
•
Country, that that country has not yet made up its mind on
the question of plural voting, that France's allegiance to the
principle of manhood suffrage is modified iH its applcation in
some of her colonies to quite the same extent as it is modified
in Prussia by the application of the three-class system of
indirect election, and that from . being r~presentatives of the
Political Thought in England from Spencer to the Present Day, in the
University Library Serie~.

~ome
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whole country and free agents, the persons returned to re~
presentative councils are tending to become the mandatories
of the electors who have returned them, at any rate in England
and the United States (a),

-.
(a) For an up. to-date treatment of the whole subject within a limited
compass, see Garner's Introduction to Political Science, Ch. XIV. I am th"e
less disposed to generalise on this subject because looking at the electioneering
process as it is practised in England and America, as an outsider, I cannot
help feeling that it ha~ largely become at its best a matter of "hypnotising
the electorate by every manner of suggestion," and at its worst, a matter "of
its manipulation by greater interests for their own ends". I have no doubt that
government by party 'caucus'es is better than government by a full-blooded Government
by party
burea~cracy, except where the former are organised (as they appear to be caucuses.
to-day in the American~ States and as they certainly were in Portugal before
the Republican revolution ) for purposes of "spoils". But if democracy has no
better means to offer for its fulfilment than caucuses, it will, I apprehend, not
be .Ion g. before it ceases to. be an inspiring ideal. (See Bryce, American Commonwealth, Ch. LIV, and Ogg's Governments of Europe, Portugal, para, 699.
Certain inferences, however, of a negative character drawn from the'
experiences of French colonial administration by Mr. Reinsch in his "Colo·
nial Government" may be of interest to India,n students, the only ones I
have found bearing on the question of representation of a White ruling
minority living in the midst of a large Coloured population. These are : {i)
Where, as is the c;;:se in some of the French colonies, a minority of Whites
(who of course have come to the eolony only to seek wealth and make their
fortune as quickly as possible) has secured predominance in the local council,
representative institutions have been invariably made the instruments of
shameless abuse. In Cochin China, for instance, "taxes gathered from the
entire colony were lavishly spent upon the adornment and improvement of
Saigon, the French town of residence, •appropriations made for a botanical
garden were diverted arid used for city parks, and road building in the interior
of the colony remained u!ldone in order that splendid drives round the
capital might be constructed. Officials who showed a; inclination to
interpose objections to this policy of the council had either their salaries
raised to silence them, or, if too intractable, found that their recall had been
successfully requested of the home authorities. Meanwhile,· the resources of
the colony lay w~thout development_ and the native population lived in increasing poverty", (ii) Where, on the other hand, the Coloured majority has
been given anything lih adequate representation, the industrial and commer·
cial development of the colony is said to be endangered by unfavourable legisiative activity. Mr. Reinsch thinks that for such colonies a return to absolute
government under the- English ·Crown colony -system ·would be better than
a representative system in which there is a decided White or Coloured majority,
but for the fact of its prohibitive costliness and the dislike with which this
form of government is viewed by White and Coloured people alike. He notes,
however, that when the White colonists have to choose between it and a
system of representation which would put power in the hands ~f the natives

Evils of a
badly cons•
true ted elec·
torate illus'trated.
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Nature and
extent of devolution as
determined
by area,

25. Thirdly, as to the distribution of functions between
central and local authorities, I pointed out, at the outset,
the difficulty of generalising on this matter. The survey I
have just concluded must have made it fairly clear that the
amount o£ authority delegated generally bears a certa~n
proportion to the area of the country which demands selfSpecial claim governing institutions. A parish must' have fewer powers
of town-popu·
than a district and fewer still than a county, and a county
lations.
cannot be given the full self-government which may be the
due of a colony. Again, town populations are so peculiarly
constituted that they gene~ally acquire larger powers than
Effect of
the surrounding country. I have also previously noted that
distance.
distance alone may impose such a limitation on central interference as a fact as to inevitably brinjon a corresponding
limitation in the theory. Lastly the policy of the central
government may, as in fact in the last resorb it must always
Effect of
policy.
do, determine the amount of power which should be exercised
by the loca l bodies, be they parishes, counties, provinces or
colonial governments.
Resultingde·
finition of
•local" and
"central"
interests.

An ideal
classification,

26. Bearing this in mind, it may be said that not every
matter which has to be disposed of in the localities is a matter
of local interest. It may be so organically involved in the
State as a whole, that its conduct may not be safely left to
any particular locality. The best general definition I can think
of is that everything which whether done ill or well will not
materially affect the well-being of the rest of the State, how
often soever repeated, is a matter of local _interest, since it
can be safely. left to the local authorit:fus. Matters found by
this test to be of local interest may again have to be distributed
between larger and smaller local areas by a modified application
o£ the same test. But I am free to admit that no State has
•
yet followed this or any other logical test. _
- _27. Applying this test to distribution of authority within
Unitary States, legislation with regard to private relations,
administration of justice, foreign relations, military and
financial affairs, and to a certain extent the administration

they prefer the Crown colony system not as a desideratum but merely as an
escape from what they fear would be a worse evil. Riensch, Colonial Goverh·
ment, Oh. XI.
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of public health and public charity,· would by their nature
seem to be removed from local control. There is of course
even then nothing to prevent the Central Government from
utilising the services of the local authorities as agents for the
performance of one or more of these services on its behalf.
And this is done so frequently as often to cause no small
amount of confusion in determining the boundaries of what
are matters of local as distinguished from matters of central
interest. The amount of control which the Central Govern•
I
men-t exercises· over the local authority in any particular
matter, if very large, may often furnish a conclusive argument
in favo~r of treating that matter as one of central interest (a).
But the absence of such control or the exercise of it in an
indirect way does not necessarily make it a mat~er of local
interest, for it is quite usual for the Central Government in
some countries as in England to rely entirely on the local
authorities for the execution of almost all central services.
From all these considerations, the conclusion, I am afraid,
is unavoidable, . that for any particular locality, those matters
must be treated as matters of local interest which the State
chooses to treat as'such,

Which is
nowhere
followed.

.

28. For instance, in England, poor-relief, sanitation, education, highways, cemetries and burial grounds, and police (b)
are amongst other matters regarded as of local interest. In
India, the functions of the Rural boards were summarised in
1909 in the Decentralisation Commission's Report as being "the
mainten_ance and improvement of roads and other uommunica·
tions, education, specially in its primary stages, the up-keep of
medical institutions, vaccination, sanitation, vete~inary work,
the construction and maintenance of markets and rest-houses
and thG.charge of pounds and ferries". They might also be
called upon to devote their funds to famine relief and towards
.
preventive measures in regard to plague and- other epidemics
-so entirely does the authority of local bodies rest on the
will of the Central Government in most cases. 'The functions
of the Municipalities art:l similarly summarised as consis·
ting of "the construction, up-keep, and lighting of streets and

.

(a) See Lecture XX infra,
(b) In Ireland and lndia, "police" is a function of Central Governml!nt.

Matters
which .are re·
garded as of
local interest
(i)InEng· •
land
(ii) In India.
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local units,
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roads and the provision and maintenance of public and municipal buildings, the preservation of public health, principally
wibh reference to provision of medical relief, vaccination,
sanitation, drainage and water supply and measures against
epidemics, education and famine relief" (a). The poinb of view of
the Prussian administration ::nay be partially illustrated by the
distribution of functions amongst the central and local authorities in the Governmenb District (which stands between the
larger unit of the Province and the smaller one of the Circle),
the Government Board (which is wholly official) and the District
Committee (which is predominantly lay). The management
of the domains of the State, of the central taxes and of education (i.e. on its pedagogical side) and the control over the
churches belong to the former, but the management of police
matters and the supervision of the subordinate authorities,
particularly of the local corporations, belong to the latter (b).
29. The only other observation of a general nature which
I propose to make upon the present topic is with regard
to the legal character of the smaller local self-governing units
which I have just considered. They have almost invariably
been erected into bodies corporate, the original purpose of
this step having ·been everywhere to .enable the authorities
to hold property and to sue on its own account and to be
sued with regard to such property. The necessary consequence
of. this has been to reduce their association with the State,
even in those countries where local authorities have been
normally regarded as public bodies and not assimilated as in
England to private ~orporations. T~ese local corporati9ns in •
fact possess• in the eye of law the status of ((persons" and
may be sued on their contracts as also in tort like any private
subject. In systems in which the right to sue the Government (e.g. in England and the United States) is generally
denied, this has materially extended the remcdie~of the subject
for wrongs committed by or on behalf of public authorities (c),
(a) Decentralisation Commission's Report, pp. 250, 272.
(b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, i, 3C7.
(c) See Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 152-154.

LECTURE IX
ORGANISATION OF CENTRAL CONTROL
IN THE LOCALITIES.
1.

'The discussion in the last lecture made it clear that

the manner in which power is to be distributed between
the central and self-governing local authorities, using this
latter expression in its widest sense to cover on the one
hand self-governing colonies, and parish and communal councils on the other, depends so much upon circumstan.ces and
the will of the Government that it is really not possible to
generalise on it. Of the more or less indirect and (in some
countries) even direct control which the central authorities
exercise over self-governing locltl bodies in matters regarded
exclusively as of local interest, I have already spoken in the
last lecture. It is now necessary to consider the manner in
which the Central Government in different systems exercises
its authority in matters affecting the localities which it chooses
to retain in its hands.
2. Looking at the matter from an abstract point of view,
there appears to be two alternatwe methods by which the
Central Government may elect to . exercise its authori~y in
the localities in matters pertaining to the localities which
it chooses to retain in its hands. It may rely entirely on
the self-governing .local- authorities for the performance of
central functions, subject to more or less effective supervision on the part of the central authorities, or it may perform
all central functions by officials appointed by itself. Perhaps
the best illustrations of these extreme methods will be found,
as to the firs~, in the manner in which the authority. and
functions of the German Empire are exercised within the
Stat~ of the Empire, and, as to the second,. in the organisation of the United States Federal administration within t'he
States of the Union (a). ·In most countries, however, the
Central Government use both agencies. At any , r:rte, since
in no country (in so· far as the same is organised as 'a Unitary
(a) See Lowell, Governmeuts and P:uties in Continental Europe, Vol. I,
p. 243.
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State), are central and local functions distinguished with
absolute precision, the local authorities appear to be discharging some of the functions of the Central Government as
its agents, even when, they are not, as in Prussia, expressly
and as a matter of policy charged with the performance of
some central functions (a). J{'inalty it must be noted that
there may be local areas possessing no self-governing organisation whatever, so that all governmental functions in such
areas must be performed by officials of the Central Government. Between self-governing colonies possessed of very
nearly full internal sovereignty and areas under the direct
control of the Central Government of the character last
mentioned there must exist therefore a· gradation of forms
permitting the exercise of direct authority by the Central
Government in degrees which vary inversely with the extent
of authority exercised by the self-governing local institutions
either independently or as agents of the Central Government.
A place in such a scheme may, I think, be found also for
such forms (noticed above) as prevail in Federal unions like
that of Germany and the United States.
3. Beginning now at the point where the exercise of
central authority in a local area has the smallest scope, viz:
with the Self-governing cq_lonies of the British Empire, they
are, I need hardly say, (i) the Australian Commonwealth
and· its six component States, New South Wales, Queensland,
South Australia, Tasmania, Yictoria, Western Australia, (2)
the Dominion of Canada, (3) Newfoundland, (4) New Zealand,
(5) the Union of South Africa. The Mother Country retains
exclusive cont,rol over foreign relations (if foreign commerce be
excluded from this category, for they are free to ~onclude commercial treaties with foreign countries over the head of the
British Government), and over the military and naval affairs of
the colonies such control as makes the Colonial Go;ernments in
their administration of these matters. within the powers conferred on them, agents of the Home Government; and sends
(a) In the constitutions of Federal unions only are the functions of the
:National Government and of the constituent States distinguished with any
degree of precision, and that makes it possible to say that such and such
functions of the Union Government are discharged by officials of the Union
and such others by the State authorities.

\
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~ut Governors and Governors-General who oceupy .in relation

to the local representative legislatures a position analogous
to that of the Crown in England, exercising however _a.. some·
what larger vet"o power than is possessed by the Crown in
England, It is in fact through the Govxrnor's veto, that
the H~me Government can exercise any control over the internal administration of the colony, for in all ~_:;atters Iiffecting
the internal affairs of the colony, the Governor is b,i:mnd to act
on the advice of ministers responsible to the local legislatures,
and the Home Government has no c~ntrol over any public
officer except the Governor. Since al.l legislation by the Colonial Parliaments requires the assent; of the Governor, there ar~
no legal limits to the exercise of the Governor's veto. But
by constitutional practice the disallowance of colonial Acts
is confined to two classes of cases : (1) "Where in the
opinion of the law officers of the Crown, a colonial enactment is ultm vires (a) ; and (2) where, if a colonial enactment stands,. imperial interests would be prejudiced" (b);
and as to ~ven this latter class of cases, the instances in which
the colo_nial legislature is over-ruleJ is growing smalle~, as the
interpretation of ''Imperial interests" is becoming narrower in
scope (c). Apart from. the veto exercisable through the
Governor, the constitutions of Self-governing colonies reserve
power in the Crown to disallow legislation which has received
the assent ·of the Governor within a specified_ period .and
require certain other laws to be reserved by the Governor (and
he may reserve others at his discretion) for the signification
of the Royal pleasure. But the exercise of the direct veto
(a) The lawmaking authority of colonial legislatures is not unlimited ..
The limits are first, that its acts can apply only within the territories of
the colony and, .secondly, they\ must not be "repugnant to' thll laws of
England,'~ i. e. they must n~t conflict with an Act of the Imperial Pa,rliament
intended to bindJhe colony. The Imperial Parliament is, of course, under
Engli~h Constitutional Law, in theory, not deprived of sovereign authority
over any part of the Empire by the grant of responsible government. But
here, as elsewere,,constitutional practice is more important than constitutional law. The British Parliament does now occasionally legislate for Self.
governing colonies, but either by agreement with. or on the application of
these colonies. It h ..s to do so for laws which are to extend beyond the limits
of the colonial territory.
(b) Sir Henry Jenkyns, British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Sea~,
P• 80.
(c) Trotter, Government of Greater Britain, p. 20,

~7
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of the Crown is limited by the same consideration as that
of the Governor. The jurisdiction of the Judi~ial Committee
of the Privy Council to hear appeals from these Colonies is
no doubt an important link connecting the Home and Colonial
administrations, but it is not a control which the Home
executive exercises over the colonies.
4. For c'on~ience of compa-.:-ison, I shall next take up
the Crown colony governments of the British Empire, These
fall broadly into two classes ; (i) Lhose which possess a wholly
or predominantly representative local legislature (but not an
executive responsible to that legislature) and (ii) those which
have legislatures which are not representative or which possess
no legislatures at all. Between the two classes o£ this latter
group, there may be an intermediate form, viz : that in which
the Executive Council of the Governor (a Governo1 has not an
Executive Council everywhere e. g. in Gibraltar, Wai-hi-wei
and Northern Nigeria) is also the Legislative Council; at least
this was the case with India before the Charter Act of 1833,
India from that date till to-day coming within the description
of Crown colonies without a representative legislature. I treat
all the varieties of 1 C:own colonies mentioned in group (ii)
above as belonging to one class, because, the legislatures
where they exist, being wholly or predominantly official, . at
best act as advisory bodies, anq the Government is carried on
by ·the Home authorities directly through their agents in. the
colonies. Even as regards the first group of colonies, the
position of the administration is . not intrinsically different,
for the executive is not bound to accept the direction of the
Legislature ·in matters of administration, and this must
be ordered from England according to very much the same
methods which govern in the other Crown colonies. Between the other Crown colonies and India there is one
important difference. The Home authority ,1bich controls
the Indian Government is for mcst purposes not a single
Minister, but a Minister associated with a Council the majo.
rity of whom are ex-Indian officials.
The relations or
the Secretary of State for India with his Council I shall
consider in another connection. :My present concern however
is with the organisation of the local administration in these
colonies, and as the administration in all forms of Crown
colonies is of one type, it will be possible to stat_e its charac-
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teristics in a more or less general form, noting, as I prl)ceed,
special features belonging to pfl-rticular groups or individuals
amongst these colonies.

~

5. «The relation of the Crown colonies to the· United Relation or
Home
Kingdom," says Mr. Trotter '(a), speaking of Crown colonies the
Government
not possessing represent~tive legislatures, ''is extremely (i)with Crown
col<:mies withclose. Not only is the. Governor appointed directly by on t representative legisthe Home Government, but also all the principal public latures.
officers, and most, if not all, of the members of the Legislative
Ooumil (b). It has thus practical control over all legis-.
lation (c) and the finances of such colonies (d). The annu<:tl
budget is approved of by it, and no act of an unusual nature
can be done without its sanction. Elaborate rules have been
laid down by the Colonial Office for the guidance of Governors and other colonial public servants, even as to the kind
of paper and ink to be used in writing despatches to the
Home Government. It ·bas been wittily iiaid that in a Crown
colony there is 'too much Crown and too little colony.'"
6. Of the relation of the Home Government to Crown
colonies possessing representative legislatures the same author
says :---,"The Executive officers, such as the Colonial Secretary,
th~ Colonial Treasurer, the Attorn.ey General etc., are appointed
by the Crown or the Governor independently of the wish~s ofthe
Representative Assembly and do not depend for holding office

(a) The Government of Greater Britain, pp. 34-35.
(b) This of course would not be true of Crown colonies. with wholly or
predominantly elected legislatures. The nominated members of the Indian
legislatures owe their appointment to the local authorities.
(c) This would not of course be tn1e of Crown colonies with· representative legislatures.
(d) Crown •colonies possessing representative legislatures have control
over tJ::eir finances in theory. But recent events in Malto &: Jamaica prove
that in all cases of difference between, them and the Home Government the
Colonial legislatures must yield. See as to Malta, J enkyns, British Rule and
Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, pp. · 94-95; a tax was imposed by Order in
Council (power to make laws by' Order in Council. having been reserved) for
expenses of sanitary works not sanctioned by the local legislature; and as to
Jamaica, Reinsch, Colonial Government, pp. 216-218. Here the Governor
was directed to appoint the full number of official members and thereby create
an official majority in order to eriforce a retrenchment on the expenditure for
education which was not favoured by the local legislature,

..
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upon retaining the support of the majority of the members
of the Assembly. 'They resemb.le Self-governing colonies in
having representative institutions and Crown colonies proper
in so far as the Home Government, though its control is less
direct than in the case of Crown 'Colonies proper, still exercises
a supervision unknown in the case of Self-governing colonies.
The Crown (except in cases in which power to legislate by
Order in Council has been reserved) has no more than a veto
on legislation but the Home Government retains the control of
of public offices'' (a).
(iii)

With India,

7. Perhaps the best account of the relation of the
Home Government to India is that contained in Part I,
Ch. I, of the Decentralisation Commission's Report, and
for my present purpose, the following account made up
of extracts from that Report (adapte:i where necessary) will
, suffice : The Secretary of State for India has the power
of giving orders to every officer in India, including the
Governor-General. Of his powers and duties ( under 21 )
and 22, Viet. c. 106, reproduc~d in sec. 2 of the Government
of India Act of 1915 which authorises him inter alia to
"superintend, direct and control all acts, operations and concerns
which relate to the government or revenues of India, and all
grants of salaries, -gratuities and. allowances and all other
payments and charges out o£ or on the revenues of India")
many rest on his personal responsibility ; other~ can be performed only in consultation with his Council and for some of
these, mainly relative to finitncial matters, the concurrence of
a majority of the Members of the Council is required. The
Governor-General, the Governors of Bengal, Madras and
Bombay, the Commander-in-chief and the Me_mbers of Council
for India, Bengal, Madras and Bombay are appointed by the
(a) Trotter, Government of Greater Britain, p. 44. See on the subjects
discussed in this and the previous paragraphs, Jenkyns, British Rule and
Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, Ch. V. 'As to the control of the Home Govern.
menton legislation in Crown colonies possessing representative legislatures,
Sir Henry Jenkyns writes at p. 94 : "It may be that the Governor has not the
sole right of initiating legislation and that the budget has to be accepted by
the Assembly. But the Home Government may require the Governor to
dismiss Ministers for refusing to initiate legislation desired by the Home
Govern~ent, or for submitting a budget disapprovEd by that Government; it
may require him to veto an Act of which the Home Govornment disapproves.''
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Crown whose approval is also necessary to the appointment
of Lieutenant-Governors. All expenditures from Indian
Revenue whether in India or elsewhere is subject to the control of tbe Secretary of State in Council, who is required to·
lay the budget annually before- ParliaJ?ent, with a report on
the "Home Accounts" by an inderendent auditor and to
submit therewith a statement showing the moral and material
progress of India. There are certain restrictions on the
powers of the Government of India and of Proyincial Governments in regard to the grant of mining leases and other
concessions.- Moreover, the Secretary of State's sanction would
be required to any new departure of importance in Indian
administration, and he has a. large control on Indian legislation. The Legislative Councils can discuss budgets bot cannot divide upon them (a)
8. To contrast the position of a Governor of a Crown colony Governor.in
with that of a Governor or Governor-General of a Self-'gover-' Crown colonies not autoning colony, the former is sometime likened to an absolute crats.
and the latter to a constitutional King (b). The analogy is,
however, misleading. No doubt the, Home Government does
show a disposition to rely in a large measure upon the advice
of the "men on the spot" in far away colonies upon any
question of disputed policy. But that does not prevent it from
issuing general and special orders for the guidance of Goverzwrs
and Governors-General and other local officials in all· Crown
colonies. The bulk of the Colonial Office Rules and Regulations and the Rules and Standing Orders of the India Office
and of the correspondence that passes between. these offices ·
.
Coloma! rU·
, concmmed s hou ld -alone d'1spel any BOtton
.
and t he co lomes
Ies & regulaabout the absolute character of the 0\lvernor's rule in Crown !~oen!;~~ii~e
,
of their
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - discretion.
(a) The MoMague-Chelmsford Reform proposals now under consideration
by Parliament contemplate the creation ill the Provinces of India of representative legislative bodies to whom will be made over- the control of certain
'departments with the consequent disappearance of the control of the Government of India and the Home Governments over those departments ... At the
outset only matters of provincial and local interest will be transfered to the
provincial representative bodies. Over the rest,' the control of the Government
of India and the Home Government will in theory remain as now, but the
expectation is that it will in pnbctice be relaxed. See the Report, paras 291-294.
(b) Jenkyns, British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, p. 93. See
bQwever the qualifying statements in the paragraphs which follow on pp. _93-94.
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colonies. It must be observed however that, following Parliamentary precedents, the Home Government as a rule avoids
interfering with specific acts and orders, in individual cases, of
responsible officials in the colonies. But for this self-denial,
ample amends are ta_ken in the shape of issuing Regulations
and Standing Orders, often running into details, so as to
suggest almost as if the Home Government meant to· avoid
interfering with the acts of colonial officials by simply forestalling all occasions for such interference by rules.
Limitations
on the powers
of Crown
colony iegis·
latures.

Constitutional practice as to
exercise of
the veto in
Crown colonies with
representative legis.
lature.

Use of the
veto in colonies without
represen ta·
ti ve leg isla·

tures.

9. It is necessary to add, further, that where in a Crown
colony a legislature of any sort exists, it is usual to reserve
certain subjects as beyond the scope of that legislature, and
to provide a long list of other subjects, le"gislation on which
must be reserved by the Governor for sanction by the Bome
Government. There is, besides, the universal restriction that
money votes must be proposed by the Governor or with his
assent previously obtained. These restrictions apart, every
colonial Act requires the assent of the Governor and can be
disallowed by the Home Government after it has heen assented
to by the Governor. In the case of Crown colonies possessing
representative legislatures, the veto is the only instrument
whereby conflict between the Colonial legislature and the
Home Government (which is not of infrequent occurrence)
may be settled, always, no doubt, to the discomfiture of the
fo~mer. Accordingly, the constitutional practice in rega~d
to the exercise of the veto over legislation by representative
Crown colony legislatures is not the same as that observed
with r~gard to legislation in Self-governing colonies. The old
doct:r;ine that the Governor was bound to exercise his discretion upon his own responsibility as an Imperial officer, unfettered by the advice of his Ministers, but in accordance with
the instructions of the Crown and after consultation with his
Ministers and (in case of assent) satisfying himself by legal
advice that no legal objection exists to his assenting, still
prevails in these colonies. In the case of Crown colonies
possessing legislatures which are not representative, such
elaborate provisions for the exercise of the Governor's veto and
the power of disallowance 'by the Home Government may
seem at first sight to be superfluous. They serve, however,
the very useful purpose of providing the executive with an
opportunity of correcting their error even at the last moment,
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10. It follows therefore that except in so far ·as there
may be Municipal and Rural boards exercising real powers
ofself-direction within the narrow limits of their own jurisdiction, all Crown colonies including India are within the
sphere of central control exercised by the Imperial Executive
(and for all practical purposes really by certain members of
that Executive). The central control" exercised in Crown
colonies possessing representative legislatures is the same,
tempered though it·may be by fruitless obstructiveness on the
part of the locallegi_slatures (a). The form of government is
everywhere bureaucratic. A permaqent civil service furnishes to-day the only alternative mode to the Parliamentary form
of government for providing that unity which all ordered·
administrations must hwe. The for111s in which this bureaucracy organises itself for Crown colony government purposes
will be considered later on. It will suffice for present pyrposes
to note only that all Crown colony go~ernments are unitary
in composition, the Governor or Governor-General (with or
without an ~xecutive Council) furnishing the nucleus. Selfgoverning QOlonies may unite to forn1 Federal governments,
but it is difficult to conceive how there can be· a federation
wijhin a bureaucracy which is bound by the law of its being
to be centralised, if it is not to fall to pieces.

Crown colo·
nies :eally
within the ·
sphere of
central control.

I I. I shall note however, before passing on to other topies, one characteristic which the bureaucracy ·which governs
the English Crown colonies possesses ih common with all
bureaucracies which are out-growths of the English constitution. It is a bureaucracy regulated (over-regulated according
to some) by "written rules and.plain principles." "rhis bureaucracy fails to see that legislatures composed 1vholly or
predominantly of executive officials or official nominees is a
politiGal make-believe, because it finds them useful for framing
"written rule•s and principles" which even its ow~ members

Character of
Crown colony
bureaucracies.

(a) On the subject of c~nfiicts of opinion and authority, Sir Henry Jenkyns
observes : "These conflicts have led ou one side to the e;tablishment of Self.
governing colonies where there was an active \Vhite population, either without
or only a few Coloured voters, and on the other side to. the abolition of representative assemblies ~here a tropical climate enervates the :ICtivity of the White
population, or where Coloured voters are numerous." Several West Indian
Islands have surrendered their representative legislatures. British Rule anCI
JurisdictionBeyond the Seas, p. 94.
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may not override. In matters in which the services of these
'puppet' legislatures -have not been utilised, and in cases in
which there are no such legislatures to utilise, the executive
government itself proceeds to lay down "regulations" and
"standing orders" in accordance with which, the "discretion"
of its agents is to be exercised. This, which I may call the
"Parliamentary habit" of controlling subordinate oftbials, has
its drawbacks, and there may be a great deal of truth in the
criticism that a multiplicity or rules and regulations hampers
the freedom of local authorities and is destructive of individual
initiative. But they redeem themselves by securing to the
subject, even in the most despotically governed of British
Crown colonies, the essentials of personal liberty from arbitrary executive interference. The fact is, meticulous regulation
of executive action is inseparable from large delegations of
discretionary authority to individual agents (a), if the en:l
sought to be attained is "honest" administration. . What
perhaps is lost in efficiency is gained in honesty, and this
habit of the English bureau<;racy of laying down rules and
orders for its own guidance is no unimportant part of the
framework upon which is built the "rule of law" in the
government of British c:own colonies (b).
12. It must Be observed moreover that the supervision
and control which the t!_ome Government is called upon to
exercise upon the legally despotic powers of colonial Governors
and Governors·General (c) does not degenerate into ('petty
supervision and espionage'', only because of this prolific rule. making habit. Just as the Local Government Board in
England normally -refrains from interfering with particular
acts of the local authorities under its control, just as the
English Parliament criticises but hardly ever upsets decisions
(a) As distinguished of course from dele~ations to self-governing elective
bodies or to agents operating under the direction of such bodies.
(b) Students of le_gal philosophy may find exemplified in this process a
characteristically British adaptation of the German doctrine of auto-limitation
of the State, Sltpra Lecture I, p. 5, n, (6).

(c) The provision of Sec. 33 of the Government of India Act of 1915
hits off this relation so admirably that it may be quote4 here : "The superintendence, direction and control of the civil and militarf government of India
is vested in the Governor-General in Council who !is required to pay due
ol:)ediep.ce to all ~uch ordefs as he may receiye from the,Secretary of State."
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passed by e~ecutive departments in individual cases, so also
does the Home Government refrain as a rule front directly
intervening in the ad_ministrative operations of the colonies.
In each case the energies of the controlling authority find a
"" more congenial outlet in framing rules and regulations, intended
to cover all conceivable contingencies. The views which the
controlling authority may entertain on any individual act of the
subordinate ag~ncy may have no influence in righting an
injustice--already done, but they crystallise themselves immediately into a precedent for future guidance. A multiplicity of
rules and regulations does not 'sap the morale of officials as
much as "petty supervision and espionage" did in the Spanish
Colonies (a).
13. The English colonial system is so fully representa- French, Dutch
and German
tive of all forms of colonial administration that an examination colonial ad·
· } systems of ot h er natwns
·
of t h e colonm
may not b e ab sol ute ly ministration,
variations
necessary for purposes of comparative study'. -It may be men- of English
Crown colo·
tioned however, in passing, as a fa.ct that the French, Dutch - ny type.
and German systems but furnish variations only of the English
Crown colony type, and all their colonies _are therefore· within
the sphere of central control, modified in the case of the
French colonies by certain features which I proceed to outline
briefly as follows :-(i) The. French colonies send representatives to the Senate and Ch-amber of Deputies of France, being
regarded for -purposes of national legislation as departments
of the Mother Country. But they are nevertheless administered by Governors possessing on paper, (as in -the case of
English Crown colonies) plenary delegations of sovereign authority and exercising the same under the superintendence and French
control of a colonial department of the Home Government. colonie3.
(ii) Since 1854 all the colonies have had loc_al General Councils
which at that date (except in Martinique, Guadeloupe, Guiana
and Re-union!...which have repre_sentative elective legislatures
from the beginning) were appointive administrative councils
rather than legislatures. Between 18'71 and 1885, the General
Council was in · mosb colonies made elective._ In the most
important of the colonies, they vote taxes and -pass adminis(a) See Reinsch, Colonial Government, p. 172. Mr. Reinsch notes the
contrast between the Spanish and the English colonial systems, but does nQt
indicate the cause of the difference.
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trative legislation. Though none o_f them has developed Parliamentary control over the executive after the manner of the
legislatures of the Self-governing British colonies, they certainly exercise more control on the affairs of the colonies than
corresponding legislatures in English Crown colonies, and to
that extent encroach upon the sphere o£ central control. In
most of these colonies, representation in the General councils is
monopolised by a minority of White settlers, the Coloured
native population being for all practical purposes disfranchised.
As in the case of the English Crown colonies of the West
Indies, the White minority have proved ·their unfitness to
govern the colonies in the interest of the population of those
colonies, and have, in fact,· more than ·the English colonists,
constituted themselves into selfish exploiting oligarchies. The
encroachments, therefore, into the sphere of the central government, in the French Crown colonies, can hardly be said to constitute" local governm~nt" of a very desirable type (a).
14. I now proceed to consider what relatively stands for
central control in Federal. governments. But here, at the
outset, one is co~fronted with a difficulty of a theoretical
character-Which in Federal Unions are the supreme and
which the subordinate auth~rities? Is it the Federal government which exercises authority delegated\ to it by the States
or do the States exercise those parts of the sovereignty which
the Federal government delegates to them. The question is
not answered by merely saying that in some forms the
Federal and in others the State governments possess enumerated powers and the State and Federal governments respectively own all residuary powers of government. The answer
most agreeable to political theorists seems to be that both
exercise powers respectively delegated to them by the real
sovereign who lies behind and supplies the motive power to
all governments, and this statement finds suppo~t in the fact
which is regarded as of the essence of all Federal Unions, viz:
that the citizens of the States are also, in law, the citizens of
the Union. But whatever difficulties there.may be in formulating a theory of the distrib~tion of powers between Federal
and State governments are more than compensated by the
facilities which tcyeir written constitutions provide for delimi(a)

Reinsch, Colo1,1ial Government, Ch. XI,
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ting their respective powers in practice and these advantages
are not lessened by the known tendency which all Federalgovernments develop to expand at the expense of the States
by constitutional conventions and j~dicial interpreta,tion even
where in theory (as in the United States and Australia} they
are not possessors of the residue mentioned above. On the
other hand, the distribution in ~ery case (so far at-any rate
as existing instances are concerned) being the result of agreements arrived at ad hoc between originally independent
units, they present peculiar difficulties in the way of fralji-ng
general statements applicable to all forms of Federal Union.
It seems however certain that what are nQw Unitary
governments, e. g. Britain, France and Italy, are finding the
increasing burdens of their administrative duties ina~equately
relieved by delegations only in favour of self-governing municipalities and rural corporations, and this seems to be even
more the case with India, where though there are u Provinces"
and " Local Administrations'' installed over them, " the
Provincial Governments scarcely deserve the name'' being
. "merely the Government of India operating in the Provinces "
in very much th~~ame way as the government of the Crown
colonies was shown to be the Home Government operating
in those colonies. There is therefore in the near future
possibility of Federal governments developing within Unitary
governments, though up till now (except perhaps in Bra.zil)
they have grown out of treaties made between independent or
semi-independent Governments. Though th-erefore· the difficulties of generalising on existing forms of Federal governments may have to be admitted, the duty of <kawing what
lessons they may afford for future application can scarcely
be safely shirked.

No practical
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imtances.
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liarly difficult.
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· 15. First, existing Federal Unions, being as much the . ·n· .U> •
•
•
1stributwn
products of negotiatiOn and compromise as of hard thinking, power in fu·
ture federanaturally present quite an unusual number of anomalies. tions should
This observation applies with less force to the later Unions ~~Ji;::~;:
within the British Empire than to the United States and scientific.
Germany. The distribution of functions amongst Federal Uni- ·
ons of the future ought to be si1npler and more scientific.

16. In the next place, the essence of a Federal Union
being that the citizens of the States are also citizens of the
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Union, there ought not to be too great a jealousy of the
authority of the Union Government. Nothing is gained and
a great deal of inconvenience is caused by the excessive decentralisation in the administ!ii1tion of justice in the United
States and the separate machinery which exists for each State
for turning out- rules of private .._and precedural law. Nevertheless, it is right that the Union Government should not
retain in its hands anything that can be better managed by
the States. In such matters the necessary degree of uniformity inay be secured by giving the Union Government
larger legislative powers than are implied by the particular
departments or charges which are reserved to it as its exclusive
sphere. The provisions in most F~deral constitutions giving
the Union and the State Governments concurrent powers of
legislation in a number of matters, the Federal law prevailing
in case of conflict, are means towards the same end. But the
Union Government so far from being too ready to legislate
in such matters should rather use .these provisions for carrying
on experiments with a view to further delegations of functions
in relation even to these matters by means of constitutional
conventions.

(iii)
The minimum powers
to be reserved to the
Union Government,

17. Again, though it is better that the States should
reserve rather more autonomy than is absolutely necessary,
seeing that if it has less, the deficiency may not be promptly
supplied (since no Central Government is easily persuaded
to part with pnwer it has once got into its hands) the reservations on behalf of the States should never be such as to affect
the strikins power of the Federal Government whether in
:epressing internal disorder or in resisting external aggression.

(iv)
Reduplication of functionaries to
be avoided,
but so as not
to make Uni·
on Govei·nment entirely
dependent on
the States.

18. Lastly, in the interest of economy, it should be
possible for the Federal Government to use largely _the
machinery of the State Government for the .performance of
its appointed functions, though the dependence ofthe Union
on the State Governments should not be so great as to make it
posssible for refractory members amongst the latter to reduce
the Federal Government to impotence,

Distribution
of functions
between Union and State
Governments.

19. The circumstances which attended the federation of
the Canadian, Australian and South African Governments
make it probable that they, rather than the Unions of independent States like those of the United States and Germany,
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will furnish precedents for adoption in federations which in
future may grow out of Unitary States. I therefore give here
in brief outline the manner in which the functions of Government are distributed in them between the Union Government
and its constituent States. The Commonwealth of Aust•ralia
(i)
administers custo~s, excise, ports, naval and military affairs, In Australia.
defence, lighthouses, light-ships, beacons, buoys and quarantine, and possesses besides considerable powers of exclusive
legislation, even in matters distinct frorri the the purely federal
relations, e.- g., concerning marriage and divorce, banking,
insolvency, arbitr9.tion of industrial disputes and old age
pcnswns. Amongst matters over which the Commonwealth
Parliament has concurren.t jurisdiction, SOf!le can be exercised
with the consent, c·oncurrence, at the request of, or on reference
by, the States concerned. The Central Government lacks the
authority of directly negativing Provincial legislation. Under
the Australian constitution, the States possess all residuary
powers, the Federal Government be_ing an auth9rity of
enumerated powers. In Canada, on the other hand, Provin(ii)
cial Governments were made decidedly subsidiary to the
In Canada.
Dominion Perliament which exercises a power·of revision over
legislation in the Provinces. Many fields of jurisdiction which
lie beyond the strictly common interests of the whole domi"t.
nion are occupied by the Dominion Government which deals
exclusively with public finances, trade regulation, postal
service, currency, coinage, banking, navigation, defence,· law
relating to crimes, bankruptcy, copyright, probate, marriage,
divorce, naturalisation .and Indian affairs ; whilst in agriculture, quarantine and emigration matters the :erovinces have
concurrent jurisdiction. Under the Canadian constitution,
the Provinces are authorities of enumerated powers, the Dominion Government possessing general sovereign~y, limited by
the specific. grants to Provincial Governments and the few
remaining and rarely exercised rights of the British Crown.
and Parliament. By the South Africa Act of 1909, the Provincial Councils may make ordinances not repugnant to any
(iii)
Act of the Union Parliament in relation to matters coming In South
Africa.
within enumerated classes of objects, e. g. education, agriculture, hospitals and charitable institutions, municipal and._ other
~imilar institutions, local works, roads, bridges, markets,,
ponqs, :fish and game preservation and all other subjects on
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. which Parliament shall by law delegate the power of legislation to the Council. The South African Governments have
really accepted the position under the Union Government of
of rather large autonomous provinces. The South Africa Act
of 1909 is perhaps the most instructive of the several experiments in federation within the British Empire for the purpose
I have mentioned. (a).
Selection of
for
,execution of
fedora! powers as deter·
mining distribution in
practice,

20. From what_ I have said above regarding federal forms
of Government, it must be clear that except, were the FedE)ral
'
Government employs its own agents for the execution
of federal
laws and performance of federal services within the States (b)
the sphere of direct action on the part of Government within
the State territores must be practically non-existent. It must
in such a contingency content itself with laying down general
regulations and supervising their execution by the States.

Circumstan·
ces indispen.
sable to Federal Unions.

21. It ought perhaps to be added that writers on political
science commonly regard four circumstances as invariable
concomitants of a Federal Union. They are, first, that the
citizens of the component elements are regarded also as citizens
of the Federal Government ; secondly, that there must be an
organic Act or constitution defining the relation between tho
Union and the parts of which it is composed and marking out
for each its own sphere of action ; thirdly, that this paramount
constitution should be written ; and, lastly, that there must be
a common tribunal empowered to interpret the prescriptions
of the federal constitution, to judge of the respective spheres
of the Union and State Governments and to hold in restraint
the tendencies of each to encroach upon the domain assigned
by the constitution to the other (c).

~gencies

(a) See Reinsch, Colonial Government,Ch. XIII, ~md Trotter, Government
of Greater Britain, Chs. VII, X and XI for Australia and Canada ; a11d Hals·
bury's Laws of England, Vol. X p. 552, for South Africa.
•
(b)_ Upon this matter, a variety of practices prevails. In Germany, the
Empire relies mainly on the State authorities, whilst there is little dependence on them by the Federal Government of the United States. The constitution of Mexi_co expressly lays down (by Art 814) the obligation of State
authorities to publish and enforce Federal laws, whilst that of Brazil provides
for the execution of Federal laws normally through Federal officals, though
under Art 7 State Governments, if consenting, may be ;ntrusted with this
duty. See Dodd's Modern Constitutions, under respective titles.
(c) See, Garner, Introduction to Political Science, pp. 153, 157-158,
Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th Edn., Ch.. III.
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22. It is obvious that within Unitary States there_ must Performance
of central
be organisations for carrying on the functions of t h e Central functions in
Government within the localities ·even where self-governing locf!.l /t~e l?callt~es
'·
w1thm Umorgans exist, and more so lvhere no such organs have b~en tary States.
created, or where those which have been created have been
given very restricted powers. Where self-governing local organs exist, the Central Government my ~onceivably use these
organs as its agents for all or a limited ·number of central
pu:poses, or may prefer to act enti~·ely through its own officials.
23. Where central functions are discharged mainly through
official agencies, the jurisdiction of official authorities need by
no means coincide with the local self-government circumscriptions. In France and Germany, for instance, judicial districts
do not coincide with local self-government districts, and in India
they do not strictly agree either with local self-government or
even with the collectorate circumscriptions. In England, be~ween 1834'and 1902, even local government districts created
, for different purposes did not coincide, producing a situation of
which hardly any parallel could be found in·any other country.
The strongest argument in favour of unifying local areas for
both central and local government purposes 1s that it permits in
·varying degrees the employment of the same agencies for carry~
ing on both kinds of functions, thus securing both economy and
unity" of administration, and recent developments in a'll countries have accordingly been in that direction. For all tl;tat,
however, for many Central Government purposes, the local areas
must differ from self-government areas, being determined
thereto by the special purpose3 in hand.
24. Indian administration by itself present~ perhaps as
many variations as there may well be in local distribution
of central functions, on account both of its extensive area and
the very small share of administrative work assigned to selfgoverning loool authorities. First, there are the Provinces
(mis-called in Indian statutory language, Local Governments
or Local Administrations); then (except in Madras) Divisional
Commissionimhips; and lastly Districts and their Sub-divisions,
all of which have been previously described. But for military
purposes, the whole of ·India is divided into five great territorial commands. Within the Provinces, Inspectors of School
and Executive Engineers have charges which do not necessarily
correspond with district or divisional limits. Aga1n, though

Local areas
for exercise of
central functions may not
agree with
similar areas
for local selfgovernment.

Tendency to·
wards unifi·
cation,

Absolute cor·
respondence
impossible.

Administrative circums.
scriptions in
India,
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it. is usual to regard the Commissioner and particularly the
District Officer as the heads of the administration within their
respective areas for all purposes, some of the functions, e.g.
those of Police, Forest administration, Public Works, Public
instruction, Hospital and Sanitation, Prison, Excise, Agriculture and Land Revenue Settlements, have been placed under
special departments directed from the headquarter of the Province, for all practical purposes independently of the Collector
and Commissioner, though these officers may still exercise
varying degrees of "outside" supervision over the staff of the
special departments within their jurisdiction.
25. As agents and mandatories of the Government of
Indian (and through it of the Home Government), the Provincial Governments exercise certain specified functions. The
distribution of central authority between the Government of
India and the Provincial Governrilents is roughly as follows:The Government of India retains in its own hands .all matters
bearing on foreign relations, the defence of the country, general
taxation, currency, debt and tariffs, posts, telegraphs and railways, whilst ordinary internal administration, the assessment
and collection of revenues, education, medical and sanitary
arrangements, and irrigation, buildings :and roads fall to the
share of the Provincial Governments. The duty of administering the law rests with the Provincial Guvernments and
wi~h the local courts and a'uthorities, the Government of
India being mainly responsible for the excellence and imperfections of the laws themselves (a). This distribution, however,
is entirely a matter of executive arrangement, and is not
provided by- law, sec. 45 of the Government of India Act
merely laying down that "every Local Government shall obey
the orders of the Governor General in Council and keep him
constantly and diligently informed of its proceedings and of
all matters which ought, in its opinion, to b~ reported to
him or as to which he requires inforinatioi_J, and is under
his superintendence, direction and control in all matters
Contrasted
relating to the government of its Province." Contrast
with the dis·
with this the position of the Provinces of the South African
tribution of
functions
Union, the most centralised federal union within the British
between the

Distribution
of functions
between the
Government
of India and
Provincial
Governments,
a matter of
executive
arrangement
not provided
by law.

Union
Government
and the Pro•
Imperial Gazetteer. Indian Empire,
IV, p, 15. Strachey, India:
vinces of
South Africa. Its Administration and Progress, 3rd edn., p. 65.
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Empire. 'fhe reservation of authority in the Provinces is
secured by the constitution itself, the Union Parliament only
retaining concurrent authority to regulate l!_latters 'so reserved
by Federal legislation, the Federal legislation · ipso facto
superseding all provincial ordinances repugnant to it: The
control in other. words is- entirely legislative, whereas the
control of the Government of India over the Provinces is
both legislatlve and administrative control. Therefore, even
in matters handed over to t·he Provincial Governments, the
Government of. India exercises a general and constant con- _
trol. It lays down lines of general policy· and tests their
application from the administration reports and returns relating to the main departments under the Local 'Governments (a).
It also employs expert officers (known as Imperial InspectorsGeneral) to inspect and advise upon· a number of departments
which are primarily administered by the Local Governments,
'including ~griculture, irrigation, forests, medical, sanitation,
education, excise and. salt, printing and stationery and
archaeology. The control of the Government of India is,
moreover,· not confined to the prescription of policy and to
action taken upon reports and inspections. It assumes more
specific form~.. It scrutinises and when necessary modifies' the
annual budgets of the Local Governments. Every newly
created appointment of importance, every large addition even
to minor establishments, every mate~ial al~eration in serviqe
grades, has to receive its specific approval and in many cases
reference to the Secretary of State is likewise n~cessary.
The practical result is that no new departure in Provincial
administration can be undertaken without its ~reliminary
sanction, or, in important matters, without that of the Secretary of Stat-e also. Moreover, the general conditions of
Government service, such as leave, pension and travelling
allowance rules and the public works and forest codes are
all strictly prescribed by the Central/ Gevernment ~ither suo
motu or on instructions from the ~ecretary of State. Lastly
therJ') is a wide field of appeal to the Government of India,
as also to the Secretary of State, from persons who may

---------------------------------------------------(a) These are Revenue, Judicial and Police, Local and Municipal, Finan·
cial, Public Works, Education. Decentralisation Commission's Re:rort, p. 16.
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deem themeselves aggrieved by the action of a Local Govern·
ment (a),
Control of
Central o>er
Local
Governments
in India
contrasted
with that
of t~Horne
Government
over the
Crovtn
OolotJies.

Opil}ion of
the Decen·
tral$ationCornmission
on the nat~re of the
control exercised by the
Government
of I1idia over
Local Adminlstra·
tionil.

•

26. It is a question whether the above statement does not
embody ;a perceptible departure from the practice usually
followed by the Home Government in regulating the acts
and conducts of colonial authorities, which I have previously
described at length, If it does, is the explanation to be
found in the fact previously noted that no authority willingly
foregoes powers which it is not obliged to do by compelling
circumstance ? Assuming however that the Government of
India is naturally disposed . to limit its interference to a
point falling short of that which would make it "petty,
vexatious and meddling" (b), the enormous amount of irresponsible authority which. (statutes and standing orders notwithstanding) the officials exercise in India, the vastness
of the issues involved in her administration and the very
insignificant safeguards which exist in the shape of popular
control or even public opinion, would by themselves _appear
to necessitate such a depart_ure. The Decentralisation Commission formulates its considered opinion on this question· as
follows:27. "The difficulty of defining the exact limits between
'just control and petty vexatio~s meddling interference,' recognised by the Court of Directors in 1834, still remains. It is
e~sy to say that the Central Government should confine itself
to laying down general principles, and that tll~ detailed application of these should be left in the hands of the Subordinate
Governmei\,tS, bu~ in practice it is sometimes extremely difficult to say what are mere details and whether these may
not affect the application of a principle. Again what is nor·
mally a detail, properly lefo to a Local Government, m~ty at
a period of political stress (c) or under altereq circumstances,
. (a) Decentralisation Commission's Report, p 21.
(b) See the extract from the Despatch (accompanying the Government
of India Act 1833) from the Court of Directors to the Government of India,
No. 44, dated the lOth December 1834, quoted at pp. 22-23 of the Decentralisation Commission's Report.
(c) A case in point is that which arose in the Viceroyalty of the Second
Lord Hardinge in relation to the removal of the corner of a mosque at Cawn[ pore, the agitation over which having passed beyond the limits of the Province,)he Viceroy came to Cawnpore and settled the point in person.
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become a matter in which the Government of India and
even the Secretary of State must assert their responsibilities.
It is therefore of paramount importance that the relations
between the ' Government of India and the Provincial Governments should be readily adaptable to new or changing conditions, and should not be stereotyped in the nature of a rigid
constitution. It is essential to remember that the mutual
relations--of the Indian Governments are not those of States
or Colonies voluntarily associated in a federal system, where_
a written constitution is necessary to pr~serve the original
rights of the contracting p:l'rties. In India the Provincial
Governments are, and sh(}uld remain, subject to the general
control of the Government of India in all respects and their functions and powers shoutd be variable by the Central
Government or by the Secretary of State as circumstances
require." (a)."
28. As normally exercised, however, the control of the Modes of its
exercise,
Government of India over the Provincial administrations does
not materially differ in manner frJm the practice of the Home
Government in relation to the Crown _colony admininistratl.ons.
As Sl{mmed up in the Report of the Decentralisation Commission this control is normally exercised in the following ways :(1) By financial rules and restrictions, including those
•
laid down by Imperial Departmental.Codes.

(2) By general or particular checks of a more pur·ely
administrative nature which may (a) be laid down by law
or by rules having the force of law, or (b) have grown up in
practice,
(3) By prelimininary scrutiny of proposed Pro~incial
legislation and sanction of Acts passed in the Provincial
legislatures.
(4) By general resolutions on questions o£ policy,_
issued for. the guidance of the Provincial Governments_ These
often arise upon the reports of Commissions or Committees
appointed from time to timo:J by the Supreme Government
to investigate the working of departments with which the
Provincial Governments are primarily concerned.
(5) By instructions to partic~lar Local Governments
in regard to matters which may have attracted the notice of
(a.)

Decentra.li~ation

'

-

Commission's Report, p. 24,
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the Government of India in connecbion with the departmental
administration reports periodically submitted to it, or the proceedings-volumes of a Local Government.
(6) By action taken upon matters brought to notice
by the Imperial Inspectors-General.
(7) In connection with the large right of appeal pos·
sessed by persons dissatisfied with the action or orders of a
Provincial Government (a).
Commission29. Of the Divisional Commissioner, it is stated in the
ers, Collectors, Subdivi· Report that his work is primarily concerned with the adminissio~l officers
& 1)'ehsildars. tration of the land revenue and connected questions and he

discharges important duties as a court of revenue appeal.
Speaking generally, his functions in regard to revenue settlements are mainly advisory, but in regard to the collection of
land revenue he has ordinarily certain powers of suspension
and, in some Provinces, of remission also. His powers in regard
to the appointment of revenue officers vary in .different Provinces. Subject to rules and conditions laid 8.own by the Local
Government, he can grant loans to landholders and cultivators
and remit them when irrecoverable, while he plays. a large- part
in the management of private estates under the Court of
Wards (b).
30. The powers of the Collectors, Sub-divisional officers
and Tehsildars have been previously outlined. Except when
acting as members of Rural and Municipal boards (and in fact
though not in law, even when so acting) all these officers, like
the Commissioner, exercise within their spheres central government powers,
(a) Decentralimtion Commission's Report, Pl'• 25·26. The Report on
Indian Constitutional Reforms recently submitted to ParliameDt by the Secretary
of State and the Viceroy proposes to set up representative lcgi~lative bodies
who will control through members responsible to them certain specified depart•
ments. In respect of such "transferred" subjects, the Provincial Government
will to a ce1tain eJ>tent be autonomous and free from control"by the Government of India and the Secretary of State. But other departments will
continue to be administered substantially as at present subject to control
y the Government of India and the Secretary of state. The proposals also
contemplate the separation of Provincial from Imperial revenues, implying a.
certain amount of financial liberty,
(b) Decentralisation Commission 'q Report, pp. 169·170,
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31. So far I had been discussing the ql}estion of the orga- Central functions need not
nisation of central control on the assumption not universaliy be exercised
indi. exercise
. d by m
. d"IVI'd ual offi cers through
true that all c~ntra 1 contro1 IS
vidual agents
appointed by the central
authorities or tlieir agents. It would ,. obnldy,
but may
.
e e1egated
of course not be true in regard to cases where a matter of to self-govert. l
l l If
.
ning local
.
.
d
centra1 mterest
IS ma e over e_n Ire y to oca se -governmg bodies,
authorities subject to external supervision by the ,central authorities. It w~uld be easy for instance to say that the Poor
Law administration-a matter of central interest-has in this
way been made over to local bodies in England. But tne
best illustrations of this mode of devolut!_on of authority are to
be found in Federal Unions (e. g. Germany) and in the case
of Self-governing colonies of the British Empire. The powers
which these colonies exercise for purposes of defence may very
well be .viewed as an)nstance of delegation of central authority
to self-governing local councils.

32. But between these extreme for~s, there are· intermediate. ones. With the official agent may be associated
·executive or administrative councils, composed wholly of
professional officials like himself, or in part or wholly of laymen who again may be nominated or elected. '.fhe councillors
. may conceivably be made colleagues of the official or remain
advisers only. The councillors may agai~1 be_ made_ colleagues
for certain purposes and advisers as regards others. In some
systems, where councils are advisory only, will be found
provisions making it obligatory !ln the official representative
of the Central Government to consult m certain matters but
not in others. (a).

Intermediate
forms where
official agentis associated
with a local
administrative council.

33. For discharging functions d~egated to • him by the The Prefect
and his Conn•
Central Government, the French Prefect has been given an cil in France.
advisory council, the Council of the Prefecture, which reproduces within the Province several features of the Council ·of
State, the ad~isory council of the President. The members
of this council ar~ appointed and dismissed by the President
of the Republic, draw.salaries and may not follow any other
occupation: The Prefect is bound to consult ib in_many matters
(a) I need hardly say that the present discussion concerne only councils
associated with subordinate executiTe officials not the Executive Councils of
the Chief Executi\'e of a.n independent nation, which will be separatelY, considered,
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though he is never obliged to act in accordance with the
advice tendered. In a few matters, however, the Council may
act even without the Prefect (a).
The Provincial Governor
& his Council
in Prussia.

The Govern·
ment President and his
Councils in
the Districts.

34. In Prussia, since 1875, the Governor of ihe Province
has been associated with a Provincial Council, composed, besides himself, o~ a single councillor, professional in character
and virtually appointed for life, and five unsalaried lay councillors elected for a term of six years from citizens of the Province eligible for membership in the Provincial Diet (the
elected local council of the Province) by the Provincial Committee (the electe(executive of the Diet). The Governor has
to take its consent for all his ordinances. It hears appeals
from inferior administrative bodies and decides as executive
authority certain adminiskative matters, e.g. number, -time
and duration of certain markets and questions relative to the
construction of certain_ roa_ds. No doubt these powers fall a
long way short of exhausting the whole field of the Governor's
authority, but so far as they go they make the councillors
colleagues and not advisers only of the Governor. In fact, in
the most important matters affecting the locality, the Council
imposes popular control over the acts and resolutions of the
Governor.
35. In the smaller Government Districts the functions of
the government performable in the District are divided between
(i) .a Government Board composed entirely of professional
officers appointed by Government and belonging to the higher
administrative service, presided over by th_e Government President, and (ii) a District Committee, an administrative council
of the type or the Provincial Council presided over by the
Government President and composed of two other professional
officials appointed for life (one from the judicial and the other
from the higher administrative services) and four lay members
appointed in the same way as the lay members of the Provin. cial Council. I have previously spoken of the distribution of
functions between these two Committees, one wholly professional, the other predominantly. But for the presmt it will_
suffice to say that matters which it is believed will affect the
(a) See Goodnow, Comparative Administrative La.w, Vol. I, p. 274-5;
Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, I, p, 31; Grice,
National and Local Finance, p. 124.
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p~ivate interests o£ the citizens most intimately e g. manage-

ment of police-matters and supervision of subordinate authorities, particularly local corporations, are within the competence
of the latter. The members of both Committees, it should be
observed, are in their respective spheres, the colleagues and
not advisers only of the Government President (a).
36. In the Circle (the Prussian Couil,.ty) the Government
employs as its agent the elected Executive Committee of the
Circle Diet, the locally elected organ of local government.
The Circle Committee is thus at the same time agent o£ theCircle Diet and of Government. The official president of the
Diet, the Landrath, excepted, all the members of the Committee are thus layi1ien. It is. well known that Prince_ Bismark's scheme originally was te> constitute similar bodies
acting as agents at the same time of both the Central and
the Local G<;>vernments for the Provinces, but he failed to
carry it owj.pg to the opposition of the conservative landed
interest who would not allow all central government powers
of the Province to be handed over to Committees predominantly composed of popularly elected hy councillors (b):
37. Now here (with the doubtful exception of England)
is the value o£ local self-government better appreciated than
in the Netherlai1d Countries. Originally local units, each of
. their Provinces has inherited its historic unicameral (directly
elected) representative council which looks after the affairs of
the Province through a deputation of its members appointed
by itself. Both Council and Deputation are presided over by
Royal Commissioners, who as agents of the S~vereign carry
out Royal orders afld exercise a general s~1pervision over the
acts of the local authorities. Except certain matters (e. g.
police and military) which are reserved to the central authority,
matters of general· equally with those of local interest are administered by local authorities i!l the government not merely
(a) Like the Council of the Prefecture in France, the District Commi.ttee
also acts as an administrative court, sitting.when so acting without the Government President, See references cited i~ the previous note and those in the
following.
{b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. 1, pp. 320-8;
Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol~ I, pp. 313-334;
alHo Grice, National and 4ocal Finance, Ch. XV.
-

The Butgomaster and
his Council
in the Circles.

Local representative .
COUll OilS with
official presidents in
Holland and
Belgium,
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of the Provinces but also of the Communes (a) which have
local councils and executive committees appointed (subject
to Royal sanction) by the Communal Councils, of the pattern
of those of the Provinces and guided and controlled. in the same
manner by the Burgomaster, an appointee of the Crown from
amongst members of the Communal Council. In theory these
Councils are local councils of the Sovereign (just what the
Provincial States Of the French monarchy would presum~bly
have been had they survived) and the Crown assents to or
vetoes their resolutions (b). The Crown approves of the budgets
of the Provincial States and the Provincial Deputation those of
the Communes within the Province. In regard to these countries, it may therefore be said that central government functions in the localitie~ are performed by repNsentative local /
legislatures in concurrence with and subject to supervision by
Royal officials. The government of England through selfgoverning local bodies resembles this form most closely, the
diffetence (which is in her favour) being that, in England} local
councils have not even official chairmen and they act directly
and not through permanent deputationst like the .Provincial
and Communal Committees.
Similar condi~ions reproduced in
South Africa.

38. It should be remarked that the South Africa Act
of Hl09 expressly authorises the Union Parliament to delegate to the Provincial legislatures powers other than those
reserved to them by the constitution, The delegation autho- .
rised is not, as it might have been, to the executive committees
of the Provincial Councils, supposing the framers of the Act
had chosen to follow the policy but imperfectly carried out
in the local ~overnment organisation of Prussia, _where as
previously noticed, the Circle Committee is at once the agent
of the Central Government and of the local council.
39. By sec. 84 of the Act, the Chief Administrator of the
Province, who is appointed by the Union Government, may
act in matters not reserved or delegated to the Provincial
(a) See on this point Grice's National and Local Finance, Chs. VII, XII
and XV; Shaw's Mu:sicipal Government in Continental Europe, Ch, III.
(b) The Provincial Councils are independent of the Royal prerogative,
meet without express convocation and can neither be suspended nor dissolved
either by the governor or by Royal decree, Grice, National and Local Fint~nce,

p. 195.
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Council without reference. to the Executive Committee of that
Council. This body differs from the Parliamentary executives
of the States or Provinces of the other Colonial Federations
within the British Empire in that the members are elected by
the Provincial Council and hold office for a term, just like the
permanent deputations of the States in Holland. The organisation of the Provincial adri1inist;ation thus seems to have
been deliberately intended to follow the Dutch model, a fact
which need cause no surprise if it be remembered that the
White population of South Africa is predominantly Dutch.
40. From the instances already considered it may perhaps A study in
not be impossible to draw certain very broad general inferences tendencies.
as to tendencies. The official representative of the Government,
originally unfettered by any co-ordinate control, is first given a
council, (\vhich may be advisory or controlling according to
national habits), ~he desirability of making the council partly
or predominantly lay and even elective makes itself felt next:
The last stage in the process of evolution is marked by a_
displacement of the associated council 1by a controlling council
appointed by a representative local legislature. The progress in
other words appears to be, even in the sphere of local government (using that expression it its largest sense to distinguish
it from Government at tlte capital), from personal rule to cabinet government, understanding by this last expression not
necessarily only the informal committees of the councils which
·.'
hold. offices at all times at the pleasure of the majority in 'the
'
councils but also committees elected by the councils for
terms of years, which are sufficiently short to· secure agree·
ment in palicy between the committees and the councils.
It would of course be contrary to facts to suggest that these
are the stages which nave marked the progress of local. institutions in every country, or that the countries which still
can show one or other of the earlier forms must necessarily
pass through the later stages on their way to the last. In fact,
in some countries, e. g. Holland and Belgium, owing to historical reasons, the organisation has assumed the final form from the
very beginning. The stages indicated can from their very
nature be found only in countries which at one stage or another
had developed a centralised despotic monarchic organisation,
and in some even of these, national or constitutional habits may
arrest the· development of fully represent&tive local institutions
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at different stages. It has certainly made greater progress in
Prussia than in France where belief in the efficacy of centralised
administration, responsiblity for which must ~1 the last resort
be undivided and personal, appears to be firmly ingrained m
the habits of the people.
Illustration
from British
colonial
history.

Instances of
direct
government.

Intermediate
;JOI'OS.

Cabinet
government
in Self-governing colonies.

41. The course of development, as I have just traced it,
will, I believe, find material confir~1ation from an examination·
of English colonial administration. Necessity has driven the
protagonists of the most decentralised and least autocratic
form of government to establish at different times different
degrees and varieties of despotic rule in their far away colonies
and dependencies. That rule reaches its vanishing point in
the Self-governing colonies. At the other extreme are Crown
colonies such as Gibraltar, Basutoland, Wei-hai-wei and Labuan
which have neither a legislative nor an executive council. St.
Hel.ena has an executive but no legislative council, and India,
it is well to remember; passed through a similar. stage. A
great deal has been already said about Crown colonies possessing legislatures which are not representative and others with
representative legislatures which yet have no control over the
executive, wnich need not be repeated here. Only very exceptional circumstances induce the British Government to-day to
maintain that extreme form of direct control which is implied
in the non-existence of either a legislative or an executive
coup.cil. In all other forms the executive council is always found
associated with the agent of the Home Government in the
colonies. In the highest form, the executive council com'3s to be
an informal committee of the local legislature holding office at
the latter's 'il,.jll and taking its policy from the local legislature
and not from the G.wernor or the Home Government which he
represents. The Governor of a Self-governing colony is, as
previously pointed out, only in a slightly less degree, "the
minister of his ministers" (a) than the King in England.

42.
council
account
23,24 :
certain
- (a)

Of the composition and character of the executive
in Crown colonies, the following is a generali<>cd
based on Colonial Regulations, Chapter I, Sec. III,
"In Crown Colonies the Executive Council consists of
principal officers of the Government with or without

Courtney's Working Constitution of the . United Kingdom, p 86, also

pp. 4 to 7, pp. 84-86, p. 160,
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Ieast 10 years in the service of the Crown in India, and one
·must be a barrister of England or Ireland, or a member of
the Faculty of Advocates"of Scotland of not less than 5 years'
standing (a). The ~uperintendence, direction and control of
the civil and military government of India is in terms vested
in the "Governor General in Council" (b); and it will be
remembered that the Regulating Act of 1773 which established this Council contemplated that the administration of
the country wail to be carried on in accordance with the votes
of the majority of the Council and the Governor General had
no power to set aside their decisi6ns. The English Parliament
was in fact at this date not at all disposed to hand over
such an important charge, as the administration of the Indian
territories then was and has always been since, to the unfettered discretion of a single ruler, and it was because· Lord
Cornwallis, when appointed Governor General, made it a condition of his acceptance of the office that the power of over-ruling
his Council should be given to him that, in 1786, the modification now embodied in Sec. 41 of the Government of India Act
of 1915, was introduced. This section after laying down in
terms that "the opinion of the majority ofthe councillors present
shall prevail and that,)f they are equally divided, the Governor
General or other person presiding shall have a casting vote,"
goes on to add that "whenever any measure is proposed before
tbe Council whereby the safety, tra'uquility or interests. of
British India or of any part thereof, are or may be, in the
judgment of the Governor General, essentially affected, and
.....
he is of opinion either that the measure proposed ought to
be adopted and carried into execution o~ tha' it ought to
be suspended or rejected, and the majority present at a meeting of the Council dissent from that opinion, the Governor
General may, on his own authority a"nd responsibility, adopt
suspend or reject the me~asure, in whole or in part." The
(a) The-- Montagne-Chelmsford Reform Soheme proposes to abolish- the
present statutary maximum for .the Executive Council and the statutary
qualification for seats and to secure the appointment of two Indians (the
present practice is, to appoint one) to seats in the Council, Se~ ,Report,
paras 271-272. If also foreshadows the establishment of a-Privy' Council of
:Notables, whom the Governor· General may consult on matters of policy and
administration. ~ara 287.
·

(b)

Gover~ent

ot India Act, 1915, sec. 83,

Subsequent
changes,

Present rela,.
tions of the
Viceroy to
his Council,
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only safeguard against an arbitrary exercise of this discretionary authority to overrule his Council is to be found in
the provision which follows thau "in every such case any
two members of the dissentient majority may require that
the adoption, suspension or rejection o£ the measure and the
fact of their dissent, be reported to the Secretary of State
and the report shall be accompanied by copies of any minutes
which the members of the Council have recorded on the
subject" (a). It is further provided by Sec.- 43 that when
the Governor General visits any part of India without his
Council, the Governor General in Council can authorise the
Governor General alone to exercise all the powers of the
Governor General in Gouncil; and even without such authorisation, the Governor General at such times may issue on his
own authority and responsibility any order which might have
been issued by the Governor General in Couucil to any Local
Government or to any officers or servants of the Crown acting under the authority of any Local Government without
previously communicating the order to the Local Government,
and any such order shall have the same force as if made by the
Governor General in Council, subject to suspension by the
Secretary of State in Council, the same,.. operating from the
time of the receipt of the latter's order by the Governor
General.
·4~. The net result of these provisions is, in law, to convert
the Council of the Governor General_ to a consultative body,
though as a matter.o£ practice no doubt the ordinary administration of the country is carried on by the opinion of the
majority of the councillors.
Executive
Councils of
GovernOFS of
Presidencies.

49. The Executive Councils of the Governors of Madras,
Bombay and Bengal consist o£ such number of ordinary members, not exceeding four, as the Secretary of State directs. Two
of the ordinary members of the Executive Council must have
been at least 12 years in the service of the Crown in India at
the time of appointment. They, as well as the. Governor, are
appointed by the Crown, in practice for five years, The Governor
has the same power as the Governor General of over-ruling his
Council in every way, though ordinarily he is bound by the
{a) Government of India Act, 1915, sec, 41,
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opinion of the majority. If the votes are equally divided the
Governor has a casting vote (a).
50. A Lieutenant Governor's Executive Council, when there
is one, is to consist of such number of ordinary members not
exceeding four as the Secretary of State directs ; all appointed
'by the Governor General with the approval of the Crown for
a term which in practice is for 5 years. The Governor General
by the notification· by which he establishes an Executive
Council for a Lieutenant Governor has also to provide for cases
of difference of opinion between the Lieutenant Governor and
his Council (b). Other "Local Administrations" in India are not
embarassed by any. kind of Executive Council whatsever (c).
51. For Central Government purposes, Commissioners and
Collectors act alone. A proposa! to provide them with advisory
councils was mooted before the Decentralisation Commission
but rejected by the majority of the Commissioners, on the
ground that in the Municipal and District Boards they have
already consultative bodies sufficient for all practical nquiremflnts (d).
/
52. India seems indeed at the present moment to be far away
from the stage when the Executive Coungils of her Governors
General, Governors and Lieul;,.enant-{iovernors will be composed,
like those of the Commissioners and Burgomasters in Holland
and Belgium and of the Chief Administrator i.n the Provinces of
South Africa, of members of locally elected representative legislatures ~ppointed by such legislatures. '[he other local
administrations of India stand even further off from that stage,
keeping company in fact with colonies like Labuan, Wei-hai(a) Government of India Act, 1915, sec. 50.
(b) Government of India .Act, 1915, sec. 55. .An Analysis of the System
of Government Throug):JOut the Bfltish Empire, p 174. ·
(c) The .Montague-Chelmsford reform scheme proposes to establish Executive Councils in all the Provinces of two members, one Indian and one European. 'l'he Executive Couriclls under this scheme will have no control over
the subjects to be transferred to Ministers responsible to representative
Iegislati ve bodies which also the scheme p10poses to establish in the Provinces.
(d) .As s~bstantial eleCted majorities will be secured in these boards under
a scheme of local self-government reform recently ar·proved by the Government of India, they may not unlikely serve the purpose of administrative
couneils to Collectors and Commissoners, See Report on Indian Constitutional
Reforms, paras 194-!97.

Executive
Councils of
Lieutenant
Govemors;

Commission·
ers and
Collectors
have no cou n·
cil.

The first· condition of
Cabinet
Government,
a representative legis·
latnrc, is .
wanting in
India.
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wei and Basutoland. St. Helena with her Executive Council of
three nominated members who are not officials, but without a
legislative council is in this respect more progressively organised (a). She is further away still from the stage when the
members of her Executive Councils shall hold their offices at
the pleasure of the majority in representative legislatures, as in
the Self-governing colonies. The first condition of progress
in that direction, a representative legislature, is wanting (b).
But judging from English precedents only, a representative
legislature does not necessarily bring with it a council o£ its
own appointees. The members o£ the Executive Councils o£
Crown colonies possessing representati~e legislatures are, like
similar officials in Crown Colonies without representative
(a) The inhabitants of these parts of India may be interested to learn that
there is still in the British Empire a single colony, even more primitively
organised, -vi.z : Tristan da Cunha, a small island in the South Atlantic, where
there are no laws or regular gover~ment, and the people are under the moral
rule of the oldest inhabitant-a reproduction of the patriarchal condition in
which in the Pitcairne Islands the descendants of the Bounty Mut,neers were
found to be living in 1814 This, of course, is possible only in an islapd settlement with a very small population. Au Analysis of the System of Government
Throughout the British Empire. Macmillan & Co,. I 912, p. 61.
{b) Since the above was written, the Report on Indian Constitutional
Reforms submitted to Parliament by the Secretary of State for India and the
Viceroy has put forward proposals for dividing the government of the Provinces (not of India) into two parts, one to be controlled as at present by the
Gov.ernor and his nominated Executive Councillors and the other to be entrusted to the Governor and a Minister or Ministers to be chosen by him from
amongst the elected mem"bers of the Provincial legislatures which ar~ to be
made predominantly elective representative bodies. The Governor and his
Executive Council will have exclusive control over all that concern the peace,
· order and goo<f government of India and other matters not transferred to
the Governor and his Ministers. Only specified subjects of provincial and
local interest are at the outset to be transferred to the latter, but the Report
contemplates the progressive transf~r of other subjects until fully responsible
government should be finally attained. The Ministers, however, are in the
beginning to be appointed for the term and life of the legislatures and are 'not
to be removable by the latter, which moreover are not {to start with) to have
power to vote their ~laries, and in the beginning, the Governor too will
not be bound in all cases to accept the advice of his Ministers, so th:1t during
this transitional period of experimentation, he alone will remain responsible
for the administration of the " transferred " subjects. But the Report eontemplates the early assumption by th.e legislative bodies of power to vote the
Minister'• salaries year by year, which itself will make the Ministers dependent on the legislatures in the Parliamentary sense, See the Report, Ch, VIII,
paras 214·22-*1 2fj0.
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legislatures, nominees of the Crown and bound to serve its
policy and not that of the Legislatures.
The reason for
maintaining this seeming anomaly is of course to be found (as
I have already stated) in the want of capacity shown by
these legislatures to govern the -colonies in other interests
than those of the narrow electorates whom they represent.
53. Regarding India, it has to be noted further that not
only are such legislatures as there are in that countr-y not
representative, there is also no representative element in the
composition of the Exe?utive Councils such as may be found
in the Provincial, District and Circle Committees in the local
administration of Pr.ussia. ·

Executive
Councils also
wholly non·repiesenta- ·
tive.

54. I shall conclude my consideration of the present Indian Legislatures.
topic with a brief descrip~ion of the Indian legislabive bodies.
55. The Legislative Council of the Governor General consists of the members of his Exeeutive . Council, the Lieutenant
Governor of the Province in. which the Council sits, and sixty
additional members of whom 35 are nominated by Government and the remaining 25 returned by electorates so
contrived as to provide representation for intarests and. not
numbers. There must in this Council be an official maj01~ity,
and no person is eligible for election if declared by the Governor General in Council to b~ of such reputation and antecedents that their election would, in his opinion, be contrary
to the public interest. The ordinary term of office of elected and' nominated members is three years, the term of official
members and nominated experts being terminable at the will
of the Governor General (a).

Legislative
Council of
the Gover
no~ General,
Its composition.

(a) The Montague-Chelmsford scheme .of Indian constitutional reforms,
now11nder the consideration of Parliament, proposes to replace the present
Legislative Council of the Governor General by a Council of State and a Legis- lative Assembly, the former to consist Qf 50 members exclusive ·of the Governor
General, of whom 21 are to be elected and 29 to be nominated, 4 of the latter
. to be non-officials and not more them 25 officials including members of i,he
Executive Council, The life of each Council will be 5 years. The Legislative
Assembly is to consist of 100 members of whom two-thirds are to be elected
and one third nominated,· not less than one third of the latter to be non-officials. Official members of the Council of State will be eligible alw for nomination in the Legislative Assembly. As under the scheme responsibility for the
"peace, order and good government" of the country is to be retained exclusively
in the hands of the Government of India, the Council of Sta.te which will possess
a perpetual Government majority is to be given exoluaive control over legis-
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56, Subject to restrictions to be presently mentioned; the
Legislative Council of the Governor General has power to
make laws
(a) For all persons, courts, places and things within
British India,
(b) For all subjects of his Majesty and servants of
the Crown within other parts of India.
(c) For all Native Inuian subjects of His Majesty without and beyond as well as within British India,

(d) ~or the government of officers and soldiers of His
Majesty's Indian forces, wherever they are serving, in so far
as they are not subject to the Army Act. ·
(e) For all persons employed or serving in or belonging
to the Royal InClian Marine Service and
"'
(f) For repealing or altering any laws which for the
time being are in force in any part of British India or apply
to persons for whom the Governor General in Legi:>lative
Council has power to make laws.
Limitations
on its powlrS.

·51. But the Council is not authorised unless expessly
empowered by Act of Parliament to make any law repealing
or affecting
(i) Any Act of Parliament passed after the year 1860
.and extending to British India ( including the Army Act and
any Act amending the sarme) or
(ii) Any Act of Parlia;nent enabling th·e Secretary of
of State in Council to raise money in the "United Kingdom
for the Government of Indi~.
58. Nor has it power to make any law 'affecting the
authority of Parliament or any part of the unwritten laVI;S or
constitutions of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland whereon may depend' in any degree the alle~iance
of any person to the Crown of the United Kingdom, or affecting the Sovereignty or dominion of the Crown over any part
of British India; and it cannot, without the previous approval
Qf the Secretary of State jn Council, make any law empowering
l11tion which the Governor General in Council will certify as coming within
the reserved powers of the Govemment. Other bills will require being passed
by both Houses and when there is difference between them by a joint session.
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any. Court, other tha~ a High Court, to sentence to the
punishment of death any of His Majesty's subjects born in
Europe, or the ·children of ,such subjects, or abolishing any
High Court.
59. Also, except with the previous sanction of the Governor General, no measure may be introduced affecting
(a) The .~ublic Debt o~ Public Revenues of India, or
imposing any charge on the re-...enues of Irydia, or
(b) The religion and religious rites and usages of
any class of British subjects in India, or
(c) The discipline or maintenance of any part of His
l\lajesty's :Military or Naval forces, or c:>
(d) The relations of the Government with foreign
Princes or States.
60. The assent of the Governor General is necessary before
any Act passed may become law, and the Governor General may
reserve the Act for the signification of His Majesty's pleasure
thereon through the Secretary of State .:in Council. Also, the
King may disallow any Act through the Secretary of State in
Council (a). ,

The veto.

61. Of the composition of the· SQveral Provincial legislatures, it need only be said that the members thereof are
recruited in much the same way as those of the Council of
the Governor General, a considerable number being officials
and some nominated non-officials .and others returned by
electorates so contrived as to represent inte1•ests and not
numbers. . The number of non-officials elected as well as
nominated, taken together, has to constitute t~e majority
of councillors, &iffering in this respect from the proportion
observed in the Governor General's Council. But, except in
Bengal, the elected members are in a minority, being in Bengal
slightly in excess of the combined st~ength of the permanent
official element and the nominated official and non-official
membership (28 to 2 6). (b).

Provincial
legislatures,

! (a) Government of, India Act of 1915, sees. 65-69. In the MontagueChelmsford scheme .of Indian constitutional reforms the GovernGr General
and the Crown retain the powers of assent, reservation and disallowance.
(b) See Iyengar's "Indian Constitution," 2nd edition, Table at p. cxvii,
showing the "relative strength of the elected and nominated and thf official
and non official elements in the composition of the Supreme and Local Legislative Councils, In the Montague-Chelmsford scheme of Indian constitutiona.
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The Local legislature of a Province has power, subject
to the provisions of the Governaient of India Act, to make
laws for "the peace and good goverment" of the territories
for the time being constituting that Province. With the
previous sanction of the Governor General it may repeal or
alter as to that Province any law made by any authority in
Bristish India other than that local legislature, but it may
not, without the previous sanction of the Governor General,
make or·take into consideration any law
62,

(a) Affecting the Public Debt of India or the customs
duties or any ·other tax or duty for the time being in force
and imposed by the ~uthority of the Governor General in
Council for the gene~·al purposes of the Government of India, or
(b) Regulating any of the current coin or the issue
of any bills, notes, or other paper currency, or
(c) Regulating the conveyance of letters by the post
office or 'messages by the electric telegraph, or
(d) Altering in any way the Indian Penal Code, or
(e) Affecting the religion or religious rites and usages
o£ any class of British subjects in India, or
·(f) Affecting the discipline or maintenance of any
part. of His Majesty's naval or militay forces, or
(g) Regulating patents or copy-rights, or
(h) Affecting the relations of the Government with
foreign Princes or States. ·
reforms, it is proposEd to. establbh for each Province an enlarged Legislative
Council with a. substantial elected majority. The Council is to consist of
(1) members elected on as broad a franchise as po~sible, (2) nominated mem•
bers including (a) official and (b) non-official and (3) e:v officio members.
The Governor and his Executive Council are to retain full responsibility over
matters affecting the "peace, order and good government of the country,"
as also over departments which will not have been made over to Ministers
responsible to the newly constituted legislative bodies. Therefore, though all
legislation must normally be passed in the Legislati>e Council, the Governor
has power to certify that a certain bill concerns the peace, order and good
government of the country or that it relates to one of the re3erved subjects, in
which case it would, br~:>adly speaking, be enough if the bill be passed
by the, Grand Committee of the- Legislative Council, which is to comprise
from 40 to 50 per cent of the Council, the members to be chosen partly by
election by ballot, pal'tly by nomination. '!'he Gm·ernor would h!i-ve power
to nominate a bare majority in addition to himseif, but not more than two
thirds of the nominated members are to be officials.
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63. But an Act or a provision of an Act made by a local
legislature and· subsequently assented to by the Governor
General is not to be deemed invalid by reason only of its
requiring the previous sanction of the .Governor General
under this Act,
64. No member of any local Legislative Council can, without the previous sanction of the head of the Provincial Administration, introduce any measure ·affecting the public revenues
of the Province or imposing any charges on these revepues.

65. Any Act p~ssed by·a local legislature requires the
assent of the head of the Provincial Administration and also of
the Governor General ; and the Crown through the •Secretary
of State may disallow an Act already passed as aforesaid (a).

The veta.

66. A further restriction on t~e legislative power of both
the Supreme and the Provincial legislatures is that implied in
the provision, now embodied in Seo'. 32 of the Government
ofindia Act o£ 1915, to the effect that "every person shall
have the same remedies against the Secretary of State in
Council as he might have had against the East India Company
if the Government of India Act of 1858 and this Act 'had not
been passed,~' and this provision has been interpreted to mean
that the legislatures in _India are not authorised to- m~ke
laws taking away the right of action of any person against
the Government of India saved by this section (b). Sec. 84
of the Act on the other hand provides that any law pa§sed
by any authority in British India shall not be deemed invalid solely on account of any one or more of the following
reason'S :-_
(a) In the case of a law made by the Governor General
in Legislative Cmmcil or a local legislature, because it· affects
the prerogative ofthe Crown, or
(b) In the case of-any law, because the requisite proJ5ortion of members not holding office under the Crown in·India
was not complete at the date ofits introduction into the Conn·
cil or its enactment) or

Indian legis·
Iatures cannot take
away the
right of ...
British'
Indian
fubjects to
sue Government,.

(a)· Government of India Act of 1915, sees. ~9.82. In the :Monta.gue.
Chelmsford reform p_roposals, these powers 'of the Gov~mor etc,, hhe GovernorGeneral and the Crown are, to be retained.
(b) Secretary of State for Ir.dia in Council v Moment, L, R. 40, I. A, 48 ;
I. L. R. 40 Cal. 391 ; 17 C.W,N. 169.
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(c) In the case of any law made by a local legislature,
because it confers on Magistrates, being Justices of the Peace,
the same jurisdiction over ~uropean British subjects as that
legislature by Acts duly made could lawfully confer on l\lagistratcs in exercise of authority over other British subjects
in like cases. That section further provides that a law made
by any authority in British India and repugnant to any
provision of this or any other Act of Parliament shall, to the
extent of that repugnancy, but not otherwise,_ be void (a).
Concurrent
power of
legislation of
the Governor
General's and
Local Legis!ative Councils
bow exercised
in practice ..

Essentially
subordinate
position of
Indian
Legislatm:cs.

67. From the above it is clear that the Legislative Council
of the Governor General has (as was to be expected) concurrent power to legislate for a Province under a local legislature. In practice, however, this power is not exercised,
except in very extraordinary circumstances, as to matters
within the competence of the local legislature. No precise
boundary line is drawn between the subjects to be dealt
with by the local and central legislatures. In practice, however, ~he Governor General's Council confines itself to legisl~tion which is either for Provinces with no local legislature
or is-beyond the powers of a local legislature, or requires to be
dealt with on uniform principles throughout British India (b).
No legislation can however be officially introduced into the
local legislatures without having been examined by the
Government of India, so that the provisions requiring the
previous assent of the Governor General for certain classes of
meaiiures seem, in practical operation, to be almost superfluous (c). With this is to be considered the fact previously
noticed that no bill of any importance can be put before the
Legislative Co\lncil of the Governor General by the Government of India whhout previous reference to the Secretary of
State for India (d). Taken along with the provisions which
(a) C£. sec. 5 of the Colonial Laws Validity Act of 1865 •
. (b) In the proposals for reform contained in the Joint Report to Parliament by the Secretary of State for India and the Governor-General, con.
current power of legislation in matters provincial is to be retained by the
Government of India, but will, it is expected, be very sparingly used. See
para 212 of the Report.
(c) These restrictions can of course be effectually used when measures
covered by them are introduced by non-official members.
(d) In para 191 of th3 Report on Indian Constitutional Reform recently
submitted to Parliament by the Secretary of State and Go1erlior-General it is
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give the beads of Pr-ovincial Administrations 1 in_ regard to
Provincial legislation, aud the Governor General and the Secretary of State, in all cases, power to withhold their assent to or
disallow Acts which have been passed by the Indian Legislatures, these facts fully establish the es,sentially subordinate
position of the Legislative Councils of India (a),
68. The fact of their subordination being admitted (,b),
these legislatures, like those of other British colonies, a~e
"not in any sense agents or delegates of the Imperial Parliament", b!,lt have and were intended to have, within the prescribed limits, plenary powers of legislation; as large, and of the
same nature, as those of Parliament itself. · "The established
Courts of Justice, when a question arises whether the pres• cribed limits have been exceeded, must determine that question,
and. th~ only way in which they can properly do so is by looking
to the term~ of the instru-ment, by which affirmatively the
/

observed : "The partial control of the executive in the Provinces by the
legislature and the increasing influen?e of the legislature upon the executive
in the Government of India_will make it necessary that the superior control
over all governments in India which is now exercised by the a~tlwrities at
.Home must be in a corresponding measure be abated.
· (a) See Decentralisation Commission's Report, pp. 10, 15.
(b) On the 20th August 1917, the British Cabinet through the Secretary
of State for India announced in Parliament the future policy of the British
Government with regard to the Government of India, as being "that Qf the
increasing assooi:ttion of Indians in every brancl~ of the administration and the
gradual development of self-governing institutions .with a view to the progressive realisation of responsible· government in Indb, as an integral part of
the British Empire." To &ive early effect to this policy, the BriL1sh Government deputed the Secretary ~of State,- Mr. Montague, M Indla to 'study
the question of Indian oonstitution:ti reform on the spot in association with
the Viceroy, Lord Chelmsford. The Joint Report on Indian Constitutional
Reform submitted by Mr. Montague and Lord Chelmsford'w:ts published in
June 1918,_ shortly after the completion of these Lectures. The proposals
embodied in the Report, if adopted, will set up within the existing Provincial
Governments a small sphere of autonomy to start with, those Governments
othe!wise remaining subject as at present to the Government of Iudia and the
Secretary of State. The Provincial legislative bodies will be J11ade predominantly elective, a11d will control the specified subjects made over to them
thr,ough Ministers responsible to them. As a result, however,. of periodical
Parliamentary enquiries, this sphere of autonomy will, it is expected, be
progressively ino,reased, in proportion as the legislative bodies and tLe
Ministers responsible to them will demonstrate their fitness for the exercis~
of larger Parliamentary powers-until finally the goal of the policy announced
on t)le 20th August 1918 will h~ve been reached.

Though as
to legal competence save•
reign within
t)leir opheres.
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legislative powers were created and by which negatively they
are restricted. H what has been done is legislation within
the general scope of the affirmative words which give power,
and if it violates no express condition or restriction by which
that power is limi~ed (in which category would of course be
included any Act of the Imperial Parliament at variance with
it), it is not for any Court of Justice to enquire further, or to
enlarge constructively those conditions and restrictions" (a).

LECTURE X·
ORGANISATION OF THE CENTRAL
EXECUTIVE.
( 1).-The Sup1•enw Executive and E;,eecutive Council.
Organisation
of central
executive in
every country
a product of
history.

Common
starting
point-.tn absolute King.

Beginning of
councils.

1. The organisation of the cent~ral executive of each
country is so much the product of its history-though no
doubt imitation also has played an important part-that any
mere generalised account of the several existing forms of it,
even if possible, woulu be of little value ..for purposes of comparative study.
2. Looking at the matter, however, from the historica(
standpoint, all known forms of government (with unimportant
exceptions) appear to have had a common starting point, viz :
an abs.olute King. A variety of experiments has been tried
with this highly effective instrument of social organisation
in different countries and at different times. The necessity of
imposing son1,e kind 0 f control over the unfettered despotism
of the King appears to have been realised from the earliest
times. The two forms which appear to have found most
favour among the Ancients were-(i) providing him with a
council, (ii) associating with him one or more colleagues;
and were not rarely found operating together. This was so
at least
in both Rome and Sparta. The council aO"ain
micrht
.
0
0
be (i) advisory or (ii) controlling. It is very unlikely that
{a)

Per Lord Selbornc in The Qlleen v. Burah, (1878) 3 App. Cas. 889

P. C. See as regards the powers oi Colonial legislatures, Powell v. Apollo
Candle Company, ( 1885 ) 10 App. Cas. 282 P. C, ; Musgra1:P. v. Chun Tecona
Jhy, (1891) A. C. 272; Hodge v. R., ( 1883) 9 App. Cas. ll7 P. C ; P/lillips ;,

EyrP, (1870) L. R. 6 Q. B. 1, per Willes J. at p 20 ; and Jenkyns, Britisl1 Rule
~tnd Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, p !6.
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any precise notions about its functions would exist
the '
minds of people in the beginning. Whether it would be
advisory or controlling would really depend upon what it Struggle for
succeeded iu making itself to be in the struggle with the Roya1 power between King
power o£ which ample evidence is recorded in history. The and Council.
Senate of Rome appears to have been passing from the advisory.
to the controlling stage when the Principato intervened and
re-established absolute monarchy under an additional sanction
(e. g. the popular) o£ which I shall presently· speak, whilst
the Ephors of Sparta made themselves the masters of Kings.
3. The history of the evolution of central power in A third com·
petitor, the.
Greece and Rome would have .. been much less complicated if People.
it had not been for another power which put forward claims to
sovereignty from very early times, viz., the "People". Of the
narrow interpretations put on this term in ancient Greece I
have already spoken. But it may be said without serious
risk of error that the struggle for power in ancient Greece
arid Rome was really waged betweeil the one, the few and the
''many''. In Athens the "many" won it so completely that t.he The !·ule of others disappeared. The •<many" appointed officials, examined the ''many"
in Athens,
t&eir accounts, sat in the law co'urts, made war and peace
and ruled an empire. The multiplicity of interests under their
controlled to a division of administrative business in Athens,
as it did IateJ;,on in monarchies, into departments, and th~
development of a mild variety of bureaucracy of which ·an
account was given in a previous lecture. 'It was a government Impossible of
reproduction
(the only successful one in history) by citizens in meeting in modern
assembled dec;ding most questions ·by majority· votes-an States.
impossib!e forin of government in modern conditions (a).
4. Of tile government of Republican -Rome, I need only
recall what I have previously said. The Royal power was
first divided between _two Consuls, each of whom could_ veto
the other's acts. There were further divisions of power,
functional as well as horizontal, without any single controlling
(a) I canna\ help sharing Me, Ehhu Root's aversion for certain modern
experiments in this direction, viz, the Initiative, the Compulsory Referendum,
the Recall of officer a by vote of the elector;; aml the/ Popular Review of judicial
decisions. These in modern conditions cannot but lead to tyranny o.1 the
part of casual majorities over temporarily unpopular minorities, amongst other
evils. See Elihu Root's Addresses on Gov•3rnment and Citizenship, pp. 90·93.

32
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.authority. The government of Republican Rome was government by warring departments and worse still by opposing
interests organised, as to one at least, as a State within the
State-and was saved from anarchy only by the unconstitutional
usurpation of the S(n:mte.
Were there
Executive
Councils of
the Emperors?

.Advisory
Councils of
Feudal and
post-Feudal
Kings.

King (or President)- and
Council common clements
- of modern
States,

El{ecutive,
almost every•
where singleheaded.

Switzerland
but not Ger·
man Empire,
an_ exception,

5. For ancient governments organised at all on modern
lines, one might go either to Imperial Rome or to India under
the Maurya Emperors. Both were centrally controlled bureaucracies.
The business of government in both forms was
divided into departments. Were there executive councils,
cabinets of the King ? There assurediy were in India-advisory
. ones apparently-but the theory- o£ imperial authority in Rome
-that it was a plenary delegation of power 'made for all time
to the Emperor by the sovereign people-made it difficult for
such an institution to attain vitality in the Rornan Empire .
The Feudal and post~Feudal Kings had advisory councils
which grc~v out o£ the main body of the King's larger feudal
tenants and the servants of his household. King and Council
also form the twc! static elements of the central governmental
organisation in every modern country. In republicf\n cou?tries, the ''Kings" have been replaced by periodically elected
chiefs who, as did the Consuls in ancient Rome, exercise Royal
power in but another name, that of the "President", but that
is not a difference in substance. The important point to note
is "that the administration in nearly all modern countries (a)
is, in appearance at ..least, single-headed. What differentiates
the organisation of the Central Government for one country
from the same organisation for another are the extent and
character of the powers handed over to the. executive for
administrative purposes, the constitution of the col,mcil and the
relations of the executive to the other organs of the State.

6. Writers on political science deal at length with the
relative merits of the single-headed and plural organisations
of the central "executive ( b ). Modern governments have
solved the question by virtually abolishing the plural form
which survives only in Swit·zerland, the conditions of which
country are however so peculiar that no political experiment
(a)

Switzerland is the only clear exception,

(b) See Garner's Introduction to Political Science, Ch. XV!.

/
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which has succeeded only in that country can claim appl~catio~
for that rE}ason to any other" country. The German Emperor
is no doubt often spoken of by even German writers- as the
agent of the Bundesrath, the Federal Council of the Empire,
which is said to be its real executive. But this overlvJOks th.e
dominating influence which the Emperor as King of Prussia
is able to exercise in that Council (a). Whatever may be said
of him from the point 'of view o£ legal theory, the German
Emperor exercise~ more· power in fact than the executive head
of any other country.

7, -Of greater impottance is the fact which distinguishes
all heads of governments to-day from the corresponding authorities in Imperial Rome and the Feudal and post-Feudal
monarchies built upon the Imperial Roinan model. They all
exercise not absolute but "leg;l" powE.rs. No question that
the power they exercise are those conferred upon them by
law can of course arise where) as in repnbJics, they are pow~rs
'Prerogative'
which have been expressly conferred upon them by th~ cons- powers
really
titution. But in States having hereditary executives; ther-e is ''legal" in
origin.
said to be a ''large undefined residuary power" which goes by
the name of "Royaf prerogative." In England the prCl'ogative
has· always .been regarded as based on law. Its extent and
scope have always been subject to examination and have been
defined by courts of la\v. It is also no\v firmly established that
the exercise of the !loyal prerogative can be.. regulated. and
restricted by statute (b). The two most important prerogatives
of which . the Crown in England has been deprived by Parliament within fairly -recent times are the right to establish
and organise law courts and the power to issue• articles. of war
for regulating the conduct of the forces in times of peace. In
both military and judicial affairs, the influence of the execu-_
ti ve now rests, in normal times at least, only on its power of
appointment ~nd dismissal (which last again it does not
possess in the ~ase of high judicial offices), its powers of
(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp.
275-276.
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI, p. 372. I use the word-'~re·
rogative" in the sense in Which Mr. Dicey. uses it. See Anson, Law and Cus·
tom of the Constitution, Vol. II, pp, 1 to 6; Dicey, Law of the Constitution;
6th Edition, pp. 368-369,

(",
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direction in military affairs and on the exercise of the power
of pardon in judicial affairs. In other countries the Chief
Executive may possess powers which may not be interfered
with by the ordinary legislature. But even these powers
~;nust be exercised within limits defined by the ''constitution."
The fact is that ever since Kings have ceased to be ''the
State," the tenure of Royal office can be made to rest only, as
it often does in fact, upon a theory of legal grant of authority
by the constitution, A government is constitutional only in
name, if it does not recognise this fact (a). No doubt the
transition of hereditary monarchies from the "absolute" to
the ''constitutional" form has been so gradual ( or where it
has been J!Shered in by a revolution of any sort, the makers of
the revolution have had so little time to attend to theoretical
considerations ) that there are everywhere to-day grouped
round the . person of the monarch ''survivals'' of the old theory
capable only of a historical explanation. But tho central fact
is beyond question, that the executive to-day from the Chief
downward are as much bound by law as any subject. Large
discretionary authority may still be vested in the executive,
but even this must be derived from law. It is because in
the interest of good government large-dangerously largepowers must be entrusted to the executive, thlf'li .other forms
of restraint, besides the judicial, ·that for instance which is
furnished by executive councils and the political control of
the legislature, assume importance.
Crown's
powers in
India constitutional and
not despQtic,

8. I presume the power of the British Crown is as much
"constitutional" in India as in any other part of the British
Empire. T~<:» matter would scarcely admit-... of any doubt,,
but for loose statements found in the writings of Anglo-Indian
(a)

Such was the late Russian Government On May 6, 19013, Tsar
II gave his people a constitution by which legislative power was
handed over to the Emperor acting in concurrence with#the Council of the
Empire and the Duma, the latter representing the popular house which under
the constitution· was to be elected indirectly on a limited suffrage, E\'en so
elected, the first Duma gave expression to views so much ;tgainst the taste of
the Ministry ( which under the constitution was~.responsible to the Emperor
and not to the Legislature ) that new and hr more reactionary electoral laws
were promulgated by Imperial ukase and a new and more subservient Duma
elected. To protests raised against these pr&cecdings the Minister M. Stolypin
replied that the Tsar was free to take away what he had freely given. See
Article on RUllsia in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th Edition.
~icholas

\
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authors and publicists to the effect that "the Governinent ?f.
of India has powers, rights and privileges derived, not from
the English Crown, but from the Native Princes of India whose
rule it has superseded" (a). The statement seems almost to
suggest that the Government of India has sovereign powers
independent of the Crown-a political her~sy wh~ch was killed
so long ago as 1772 by a resolution of the Eng1ish House of
, Commons (b). I take it however to be but an infelicitous way'
of expressing that the Crown of Great Britain has those
powers, rights and privileges with reference to India. So far
as the 'private law' rights and privileges of fhe Native Princes
are .concerned, there is no difficulty under the constitutional
law of England in holding that these passed from the Indian
Princes to the British Crown_(c).
But the statement is
simply ridiculous if it be intended to mean further that. the
unlimited and despotic prerogati~es of the Moghul ·sovereigns or any of the lesser potentates of India of the 18th
cen.tury have passed to ·the British Crown for the benefit ot
the Gov~rnment of India, and that the Viceroy of India ( or
is it the Governor General in Council ? ) is free, withip the
limits of what wer~ formerly the territories of those Princes,
to play the Grand Moghul m a manner m which English

(a) Sir Courtney Ilbert's Government of India, Secon·d Edition, p, 177.
No authorit!•is given for this proposition but fro~ the account of the impeach.
mcnt of ·warren Hastings it appears tliat in his defence the retired Governor
General had laia' cla.im to such a power. "If the sovereignty'', he said, "of
Benares as ceded to us by the Vizier has any right annllxed to it and be not
a mere empty word without meaning, those rights must be such as are held,
countenanced and established by the law, custom and ~1sag~ of the Moghul
Empire, and not by the provision of any British Act of Parliament hitherto
enacted". See'· Burke's Speeches on the Impeachrnsnt of Warren Hastings,
Bohn's Library, Edn. of 1888, Vol. I, pp. 483 to 485. It is needless to say
that this claim was not admitted and the paosage in Ilbert's book is the only
one I have found in any work of authority which does not merely quote from
llbert, where the matter is put forward as an indubitable truth. Neither _Sir
George Chemey nor Sir John Stracl1ey seems t:> have been conscious of its
existence when they wrote their accounts of the Government of India.
(b) This resolution which I found in David 0. Allen's "India, Ancient and
1\Iodern" ( Boston, 1856 ), at p. 186, was in the following terms. ·"That· all
acquisitions made under the military force or treaty with foreign princes do
of right belong to the State".
(c)

Bell v, Mwzicipal .::Jommissioners of the City of Jllaclms, I. L. R. 25

:Mad. 457.

Has the Government of
India the des·
potic prerogatives of the
Moghul Em·
peror or other
Indian Prin·
ces 2
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constitutional law would not permit him to act, say, with
reference to the Andaman Islands. There is, I dare say, much
less justification for any claim to exercise arbitrary powers in
a land, of ancient civilisation like India than was found to
exist for instance in regard to- Pondoland by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council in its decision in Sprigg v,
Sigcau (a). •
Power of P:l.r·
liament to
regulate and
cut town
prerogative,

Power how
far possessed
by colonial
legislatures.

By Indian
legislatures.

9. But whatever may. be the character or extent of the
Crown's prerogative in the United Kingdom, in the British
Colonies or in India, it is undoubtedly a principle of English
constitutional law that it can be regulated, restricted 9J1d even
taken away altogether, either expressly or by necessary implication, by statute of Parliament. How far the grant to
certain colonies of a representative legislature with or without
an executive responsible to that legislature, or the grant of a
non-representative legislature to others without special reservations in favour of Royal prerogatives, confers similar authority to restrict the prerogative powers of the Crown to
colonial legislatures is a debateable question (b). Even as
regards the Self-governing colonies, Sir Henry J enkyns has
observed that there are some matters, e.g. the position of
the Governor, which though arising wholly within the colony
are beyond the power of the colonial legislature to affect,
and that it is not altogether easy to draw the line which
bounds the right of the colonial legislature to affect the
exercise of the prerogative of the Crown (c). Some ofthc
limitations, including'the one mentioned by Sir Henry, can
be obviously read in the Parliamentary statutes which embody'
grants of co~stitutions to the colonies. The Government of
India Act of 1833 expressly reserved royal prerogatives as
matters which the Legislative Council of the Governor General
was not competent to affect by legislation. But the impracticable character of such a limitation led to the enactment
in the Statute of 1853 of a clause now embodied in sec. 84
of the Government of India Act of 1915 which provides that
(a)

'

(1897) A. C. 238.

(b) Theberge v. Laudr!J (1876) 2 App. Cas 102, 106 P.C. Cushing v. Dupny
(1880) 5 App. Cas. 409, 414, 419 P.O. Re Wi Matlta's Will (1908) A.C.
4±8 P.C.; contra In the 11Iatter of Amir Khan 6 B._L.R. 392, per Norman J.

(c) British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, p. 76-77, ·
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no law passed by an Indian legislature is to be deem"'ed
invalid because it affects the prerogative of the Crown. To
deprive colonial legislatures of the power to affect the prerogatiYe of the Crown is really to make it impossible for such Such powEr
·1
·
h
t'
d . .
.
. h absolutely
1eg1s atur~s to orgamse t e · execu 1ve a mm1strat10n 1n t e~ necessary for
· h t b e assen t of tl1e co1oma
· 1 execu- good
small est matters even w1t
ment governin
colonies.
ti've. Since, as previously shown, no law not approved by the
executive government can pass through a non-self-governing
colonial legislature and any law passed against its wisheJJ
may be vetoed, such a limitation on the powers of colonial
legislatures seems calculated only to hamper the executive
when it may feel disposed to organise any matter affecting
the administration by legislation.. As to self-governing colonies, since the laws passed by their legislatures are in theory
laws made "by the Crown by and with the advice of the two
houses," it follows that the legislatures of these colonies must
have virtually unlimit~d fr;edom in organising the local
administration irrespective of the manner in which the prerogative ~f the. Crown may be affected thereby-subject, of course, /
to limitations implied in the grants by which they receive
their constitutional charters, one of which, as already mentioned, is as regards the position of the Governor.

..

10. The position therefore of the centml executive in tho
- British constitutiop is thus un.doubtedly one of subordination to the legislature in the sense that the executive.can
only exercise such powers as may be granted to it by Parliament or suffered by it to be exercised by or in the name of
the Crown. Having carefully studied the constitutions 'of the'
modern monarchies as collected in Mr. Dodd's c<'mpilation (a),
I do not see that the position of the central executive
.in any of them is substantiaJly different. In most of them,
the power reserved in the King is expressly made subject
to regulation by the legislature. But even where the executive is, in terms, declared to be independent of the legislature,
if at the same time the power of supply (whether with
or without the power of appropriation) is vested in the
latter, the l~>gislature will inevitably control the executive
by legislation if by no more direct method. Speaking, of
the relations inter se of the three organs of the State, the
(a) Dodd's..Modern Constitutions

Executive
subordinated
to the Jegisla~
tnre in other
countries
also,
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executive, judiciary and the legislature, a recent writer on
political science accurately sums up the situation at the
present day as follows:-" In all governments, the legislative
department is in fact the most pwer£ul and the judiciary
the weakest. The powers of the legislative department in
most governments are not specifically enumerated, but are
general and residuary in character; in short it is a sort of
repository of all powers not conferred on the other departments. It posseses everywhere a large control over the
organisation and activities of the other departments, through
-it~ power of supply and its power to create public offices
and to provide for their support. It not only makes the
laws that are to be interpreted by the judiciary and enforced
by the executive, but lays down the rules and conditions
in accordance with which the executive acts. The legislature is thus, in a sense, the regulator of the administration" (a).
If in modern constitutional forms o£ government, administration is, as a rule, in accordance with law, it is the power
of representative legislatures to control the action of t!Je executive by means of legislation that has mainly contributed to
this result.
11. But, as I have said, in the interest of good government, every legislature must be prepared to give large-even
dangerously large-powers to the executive, and these powers
to .be- effectively employed must in a large measure be concentrated in an organisation directed in the last resort by a
single chief. What guarantees are there that these powers (i)
will be exercised efficiently and (ii) will not be abused ?
12. Enlightened self-interest has been the chief operative
motive o£ good government in all autocracies, and whenever the
complexities of government have increased beyond the capacity of a single ruler, the latter has always found it necessary
to rely on the advice and assistance of others. Where the
hereditary principle bas taken root, a council becomes a necessary adjunct to monarchy so that the businesss of government
may not suffer from the minority or incapacity o£ the existing ·
incumbent (b).- But whatever might be the origin of the
(a) Garner, Introduction to Political Science, p. 425, The remark cannot,
of course, apply to non-repreoentative legislative bodies which arc really
Fubordina.te arms of the executive.
(b) Jenks, History of Politics, pp. 84-7,
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institution, it is a fact that most absolute monarchies have
been found associated with a consultative council which at Utility of the
advisory
different times and in different circumstances have not been Councils
even after
c:.mtent with exercising merely advisory functions.. Such a control of
council however by whatever name it may be known whether execu.tive bas
'
'
.
'
passed to a
as Council of State or as Privy Council, recedes into the back- rep~escntative
.
becomes sub ord"ma t ed to a legtslature.
.
groun d d uectly
t he· executive
representativ~ legislature. That such ~n institution does not
cease to have its uses even after such a change appears from the
continuance of the institution in several Continental countries
where not only has the legislature become the· predominant
organ ofthe State but has succeeded in winning the right
to appoint and dismiss at pleasure the Ministers of the State,
e. g. in Holland, France, and several Ger~an States. _In
Prussia, the council's advice is utilized in the framing of bills ·
which it is intended to submit to the legislature, and similarly Advisory
unimportant service is performed by the council of the other councils in
Germany.
German States.
In France only, has the council been
're-organised to suit the altered _requirements of modern
administration. It is recruited· in part by the President's _
nomination either on his own responsibility or ,on the recommendations of the Ministers, tpe Vice-president of the Council The re-orgaand the :Presidents of the different sections (five in member) nised Council of State in ,
into which the council is divided, and, as to the rest, as the France.
result of a competitive examination. One section, the judicial, is the highest administrative court. The' others constitute
in four sections bodies of experts in poli_tical and administrative
matters whose ad vice must, as a rule, be taken by the administration, but need not necessarily be followed. The questions
submitted to the Council of State are almost altogether legal
and political (a). The Council~ of State performs. important
legislative functions ; first, in regard to bills which may be
submitted to it for advice by both the legislature and the
executive; and, secondly, in regi1rd to administrative ordinances
by which, according to constitutional practice, the general
principles which only· are laid down in statutes have to be

(a) Technical questions are submitted to other councils attached to each
of the administrative departments-a practice which is alw extensively
followed in Germany, and is being adopted in increasing measures in other
countries also.
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worked out in detail by the executive. The President also
habitually refers to it all questions the decisions on which
may be of value as precedents for future action in administrative matters. "Its advice is nearly always asked as to the
exercise of th~ central control, which the executive authority
possesses, over the actions of the localities and over the recognised religious denominations, as to the grant of charters
and to many acts in the financial administration. Indeed,
it 1hay be said that what in England and America is done by
means of special and local legislation is in Franco done by the
decrees of the President or . orders of the Ministers passed after
hearing the advice of the Council of State" (a).

What stands
for private
and local
legislation in
France is
done by
Council of
State.

English Privy
Council.
/

Is the model
of Governors'
councils in
British colonies, which
are advisory.

'
Councils in
United States
though origi·
nally advisory have
l>ecome con·
trolling
])odies,

['he Bundesrath in
Germanyits relations
with the
Emperor.

13. In England the Privy Council, as an Bxecutive council of the King, survives in name only, its functions havfng
been appropriated by a new body dependent on the legislature and called the Cabinet, the character of which will be
presently considereJ. But it is necessary to mention-here that
an institution adapted from the English Privy Council survives
in the non-self-governing English colonies in their Governors'
and Governors General's Executive Councils, an·d in the Executive Councils of the Governors in some of the American
States (b). I have previously considered the relations between
the Governors and Governors General in the British colonies
and their councils and shown how the power of the former
to overrule their councils at their discretion virtually reduces
the Councils to much the same position as that of the Council
of State or Council of Prefecture-in France. In the American
Stat_es the Governor's council controls, and not merely advises,
in matters' within its competence. In the Federal Government of the United States also and in some of the States,
the Upper Chamber performs in certain matters the functions, not of an advisory, but of a controlling council. The
Bundesrath, the Federal Council of the German Empire, which

.

(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, I. pp. 111-12.
There are Councils of State similarly organised in Holland (Arts 7±-75 of the
Constitution of Holland) and in Italy, Lowell, Governments and Particq in
Continental Europe, Vol, I, p. 167. note 4.
(b) The Montague-Chelmsford scheme of Indian constitutional reform
proposes the establishment of an advisory Privy Council of Notables whom
the;Governor General may consult on questions of policy and ad!llinistration.
See the Report, para 287.
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is its Upper Legislative Chamber, is also_Lhe Exe0utive Council of tho ~piro, and Lut for tho fact that the Emperor
as King of Prussia has 17 out o£ the total of 58 votes,
the German Emperor would have been, what many Gorman
writers claim him to be, the executive .officer of the Bundesrath.
Cabinet
14. It remains to consider only the most modern variety government,
of es:ecutive councils, viz: the Cabinet in a · system ,of govern- thet
necessfary
ou come
o
mont controlled by a Parliamentary executive. The Cabinet- . a govern.
. .
.
.
.
.. ment control·
system of government wh10h ongmated m England IS widely led by are. d to b e t h e u 1tnnate
·
<'
· a 11 coun- legislature.
presentative
10rm
of governmen t 111
b eIwvc
tries where the legislature has succeeded,_ as it_has in most
modern governments, in making_ itself tho con-trolling organ
of the State. It spread little by little into Holland, France,
Belgium, Roumania, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and the
Britisli colonies, "until it has become the principal system Its increasing
prevalence,
of government in the world.'' It has made little headway
in Germany, · however, and none at all in Switzerlat;d, North
America, aml but little in Latin America. In· these- countries,
tho exccuti vc is free to choose Ministers of any political
persuasion and no exception may be taken to· this by the
legislature even when tho Chief Executive himself has been
returned to that poi:ition by the votes of a pat·ty/ It will
be remembered that even in England, the King w_as originally
under no obligation to appoint as ~1inisters only such-members of Parliament as could command a majority in -the House Its uncons·
evoluof Commqm:, and even at the present day tho obligation cious
tion in
rests only on convention and not on any legal rule. 'l'he England.·
,rractical difficulty which -:\linisters, not possessing a majo"rity
in a house which completely controls the supp!y, found in
administering tho affairs o£ the country in opposition to the
will o£ an obstructionist lower chamber led almost i-mperceptibly to a practice, which has now become the rule, of
appointing 1\linisters from among the party which com·
..
n1ands/ a majority in the House of Commons. It is true that
. in several of the British Cro_wn colonies, there are represen-- Non-self-go.
verning
tati ve legislatures side by sl.de with Ministers responsible not Crown colowith
_to the legislatures bp.t to the Home Government. It is also nieq
representaequally a fact that the Ministers and the legislative councils tive legisla·
tntes areso circumstanced are frequently found in eonflict-a conflict cognised
anomaly.
which admits o£ solution only because backed by tho authority
o£ the Home Government the Ministers can always carry

-
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their point against the local legislatures. These conflicts are,
h,owever, admittedly so little to the advantage either of the
Home Government or of the colonies (a), that they are tolerated, if at all, only on traditional or historical grounds, and
a. movement is clearly descernible in favour of giving them
either fuH selfcgoverning status or reducing them to the position of or~inary Crown colonies. The non-Parliamentary form
of government of Germany and the United States also is
widely viewed as a $imilar half-way house not indeed in the
direction of absolute but of full Parliamentary government,
I

Go>ernment
may be Parliamentary
without being Cabinet
government ;
but this teo
a tempcrary
phast).

E!sentials of
Cabinet
government.

Is a Cabinet
Council advisory only I
Its relations
with the
Pren1ier.

15. But this only explains the growth of the Parliamentary not of the Cabinet form of government. Each
member may be only individually responsible to the Parliament
and not all collectively, and there may not be among them
any one able to control the action of the others and to appoint
or dismiss them at pleasure. Wherever this is the case, it
shows that the responsibility to Parliament has not been
fully attained, being divided between the Parliament and
the Chief Executive. The essence of the Cabinet form of
government is to be found in two things : (i) the transference
of the power of appointing and dismissing his colleagues from
the Chief Executive to 6ne among the Ministers whom the
house or rather the electorate marks out as the leader of the
party in power; and (ii) the collective responsibility of the
C~binet foi· tho policy of the Prime Minister. The latter
necessarily follows from the former, for a l\finister wh.o dissents
fiotl) 11 policy approved by the Prime lVlinister must either
acquiesce an~ accept responsibility or resign.
16. But whilst on the one hand the dominant position
acquired by the Prime Minister leads to the collective responsibility of the .Ministers, this latter and other circumstances
connected with the tenure of the Prime Minister's office make
the Prime Minister defer to the views of his principal followers
with whose assistance more or less only can he maintain ~his
hold on the house and on the electorate. The Cabinet in this
way becomes much more than an advisory council of the Prime
Minister, whilst falling short of a,controlling council. The

(a) Jenltyus, British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Seu.s, p. !H.
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Prime Minister of England is, for ~all his influence, not an
autocrat~since be must as a rule persuade and lead (a).
17. The necessity which makes a Cabinet an executive
·council of the Premier also has this consequence that not all
the Parliamentary heads of departments are entitled to find
a place in it. ~xecutive councils to be effective must not be
too large, and in modern governments with their numerous
and rapidly multiplying departments and heads who must
be members of Parliament to answer for their proper administration in the house, many ·Ministers must be content to
remain outside the Cabinet rank. The Cabinet of England
had, it is true, been recently showing a tendency to undue
expansion, with (as is generally believed) the com;equence that
a smaller Cabinet was growing within the larger. But. the
conditions of the War now in progress (b) has, temporarily at
least, concentrated power in a smaller number of Ministers
than had at any time constituted a regular British Cabinet (c).

Not all Minis·
ters entitled
to Cabinet
rank.

I

18. Another characteristic of English Cabinet government
which also has developed wadually and has been 'extensively
copied in other systems is that the Cabinet (leaving out some
few members without portfolios who are inducted into it for
their experience or because from party considerations they
cannot safely be left out) must be compo&cd of the heads of the

But Cabinet
Ministers
must be heads
of the important departments of
State, to secure Parlia.
mentary control over
-------------------------------------------------------them.

(a) The practice of the British Cabinet until very recently had been not
to keep any minutes of its proceedings. The present iVar Cabinet, composed
as it is (with one exception) of members who have been relieved of the work
of admi~istering departments, has to keep minutes of the discussions for
communication to l\Iinisters in charge of the departments dt>ncerned and to
other p;rsons whom it may require to carry out its directions. See the War
Cabinet's Report for 1917,
'
(b) As these pages are being seeri 'through the Press, the armistice of
11th November, 1918, has already brought, the War to an end.
(c) Lowell, Government of England, Vol. I, pp. 72·'i'3, This' "War Cabinet," in its Report for the year 1917 published in March last, thus describes
its own fm1ctions: The system of the War Cabinet distinguishe~ between the
body which is responsible for the supreme direction of the War and the Ministers who have charge, of the great administrative departments of State. The
general direction of the policy of His Majesty's government during the War
rests with the ·war Cabinet, whose members, with one exception (viz. of the
Chancellor of the Exchequer), ar~ relieved of the day to day preoccupation of
administrative work and whose time is, therefore, entirely available for ioitiat·
ing policy or for the work of co-ordinating the great departments of State,
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most important departments o£ government. It is this only
which can enable Parliament to control the administration of
these departments, whilst, as the heads of the other departments also stand or fall with the Premier, the latter and the
Cabinet as a whole ha-ve to accept responsibility for the administration of these departments as weli (a).
19, It can never be repeated too often, however, that the
"Cabinet government" is not "collegiate government." Each
Minister is left in sole charge of his own department with its
attendant responsibilities. 'l'he Prime Minister " can do no
more than keep a watchful eye on those departments which are
concerned with matters of current importance and trust to
the discretion and loyalty of his cJlleagues in other departments
to take no important step without consulting him", The
.t'rime- Minister communicates the result of every cabinet
meeting to the King and is· intermediary between the Cabinet
a'.1d the Crown, but every Minister who is head of a department is entitled to st.ate his business directly to the King.
The Prime Minister would not allow business peculiar to the
department of one of his colleagues to be first submitted to
himself, nor would he allow one Minister to interfere in the
department of another. No loyal colleague would, in his
communications with the Sovereign, discuss matters of novelty
or importance which had not been previously discussed with
the .Prime :Minister, or, if necessary, with the Cabinet as a
whole" (b). The English Cabinet in fact goes as far as in tho
circumstances is possible in the direction of reconciling individual with collective responsibility, the concentration of power
and responsibrlity in the hands of a single chief with the duty
o£ seeking the counsel of his most influential followers, and
in that way acting, as far as is humanly possible, in conso(a) This collective responsibility does not however absolutely preclude the
repudiation of particular acts or decisions of an individual minister done or
arrived at on his own tesponsibility and without conRulting the Premier or the
appropriate Cabinet Committee in circumstances in which it w:1-s hie obvious
duty to do so and the resignation in consequence of the particular Minister
only.
.
(b) Anson, The Law and Custom of the Constitution, Vol. II, 3rd Edition,
p. 121. Consult upon. the present topic generally Ch. II, Subsec, 3, of this
book ; Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th Edn., Note, III, on the Distinctiun bet'?leen a Parliamentary Executive and a non-Parliamentary Executive,
pp. 428-438 and Lowell's GoYernment of England, Vol. I, Cbs. I to III.
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nance with the probable or expressed views of the majority
of the people's representatives and with the mandates of the
electorate.
20. It would not be correct to say that -the Cabinet form
of government wherever introduced has developed all the above
characteristics of the English Cabinet. Belgiu,m has probably
approached nearest to it. In France and Italy, the Cabinets
are never homogenious bodies as in England, the reason being
that the members of the houses in both the forrp.er countries
do not as in England fall into one of two broadly divided
parties, but form different groups holding radically different
views, so that nQ single party with a policy of its own can
command th~ confidence of the house. The Cabinets are
therefore almost invariably coalition Cabinets, habitually weak
and unstable-a circumstance .which in. Italy has furnished
the King opportunities to dictate who should be the Ministers,
with the consequence that the Cabinet government_ of Italy
is really a very different thing from its English prototype (a~.

Its imperfect
realisation in
other countries except
Belgium.

21. So far as one' can see at present, Cabinet government
is the only possible form of govemment of the future in every
country, however it may need to be modified to suit the special
conditions of particular countries. It and the effort to attain
it (and therein lies. its best claim to permanence) furnish the
most exacting school of political training to a nation. One
need not be surprised therefore to find that political conscio.usness in every country outs-ide England is striving either to attain
it or having got hold of its outward semblance is seeking to
adapt the lif6-movements of the government to it.

Cabinet form
of government the goal
of all constitutional'
governments.

.

22. A question -of considerable importance tirises in ·connection with the Cabinet form of government, and that is,
what is or may be regarded to be the position of the Chief
Executive in a fully developed government of this type. Do
the King in England and tbe_ President of France lag superfluous on their respective· political stages ? With regard to
the King of England, this can hardly be said to be the case.
The King is the permanent, and the Prime 1\iinister the
political chief or the United Kingdom. An acute A:nerican
(a) See Lo~vell's Govermnents,and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol,
I, pp 28-30, 127-129, 152-15-1 ; Ginner's Introduction to Political Science
1
pp,J.84-l-87.

.

Relations of
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writer has pointed out how the combining of the lay and
professional elements for each service runs through the entire
administrative machinery of the country (a). The jury and
the judge, the Justice of the Peace and his clerk, the :Minister
a.nd the permanent Under-Secretary, the Borough and County
Councils and their clerks, all show this combination in different
situations. In the lower services the professional element naturally occupies the lower place in point of dignity in a country
which is thoroughly averse to bureaucratic domination. But
the position is without objection reversed in the case of the
judge and ~most conspicuously in the case of the King.
"Ministers come and go, and the policy of one group of Ministers may not be the policy of the next, but aU :Ministers in turn
must explain their policy to the Executive Sovereign, must
effect it through his instrumentality, must leave upon his mind
such a recollection of its method and of its ~esult as may be
userl to inform and influence the action of their successors.
It is true· that our Kings aw;l Queens can no longer exercise
at their pleasure the executive powers of the State, nor enjoy
a perfectly free choice of the Ministers who are to exercise
those powers. They still remain the instrument without whose
intervention Ministers cannot act ; they still remain advisers
who have enjoyed unusual opportunities for acquiring the
knowledge which makes advice valuable, who may be possessed
of more than ordinary experience, whose warnings must be
listened to with more than ordinary courtesy" (b). The same
can hardly be said of the President of France, though no
doubt even a Chief Executive with a tenure which is fixed for
a certain number of years will give some stability to a form of
government • which must from its very nature be wanting in
continuity, since a constant change of 'MiQ.isten is the very
life-breath of this form of government. Failing a permanent
hereditary King, a representative of such a King holding office
(a) A. Lawrence Lowell, Government of England, Vol. I, Ch. VIII. Mr.
Lowell himself fails to see this particular application of the principle. He
seems rather to accept Bagehot's reading of the constitutionrtl position of the
English Crown and lays greater stress on its being "a social and moral force,
a pageant and a symbol" than on the real influence which, on account of its
permanence as compared with the fleeting existence of Cabinets, the Crown
is able to exert on the administration. Ibid, Vol. I, Ch. II.

, (b) Anson, Law and Custom of the Co!jstitution, Vol, II, p;rt I, 3rd
~dttion,

ll· 4~.
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as Viceroy for a term of years, makes perhaps a. better substitute than an elected President. The reasons which I have
just urged in favour of a hereditary monarch being considered.
the best support of a Cabinet government may undoubtedly
suggest the advisability of appo.inting Governors and Governors General and Presidents of republics for very long terms
or for life. But, as no private person can possibly gather.round
him the prestige and dignity of a hereditary monarch, it is not
like"Iy that such an extension of the terms of the President's
or the Governor General's or the Governor's offices will be
seriously advocated in France or in the Self-governing colonies
of the British Empire.

Nora Vice·
toy, unless
rerm indefinitely extend~J

Why term
cannot be
extended.

23. I have previous!y noted the fact that Cabinet govern- Cabinet go·
vernment
ment is gradually extending in every modern State and I have the only pos·
ventured the opinion that it is the only possible form of' ~~b~~!~~~
government of the future for any country. It is only right ment ~ohnsistentwJt
that I should state my reasons for this opinion.· If all power the rule of
.
t o f goo
. d government b e law
in a
. th e mteres
of government must m
single-headed
centred in a single person, and if the same ·consideration must at?min~sttlra\
.
~IDl
also result in the latter being made personally irresponsible (a), legal.ly irres"b"l..
c
h pons1ble
someb ody must b e fioun d to accept. respons1 1 1ty 10r t e chief.
lawful exercise of those powers, if the course of orderly government is to be saved from being overtaken, whenever there
happens to be a bad or a weak King, by violent convulsions
involving the whole realm; and no person of course willlundertake responsibility for an act not his own and which he is not
free to perform or not according to his own judsment and
"in his own way. All modern constitutions, almost without
exception, now require that every act of the executive must
be countersigned by a Minister who will be answerable for First step
legal responits legality in the courts of law, Such a provision cannot sibility
of ,
of course lead to Parliamentary form of government in its ministers, •
true sense, for the Ministers still remain responsible to the
Chief Executive and not to Parliament fcrr their policy, that
is to say, for, the manner in which they are going to use the
large discretionary powers with which the executive is entrust~d for purposes of government. The executive in such
governments take their law from the legislature but nob .
(a) This matter will receive elucidation when the legal position of the
Chief Executive will c~me to be considered, Lecture XIV-injm, para~.
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to law-making body
necessarily
follows.

their policy. But a legislature which can give the law to thB
executive will not be long in demanding that the latter should
exercise discretionary authority also, not merely within the
bounds of law, but in accordance with its wishes. It is inevitable, therefore, in all those countries in which (the Chief Executive being legally irresponsible) legal responsibility is accepted by Ministers, that the Chief Exeeutive should also in
course of time be relieved of responsibility for the latt.er's
policy and that the Ministers should become responsible for ib
directly to the legislature and not to the Chief Executive.
The governments of the United States and Germany, in which
the Ministers are still responsible to the President and the
_'German Emperor respectively,! have on this account not hesitawd to describe as in the nature of half-way houses on the
,. way towards fully responsible Parliamentary government. (a).

.Appreciation
"of the American non-cabinet government,

24. I feel however that I would be doing singular injustice to the United States .government, both Federal and
State, if I did not specially draw attention to the points which
tell in their favour, when compared with the German Imperial
government. The Chief Executive in the Federal and State
governments of the United States, being themselves elected
magistrates, holding office for short terms, are naturally more
responsive to the views and opinions of the politically conscious
elements in the States than the German Emperor is likely to
be to public opinion in Germany. The Ministers '\vho control
the departments in America are thus through their elective
masters responsible to. the same electorates ·which return the
legislatures. In the State governments of America, it is
indeed not unusual to find Governors repeatedly vetoing legislation with the approval of the electorate. It is unfortunately
the case in the State governments of America that only
professional politicians of a lower moral calibre than the majority of the electorate can be found willing to stand for seats
in State legislatures, and_this makes it possible for interested
(a) See on this point Lowell, Government of England, Vol. I, Ch. II, pp.
27-31, The constitution of Denmark makes the Ministers responsible to both
the King and the legislature--with the result that each of these powers has
sought to bold them responsibl_e to itself rather than to the other-and though
for a long time the King was able to hold his own against the legislature,
recent events show that it is the King ·and not- the legislatun~ which must
surrender in the end, See Ogg, Governments of Europe, Title, Denmark,
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persons to put legislative proposals through the assemblies of
a very questionable type so easily as actually to have engendered a general distrust _in the legislative methods of t11ese
bodies. To such lengths has this process gone in some places
that Governors seeking re-election have· been known to rely
on the number of instances in which t.hey have killed legislative measures by their veto as peculiarly qualifying them for
the position (a). ·
25. It seems to follow' from the above that an eJ~ctive
Chief 1\Iagistracy, though an ~lement of weakn:ess as' compared
with its hereditary prototype in a Cabinet form of Governm~nt, may actually lend strength to a non-Cabinet form of
administration. This circumstance leads me to beHeve that
(unless of c:oursc the Germans should establish a republic) .(b)
Cabinet government-will be longer in coming in America than
in Germany. This possibl-e stability of" Presidential Government" in America makes a· closer -examination of this system
necessary even if it should (as I believe it does) represent
- but'a temporary phase in constitutional evolution ..

Non-cabinet
government
more compatible with
an elected
than a hereditary chiefship.

26. The key to this form of government is nob unnaturally Origin of the
· h'1s t ory. A t t h e tune
·
d A mcncan
· /-""'American
t o b e £ound m
t h e ]'b
1 crate
form of go:
colonies set themselves to fashion -their respective consti- ~~;~te:~t;
tutions, and shortly afterwards that of the Union, t.he Cabinet non-Cabinet.
form of government did not exist at least in the consciousness
of people either in the colonies or in England. In 17.63,
King George III believed, and his subjects w~ether in the
British Isles or in the colonies believed with ]Jim, that !finisters were responsible for their policy· to the King and to
nobody ~lse (c), Meanwhile the thirteen colonie1f of America
(a) Bryce, American Commonwealth, Cbs. XLIV-XLVI. The fact that
the legislatures in the States are under the existing system frBe to interfere
with the administration by methods of legislation, whilst they connot be held
accountable for the conse_quence of such legislation in the day to day adminis·
tration of government., naturally breeds a spirit of· irresponsi!Jility-the only
remedy for which can be found in a strict!y Cabinet form of government.
The establishment of such a form of government will on the other hand
attract a better clal!is of members to whom Cabinet offices will offer a greater
inducement than the position of mere legislators.

(b) A surmise which the end of the War seems about to see fulfilled.
(c) Instead of appointing Ministers who commanded a_ majority in a
freely elected house. King George chose Ministers who would act according
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had developed a local life which made them little disposed
to accept the policy which the King's representatives sought
to enforce under the direction of the H<)ll1e Government.
The colonists vigorously resisted and for that purpose used
to the fullest extent their Council's control over supply and
appropriation, with 'the result that the local administrations
Origin of
State govern- were reduced to impotence and depended for what powers they
ments, with
exercised on the sufferance of the local assemblies. ''The history
their weak
executive.
of the years from 1680 to 1763 _is a chronicle of continual
defeat for Governors who were obliged to see one power
after another wrenched away from them" (a) by the assemblies. The compron:ise reached in England, and which consisted
in the transfer, virtually intact, o£ all executive authority
to an informal committee of the leaders of a freely elected
assembly (b), had no opportunity to materialise in the American
colonies. The assembly had denuded the administration of all
authority when the revolution came, and its immediate result
(by making the office ofthe Governor elective) was certainly
not to strengthen the executive arm. The assemblies have on
· the whole remained masters of the administration. They establish departments and offices, lay down in detail the duties of
officials and the manner in which they are to be performed and
even participate in the appointment and removal of officials.
The State legislatures have acted with such thoroughness
in this matter that the Governor of a State can now be called
the· "head of the administration,'' only by way o£ a polite
euphemism. The only power of consequence which (once
nearly lost) the•Governors have now been allowed to recover
is the veto over legislation. It is therefore hardly to be wonder•
ed at that the vigour with which the veto has been exercised should figure prominently in some re-election programmes

to his biddings, and undertook by political corruption to find a house which
would support them in carrying out his biddings--.a very subtle pcrverHion
of Parliamentary government. King George in fact bribed where the Tudor
Kings bullied Parliament.
(a) T. C. Smith, \Yars Between England and America, pp.l6-17.
(b) The executive authority in England, according to Lowell, is far wider
than that of the Chief Magistrate in many countries and well-nigh as extensive
as that now possessed by the monarch in any government, not an al:Jsolute
dcspotiml, S€e Government of England, Vol, I, p. 23.
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of outgoing Governors .. And, as I have previously shown,
there is room in the States for the exercise of this power.

27. What would have been the fate o£ the .thirteen colo-

Political sal·
vation of the
States due to
creation of a
national
Federal go·
vernment.

nies, governed as they were by legislatures which could not be
found to agree to some n1-easure even for liquidating the debts
of the War of :1ndependep.ce, if the leaders o£ that war had
not contrived to wheedle the population into setting up, OYer
the heads .of the State governments, a national Federal
government, may be conjectured. Certain national interests
of supreme impGrtance which experience had shown could
not be l,eft to the State legislatures were handed over to·
the Federal government. But the Federal government itself Whichorigi:
was modelled on the framework of the colonial governments (a):. ~~~%!~has
a legislative assembly of two houses and a President elected su
wiffselydbeten
ere o
for a term, who was to have just such powers as were pos- be strong,
sessed by the Governor of a State, e:g. military command,
I
diplom&tic po1~er, limited veto power, the power of pardon,
power to call extra sessions of the Congress, to adjourn it
in case of difference' between the houses and the power .to
send a message. These had little to do wit)l the inte~nal
administration, as to which he was given power only to nominate and, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,
to appoint to certain specified high offices, the appointments
to which ''were not otherwise provided for and which shall be
established by law." The President however has been sa.ved
from the predicament of the Governors by the wisdom of the
Congress which by interpretation or legislfttion has recognised
in or made over to the President large powers o£ appointment,
removal and direction and has thus helped to make him
in fact the head of the national administration. The United
States Federal government has thus evolved out of extremely unpropitious beginnings a strong executive (b), the The Chief
· k ept en rapport with -public opinion, not Executive
is
Ch •re f o£ wh'IC h IS
responsible to
as in England by the necessity of appointing Ministers from •the peohplhe.
' .
. •
throng IS
amongst the leaders of the party which commands a maJOrity election
in the House of Representatives, but by the fact of his ~~~~~~~~!.
being himself elected at the end"'- of every four years. At 11atu1 re slimti-d
ar y e cc e •
the time the Federal government was established~ the idea
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, p. 6.2.
(b) Goodnow, Comparatire Administrative Law, Vol. I, pp. 64-70,
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the_people of America entertained was the idea of the English
Parliament in 1700, that no person who heid an office or place
of profit under the executive should be capable of serving
as a legislator. No objection was felt to Ministers being,
what they were assumed to be in every country, nominees
of the executive~ rather than of the legislature, though (not to make the· President too independent) the assent of one
. house, the Senate, was required to be taken. The legislature
was to be made independent of the executive, and the Chief
Executive was not to have the power, which King George III
had used with fatal effect, of buying a following in the
legislature by gift of patronage.
28. Public men in America are now beginning to see that
this dissociation of the executive from the legislature has
really weakened the former notwithstanding its large powers
(which it virtually enjoys on the sufferance of the legislature)
since 1\linisters.cannot attend meetings- of the legislatu-re and
address, guide and lead the members, as they are able to do
in England, in legislation and other matters. In marry Continental States of Eurvpe and in Japan, where the l\1inisters are
not necessarily members of the legislature, the defect has been
sought to be partially remedied by allowing them in aU eases
to address the legislature (a).

But for the
protection of
the Federal
government,
t::ltate governments would
probably
have had to
devclop a
strong execu·
tive.

29. Upon the. question of the constitution of the State
governments of America, it is worth wqile observing that
but for the effective protection afforded by the strong Federal
government, the Stat"e legislatures would not have found the
freedom they ·have bad to develop the idiosyncrasies they
inherited from the colonial epoch to the end that they have
succeeded in "so dividing and transfering the executive power
within the States as to change their governments into a parliaf
1
mentary despotism with a nominal executive chie utter y
.powerless" to do either good or evil (b).
(a) As to Japan, see Art 55 of the Constitution of i889. As to Holland,
Denmark, Spain, Potugal and Germany, see Ogg's Governments of Europe.
(b) The portion within inverted commas is an adaptation from an opinion
of Attorney-General Cushing quoted in Goodnow's Comparative Administra·
tive Law, Vol. I, p. 68, The consequence is perhaps inevitable wherever a
weak administration is pitted against a strong reprscntative legislature which
whilst not holding itself responsible for the day to day adminiotration of the
affairs of the nation yet freely interferes with it by way of legislation. It is
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30. Paradoxical as it may appear, the peculiarities of the
American Federal and State organisations are best brought
out by contrasting them with the organisation of American
colonial governments. Looking at it from outside, the o;ganisation of the American. colonies appears to be a close, copy of
that of the Home Federal administration. Th·e Chief Executive
.
is a Governor not responsible to the local legislature which is
.
bicameral, both houses being elective. But the. Governor
is not elected but appointed by the President by fmd with the
advice of the United States Senate, and so generally are most
of the important officials and judges, the others being appointed by the Governor. There are local differences between; for
instance, "fully organised. territories" -like Hawaii~nd -Alaska
and "partly organised territories" like Porto Rico and the
Philippine Islands ; but the gener11l features are as I havJJ
stated. The fact that the Governor is a person appointed from
Washington and so necessarily pledged to carry out 'the
policy of the Home Government, whilst the legislature which
makes laws and votes supplies is freely elected by the people
of the localities, makes the administration of the colonies
fundamentally diff~rent in character from the Home administration. In fact the United States colonial administration
is in its essential features similar to that of non-self-governing
British colonies possess{ng representative legislatures. To
prevent deadlocks inseparable from such an arrangement, it is
generally provided (as in the constitutions of the British Crown
colonies to which they bear the nearest resemblance) that
Colonial laws may be vetoed by the Governor and, if passed
over his veto, by the President ~nd finally by •the Congress
(e. g. in the constitution of the Pbilippir:e Islands as amended
in 1916). Acts of Congress moreover may and often do impose
important limitations on the legislative _power pf colonial
legislatures. The powers of 'the Hawaiian legislature has
it seems been progressively crippled in this manner. Finally,
it is usual to provide that in case the legislature should fail to
pass appropriation bills to pay the necessary expenses of
carrying on the gove~nment and meeting its obligations, the
•.

Character of
American
calonial administration.

- .

only where through a cabinet of its own leaders it obtains administrative
control over the executive tliat it ceases to interfere in the details of
administration by way of leilislatiop,

Resemblance
to British
Crown colony
-government
with repre·
sentative
legislature.
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treasurer m~y with the approval of the Governor, make such
payments, for >vhich purpose the sums appropriated in the last
appropriation bill is to be deemed to have been re-appropriated.
The ''territories" become fully self-governing in the American
Final phase
sense when being raised to the status of States they require
of such go-vernments the pri"Vilege of electing their own Governors. By the Act qf
States within the Union. 1916, the United States Congress is pledged to grant to the
Promise of in-' Philippines independence and not the status simply of a State
dependen?~
within the Union as soon as a stable governm~nt should ha.ve
to the Ph1h·
pine Islands, been established in those islands (a).

LECTURE XI·
THE ORGANISATION OF THE CENTRAL
E;;XECUTIVE (Contd.)

(II)- Organisation of Departments.
Organisation
of departments determined by nature and
kinds of
work to be
performed.

V arietics of
work of the
central executive,

I. The next element in the organisation of the central
government which needs consideration is the manner ru which
that government arranges to perform its functions, the
organisation in other words of its departments and offices.
But this depends so entirely on the nature and the kinds of
·work the central administration is called upon ·to perform
tha~ no adequate idea of it can be conveyed without a preliminary examination of the powers an( duties of the executive,
2, The executive power has been classified in a recent
work on political science under the following heads :(i) Th~t whicl1 relates to the conduct of foreign relations and which may be called the Diplomatic power.
(ii) That which has to do with the execution of the
laws and the administration of the government. This may be
denominated the Administrative power (a).
(iii) That which relates to the conduct of war and
which may be deecribed as the Military power.
(iv}' The power to grant pardons to persons charged
with and convicted of crime ; this may be called the Judicial
power of the executive.
(a) See Garner, Government in the United States, 1917, Ch. 4IX.
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(v) Thall which relates to legislation, or the Legislative
power (b).
3. French authors designate all these groups of. powers
other than group (ii) as Political powers. These all embrace
powers in the exercise of which the executive is_ as a rule more
unfettered by extrinsic control than when exercising administrative powers, in respect of which it has to pay the greatest
amount of regard to the wishes of the-legislature.
4. The lastl of· the above groups of powers is soon, dis- Legislative
posed of. The_ executive in all countries have certain powers, power.
at one time very real but now tending to be all but formal, (i)
of summoning, opening and dissolving legislative chambers.
There are again various ways, more or less effective; in which
the executive may (iiJ initiate legislation, the introduction
of taxing -measures in particular being now universally -in the
hands of the executive. The Parliamentary form of government and forms which, though not Parliamentary, perq1it Mini~;
ters to sit and speak in legislative chambers, with or without
the right to vote, offer greater facilities in this latter respect,
than the Presidential form. There also exists in all countries
in varying degrees of· effecti_ven_ess a power in the executive The veto.
(iii) to check legislation which may have heel} passeq hastily
or as the result of momentary passion or in a spirit of party
faction, or which may tend unduly to encroach upon the ,. .
legitimate powers of the executive (c). In defence of ·the
power to veto legislation which may tend unduly to trench
upon the powers of the executive, it has been said t.hat
"reason and experience teach that the powers of neither
department ought to be dependent upon the will ·of the others,
(a) The organisation of law courts where it has not been taken away
· by the legislature and the appointment, transfer and dismissal of judges so

far as these powers· rest in' the executive would come under this head and
not head'no. (iv). But for convenience of treatment this subject will not
be discussed in the present connection, It will be dealt with under other
topics, viz: Legal Relations of the Jadiciary, and Judicial Control of the.
Administration, Lectures X VI and XXIII infra.
(b) Garner, Introduction to Political Sciel)_ce, pp. 547-48,
(c) T.he new republican constitution of Portugal has refused to confer
the veto power on the President, This provision seems to be !L step in advance
of the rule in England, where the Royal veto though never used for more
than two centuries cannot be said to be ~1,1ite dead.
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but each ought to possess a constitutional and effectual power
of self-defence against the encroachments of the rest" (a).
Nevertheless, consistently with the posibion of pre-eminence
which representative legislatures have won in modern States,
the veto where it has not actually fallen into desuetude-as it
tends to do in Parliamentary governments where the execu. tive are nominees of the legislature- is expected to be used
in effect only as an appeal to the legislature itself in order
to induce it to reconsider its own decision, In countries
where class differences exist in an acute form, the yeto of
an impartial executive may be absolutely indispensable in the
interest o£ good government as the history "of Crown colony
legislation in English and French Crown colonies possessing
legislatures which are representative only or a privileged
'minority has shown. In Germany where also class differences
are ·acutely prevalent, though the German Emperor has not
been given by the constitution a veto over legislation which
bas passed both the Reichstag aml the Bundesrath, the
power which the Emperor has to withhold prot"nulgation
on the ground that the statute is unconstitutional has been
interpreted as virtually clothing him with the power of veto.
If, as is generally believed, the courts of law cannot recognise
the validity o£ laws wrongly withheld from pt;pmulgation, the
veto is not merely a <(qualified negative" but an absolute
ove.r-ruling veto (b).
•

5. As. regards what has been called the diplomatic power,
in most States, whilst the executive is allowed the greatest
freedom in negotiating treaties and other international agreeParticipation
by a chamber ments with roreign States, power to ra.tify them is generally
of or whole
reserved in favour of one branch at least of the legislature. In .
legislature.
Great Britain however the executive is both the negotiating
and ratifying authority. In all countries, where such treaties
or agreements affect matters within the competence of the
legislature, and specially when they stipulate for appropriation of money, the legislature takes -an indirect part in
treaty-making. In all States the executive is vested ·with
·the power of appointing and receiving diplomatic represent-

Diplomatic
powers.

(a) Garner, 'Introduction to Political Science, p. 565.
(b) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. II, pp.
lil-62, a"d Garner's Introduction to Political Science, pp, 567-568.
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6. "In the milibtry organisation
the State, dualism is Military
power.
out of place." In the organisation and disposition of the forces,
specially in times of "~ar, the executive must always remain
the supreme authority.
But the · legislature e~ercises an
effective check on the military as on every other power of_the
executive
n~ulentce
• which depends for its exercise upon supply. As . I1 eg1s
a ure,of
no war can be waged without extraordinary taxes and credit,
the executive has always to see that it carries with it not
merely the legislature but the nation as a whole, in at least
its offensive wars. In the United States, the President cannot.
declare war without the. assent of the Congress. In Germany
the assent of the Bundersrath is necessary and in France that of
both Chambers. No such limitation is imposed by law on the
executive in qreat Britain, but there is really little difference
in practice.

7.

" War_ alwa•.rs brings a vast _addition to the power of "State of

·'
siege."
the executive and ·enables him to take on something of the
character of a dictator."
The Common., law of England
permits this enhancement of prerogative to take place
automatically and without the_ intervention of the legislature
provided a "state of war" exists.
-Whether a ''~tate of
war" did in fact exis~ or not in any case is, in English law,
a matter for the law courts. In Continental countries, however,....,
the executive has authority to suspend the ordinary processes
of law by declaring a "state of siege,'' of the existence of
which the executive is the sole and final judge (a), and this is

•

pp.

(a) See Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th Edn, Ch. VIII,
282-290
a11d Note XII, pp. 502-519. In France, a "statE\ of siege" can be proclaimed
normally by statute, aud by the l'resident when the legislat'hre is not in
session, subject to the provision that in :such a case the Chambers shall meet
as.of right in two days, See Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental
Europe, Vol I, pp. 63•6t, Tl_J.e constitution of Japan, which in many respects
reduces the traditional Continental methods of admiuistration into a system,
proviqcs by Art 14 that the Emperor proclaims a state of seige, the conditions
and effects of which shall be determined by law. Art 187 of the Netherlands constitution is to the same effect. The German Emperor is free to declare
?nar-tia.llaw in any part of the E~pire. The three South American republics
i. e., of Chile, Brazil and the Argentine Republic, seem grudgingly to gi~e their
Presidents certain emergency powers of declaring a state of siege, with autho•
rity only to arrest and remove persons, See Dodd's Modern Constitutions.

'
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the practice which on the outbreak of the Great Mutiny in
1857 was deliberably adopted in India by Act XI of 1857,
Judicial
pqwer-power
of pardon.

8. The power of pardon exercisable after conviction finds
justification in the fact that no system for the administration
of justice is Qr can be free from ·imperfections and not all the
circumstances of extenuation may be brought within the knowledge of the courts of law. This power is by common consent
regarded as a natural and necessary part of the executiv.e _power
and in England survived the abolition of the Crown's suspending and dispensing powers by the Bill of Rights in 1688. It is
1 a power which Governors and Governors General in British
Colonies are invariably authorised to exercise. In the United
States, the President may exercise this power even before
conviction.

Administratiive powers,

9. The administrative power of the executive resolves
itself into (i) the power to organise departments and offices,
(ii) the power of control over the personnel of the administrative services through the power to appoint, direct and remove
public officials, and (iii) the ordinance power.

(l) Power to

organise
departments
and offices.

Gaverning
control of
the le"islature through
power of the
purse.

10. As regards the power to organise departments and offi·
ces, logically it ought to belong to the executive. But the
organisation of -departments and offices costs money, and the
dependence of the executive on the legislature for supply has
naturally led to the latter assuming in an increasing measure
. this power. The fact that the activities of a new department
may affect in various ways the rights and duties of individuals
has also operated in the same direction. Where the legislature
has in addition the power to specify appropriations, the control
of the legislature over the organisation 'of departments and
offices becomes complete. Where, as in India and the Crown
colonies of the British Empire, the legislature controls neither supply nor appropriation, the organisation of departments
and offices remains entirely a matter of executive direction (a),
except where it is intended to confer on the department in
question power to affect people's rights and duties and impose
obligations and penalties on officials which are tQ be enfOrced
(a) It follows from this that in India and the Crown colonies a legislatiVe
provision which im·ohes the creation of a paid office must be previously
examined and sanctioned by the authority which controls supply and appro·
priation, viz., the Home Government or some one authorized by it;
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through courts of law. The tendency. undoubtedly is in favour
of organisation by law replacing organisati6n by executive
action. The following description of present conditions m
England is illustra~ive of the tendency.
in
11. "The various government offices and departments, ·E.g,
England.
through the medium of which•the general executive adminis·
tration of the country is carried on, owe their cre!l!tion and
present internal organisation largely to the direct exercise. of
the discretionary authority of the Crown as head of the execu:
tive. But, though this is so, the constitution of the more
modern departments and tl;e powers and duties of the various
officei·s and functionaries of whom their staff is composed, as
well in the modern as in the older departments, are now prin• cipally regulated- by direct Parliamentary enactment, or by
Orders in Council issued under statutory authority" (a). As
will be shown later on, the organisation of departments and
offices by the le-gislature may impose important limitations
on the control by the administrative services (b).

12. Mr. Frank Goodnow, -speaking from his experience o£
American legislatures, seems to think that legislatures in
these times are apt to be rather more wasteful of public money
than the administration, and that the latter will organise an
office more economically and more efficiently than the former;
and that therefore the business of organising departments

(a)

Halebury, Laws of .England, Vol. VII, pp. 79-80.

{b) It may be interesting to note the provisions in some of the written
constitutions of modern States bearing on this point. The ~nstitution of the
United States, the (defunct Royal) constitution of Portugal (Art 101), or the
Argentine Republic (Art 87) and of Mexico (Art 80) expressly give this power
to the legislature, Those of Denmark (Art.l3), Holland (Art 77), Japan (Art
10), and Norway (Art 12) leave this in the hands of the supreme- executive. The
constitutions of .France and Germany do not mention it, but the monarchic
traditions of bothJ countries makes the inference easy that in those States
as in England the power rests with the executive. (Lowell, Governments
and Parties in Continental Europe, p. 34). The constitutions of Hungary (Art 14)
and .Sweden (Art 6) expressly establish ministerial departments. In every
country' where the power is not expressly reserved to the legislature, the
legislature acquires this power through its control over supply. Even in
count.ries where, the legislature has no such control, ~nee a department or
office has been organised by statute, further alterations in it must be also by
"statute. The authority to organise and control offices in India rests with the
Secretary of State for India Under th~ Government of_ India Act, 1015, s~c, 2.

Should
departments
be organised
by the legislature or the
executive l
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and offices had best be left to the executive subject to the
financial control of the legislature ·(a). It is possible to assent
to the conclu~ion without agreeing with the premises1 specially
as it appears to be warranted by the usual practice in the
Continental governments of Europe. A legislature is likely
to be stricter in the matter of providing the financial requirements of a newly created office when the organising of it
rests in other hands than its own. But the proposition that
legislatures are habitually more extravagant than the executive government assumes two things neither of which is
universally or even generally true. It assumes1 first 1 that legislatures everywhere must have the same motives for launching
into expensive administrative schemes as the professional politicians who ~ave monopolised the seats in American legislatures
have shown themselves to be (b). Secondly, it assumes that the •
executive everywhere controls the public services and is nowhere controlled by them. Where the public services control the
administration, as happens when the members of the controlling executive are largely drawn from a scientifically organised
and highly"paid civil service which not only mans all the
important offices but is further held together by a strong
esprit de corps, the executive unavoidably labours under a
bias in favour of creating expensive public offices, which
is not tho loss strong because it may, at least in tho higher
ranks of the service, be unconscious.

i3.

As regards control over the personnel of the administrative services there is nothing to prevent the legislature
over the
personnel of
the services ; from reducil.lg even this obviously necessary power to a
legislative
minimum, an.d in tact in the State governments of the United
encroachmenta on this States (c) this very nearly represents the actual position of
power.
things. The duties o£ the various offices may, as in the
States, be minutely proscribed in the stn.tutcs establishing
·them (the direction of office business being thus left rather
to the law than to the executive) whilst the appointment of
officers itself may be taken out o~ the hands of the executive
either making it elective or dependent on the result of
competitive examinations, the conditions whereof may be fixed
(ii) Control

by

(a) Gooc1now, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, p. 13.
{b) As to this, see Bryce's American Commonwealth, Chs. XLiV-XLV1.

(a) See Goodnow, Comparl).tive Administrv.tive Law, Vol, I, pp. 79•80.
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by statute as has been done in regard to many offices in
·most modern States, the removal o£ officials· too being made /
to depend upon the expiration of terms ,fixed hy law, ·as is
the case with almost every administrative office in the United
States (a), or conditional on an adverse judicial or quasi-judicial finding, as is the case chiefly in Germany (b). If all these
conditions were combined for all the offices in a particular
State, the control of the services in it would be thorough1y
legalised. But this is one of those in~tters with which administrative control (not necessarily u~regulated) should have more
to do than administrative law. As this topic will be more
f!!lly examined in another place, it will suffice for the pre. sent to say only that the higher offices in almost all countries
are filled by executive appointments, subject in sonie places,
as in the United States, to the assent of the Senate. In
the lower ranks of public service, however, in order to prevent jobbery and at the san:e time to secure a minimum of
competency, competitive or other examination tests are being
increasingly resorted to in most modern States ; whilst, except
in the State governments of America, large powers of direction and removal are generally reposed .in the executive. The
Federal gover~ment in the United State's has however, with
the connivance of the legislature and law courts, been able to
assume powers of appointment, removal and direc.tion almost
equal to that traditionally exercised in monarchic countries
like England and Germany, a11d in France. In regard to offices
which, sound administration -requires to be made altogether· •
independent of executive interference, e.g., high judicial offices
and offices such as those of the Controller and Aaditor .General
of England, and corresponding functionaries of the Cham~
hers of Accounts and similar institutions)n the Continent (c),
it is now generally provided that they should be held during
good behaviour, and their incumbents· are made dis~nissible
either on a joint address of both chambers of the legislature
or as the result of a judicial sentence pronounced in a court
of impeachment.
(af "See Goodnow, Comparative Admini~trative Law, Vol. r{, p. 91-2.
(b) See Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. 1II, p, 100.
(c) E. in Italy. See Lowell, Governments and Parties in Cont.inentai
Europe, Yol. I, p. 167, note 4; in Prussia, Ibid, Vol I, p. 290,

g.
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14. With the ordinance power of the executivcil I have
dealt fully in a previous lecture and need say no more concern •.
ing 'it here (a),

15. The five-fold classification of executive powers just
concluded does not obviously exhaust all the varieties of
executive business in which those po..yers find expression.
['he success or otherwise of any government has at all times
ultimately depended on its financial administration. History
furnishes instances where so-called governments have been
known to depend in no sma)l measure on loot or tribute
obtained from alien territories. But it furnishes none where
'
a
nation has stayed a "robber nation" for any length of time,
(i) Financial.
Its career has invariably ended either. in its forced withdrawal from exploitation of alien territories or in the assumption
of direct rule with its attei;Jdant responsibility for developing
the resources of the conquered territory as much in the interest
of the inhabitants of the territory as for taxing purposes.

Auxiliary
powers.

(ii) Direction

of colonies.

Resulting
classification
of depart ••
ments,

16. The wide extension of territory in the case of several
nations of the present day, by conquest, settlement or otherwise, over lands separated from the 1\fother country by..seas
and oceans has created for these nations a special department
of government busine~s which does not ordinarily belong to
Unitary States, the executive powers of which only formed
_the subject of analysis in the previous pages.

17 A fairly exhaustive classification-of departments of the
. central executive of the most advanced nations of the present
day would therefore i,!lclude, besides (i) the Department of
Foreign Affairs, (ii) the Military Department, (iii) the Judicial
Department, (iv) the Department or rather Departments (the
number of which tends continually to multiply with the d!tily
widening conception of the responsibilities of the State for
the welfare of its subjects) charged with the Internal Administration of the affairs of the State, (vi) the Legislative Department, (vi) The Financial Department and (vii) the Colonial
_ Department.
0
\._
18. In most of the older forms of government, the departments have grown up gradually and have not been worked
out as the result of a preconceived system ; and traditional
(p.) See Lect11re VI s~L]Jra,
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and other considerations modify the strictly logical arrangement of governmental business in all systems. Circumstances
of different countries differ so materially as to impose on their
respective governments different kinds of duties or at any rate
to at.tach different degrees of importance to different. kinds of
business. ' Moreover, the conception of duty of some States
may be more or less advanced than and may otherwise differ
from that of other States. More therefore than the generalised
classification of departments given above dnnot be attempted
in this place. To emphasise the fact however that the classification is logical rather than actual, I only point out here
that in• France, for instance, the supervision of administr~ive
tribunals rests with the Minister of the Interior and not like
that of the ordinary courts in the Minister of Justice (a}'; that
England does not regard the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man
and British India technically as colonies, so that the administration of the two former i~ supervised by the Home Secretary and that of the last by the Secretary of State for _India
assisted as previously stated by a Council (b),, " protectorates "
not closely connected with existing colonies - being ·.administered by the Foreign Office (c), whilst geographical considerations have mainly determined the creation of separate departments for Scotland and Ireland ; and that the Military department in all countries possessing a seaboard tends to divide
itself into two independent departments, viz : of the Army .and
the Navy.
19. A subordinate government like that of the States,in
the American Unions and a colony or dependency can ordinarily not have a department of foreign affairs of its own. Such
diplomatic connections as the" States of the~ German Empire
are allowed to maintain with foreign, powers independently
of the Empire are ~riimportant survivals of times when the
States were in fact independent. But in the British Empire,
India, by way _of exception, owing to the posi.tion she holds
amongst the States of Asia on her borders and t~e protectorates within her geographical limits, is allowed to hold diplomatic relations with foreign and protected· powers, -in strict
(a) Lowell, Goverumfn>ts and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, I, p. 58.
(b) Trotter, Greater Britain';'I57-159.
(c) Lowe11 1 Government of England, Vol. I, p. 86,
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subordination however to the Home Government. Nearly all
subordinate governments have organisations for purposes of
defence similarly subordinated. The idea, at one time very
prevalent, that the external commercial relations of a colony or
dependency must be controlled by the Home Government is
perceptibly giving ground within the British Empire, and thus
the Self-governing colonies of that Empire have now each
an independent department of Customs, whilst all other
colonies, have Custom departments in direct subordination
to the Home Government.
20. In both sovereign and subordinate governments, the
evolution of new departments has been most rapid in the
administration of internal affairs and a mere enumeration of
these departments is bften enough to give one a fair working
idea of the matters that chiefly occupy the interest of the
government of any particular country and of the problems
· which demand its special attention. In most advanced countrie~, there arc to-day departn;ents o£ Agriculture, Trade and
Commerce, Posts and Telegraphs, Railways and Canals, Local
Government, Sanitation, Ecclesiastical Affairs, Police and
Education. There may be departments of Mines, Fisheries
Inland Revenues, Public domains, Forests, Public works, and
· in countries with a largo Native population ruled by White
colonists, a department for specially looking after Native
Affairs. The trend of administration in modern States is shown
in a peculiar manner by the evolution in many States of a
1\liniBtry of Labour. In New Zealand, where State socialism
has made the gre~test progress, the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce is also in charge of " Tourists and Health resorts."
In France, the Minister of Public Instruction has charge of
the "Fine Arts,'' whilst the Education Minister of the Imperial Government m India controls an "Archeological."
section.
21. It need only be added thitii a Minister may and often
must have charge of several departments, and not all heads
of departments are necessarily admitted into the Cabinet or
any similar body charged with the duty of co-ordinating the
working of the several departments.
(}

22. This brings me to a consideration of a topic the full
im portance ofwhic~ has hardly yet been reali~ed in many coun-

"~
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tries. "The yastly increased business of governmen_t has. made
administration of all governmmrt business by Mini~ers in
council assembled an impossibility. Each department must
be left iri the hands of the. l\Iinister concerned for nearly all
purposes peculiar to that department. That this must be so
is forcibly illustrated by the steps by which the council
government, contemplated for India in the Government of
India Acts of from 1773 to 1915, has since 1861 been converted
into government by departments exclusively under the charge
of particular n;embers of the Executive Counci_l of the Goven1or
General. The Indian Councils Act of 1861 gave power to
the Governor General to make from time to time rules and
orders for the more convenient transaction of business in hisCouncil, and it ,vas provided that every order made or act
done, in ·accordance with such rules and orders, shall be treated
as being the order or the act of the Governor General in
Council (a). Taking advantage of this provision, Lord Canning
made rules assigning to each Member of the Council the
charge of a separate depa'ttment of the administration and the
Council was (barring the fact that it was not made responsible
to the legislature and dismissible by. it) cqnverted)nto a Cabi-·
net of which the Governor General was the head. T(!e separation of departments in india is said by a competent authority (b)
''to be_ less complete than in England and th~ authority of
the Member of Council over his department much less extensive or exclusive than that of an English Secretary of State."
"While the Member of Council takes the place o£ the English
Secretary of State, there is in each department a Secretary
holding a position analogous to that of a Perma~ent UnderSecretary in England. It i~ the duty of this Secretary to
place every case before the. Go~ernor General or Member of
...his department in a form in which it is ready for deci~ion.
He submits with it a statement of his own opinion. · In minor
cases the Member of Councif passes orders which are £na1. If
the matter be one · of greater importance, he send& on the
papers, with his own orders 1 to the Governor General for his
approval. If the governor General concurs, and thinks further. discussion unnecessary, the orders are issued. If he· does
(a)

See sec, 40 (2) of the Government of India Act of 1915.

(b)

Strachey, India: Its Administration and Progress, pp. 60·61.

'
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not concur, he directs that the case shall be brought before the
Council as ·in England an important. case might come before
the Cabinet. The duty rests upon the Secretary, apart from
his responsibility towards the Member of Council in charge of
the department, of bringing personally to the knowledge of
the Governor General every matter of special importance,"
who, it will be remembered has power reserved to him to act
on his own opinion alone, " whenever in hiB own opinion the
safety, tranquility or interests o£ the British possession in
India may be .essentially affected" (a). And yet all orders
must be issued in the name of the Governor General in Council.
The working
of the English
Vabinet.,

23. As regards the working of the English Cabinet, Sir
Robert Peel, it has been stated, closely watched every department of the government (b). But this, of course, is impossible at the present day. ('Purely departmental business need
not," says Lord Courtney, "and does not pass beyond the discretion of the individual Minister. But whenever any question
of policy arises, and specially when any international or colonial episode of importance is in progress, memoranda are
circulate:l a~ong the Ministers, so that each is charged with
the. knowledge of what is going on, and has an opportunity of
intimating an opinion upon it, It is in the prosecution of such
matters that the members of the Cabinet are from time to time
called together in Cabinet councils to discuss the situation and
to determine what shall be done. Besides these'ille~?tings, there
are others which may be regarded as of a more routine character, and which are necesearily held at particular periods. The
legislation of the next session is settled at councils held
at the end o~ the autumn. The leading Bill of ~he coming
year may be marked out by circumstances which Ministers
recognise rather than control, but the propriety of promoting
other Bills is urged by separate Ministers and their claims
compared. The scale of expenditure on the Army anti Navy
is about the same time settled iu Cabinets in which the First
Lord of the Admiralty, the Wnr Secretary and the Chancellor
of the Exchequer may be supposed to take leading parts.
After Bills have in principle been determined upon, the examination of them in some detail is often referred to a committee
(a) Government of India Act of 1915, seo. 41.,
(b) The Working Constitution o the United Kingdom, pp. 91-92.
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of the Cabinet,'to which for this ·special purpose may be added
some member of the government not in the Cabinet, and after
this revision they come back for final sanction. Later on the
budget proposals of the Chancellor of the 'Exchequer, at fi1:st
perhaps discussed with the Prime Minister and the Leader of
the Hous~ of Commons and then circulated, are formally
considered at a Cabinet' council. The Cabinet is thus like a
'
Court of Directors under the leadership of a· Chairman, each
with a department of his own, yet acquainted with the principal business transacted in the other departments and all
meeting together from time to time to receive reports, to
deliberate and to determine the course of business to the
followed. Each brings · to the performance o£ the work not
only his own abilities, but the accumulated knowledge and
suggestions of his permanent officers, whilst they all live in the .
common atmosphere of Parliament and in this way are made ·
hourly familiar with the conditions which must influence i£
they do not govern their acti.?n" (a). Mr. Woodrow Wilson
does not think that the administrative
control tims exercised
.
by the English Cabinet as a whole goes very ·far towards
co-ordinating the business of government, such control being,
in his opinion, "the result rather of the political responsibility
of the Cabinet than of any conscious effort to integrate administration by the constitution of a body which shall habitually
regulate, by semi-judi_cial processes, the main features and
when necessary even the details of executive management.(b).
"In France and Prussia ·on the contrary", he says, "such an Councils of
effort is made and is made with effect. In France, besides- Ministers on ·
the Conti/
a Cabinet of Ministers whose function is -wholly political, nent.
there is a~ .9ouncil of Ministers (c) whose siifgle office is' In France.
sy~>tematic administrative oversight, the harmol;lising of
methods, the proper distribution of business amongst the
departments, and above this Council of Ministers again there
/

(a) The Working Constitution of the United Kingdom, pp. 91-92.
(b) The necessities of the War (just over) compelled the provisional
establishment of a small" War Cabinet," the members of which (with the sole
exception of the Chancellor of the Exchequer) were relieved of the day to
day preoccupations of administrative work and whose time was, therefore,
entirely available for initi~ting policy and 'fo.r ,the work of co-ordinating the
great departments of State. (See the War Cabinet's Report for 1917). •
(c) The Council of Ministers, like the Council of State, is a common encugh
institution on the Continent of Europe. See Ogg's Governments of Europe. ·
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is a Council of State, a judicial body whose part it is to
accommodate all disputes and adjust all conflicts of jurisdiction between the departments, as well as to act as the
supreme administrative tribunal. In Prussia, there is a like
system : a "Staat Ministerium,'' which to a certain extent combines the duties given in France to tlw Council of Minister~
and to the Council of State, and als~ a Council of State which
is by degrees being elevated to high judicial functions" (a),
24. The "Staat ·l\1inisterium," it appears, is not an institution peculiar only to Prussia. There are "State ~Ii:nistries"
in most German States. 1t is composed of the heads of
departments who meet in common session, under a l\Iinister
President, who has no greater legal power than any other
:Minister. "The main function of the State l\Iinistry is to
preserve harmony and uniformity in the policy of the ad minis. tration. On this account it is generally settled by law or
ordin~nce what matters shall be decided by it, while further
tho Prince may generally send any matter to it for decision.
Among the matters which by law or ordinance are to come
before if are all government l:Jills and drafts of general ordinances, the appointment of all higher administrative officers,
and generally_all matters which do not come entirely within
the competence of one ~linister, Further, whenever the views
of one Ministry do not coincide with that of the Prince, the
matter is to be submitted to the State Ministry. In all
these matters, however, the State Ministry acts simply as
an advisory body and simply lays before_ the Prince the result
of its deiiberation and then he decides the matters. Its
decisions, of themselves, have no legal force whatever; and
never bind any one of the Ministers who does not think that
they are right. This, it is believed, would interfere with the
principle of the responsibility of the Ministers for the acts
of the irresporisible Prince. But if a Minister cannot conscientiously carry out a decision o£ the State Ministry,· he is
at liberty to resign, whilst, if hedoes not so resign, the Prince
has the right to remove him from active participation in the
administration" (b).
25. Regarding the Federal government of the United
States of America, 1\fr. Woodrow Wilson writes : ''In our fedeWoodrow Wilson, The State, pp. 568·569.
(b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, pp. 141-2.
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ral organisation we have the President as Supreme Chief, but
the Cabinet as a body does not usually exercise any concerted
control over administration taken as a whole. Its conferences as-a body are confin~d for the· most.part to political
questions.. Administrativ"l questions are decided separately,
by each department for itself, the only real central authority in administrative matters being the President's opinion,
not the counsel of his Ministers. As regards points of administrative policy each department is a law unto itself" (a).
But for complete absence of co-ordination one has to go to
the State governments of the Union, where the heads of the
departments hold office by election under a statutory tenure;
"where statutes leave to no officer, either central or local,
any considerable play of discretionary power : so far as
· possibl!_ they command every .officer in every act of his administration," so that each officer may be said to "serve his own
statute ;" where therefo~e the State officials, nominally asso~
ciated with the Governor, are neither his agents nor his
subordinates except in formal r~nk and precedence, nor even
his' advisers. The position of these. officials in relation to
the administration is itself.not that of a controlling b.ut only
of "a superior sol t of clerical body," the central offices constituting "a system of supervision and report often, but seldom
a system "of control." (b). •
26. I do not propose to go into further detail concerning
the organisation of the administration. The general remarks
made above and the details which have beeri · introduced to
illustrate them make it evident that as the responsibilities
of Government are increasing, departments also ~re multiplying and with them offices and officials, these in -their turn
impo~ing on the central government the necessity of exer. cising organised and co-ordinated . control over departments,
offices and officials. The tendency in all ·central governments
at the present day (if the State governments of the American
Union only be excepted) is on the whole in the direction
of developing some kind or other of a bureaucracy (c).
(a) Woodrow Wilson, The State, p: 568,
(b) 'Woodrow Wilson, The State, pp. 498-499, 5CO, 501, 506, 568,
(c) Even the exception in favour of, State governments in America is on
the way to fieing rninimiscd by legislative provisions tending towards bure~u-

General drift
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administrations towards
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LECTURE XII·
ORGANISATION OF THE'CENTRAL
EXECUTIVE (Contd.)

'

(II I)-Organisation of Offices & Services.
1. In dealing with the organisation of the eentral administration, it is not possible to stop with the organisation of
the departments, for the organisation of offices and services
forms a most important element of that administration,
Organisation
of offices.

2. As to the organisation of offices, it will be remembered
that many of. the general observations I made with reference
to the organisation of departments were expressly stated to

The Adminis- cracy if the example of Illinois should be (as is not unlikely) widely followed :
tration Code The .Administration Code of that State (which was passed on March 7, 1917,
of Illinois,
and came in force on, July, l. 1917) creates nine Departments of State, vi:::
of Finance, Agriculture, Labour, Mines and Minerals, Public vVorks and
Buildings, Publio Welfare, Public Hcaith, Trade and Commerce, and Registration
and Education, each department to have a paid Director, and varying numbers
of paid assistants designated by the statute, which lays down their qualifications and the amounts of their salaries. They are, with a few exceptions,
to be whole time officials and shall bold office ordinarily for four years,
the power of appointment resting under the statute with the Governor acting with the advice and consent of the Senate. Th~ Directors have power
to prescribe rl'gulations, not inconsistent with law, for the government of
their' departments, the conduct of their employees arid clerks, the distribution and performance of their business, and the custody, use and preservation
of their records, papers, books, documents aud property pertaining thereto,
Associated with the Directors of some of the departments are advisory and
non-executive boards of lay unpaid members, as to whose appointment and
qualifications als~ the statute lays down d~led directions. These advisers
too are to be appointed for terms by the Governor. Chicago Legal News,
Vol, XLIX, No. 49, pp. 385 etc.
The New York Constitutional Convention of 1915 found the executive
branch of the State government "ill compacted, confused, extravngant, _subject
to no effective control ; over one hundred and fifty agences, great aud small,
all ·over the State, were carrying on business, and were responsible, practically
to no one. Every one spent all the money he could get, every one acted in
accordance with his own judgment"-no one "held to responsibily or subject to the e:ffec~ive control and limitations of inspection and supervision,"
The Convention proposed to "condense the fifty-two agencies of the State
into seventeen departments," such under one head who was to be responsible
to the Governor, The· proposal with others effecting other branches of the
administration proved too radical for the people and was defented. Elihu
Root, Addresses on Government and Citizenship, pp. 119, 2l5, 216,
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apply to that of office as well and it is not necessary to repeat
them here. The only matter bearing on this topic which need
now be considered is the several ways in which the conduct of
office business may be organised. For the discharge of purely
administrative functions, a single-headed system finds most Single headed
favour as the one'which best ensures energy and decision in the or collegiate.
performance of. official .duties and facilitates the fixation ofi'
responsibility in relation thereto. But for administrative duties
requiring deliberation, e. g. for purposes of assessment, a
collegiate or board system is (as for all judicial purposes) considered the most suitable. In France and several other countries
on the Continent of Europe, the advantages of both systems are
sought to be secured by providing heads of offices with advisory
councils whom ordinarily they must consult but whose advice
they are not bound to follow.
3. As regards the organisation of the services, several Organisation
of services.
systems are found simultaneously in operation in most modern
States, and it is hot likely that any one will be found to suit '
all cases in any country. The aim of all governmeiilts should, Different sys·
of course, be to find out which kind of service is .the most tems suited
to different
suitable for which offices or classes of offices and to utilise each services.
_with as little regard for extraneous considerations as is
practicable.
4. It is usual for writers on this topic to distinguish sala- Salnried and
honorary
ried from honorary services, and permanent offices from tlwse smYices
the personnel whereof change with every . change o£ party in Permanent
the central administration. It is noticeable further that though and rotative
services.
s1!,laried services are most often perm'l.nent ones they ne:d not
invariably be so, just as unsalaried services thou~h ge~m·ally
limited to short terms may often be permanent. In England,
all the political offices carry respectaole salaries, though their
t,enure must in it~ very nature be non-permanent, and many
of the Qighest c'ffiices in the British colonial administration
are held on handsome salaries for a fixed term Of four or five
years. On the other hand, the Justices of the Peace are free to
perform their honorary functions for the natural terms of
their ~i ves, provided they do not forfeit their appointment
sooner owing to misconduct. But the backbone of the Englh;h
administration is furnished by the permanent services, of which
I shall have more to say presently. In the United States of
America, however, by a peculiar and pernicious political
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development, the services have until recently come to be almost
wholly ofa temporary character, liable to be vacated with every
change
in the political leadership of the country. This
The "Spoils
$ystem" of
sy~tem, very apptopriately styled ·"the Spoils system", is how~he United
ever by no means peculiar to the United States. It flourishes
Srates and
Italy, its evils.
exceedingly- in Italy and to a considerable extent in France
also (a). The system is open to objection in two ways :
First, service under this system (as also in the case of most
honorary offices) canno't be whole-time service, and must jJ:lerefore be inefficient and for offices needing technical or long
administrative exp-erience wholly unsuitabJe, Secondly, it
offers a ready instrument for all forms of political corruption.
The prevalence of the "spoils system'' in any country is really
symptomatic (at least at the present day) of widespread political corruption.
Permanent
paid service,
habitually
subjected to
lay control
in England
as a safe·
guard against
bureaucracy,

5. Permanent service, to be efficient, must on the whole
be paid and made otherwise attractive. Id?ally no system
seems to promise more in the way of efficiency than one which
in all its ranks is paid permanent service. In the abstract,
too, a system which relies either entirely or mainly upon
honorary officials should also be the most inefficient, And
yet the records o£ English history clearly prove how well
and efficiently the Justices of the Peace in England served
their ,country for centuries, at any rate until tho "Industrial
Revolution" came and in incalculable ways upset the entire
economic organisation of the country. But though, since 1834,
there has been a rapid growth of the professional element in
the English administration, the principle of unpaid service
is still in force in undimiuished vigour. So strong is the
English people's aversion for bureaucracy that it sees to it that
the professional clement is held under effective control by a
lay element of popular origin. The idea of C"Ombining the laJ'
with the professional element for administrative purposes,
(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, p.
157. The importunt office of the Prefect and many othn offices in France
appear to huve become subject. to the same sy~tem. '\Vi !Eon, The State, pp.
228-229, 237. But Mr. Lowell says that a wholesale change of public servants1
such as has often taken place after a Presidential election in the United Stateg,
does not occur. GOYernments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol, I, pp.
·130-132. As to the United states, see Fairlie, American National Adm inistration, pp. 73, 252-257.
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the former having the last word in every matter, is one. which,
as pointed out before, runs through the entire adrninistrative system of England. A permanent hereditary King lends
the benefit of his experience and advice to a popularly elected lay Prime Minister, who however determines the policy
.of the administration on his own personal responsibility. A permanent (a) Under-Secretary controls the inner
working of the department in all its details, but subject to the
orders of !1 popularly elected Minister, which he loyally carries
out even when contrary tohis own opinions. Judges direct a
Jay Jury on facts as well as ou the law, but the ultimate
decision of the case rests with the latter. The Justic~ of the
Peace, a lay official, is guided but not controlled by his salaried
clerk and the same is the relation of Borough and County
Councils and their paid permanent officials ; and in Colonial
ttdministration, Governors and. some of his· Councillors · are
for the same reason. generally chosen for short terms from
outside the ranks of the permanen~ services. An administration
which is carried on, on the \vhole, by experts but controlled .
u}timately by and paying all deference to popular opinion,
it has drawn high encomiums from a discriminating American
student of political methods whose studies in this field haveby no means been confined to administrations in Anglo-Saxon
countries (b). But a Ill ore c01iclusiv.e testimony is furni~hed
by the deliberate adoption of t.his method in that strongh'old
of bureaucracy, Prussia, The details of the change_:; made in
this direction in the local admimistration of that country I
have already given. I have also shown how the rule of professional experts is importantly modified by associating wibh
cthem popularly· elected .councils and "permanent duputations"
thereof in France, Holland and Belgium, amongst other European countries (c).

(a) It is perhaps necessary to say that the tenure of officials belonging
to what is known as the Permanent Civil Service is in law terminable by the
State at will. Permanency of tenure is secured by custom, arising out of the
sentiment that a man has a vested interest in the office that he holds. Lowell,
Government of England, Vol. I, pp. 153-154 and Lecture XVIII infra,
(b) See Lowell, Government of ;England, Chs. VII, VIII and XL.
(c)

se'e Albert Shaw's Municipal Government in ContihEintal Europe, Chs.

1I and II!. ''Provincial .and municipal' self·rule in the Netherlands", says
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6. The truth of the matter· js, that a purely .expert ad~
ministration has the defects of its qualities. "Experts
acti!Yg alone", says Lowell, "tend to take disproportionate
views, and to get more or less out of touch with the common
sense of the rest of the world. They are apt to exaggerate the
imporbance of technical questions as compared with others of a.
more general nature, a tendency which leads either to hobbies,
or where the organism is less vigorous, to officialism and red
tape. These evils have become so marked in the case of some
governments as to give rise to the ill name o£ bureaucracy" (a).

7. There are, according to this author, other 1pore serious
dangers to be apprehended from bureaucracy, t-i:z., the poli~
tical influence which a numerous and regimented official el&ss
may exert upon government to the detriment of public in~
terests. In England, before 1868,,large classes of officials did
not have a vote, and it was in 1874 only that Acts impos~
ing penalties on officials for taking an active part in elections
were repealed. Officials are still restrained from taking active
part in polit.ics by office regulations, but this has not prevented
Its attempt
in England to certain classes of government employees from organising theminfluence the
selves in order to usc their electoral rights to bring pressure
electorate,
to bear upon members of Parliament in favour of increasing their own pay and improving the conditions of their
work. "If their influence,"' says this writer, "is exerted only
to·raise' wages in a service recruited by competitive examination, the evil is not o£ the first magnitude. Rut it is not
difficult to perceive that such a power might be used in directions highly detrimental to the State. There is no reason
to expect the pressure to grow l~ss and mutterings are so:netimes _ heard about the necessity of taking the franchise away
~uggested
remedy.
from government employees. That would be the only effective
remedy, and the time may not be far distant when it wifl
have to be considered seriously"(b ).
(ii) From the
political
p::>int of view.

this author, "is more complete than in France". Of the Spanish system, the
author writes, \,the general lines of the whole administrative organisation
are the familiar French lines, but a much firmer stress is laid upon local
autonomy." The same,! think, may be said of the Scandinavian countries also,
whilst Italy, as has been already stated, follows closely on the heels of France.
See Ibid, Ch. IV, for a description of Italian City administration.
(a) Lowell, Government of England, Vol I, p. 173.
(b) Lowell, Government of Engl~ud, Vol, I, pp, 148·153,
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8. The "political danger" alluded to here has already How met in
been felt in "the· new democracies of Australia with their Victoria.
armies of public servants on Staie railroa,ds ; and indeed the
pressure constantly brought to bear on the legislature in
favour of this class caused Victoria in 1903 to re-adjust
her election laws. The ·employees of government have not
been disfranchised. altogether, but· they have been deprived
of the r{ght to vote in the regular constituencies and have
been allotted ·one representative in the Legislative Council
and two in the Assembly to be elected entirely by their
own class. They have therefore their spokesmen in the
legislature, but they are no longer able to influence the ot~er
members as of old" (a).

..

9. In Prussia, the qualified lay control establish8d by tpe Prussian
Local Government Acts of the seventies and eighties of the last bureaucracy.
century has not established anything like the relation 'vhich
exists between the Borough and County councillors and their
permanent officiafs in England. The bureaucracy serves the
central government and not the local elected authorities. But
by the application of iron discipline this bureaucracy has been Does not
kept to its position of a servant ·of the government and has control but is
controlled by
not been· permitted to instal itself as its master. Govern- Government.
ment is frequently charged with influencing elections through
its officials, but the officials have never been known to have
intended or been able to influence elections in their. own
interest. The complaint against the Prus13ian administration
from the popular point of view has not been that the bureaucracy maintains its hold on the administration in the interest
of the services themselves, but that this h;ghly organised
instrument of autocracy is employed or sought to be employed
in the interest of one amongst the classes1 into which
• Prussian society stilt seems to be irreconcilably divided. It Bismark's
measures
was in order mainly to reduce the influence upon the adminis- against
tration of this class of landed aristocracy, that the reforms its abuse in
the interest
.... in local government previously described were introduced by of a class.
Prince Bi~mark, and the composition of the lay element in
the local committees of control so contrived as to bear
large proportion of men of the well-to-do classes outside
the landed interest.. Prussian officials, according to Mr. Lgwell,
~

a

(a) Lowell, Government of Engla.nd, Vol. I, p, 148.

'
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"are intelligent, honest and active, and although somewhat
rigid and autocratic, do not appear to be excessively tied by
routine, Nor is the administrative system in its actual working highly concentrated as compared with tho3e of other
Continental nations, for the officials do not feel obliged to refer
every important question to their superiors but are willing to
act on their own responsibility within their spheres of duty.
An apprenticeship and examination are required for aamission,
and a severe discipline is maintained by means of special
- tribunals, whose consent is required for the dismissal without a
pension of any permanent member of the civil service (a).
These conditions. explain the existence of a _dictatorial power on
. the part of the officials, and a constant interference in the
affairs of everyday life, which under a system of favouritism and
Control of
spoils would be wellnigh intolerable" (b). Nevertheless, adds
administra•
Lowell, the enormous powers of this excellently organised
tive cou:ts,
bureaucracy _could hardly be endured without the restraint
exercised by the adminisrative courts. In fact, one of the
main ends sought to be achieved by the reforms in local administration alluded to above was to reduce the power of the
bureaucracy (its other macin object having been as already
indicated the reduction of the political influence of the junker
interest) and the restoration of the confidence of the people
in the justice of the bureaucracy without serious detriment
to its energy. The administrative courts, which were establishe.d to attain this end, are said to be rr more independent
of the government and hence in a better position to control
the officials than in France; for in the lower ones a majority
of the member§ are private citizens chosen by local representative assemblies and serving without pay, while the highesb
is composed of men appointed by the King for life and
protected like the ordinary judges, ·so that they can neither •
by removed, suspended nor transferred without the approval
of a judicial tribunal'' (c). "The whole subject of adminis(a) The JJisciplinarlwf which has jurisdiction over officials appointed, by
the King or the Ministers and must be consulted in cases of appeals by ot.her
officials- contains in addition to admini~trative members at least four judges
of the Court of Appeal, all the members being appointed for three years.
Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol I, p. 293, note 2.
(bo) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I,

p.293;
(c)' lbid, Vol. I, pp. 295•296.
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trative justice as a branch of positive law is," according to
this writer, "still in its infancy in Prussia,'' but he evidently
anticipates a great future for it. (a).
'

10. The bureaucracy of Austria appears in contrast with
that of Prussia, to be quite unregenerate; Its members enjoy
a stable tenure of office ,and can be dismissed only for crime
or by means of disciplinary proceedings. Its power is almost
unlimited, for the guarantee provided in . the constitution
against its abuse is by . no means thoroughly effective. It is
also said to be corrupt. -But like the Prussian bureaucracy 'it
. seems as yet to bring politics very'little into its work. ''It
makes one shudder to think," s:;tys Lowell, "what will happen
in Austria, if the parties ever get control of a _bureaucracy " at
once corrupt and possessing enormous power to interfere in
every man's affairs (b).

The Austrian
bureaucracy.

(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in· Continental Europe, Vol. I,
pp. 226-227.
.
(b) Ibid, Vol. II, pp. 78·79. This would lnve been the proper place for
-an examination of th-e no'w defunct Russian bureaucracy, if it could really havJ
Russian
been regarded as a civilised institution. From the account given of it by Mr. The
bureaucracy.
_G. H. Perris in bis·"Russia in Rcvolu'tfon," it appears to have been cruel, un.
intelligent and corrupt, besides being altogether unrestrained _by law. While the
Tsar," says Mr. Perris (writing on the eve of the proclamation of the Constitution of I9r6), "continues in theory to be omnipotent and absolute, it is
evident that in practice the Imperial power tends to fall into the hands of the
bureaucracy'' (p. 51). "Even the lower officials and policemen have the power
of satraps over the p:>pulation." "The Emperor of all the Rms!as," having been
(by the terms of the first article of the Russian Code), "an autocratic and Un·
limited ::\lonarch,'' the bureaucracy had of_course no t1iflfcltlty in arming itself
with all kinds of freakish and mischievous laws and nkM~s for application
upon the people. But even this, it seems, did not serve its turn fully, for it
allowed itself the privilege c.f keeping as much of the laws as it liked secr~t.
Nor were the ''secret laws" required to be consistent with those that had been
• "promulgated.'' The "promulgated" law granted."complete freedom of religion
to all Russian subjects", but the prosecution of Jews and Dukhobors was
judicially defended by special unpublished "statutes." "But .all such minor
instances of extra-legal law making," says .Mr Perris, "sank into insignificanc3
besides the wholesale breach of civil order involved in the system of exile and
imprisonment by 'administrative order' and tlie application of the martial law
statute by which, at 3ny moment, the extremcst powers could be placed in the
hands of Governors General and )'rovincial Governors." "With such oppor.
tunities and traditions it would", he goes on to remark, "be absurd to look to
the administration to display a legal spirit in its daily work. In fact ·lawlessness marked that work from top to bottom." In their turn the ordinar-y
officials had no legal protection a~aimt their superiors, exactly as the people
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11. But t.he most powerful buroacucracy in the world of
the present day, or indeed of any time. is that of India. Of its
true character, the latest, the most authoritative and also the
fairest account is that contained in a lecture on 'Imperial
Administration" recently delivered by Dr. H. A. L. Fisher,
after he had concluded his labours on the Royal commission
to enquire into and report on the public services of India.
''The Indian Civil Service", says Dr. Fisher, "is the Govern~ent". It is the premier service not merely in matters of pay
and precedence ; it is "the political, the governing service of
the country". The other services are excrescences, later developments due to specialisation, grafts upon the_ parent tree ...
The Indian Medical Service, the Indian Forest Service, the
Public Works Department, the Education Department, the
Police Service, have in every generation possessed officers of
ability and distinction, but however distinguished an officer
of these services may be, he is always subordinate to the head
of the district who is a Civilian". The hegemony of the Indian
Civil Service over the other services is maintained from the
District and its Sub-divisions up to the Secretary of State's
Council.
12. "The larger lines of Indian policy may be shaped by a
Secretary of State in the India Office, and a powerful Secretary
of· State may make his influence felt very strongly on. the
direqtion of Indian affairs, if he encounters no serious opposition from the Government of India. But in reality the last
word lies with Indian official opinion, in the sense that a
measure would not be forced upon India against the united
opposition of the Indian bureaucracy, of the Indian Viceroy
of the Indian Governors and Lieutenant Governors ...... The
had no legal protection against them, An official could be dismissed or
punished by his superiors on suspicion alone, but on the other hand officials
could not be made liable to legal per.alties without the express authorisation
of their immediate superiors. It was quite in the spirit of ,the administration
that the Russian Code, by its 249th Article, provided the d_eath penalty for,
amongst others, those "who shall intend to change the existing form of
government" and, "having power to inform the government thereof, tlo not
fulfil the duty," See Ch. III, "The land without law," in G. H. Perris's
"Russia in Revolution." Not much improvement, if appears, was really effec·
ted by the_ constitutional changes of 19J6 The defunct administration of
Russia, like that of Sparta, furnishes mntter of deep pathological interest
to students of politics.
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Indian Councils cannot turn out a Government and cannot
make a Government. The Indian Civil Service is the Government. It may accept amendments, it may 'Yithdraw a measure
in face of critcism which it judges to be well founded, it may.
profit by the suggestion of non -official members, but it is
master in. its own house. Cabinet councils, government
majorities, diplomatic agencies in the Native States, administrative agencies in British India~all arc provided by the
Indian Civil Service, that wonderful bureaucracy recruited by
a competitive examination in London, which is expected to
turn -out judges, revenue officers, heads of administrative
departments, pro-consuls, legislators, political officers or di.plomatists, and under the new regime, parliamentarians as well".
13. Dr. Fisher does not hesit~te to say that if the adminis- "A rigid system of ad·
trative system had to be created for India for the first time ministrative
to-day, ''there would _in all probability bo no one serv-ice so caste."
prominent among the other services as is the Indian Civil
Service, or so exclusively entrusted with the ·central functions
of advice at the headquarters of Government. The executive
head of the Government would have a wider .choice of secretaries and advisers, there would be more equality in pay and·
pFospects between the diferent branches of the publjc service, ·
more interchangeability, a less rigid system of administrative
caste. In its relations to the other services, it has also developed a very close and jealously guarded doctrine of ve~ted
interest, the higher posts in each service being regarded as the
perquisite of the sen·ice, a prize agair.st which recruitment hils
been made, and consequently not to be abolished until the
vested interest of every person recruited against jJJ.em has been
satisfied'', "The critics", he does not Aail to note, "have not
'been slow to descry the dangers, temptations, and anomalies
,incidental to the working of t~is highly disciplined professional
hierarchy". "Esprit de corps," he adds, "is no- doubt a valu- "Esprit de
able feature of public life and there is no esprit de corps so corps'',
strong as that of tha Indian public services. The Indians
themselves not unnaturally regard these services as manifestations of the European spirit of caste" (a). In one word, the
~

(a) The Empire and The Future (Macmillan and Co., Ld, 1916); pp. 52-58,
The l\fontague-Chelmsford Reform proposals (if adopted) will result in the
transfer immediately of a number of departments to Ministers responsible to
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Indian Civil Service has been suffered, if not encouraged, to
becom(a privileged ruling caste as exclusive and as jealous
of its vested interests in the Government of the country as were
the feudatories of the Japanese Empire under the Shogunnate.
It is no doubt recruited by means of an open competitive examination-examination, however, which must be held only in
London, so that so far as the Indian population is concerned,
it must continue, as long at least as the- present system lasts,
to be a close aristocracy, not of talent only, but of race, nay,
even of colour. Should the day ever arrive when in the interest pf the p.9pulation of India, the Indian Civil Service will
be asked to lay down its privileges as were the Daimios of
Japan by Imperial rescript, on the ever-memorable 29th of
August 1871; will that Ser;:ice, the ablest, the most scientifically organised, the most co_nsiderate and conscientious, and yet
also the costliest (a) in t.he whole world, be· found as ready to
efface itself as were the feudal chiefs of Japan ? The sacrifice
demanded of it will be the harder becaus-e, taken as a whole,
India is not the land of its birth (b). It is possible, however,
that no such wholesale surrender of power will be demanded at
•
any one moment. The non-official leaven may be indroduced
gradually and tentatively as in Prussia, but the transition is
more likely to be directly from the Indian to English conditions for there is precedent only for such a transition in the
Br~tish administrative systmp, viz : in the case of those
colonies which have passed from the Crown colony to the
Self-governing stage.

representative ;provincial legislatures with the consequent su bo1dinatiou of
members of the Civil Service in such matters to these bodies. To that extent
the Indian Civil Service will cease to be the "Government. "The Report
fore-shadows measures for the "protection of Service interests'' from apprehended interference by these bodies. W.hat form these measures will take it
is impossible to surmise from the Report, :Members of the Service will probably be given a quasi-legal tenure in their appointments, as to which rec'
Lecture XVIII irifra, para 21.
(a) The Empire and The Future, pp. 58-59.
(b) In the present connection, it is necesrary to take note of an argument
Fallacy of
the arguone sometimes hears urged in all seriousness that the Crown colony and
ment that the Indian services should be maintained in their present condition for the trainIndian and
Colonial ser- ing they afford to young men of talent in the British Isles to become rulers
vices furnish of men. (See Lucas, Greater Rome and Greater· Britain, p. 153), It is a
training
remarkable fact that England and Holland the two countries where selfground
for 1ulers,
governmeut has had the freest J?lay have also been the most Euccessful jn
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14. But of all the drawbacks which operate as counter-

Th inherent
drawbacks of
bureacracy_.

poises to the varied merits of bureaucracy in general, the
greatest is that it relegates al1 the business of government,
the highest that can occupy the time and talents of men,
to a small minority, leaving tho bulk ot thB po;rmlation, at
best, 'vholly uninterested , in the affairs of the administration.
-A population ruled by a bureaucracy does not 'love' its government, has no impnlse towards loyalty, is indifferent as long
as things go well, and becomss captious and querulous the
moment affairs (as they often must in even the most wisely n tends to
make t"he
governed of countries) begin to turn out il_l. In times of poptihttion
'greatest d[mger to its government it will remain unmoved, as ·unpatriotic,
if not rllvoluwere the German people at the commence1!1ent of the last tionary, and acccn t Ufl. tes
century by the spoliation of their governments by Napoleon, class antaand will not be induced to make the simplest sacrifices to save gonism.
it. When, however, as often happens, an effective portion of
the population is not- merely uninterested but critical, a selfcontained bureaucracy is, of all forms of government, the least
able to reconcile the politically conscious elements of the
population with itself. :rhese, lJnder a bureaucracy, never
obtain adequate political training, and nothing is more dangerous to the safety of the body politic than to let political ·
education lag too far behind political conciousness, for the
revolution it sooner or later brings on turns' inevitably into
anarchy (a). The criticism of the government of the Intqndants in France that "it tend.ed to make the people it ruled
their" colonial policy, whilst the reverse has been the case with France and-.
Germany which provide at home an almost i~eal "training grownd of rulers'' in
the above sense. "If Englishmen", it has been well said, "have est~blished
order in countries which could not create it for themselves, it is only by ,
virtue of qualities developed through ages ( of self-government in their own
country) in which their own characters have been tempered and moulded by
their own mistakes, and such justice as Englishmen have imported into India
has been Jcarned in the doing of much injustice amongskthemsclves."
(Lionel Curtis, Four Studies of Indian Government.)
(a) This appears to be what is now happening in Russia, There "public
responsibility was limited to l\iunicipa.l and District boards. In the Imperial
and Provincial Governments the educated classes were confined to criticising
the executive over whom they had no control. · In the political sphere they
were left without responsibility for seeing that the government was carried on."
"The n[l,tural result," says a.n acute student of political inq_titutions (IIlr. Li.onel
Curtis), "is that they have been able to destroy government but have proved
utterly incapable of evolving any government of their own, which they could
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both revolutionary and servile instead of accustoming them to
proceed by prudent reforms " seems to be applicable to all
forms of bureaucracy which fail to interest the people in the
administration by giving the latter ~hat power of direction
which alone can create such interest. In the absence of larger
interests to occupy their minds, sectional interests loom disproportionately~ large, and bureaucratic governments, not rarely,
have in this way unwittingly accentuated class-antagonism
amongst all sections of the people (a). The task of destroying
the German peril in which the free nations of the world are
to-day engaged (b) would have been far easier to accomplish if
tho German governments had not forestalled the contest as much
by secret military preparations as by allowing the best of their
people a share in the goverment, so as to make them feel that
their governments, such as they are, are their own. The latest
phase of the constitutional movement which began at the end
of the 18th century, significantly enough, expresses itself in
an universal desire to nationalise the admir1istration in every
part of the world.
_,
Permn.ncnt
15. But when so much bas been said against bureaucracy
prof_cssional
scrVJce
pure and simple, it has also to be borne in mind that govern·
indispensable ~
·
·
·
to modern
ment 1s
commg
to b e more an d more a b usmess
of experts,
progrcsEive
or at least business in which dependence on experts (who must
arlministration.
specialise in their particular services from early youth and
must therefore be given life tenures in such services) is becoming' more and more indispensible. ·Bureaucracy of some sort
there must therefore be in· all progressive countries. The
How it
should be con- general survey just con....cluded of the several forms of bureautrolled.
cracy now in existence (and along with this may be considered
~the accounts • of the Athenian and Roman bureaucracies previously gl.ven) seem to point to the conclusion that a bureaucracy
can be permanently beneficial to a country only if it is not.
(i)
allowed to make itself "the master of the house." It must
Subjection to
disciplinary
first of all Qe effectively controlled by the central gov.ernment
control by
Government.

bring themselves, let alone the illiterate majority, to obey." Political
re>ponsibility which <Ilona gives real political cdttcation should thus accompany and not be made to wait indefinitely upon the development of political
in tclligence.
(a) This has been noticed to have been particularly the case in 'Germany.
See Goodnow, Compamtive Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 11.
(b) As this is going through the pre~s, the armistice of lith November
1918 has already brought the war to an end.
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as -in most Continental countries of Europe and Japan, and, in
so· far as the esprit de corJ.1:>s spoken to by Dr. Fisher allov..-s, Subjection
(ii)
i~ India. It must also share its powers 'vith, if indeed it be to popular
control.
not controlled by, the politically conscious elements of the popu-lation. It must thirdly be amenable, for violations o£ the law,
(iii)
to trial in courts ·o£ justice not controlled by itself. It must Subjection
to law.
finally satisfy the original con~ition of its existence, viz : effi(iv)
ciency. This of coi.use does not mean that the services which Elimination
of patronage.
are not professional can be lefu to remain inefficient. One .of
the most important matters for consideration in any study of
- administration, must therefore be the terms and conditions Internal
governing the internal regulation of the services, both lay and ·~=~:J~;~on of
professional. The enquiry into this matter, as into all matters whether
(") should be by
.
.
of .administrative org<J.nisation, turn round two pomts, v1z : 1 law or left
.
::;_ ld be regu Iate d by law, an d (n.. ) h ow discretion.
to executive
suou
h ow f:ar t h e serviCes
far their regulation m-ay or mm:t be left to executive discretion.
16. With reference to this inquiry, it will be convenient
to divide officials into two classes, (i) elected and ( ii) appointed.
(i)
As regards the former the very fact that the officers are
As to elective
elected takes their case largely out .of the discretion of the officers.
executive, and whatever control h~s to be exercised upon the
composition of this class of service must be by law. It is very
necessary in regard to tl;is class of service that the law should
prescribe definite and verifiable qualification tests, fm·whatcver virtues a popular electorate may have, the capacity to judge
and discriminate between the merits of respective candidates- Qualification
for office is not one of them and the possession of the minimum tests should
.
~~~~~
of qualification must be guaranteed by the law. For this reason by law,
the elective method is the least suited for filli.ng offices the
efficient performance of, whose duties requires professional or
technical knowledge. The main object sought to be secured
• by tl).e elective method is no doubt to et:t~ure "popular control
over the administration. The obj~ct is, however, liable to be
defeated by the apathy of large bodies of electors-an apathy.
which is apt to increase in proportion as the office ceases to
possess a limited local interest. There is also the danger of
elections being controlled by t, bosses" or "rings." Both these
dangers are likely to be reduced with the progress of the
people in political education.. Meanwhile there must be laws La\v penalisto prevent and penalise corruption and other malpractices at practices
ing corrupt
ai
elections. To cope with the apathy of-electors, the law in some . elections.

'
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countries makes the voting privilege compulsory (a), whilst in
order to promote political education amongst the masses so
·that they may be enabled to exercise their electoral privileges
intelligently, Belgium, alone amongst the nations, in 1883,
enacted a law prescribing an educational amongst other qualifications for provincial and communal franchise-one of. the
several tests prescribed for the possession of this qualification
being the passing of an "electoral examination" (b). The
movement, originally started in America and now spreading
in all democratic countries, in favour of teaching elementary
notions of politics in school, aims at the same end (c).

17. 'l'he law (d) has not left even appointive offices unregulated. In constitutional governments, there is a growing disinclination to allow gifts of offices to be made mere
matters of patronage, From the point of view of efficiency,
the result of unintelligent election can hardly be worse than
that of abused patronage. If the temptations for such abuse
were not so great, the law might well have contented itself,
as in the case of elective offices, with prescribing the minimum
of qualification needed to ensure efficiency, leaving the actual
selection from amongst a number of condidates of the required
qualification to the head of the office ; for, undoubtedly, the
best possible selection to vacancies arc those which a conscientious office chief makes on his own responsibility. But
then~ are few m~n who, like Napoleon, are so constituted
that they can never perpetrate a job. The tendency accordingly has been in ~ll progressive countries to remove all but
the highest and the lowest offices (as to appointment_ at
least) from the sphere of personal caprice and substitute for
The examinathe discretion of the head of the office an examination test.
tion system.
(ii)

As to appoin·
ti ve offices,
regulation by
law needed to
eliminate
evils of
patronage.

(a) This is the case in Spain, Belgium and some provinces of Austria,
See Ogg's Governments of Europe.
(b) Shaw, :Municipal Government in Continental Europe, pp. 218-220.
(c) Failing other guarantees, a small electorate, it should be remarketl,
facilitates corrupt practices at elections, whilst a wide franchise tends to make
resorts to such practices unprofitable.
(d) Speaking generally, in the regulation of appointive offiqes, law and
executive decree have almost equal part, in some countries as in England
the former, and in others, e.g. France, Germany and India the latter pre<lominating. The executive decrees are however so invariably followed, that
they have in effect the force of law, and no useful purpose will be served by
keeping the t~o distinct in dealing with the present topic,
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The examination system appears to have been· best developed
(i)
in Prussia, so that jobbery in public appointments h~s been In Prussia.
made pra~tically impossible. The German bureaucr!tcy, conscientious and incorruptible, does no_t tolerate incompetency or
amateurism within its ranks. The examinations are none the
less severe for being pass examinations.
~

18. In France, for technical and professional branches of
the service, the candidates have to pass successfully through
schools established by Government for the purpose of training men for these branches of the service ; and for l(he ordinary
administrative services, there are open competitive examinations. In England, up till 183~, the patronage system had
full play~. Between that ye;lr and 1841 c;rtain pass examinations were established for recruitment in several departments,
but the open competitive method ~f exarllination dates
from 1853 and became general by 1870, Permanent UnderSecretaries, assistant Under-Secretaries and Chiefs of branches are however exempted from all examination tests. In
the United-States Of America, both in·- the National and
State Governments, the custom· of "rotation in office ·and
spoils~·' (which fi;es the term of nearly all offices to four years
and under which itJ is generally expected that the new administration (a) will not re-appoint the old incumbents) is so
firmly entrenched that the method of appointment by examination though ~trongly advocated h:;ts made little head1vay.
After some not very successful experiments by the Congress,
in 1853, with pass examinations for the clerical service of
several departments at Washington, President Grant in 1870
obtained powers from the legislature to frame ruloes for organising the services under l1is control on a more permanent basis
and the result was the Civil Service Commission and R1,1les
·introducing a system or competitive e~ami11ations for appointment to certain services o£ the Federal government. The
example thus set has been followed to some extent in New
York, Masachusettes and in the City of Philadelphia. But, for
I

•

•

(a) It need hardly be stated that the Jiersonnel of the central administration is liable to change at every election which takes place generally
at intervals of four years, so that there is a general re-constitution of the entire
service with every change in the Presidency.

•

(ii)

In France,

(iii)

In England.

(iv}
In the United
States,

\

\
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all this, tlie application of the competition test is still limited
'
within very narrow boundaries (a).
(v) In !Lilia,

19. -In regard to India, the Charter_ Act of 1793 (modified
by the Indian Councils Act of 1861) reservei to members of the
so-called Covenanted Service, appointed in England, the right
to hold in ordinary circumstances the principal civil offices in
India under the rank of Member of Council. The offices will be
fc,und enumerated in a schedule of the latest Government of
India Act of 1915. It includes the offices of the Secretaries to
Government, the Head of the Account Department, the Civil
and Sessions Judges, Magistrates and Collectors of Districts
in the Regulation Provinces, Joint and Assistant Magistrates
and Collectors, Members and Secretaries o£ the Board of Revenue, Commissioners of Revenue and others. The membe~ of
this service, now known as the Indian Civil Service, are since
1853-l'ecruited by a competitive examination held in London,
The examination is held under the superintendence of the Civil
Service Commissioners under Rules which sec. 97 of the Government of India Act of 1915 requires t)te Secretary of State
for India in Council to make with the advice and assistance
of the Civil Service Commissioners. Persons not belonging to
the Covenanted Service t::an under sees. 99-100 be appointed,
under· special circumstances, with the approval of the Secretary of State (b) and a majority of his Council. The wide
pow.ers conferred by statute on the Secretary of State in relation
to the officers and servants of the Indian Government are thus
substantially modified by these and o£her statutory provisions
relating to the Civil and other Services, e. g. those relating to
appointments• to the Council of the Secretary of State and to
the Executive Councils of the Governor General, Governors and
Lieutenant Governors, to High Court Judgeships and to tho
Ecclesiastical esta}:Jlishment (c). The qualifications to be·
possessed by High C~urt Judges and the manner in which
they are to be recruited are laid down in the statute, but
otherwise the appointments to these offices rest in the discretion

.r

(a) See Goodnow, Compar:ttive Administrative ~aw, Vol. II, Book IV,
Cbs. II-VI, and Lowell, Government of England, Vol, I, Ch, VII; Fairlie,
American National" Administration, pp. 252-257.
(b) See sec. 2 (1) of the Government of India Act of 1915.
(c) Government of India Act, sees. 3, 36, 47, 55, 101 and part X.
I
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of the executive. The appointments to 'the Councils, s:ubject
to similar qualification and other tests, also rest in the discretion of the executive government. As regards the reserved
appointments, they were before 1853 in the gift of the Court of
Directors ,who had maintained till then a preparatory school for
the <Jivil Service in Indi~ at Haileybury, at which their appointees were educated prior to their entering in the service of the
Company under "covenants" whereby they bound themselves
not to en gag~ in trade, not to receive presents and to subscribe
for'pensions for themselves and their families, amongst other
matters.
••Reserved ap·
20. In 1853 however this system of nomination to the .pointments".
''Covenanted Service" was abolished by :Parliament and the
service was thrown open to public competition of all British
subjects without distinction of race, This made it possible for
Indians, who by the Charter~Act of 1833 had been declared to
be equally qualified with Europeans for holding ''any. place,
office or employment under the Company,'' to compete for thes~ Theoretically,
but not in
appointmentS; and it has been availed of for tha~ purpose by practice, open
Indians. But the examination being held in London, very to Indians
few Indians can present themselves at the exan1ination and
thus the composition of this service has remained on the
whole European. To secure entry by qualified Indian into the
reserved appointments, rules were framed under an Act of 1870 ·
with a view to giving a sixth part of the reserved appointments
to Indians. As subsequently modified, these rules have" led The Pro-rin·
cia! Civil
to the organisation of a Provincial Civil Service, carrying much Service,
lower salaries, specially qualified m~mbers of this service being
promoted to fill the proportion re~erved appointments mentioned above, but on lower salaries. For recruitment to the
Provincial Civil Service, a system mainly of competition, but
combined with an· element of nomination intended to provide
·careers to members of backward communitit!s (who must
be
I
shut out i£ a wholly competitive test were employed), was
tried for some time but has• now been definitely abandoned
in favour of a system of nomination, But the abuses inherent
in such a system are sought to be provided against by framing rules intended to secure impartiality of selection and the
possession of a minimum of educational qualification.
21. It has to be noted that the restrictions on the discre- In the "Non·
.
· regaru.I t 0 t he "reserve d a:ppomtments"
·
Regulation
t lOll 0 f Government lll
Provinces."

of
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have no application to tho Non-Regulation Provinces of the
Punjab, Oudh, Central Provinces, Assam and Burma and the
Government has thus been able to entrust a considerable
share in the higher branches of the civil administration of
these Provinces to military officers belonging to the Staff
Corps and "to others.
Special
services:,

Present day
tendency tJ
ch~ck al;uses
of patronage,
by statutory •
or administrative rules.

22. Besides the Executive and Judicial Services, which
are generally spoken of as constituting tho Civil Service of
India, there are other services, similarly divided into a higher
Imperial and a lower Provincial branch, and concerned chiefly
with the technical departments of the Indian administration.
In the Police and Forest Services, the higher appointments
are filled by competitive examinations held in England, the
examination for the latter being open to all classes without
distinction of race, whilst that for the Police Service is confined to Europeans. 'l'he Superior Services in the Engineering,
Telegraph and Education departm~nts are recruited by nomination, as a rule from amongst Europeans. Certain high clerical
appointments (e.g. in the Financial department) are filled
up by competitive examinations held in India. But generally
speaking recruitment to offices in India, for services other than
those already mentioned, takes place by nomination, subject
more or less to departmental rules and regulations. Appoint'"ments made in Engbnd to services other than the Indian
Civjl Service are all regulated by departmental rules framed
by the India Office and not by stfttute. 'rhe Indian l\Iedical
Service (higher or subordinate) is organised on a military
basis, and the members of tlJC higher Medical Service are
recruited by.competitive examinations held in England. 'l'he
higher civil medical offices are generally filled from reserves
of the Indian Medical Service or of the Indian Subordinate
Medical Departme~t (a). I do not propose to go into details .•
The summary above given will suffice to give a general idea of
the organisation of the services in ~ndia.
23. From the above sketch of the conditio1:s of recruitment to the Public Services prevailing in several countries,
(a) For the conditions of the Services in India, see Strachey, India: Its
Administration and Progress, Third Edn, Ch. VI ; the Report of the Royal
Commission on the Public Services in, India appointed in 1912 ; also the India
List and the India Office List_published a,nnu~lly.
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it seems apparent that "pat.ronage" is now largely· controlled.
or at least directed by law in all progressive countries. In
the spirit which brought about this change, executive authorities even when left free .to make appointments to offices at will
proceed, in· all well-ordered administrations, to lay down rules
and principles with a view thereby to minimise the clement
of caprice and jobbery which, in the present state of public
morality, seem inseparable from all distributions of patronage.
There is apparently less scope for the beneficent application Direction and
of
of law or legal methods in the other processes by which the promotion
officials must
executive makes its influence felb on the services. Direction be left largely
to executive
and promotion of officials must remain on the whole· extra- discretion as
also removal.
legal operations, though, as pointed out before, in the State
governments of the American Union,·cxecutive direction has in
fact been almost wholly replaced by direction by statut.e, ·~nd
promotion in many services in all countries takes places almost
mechanically in the order of seniority, not indeed by force
of law but of almost invariably followed office practice. As to
removal of officials, public interest does· not demand that it
should be regulated by law in the same way as appointments
to offices. In this matter it seems to be much more preferable that individual officials should occasionally suffer from
wrongful dismissal, rather than that incompetent or dishonest
officials should be allowed to retain possession of their offices
against the public interest under a claim of ·vested right .. It
docs not of course promote public interests, to make the
tenure of public offices too uncertain, but the executive may
generally be trusted to strike the proper balance between '
public interest on the one hand and justice -to individual
officials on the other. The practices of nations do not however agree even in this matter. The English law has refused
·to ad1nit that appointed officials have a .vested· interest in
their offices, aGd ordinarily all Crown appoin"ttnents are terminable at pleasure. The rule is tho same in France and also
in the United States except where by ~tatute the consent
of another auLhority such as that of a council or upper chamber
is required to be taken by the dismissing authority. There
are however important exceptions to this rule e, g. in regard
to offices the incumbents whereof can be dismissed only for
a cause or ho.ld office · during good behaviour. In Germany
and Austria, it will pe~remembered, no officer possesses ·arbi-

•
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trary powers of removal. Nearly all officers are appointed for
life or for fixed terms and can be removed only as the result
of a conviction of a crime or of the decision of a disciplinary
tribunal (a).
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrath·e Law, Vol. II, Book IV, Ch.
VI ; Low:n, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp. 295297 and Vol. II, pp. 78-79. Also, infra, Lecture XVIII.

B. L E G A L R E LA T I 0 N S.
-o(>-o}}¢-~~·Q.

LECTURE XIII·

OF THE STATE (a) .

•

(I)-Inb·oductory:
I. In the survey of administrative organisations just concludedr I passed incidentally under review a number of functionaries each possessing rights and privileges and owing duties
so distinctive in character as, for all practical purpose!'!, to
constitute a special status. In analysing the administrative
organisations of the several countries, it became nec'essary
frequently to refer to these ;relations by themselves. These
functionaries may be enumerated in the order· I propose to
deal with them as follows :-(i) The Supreme Executive, (ii)·
The Legislature, (iii) The Judiciary, (iv) Ministers and Heads
Qf Departments, (v) Officers generally, (vi) Persons in Military
an(!, Naval services, (vii) Local and other Public Corporations.

Legal rela·
tions of func·
tionaries,

2. The above enumeration of authorities however omits
one whose presence is apt to be overlooked_for the very reason
. ·
that it pervades the whole adm1mstrative
sys~em. This is the
"State" (a), regarded as a legal entity. It· will be convenient in
this examination·oflegal relations to begin with the "State"
and then pass on to the other authorities in the order specified
above.

The "State"
as a subject
oflegalrights
and duties.

Functionaries
classified for
this purpose.

·

(tl)-Legal Relations of the 'State (a).
3. The theoretical objections to regarding ·the State as a
·juristic perso~ capable of entering into legal• relations with its
subjects and suingr-and being sued .upon contracts and for torts.
and other matters in its own C9Urts may not be altogether
negligible. If the State be conceived as the whole people

Can Govern•
mentbealitigant in its
own courts?

• (a) The prop~~ term to use would have been "Government" and not "State'' •
(vide distinction drawn in the opening lecture). But the use of the term

"State'.' interchangeably with "Government" in the present connection is so
common that to use another term in· the heading would have savoured of,,
pedantry. The terms "State·' and "Government" are .used interchangeably in...
this lecture to mean ''Government.

'
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incorporated into a commonwealth, some minds may see irreconciloable antinomy in the whole suing, or being sued by, one
of its members. In law, however, the personality of a corporation aggregate is different from the personality ·of each of its
liv:ing members. To others it might appear unthinkable that
the Sovereign authority should be capable of being sued in
courts which owe their existence to it. But tho "Government"
or the administration, as' I have shown before, is not the
''State" in the proper sense of the term (as meaning tho power
behin<l the Government), nor is it composed of the wboie
people, and there can be no logical difficulty in conceiving of
the executive Government as a corporate tmity separate and
distinct from tho subjects and capable like them of holding
property, of entering into many varieties of legal relations and
of suing and being sued not in its but in the State's courts.
A practical
answer to a
pratioal
quc3tion.

Recognition
of the jnri.stic
personality
of the State
obtained on
the Continent
of Europe,
but not in
England.

4. But whatever may be the right or tho wrong of theo- .
ries, tho logic of facts pays but scant regard to them. All
Governments have to own properties, all have to borrow money...
1\fodern Governments, almost against their '\vill, are getting
interested in business transactions of an industrial or commercial character. State-ownership is no longer a nightmare to
disturb the repose of conservative politicians. It is already in
a large measure an accomplished fttet in mo'3t progressive
administrations. The world may never see the day when
Gov"ernment will be- the exclusive owner of all land and all
capital. But to ignore .the fact that governments to-day possess
- in many relations a1l the characteristics of private persons,
with powers as such of acting well or ill far exceeding the
capacity of the strongest and the ri~best of private individuals
and corporations, is bad logic and worse policy.
5. The principal diiticulty that has stood in the way of .
a general recognition of this fact and of fitting it into the legal
systems of natlons has arisen from the 1\Iedicval monarchical
doctrine of Western Europe : "The King can do no wrong",
and th~ identification of the King with the State. I shall
show.later on that the immunity of the Chief Executive in
• England is not altogether an accidental historic freak. It has
a basis of political wisdom which lifts it to the level of an
administrative norm of capital importance (a). But the
(a) Sec the next lecture (XIV).
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identification of any single person with the Stat~ must now
be regarded as a passing (though possibly at one time a necessary) phase in political evolution.

6. The idea that the State is a juristic person has made
unequal progress in different countries. On the Continent
of Europe,. the Government, originally identified with the
person of the King, has been already placed on the same footing as an ordinary corporation, u it being called "Fiscus," being
made a subject of private law and entering into almost all
private legal relations (a). But in Anglo-Saxon polities, the
old theory still lingers to deprive subjects of importan-t safeguards against tortious and negligent acts of Government and
its agents.
7. The late l\Ir. 1\Iaitland, in the course of an illuminating
essay on " The Crown as a Corporation " (b), has shewn in
what devious ways arid by what varieties of subterfuges the
essentially corporate character of the body politic of England
has been sought to be impre_ssed upon the eonstitutionrl
syst~m of that country in the face of the ruling legal theory
that the King is the- State. Lawyers of the time of Coke
declared the King to be a ''corp:m~tion sole"-a legal conception which brought h1m into line with various holders of ecclesiastical appointments. Mr. Maitland has shown how barren
of legal results, this attempt to incorporate the Commonwealth,
by "parsonifying "-the King, has proved to be. The practice
commonly adopted by English constitutional lawyers of distinguishing the King in his public relations as .the "Crown "
seeks only to disguise a· patent defect of the existing leg~_l
theory. The fact, l\Ir. Maitland has said truly,.has now to be
frankly recognised that our Sovereign Lord is not a " corporation sole '' but the head of a complex and highly organised
• corporation aggregate of many-of very ma~y.
(a) Goodnow, Compamtivc Administrative Law, Vol. IT, pp. 150, Hil-162.
The idea is borrowed from Rome At the commencement of the Principato, the
"New Imperial Treasury," as distingui>hcd from the "Old State Treasury"
.( .Jerarium Satm·izi), was regarded as a 1-urely private pune and cases affecting
it went before the ordinary courts (the Prreior in Rome (tlld the Governor in •
the Provinces), Later 011, juriEdiction in all ca>es relating to the "Fiw•is" was
delegated to the procurators, the Emperor's ·financial ~gents. See Mattingly,
The Imperi:tl Ci vii Service. of Rome, pp. 1G9-ll0,
(b) 17 Law Quarterly Review, p. 131,

:M:r. Maitland
on the failure
of English
law to recog·
uisc the
corporate
character of
the State, ·
King viewed
as corporation sole-a
futile substitute of tbe
true theory
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Lack of a
scientific
theory pa.rti·
ally supplied
by positive
rules of law
or practice
in AngloSaxon conn·
trhis.

8. This recognition, long overdue, is of course still to
come. Meanwhile I m);st content myself with detailing the
several ways .in which the inherent defect of the legal theory
has been at least partially remedied by constitutional practice, legislation and legal decisions in England, the United
States of the America and in the Colonies and Dependencies
of the British Empire,

When State
may be im·
pleaded in
courts under
English common law.

9. The following is a reliable summary of the circumstances in .\Vhich the State may find itself impleaded in its
courts under the common law in Anglo-Saxon countries: "It
is a principle of both the Civil and Common law, that a Sovereign State or the Sovereign representing such State may call
into exercise the judicial functions of its courts by instituting
suits therein against any party over whom the courts can
exercise jui:isdiction, and by comity such State or its Sovereign
in its behalf may be allowed to maintain suits in the Courts
of other Sovereign States, but that on the other hand such
State or its Sovereign in his public capacity cannot be sued
in its courts, nor in the courts of any other Sovereign State.
The Sovereign State may as a matter of grace allow questions
of its legal liability to be determined by its courts" (a).

It can sue as
of right.

But is suable
only by permission.

Remedy
against State
by Petition
of Right in
what cases
available in
England.

10. "As a matter of grace," the Crown of England has
now for several centuries been permitting subjects to apply
by "Petition of Right" for redress in all cases of breaches of
contract, for recovery of lands or other corporeal hereditaments,
of incorporeal hereditaments, of chatt~ls real, of specific chattels and perhaps of their value, if collected, and of money claims
in general. Amongst money claims arising otherwi:~e than
under contracts for which a petition of right is available may
be specified,ciaims for payment for services rendered, for the
personal estate of deceased intestates, for duos and duties of
all kinds which have been paid to the Crown, for compensation.
for land taken by the Crown, for pensions, for sums alleged to
be due by the Post .l\laster General, for claims relating to
naval prize and for claims relating to colonial stock or any
dividend thereon (b).

,
(a) Emlin McClain in the Cyclopedia of American Government. Title,
"States as Parties to Snits."
(b) See Halsbnry, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp, 27-29,
It follows
necessarily from the premises that no specific relief can be had again~t the
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11. But since the King can neither do nor authoriS'e a
wrong, a petition of right will not lie for damages for a tort
alleged to have been committeci either .by the Crown or by a
servant of the Crown acting by the Crown's authority. On
· this principle a petition of right will not lie £or the alleged
infringement of a patent by the Crown or its servants, but in
a proper case the Crown has sometimes agreed to be bound
by the result or an action £or infringement brought against
one ~f its servants. Where a claim is on the border line
between contract and tort, it has been usual for the Crown
to grant the fiat conditionally in order that the matt-ef~ay
be discussed, and take its objection by demurrer on the
pleadings.
12. The fiat of the Crown without which no petition of
. h d'
right can be set down for trial1s t e 1stinguishing ceremony
which marks off these proceedings from those of ordinary
courts, and English constitutional writers affect to believe
that the King may grant or refuse his fiat at his pleasure. It
is gener~lly believed however that it is the duty· of the
Attorney General to advise the Crown to grant its fiat to all
petitions except those which are frivolous. The fiat, phus
eloquent or the theory of" grace and favour/' may be granted to
the whole ora part of the petition and may be either absolute
or qualified, and the qualification may be of any nature, either
.forming part of the actual fiat or consisting of a~ intimation
given when the petition is returned to the suppliant with the
fiat. A petition of right cannot be amended unless a fresh
fiat is obtained to the'amended petition (a).

Petition of
right does
not lie for
torts of
Government
or its agents.

The fiat and
its significance.

13. The remedy provided by petition o£ .ri.ght, assuming For tort~,
that a fiat has to be granted as a matter of course on all peti- agents of
Crown pertions o£ the descriptions mentioned above, is nevertheless so sonally
·wholly inadequate, that English constitutional lawyers have liable.
been forced to r-estrict the operation o£ the maxim, ''the King
can do no wrong", by coupling it with another to all appearances its contrary, that a servant of the Crown cannot plead
royal authority in defence to an action for tort by a subject
for wrong done under colour o£ office. "The civil irrespon- •
Crown even in respect of contracts-the coerci-re jurisdiction of the courts, of
common law as well as qf equity, against the State being wanting.
{a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X,

40.

pp. 31, 33.
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may make
State responsible indirectly.

Remedy
more restric·
ted in
America.

On the establishment of
the republic
petitions of
right lay to
legislatureR,

Court of
Claims ann
Federal District Courts
now entertain
claims against
Federal Administration,
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sibility of the supreme power" for tortious actsJ said the Privy
Coun:::il, "cou1d not be maintained with any show of justice,
if its agents were not personally liable" (a). Whether, when
a public servant has been mulcted in damages at the instance
of an aggrieved subject for acts done bona fide and in obedience
to orders from responsible superiors, he may petition the
Crown for indemnity, may be open to question. But such
indemnity, it may be assumed, is invariably given in all snitable cases. 'l'he subjects of His Majesty in England may
therefore claim that even under existing constitutional theory
they can make the Crown indirectly pay for the torts of its
servants committed in the course of their appointed duties
in most cases, and the servants themselves personally in all
cases.
14. Bnt even this indirect remedy has been in a large
measure denied in the United States of America. "If", says
the writer in the Cyclopedia o£ American Government previously quotedJ "the practical result of a suit against officers
and agents of a State is to restrict it in the exercise of its
lawful powers, then it cannot be maintained; On the other
hand, it is held that if in suits against persons who claim to act
under State authority, the authority itself on which they rely is
not valid, then it furnishes to them no defence." At one
time indeedJ i:n th~tt country, the whole remedy by pet.ition
of rjght was in jeopardy, for when the Ame.rican States declared their independence and proclaimed republican forms of
government, who, in the absence of the King, were petitions
of right to be addressed to, in a republic ? The practice arose
of appealing. to the legislature and that is still the only
remedy open in most of the States. But the Federal government has by a Statute of 1855 established a "Court of Claims''
at Washington witp jurisdiction to entertain all claims founded.
on the constitution, a statute of the United States, a regulation
of the executive department or any contract express or implied.
The Court has tlms no jurisdiction over the Government's
torts. More recentlyJ to obviate the necessity o£ people of
distant States having to lay their claims before the Court in
WashingtonJ District Courts have been given concurrent
jurisdiction in claims of 10,000 dollars or under (b).
(a) Rogm v. Rajendro Dutt, 8 M. I. A. 103 at p, 130. ( 1860).
(b) See Cydopedia of American Government, Title, Court of Claims.
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15. A petition of right, it is said, docs not lie in England
in respect of land which does not lie in that country, except
when it is vested in the Crown for Imperial purposes or in the
Local Government (a). The statutory remedy pro~ided by the
Government of India Act o£1858 against the Secretary of State
for India in Council has, so far as India is concerned, displa-.
ced the remedy by petition of right in respect of property
detained or contract broken in India (b). -'l'he apparent loss, as
I shall show presently, was a real gain to India, for the
Government of India can be sued not only on contracts but
also for torts. Colonial statutes have, in some colonies,
made provisions for allowing proceedings equivalent to a petition of right being taken in cases even of torts against the
Crown and its repr-esentatives (c).
.

No petition of
right necessary in India
and certain
British colonies where
remedy by
suit available
under statutes.

Statutes pro17 iding for proceedings against the State iu
British colonies and in the United States of America fall
into two classes. Those in the first class create or define
particular rights and provide· remedi_cs for their enforcement.
-"'l'hus", says an American writer in a recent number of the
Harvard Law Review (d), "at Panama, where all realty and
mo~t of the personalty are public property, the United States
solved the probJem of Sovereign's liability with a series of
\Vorkmen's Compensation~Acts. In substance, J'\Iasachusettes
was suable on tort claims arising from its management of the
'l'roy and .Greenfield Railroad and the Hoosac. By statute,
New York has long been responsible for negligen~e in· connection with its canals, and Ohio has a similar law. Canada
gives legal re·medies for injurie,s caused by negligence in
public works. A like statute has been p~ssed by West
Australia. New Zealand makes the Cr&wn _pay for damage
suffered in connection with certain public works from which

SLatutoi'Y acti:ons against
the State in
British colo·
nies and the
United States
classified.

In ·cnited States v, Jones, 131 U. S. 1 (1889), the Supreme Court held that the
statutes establishing tho6e Courts did not authorise them to entert"'in claims
for !pecific performance against the State ( Miller and Field, JJ., dissenting).
(a)

.

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, p. 28 •

(b) :Fritk v Reg. L. R. 7 Ex. 365 ( 1872) ; Doss v. Secretary of State for
India -in Council L. R,l9 Ex. 509 (1875) and Reiner v. .~.1!arqui• of Salisuury.
L. R, 2 Ch. D. 378. (1876).
{c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. Xt p 29.
•
(d) John M. :Maguire on "State Liability for Tort,'; 30 Harvard Law
Review, pp. 24-25.

(i)

Remedy
given in
special cu.ses.
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revenue is derived. Such laws suggest the decisions of the
French administrative courts respecting travat~x publics."
fii)
<Jenera\ ri.,hL
to sue give~,
llow rc~tric
ted by in tcrprct~ltion.

No remedy
in respect of
"govern·
mcntu.l
<tcts."

•

The second class of legislation does not deal at all with
particular rights, but.. purports to give priYate ·claimants a
general judicial remedy against the Sovereign. "Statutes of
this kind", according to the same writer, "are common in the
British colonies and exist in at least nine of our States" (a).
Courts of law, almost everywhere, have however acted
very timidly in interpreting such provisions. "Language used
in different jurisdictions varies, but the underlying idea seems
constant. No sovereign or governmental act, however ill
performed or damaging, is a State tort." It is the trail of
old doctrine-the King can dJ no wrong. It reappears in
these decisions in Continental disguise and operates, in the
result, in conferring on the Government in Anglo-Saxon
countries a degree of immunity not permitted to it by Continental administrative law. "The tendency in the United
States at least," adds 1\lr. Maguire, "is to make this rule cover
a multitude of sins. Of course, it extends to acts of the
legislature and of the judiciary, police activities, and acts of
war. :Miscellaneous instances of its application are found in
the construction and maintenance of prisons, hospitals, and
educational institutions ; care of-public roads and parks ; protection and propagation of fish and game ; operation of vessels
in harbor-work and fire-fighting (m)."

(n) The method usually followed in the colonies is to appoint an officer
to bue and to be sued on behalf of the Crown. This itself appears to be an
extension of an ~nglish practice, declared in D!json v. Attorne!J General (1911)
I.K.B. 410, to have beeltllettled for centnrics, permitting the Attorney General
to be sued in courts of equity on behalf of the Crown, when the relief asked is
not a direct order against the estate of the Crown but touches its interest!!
only indirectly. In the'former case the remedy, if any, is of course by petition
of right. The equitable remedy has been turned to good uses recently in order
to compel Govermien~ departme~ts to act. in compliance with the law in their
rapidly growing dealings with the affairs of the people directly and without
the intervention of courts of law. See Jfodge v. Attorney General, BY. and C.
Ex. 342 (1835), and Dem·e v Attorlley Genera?, I, Y. and C. Ex. 197 at p. 2(!8
(1835), ~ontra, 1\iitford on Pleadings, p. 30. But the practice has been recently,
approved by a panel of the Judicial Committee of the Privy-Council in 1'/le
Rastem 1'r1~st Compan!J v. JicKenzie 1llann .S· Co. Lrl, (1915) A, C. 750 at
p. 759 : 2) C. W. N. 457 at p. 461. See ·infra, Lecture XXIII,'para 27.

(b)

'' Stttte Liability for Tort,'' 30 Harvard Law Heview, pp. 25-27.
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18. The immunity, contrary to the spirit of English Jaw,
has in- America been extended to boards, corporatbns and
other instrumentalities performing public functions (a).

Immunity
extended in
America. to
boards and
corporatidns.

19. On this point, Scotch law and practice may perhaps
give points to Anglo-Saxon law as it has been developed in
England and in the United States, for in that country, actions, Remedy in
::icottish law.
suits or proceedings on behalf of or against or in the interest of
the Crown or on behalf of or against any public department may
lawfully be raised in the name and at the inst~nce of, or directed
against His Majesty's Advocate, for the time being, as acting
under the Cro,wn Suits (Scotland) Act 1857, provided that before
instituting or defending any such suit or proceeding the Advocate has the authority thereunto of His Majesty or of l;he
public depar~menii on whose behalf or against whom the suit
or proceeding is instituted. But no private party in suits or
proceedings so instituted may challenge or impugn the instance
of or title to defend the same upon the allegation that such
authority has not been granted, or that evidence of the same
is not produced. These provisions were. not to affect the
instance or def'3nce of any action or proceeding ins.tituted
in conformity with the law as existing at the passing of the
Act (b).
20. I have in a previous lecture generally explained the
legal position of the present Government of India as the Remedy in
India..
successor of the East India Company, a private corporation,
and its capacity to sue and be sued in Indian Courts, amongst
...
others. The Government of India . before 1858 was a 'bodycorporate in the fullest sense of the term, like the colonial
Governments of :M:asachusettes, Rhode Island ami Connecticut.
On the assumption in that year of the direct sovereignty of
India by the Crown, the Government of India, now placed in
• the bands of a Secretary of State, was re--incorporated under
the name and style of "the Secretary of State for India in
Council." To be tech~ically correct, the SecrP.tary of State

------------------------(a.) The American cases are cited by Mr. Magutre at p. 27, foot-note (28),
30 Harvard Law Review. Contra, Jiersey Docks Tntstee-5 v, Gibbs. L. R. 1 •

H. L. 93, 1071(1866).
(b) See Halsbury, La.ws of England, Vol. VI, pp. 416, 417. ·It is said thab
Kings of Scotland .were suable by their subjects and the statut;e•of 1S57 may
therefore amount to no more than a le~o;islative recognition o_f ancient Scottish
tradition, See Maitland, Constitutional History ~f England, 1913. p, ~82.
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for India in Council was made a body corporate tor suing
and being sued in courts, but not for holding property, for all
property formerly vc'3ted in the East India Company is now
vested in the Crown ; but, as I took pains to show, sub::;tantially the Secretary of State for India in Council is a body
corporate for the purpose of holding property as well as fur
suing and being sued in courts ; and every person has now
the same remedies against the Secretary of State in Co-uncil
as he might have had against the East India Company if the
Government of India Acts of 1858 and 1915 had not Lcen
passed (a).
21. The East India Company, as a private corporation would
have been answerable in courts of law on its own contracts
and on contracts made on its beha1f and for torts committed
by it or by its agents or servants acting within the scope of
their authority. But the East In'tlia Company was a great
deal more than a private trading corporation. It had certain
sovereign
functions delegated to it by the Crown (b). But
Ants done by
it iu the exer· that did not make the Company sovereign and entitled as
cise of dele·
gated aove·
such to all the exemptions of a sovereign (c). Could the East
reign power.
India Company claim exemption in respect of torts committed
in the discharge at least of its governmental functions ? Most
officers and servants of the Crown discharge simihtr functions.
But as to these, the ·law ciearly is that "if a British subject
suffers damage from a Brttish act of State unauthorised by
Parliament and outside the constitutional limits of the Royal
I
prerogative, he has a right of action against the officer by whom
_the act was performed even if it was expressly authorised by
the Crown o~ the Government" (d). The immunity of the East
India Company. could not, according to English law, be any
greater, the party aggrieved being a British subject. Even if
the East India. Qompany could have been viewed as a public.
body, the position would have been just the same (e). In no.
circ~mstance could the East India Company be viewed as a
What the
East Iudia
Company
could be sued
fur.

(a) Sec supm, Lectnre-V, paras 71-73; Government of India Act of 1858,
sec. 65, now !ec. 32 of the Government ()f India Act of 1915.
(b) .Gibson v East India Company, 5 Bingh, N. C. 262, 2i3 (1839).
(c) P. ,S· 0 Co. v, Secy. of State, 2 Bourke 166, at p, 168 (1861).
(d) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XXIII, p. 309, Walker v. Baird
. (1892) App. Cas 491 {1892).
(e) ;]Jersey Docks Trustees v. Oibbs, L. R. I H. L. 93, 107 {1866).
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Government department or a superior public servant (a). It
would therefore be liable for the torts of its servants even when
committed in the discharge of distinctly public functions ; and
the rule of English law that a Government department, a public
officer or a servant of the Crown cannot be. made liable for !the
acts of his subordinates (b) would not be available in its favour.
The ~ecretary of State for India in Council is, however, a
department of the Home Government, and, sec. 65 of the
Governiuent of India Act of 1858 apart, the transference of
the government of India from the East India Company to the
Crown would have immediately resulted in depriving British
, Indian subjects o'f all the legal remedies ~ntil then available
to. them against the East India Company for torts committed by
public servants. As it was, however, the Act of 1858 hot .only
saved this right of action against the Government of India
but even made it inviolate by erecting it into a right which
no legislative measure passed in India can take away (c).
22. I have tried here to set out what appears to me to be
the logically worked out consequences of English precedents
upon· the position of 'tho Government of India as defined by
the statute of 1858. But judicial interpretation of the provisions of the statute, in India, appears again and again to take
a decidedly American turn. The Government of India, we are
told, cannot be held respon~-in courts of law for the consequences of acts done "in the exercise of what are usually termed
sovereign powers" and sec. 65 of the Government of India Act
of 1858 only saved actions in respeyt of acts done ''in the
conduct of undertakings which might be carried on· by
private individuals without any sovereign powers delegated
to them" (d). In the latest of these decisions, Secretar-y of
(a) /J! P. ,S· 0. Co. v Secy. of State, it was definitely lai d down that the
East India Company were not public servants of Government, 2 Bourke -166
at p. 168 (1861 ).

(b) Halsbnry, Laws of England, vol. XXIII, p.- 822. This is an obvious
proposition since both superior and ~ubordinate officials are equally servants
of the Crown and not one of the other.
(c) Secy. of State v Moment, L. R. 40 I. A. 48 : I. L. R. 40 Cal. 391 : 17
C. W. N. 169 (I'. C.) (1912).
(d) ll'obin Chandm Dey v, 8ecy. of StatP, l.L.R. 1 Cal 11 (1875) ; Ross v.
Secy. (Jf State, I.L.R. 37 !IIad 55 (1913); S,ecy. of State v. Coclmaft, I.L.R.
39 !\fad 351 (l9J4) ; Mcinerny v &c'!j_. of StatP,J,L.B. 38 Cal 797 (l9U),

Claim of
immunity in
-respect of
such acts
at the suit of
a British
subject, not
sustainable
on principle,

Indian deci·
sions to the
contrary of
questionable
authority.
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State v. Ooclccraft, American authorities are. in fact freely
cited, withou't advertence however to the important departure
they have on1this point made from English law.
Defence that
act complai·
ned of "act of
State" when
admissible
according to
English
constitutional
law applicable to India.

23. In arguing against the existence in favour of the East
India Company (and consequently in favour of the present
Government of India) of any special immunity in respect of
the torts of its agents on the ground of its possessing sovereign
powers and on the ground of such agents having been equally
"ith the Company the servants of the Crown, I do not overlook cases like the Nabob of Oarnatic v. The East India
Oo. (a), Secretary of State for India v. ]{anwchee Boye
Sahaba (b), Ooorg v. East India Oo. (c), Salam an v. Secretary
of State (d), Bhagwan Singh v. Sec~·etary of State for
· India (e) ·and In re: Maharaja Madhava Singh (f). In all
these cases, the acts complained of arose out of dealings by
the East India Comll31-ny or the Government of India or its agents
with foreign princes and not with British su~jects. According to English law, if an alien suffers da'mage from a British '
act of State outside the jurisdiction, he has no right to redress
unless such a right has been expressly conferred by statute (g).
In Btwon v. Denm,an (h), the Captain of a BritiSh man-of-war
proceeding to the Gallinas (West Africa) to release two British
subjects there detained as slaves, concluded a treaty, fired
certain premises belonging to the Plaintiff, a Spanish subject,
and. carried away and released his slaves. The Captain's
proceedings were subsequently approved by the British Government. Plaintiffs action for damages against the redoubtable
Captain was thrown out by the court on the ground that

•
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

'

2 Vcs. Jr. 56 (1793).
13 M.P. C. 22 (1859).
29 Beav. 300 (1~60).
(1906) 1 K.B. 613 C.A,
(e) L.R. 2 I.A.. 38 (1874).
(f) 8 C.W.N. 84l P.O. (190i), Even judicial oots performed by the agents
of the Government ot India in the Native States under treaty or other rights
of a similar nature are acts qf State, IIemclland v. Azam. Sakarlal. 10 C.W N .
• 361 P.C. (1905) ·on the other hand, the Governor of Madras in Council acting
judicially in disputes arising between British subjects does not exercise sove·
reign powers within the meaning of these car,es, Sr·i rikrama l', Gu71apnram, 9
C.W.N. 257 P.O. (1904).
(g)' Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, XXIII, p. 309,

(h) 2 Exch. 1117 (1848),
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the ratification of the Captain's act by his Government made
it· an ao.t of State for which no action could be maintained.
This decision is no authority for holding that a breach ·of
law by a public servant from which a British subject suffers
injury can be d_9fended on the ground of its having ·been
an '~act of State." Neither previous sanction· nor JUbsequent
ratification by the Government would make what is illegal
legal, in the v:iew of English law. Iri Secretary of State
j"ol' India v. Ooclccrajt (a), the last ofthe Indian decisions
mentioned above, the Plaintiff, a British subject, sued the
Government of India for damages for injuries sustained by
him at a carriage accident ·alleged to have been due to tho
negligence of tho servants of the Public Works department
in maintaining a public road. The ground on which he was
nonsuited was that the provision and maintcn::tnce of a pnblic
road, specially a military ro~td, were functions wliich the
Government performed in the exercise of its sovereign powers and
wer~ not undertakings which might have been carried on by private individuals. Neither this nor the decision of Fletcher, ,(
to the same effect in Mcinerny v. 'f.he Sem·etat•y of Stc~te (b)
can be supported upon principles of English law applicable to
India, though it may not be difficult to find American precedents for them.
24. 'I'he American distinction between the public, sovereign, governmental functions of a public corporation and its
proprietary, commercial, money-making functions finds parailels
in Continental and not in English administrative law. French
administrative law, for instance, draws a distinction between
(i) "personal" acts of public servants for which the latter
•
alone are liable and before ordinary courts and (ii) "acts of
administration,'', for which-:-provided they are not acts done
)n the exercise of politi:;al authority by the State over
citizens ( of which presently )-the State· accepts Tesponsibility, and compensates the injured citizens out of the revenues
of the State. ''Acts of administration'' giving rise to claims
by private subjects may arise out of contracts, torts or even
had service. The public officer himself cannot be sued in
damages for an act o£ administration. It follows from this
I.L.R. 39 Mad. 351. (19U).
(b) l.L.R. 38 Calcutta 797. (1911),

(a)

n

No immunity
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that on the Continent not only does the State accept responsibility for its servants' torts, but obviously also for many
acts which do not concern the State in its p'foprietory,
·commercial and money-making capacity only (a) (to quote
the language of American decisions), or which, in the language
of Nabin Chunder Dey v. Seoreta?'Y of State for India (b),
do not concern ~ndertakings which might be ~~rried on
by private individuals without having sovereign powers delegated to them. But ·all liability is excluded for (iii) "acts of
government", the boundary line between which and acts of
administration may be difficult to define with exactitude.
"Acts of government" are said to be acts done (whether
within the legal power of the Government or not) for reasons
of State with a view to public safety. These can neither be
annulled by any judicial process nor create a claim for
compensation against the State or its officials. ''Not unnaturally," says Lowell (c), "the kinds of acts that have been regarded as falling within this class has not always been
the same. Under the Second Empire, the arbitrary suppression of a newspaper, and the confiscation of the proofsheets of a book written by the Due d' Aumale about the
princes of his house, were held to be "acts of government",
while under the Third Republic, in cases closely similar to
the latter and in a case involving the seizure of a political cir~ular in favour of the monarchy, the decisions were the other
way: The prevailing opinion:at present is that the exemption
afforded by the principle covers only measures taken to secure
external safety or to carry on a war, decrees creating the state
of siege, with perhaps some matters of sanitary police, and
does not cover other steps taken by the Government for the
preservation of order.

What' are·
acts of government.

"'"What are
"acts of ad•
ministra.tion ?"-They
cover "pri·
vate law" as
well as "political" acts of
Government,

25. In contrast with acts of government, acts of administration have been ·sought to be distinguished as (i) acts done'
in the State's business dealings with citizens, acts by which the
State is supposed to enter into private law relations with

(a) For acts done by the State (or its agents) in its capacity asfiscus, the
• State is directly suable in France in administrative courts and in Germany
in ordinary courts. Goodnow, Comparative Auministrative Law, Vol. II,
pp. 161-2.
(b) I. L. R. 1 Cal II. (1875).
(c) Lowell,. Government of England, Vol. II, p. 500,
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citizens (a) and (ii) acts done i~ the exercise by the State of
its political auth~rity over citizens (b).. The theoretical
justification for impleading the State in its courts in respect
of the first-mentioned group of acts is that in its business
relations the State acts as a private juristic person. Consistently with this theory, suits in respect of such acts should
lie, as. they do in Germany, like any suit between private_
individuals, in the ordinary courts. In Fran,ce however, much
the largest port of of this jurisdiction has been transferred to
administrative courts, which ep.tertain complaints in regard
to both varieties of acts. Matters arising in the management
of State domains and questions of indirect taxes and those
relating to lesser highways and ·several other subjects still
come before the ordinary courts, but most'matters involving
. enquiry into the conduct of officials come before administrative courts. .It should be noticed further that the first group
of acts, called in France "actes de gestion," gives rise to
pecuniary liability and can be brought only by persons whose
rights have been infringed, but for the second group of acts
c~llcd "actes d' authorite,'' which covers on the whole acts
done in the exercise of the political right of the State to issue
ordinances, ordinarily no claim to damages arises. Ordinances
can be annulled by the Council of State in its panel as the
highest administrative court at the instance as well of
persons whose rights have been affected as of others ;who
are only interested in having them annulled. It is necessary
also to note that relief is given not merely in cases of officials
acting in excess of authority (whether the act is regarded as
the '(personal" ach of the official concerned or !l.S an "~wt of
administration") 1mt in cases also of unconscientious exercise
oflegal authority-for abuse oflegal power, in other words (c).

In what ease8
pecuniary
claims arise,

Relief for
abuse as well
as over-stepping of
.authority,

26. It will be seen from a comparison of Continental and Acompftra·
ti ve estimate
American law on the point, that the latter operates more of American
and Continental lawthe former far
(a) In French nomenclature these are called "actes de ge.1tion."
less liberal
(b) In French nomenclature these are styled' "actes d' aut/write." See than latter.
Lowell, Government of England, Vol. II, pp. 496-500.
(c) This in the language of French admininstrative law is called' "detou1·•
nement de pouvoir", for instances ~f which and for the subject generally see
Lowell, Government of England, Vol. If, Ch. LXII and Goodnow, C9mparative Administrative Law, Vol, II, Book VI, Cb. ~I, Sec. I, Subsec. 3 and
Cb, VI, Sec. IV.
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han,hly nvuu the subject than the former, since according to
the latter, though public corporations may be made liable for
torts committed in relation to their business or private law
relations, the State itself (as in England) is immune when
~imilar torts are committed by public servants in performing
similar functions ; whilst as regards what may be regarded
ns governmental acts the State and public authorities of all
grades from the highest to the lowest enjoy equal immunitythe American definition of the scope of governmental acts
being moreover decidedly wider than what is implied in the
French definition of ((acts of government", American law
appears indeed to go even further-hol~ing, as it is said to
have done, that what are called quasi-corporations, being agents
of Government, share (except as otherwise provided by statute)
the immunity of Government for all acts done by them as such,
whether these arise out of the State's public Q.l' private law
concerns (a).

27. As I have .previously indicated, .the legal position
Indian law as
erroneunsly
assigned
to the Government of India in several India.n deciinterpreted in
some decisions bears a close resemblance to the position assigned by
sions less Jibe·
ral even than American law to public corporations in the United States.
American or
In these decisons, the liability of the Government of India
English law.
is sought to be made to depend upon whether the act in question
could or could not have been done by a private individual
with.out delegation to him of sovereign powers. If the former,
the Government would be liable. The scope thus given to
what iii India, from the point of view of these decisions, would
seem to correspond to the "acts of government" of Continental
aJministrativt law, appears to b~ even wider than what
American law views to be the public functions of public corporations. The principle laid down in Nobin Ohunder Dey v.
Secreta1·y !Jf State·tb), if it is as strictly applied everywhere'
as it was in ltfclnerny v. Secretary of State (c) and Secretary
of State~. Ooclcc1'aft (d), would really secure to the Government
of India a degree of immunity greater even than that enjoyed
~by the Crown in England, for according to the decision in
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 132.
(b) !. L. R. I Cal ll (!875).
(c) !. L. R, 38 Cal 797 (1911).

(d) I. L. R. 39

~lau

351 (1914).

'
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Nobin Oll'n·ndcr Dey v. Secretary of State the immunity
extends even to cases of contracts entered into by the
Indian Government in the public interest (a) for which a
petition of right would obviously lie in England-a result
which sec. 65 of the Government of India Act of 1858 could
hardly have been expressly framed to perpetuate. That being
so, I feel no doubt that Turner, O.J., of the Madras High
Court acted rightly in refusing to follow Nobin Ohunde'l'
Dey v. Sem·etary of State as :;, precedent in Secretary of
State v. Hari Bhanji (b). He stated the law correctly when
he said that "acts of State, of which the municipal courts .of
, British India are debarred from taking cognisance, are acts
done in the exercise of sovereign powers which do not profess
to be justified by municipal law, and where an act complained
, of is professedly done under the sanction of municipal law
and in the exercise of powers conferred by that law, the fact
that it is done by the sovereign power and is not an act which
oould possibly be done by a private ·individual, does not oust
the jurisdiction of the civil court."
28. 1'his being the state of the law in th-e several administrative systems passed under review, are there reasons of policy
which would justify the tendency exhibited independently
in several systems to confer on the Government varying degrees of immunity in respect at least of its servants' and
agents' torts ? For torts committed by its employees within
the scope of their employment, the liability of private corporations, under English law, is materially restricted by the
rule that the wrongful act n_}ust not arise out of proceedings
which are themselves altogether ultra vires M the corporation (c). Must the State alone be held to he an insurer for

Indian law
correctly in·
terpreted
really more
liberal than
Continenta.l
or English
law.

Is the Eng.
lish law
immunity of
Statefor
torts justifi·
able on
grounds of
policy 2

(a) Such for instance as lo~ns for carrying on war.
(b) I. L. R. 5 Mad. 273 (1882). See also Jehangir v Secy. of State, 6
Bom. Law Reporter l31 (1903), on appeal from the judgment of Tyabji, J. in
I.L.R. 27 Bom. 189 (1902). The judgments of Batty and Jacob, JJ., overruling Tyabji, J., on this point, particularly that of the former, deal
.....
with the matter both cogently and exhaustively. That is har'dly what one
can say of the judgment -of Chandavarkar, J., which is extraordinarily •
. full of fallacies,
•
(c) Poulton v. London and Sontk Western Railway Co., L. R. 2 Q. B. 534,
(1861), G•·e~n v. London General Omnibus Co. Lit., 29 L. J. C. P. 13. Cf. Go./f, v.
Itt~ Great Northern Railway Co, 3 E. and E. 672 (1861)
But the recent
decision it! v'tunpb~ll v. PaddingtM Borlt!!Jh Council, [1911] I K.B. 869, appeMs
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damages resulting from all wrongful acts, without distinction,
of a public servant done in relation to his office ? I have
elsewhere indicated how, assuming as the minor premise the
proposition that the State can neither do ncr authorise a
wrong, and treating the State as a corporation, it might be
argued that all wrongs committed by the servants of Government are ultra vires o~ the State, and that therefore the
servants personally and not the State should he held
accountable in damages. The argument proves altogether too
much. It throws doubt upon the soundness of the proposition
set out above as the minor premise (a). Persons in England
as .well as in America who can 'speak with authority are not
disposed to accept that proposition as a necessary postulate of
constitutional law. "It is a wholesome sight," said Maitland,
to see the Crown sued ~nd answering for its torts" (b). ,''It is
difficulno see", said Miller, J., "on what solid foundation of
principle, the exemption from liability to suit rests" (c). 1\Ir.
Maitland, I feel sure, would not have approved of the way in
which the beneficent provision of sec. 65 of the Government
of India Act of 1_858 has been sought to be nullified by
decisions like Sec1•otary of State for India v. Oockc1·ajt (d)
and Shivabhajan v. Secretary of State for India (e).
29. Nevertheless it is not pleasing .to contemplate the
indiscriminate application of public money to private relief,
wherever the damage cap.sed is made to appear as the consequence of an illegal act of a public servant. But the apprehension that a general recognition of the liability of the State
in tort for the wrongful acts of its servants will encourage

to throw considerable doubt upon the correctness of the proposition. See H. A.
Smith, Law of Associations, pp. 67-68.
(a) For instances of the application 'of the doctrine oi ultra flires within'
more reasonable limits, see Dunne v. Q1teen, (1896) 1 Q. B.ll6, Filor v. United
States, 9 W alh.ce 45 ( 1869}, aud ,1Jathmclas v. Secy, of State, 5 'S. L. R. 82, On
the other band, Chanclavarkar, J.'s judgment in Jellangir v. Secy. of State,
6 Born. L. R. 131 (1903), illustrates the redtwtio ad absurdum of the text.
(b) See article, "State as a Corporation," in 17 L, Q. R, P. 131, at p. 142.
•
(c) United State& v. Lee, 106 U. S. 196 (1882), at p. 206,
(d) t L. R. 39 :r.Iad. 351 (1914)·
,
(e) I. L. B. 28 Born, 314 (1904). In this case, strangely enough, the
passage I have quoted from Rogers v. Rajenclro Dutt, 8 M. I. A. 103 (1860), at
p. 130, is taken as showing that the Government of India in the view of the
Judicial Committee is "civilly irresponsible" !
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raids by aggrieved subjects upon the State treasury seems
to me to be, to say the least, exaggerated, for not every act
done by a _public servant in performance of his public duties
is necessarily viewe:l as an act done by him as an agent of
Government. A public servant, though he gener~lly owes his
appointment to office to an executive act of -the Government,
may often find his duties chalked out for him by the legislature.
In performing statutory duties for which the statute intends Not all pubthat be himself and no one else should be responsible, a public agents
lie servants
of
officer, it is said, does not act as the agent of .Government. He- Government.
is, in respect of such duties, said to be an independent statutory
authority and not the servant of the authority which appoints
him to the office (a). therefore, Goverinnent has only to
persuade. the legislature to prescribe the duties of officials by statute so as to make, them, for the purposes of
such duties, independent of itself, and its immunity is
secure. And i£, at the same time, the legislature is persuaded to grant immunity to the officials themselves for wrongful performance of tho~ duties it will have placed the whole
sphere of those duties outside the pale of law and within that·
sphere to have virtually abolished the rule of law. Instanc~s
where this _has been done will be easily recalled (b). -But in
either case, should the Government adopt the act of the public
servant or accept its benefits, it will, I presume, be open to
the aggrie\(()d individu~l to sue the Government, provided,
o£ course, that the law of the country permits such actions· to
be brought against Government (c).
30. So far as I have been able to ascertain, the Government of India is the only Colqnial Government. within the
British Empire which is a body corporate, for the purpose at
least of suing and being sued, by Parliamentary statute. "The
Secretary of State for India in Council," SLS the bod"y corporate
is styll'ld, does not own aJty property of its own for that is all
vested in the Crown, but besides the fact that the disposal of
that property and the revenue of India rests with the Secre~

Government
of India a

juristic person under
statute.

.

(a) 'Canterbury v. R., (1843) 4 St. Tr, N,S-1 767, 'Lubin v, Queeu, (1864) 16 C,B. N.S. 810 at p. 349, Slli~:ablwjan v. Suy. of State, (1904) l,L,R, 28
Born. 3H, Jllot·i Lal Gllo.se, v. &cy, of State, 9 C.\V.N. 495 (190ii),
(b) See injm, Lecture XVIII, paras 55-63, and Lecture XXII, paras 25-27.
(c) Secretary
State v. Japat Jlolnni, 6 C W.N. 175 (1901).

of
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tary State for India in Council, ''the property for the time
being vested in his Majesty for the purpose of the Gover~ment
of India is liable to the same judgments and executions as
it would have been liable to in respect of liabilities lawfully
incurred by the East India Company" (a), It is pertinent
to enquire whether, the Government of India being a body
corporate, it is possible to apply the :loctrine of u.ltra vire8
alluded to above to its acts. The Government of India Ac~
lays down statutory methods and fotws for the performance of
many of the acts of Government, but the powers of Government
are virtually unlimited. That there is no room for the application of the doctrine, it will be rash to assert. But the question
has not, so far as I am aware, been -raised or discussed except in
an indirect way in Shivctbhajan v. Secy. of State (b), nnd some.
what more directly in S1·iniaas Prosad Singh v. Kesho PPo~
sad Singh (c). In the former case, Jenkins C.J. expressed an
opinion that for a suit to lie against the Secretary of State for
India in Council it must not only be one in which the East
India Company might have been made liable, but that the lia~
bility alleged must further have been incurred on account of
the ''Government of India" within the meaning of sec. 42 of

(a) The language of the statute being that the Secretary of State in Council "can sue and be sued as a body corporate," Mitter, J., (Trevelyan J, con.
curring) was persuaded to hold in lloya _\'arain v. Secy, flj State, I.L R 14
Cal. 258 (1886) at p. 271, that the statute did ''not constitute the Secretary
of State a body corporate," and following James, L. J ., in Kinloch v. Secy, of
State, L.R. 15 Ch. Div. I (1880), declared that "the Secretary of State for
India in Council" was only a name, Of course, if you identify the Cro\vn of
· Britain and the Government o£ India, "the Secretary of State for India in
('_,ouncil" and eve~1 "the Government of India" become names (see also In re:
Sir Stuart .Samuel, li C.W.N. 735 P.C. {1913). But the whole scheme of the
Government of India Act of 1858, which nominally conYerted the Government
of India into a department of the Home Government, is to keep the revenue,.
the property and the bu'sincss of the Gqvernment· of India strictly separate from
the~revenue, property and business of the Gove1~nment of the United Kingdom,.
As Mr. Maitland has pointed out all that is stated in that Act as to the revenue
-etc. of I,pdia being vested in the Crown is itself a solemn fiction ("The Crown
as Corporation," 17 L.Q.R. 131 ·at p. 143). The fiction could not be dispensed
with under the existing constitutional theory of the British Empire. But it
• does not,disguise the fact that the Government of India is a real thing and
not a name. The name "Secretary of ~ate for India in Council" is the .~tatu.
tory title of the Government of India, which is a body corporate.
·
(b) I.L.R. 28 Born. 314 (1904) at p. 323.
(c) 15 C.W.N. 475 (1911). Sel3 al$0 Jfp,t1u'Pdru ''· Seey; of St11t~, ~ 8.L.R 82.
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the Government of India Act of 1858, (now sec. 20 (2) (c),
of the Government of India Act of 1915) that, is to say,
(according to his Lordship) (<for superintendence, direction
and control of India." His Lordship did not pursue this
l~ne of thought further, as he was able to cut the knot
in that particular case by assuming, first, that in Rogm·s v.
Rajend'i'o Dutt (a) the Judicial Committee was of opinion that
the East_ India Company was in law " civilly irre.sponsible"
like the Crown of England, and secondly, that. the offending
public servant in that case was not such an agent of _the
Government as would make the latter responsible for his torts. Had the argument just indicated been pushed to its logical
·consequence, the conclusion rqached would probably h~ve been
just the reverse of that arrived at in tho Nobin Ohunde?' Dey v.
Secy of State (b) and the other cases of its class, ending
with the Secy. of State v. Oockc'i'aft (c), which I have previ- ·
ously considered. According to these . cases, the East India
Company was not liable to action for anything done in discharge of its governmental functions but 'Yas so liable ~nly
for torts committed in reference to its proprietary, commercial
or trading undertakings, whereas in the view of J'enkins, C.J.,
the Government of India cannot be sued for anything not
done f~r the <(superintendence, directi?n and control of the
country,'' that is to say, for governmental purposes. The two
views are obviously contradictory and cannot both be right.
I have already given my reasons for holding tho view expressed
in Nobin Ohundm· Dey'.s case to be erroneous. I cannot say True reading
of sees. 42 _
either that that propounded in Shivablw.fan's case is correct. and 68 of the
Reading sees. 65, 68 and 42 of the Government !Jf India Act Government
of India. Act
of 1858 [now sec. 32, cis. (2), (3) and (4) and sec. 20 (2) (c) of of 1858,
the Act of 1915] together, it is obv~ous that the provision in
sec. 42 [now sec. 20 (2) (c\], charging ~he debts and liabilities
of the Government of India on the' revenues· of India, "is but
the counterpart of the provision in sec. 68 [now sec. 32 (4)]
relieving the Secretary of State and Members of his Council
from personal liability in respect of claims against the Government of India. Sec 42 merely points out the source from
'(a)

(b)

(c)

8 M.I.A. 103, at p. 130 (1860}.

I.L.H. I Cal. 11 (1875).
I.L.R. 39 Mad 351 (1914).
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which all the liabilities of the Government are to be met.
It in no way limits the operation of sec, 65. These sections
are plainly intended to give effect to the intention of the
legislature to constitute "the Exchequer of India" Las ])litter,
J. calls it in Doya Narain v. Secy. of State (a)] or the
Government of India (as I would prefer to call it) into a
body corporate, the dicta to the contrary in Kinloch v. Secy.
of State. (b) and Doya Narain v. Secy. of State (c) notwithstanding.
Need for recognising the
corporate
character of
individual
colonies and
dependencies
of the British
Empire, of
the Imperial
Government
and of the
Government
of the United
Kingdom,

:n. The Government of India, I have said before, stands
apart from most other colonies and dependencies; of the Briti,sh
Empire, in its legally recognised corporate character. In this
matter it stands outside the general constitutional theory ofthe
Empire-an exception to the gene'J.·al rule, a departure which
Parliament was constrained to sanction in 1858 in order to preserve the continuity of the administration as it was in the regime
of the East India Company. And yet, it is possible that it
would not have stood alone in its character as a body corporate
if the North American Colonies of Britain had not severed relations with the l\Iother Country, for the Government of three
of them, viz:, :M.asachusettes, Rhode Island and Connecticut,
was, like that of the Asiatic Factories of the East India Company, entrusted to chartered companies. Even now, the chartered company Governments in South. Africa and elsewhere
stand in much the same position in which the East India
Company stood before 1858, and may well be re_garded as other
execeptions to the general rule. The general rule (or rather
theory) is that the King in person is the Government not
only in the ~ritish Isles but in every part of the Empire. The
fact of course is otherwise. The Government of each Colony
is distinct, however intimate (or otherwise) its relations with
the Home Gover:ument may be. Without denying the unity
of the Imperial organisation as a whole, to which the person
of the monarch undoubtedly furnishes the coping stone, the
legal independenae of these Governments for internal administration is a fact so patent to every body that its recognition in the g~neral legal theory cannot really be deferred
much' longer. As it is, Parliament itself has not b3en able
(a)

I.L.R. 14 Cal. 258 (1886).

(b) L.R. 15 Oh. Div. 1 (1880).
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to suppress the sep'trate entity of the colonial administrations
in its enactments relating to them. · The British North
America Act (a) frankly speaks of the properties anddebts
of the Provinces of Canada. But this deviation from fiction
to fact proved too much for the lawyers. "In comtruing these
enactments", they say, "it must always be kept in view that
whenever public laqd with its incidents is described as the
property of or as belonging to' the Dominion or a Province,
these expressions meroly import that the right to its beneficial use, or to its proceeds has been appropriated to the
·Dominion or the Province, as the case may be,' and is subject
to the control of its legislature, the land itself being vested
in the Crown" (b). This language .is of a piece with that used
with reference to the "Secretary of State for India in Council" in Kinloch v: Secretary Gf State (c) and Doya Narain v.
Secretary of. State ror India (d), upon which I have already commented. uAnd so", says Maitland, ''we have to
distinguish between lands vested in the Crown _for or in the
right of Canada from lands vested ip the Crown for or in the
right of Quebec or Ontario etc. Apparently Canada or Nova
Scotia is person enough to be the Crown's Qest,ni q1u trnst and
at the same time the Crown's representative, but is not person
enough to hold a legal estat.e" (e). "It is a .funny jumble",
ad,ds :l\Iaitland, "1vhich becomes· funnier still if we insist that
the 'Crown' is a legal fiction" (£).
32. The Commonwealth of Australia and the consti- Australian
t)lent Australian States are, like the Candian Dominion and Common·
wealth and
States inProvinces, unincorporated colonies. They have, however, been corporated
by
wise enough to incorporate themselves ·by lo~llegislation. local statu·
tes.
"They are," says Salmond, ''now to be deemed for certain
purposes bodies politic and corporate, for by virtue of Austra(a) 34 Viet. c. 28, sees. 11~-126.
(b) Catharine's JJiilling & Llunber Comp.any v. 'Ilte Q1Uen, 14 App.
Cas. 46 ( 1888), at p 56; A G. of British Colnmbia v. A. G. of Canada, 14
App. Cas. 295 (1888); A. G. of Onta1·io, v. Jllercer, 8 App, Cas. 767 (1883)
and A. G, of Canada v. As. Gs. of Onta.rio, Quebec <}· No~a Scotia (1898) App.
Cas. 700 (1880).
(c) 15 Ch. Div. 1 (1880).
(d) I. L. R. 14 Cal. 258 (1886).
(e) 17 L, Q. R. p. 142.
(f) Ibi(l, pp. 142-143.
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!ian legislation they can now sue and be sued in their own
names, and possess other attributes of personality. Thus an
action will now lie at the suit of the State of V~ctoria against
the State of New South Wales". The writer, lJOwever, goes
on to add by way of warning that the corporate character
thus bestowed upon the States is concurrent with, and not
exclusive of, the old cGmmon law princjple which identifies
the State with the King. Public lands in Australia are thus,
in law, still the lands of"the Crown except so far as they may be
expressly ~ested in the corpora.te State by statute (a). Nevertheless the progress made here towards allowing facts to obtain
a legal fo?ting is remarkable. The Government of New Zealand,
it has been judicially affirmed, is not a person or a body corporate, and so a suit instituted against the "Governor and Government of the Colony of New Zealand" failed, there being no person
or body corporate "known to law'' answering that de~crip·
tion (b):- In the absence of statutory authority binding upon
both, it is apparently not possible for one colony or dependency to enter into legal relations with another. An Australian
decision (c) goes so far. as to regard the Crown as representiJJg the States and the Commonwealth as several juristic
persons;· and, in Mr. Salmond's opinion, though the King
represents the .whole empire, it is possible for the law to
recognise a different personality in him in respect of
eacl,l of its component par·ts. But the combination of these
several personalities in ::me 'individual is not accidental anu
the doctrine of plural personality, if applied to explain the
legal position of the several colonies and dependencies of tho
Empire and .->E the local administration of the United Kingdom
itself, will fail to reflect the unity that lies behind this
diversity of ch:;J,racter and interests. · The only satisfactory way
to adjust the legp.l relations of the several units of the·
Empire inter se and with the Central Government, and one
which will also accord with facts is" to recognise once for
all that the various dependencies of the Empire and the local
8almond, Jurisprudence, Second Edition, p. 3GO.
(b) ~Sloman v. aovt. nf Acw Zealand, I C.P.D. 563 (1876). To James,
L.J,, in this c,~se, it appe11red to be an abt1so of l11ngu11ge to speak of tlw
Governor and Government of :Xew Zealand as a corporation.
(c) .1Iunicipal Council of Sydney v. 17te Commonwealth, 1 Commonweall
L.R. p 2i11, dtcd in Salmond's Jurisprudence, Second Edition, p. 301,
(a)
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- administration of the U nitcd Kingdom itself are "bodies politic
and corporate, each possessing a distinct personality o£ its
own and capable in its own name and person of rights,
liabilities and activities." The recognition can come most
conveniently from a Parliamentary stabute, and when it com{)s,
it will no more affect the integrity of the Empire than th~ recognition of the corporate character o£ local self-government units
in a unitary government affects the integrity of that government. Incidentally, too, it win solve the problep1. of State
liability for torts in the manner in which Mr. Maitland would
have liked to see it solved, for the Mother Country as well
as for the Colonies.·

'

\

33. For the sake o£ contrast, I mention here tbe fact
that the several States of the American Union are, in the
eye of law, independent entities ·though not bodies ·corporate.
The Federal judiciary in ,the United States has jurisdiction
over controversies in which the United States is a party,
90ntroversies between two or more States, between a State
and a citizen of another State (the State being the suitor),
between citizens o£ different States, between citizen's of the
same State claiming land under grants from different States,
and between a State or its citizens and foreign States, 'citizens
and subjects (a). They are not merely independent legal, but,
to a certain extent, independent internation::tl \.units, and that
is why the Federal courts arc denied jurisdiction to entertain
suits against a State at the instance of a .citizen of another
State.
'
34. The identification of the King with the State which
1s such a marked feature o£ the English co~stitution has
led to the State in that country acquiring a considerable
number o£ privileges and exemptions in legal proceedings,
• some of which I shall now consider. W~ have seen how the
only judicial procee9.ing admissible in England against t.he
Crown must be initiated as a petition for his Majesty's grace
aud favour. It is also not possible under English law to
take the King's ·goods in execution or take a distress of lands
in his possession, nor may Crown ·chattels in the hand of a
subject be· taken in execution or for distress. The' Crov._:n
is not bound by fictions of la\Y or by estoppels. Negligence
(a)

Sec Woodrow Wilson, The State, p. 536,

Legal position
of the States
of the American Union.

Privileges of
Government
as a litigaut.

{i)

In England,

•
--
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and laches are, in general, no bar to the Sovereign's right of
action, whether the negligence be due to himself or his officers,
but this rule has been modified by statutes of limitation.
Prescription Acts do not bind the Crown except when expressly named. The Crown may in general choose its own
forum and sue in what Court it pleases, and though special
modes of--Eedress against the subject by: means of informations,
inquisitions or inquests of office, extenGs, scire facias, quo warranto and. mandamus are provided by law, the Crown may
usually waive these prerogative remedies and resort to the
usual forms of action, unless they are inconsistent with Royal
dignity. In suits between third parties, the Attorney General should be made a party where rights of the Crown are or
may be called in question, but where this has not been
done, and the Crown's title is clearly proved, the Court may
give judgment ex officio for the (Jrown. Whr,n the Crown
is interested in a suit, it is entitled to demand a trial at bar
as of right which must be granted on motion by the Attorney General, the order being absolute in the first instance.
And apart from. sj,atutory pwvisions, the general rule at common law is that neither the Sovereign nor any person suing
to his use pays or receives costs. The common law r:ule is
however stated to be subject to imrortant n1odifications and
the statuto~y provisions with regard to payment of costs
to or by the Crown are numerous (a).
35. Are these numerous "prerogatives" and privileges
available to the Government in judicial proceedings in India
to which it is a party ? If the Secretary of State for India in
Council be, as Lord Justice James and Mitter, J., have said,
•
a fiction, a name only by which the Government of India is to
sue and be sued, and the Crown in p1·opria persona the legal
owner of the State properties and of the revenues ofindia, who •
will deny that they are ? And yet the inconvenience and impolicy of transplanting wholesale these traditional rights of the
Common. law Crown in Indian soil are so obvious, that judges in this country
prerogatives
.
.
.
of the Crown have not been disposed to accept them without Important
in India,
qualifications. On the other hand it has been suggested that
• under the common law of India, the Government of India may
be entitled to rights and privileges not known to English law.

(ii1
In India,

(a)

Halsbury, "LP.ws of England, Vol. VI. pp. 408-412,
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Government here as landlord has assmned the right to assess
and re-assess the lands of zemindars and raiyats with rent as
a part of its "India'll common law'' prerogative. It has also
been suggested that the prerogative of the Crown in India
may differ in different Provinces. There is cumulative authority for the proposition that the Government of India has
such of the powers, prerogatives and ~mnmnities appertaining
to the Crown as are appropriate to the case and consistent
with the system of law in force in India, and it has accordingly
been decided that statutes alleged to bind Government must
show th.at intention expressly or by necessary implication and ~
debts due to the Government have preference over debts of
the same order due to a subject (a).
36. Under sec. 80 of the Civil Procedure Code (Act V. of
1908), no suit can be institute<;l.against the Secretary of State
for India in Council, until the expiration of two months next
after notice in writing has been delivered to or left at the
office of a Secretary to the Local Government or the Collector
of the District, stating the cause of action, the name, description and place of residence of the Plaintiff and .the relief which
he claims, and the plaint should contain a statement that such
notice has been so delivered ; and under sec: 82, a decree
against the Secretary of State for India in Conncil has to
specify_ a time within which it should be satisfied and if the
decree is not satisfied within that time, the Court has to report
the case for the orders of the Local Government, and exec~tion
cannot issue unless the decree remains unsatisfied for the
period of three months computed from the date of such report.
Finally, when the Government prefers an appeal. against a
deere~ passed against it or against a public officer . whose
defence has been undertaken by Government, and application
• is mad_e for stay of proceedings under 01 in ex€cution of the
decree, the Court in proceeding to grant this application cannot
insist on the appellant furnishing the security which other

!~~~nr~~~:usions relating
to,.procedure
in suits and
executions
against
Government,

.

(a) Secy. of State v. Bombay Landing anrl Shij>ping Company, 5 Born. H. C.
Rep. O.C.J 23 (1866) ; Ganpat Pataya v. Cvllector of Canam, I.L.R. I Bom ••
7 (1&75); Secy. of State v. Jiat!mrabhai, I.L.R 14 Bom. 213 (188!)?; G-•lzari ·
Lal v. Collector of Ba1•eilly, I L.R. 1 All. 596 (1891); Collecto1' of .Moradabad v
Jlnltammad Daint I.L·R. 2 :All. 190 (1879) ; (}ayanda v. Butto A1·ishna, 10
C.W.N. 857 ; 33 Cal. 1040. (1906) and Bell v. Jlmricipal Commr.~. jor Nadras,
I.L.R. 25 ~lad 457 (1902).
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appellants similarly circumstanced must provide under the
Code (see Or. 41, r. 7 of act V. of 1908).

LECTURE XIV.

OF THE SUPREME EXECUTIVE.
Cabinet
government
-a compromise between
a singleheaded and a
collegiate
supreme exe·
cutive,

Legn,l irres·
ponsibility of
Chief Executive essential to it.

1. I have in a previous lecture drawn attention ,to the
preference which modern nations with the single exception
of Switzerland ( that of the German Imperial Government
being doubtful ) have expressed in favour of a personal Chief.
But though the collegiate principle in the organisation of the
central executive has on the whole been rejected, something
approaching it has been sought to be secured by that very
'
modern institution-Cabinet
government. Tho Cabinet form
of government, from this point of view, may be regarded as
a device by which the representative assembly of a people
is enabled to control a centrally directed college of Ministers and prevent it from acting in an illegal and arbitrary
manner. What perhaps has not been made clear is the £'let
that the coping stone of that system, as also of other transitional forms leading up to it, is furnished by the irresponsibility
of the Chief Executive.
t

2. The fegal irresponsibility of the Chief Executive,
lity of E
where there is one, is not a mere relic of ancient superstiS upreme <.xe- "
'
cutive essen·
tion ; it is a fundamental principle of political science. The
tial to all
•
.
Government, irresponsibility of the Chwf Executive need not and cannot
but
need not be mamta:ne
· · d at th e pres en t day m
· t 11e abso Ju t e 1orm
~
·
be absolute.
m
which it exist@d in many ancient polities. Where the supreme
power of the State has, in fact, passed from the personal head
to a representative assembly, the former must act according
to the wishes anrl directions of the latter. But personal •
responsibility for breaches of the law before judicial tribunals
is a different matter. If the personal irresponsibility1 in the
eye of law, of the Chief Executive were in fact incompatible with the supremacy· of the representative legislature, the
• legal irresponsibility of the former would obviously have to go.
But th~ two are not irreconcileable. It is possible also that
this irresponsibility before the law may admit of some qualification without injury to the public interest. In the French and
-~merican Republics where the Chief Executive is a private
Irresponsibi-
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citizen elected to the office for a term of years, that irresponsibility has necessarily to be limited, at least in duration.
But some degree of legal irresponsibility, varying with the
tenure of the Chief Executive, there must be, if the unity and
integrity of administration (which I h~ve previouslJ:_ demonstrated to be a fundamental condition of the 1mle of law) is not
to be put in jeopardy. The li111its which it may be deemed
advisable to place upon the irresponsibility of the Chief
Executive must not in any ca.t>e be suffered to bring about an
interregnum,, No system of administration for instance can _
safely permit the arrest and imprisonment of its Chief
Magistrate either for a civil debt or for a crime.

'

3. The irresponsi~ility of the Roman Emperor was not Absolute
irresponsibi·
merely leg~!, but absolute. So was presumably that of the lity of Sovereing Kings
Kings of early Roman history. This was because, like and
Assem·
Louis XIV of France, they could claim to be ~the State". blies.
The English Parliament to-day isJor the ~arne reason irresponsible legally and absolutely. So were the Sovereign Councils of ancient and medieval City States. The origin of the
\
legal irresponsibil~ty of the personal head of a Government
is undoubtedly to be traced to ~mes when the King was in
fact the Sovereign power within the State. So long as the
two remained identified, the question did not admit of being
mooted. The moment however the King comes to be viewed Reduces itself to legal
as the holder of an office, the most exalted though it may irr•3~pons!bi
when the
be in-the gift of a nation, the question of his responsibility Jity
King becomes
before the judicial organ -of the State assumes importance holder of ttn
office.
and demands solution at the hands of constitutional lawyers.
4. The question presented i~selt squ~ely to .the Romans Instances.
when the Royal office ceased to be hereditary and came to
(i)
be filled annually by Consuls elected by the people themselves. The Consuls
.Unlik~ their Royal predecessors, the Oons.uls did not rule by of Rome.
divine right. T.he office remained• sacred, but the officers
were private individuals before election and would revert to
private status after their brief year of office, It seemed invidious to the Romans that the persons who by the constitution was to wield thE! imperium should be dragged before •
an inferior Magistrate and made to answer for his ~1leged
infringements of the law, so long at any rates as he held the
imperium. But the objection ceased to apply when the Consul
returned to private life. Roman. law m!lde the 1Iagistrates
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accountaUe for wrongs committed during the term of their
office after they returned to private life (a). But during that
term they discharged their p~blic functions without fear of
action at the instance of citizens who might have reasons to
complain against their acts (b). When the chief Magistracy
b~came a permanent hereditary office, the immunity again
became absolute.
5. The phenomenon has recurred in more recent times.
The King, according to English constitutional law, can do
no wrong. But the thirt.een American Colonies o£ Britain,
when they forsook their allegiance to his Majesty King
George III, elected to dispense wit;h t;he King and proceeded
to organise themselves into a Republic .with a President elccteq
for a term of four years only as their Chief Executive. The
constitution of the Republic specifically provided for the
removal from office of the President upon impeach~nent by
the House of Representative, ending in conviction for "treason,
bs.ibery and other high crimes and misdemeanours" before
a Court of Impeachment constituted by the Senate with the
Chief Justice of the United States as president. Beyond these
provisions there is not a word in the constitution eiLhcr conferring immunity on the President or taking it away. And
yet the legal irresponsiSility of the President, save as provided by these clauses of the constitution, is accepted as a
postulate of political science m the United States (c). It

{af See Greenidge, Roman Public Life, p. 181.
(b) It shoulu be remarked, however, that from the 3rd century B.C.,
Liability of
Roman
a practice gre•v up, according to which Magistrates could be impeached even
Magistrates
during the term of their office before the Tribes or the Centuries by a Tribune,
to impeach•' But so strong," says Greenidge, "was the feeling against this indignity
ment for
crimes and
to the :Magistracy that the veto of a colleaglle postponed the decision until
arrest for
the expiry of the official functions of the delinquent!' F.oman Puplic La\1"2
contumacy
by Tribunes, p. 182. Consuls, Pr:etors and in fact all Magistrates were further subject
, during office.
to the coercitio of the Tribune, who for disobedience of his orders could
even place them under arrest, Ibid, p. 1!)9. From both forms of liability, the
Tribunes of course were exempt.
(c) See Burgess, Political Science and Constitutional Law, Vol II, p. 24-5;
Doodnow; Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, pp. 73-74; 2 Story, Constitution para 1569 ; Black's Constitutional Law, para 66. To say that the
President is legally irresponsible is going a good deal further than to affirm
the obvious truth that in the exercise of his constitutional powers and func.
tions, the\! President is an independent, co-ordinate branch of tbe Government,
not snbject to the direction or control~of _either Congress or the courts, Sc:
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does not however go further than allowing these privileges
up to the moment when he vacates liis office owing either to
a judgment
removal pronounced by the Senate or resignation or expiry of his term of office. From this moment the
President becomes accountable for his conduct in office before
the ordinary courts (a). He. may be arrested, imprisoned
and condemned as a common citizen for any crime or misdemeanour committed while President. The constitutional
lawyers of the United States have thus found the same
solution as the Romans of the problem of reconciling the personal irresponsibility before the law of the Chief Executive~
with the rule of law. Such a solution suggests itself easily The descent
from absolute
and naturally when the hereditary incumbent of the office i~ to qualified
replaced by an eTected citizen holding office.for a term, in ~eogna;i~~fi~~
consequence
a revolution. When, however, the conversion not easily
accomplished
of sovereignty into an office takes place without a breach in. when the
Chief Execu·
the hereditary principle, the solution of the problem is nwt tivo remains
by seemingly insuperable lQgical difficulties. How can the hereditary.
King remain a King and yet be made responsible ?

of

of

6. I have shown previously how in the feudally organised
societies of Western Europe only, the ~:Ionarchy was directly
confronted with t.his question. Under Feudal. theory, the
Monarch was, from one point of view, only a superior landowner. -But the Feudal monarchy itself, as an institution,
was built on the Imperial Roman 1\:Iodel, and, according to
the constitutional theory of the. Empire, the Emperor' was
irresponsible. Thus it is that we find that in England the
''King,'' who according to English constitutional theory "can
do n.o wrong," has nevertheless at or before his coronation
to take oath inte1· alia ''to govern the people ~f the United
Kingd?m of Great Britain and Ireland, and the dominions
• thereto belonging, according to the statutes in Parliament
agreed on and the laws and customs of the same" (b). To

Abwlute
irresponsibi·
lity of the
King why
questioned in
:Feudal
Monarchies. ·

The acknowledged irresponsibfiity of
·the King in
England con•
tradicted by
his corona·
.tion oath,

Nississipi v. Johison, 4 Wall. 475, Marbury v. Jl!adison, I Cranch 137. It
means immunity in respect of acts beyond his competence under the
constitution.

(a) See Burgess, Political Science and Constitutiomtl Law, Vol. II. pp. 245, •
291. The constitution of the Argentine Republic expressly provides that
the President !:ilay be tried before ordinary courts after removal (Art. 52)
(b) See Halsbury's Laws of England, Vol. VI, p. 338. The coronation

oath may be summed up shortly in the phrase "The King mttst not do wrong.;;
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any one not bred and brought up as an English lawyerJ the
antinomy \voul.d appear to be insoluble. The obvious way
to reconcile the irresponsibility of the monarch with his
coronation oath would be to treat the latter as a moral
injunction only. But English lawyer politicians who had
the building of the constitution in their hands were by no
means disposed to accept a solution which meant the establishment on the island of autocracy of the Continental type.
They founrl another which, howev~r illogical the process by
which it was reached,' is yet of such capital political importance
that it has been seized upon by framers oE constitutions all
over the world as a fundamental postulate of political
practice.
7. The process of reasoning, which does no end of credit
to the _ ingenuity oE English constitutional lawyers, was
something like this ; The King can du no wrongJ why ? Because he does not desire to do wrong, because in fact he is
incapable of even thinking wrong. It follows therefore that
he cannot authorise others to do wrong, and if anybody else
professes to do something in the King's name or under his .
command and thereby does a wrong, the act could not clearly
have been authorised by the King. It follows therefore that
no Minister of the King can plead his authority in defence of
an illegal act committed by him in his public capacity. The
King might, for aught one can see, have been regarded as a
corporation created only to do right, so that any illegal act
done by him or his agent WO)lld be 'nlt1•a vires of the King
and therefore something for which the " parsonified " monarch
could not be .held legally responsible. The responsibility of
the Minister for acts even directly authorised by the King thus
rendered the irresponsibility of the monarch innocuous ~t least
in regard to acts performed through agents. But what about •
acts done by the ~onarch himself? As to these, English constitutional lawyers were convinced that the less the King acted
on his own responsibility the betterJ for were 0 not the King's
motives in respect of such acts liable to misconstruction by
the uninstructed public? From this it followed that no publi~
_act :;:h<1Uld be done by the King in person, l?ut that every such
act should be done by and and on the responsibility of a Minister. 'l'he result of this elaborate and highly specious chain of
arguments (which I should add took centuries to develop) has
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been, in the words of Lord Courtney of Penwith (a), to make
the King, once in very truth the master, now the minister, of
• his Ministers (b) .

.

8. The plain truth is that the irresponsibility of the Chief Importance
of the dis
Executive is incompatible with the rule of law and the freedom covery.
of the. subject, m1less it is coupled with the responsibility of
his :Ministers for every one of his public acts; The credit for
the discovery anu affiirmance of this important principle as a~
postulate of sound administration belongs ·entirely to 'English
lawyers (c).

9. The principle of ministerial responsibility had not been· Spread of "
the doctrine
clearly established in England 'when th~ thir-teen American almost everyex·Colonies broke off from the Mother Country. It therefore where
cept in the
finds no place in the United States constitution. The consti- United
States,
tutions of all the countries of Europe and of the Latin American republics are however of sub8quent dates. Of seventeen
of these constitution, which (besides that of the United States)
are to be found in Mr. Dodd's collection, with the single exception of the Russian constitution of 1906, each one requires
the counter-signature of a Minister for the validity' of all acts Even.in Reand orders of the Ohie~ Executive, and this even in republican publican
countries,
constitutions which do tnot expressly make the President
legally irresponsible. In monarchical constitutions, this provision forms but the necessary complement of the irresponsibility
before law of the monarch. The makers of these constitutions,
however, have only borrowed the results without making
themselves reasponsible for the reasoning by which : .they
were reached. None of these constitutions for instance attributes to the King incapacity to think wrong. But this is
still an accepted doctrine of English constitutionoal law and
serves the useful purpose of enabling illegal Royal grants to be·

.

/

(a) Working Constitution of the United Kingdom, p. 86,
(b) See Broom's Legal Maxims, Eighth Ed, 19ll. pp. 39-42.
(c) Throughout the present discussion, the terms ''responsible" and "responsibility" and their contraries have reference to legal responsibility only.
This responsibility is el}forcible if at all in courts of law. On the analogy of
this responsibility has grown up the responsibility of Ministers for their policy•.
This re><ponsibility may, under the constitution, be either to the Hing or to
Parliament. Oue iCOn;titution, that of Denmark, holds the Ministers res·
ponsible to both King and Parliament which of course is impossible. l
have shown elsewhere that given the power of supply and appropriation 1
the Legislature is bound in the end to control the polfcy of Ministers,
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avoided on the ground that the Sovereign was "deceived in
his grant "-rather that than "that His personal Majesty
should be lessened by imputations or-intentional >vrong" (a).
Arc subordinates carrying out the
illegal orders
of the President of the
United States immune
from action,

Reasons why
the anomaly
is tolerated
in the Unit'3d States.

10. The principle of ministerial responsibility has not
only not been adopted in the framework of the constitution of
the United St.ates, it has not been wotked out, as it might
have been, in practice during the century and a quarter •
which have ·elapsed since it came into operation. What
then is the legal position of subordinates executing illegal
orders issued at the discretion of the President ? I am not
surprised to find it suggested in the case which affirmed the
irresponsibility of the President lb) that even these agents
of the President are immune from action in respect of such
acts. American lawyers are apparently disposed to view
the irresponsibility of their chi<d Magistrate more literally
than their English· prototypes. Whether they would have
done so, if the capacity of this functionary for mischief had
not been as strictly circumscribed as it happens to be, may
well be doubted. As it is, the Federal administration of the
United States is so intimately regulated by statutes that
little discretion is left to him at least in times of peace. The
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, VI p. 37!. In the monarchical constitutions collected in Dodd's Mod~rn Constitutions (except in that of Russia)
there. are provisions affirming the irresponsibility of the monarch coupled
with the responsibiJit,y of Ministers. Th_e Turkish constitution of 1909 also
contains similar proYisions. See Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation N, 8., No, XX, Article on "The New Turkish Cot1stit«:tion," pp, 328-336.
As to Russia, Art. 4 of the Con5titution of 1906 said that the Emperor of all
the Russias wieltied the supreme autocratic power, and that to obey his authority, not only through fear but for the sake of conscience, was ordered by God
Himself; and that His person was sacred and. inviolable. His acts and orders
were by another article required to be countersigned by Ministers, but the
latter's responsibility WM stated by Art. 81 to be to the Emperor.
,
(b) Du1•and v Ilollins, 4 Blatchford 451. Mr. Garner, however, denies that
the order or authority of the President can be pleaded in defence of acts done
by his subordinates in violation of laws, See his article on "Judicial Power,
Theory of" in the Cyclopedia of American Government. The correct proposition with regard to this matter seems to be that in so far as heads of the
• executivfl departments are under the direction ancl control of the President
in respect of such duties as involve political action and the exercise of judgment and discretion, they cannot be controlled and coerced by Congress or the
Courts, but this is very different from saying that they enjoy 'the President's
·
irresponsibility.
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statement that ''in ordinary times, the President may almost
be compared to the managing clerk in a business establishment whose chief function is to select his subordinates (a) is,
in view.of what lras been said before, an obvious exaggeration,
. There is yet enough truth in it to explain why this exceptional position of the President has not been seriously questioned. It is obvious also- that if the President, on the
termination of his office, l;>ecomes answerable before civil and
criminal courts for his conduct while in office, his irresponsibility is sufficiently qualified to reduce the risk inherent in it
to a minimum. Even so, however, the constitution of the .Argentine Republic which, as regards the position o£- the President,
follows closely that o£ the United States, supplies the omission
by expressly providing for the responsibility of Ministers
whose counter-signature is by it made necessary to confer
validity on the acts and orders o£ the President. A similar
provision appears in the constitutions of Brazil, Chile and
Mexico, and in the present constitution of France (b).

Not favoured
by the LatinAmerican Re
publics or by
France,
'

..

Of the. several republican constitutions just mentioned, that of France is the only one which expressly affirms Ministerial
the irresponsib_ility of the President., save only for treason. responsibility
in France.
For treason, the French President is liable to impeachment
at the instance of the Chamber of Deputies before the Senate.
Beyond this his irresponsibility is" in character regal. But
as in the case o£ the English King, and in imitation in. fact
of English practice, 'his public authority is exercisable only
through Ministers who must countersign his 11cts and orders
and are responsibile besides for the policy o£ their acts to the
legislature-. The President of France, according .to Sir Henry .
Maine, "neither reigns nor governs" (c).
11.

12. We have seen ho\V the omission of the United States Legal posil'
·
"b'1~ity of the President t.ion
of the
• constitution to prbvl'd e 10r
t h e urespons1
Governor~,
when in office has been made good by the lawyers, the irres- _GovernorsGeneral and
ponsibility of the Chief Executive being regarded by them Viceroys in
British Coloas a postulate o£ political science. I find a similar tendency nics.
in the interpretation which lawyers in British Colonies and
Dependencies have sought to place upon the legal _position •
(a) See Encyclopedia Britannica, lith Edn. Art. United State~.
(b) For verifi,()ation of the above, see Dodd's Modern Constitutions.
{c) Popular Government, p, 250, .

,
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of the Crown's representatives in the Dominions. Theru is,
I need hardly say, no occasion for it, since the Chief Ex:cuti 1·e
for every part of the Empire is His Majesty the King, and
he alone. 1\_ccording to settled principles of English constitutional law, as explained in a previous lecture, a Governor, or
a Governor-General-even a Viceroy-is simply a public
officer exercising rather larger prerogative powers by delegation than ordinary officials. Grant of prerogative · power,
short of independence, still leaves the recipient a public
official and does not make him sovereign. A Viceroy to
whom the largest delegation of sovereign powers has been
made is not only not sovereign, he is constitutionally placed
under the direction of one of his Majesty's Secretaries of
State whose powers are thus larger than his. The so-called
urepresentatives" of his Majesty arc but "agents" of the Crown
like any other official in the public service.
13. A Governor of a British Colony, it is said, holds but
a limited authority from the Crown, it being derived from his
commission and confined to powers thereby expressly or impliedly entrusted to him. 'rt follows therefore that any
assumption by him of an act of sovereign power outside the
limits of that authority would be void in law, and the Gourts,
even of the CQlony over which· he presides, could not giYe
it any legal effect (a). The act would simply be ultra vi1•es
of the Governor-an objection which will be obviously inapplicable in the case of a Viceroy to whom the whole
sovereignty~ of the Colony bas been delegated. Even then,
to be valid and obligatory upon the subjects living within
his Government, the act ml!st be one '':hich "would be valid,
if done by the Sovereign himself-though such act might not·
be in conformity with the instructions which ·the Governor
had received for the regulation of his own conduct" (b). This.
passage has been quoted with approval in JYiusgrave v.
Pulido (c) and is strongly reinforced by the judgment
delivered in that case by Sir ::\lontague Smith.
(a) Came1'un v. Kyte, 3, Knapp 332 t 1835 ).
(b) Ibid p. 343. The judgment in this case was dellvered by Baron
• Parke, ap.d one of the parties to it was Lord Brougham whose collected works
contain some of the profoundest studies on the English Constitution to be
found in any language. Mr. Garner draws liberally from the writings of Lord
Brougham for many telling passa'ges in his "Introduction to Political Science."
(c) 5 App. Cas. 102 (18i9), pp. 109-llQ,
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14, In view of these pronouncements and the high authority from which they emanate, I do not think that much importance can be attached to•the somewhat different rule propounded in certain Irish cases where it appears to have b~en held
that the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland being "the direct representative of the Crown", his official acts (even when contrary to
law) are to be regarded as acts of State for which he cannot
be held personally liable in the Irish courts'' (a). I am not
sure I underst~nd this ruling, if it does· not amount to holding
that in the case of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland and other
similarly exalted functionaries, the King is allm,;ed by law to
·authorise his agents to do the wrong which he himself can
neither do nor intend. If it does, it is directly contrary to the
fundamental principles of English constitutional law already
explaine9. Lord Brougham at any rate had no doubt that
Tandy v. TVestmorlctnd was erroneously decided [Hill v.
Bigge (b)]; and this case and the later case of Luby v. TVodehouse were "explained" by Sir Montague S1hith in Musg?'Cwe v.
Pulido, cited .above, on the ground that "in both it appeared
that the acts complained of were assumed to be within the
limits of the authority delegated to the Lord Lieutenant by
the Crown" and the "Courts appear to have thought under those
circumstances that no action would lie against the Lord Lieuten~nt, and that upon the facts brought to their notice it may well
be that no action would have lain against him anywhere" (c)
~

15. Mr. Tarring in his article on "Dependencie:f and
Colonies'' in Halsbury's Laws of England, summarising the
authorities .in which the legal position of the Governor of an
English Crown colony or dependency has been considered, says:
"A Governor is responsible only for acts of a pri"ate character
committed by him in his colony, and may be su~d for them
both in the colonial courts and in England, but apparently he
cannot be held liable in any· court for a<'ts within the limits
of his commission done under the authority Of the Crown".
H the latter part of this statement is intended to affirm the
Governor's immunity for his lawful acts,
it is superfluous. If
.

.

(a) Ta.ndy v. Westmorland (1792) 27 St. Tr. 1246, 1260; Luby v. TVoJ.e-.
house (1815} 17 Ir. C. L. R. 618 and Sullivan v. Spencer (1872) 6. "r, R, C, L,
173.

(b) (l841) 3. M.P. C. C. 465 at 480.
(c) 5 App. Cas, pp. 111-112 (1879).

4A,
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however it means that the Governor is not responsible for
acts ''which would not be valid if done by the Sovereign
himself", that is t) say, for his illegal acts, it is erroneous and
unsupported by the authorities cited by him (a).
Legal position
of the Gover·
nor G-eneral
of India.

Statut"ory
immunity of
Governor
General and
Governors
and their
Councillorsits origin and
limited
scope.

16. The Governor Ueneral of India is appointed by His
Majesty by warrant under the Royal Sign Manual (b), which
confers on him virtually the whole prerogative of the Crown
even as regards dealings with foreign powers (c).
The
Governor General is thus in the position of a Viceroy though
nowhere expressly so designated by statute. If the Irish
cases cited above be taken to have correctly determined the
legal position of the Lord Lieutenant, no action would lie in
the Courts in India against the Governor General for anything done by him in his public capacity. But, statutory
provisions apart, the Governor General o£ India, equally with
the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, would be liable for every
I hare,
personal injury or debt in the local ccmrts.
whilst examining the Irish cases, given reasons £or denying
to Viceroys immunity in respect even of their public acts.
But in order to put an end to the Homeric contests which
were waged between the Governor General and Council and
the Supreme Court in the first years of their existence, Parliament in 1781 virtual! y placed the Governor General and
Members of his Council beyond the jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court. The provisions of this and other enactments, now consolidated and embodied in sec. 110 of the Government of India
Act, lay down that the Governor General, each Governor and
each of the Members of t~eir respective Executive Councils
shall not (i) be subject to the Original Jurisdiction of any High
Court by re~son of anything counselled, ordered or done by
any of them in his public capacity only ; nor (ii) be liable to
be arrested or impr:i.soned in any suit or proceeding in any •
High Court acting in the exercise of its Original Jurisdiction ;
nor (iii) be subject to the Original Criminal Jurisdiction of any
High Court in respect of any offence not being treason or
(a) Bill v. Bigge, 3. JII, P. C, C. 465 (ISH) ; .Mostyn v. Fabrigas, Cowp 161
(1775} ; Olyml v. Houston, 2 Man, and G. 337 (1841) and· !flusgrave v. P1dido,
5 App, Caa. 102 (1879).
(b) Government of India Act, 1915, see. 34.
(c) Jenkyns, British Rule and Jurisdiction Beyond the Seas, p. 103.
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felony (a). It was not then, nor presumably is it now, appre-·
hended that-there would ever arise an occasion when processes
may have to issue against the Governor Gei1eral from a Company's court, and a consideration of the question whether at
this date the Courts in India, other, than the Original Sides
of the Chartered High Courts have jurisdiction civil or Cl'iminal over the•persons and acts of the Governor General and
Governors
and their Councillors may seem, for all practical
.,
purposes, to possess a purely academical interest. It seeins
nevertheless to be the fact that the juris diction of these courts
is not excluded by statute, and, apart from the Irish precedents
previously noticed, must be taken to exist. The exemption
from the jurisdiction of the Original Sides of the Chartered
High Courts does not also appear to be absolute. But it
seems to be within the competence of the Indian legislature
to confer on the Governor General, Governors and their Councillors as complete an immunity as may be desired, for it has
been ruled in Phillips v. Eyre (b) that the illegal proceedings
of a Colonial Governor may be legalised by a colonial statute
depending for its enactment inte1' alia on his own assent. So
it has been enacted by the Indian Specific Relief Act (c) that
none of the High Courts· at Calcutta, Madras and Bombay shall
make any order in the nature of a mandamus binding on the
Secretary of State for India in Council, or the Governor
General in Council, or the Governor of Madras in Council, or
the Governor of Bombay in Council or the Lieutenant Governor (now the Governor in Council) of Bengal.

.

Power of
Indian legis·
latures to
extend it.

17, In sec. 127 of the Government of India Act of 1915
is re-enacted a provision contained in previous statutes according to which any person holding office under the Crown iq ·
India and committing any offence "under the Act" or any
·offence against any person within his jurisdiction or subject
.to his authority, may, without prejudice to any other jurisdiction, be tried before His Majesty's High Court of Justice and
be dealt with as if the offence was committed, in the County
(a) Under sec. 93 of the Presidency Towns Small Cause Courts Act, they •
are e:x:empted from arrest or imprisonment under any process of a Presidency
Smali Cause Court.
{b) L. R. 4 Q. B. 225 (1S67).
{c), Sec. 45, Act I of 187.7.

\
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of Middlesex. Amongst "offences under the Act'' are those
specified in sec. 124 which provides that ''if any person holding office under the Crown in India does any of the following
things, that is to say, (1) if he oppresses ahy British subject
within his jurisdiction or in exercise of his authority ; or (2) if
(except in case of necessity, the burden of proving~which small
be on him) he wilfully disobeys, or wilfully omits or forbears or
neglects to execute any orders or instructions of the Secretary
of State ; or (3) if he be guilty of any wilful breach of the
trust and duty of his office ; or ( 4) if, being the Governor
General, or a Governor, Lieutenant Governor or Chief
Commissioner, or a l\1ember of ·the Executive · Council
of the Governor General or of a Governor or Lieutenant
Governor, or being a person employed or concerned in the collection of revenue or the administration of justice, he is concerned in, or has any dealings or transactions by way of trade
or business in any part of India, for the benefit either of himself or of any other person, otherwise than as a sharehQlder in
any joint stock company or trading corporation ; or (5) if he
demands, accepts or receives, by himself or another, in the
discharge of his office, any gift, gratuity or reward, pecuniary,
or otherwise, or any promise of the same, except in accordance
with such rules as may be made by the Secretary of State
as to the receipt of presents, and except in the case of fees
paiJ. or payable to barristers, physicians, surgeons and chaplains in the way of their respective professions, he shall be guilty
of a misdemeanour, and if he is convicted of having .demanded,
accepted or received any such gift, gratuity or reward, the
same or the•full value thereof shall be forfeited to the Crown,
and the Court may order that the gift, gratuity or reward, or
any part thereof, be restored to the person wlio gave it, or be
given to the proseootor, or informer, and that the whole or any •
part of any fine imposed on the offender be paid or given to the
prosecutor or informer, as the Court may direct." . Under sec.
129 of the Act ap.y person committing any offence referred to
in the Act is liable to such fine or imprisonment or both as the
• Court thinks fit and is further liable at the discretion of the
Comt to be adjudged to be incapahle of serving the Crown in
India in any office, civil or military, and, if he is convicted in
British India by a High Court, the Court may order thab he
be !ent to Great Britain.
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18. On the whole, therefore, I must conclude that under
the common law, the Viceroy of India (not to speak of
Governors, Lieutenal}t Governors and Members of their Execu-tive Councils) is not exempt £rom the jurisdiction of the
civil and criminal courts in India even in regard to his
,
public acts, and that the exemption allowed by statute, due
as it was to temporary causes, was not intended to mark a
deliberate departure in principle from the ordinary rule of
common law but, on the other hand, was confined within
narrow .limits, which since the amalgamation of the Supreme
and the Company's Courts in the present High Court cannot
but appear to be highly anomalous. The exemption, moreover, does not apply to proceedings in the High Court of
Justice in England, and when the Viceroy, Governor or their.
Councillors lay down their office and return home they may
be proceeded against criminally in England. for offences committed during their employment in India, and, but for the
fact that in England proceedings by way of impeachment
have now fallen into virtual desuetude, would be Ruhject to Legal position
such proceedings also. Such proceedings, I need hardly add, of Governor
General comcan be initiat~d if at all by the House of Commons, the trial· pared with
that of tlie
taking Flace before the other "House The iri:J.munity of the President of
the United
Viceroy of India is thus in law-greatly more restricted than States.
that of the President of the United States of America.
Apparently, however, he has (if he can pers)lade the maj?rity
of his Executive Council to concur with him) larger powers
o£ granti~g immunity to his agents than ev(m·the President of
the United States on the authority of Durand v. Hollins (a),
for under sec. Ill o£ the Government of In~ia Act, 1915, Power of
Governor
the order in writing of the Governor General in Council for General in
Counoil to
any act shall, in any -proc~eding, civil or criminal, in any give
immuni• High Court acting in the exercise of its O~iginal Jurisdiction, ty to subordinates carrybe a- full justification of the act except so far as the ing out their
order extends to any European British subject-a provision written order,
reminiscent, like that o£ sec. 110 just noticed, of the early
quarrels of the Supreme Court with the Governor General
and his Council, and like it restricted in scope ~nd anomalous, •
since the plea which completely bars the jurisdiction of
the High Courb is quite inadmissible in proceedings in
Courts subordinate to it. It was, like that of sec. 110, a

-

(a) 4 Blatchford 451.
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temporary provlSlon not indicative of any deliberate-departure
from the accepted principles of the common law-as indeed
clearly appears from the ·proviso that nothing in the section
(110) shall except the Governor General, or any Member
of his Executive Council, or any person acting under their
ord_ers from any proceedings in respect of any such act
before any competent Court in England.
19. Colonial Governors (other than the Viceroy of India),
besides being subject under the common law to proceedings,
civil and criminal, in Colonial Courts like any- private individual, are liable to criminal proceedings in the Court of
the King's Bench in England under the Governors' Act (11
and 12 Will. III c. 125) for acts of oppression within the
area of their command or for any other crime or offence
contrary to the laws of the realm or in force within their
respective governments or commands. Under the old law of
execution, though a Governor could be sued in courts of the
colony for a debt, his person it seems could not be taken
in execution under a writ of cctpias and it has been suggested
that, on the same principle, a Gbvernor ought not, in his own
colony, to be liable to arrest on a criminal charge. The
public inconvenience that may follow from such a proceeding
is so obvious, that means, it may be assumed, will always
be found for avoiding it. The question however has not yet
been judicially determined (a).
20. Neither a Governor nor a Governor General is personally liable upon contracts made by him in his official capacity.
This however is a consequence which flows" not from his
position as the Chief Executive of the colony, but from his
constitutional• position as agent or servant of the Crown (b).
He is for the same reason not answerable for any tort
of a subordinate under him for which he does not make
himself personallJ' responsible ( c ). And, in all cases in

(a) Ridge's Constitutional Law, Edition of 1905, p. 356.
(b) J1lacbeatk, v. Haldimand, 1 T. R. 172 (1786); Palmer v. Hutchinson,
6 App. Cas. 619, (1881) ; IJ~tnn v, MacDonald, (1897) l Q.B. 555, this last case
holding that no liability arises, as in the case of private agents, as for a breach
• of an imrlied warranty:of authority; Girl ley v. Palmer stun, 3 Brod, and B. 275
(1822).
(c) Lane v. Cotton, 1 Salkeld 17 (1701), Whitfield v. Lord Le IJespencer,
Cowp. 754 (1778), :Jlersey IJocli.s Trustees v. Gibbs, L. R. 1 H.L. 93, 124
(1866) ; Raliegk v. Gosclten, (1898) 1 Ch. 78,

•
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which he acts judicially, he shares the immunity of all
judges (a).
21. U nde'r sec. 32 (4) of the Government ·o£ India Act
of 1915, neither the Secretary of State for India nor any
Member of his Council is personally liable in respect of any
assurance or contract made by or on behalf of _the Secretary
of State in Council or any other liability incurred by the
Secretary of State or the Secretary of State in Council in·
his or their official capacity, nor in respect of any con~ract,
covenant or engagement of the East India Company, nor. is
any person executing any assurance or contract on behalf
of the Secretary of State in Council personally liable in
respect thereof ; but all such liabilities and all costs and
damag~s in respect thereof shall be borne by the revenues
of India (b).
·

Statutory
immunity of
members of
Secretary of
State's Council and of the
Secretary of
St.ate.

22. I have previously stated that the President of the
French Republic is by its present constitution made responsible for one offence only, viz : treason. The President
of the United States on the other hand is responsible not
merely for treason, but also for bribery and "other high crimes
n,nd misdemeanours" (c). 'l.'hese, it seems, do not include purely
"political offences" (d). In other words, he is respomible for
certain classes of crimes which may be committed by him in
common with any citizen of the States. ''Treason'', it may
be noted, is specifically defined by the constitution (e). as
consisting only of levyi?g ·war against the United States, or
of adhering to their enemies and giving them aid and comfort.
The point on which I now v. ish to lay stress is that neither the
French nor the American President can be tiied for the

Jurisdiction
of ordinary
courts wholly
or partially
excluded in
trials of the
American and
French Presi·
dents for
treagon etc.

(a) Anderson v. Gm'l'ie, (1895) 1 Q, B. 668.
• (b) The positive significance of this clause is of course to emphasise
the corporate character of the Secretary of Sta-te in Cou~cil, It is quoted
here to direct attention to the fact that it expressly negatives the personal
responsibility of the Secretary of State and Members of his Council in respect
of liabilities if incurred in his or their public capacity, by itself a note~Lle
depa.rture from the> common la\'1' principle of ministerial responsibility. The section virtually provides
statutory indemnity out of the revenues of India
for all liabilities the Secretary of State and Memberd .of his Cou.JOcil may
incur in the performance of their duties.
(c) Art II, sec. 4.
(d) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 298·9.
(e) Art III, sec, 3, supec. (1),

a

Impeachment '
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offences for which they are made responsible, in ordinary courts.
The only way in which the responsibility can be enforced is
by impeachment before the Senate- at the instance of the
Representative Assembly of the lower house. The prosecution,
in other words, of the Chief Executive for these offences can
be commenced only with the sanction of the lower house. The
United States constitution further requires that the conviction
by the Senate will follow on a majority vote of two-thirds of
the members present, and (as I have already stated) the conviction, so· far as the Senate is concerned, has the consequence
only of removal from office and disqualification from holding
office in future. Punishment proper must await the decision of
the ordinary courts upon indictment which may take place
after the President has been removed from or has otherwise
vaeated his office. Upon an impeachment of the French President, the Senate's power to pass sentence is unlin:ited. It may
condemn to exile or death as well as to dismissal from office.
And its jurisdiction in this behalf is, as I have stated, exclusire
and not shared by any other court (a).

23. In its native home in England, impeachment, at no time,
was the exclusive mode of criminal trial of high functionaries.
Nor was it always limited to trial of strictly criminal charges.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, impeachment was frequently
resorted to for punishing Ministers for acts not unlawful in themselves but prejudicial to the national welfare. Before Parliament obtained power to appoint and dismiss 1\Iinistero:, the House
of Commons found in it the only means by which to make Ministers responsible to itself for their policy. 'rhus it was that a
method originally intended to try, for ordinary crimes only,
powerful me"n (whether peer or commoner, official or non-official)
Original
purpose of im- whom the King's Courts were afraid or unwilling to punish,
peachments.
came to be stretched to take cognisance of and try cases of what
Its later use
to enforce
with questionabl~ accuracy have been desr:;ribed as "politicai
Ministerial
With the development of Parliamentary responsioffences".
responsibility
to Parliament
bility of Ministers this form of trial has naturally fallen into
Why it has
desuetude, at least in regard to IIIinisters in respect of their
fallen into
desuetude.
political acts, whilst for ordinary crimes the courts are now
sufficiently independent and powerful to make resort to such
an extraordinary remedy as impeachment unnecessary. Jt can

Impeachment
in England
die! not exclude j urisdiction of courts,
and not
confined to
trial for cri·
me~. or to
trials of high
officiuls only.

(a) Burgess, Political Science and Constitutional Law, Vol. II, p. :]54.
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hardly be denied that trial of cases by a chamber of the legislature is open to grave abuses, so much so that in several
countries on th~ Continent of Europe and in several States of
the American Union, special tribunals, wholly or in part independent of the legislature, have been seb up to try impeachment cases (11).
24. Both the French and American constitutions have
however elected to retain the English method of impeachment
by the lower before the ~upper house for the trial of their
Presidents and to confine such trials to a specific class or
classes of crimes strictly so called. 'l'he Argentine Nation has
adopted the procedure of the Unibed States in practically all
~its details, but it pas widened the list of impeachable offences
by including within it "malfeasance or crime in the exercise
of official functions and ordinary crimes" (b). The constitution
of Brazil discriminates ordinary from political crimes, which
latter a.re outlined in the constitution itself (c) and for which
only the Presidenb may be arraigned before the Senate, whilst
for ordinary crimes he may be suspended 'from office""' and
handed over for trial before the Supreme Court by the House
of Deputies (d). The Mexican constitutien makes tlie President
responsible for "treason, express violation of the constitution,
attack upon electoral liberty and ordinary offences of a grave
character" (e) and like that of Brazil provides for his trial for
ordinary offences by the ordinary courts
with the previous
,
sanction of the lower house and for official crimes by the
Senate whom the constitution autliorises to impose "such
penalities upon conviction as may be provided by law" (f),
The constitution of Chile adheres to the English• practice of
allowing impeachments of the President to be brought by the
House of Deputies only before the Senate, but improves upon
ils adaptation by the United States constitution by providing
that the President may be impeached only within one year
immediately following the conclusion of his term of office for
(a) See notes to para. 25 infra,
Art. 45.
(c) Art. M, 29, 33.
(d) Art. 53,
(e) Art. 103. The responsibility, under Art. 107, is enforcible during the
term of office or one year after. Cf, Art, 74 of the col!stitution of Chile~
(f) Arts. 103, 104, lO(i.
(b)

~Q
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"all acts of administration which may have gravely compromised
the honour and security of the State or have openly violated
the constitution" (a).
Trial of
Governors of
States of the
American
Union,

25. As regards Governors of the States of the American
Union, they do not appear everywhere to have been accorded
the immunity which constitutional practice has conferred upon
the President. :M:r. Garner writing in the Cyclopedia of American Government (b) says that writs have not infrequently
been issued against the Governor in some of the States, but
that the preponderance of practice is against it, and l\lr.
Goodnow seems to be of the same opinion (c). But except in
Oregon where impeachment is forbidden, his liability to
impeachment is rather more extended than the President's,
The cause of impeachment in most of the States is crime, but
some provide that immorality; official corruption, misconduct,
incompetence, incapacity or neglect of official duty, even
favouritism is a sufficient cause. Impeachment is initiated
everywhere in the lower house, except in Nebraska where the
joirft assemb-ly of both houses constitute the jury of presentment. Except in New York and Nebraska, the Senate is the
court of trial for cases of impeachment. In Nebraska, the
Supreme Court (d) and in New York the Senate and the
Supreme Court Judges in association (e) constitute the Court
of impeachment. Where the Senate tries an impeachment'
a v~te of two-thirds of its members or of members present is
usually necessary for conviction and the effect of conviction
in all cases is removal from office and in most cases disqualification to hold office (f) .

Impe.ahment
of colonial
Governors

26 As previously indicated, trial by impeac~ment is not
confined in England to offences committed by :Ministers only.
All civil officers .of Government are liable, at the instance.

•

a~d ?ig~
otuc-:.als 1n

England
practically
obsolete.

(a) Art. 74. Art. 107 of the Mexican constitution also requires responsibility for official crimes and misdemeanours to be enforced during the period of
office or one year after.
(b) See Article on "Judicial Power, Theory of."
(c) ,Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, p. 8:2.
(d) In Belgium, the Court of Cassation, and in Holland and Italy, the
High Court_of Justice.
(e) In Denmark, Sweden and Norway, the Court of Impeachment consists
partly of Judges and partly of Members of the Upper House.
(f) GoodnoW, Compara/iYe Administrative Law, Vol, II, pp. 3•J0•30l.
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of the House of Commons acting as the jury of presentment,
to be tried by the House- of Lords not only for crimes and
misde.q1eanours but apparently also for offences of a political
nature, Colonial Governors and Governors General and other
high officials of the Crown in the Colonies may on their
return to Englanq be impeached in this way, without
prejudice to the right of the Crown to institute criminal
proceedings in the Court of the King's Bench under the
provisions of statutes previously outlined, though of course
conviction or ac<].uittal in one jurisdiction would be a bar
to trial in another. The last trial o£ a colonull Governor before
the bar of the House was that of Warren Hastings. Since
that time, however, increa{ied facilities of communication between the colonies and the.Central Government have brought
the Governments of the non-Self-governing colonies so much
more complet_ely under the direct control and' supervision
of that Government that the necessity for proceeding against
their Govetnors by way of impeachment has for all practical
purposes been eliminated, whilst the neutr;tl position Gover·
nors hcrld in Self-governing colonies leave little room for any
kind of proceedings against them,. The Crown's power of
dismissal exercisable through a Secretary of State responsible to _Parliament suffices for all ordinary purposes, whilst
criminal proceed~ngs before the .. King's ~ench Division of the
High Court, provided for by statutes, meet all cases of actual
crimes so such more effectively .than impeachment. that· the
latter mode of trial may now be taken to have, at least in
the British Empire, outlived its days of usefulness. It is
·of course not the habit of Parliament readily to part with
any weapon in its political armom~, simply b;cause it may
appear to b~ a little out of date. B1_1t this particular weapon
.seems to-day to be more than that-it is obs<!lete,
27. Sofar I have taken the irrespons-ibility of the State
o and the Supreme Executive as my text for defining the legal
position of both. To both, however it is usual to attribute
another character which gives greater amplitude to their legal
relations and confers on them a status peculiarly their own.
['he State is inviolable everywhere, and so, in mona'rchical
countries, is the person of the King. The law of treason
has not rarely been stretched to afford extraordinary protection to less etalted functionaries, to legislators, judges and

-
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ministers of the King. But the original purpose of that law
seems everywhere t~ have been to punish traitors to the State
itself-citizens who had turned public enemies. Ancient communities invariably dealt with traitors as with publiC? enemies
by special acts o£ State- single acts by which the State
avenged itself on the wrongdoer (a). The law of treason
of many countries still bears traces of it in the exceptional
procedure by which such crimes may be prosecuted and the
"afflictive'' punishments by which they may be visited upon
conviction (b).

28. Anglo-Srtxon law set a high value on the life of the
King. The composition ( wergeld) for the King's life, in
Anglin, was 30,000 thrimsas ( £ 1,300 ), for the prince's
15,000, for ·a bishops' or alderman's 8000, for a sheriff's
4,000, for a thane's or cleric's 2,000, for a churl's 266 (c). But
taking the King's life, though eminently risky in those days of·
blood-feuds, and highly expensive at best, was yet no treason,
Trcaoon Jaw
But killing the King must have become a 'bot'-less offence
in Alfred's
time implied
long before Alfred's time, for that King made even plotting
inviolability
of King's
against the King's life a crime ~punishable with death. That
person.
"a divinity did hedge the King"_ in Rome seems indubitInviolability able, for an attempt on the safety of a Roman Magistrate
of the persons
was in Republican times accounted treason (perduellio). The
of 1\ra.gistrates in Republife of the Magistrate who held the imperium was made
lican Rome,
by- the law as sacred as the life of the State itself (d).
The person of the Tribune was made inviolable under even
stronger sanctions. Physical compulsion, blows, an attempt at

Composition
for a King's
life in early
Anglo-sa.xon
law.

{a) Maine~ Ancient Law, gh. X.
(b) See Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th Edn., Article on Treason. Treason,
In the Middle Ages, was not clergyable. Its commission entailed forfeiture
to the King and not as in felonies to the Lord. The punishment for treasoa
in Bngland until re~ently was extremely brutal, Until 1790, women prisoners could be carried to the place of execution and burnt and male prisoner11
drawn, hanged and disembowelled before they were quite dead until 1814, ·
Trials for treason before the Act of 1695 were held according to a procedure
which made it impossible for the accused to have a fair defence. See Pollock
and Maitland, History of English Law, Vol. II, pp, 500-5II; and Jenks, Short
History of English Law, pp. 344-345.
(c) Stubb'e Select Charters, p, 63, quoted in Carter's History of English
Legal Institutions, 3rd Edn, p. 14.
{d) Greenidge, Roman Public Life, p, 191. (Read also Fustel de Coulangos,
The Ancient City, Book III, Ch. IX),
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murder, even resistance to a Tribune's will were majestas-"the
infringement of the greatness of the State" (a), It was indeed
Rome which gave shape to that on which the law of treason
of modern European monarchies has rested. Alfred's indebtedness to Roman law in his legislation concerning treason seems
obvious (b). But that law was fully developed not under the
Republic but under the Empire.
29. The inviolability of the person of the King in ancient
societies was the outcome neither of sycophancy nor of arrogance. There corne stages in the evolution of society when
·the life of a nation becomes indissolubly bound up with the life
of its King. In times..when the Royal authority is in fact the
only bond which can keep the loose-knit elements of society
together, the life of the nation does really depend on the life
of the King, and killing the King is in very. truth th(J planting
of a knife in the heart of the nation itself. There is therefore
nothing unusual in the laws of a nation at certain stages of its
existence erecting offences against the person of the King 'into
treasons, and when this has happened p~ople have willingly
acquiesced in it.
~

Inviolability ·
of the King
a n ccessity
in early
polities.

30. But the. treason laws of· monarchic. countries ·have
seldom stopped at this· point. Both in Rome and in Modern
European monarchies, the law of treason grew and expanded
under Royal auspices beyond all bounds of reason and necessity.
Under the Roman law" of the Empire, besides military offences,
the raising of an army or levying war without the Emperor's
command, ·questioning the Emperor's choice of. a _successor,
murder of or a conspiracy to· murder hostages and certain
magistrates of high rank, the occupation of puolic places, the
meeting within the city of persons hostile to the State with
weapons or stones, incitement to sedition or administration of
unlawful oaths, release of prisoners justly confined, even
falsification of public- documents, the failure of a Provincial
Governor to quit his Province at the expiration of his office
and to deliver his army to his successor were majestas.
Intention was punishable equally with overt aCts. Punishlllent
of treason from .the time of ·Tiberi us was death (usually by

Its undue
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Rome and
modern European mouar·
chics,

(a) Greenidge, Roman Public Life, p. 100.
(b)

See Maine, Ancient Law, Ch. X.

Penalty for
treason in
Rome.
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beheading) and confiscation of property coupled with complete
ci vii disability (a).
Etpansion of
tire law of
treason in
F!)udal
I!lurope,

In England.

31. In Feudal times, "treason", say }Iessrs Pollock and
l\Iaitland, awas· a crime with a vague circumference and more
than one centru ., . A man who aided the enemies of tho nation
was from very ancient times, as he deserved to be, hanged.
Flight from hattie was a capital crime under the Leges Henrici
as under ancient German customs. But ttle feudal bond of
fealty proved the most fruitful source of treason laws in the
Middle Ages (b). It was not altogether a new invention, for
in Rome the client who failed in his duties towards his patron
was guilty of per(l,uellio (c). Various breaches of the vassal's
troth became tre:tson in the Middle Ages, petty treason in the
case of the lord, high treason when it concerned the King.
Adultery with th~ lord's wife and violation of his daugher
became treasons. Worse still, nobody knew the limits to which
the law might be stretched by judges anxious to prove the
majesty of the King before the eyes of his people. In England
in 1252 Parliament demanded that the offence be defined
and made cognoscible. Accordingly a statute of that year
proceeded to declare· the following acts to be treason : (1)
compassing or imagining the death of the King, the Queen
or their eldest son and heir ; (2) violating the Queen, the
King's eldest unmarried daughter, or his eldest son's wife ; (3)
levyil!g war against t.he King in his rcp,lm or adhering to his
foes ; (4) counterfeiting the King's coin or seal, and (5) slaying
the Chancellor, the Treasurer or the King's ·Judges while in the
discharge of their duty-the last two provisions bearing evident
traces of borro~ings from Roman law. By judicial interpretation, ''compassing or imagining the King's death" was construed to mean any act directed to the deposition or imprisonment of the King o.r to acquiring the control of his person, •
or any measure concerted with foreigne!s for an invasion of the
Kingdom or going or intending to go abroad for such purpose,
whilst cases of mere riot even were treated as ''levying war"
against the King (d). Two ~enturies later, a subservient Par(a) Sell article on Treason by William Fielden Craies in the Encyclopedia
Britannica, 11th Edn.
· (b) History of English Law, Vol II, p_603.
(c) Greenidge, Roman Public Life, p. 8,
(d) In Hale's Pleas of the Crown Vol, I, p. 134, is mentioned a case which
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Iiament suffered any act, thing or thought to be made a treason, o£ which the sovereign for the time being· particularly
disapproved (a). When along with this ibis remembered that
until 1596 proceedings against persons accused of treason
lacked the ordinary guarantees o£ a fair trial, and that the
punishments dealt out to persons convicted at such trials
weroJ until the beginning of the 19th century, the most brutal
imaginable (b)J the history of the law of the treason in England
until very recent times must be acknowledged to have been
oue of the darkest ch!l.pter of her legal and social history.
32. Up to 1795, the person of the monarch had so completely overshadowed the StRte that the law of lireason took
no-cognisance of offences agi'inst .the State which could not
be construed to be also offe11ces against the person or personnal authority of the King. In 1795, and actual or-con~empla
ted forcible attempt to m:J.ke the King change his counsels) or

Comp'lete
identification of State
andKing for
purposes of
the law of
treason.

Emergence
in recent
times of
occurred in the reign of Charles II, in which a hody of persons who gathered treasons not
connected
in warlike array and marched with flags and weapons to tear down bawdy. with King's
houses were held guilty of levying war. Sir Mathew Hale had refused to join person.
in the judgment. Most of the extensions of the law of treason by judicial inter.
pretation were given statutory force by a statu_tG of 1795 made perpetual in
1817. See Anson, Law and Custom oE the Constitution, Vol. II, 3rd Edri,
p. 24<1.
(a) In 1534, a statute of Henry VIII made it treason not to believe Mary
illegitimate and to believe Elizabeth legitimate. In 1536, another statute
made it treason to believe either of them legitimate and an~ther of I5i3.
to believe neither legitimate. These statutes were of course intended
to secure the succession to the throne of approred heirs. By later statutes, endeavquring to hinder or deprive the person next in succession to
the Crown under the Act of Settlement from succeeding<' or by writing or
printing maintaining that any other person is entitled to the Cro\vn were made
treasons.· Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, IX, p, 450,
I

(b) The sentence in the case of a man was that th.,e offender be drawn on
a hurdle to the place of execution and there be hanged by the neck but not
till he be dead, and that while'y;t alive he be disembowelled and that then
his body be divided into four quarters, the head and quarters to be at the
disposal of the Crown. Until 1790, at common law a woman was carried
to the place of execution and burned. In 1790, hanging was substituted for
burning for female traitors. In 1814,. the part of the sentence relating to •
hanging and disembowelling was altered to hanging until death sllpervened, \
Drawing and beheading and quartering after hanging were abolished in 1870,
The Forfeiture Act of 1870 abolished attainder and forfeiture for treason except
where the offender had been outlawed. See the "Article on Treason in the
Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th Edn,

/
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to intimidate both Houses or either House of Parliament was
made treason (a),
33. In 1848, the offences which had previously been re~
garded as high treason, with the exception of those actually
committed against the Sovereign, were made treason-felony
and so not necessarily punishable with death (b). In the result
therefore treason, under the present law, as distir.ct from trea'son-felony, is the doing or designing anything which would
lead to the death, bodily harm or restraint of the King, levying war against him, adhering to his enemies, or otherwise
doing acts which fall under the statute of Edward III ; whilst
conspiracies to levy war, to deprive the King of the Crown, or
of any part of his dominions, or to incite foreigners to invade
the Realm, and force contemplated or applied to make the
King change his counsels or to intimidate either House or both
Houses of Parliament are treason-felony (c). By this device
as also by the Riot Act of 1715, which gave Government power
to deal with rioters as felons, more humane punishments were
provided for lesser degrees of crimes against the State and the
person of the King, whilst, as previously noticed (d), capital
sentence when awarded upon conviction for treason can no
longer be carried out with those circumstances of barbarity
which specially marked the Medieval English law of treason.
Forfeiture for treason too, as already noticed (d), has been
abolished.
On the other hand the Treason Act of 1842 made
Minor o:ffen·
ces against
it high misdemeanour punishable by penal servitude for seven
the person of
the King
years wilfully to discharge, point, aim or present at the per- made misson
of the King any gun or other arm loaded or not or to
demeanour,
strike at or attempt to throw anything upon the King's person
Recent arne.
lioration of
treason·
laws inEn!:land1

(a) Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, Vol. II, 3rd Edn, p, 244.
Shortly before this, at th~ trial of Lord George Gordon arising out of the
''No Popery Riot" of 1780, Lord 1\Iansfield bad spoken of two kinds of
levying war ; (I) against the person of the King ; (2) against his prerogative,
against the power cf Parliament which he represents, so that to restrain- the
King by force of arms from reigning according to law constitutes treason,
Howell, St, Tr, XXI, pp. 486.651,
(b) The punishment for treason-felony is penal servitude for life or for
~ot less tha"n three years or imprisonment with hard labour for not more than
two years. Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, IX, p. 458,
(e) Anson, Law and Custom of the Constitution, Vol, II, 3rd Edn.,
pp. 244-245.
(<H See p. 359, footnote (lJ) supra,

-,
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or to produce any fire-arm or other arm or any explosive
or dangero11s matter near his person with intent to injure or
alarm him or to commit a breach of the peace. Misprision
of treason was and still is a common law misdemeanour pJ!nish- Misprision
able with imprisonment for life, forfeiture of goods and o£ the of treason.
profits of land for life (a).
34. Sedition, under English law, is conceived of as a crime Sedition law
of England ...
against the Governmen~ rather than against the King. Every
person is guilty of the common law misdemeanour (I) of seditious conspiracy who agrees with some one else (not being his
or her wife or husband) to do any act for the furtherance of a
common seditious intention, e. g.,' to hold a public meeting for
the purpose of disturbing the public p~ace or raising discontent and disaffection or exciting hatred and contempt of
of the Government; and (2) of seditious libel if, with seditious
intentio;, he either speaks or publishes any words or publishes
a libel. The punishment for these offences is imprisonment
without hard labour for a period not exceeding two years with
or without a fine (b). Seditious words with regard to the administration of justice in a Superior Court, whether spoken
in or out of court, are punishable by indictment or information,
or summarily by attachment for contm;npt by the Court whose
proceedings are defamed (c).
35. It is easy to regard such offences as wilfully and Other trea·
sonable
maliciously setting fire to or burning or otherwise destroying crimes,
His Majesty's arsenals, magazines, dockyards, vessels of war
and certain other Government property or causing,_ aiding,
procuring, abetting or assisting such burning or destruction
(which are punishable with death), inciting soldier!; and sailors
to mutiny, the formation of secret societies and the administration of unlawful oaths, unauthorised drilling and practising
"military exercises, and even riotously pulling do.wn churches,
chapels, meeting houses and other buildings and tumultuously
offenpetitioning the Crown or either House of Parliai:nent,
ces against the State (d). But what I have said already is
enough, without actually encroaching upon the domains of

as

(a)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. IX, p. 503,

(b)

Ibid, p. 460-461.

(c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, IX, p. 461, The last-mentioned
course is stated to be what is now usually adopted,
(d) See Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI, pp. 35i·8;
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criminal law, to show the kind of protection the criminal law
of England throws round the State and the person of the King.
Teason law
36. The elimination of the Crown ·from the constitution
of the Uniof the United States brought to the ground in thatJ country
ted States
'uninfluenced
the whole structure of the treason law of England centred as it
by English
traditions,
was round the person of tht; King. By Art III. sec. 3, the constitution defined treason against the United States as consisting
only in "levying war against them or in adhering to their enemies, giving them aid and comfort" (a), and it >vas declared
that no person should be convicted of treason unless on the
testimony of two witnes~s to the same overt act or on coll.fession in open court. The Congress was given power to declare tho
punishment of treason (b) but it was laid down in this section
that no attainder of treason was to work corruption of blood,
It is not an
or forfeiture except during the life of the person attainted.
offence
Treason under American law is thus an offence against the
against the
person of tile
State and not an offence against the individuals entrusted with
Chief
Magistrate.
the powers of' government, Murderers of Presidents have
accordingly been prosecuted for murder but not for treason (c),
37. The constitution of course left it open to the legisOther offences
against the
State crimes lature to define and punish other crimes against the State,
not treasons.
but as -crimes only and not as treasons. Thus inciting or
engaging in rebellion or insurrection, criminal conspiracies
with foreign Governments in relation to disputes or controversies with the United States, seditious conspiracy, and
recruiting soldiers and sailors for enlistment to serve against
the United States have been made crimes by J\.ct of Congress (d). On February 14, 1917, Congress enacted a law

•

(a) "Levying war" has been judici~tlly interpreted to include meeting
openly in armed array" (not merely as secret conspirators) with the purpose
and intention of nullifiying or preventing the execution of a general law of
Congress, not m:rely .for some personal private ends but with the idea of nullifiiJg tire law in all cases, even though but one law is aimed at and even though
not complete· overturning of the Government is the object, T"igol's cdse, 28 Fed,
Cas. 376; :Jlitclwll's case, 26 Fed. Cas. 1277 ; Fries' case, 9 Fed. Cas. 926;.
Ho.vie'; case, 26 Fed. Cas. 397. Is the discouragement of recruiting or incitement to strife of war. workers in war-time ''adhering to enemies or giving
them aid and comfort,"
(b)' An Act of Congress of 1790 made treason against the United States
punishable with death by hanging.
(c) Emlin McClain in the Cyclopedia~of American Government, Title,
" Treason'"
(d) EncyclopccU!!. Britannica, 11th Edn, Title, Treason,
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providing punishment of any person knowingly or wilfully
making a threat to take the life of, or inflict bodily harm
upon, the President of the United States. The offence, it
has been judicially held, is complete even though the threat
has not been communicated to the President (a).
38. What is the law of treason applicable in the British
colonies and dependencies ? The extent to which English
la.w applies to a particular colony or possession has been
correctly stated to depend primarily upon the manner . in
which that colony or possession became subject to the
Crown (b). "There is a great difference bat ween the case
of a colony or possession acquired by conquest or cession
in which there was at the time·an established system or law
and that or a colony or possession which originated by the
settlement of British su?jeets in territory unoccupied by !DY
civiliseci State, and where there was no established system of
. law at the time it was peaceably anrl'exed to the British
Dominions (c), In the latter, the common law of England
and the statute law as existing at the date of the formation
of the colony apply, but not s.tatutes subsequently enacted
unless they are expressly directed to apply, subject however
to the restriction that so much only ~of the law of England
is carried with them by the colonists as is applicable to their
situation and the condition of an infant colony (d). As to
even the former, in some cases the laws of England have
been expressly applied to the conquered territory with similar
effect, as . f;r instance in Grenada; St. Vincent, Dominica,
St. Lucia, the Gold Coast, Gibraltar and Cyprus (except
as to.. Ottoman subjects) (c). In ~enang, no trace being found
of any laws established before its acquisition ·by the East
India Company, the same rule has been applied (f). In other
colonies, the laws previously in operation have been lefo in
• force, except so far as they may have been altered by subsequent legislation. Thus in Ceylon (except in so far as the

'

(a) United StcG'es v, Stickratk, 242 Fed. Rep., p. 151,
(b) Mr. Tarring in Halsbury's Laws of England,Yol. X, Title, De·
pendencies and Colonies, p. 565.
,
(c) .lbiil, Also Cooper v. Stuart, 14, App. Cas, 286, 291, P.C, (1889),
(d) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, X, pp. 568-569,
(e) ibid, p. 567.
(f) lbicl, P• 567,
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personal laws of the Hindu and l'vfahomedan inhabitants have
been allowed to be retained by them to govern matters of
inheritance etc.), the Cape of Good Hope, Natal, the Transvaal
and the Orange Free States, the Roman Dutch law prevails
and this is also the case with British Guiana which forme_rly
was a Dutch possession, but except in South Africa the
criminal law in all of them is at present substantially English (a),
In Mauritius, the law applicable at the time o£ its annexation and now is (nainly French. In Quebec, English criminal
law quickly (in 1774) superseded the French (b). In Trinidad,
the old Spanish law as it stood in 1797 is still said to
be in force (c), but this appears to be true only of laws
governing civil relations, the criminal law being apparently
And in India, English by legislation (d). In the matter of the application
of English law to dependencies, India from the beginning
was treated as sni generis, ~ince there was in that. country
when annexed by the British Crown a system of law adapted
to the requirements of the indigenous population but unsuited to European -requirem'lnts. The course adopted appears
from the Master's Report in Freeman v. Fairlie (c) to have
been "to treat the case in a great measure like that of a
newly discovered country for the government of the Company's
servants and other British or Christian settlers using the laws
of the Mother Country, as far as they were capable of being
applied for that purpose, and leaving Mahomedan and Gentoo
inh~tbitants to their own laws and customs, but with some
particular exceptiqps that were called for by comme~cial policy,
or the convenience of mutual intercourse." By the Royal
{i)
charter of 1726 establishing J\Iayor's Courts in the three Presi!n Presidency
towns.
dency towns•of Calcutta, J'viadras and Bombay, all unrepealed
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp. 567-68. See also Burge's
Colonial Laws and Courts, re-edited by Renton and Phillimore, 1907, under.
respective headings. The renal Code of Ceylon is based on the Indian Penal
Code which itself is English. The Civil Law of British Guiana Ordinance of
1916 has virtually displaced Roman Dutch law by English common law
except as to real property. See Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation, N. S., No 89, p. 218.
(b). Burge's Colonial Laws and Courts, re-edited by Renton and Philli• more, 1907, pp. 199-207.
(c) Ibid, pp. 229-230.
(d) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp. 220-230, And Burge's Colonial Laws and Courts, 1907, p. 247.
{e) 1 Moo. I. A. 305 (1828) at p. 324:.
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Acts of Parliament prior to that date together with the common law of England as it existed at that date, so far as such
Acts and such law were applicable to local circumstances,
were given the force of law in those towns (a). There was no
sllch express application of the common and statute law of - (ii)
England to the territories subsequently annexed and lying Outside.
outside . these towns. Though the Indian legislatures now
have almost plenary powers of legislation over all persons
an~ things in India, the question whether any portions of
the English common and statute law in force at the dates
of the annexation of various portions of Indian territory apply
of their own force to those territories is by no means yet
(as I shall presently show)~ wholly academical questim; (b).
39. So far as the law of treason is concerned, the English
law as it was in 1879 appears to have been adopted as the law
in Canada and New Zealand. In Australia, the law applicable
is the law of England as it stood when the States were colonised except in Queensland and \Vest Australia wgere the
English statutes were re-drafted and applied from 1899 and
1902 respectively. In Ceylon, the Straits Settlements and
Hongkong, statutes have been framed on the lines of the
Indian Penal Code. In the West Indies, the Roman Dutch
law has been superseded by laws framed on English. lines. In
South Africa, the Roman Dutch law in force distinguishes
between high treason and vis zJublica, that is, insurrection
and riot endangering public.peace and order.

Treason law
(i) in Canada
New Zealand
and Australia.
(ii) In Asiatic
Colonies,

"'
(iii) In the

West Indies,
(iv) in South
,Africa.

40. As regards India, Chapter VI o£ the Penal Code of 1860 (v) In India.
is popularly assumed to contain the whole of the Indian law
of major offences against the State. Chapter VII 'deals with
offences relating to the Army and Navy and sec. 505 cl. (a)
(making the'publication and circulation o£ rumours, statements
• or reports with intent to cause or which. is !ikely to cau'se any
(a) Halsbury's Laws of England, Vol. X. p. 614.
(b) See in this connection ·the following cases :-Freeman v, Fairlie,
1. Moore Ind. App. 305 (1828) ; ,Jfayor of Lyons v. E. I. Oom1Jany, 1 Moore
Ind. App. 175 (1836) ; Advocate ·General of Bengal v. Ranee Surnomoyee,
9 Moore Ind. App. 387 (1863) ; and Lord Stowell's judgment in "1?ie Indian •
OhiPf" (1801) 3 Rob. Adm. Rep. 12. The erudite; though necessarily partisan,
arguments of counsel in Amee1· Khan's case, not fully reported in 6 B. L. R.
392 (1870), in Messrs; :Cambray and Company's reprint may also be usefully
studied.
0
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officer, soldier or sailor in the Army or Navy of His Maj~sty or
in the Royal Indian Marine or in the Imperial Service troops
to mutiny or otherwise disregard or fail in his duty as such,
an offence punishable with a maximum serftence of two years'
rigorous imprisonment) provides for less serious offences of
the same description. But the only offences of a treasonable
character dealt with in Chapter VI are inte"f' aUa (i) waging
or 'attempting to wage war or abetting the waging of war against
the King-an offence punishable with death or transportation
for life and forfeiture of property (sec. 121), (ii) conspiracy to
commit the above offences or to deprive the King of the
sovereignty of British India or any part thereof, or by means of
criminal force or show thereof4o overawe the Government of
India or any Local Government (sec. 121 A), (iii) collecting men,
arms or ammunition or otherwise preparing to wage war (sec.
122), (iv) bringing or attempting to bring into hatred or contempt or exciting or attempting to sx~ite disaffection towards
His Majesty or the Government established by law in British
India by seditious speeches, writings, signs or visible representations or otherwise (sec. 124 A)-all of which are punishable by
transportation for life or terms of imprisonment (simple or
rigorous), and in the last two cases by sentences of forfeiture and
fine in addition respectively, (v) concealing the existence of
a design to wage war against the King intending by such
concealment to facilitate or knowing it to be likely to facilitate
the waging of war-an offence which is made punishable by a
maximum. sentence of 10 years' rigorous imprisonment besides
fine. A public servant allowing a State prisoner to escape
(i) volunt~rily (sec. 128) is punishable by transportation for
life or imprisonment of any description which may extend
to 10 years besides fine, and ·(2) negligently, fsec. 129) by
simple imprisonment for a term which may extend to 3 years
and fine. Any pereon aiding the escape of, or rescuing or •
harbouring a State prisoner may be punished with transportation
for life or imprisonment of either description for a term extending to 10 years, besides fine (sec. 130). But the mosb
characteristic provision in the whole chapter is sec. 124. which
provide.s that whoever, with the intention of inducing or
compelling the Governor General, a. Governor, Lieutenant•
Governor or Member of Council to exercise or refrain from

exercising any lawful power of such Governor General,
0
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Governor, Lieutenant Governor or Member of Coun?il, assaults
or wrongfully restrains or attempts wrongfully to restrain or
overawes by means of criminal force or show o£ criminal force,
or attempts so to overawe, such Governor General, Governor,
Lieutenant Governor or Member o£ Council,, shall be punished
with imprisonment of either description for a term which
may extend to seven years, and shall also be liable to fine.
41. Offences against the person of certain high officials Offences
against the
in India, if made with the intention o£ compelling them to King not
with
exercise their lawful powers are tli~s by this-last mentioned dealt
in Indian
section constituted State . offences, but offences against the enactments.,
person o~ the King are nowhere dealt with in the Code_ or
in any other Indian statute. At the time the Indian Penal ·
Code became law, the possibility that the King might visit
India was presumably not within the contemplation of its
framers, and it was in consequence not considered necessary
to codify the law of high treason for India. I do npt think
however that the Parliamentary statutes dealing with offences
English treaagainst the person of the King can be so interpreted as to limit son
law toutheir application to offences committed within the confines of ching the
King's person
the United Kingdom only, or that the omission to codify the probably
applies in
law of high treason in the Pe~al Code makes any difference in India,
the application of that law in India. Still it would be distinctly
desirable that' the inviolability of the King Emperor, a fundamental fact of British constitutional law, should find independent expression in an Indian statute.
42. The treason laws of the countries on the Continent Treason law
• of Europe having been codified are on the whole simpler and
more rationally conceived than that of England,.as will a,ppear
from the following abstract appearing in the article on Treason
in the Encyclopedia Britannica (11th Edn.). In France, by the
• Code Penal, treason falls under the head of crimes aaainst (i) of France,
'
0
the safety of th_e State (Bk. III, Tit, I. C. 1.). It is a
capital offence for a Frenchman to bear arms ·against France
·(sec. 75), or to plot with a foreign power or *agents to commit
hostilities or undertake war against France whether war follows
or not (sec. 76), or to intrigue with the enemies or the State.
for facilitating :their entry into French territory or t~ deliver
to them French ships or fortresses or to supply them with
munitions of war to aid the progress of their arms in French
possessions or against French forces by sea or land (sec, 78).

•
(ii) Of
Germany.
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Germany disbinguishes between high treason and treason.
High treasons are_(1) Murder or attempt to murder the Emperor
or a federal Sovereign in his own State or during the stay of
the offender in the Sovereign State (sec. 80), (::l) undertaking
to kill, take prisoner, or deliver into an enemy's power, or
make incapable of government a Federal Sovereign in his own
State or during the stay of the offender in the Sovereign State
(sec. 80), (3) to change by violence the constitution of the
Empire or a State thereof or the successor to the throne
therein, (4) to incorporate by force the Federal territory or
the territory of any such State with a foreign State or Federal
State (sec. 81). The Code treats as treason but does not
punish by death the offences included in the French Code,
(sees. 87 -89), and in certain circumstances punishes alien
residents for these offences (sec 91). The Code also punishes
insults on the Emperor and Federal Sovereigns (sees 95, 97).

43. By the Penal Code of 1888 (Tit. I. C. 1.), treason in
(iii) Of Italy. Italy includes direct act~ to subject Italy or any part thereof
to foreign domination or to diminish its independence or break
up its unity (sec. 104), to bear arms against the Strtte (sec.
105) or intrigue with foreign States with the object of their
levying war against Italy, or helping them . in such war (sec.
106), or to reveal political or military secrets affecting the
(iv) Of Spain. national independence (sec. 107). The Spanish Code distinguishes between treason and rebellion. Under the former are
included assassination or attempts on the life or personal liberty
of the King (arts. 158, 159) or insults to the King (arts,
161, 162). Under rebellion are included violent attempts ·to
dethrone the Jring or to interfere with the allegiance to him
of his forces or any part of the realm (c).
A compara·
tive estimate
of the treason
laws of the
world.

44. From the foregoing summary of the treason law of
the most importatl't States of the world, it appears that
whilst the treason laws of the two republican countries of
France and the United· States are confined in their application to offences against the safety and integrity of the State,
those or monarchical countries are extended to afford protection
• also to .the person of their hereditary chiefs and to their'
successors in office under the law. In England, as in Imperial
(c) See ~1r. Craie's Article on Treason in the Encyclopedia Britannica,
Uth Euition.
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Rome, some high functionaries, e.g. the Chancellor, the Treasurer (an office now obsolete) and Royal Judges also are
protected by the law of treason-a provision which, though
it has been suffered to remain untouched on the Statute Book,
is not likely to be extended to other incumbents of State offices
however exalted. The ~rovisions of the Act of 1795 which
made it a treasonable offence to intimidate the Parliament
are not altogether singular, for Art. 43 of the constitution
of Denmark makes the Rigsdag inviolate and all persons who
assail its security or freedom or issues or obeys an order'
for such a purpose is made punishable for t\.eason, whilst
_Art. 110 of the constitution of Swed~n besides making offences
against the Rigsdag treason provides that assaults on members
going to or from a sessions shall be punishable as assaults on
a King's officer. Still, on the . w~ole, the contents of the
treason law of England appear at this moment to be of the
amplest-a state of things \yhich finds a sufficient explanation in the peculiarly English hal:iit of allowing worn out
provisions of ancient statutes to remain on the Statute Book
long after they have become obsolete for,all practical purposes~
The identification of the King with the State, whilst it
mat,!lrially aided in the development of the law of crimes, did
undoubtedly at the same time lead to an undue stretching
of the law of treason, with its savage penalties and iniquitious procedure for trials, so as to make it cover cases
of ordinary crimes more or less. serious. The time · has
certainly come in England for a more scientific differentia~ion of ordinary crimes from offences against the State
proper, than 1s afforded by the English law distinction
of treasons, treason-felonies and treasonable o·ffences. For
reasons already indicated the treason laws· of the English
• colonies and dependencies share in the merits and defects of
the law of the 1\iother Country. Of the law of India, it
need only be stated that the Indian Penal Code was passed ten
years before the English Act abolishing forfeiture for treason.
Foffeiture of property follows on a conviction under the
Indian law for the offtJnces of waging war or attempting to •
wage war, conspiring or collecting arms etc. to wage 'var or
abetting the waging of war against the State (sees. 121, 122).
45. From the foregoing discussion, it apl)€lars that the
irresponsibility and inviolability of the Chief Executive cons-

.
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tuute the factors which together or by themselves give him
a status in law peculiarly his own. It seems hardly necessary
to repeat that the irresponsibility ofthe Chief :Magistrate before
the law for his wrongs does not make those acts or others
done in his mme legal. From the maxim "the King can
do no wrong" the conclusion does not foliow that whatever
the King does or authorises others to do is valid in law.
The whole modern doctrine of ministerial responsibility is a
repudiation of that conclusion. The maxim, according to the
interpretation it has received in England and on the Continent
of Europe, merely deprives the aggrieved subjed of his- remedy
in case the wrong follows from a personal act o£ the King.•
A.n act of a Minister performed in the name of the Chief
Executive, except in cases where a defence in bar that it is
an ''act of State" is allo\ved, is, if in excess of his legal
authority, open to review by courts of law, ordinary or administrative. In the Federal Government of the United
States of America alone has been felt any hesitation to
draw this conclusion, but here also opinion seems t~ be
divided (a).
46. From the above, it follows th11t though there may
be no remedy against the Chief Magistrate personally for
wrongs done by him, his acts and orders are subject to
examination and collateral attack in courts of law at the
instap.ce of persons aggrieved thereby. Upon this matter too,
the Federal Government of the United States is the only one
with reference to which the courts have developed the principle that they will not review the President's acts where the.
attempt will. bring them in direct conflict with him. Such
acts apparently done in the exercise of his police powers thus
assume the importance of "political" acts, which of course
are not open to rev.iew by the courts of law. The Governors •
of States, however, apparently have not been .treated with
the same consideration everywhere ; but the better rule is
(a) In Durand v. Hollin.~, 4 Blatchford 451, it was suggested that subordi·
nates of the President executing orders issued in the discretion of the President
are like the President protected from action. But Mr. Garner writing in the
Cyclopedia of American Government (Title-Judicial Power, Theory of,)
takes it as settled law that the order of the President cannot be pleaded by
l1is subordinates in defence of acts done by them in violation of laws. Cf. sec.
111 of the Government of India Act of 1915 as to which see ~upra, p~ra 18 •

.
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stated to be that the courts will not attempt to control-a
Governor's action by attempting to exercise direct restraint over
him (a).
4 7. In the foregoing treatment of the legal position o£
the Chief Executive iii several countries, I had incidentally
to .refer to the legal position of the Executive Councillors in
some ~f them. In a. previous lecture I tried to discriminate
between two kinds of Executive Councils, e. g.,"Cabinet and
non-Cabinet. The position of Cabinet Councillors in law
is not distingui ;hablc from that of Ministers in general, whilst
Ministers in States such as Germany and the United States
are, in fact as well as in theory, ministers and servants of the
Chief Magistrate •and are not Councillors in any sense, A
consideration of the legal position of Executive Councillors
as such must therefore be limited to Councillors who are in
law colleagues of the Chief Executive. The members of the
Council of the Secretary of State for India and of the Executive
Councils of the Governor General and Governors in India
occupy such a position to a certain extent, and, as previously
pointed out, by statute, share in the immunities and privileges,
such as they are, of the Chief Executive. The members o£
the Bundesrath in Germany might conceivably have had some
such privileges, but I do not find that they enjoy any immunities other than what they derive from being members of a
legislative chamber-a circumstance which I take to point to
their essentially subordinate position in the constitution, in
spite of the claim of German writers like Zorn that the
German Empire is a Federal Republic. The Swiss Federal
Council is perhaps the only supreme executi~ college in
existence to day. But the Councillors do no~ appear to enjoy
the absolute immunity from action of the Supre~.e Executive
• of o.ther countries. The aggrieved citizen hlt!:l, howeyer, in the
first instanca to complain before the Federal Assembly. If the
Federal Assembly ~hould reject the application, the applicant

Legal position
of Executive
Councillors.

(i)

In India.

•

(a) Mr. Garner in his Article on "Judicial Power, Theory of" in the
Cyclopedia. of American Government notes that courts in the Unit'ed States
have consistently refused to issue writs against the President, but they have
been issued against the Governor in some but not in other States, but the
preponderance of practice is against the issue of writs against him. See also
Goodhow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, I, pp. 73, 74. 82.

(ii)

In Germany.

(iii)
In Switzrer•
land.
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may sue the Councillor, but in that case the Confederation
assumes responsibility for the act of its functionary (a).

LECTURE

XV~

OF MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATURE.
Intimidating
the legislature· regarded
as treason in
some countries.

Privileo-es
and im':nunities of legislators, sufficient to
constitute a.
status.

They have
originated in
England.

And in mo-

dern times,

1. I noticed, i1;1 the course of the last lecture, that/an
English statute of 1795 made treasonable inter alia attempts
to intimidate the Houses or either House of Parliament, and
that somewhat similar provisions occur in the Danish and
Swedish constitutions. These and similar provisions, however,
which do not occur in other constitutions, hardly furnish any
adequate measure of the immunities and privileges generally
enjoyed by members of legislative assemblies in modern constitutional governments. When these have been enumerated,
it will, I think, be fairly clear that members of legislative
aQmblies as such do on the whole occupy in the scheme of
government a status peculiarly their own.
2. Just as all modern constitutional governments are
adaptations of a form which grew up spontaneously in England,
and legislative bodies in all modern forms of government have
been modelled more or less on the English Parliament, so
too are privileges of members of the legislature in every
country, such as they are, adaptations of rights and immunites
which grew up within the English Parliament. It follows from
this, that privileges and immunities of legislative bodies and
their members are for this, if for no other reason, an essentially
modern development.

3. That members of the legislature should, in the public
interest, have certain rights, privileges and immunities, seems
to modern ideas a • self-evident proposition. If it be the bnsi- •
ness of these bodies not merely to enact and register legislative
proposals placed before them by the exec1:tiv~ but also by advice
and critici~m to keep thEm up to the mark, and seek to remove
(i) Freedom
of speech and abuses not only in the administrative system but in every part
debate.
• o£ the .body politic, it is absolutely necessar_y that they should
enjoy a very large measure of liberty of speech within the House.
How far necessary in the
public
interest.

(a) Lowell, Govemments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. II,
p. 220, n. 1.
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But it does not, at least at first sight, appear to ,be quite as
obvious why a inemb,er of Parllment as such should also be (ii) Freedom
from arrest.
immune from arrest under civil and crim{nal processes, and
nowhere in fact to-day is the immunity allowed in this respect
altogether absolute. But the experience of legislators in
England of the lengths to which Kings in the 16th and 17th
centuries were 'prepared to go to put obnoxious members out
of the way proves its necessity, at least in countries where
Parliamentary government has not fully established itself.
4. Nor, be it remembered, were these privileges conceived How won,
by Royal statesmen communing within their own souls, and
handed over by them as free gifts to legislators not yet appreciative of the value of these boons. They were wrung out
. of unwilling h'lnds and as often taken back and wrested again.
5. First, as regards the right to freedom of speech and (i) Freedom
speech and
debate : In 1397, Sir Thomas Haxey was imprisoned by order of
debate.
of the King (Richard II) and found guilty of treason for having
introduced a bill to regulate the Royal household. The
proceeding, we are informed. was reversed by Henry IV and
1399-1407,
the Lords in 1399, and the_privilege of free discussion was
expressly recognised and confirmed again in 1407. So it
needed the countenance of a usurper on the throne to secure
the earliest official recognition of this privilege. But this
recognition did n~t, in 1451, prevent Thomas Young from being_
imprisoned for introducing a motion to declare the Duke of
York heir to the Crown, then in the futile keeping of Henry VI.
The proceeding- however was set right in 1455, when the Duke
of York, now Protector, had the case referred to the Lords,
on whose recommendation reasonable compensation was
ordered by the King. But the leading precedent in the matt~r.
was set by Richard Strode.

.'

6. For having "with other of tbis House'' introduced into Strode's Act
1512.
Parliament certain bills which the tinners did not like, Strode
was prosecuted in the Stannary Court, fined and imprison/3d
in defauft. On his petition, it was: enacted in 1512 that the
, judgment and executwn should be void and further that all •
suits etc. against him "and every other of the p~son or
persons before specified that now be of this Parliament or that of
any Parliament hereafter shall be for any bill, speaking, reason. -'
ing or declaring, of any matter or matters concerning the·
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Parliament to be communed and treated of be utterly void
and of none effect." From 1541, the privileges of free discussion, free access to the King and freedom from arrest
began to be formally claimed by the Speaker at the commencement of each Parliament and formally recognised by the
Sovereign. Nevertheless, neither Elizabeth, nor James I,
_whenever it suited their Royal pleasure, hesitated to violate
these privileges. The last fight for freede!fi of Parliamentary
speech and debate took place in 1629 when Eliot, Hollis and
Valentine were imprisoned by the King's Bench for alleged
seditious speeches in Parliament and assault on the speaker,
that Court having somehow persuaded itself that Strode's
Act was declared to apply only to his particular case (a).
These proceeding were reversed by an Act of Parliament,
at the instance of Hollis who was still living, in 1667. This
Act made Strode's Act general, and the judgment of the
King's Bench also was formally reversed by the Lords on a
writ of error in 1688. 'l'o put matters beyond alJ possible
doubt, the Bill of Rights in that year declared that freedom
of speech and debates or proceedings in Parliament ought not
to ~e impeached or questioned in any court or place out of
Parliament. From this time liberty of speech of -members
was attacked indirectly by dismissing the speakers from
offices which they held under the Crown, put this practice
too was abolished in 1765.
7. The progress of the. privilege of freedom from arrest
and molestation was even more chequered. It was from Henry
IV again that in 1404 came the first Royal recog~i~ion of
this privilege.. In the following year John Savage who had
assaulted a member's servant was mulcted in a double fine.
With a King on the throne ·who depended for his ti~le and
tenure on the Par.;liament, the members evidently felt safe •
to press their claims a good deal beyond what was necessary
in the public interest. It was a weakness which, as will
presently appear, grew with the growth
. of Parliament. In

.

(a) Thomas, Leading Cases in Constitutional Law, Fourth Edition, Note
on p. 42. "..n the 15th and 16th centuries wh<m Parliament was in point of
fact a5 much a judicial as a legislative body, every private "Act,; of ParJia.
ment was liable to be viewed as "a decision" in a particular case, binding
only on the parties concerned and of value, as to others, only as a precedent.
Mcilwain, High Court of Parliament and Its Supremacy, p. 22,
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1433, a statut~ declared double damages due for an assault
on a member going to Parliament.
8. Pr_evious to 1543, imprisoned members ani their servants were released by special Acts of Parliament if imprisoned
in execution of judgment ; and by writ of privilege issued
by the Chancellor, if imprisoned on mesne process. In 1543,
however, in the case of George Ferrers, a member imprisoned
as surety for a debt, the Comr~ons demanded his release on
their own authorit~ through their sergeant, and the Sheriffs
having refused to comply were imprisoned for contempt by the
House which likewise held a writ of privilege from the Oha~
cellor to be unnecessary declaring that the orders of the
"Nether House" could be carried out without a writ by the sergeant" whose mace was his warrant." This action of the Commons, we are told, was supported by the King (Henry VIII).
To what- lengths this summary power of enforcing its fancied
privileges was carried by the House in t.his and the following
centuries will be presently shown.' But, on the point of freedom
from arrest: In 1642, Charles I entered the House of Comllwns, then sitting in debate, to arrest-five members, Hampden,
Haselrigge, Hollis, Pym and Strode for alleged treason. No
privilege could be claimed when a member was charged with
treason, but the King's action had been anticipated and the
members had left before his arrival. The Commons who had
already resolved on Civil War, now declared in angez: that
the King's action was a breach of privilege and his conduct
"false, scandalous and illegal." Since then the question of
privilege has not been in debate between King atid Parliament.
It has depended for further definj tion on Parliament and the
•
ccurts ,a).

Ferrer's case.
Commitment
for breach of
privilege.

9.. As to the extent of the privilege clal.med by Parliament,
• if the vanity of Kings led to the exramion of the law of
treason· to the point of harshness, the vanity of members
inflated the law of Parliamentary privi}ege to the uttermost
limits of absurdity. In fact, the country. squires who at this
period contributed the bulk of its membership took themselves
(as has been t~eir wont in every country) altogetper too

Extravag!tnt
cl!tims of
priYilege.

(a) For most of the facts of history set out above, see Fielden's Short
Constitutional History of England, 4th Edn. 19ll, PP• 103-113, and ~Iay,
·Parliamentary Practice (12th Edn.), Chs, III-V,

'

1543,

1642,
I

•
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seriously. Armed with the power of summary commitment,
the two Houses vied with each other in extending those
limits. From the report in Stockdale v. Hansard (a), it appears
that at different times, offenders had been compelled to make
satisfaction or were taken into custody for "impounding a
member's cattle, lopping his trees, detaining his goods, serving
his tenants with process, taking his horse froll! a stable and
riding it, digging h!s coal, ploughing his land, killing his
rabbits, assault1ng his porter, fishing in his pond, erecting a
a fence on his waste. On one occasion, an attorney was committed for delivering an exorbitant bill of costs for pre ...
paration of a petition to the House and for threatening to
sue for the amount" (b). One is not surprised to learn
tMt the claim of privilege was at its height in the reign of
William III (c).
Arbi traril y
10. The Commons' power o£ summary commitment, first
enforced by
assumed
in 1543, made privilege (during the session) more
summary
commitment
for contempt. formidable than prerogative, ''which must avenge itself by
indictment or information involving the tedious process of
law, while privilege with one voice, accuses, condemns andexecute( (d). D.id 1the prisoners committed by the House for
contempt have no remedy in law ? None, for the courts have
Court powerless to grant consistenty held that if a prisoner committed by the House
relief.
obtained a writ of habeas corpus and the return to 1the writ
was that he had been committed for a contempt of the House,
the Court would inquire no further but would remand the
prisoner to his goal (e). It would thus seem as if the House
(a) 9 Ad. and E. 1 (1839), at p. 12.
(b) Thomas,• Leading Cases in Constitutional Law, p. 51, Note, and 9 Ad,
and El (1839) at p. 12, Footnote (b),
(c) Maitland, The Constitutional H~story of England, 1913, p. 323.
(d) Per Lord Dem~an, C. J., in Stockdale v. Hansard, 9 Ad. and E., 1 •
(1839), at p. 156.
(e) Lord Sh<tjtesbuJ•y's case, 6 St. Tr. 1269 (1677); Burdett v. Abbot, 14 East
1-163; 4 Taunt, 401 ; 5 Dow, 165 (1811); Sher\fj' of . Miidlese.v's case, 11 Ad. and
E. 273 (1840). The theoretical justification of this view is to be found in the
.fact that'in the Middle Ages the High Court was a judicial body first and a
legislative body by usurpation. "The High Court of Parliament" was indeed
• at this time the higest common law court of the land. Its privileges as such
it retained tll.rough tradition long after it had ceased to perform judicial functions, See Ucllwain, High Court of Parliament and Its Supremacy, rp. 229-246,
In the Sher.ff' of .Middlesex's case, what the Commons chose to regard as
il. breach of privilege wa
the execution ~gainst their reporter Hansard

.
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had legal power to turn into a contempt just what it pleased,
and there was no power on earth to say that it was either
arbitrary, stupid or only mistaken in its judgment.
An extreme
11. "A more justifiable use of the power of the House", case.
says Maitland, "consisted in the punishment or attack directed not against individual members but against the House
as a body. But even in this sphere the power was intemperately used". In 1701, the majority of the Commons' House
having been slow to grant supply, the Grand Jury of Kent
presented a respectfully worded petition begging them to grant
the King the mordy he urgently needed for the prosecution
of war. The House -voted that the petition was scandalous
and an attempt to destroy the constitution of Parliament and
committed some of the petitioners to prison ! "James II's
commitment of the Seven Bishops on charges of treason was
reasonableless itself compared with the high-handed character
·of these proceedings. Through this powl'r of commitment, each
of the Houses, according· to Maitland, gained a power of

of a judgment awarding damages for a libel on the Plaintiff Stockdale
contained in a report which Hansard had published on the authority of
a resolution of the House. In that action, Hansard had taken the plea that
the publication of the repc,rt was a privilege of the House regarded by it
as such, and was not open to examination by the Court. Denman, o.J.,
who delivered the judgment of the court in that case overruled this plea
and held that the Commons' House alone by a resolution could not mak~ that
legal which in fact was illegal, Stockdale v. IIan.1ard, 9 Ad. and R I (1839),
The judgment .in the Sftel'i:O'';; case was also delivered by Denman, C. J., who
whilst adhering to his decision in Stockdale v. Hansa~·d was yet able to hold
that he was unable to inquire iuto the grounds of commit~ent because the
warrant of commitment did .not specify the grounds upon which the Sheriff had
been adjudged guilty of contempt by the House. The likeness of this deci.
sion to that in Darnel's ca.se, SSt. Tr. 1 (1627) (in which five Knights having
• been imprisoned for refusing to obey privy seals for foried loans to the King
sued outr habeas corpus, but a r~turn in each case alleging that the prisoner
was in custody by virtue of a warrant of the Attorney General which stated
that he "was and is committed by the special command of His l\Iajesty,"
was held sufficient) is obvious. English constitutional writers have been
in the habit of stigmatising the judges whJ decided Darnel's case as having
been unduly subservient to the King. An outsider like the present writer
cannot help remarking that if the judges were subservient to Kings in ·the
17th ·Century, they were several degrees more so to Parliament in the 18th
and 19th. The judgment of Lord Denman and his colleagues in the Sher'("tf's
rase, viewed in it proper perspective, is au unequivocal C(!ufession of
impotence.

,
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arbitrary imprisonment which had been denied to the Star
Chamber. Fortunately however for both the House and the
people who incurred its anger, imprisonment by order of the
House could never be of very long duration. It ended with
prorogation or dissolution in the case of the Oommor:.s, though
not in the case of the Lords, who thus had power to imprison
for fixed'terms. But even they do not appear to have used
this power harshly. The fact is that the Squirearchy which
ruled the country from" the 17th to the. 19th century was by
nature up to any degree of potty tyranny, but incapable of
downright oppression,

12. Of the three species of Parliamentary privilege whose
history I have traced, (i) freedom of speech and debate
freedom of
has stood the test best. As to (ii) freedom from molesta-,
speech, (ii)
privilege
tion and arrest) the Squires) in the 18th century, began to
of freedom
have misgivings tl1ab their claims in this respect had perhaps
from arrest.
been pushed too far. By a statute of 1770 they tacitly
surrendered the privilege in favour of members' personal
servants. Officers' of the tHonsc-of each House- arc privileged, like members themselves, when engaged in ·the
the scrdce of tho House, but not the per.;onal servants o£
the members, It had been previously curtailed by statutes
in other ways. But most of the existing limitations npon
the extent vf this privilege arise from standing orders of the
House themselves. In 1626, the Lords had agreed to a
resolution dischtiming privilege for treason felony, or rc·fusal
to give surety of the peace, and the Commons in 1675 agreed
to a similar resolution, and in J 697 agreed to a further resolution disclaiming it in cases of breaches of the peace, forcible entries or forcible detainers. In 1763 both Houses
agreed that the privile-ge did not extend to the case of writing
and publishing seltitious libels. A. member of a House may •
be committed for an offence under the Banlu:uptcy Act, 1883,
inspite of the privilege of Parliament, Armst?·ong, Ex parte
Lindsay (a)., and may also be committed for a criminal or
q:uasi-criminal contempt of court, Wellesley v. Beaufort (b).
• In any case in which a member of either House has been
arrested upon a criminal charge and also in the event of

Present ex• tent of (i)
privilege of

(1892) I. Q, B, 327,
(b) 2 Russ, and"M._639 ( 1831)

(a)
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condemnation tho House o£ which he is a member is duly
apprise:! of the fact. A standing order of the House of Lords
of 1902 directs that no Peer or Lord of Parliament has privi·
lege against obedience to a writ of habeas corpus directed to
him (a). The duration during which this privilege lasts in
the case of .Peers is according to a standing order of the House
of Lords "within the usual times of privilege of Parliament,"
an expression which is taken to mean, a period which begins
forty days before the return of the writ of summons in the
beginning of every Parliament and continues forty days before
and after every sessiop. of Parliament for members, and twenty
days in each case for their servants. In the case o£ the
Commons, it has been held that a member cannot be arrested
for a period of forty days before and after the meeting of
Parliament (Goudy v. Du,ncombe) (b) ; and also that he is
immune from . arrest for a period of 40 days even after the
dissolution of the Parliament of which he was a member., A
member who is in custody at the time of his election i~
liberated upon his election, in virtue of .his privileg~, unless
he is undergoing a term of imprisonment for an indictable
offence or for a criniinal contempt of court (c).
13. The right to (iii) punish what the House regards as a
breach of privilege by summary commitment for contempt
stands in law to-day where it was left by ·the cases previoti.s.
ly noticed. But since the Squires haye ceased to have a
predominant voice in its counsel the spirit of its enforcement
appears to have altered, and Maitland bears testimony that "on
the whole the power has of late been exercise temperately
enough, save in some moment of irritation'' (d).
•
14. Incidental to these privileges are two others v; hich
have been described (e) as (iv) the righb of eacli House to
provide for its due,composition and (v) the right ,to reguhite
its own proceedings. Under the former, the House of Com·
mons, through its Speaker, issues new. writs on vacancies,
determines' questions as to the legal · qualifications of its
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, XXI p, 7801 Note (a) 1
1 Exch. 4.30 ( 184.7 ).
Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XXI p. 779, Note (x).
The Constitutional History of England, 1913, p. 378 •.:
Ridge's Constitutional Law, 1905, pp. 65-72 and 80-81.
f
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memher5 and expels members not legally disqualified for
what it considers good cause. Questions of disputed election
fell within the same category until 1868, when by a supreme
act of self-denial the Houses handed over this jurisdiction
to the law courts (a). Parallel to these rights of the Commons is the right of the Lords to decide on the validity of new
creations of Peers.
{v)

Right to
regulate its
own proceed·
ings.

15. The right to regulate its own proceedings which is equ·
ally enjoyed by both Houses was vindicated as recently as 1884
in Bradlaugh v. Gosset \b). The plaintiff who had been duly
elected a member asked the court to declare that a resolution
of the Commons excluding him from the House, which had
prevented his taking the oath required by the Parliamentary
Oaths Act of 1866, void, and to restrain the Sergeant-at-Arms
from carrying it into effect. The court held that the House
of Commons had the exclusive power of incerpreting the
statute so far as the regulation of its own proceedings within
Jts own walls was concerned and that even if that interpretation should be erroneous the court had no power to interfere
with it directly or indirectly. The court in this matter might
obviously have held otherwise, but preferred (as it hrts always
done when brought to face its new masters the honourable
1nembers of Parliament) to be discreet rather than valorous.
(a) On the announcement of the decision of the House of Lords in A.1hby
v, Tf'ltite, I Smith L. C. 240 ( 1704 ), holding the an action lay against a
returning officer for refusing the vote of a duly qualified person, the Commons
after 9 days' debate passed resolutions tl1at neither the qualification of an
t!lector, nor the right of any person elected was cognisable or determinable
elsewhere thitf before the Commons of England in Parliament aEsembled
except as specially provided for by Act of Parliament, and that an action
in any other court was a breach of privilege. ThE! Lords passed counterresolutions. The Commons then proceeded to give effect to their views by
committing to pris011> certain other men who had brought actions against.
returning officers similar to Ashby's, tog~ther with their counsel and solicitors
who attempted unsuccessfully to obtain their discharge on habeas COI'pus,
the majority of the judges (contra Holt, C, J.,) holding that the House of
Commons was the sole judge of its privileges, The burgesses having applied
for a writ of error to the Lords, there arose.. the likelihood of a serious dispute
between the two Houses, which the Queen prevented by proroguing Parlia·
tnent. ' That set the burge~ses and their legal advisors at liberty to pursue
their legal remedies without intervention of -privilege and th-ey obtained
\'erdicts and execution agg,inst the returning officer, See Thomas, Leading
Cases in Constitutional Law, pp, 34-36.
·
(b) 12 Q. B. D, 271 ( 1884 ),
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16. 0£ the other privileges of the Parliament o£ the
United Kingdom I need mention only two ; (vi) exemption
from service on juries and (vii) power to withhold permi~sion
to publish proceedings and to exclude strangers from the precincts of the House. This last mentioned power was necessary
for its safety when it had to go in fear of Kings and Nobles.
Parliament has no occasion now to conduct its proceedings
within closed doors but the power exists for use upon emergencies. Each House still regards reports from any one of
its committees as being strictly privileged and will punish
any person who publishes or causes to be published
any such report before it has been presented to the House,
Since 1835, by setting apart a gallery of the Hous~ for
the use of the Press, it has tacitly permitted the presence
of unofficial reporters at its debates, and neither House considers a reportof its proceedings in a newsP.aper or other publications to be a breach of its privilege unless such report is
manifestly inaccurate and untrue (a). The coUJ;ts too have
held that the proprietor of a newspaper is not liable for
publishing a faithful peport of a debate in Parliament· in his
newspaper, Wason v. Walter (b).

(vi)
J~xemption

from service
on juries.
(vii)
Power to
withhold
publication of
proceedings.

17. Thus it appears that the Mother of Parliaments came Prescn t state
of the law in
by its privileges after much struggle, many reverses and more England. usurpations and blunders. The law of Parliamentary privilege
of England, like her law of treason, still remains .a historic
growth nob yet subjected to scientific examination and
rearrangement, and its condition natur~lly at this moment is
far from &atisfactory. "Assertions of privilege,'' says Sir
Erskine May (c), "are made in Parliament and denied in the
courts. The officers ,vho execute the orders ·of Parliament
are liable to vexatious actions and, if verdicts be obtained
against them, the damages and costs are paid by the Treasury.
The parties who bring such actions instead of being prevented
from proceeding with them by some legal process acknowledged
by the courts can only be covered by an unpopular exercise
of privilege which does not stay the action". But anomalous
as the law is, it contains elements of permanent value and other
(a) -Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XXI, pp, 780-784.
(b) L. R. 4 Q. B. 73, Sll (1868).
(tl) Parliamentary Practice, 12th Edn., p. 138.
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nations h·ave nob failed to make the most of them.- They have
tried in their own way to separate the grain £rom the chaff,
and, sensibly enough, no attempt has been made to apply
the English law of Parliamentary privilege in its entirety to
colonial legislatures.
Parliamentary privilege

in British
colonies.

18. To take up the case of colonial legislatures :first,
without express grant, a colonial legislature, it has been
held, possesses no power to protect itself against obstruction
or disturbance of the proceedings by misconduct of any of
its members in the course of those proceedings, except such
as are necessary to the existence of such a body and tho
proper exercise of the functions which it is intended to execute.
But whatever, in a reasonable sense, is necessary for those
purposes is impliedly granted whenever any such legislat~ve
body is established by competent authority. For these purposes protective and self-defensive powers only, and not
punitive, are necessary (a). They thus possess the power of
expelling disorderly persons, it being inherent in tho right to
preserve order which every person who administers a public
duty has, in the place where it is administered (b). But, in
the absence of express grant, they have no power to punish
by imprisonment contempts committed either in their presence or outside (c). Power, however to adopt as their own the
privileges, powers and immunites of the House of Commons of
the United Kingdom has been expressly granted to tho Domin~
on and the Provinces of Canada, to the Commonwealth of
Australia, and to Victoria; Western Australia and South. Australia, to the Transvaal, the Orange River Colony, and Natal ;
and indeed to every colony whose legislature comprises a
.
· legislative body of which one half is elected
by the inhabitants
of the colony (d). A standing order of the Legislative Assembly
of New South Wales.empowering the House to' suspend from
its service a member charged with an offence until verdict or

.

-

(a) Barton v. Taylor, 11 App. Cas. 197, 203 (1886),
(b) Per Lord Abinger C. J. in Jewison v, JJyson, 9 M. and W. 540 at p. 586
(1842) •
• (c)

JJvy{e v. Falconer, L. R. P. C. 328 (1886) ; Fenton v. Hampton, 11
Moore P, C. C. 3!7 (1858), Kiclley v. Ga1·son, 4 Moore P, C. C. 63 (1842).
(d) Mr Tarring's Article on Dependencies and Colonies in Halsbury's Laws
of England, Vol. X, pp. 536·537, Fielding v, 17tomas,·(18~6) A, 0. 600 P, 0. at

p. 610,
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further order has been held to be. within the power, conferred
by the Constitution Act, 1902, to prepare and adopt standing
rules and orders regulating the orderly conduct of the Assembly,
the House being the sole judge of the occasion requiring its
enforcement and a court of law being incompetent to question
its validity so long as it relates to orderly conduct in the
House (a). But a standing order of a Legislative Assembly
adopting the rule3, forms and usages of the Imperial Parliament
signifies only those then existing:and cannot be taken to adopt
by anticipation all future changes in the praetice and procedure
of the British House of Commons (b).

19. The principles enunciated above would govern Indian
legislatures upon whom no privileges of any ·kind have been
expressly conferred by statute, if such powers as they might
otherwise have "\vere not in fact expressly restricted by
statute and rules framed by other authorities under powers
conferred on them by statute. U ndcr sec. 63 o£ the Government of India Act of 1915, the Governor General in (his
Executive) Council is 'given power with the approval of the
Secretary of State for India in Council to make rules interr
alia as to the number of elected and nominated members,
the number of such members to constitute a quorum, the term
of office of such members and the· manner o.f filling casual
vacancies occurring bi reason of absence from India, inability
to attend to duty, death, acceptance of office or resignation
duly accepted or otherwise, as to the condition under which
and manner in which residents in India may be nominated
or elected as additional members of the Indian· Legislative
Council, and as to the qualification for being or bei11g nominated
or elected an additional member of that Council, ; and these
rules are not subject to repeal or alteration by the Governor
• General in Legislative Council. The Go_,.ernor General in
(his Executive) Council has similar power to frame rules for
regulating the composition of the Local legislatures subject
to the restriction contained_ in cl. (2) of sec. 74 of the Government of India Act that at least one half of the nominated and
elected members must be persons not in the civil or ·¥lilitary

Parliamen·
tary privilege
in India does

not exist.

Legislative
Councils have

no control
over their
own composi
tion and'

proceedings.

..

(a) Harnett v. Oriel~ (1908) A. C. 4i0 P. C.
(b) Ba1•ton v. Taylor, ll App. Cas. 197, 202 (1886) and Tarring on Depen.
dencies and Colonies iu Jlalsbury's Laws of En!lland, Vol 1 X, p. 5?7.

•
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service of the Crown in India. Under the regulations, power
is reserved in the Executive Government to declare finally
whether a member has been properly elected or no.t or whether
a nominated or elected member has ceased to be such by reason
of supervening disabilities of the character specified in the
rules. The decision of questions of disputed elections is also
left in the hands of the Executive and it is further provided that
the decision o£ the executive Government on any question
that may '<h'ise as to the intention, constn1Ct.ion or application
of the regulations is final. The Indian legislatures have rather
larger powers with regard to conduct o£ legislative business
(including rules prescribing the mode of promulgation and
authentication of Acts passed by them), since under sec. 70
of the Act, the Governor General in Legislative Council;
with the' assent of the Governor General and subject to disallowance by the Secretary of Statll in Council, and under sec.
83 of the Act, the Local legislatures with the assent of the
Governor, Lieutenant Governor or Chief Commissioner, and
subject to disallowance by the Governor General in Council,
may alter the rules of business of their respective Councils.

20. How far ·do members of legislative assemblies in
India enjoy the Parliamentary privileges of freedom of speech
and debate and freeuom from arrest and molestation ? As both
these privileges are considered to be parts of the ancient law
and tmstom of Parliament, it follows from what has been said
before that these cannot in the absence of express grant of
such privileges by Parliamentary legislation be claimed by the
Indian legislatures. It follows therefore that members of these
legislatures ~ such have no more freedom of speech and debate
than any private individual in India. ''Of course", as Mr. Mayne
points out, "if a charge of defamation is made against a member, the case would come under Exc. 9 to sec 499 of the Penal •
Code, and the presumption in favour of good faith would be
overwhelming (a). A similar presumption would without
doubt also arise in a civil actioi:t for libel. There would, further, it seems, be a 1Jrima facie presumption of good faith
• when a· member is charged with making seditious speeches in
Council, specially as it may be assumed that a member proceed-

(a) 1Iayne, Criminal Law of India, 2nd Edn,, ll• 89!,
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ing to make such a speech would ordinarily be instantly ruled
out of order,

21. As to immunity fro~ arrest and molestation, the
members of Indian legislatures clearly do not possess any, and
as to the power of committing for contempt, not having any
privileges, they naturally have no use for a remedy, summary
or otherwise, to enforce them. On the whole, it does not appear
to me that members of the Legislative Councils in India have
any distinctive legal character of any kind (a).
.. '

Members of
Legislative
Councils in
India have no
legal cha·
racter,

22. The constitutions of all European countries (except ary
Parliamentprivilege
Russia) of Japan, the United States, and the four most important in other
countries
Latin American Repubiics at least (e.g. the Argentine Republic, borrowed
Chile, Brazil and Mexico), all of which have been framed d_urin.!!~ · fl:romd
an. Eng·
the last hundred and fifty years, make provisions concerning the Points of
privileges !'nd immunities ·of their legislators. The disjecta ~~~~,~!~n~ 1 e
membra thrown off by English constitutional history have laws of diffe·
rent conn·
furnished the materials out of which these have been built. tries,
And yet the unanimity they exhibit on most points is so
marked that a strong presumption certainly arises that they
embody on the whole the most essential elements of the English law of Parliamentary privilege.
23. First, then, as to freedom of speech and debate, all
of them except the Swedish and Danish constitutions confer
absolute immunity outside the House in respect of members'
speeches and votes within it. The Swedish constitution requires a special resolution concurred in by five-sixths of
the House to authorise the prosecution or arrest of a member for
action or utterance in the House, whilst the Danish constitution appears to give this right to a bare majority of the House.
24, Secondly, as to arrest, the constitutions (except those
·Of Russia, Mexico, Italy, Switzerland and :Holland) expressly provide that no member shall be arrested during session,
unless taken in jlagranti delicto, without previous autho·
(a) Should the proposals for Indian constitutional reform. recently su~
mitted by Mr. Montague and Lord Chelmsford to Parliament be adopted and
the Indian legislatures in the Proyinces made in any degree autonomo~s, it is
not difficult to foretell that members of those legislatures will secure some at
least of the immunities and privileges enjoyed by members of the British
Parliament and similar privileges must alse be conferred <ln the members of
the Council of the Governor Ger.eral,

49
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risation of the House of which he is a member. "'Gpon arrest
during session for such an act and also where the arrest has
taken place during recess, the House according to most of them
has authority to order his release and stay of further proceeding
in courts till the end of the session or until the signification
of the House's pleasure. Under most of these constitutions, the
House may not only secure the liberty of a member when arrested, but may even suspend all judicial
proceeding against him
,
during the session, and prosecution of the offending member
may proceed in such cases only with its sanction (a). In
Sweden only is the arrest o£ a member, ifthe offence is serious,
made to depend not on the consent of the House, but on the
result of a preliminary investigation by the judge before whom
the complaint has been lodged. In Italy and Switzerland, the
matter is presumably left to be regulated by constitutional
custom, whilst, as regards Japan, the lat~st recruit into the
rank of constitutional governments, the constitution (Art. 53)
does not seem to give the Honse power to interfere with the
ordinary course of judicial proceedings in the interest of a
member, and amongst offences for which he may be arrested
without the consent of the Legislative Assembly are included
those connected with a state o£ internal commotio~ or with
foreign trouble. The Russian constitution of 1906 (now
defunct) contained no immunities in favour of members of t.he
legi:>lature, presumably because, as . in the case of members of
Legislative Councils in India, it was not intended that they
should have any. The constitutions o£ Holland and Spain
provide for trial of members of their legislative bodies on
criminal ch~rges before the Supreme Court, at the instance, in
the former country, of either the Crown or the Lower House.
The £act that members of the States General in Holland can be
tried, if at all, onlf before the Supreme Court, do,es no doubt to a·
certain extent counterbalance the disadvantages that may arise
from the absence of the immunity from arrest and prosecution
which figures in most of the constitutions including even that
o! Spain,:which like that of Holland makes the members triable
only ~y the Supreme Court. Mexico would have her senators
and deputies impeached before the Senate for official crimes
(a) The Argentipe Constitution ref[uires for such sanction a two-thirds
majority vote of the House of which the accuse¢! is a member (Art 62),

,
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and tried in ordinary courts for ordinary crimes, in either case
with the sanction of the House of D~puties. Members of the
Storthing are liable to impeachment under the recent· consti·
tution of Norway (a),

Liability to
impeachment
for official

25. Under art. I,'sec. 6 of the Federal constitution of the
United States of America, the Senators and Representatives
are in all cases, except for treason, felony and breach of the
peace, privileged from arrest during their attendance at the
session of their respective Houses-and in going to'or-returning
from the same ; and for any speech or debate in ~ither Hou~e
'they cannot be questioned in any other place. For wrongs,
therefore, other than those arising out of words spoken in
the Bouse, members of the United States legislature are
triable before ordinarl courts in the same way as private
citizens, free, however, from any liability to arrest during
their attendance at the session of their respective Houses and
in going to and returning from the same. As sec. 4 of art II
of the constitution (which provides for the removal from office,
upon impeachment for and conviction of trea~on, bribery or
other high crimes and misdemeanours, of the President, Vice·
President and all civil officers of the U nite.d States) has been
construed as not applying to Senators ·and Representatives, it
follows that in the United States of America, Senators and
Representatives do not enjoy the doubtful privilege, which
their congeners in some cases possess under the Me~ican
constitution, of trial by the method of impeachment.

tary privi·
lege in the

crimes in

Mexico.

ParliamenUnited
States.

,

26. Unlike the House of Commons in England, neitJJ.er
House of the Congress has yet seen fit to surrender its power
to determine questions of disputed election, qu9lification and
return of its own members, to the law courts, ~nd each
House claims authority to refuse to admit a member for other
• reasons than those prescribed in the constitution, as for
example, for conviction of a crime or suffering from a dangerous contagious disease. Contested elections are tried by
Committees on Privileges and Elections. Once admitted to
. seat, a mem b er can b e deprive d of it only by expulsion
h IS
(a) For the provisions just discussed, seQ, Dodd's Modern Constitutions,·
and as to the Turkish Constitution, the Article on tho "The New Turkish Constitution" in the Journal of the Society of Comparative Legislation, N,S., No,
XX, pp 328-31!6,.
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which, under the constitution, can only happen with the
concurrence of two-thirds of the members of the House (a).
No legal liability for non·

feasance and
malfeasance
in office,

27. I Shall close the present discussion with pointing
finally to the fact that in the very nature of the thing a
legislator cannot be accountable to any authority outside the
House to which he belongs for the due discharge of his official functions. The independence of legislators is of as great
importance, in the public interest, as that of judges and
jurors and the same reasons exist jn their case for immunity
for nonfeasance and malfeasance in office as in the case of
judges of superior courts and juries, and this appears to be
well recognised in the laws of England and of the United
States, according to which a legislator is liable neither to
ordinary criminal process nor to impeachment in respect of
his official doings however corrupt (b), and still less to civil
action for damages. The principle is also found embodied in
most of the written constitutions ofEurope and America m
terms which expressly confer on legislators immunity m
respect of votes given in the House (c),

LECTURE XVI.,
OF JUDICIAL OFFICERS.
I.

Distinction
between func•
tiou and
st<ttus,

We have seen that members of legislative bodies in
all s~lf-governing countries have rights, privileges and immunities which mark them off as possessing a legal status peculiarly
their own. These rights and privileges form no part of the
. functions which they are called upon to discharge, but they
are powers and privileges with which they must be endowed
in order •that they may perform those functions in a satisfactory manner. In the case of judicial officers, also, we •
shall observe the same distinction between the functions they
are authorised to discharge and the armour of rights and
privileges by which they are encompassed in order to enable
them to perform the duties of their office efficiently. It is
these rights and pdvileges and matters bearing thereon that
(a) Garner, Government in the United States, pp. 187-188.
(b) Bishop, New Commentaries on the Criminal Law; 1892, Vol. 11
p. 279.
(c) See Dodd's Modern CoDBtitutions.
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have to be examined in order to define the status of holders oE.
judicial offices.
2. At the foundation of all administration -according to
law lies the independence of the judiciary, and all governments which make any claim to it must provide guarantees
that their judges should deal out justice not only as between
subject and subject, but also as between Government and its
agents on the one hand and subjects on t}le other, without
fear and favour. It · is because the ,independence of the
judiciary is so indispensable a condition o£ the rule of law
that the power to organise the law courts and the control
over their personnel assume such paramount importance in
all modern constitutional arrangements:

Independence
of the judiciary as a
condition of
the rule of
law.

3. Like the independence o£ legislators, that of judges,
in the form that we know it, was evo~ved in the English
constitution.
·

Origin in
Eng lam!.

4. In the later Roman Empire, justice was administered Its absence
in the ]);oman
in public and had not to be paid for, there was fairly complete Empire.
equality of all before the law, liberty of defence, trial face
to face with the accused, a· good systeni of proof and
finally a right oE appeal. But this justice was dispensed by
administrative officials, and the Emperor had the prerogative.
of bringing before his tribunal all cases or of submitting them
to commissioners or special judges (a). His control over the
courts and the judges was thus unlimited. The executive
in England to-day have no power to organise the courts, and
control over the personnel of the courts has virtually passed
~'~
out of their hands.

.

5. The English judicial system is by no •means a mere
improved version of the Roman. It is an indigenous growth,
made possible only by the peculiar circumstances of the country
which have helped to make its higher juJici!iry what it-never
came to be in any other system-~ power in the land. Some
of these circumstances and the manner in which the judiciary
in England developed as a separate organ of the State, coordinate with the legislature and the executive have been
traced in outline in a previous lecture (b).
· (a) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp, 33.34,

(b) Sec Lecture Ill (VIII)

Bttpra,

AlGo Lecture V BUJJra,

•

English judi •
ciary radi·
cally different
from the
Roman.
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6. Were it possible for the judicial system of Imperial
Rome to develop imperceptibly into a system of courts independent o£ and co-ordinate with the other organs of the
State, the transmutation would assuredly have taken place
in one of the several post-Feudal monarchies of Western
Europe which were more influenced by Roman ideas of administration than the English. But the breach effected by Feudalism in the continuity o£ European history 'yas so complete that
the experiment never had a chance. And yet justice as it was
administered in Western Europe during this interlude between the predominance of Roman and English ideas over the
administrative systems of Europe was not without a character
of its own. In the 16th century, the triumpl1 of monarchy
over the forces of Feudalism found expression in the judicial
administration of France in the principle that all justice
emanated from the King. Everywhere except in the courts
of the Church, justice ~vas rendered in the name o£ the King by
virtue o£ an express or tacit delegation of authority-a- principle
which gave theoretical justification to the King's interference
with the surviving Feudal courts in cases of abuse (a). But
already before this period, the King had losb control over
Fettdalisation the personnel of his own courts owing to the feudalisation
of juqicial
of all offices including those of judges. The recruitn}ent of
officee which
became sale- the ''Parlements" of right belonged to the King, but after
able. ,
~he 14th century it was by no rneans rare to see the incumbent ·of a public office (following the example of holders of
eccles;astical benefices) disposing of it for the benefit of a third
party by the indirect method o~ resignation in his favour. The
.needs of the Treasury led to the legalisation of this practice,
and Francis I~ it is said, ran an open shop, first for the sale of
financial and then of the judicial offices themselves. After
him and until the end of the "Ancien ~egime", no budgetary
expedient was indeed more frequently resorted to than the
Judicial system in Mouar·
chical France.

(a) Brismnd, History of French Public Law, p. 427. This operation
commenced and was completed earlier in England. Bnt "the change was not the
product of the genius of any particular race for freedom or for htw-abiding-ness .
• It had not!1ing whatever to do with the angelic: nature of Henry II, or the
lion-hearted absence. of Richard I, or the dialobolical wickedness of John.
It came at some time over all tile vVeHtern States which were touched by the
sceptre of Home", Jendwine, Tort, Crime and Police in Medie\'al Britain
(1917), p. 97.
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creation of new offices. Obviously, says Brissaud, they had
to recognise the right of the purchaser to resell the office he
had bought in order to obtain a higher price for it, and·
as the Treasury did not wish to lo:::;e any opportunity for
gain, the right was granted only upon the payment o,f a fee into
the Exchequer. Nevertheless until 1597 a~ oath continued
to be demanded from every incumbent of a judicial office that
he had not bought -his office directly or indirectly ! The law
also required that he should possess certainconditions of capacity (e. g. as to age, title and the passing of an examination
which last was reduced to a mere formality) (a).
7. But strange as all this m~y seem to modern ideas, the
. bnghter
.
. offi ce cou ld ·
system had 1ts
aspects. H e w h o b ough t lliS
not fairly be deprived of it without serious cause established
by a judieial process (b). The principle of irremoveability
was affirmed in several Royal Acts between 1344 and 1467.
But in reality it existed and was fully recognised as a consequence of the p1:ac'tice of sale of offices. The independence of
the magistracy," says Brissand truly, "was born of an abuse" (c),

Resulting in·
dependence
of judges.

'

8. Other less desirable consequences were ~he heritability Heritability
office and
of the judicial offices and the revival of the old practice of of
judicial fees,
judicial fees. The system undoubtedly gave preference to other leRs deRira ble consewealth instead of to merit. But the irremoveable tenure quences,
did minimise these and other evils. ''The magistracy", says
the same writer, "was distinguished for its integrity, its industry, its learning". Who, after this, will say that the judicial
system of post-Feudal France ha~ no lessons to teach to modern
administrators ?
·
9. The value of that lesson was brought holhe in a remarkable manner by the events of the French Revolution. 'J'he
monarchical maxim, "all justice emanates from the King,"
became "all justice emanates from the" Nation." Justice
having a single source, a single class of tribunals, the District
Courts, was organised in which justice was ·rendered in the
name of the State. The English system of trial by _jury
was introduced by the Constituent Assembly m criminal
(a)
(b)
system
(c)

Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 458 459.
This, as will be observed later, is the permanent contribution bf the
to judicial administration on the Continent of Europe.
History of French Public Law, p. 459.

Judicial sys·
tcm of the
Revolution.
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trials as a form of popular justice. Below the District Courts
were the Justices of the Peace who sat in judgment upon the
cases of the poor, and above all was a Court of Review
charged with ensuring a uniform interpretation of the law
throughout the State. All this appears to be quite
unexceptionable. But the Constituent Assembly was convinced
...
that the judicial power-being one of the manifestations of the
National sovereignty, it could be exercised only by those who
had been elected to the office by the people, though the Assembly was sensible enough to provide that no one could be elected
a judge unless he had attained the 23rd year of age and had
practised for five years in the profession of a lawyer. But the
. more democratic Convention made all citizens who were twenty
five years of age eligible without other qualification, thus
opening the magistracy to politicians.

,Judges made
appointive
and irremoveable by
the Constitution of
18\.:0.

10 By making the judges elective, the Revolution abolished the principle of irremovea.bility for the magistracy. By
1800, the nation was convinced that neither the election nor the
removeability of the judges made for ·efficiency or honesty in
judicial administration and no objection was raised when the
Constitution of the year VIII made the judical office appointive
and irremoveable, and that is what it has remained since
1800 (a).

,Judicial system of England-its
mairi features,

11. Turning now to the judicial system of England of the
present day, the main features thereof are :- (i) That the executive no longer controls the orp-anisation of the law courts ;
(ii) that the higher judiciary controls and supervises the judi·Cial work of the lower ; and although all appointments to
judicial offices· rest with the executive, the power of removing
judges of the higher courts'has been taken away from it, and
the tenure of judges, of all grades is practically independent ;
(iii) that no trial of any political importance can take place
without participation in it by a lay element, viz : the jury,
with whom indeed rests the final decision in all criminal trials; • '·
(iv) immunity of judge and jury for delivering wrong judgments or erroneous verdicts ; (v) power of self-protection
• possessetl by the higher judiciary at least, by committal for
(a) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 558-562. l\1ignet, History
of the French Revolution, Ch. III (Bohn), p, 96.
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contempt ; (vi) special protection afforded to judges by the
1
criminal law.

.

.

(i) Power to

12. First, as to the power of organising courts of law:- esta.lJliR b and
law
If the practice of the last two hundred' years only be looked organise
courts now
into, Parliament would appear to be the only authority which belc>ngA to
rarliam~nt. creates new courts of law and the prerogative power of the
Crown in that behalf should be taken to have fallen into
desuetude. But one of the principles of English constitutional
law which English lawyers habitually affirm is that no prerogative ceases to exist simply because it is not used, and if it
has to be taken away or restricted it must be by statute,
expressly or by necessary iinplication. Accordingly one finds
it solemnly recorded as the latest statement of the law on the
su~ject that ucourts are created by the authority of the King
as the fountain of .i ustice. This authority is exercised either by
statute, .charter, letters patent, or order in council. Tn some
cases a court is held by prescription, as having existed from
tnne immemorial, with the it:nplication that there was at some
time a grant, of the court by the King, which has been lost."
''An Act of Parliament," the statement proceeds: "is necessary
to create a court 'which does 11.ot proceed according to common
law. The King, however, may grant a courb with jurisdiction
to hear and determine actions according to the common law
either limited or unlimited. The King may also grant the
franchise of cognisance. of pleas, by which the gJ;antee
obtains cognisance of all pleas within the. limits of the grant
which are commenced in other courts than that of the grantee,
The King may also grant an exempt jurisdiction, whereby the
inhabitants of a city or borough may not be su~~ e~cept within the city or borough." The proposition that an Act qf Parliament is necessary to create a court the procedure of which is
not according to commorr law is said ~o be subject to the Power toescourts
qualification that it does not apply to a Crown colony pro- tablish
by prerogaperly so called, that is, a 'colony which has not received a tive in the
colonies.
representative government (a).
13. I apprehend that the power of creating law courts
by prerogative would have been treated by the last \Vriter as.
(a.) Halsbury, Laws of England,-Vol. IX, pp. 17-18. See as to Franchise
Courts in )1edieval England, Jeudwine's Tort, Crime and Police in Medieval
Britain, Chs. XII, XIII,
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dead, if it had not come useful during the last two centuries
in the· administration of the colonies. In the first part of the
18th century, courts ap~ear to have been established in the
British factories in India by virtue of Royal prerogative, and,
as regards colonies, the late Professor Maitland, speaking in
1887, was not sure that the power had not been exercised for
them in much :more recent times. As to even this, however,
in 1827, tho law officers of the Crown advised that the extent
of the power to create a new court in Canada was very doubtful and it would be wiser to obtain an Act of Parliament.
So far as regards England, the prerogative . power has mt
been used for a long time past and in recent years the whole
country has been covered by a net-work of. new local courts,
the County Courts, by statute ( 9 and 10 Viet. c. 95 J. There
are, says Maitland, two reasons why this prerogative has fallen
into disuse. (i) Since it i::; admitted that the Crown cannot
create a new court of equity, a court created by prerogative
which would 01ily administer the common law would be a
somewhat useless and a very clmllSY institution. (ii) Owing
to the appropriation of supplies being in the hands of Parliament, there would be no money to pay the expenses (a). Looking at the matter from outside, it seems to 111'3 that it would
be much better if it was frankly recognised that the authority
to create courts by prerogative is dead so far as England is
concerned; and that even as regards the colonies it is not
likely to be exercised in the future.
(ii) Indepen·
dence of
tenure of
judges and
magistrates.

14. Secondly, as to the independence of tenure o£ English
judges and magistrates : There are several elements which
go to constitute it at the present moment, not all of them
rules of law~ Though judges of the Supreme Court only
hold office during good behaviour, and may not (since 1701)
be dismissed from office otherwise than upon a joint address •
•
of the two Houses of Parliament or upon conviction ab an
impeachment trial, and all other judges and magistrates,
including (curiously enough) the head of the judicial system,
the Lord Chancellor, like all officers under the Crown, hold
office durante bene placito, owing to the English habit of
• regarding every right presently enjoyed by any person as a
vested interest of which the holder may not be lightly deprived,
(n~

:\Iaitland, Constitutional HiBtory of England, pp, 419-420.
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Life tenure in

all iuferior judgeships and magist~acie~ haye conic to be viewed judicial offi ·
in fact
as life offices terminable only for cause, the office of the Lord ces
though not in
Chancellor, a political office, being' the only judicial office the theory as to
lower judi·
incumbent of which is removed at the Crown's pleasure. The ciary,
system of "spoils" a~d "rotation" which one sees in the United
States and in some countries on the Continent' of Europe has
no place in England even in the disposal of executive, far
less of judicial appointments, though no doubt when vacancies
occur, appointments made by the politicai party then in
ascendancy d~ naturally bear its particular political comple•
xion. But even if the tenure of the inferior judiciary, being
durante bene placito, be regarded as uncertain, the hie_rarchic
organisation of the judiciary in England, under which errors, Hierarchic
organisation
excesses and derelictions of duty on the part of inferior judges of courts, as
security
and magistrates are subject to examination and correction_by aagainst
exe·
a judiciary possessing an irremoveable tenure must go far cutive interference.
towards nullifying. extrinsic interference with the proceeding
of the lower judiciary. This hierarchic organi;ation, I mention in passing, is said to have followed from the principle :
"All justice emanates from the King." It is, however, nob
so much the principle (which w~s equally recognised in
France but did not produce the same consequences), as the
successful manner in which it was worked out in practice that
has made this organisation really effective in England.
15. There are certain other elements which are uspally Salary of
judges.
not taken into account in -dealing with this topic of the independence of the English judiciary, but which must not be
overlooked in any comparative treatment of it. The liberal
salaries paid to tlw higher judiciary need onlx be lightly
touched upon, since the amount is really far in excess o£ what
is absolutely necessary to remove from the incumbents all
• temptations to resort to corrupt practicei. The amount is
really determined by th~ manner in which these judges are
traditionally recruited. Only leaders of the bar who command
the confidence of the profession can without clamour be raised
to the B~nches of the Superior Courts, and the amount of
remuneration offered to them have in consequence to be •
sufficiently attractive to induce them .to abandon a practice
which ordinarily brings them pecuniary returns far in e~ess
even of the high salaries 'Yhich the Government has attached
to those offices, But to men so recruited, money. alone is
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no inducement to departures from honest conduct. Many such
do indeed sit and work on the J udieial Committees of the
House of L~rds and the Privy Council without remuneration.
Con elusive
value attached:to judicia.! pronouncements. Its
effect.

16. But that which raises the higher judiciary in England
(and in fact in all Anglo-Saxon countries) to the position
of a co-ordinate organ of the State equal in weight and
influence with the executive and the legislature is the
eonclusi ve value attached to its pronouncements by every
authority in the State. In Continental Europe, including
even Belgium (as I have previously pointed out), aonstitutional
provisions make the legislature itself the sole authority to
interpret its statutes, and the decisions of even the highest
courts have not the binding authority of precedents. But in
England, though no court has power to, and will, pronounce
a statute of Parliament unconstitutional and void, a decision
of the House of Lords or of the Judicial Committee of the
Privy Council, whatev-er interpretation it may choose to place
upon a statute or any other rule of law, will be loyally accepted
by all authorities as binding until it should be repealed or
modified by Act of Parliament. (a)

17. Thidly, as to trial by jury : Whether this institu.
tion was in its i.nception in'digenous in England or was imported
from t.Jie Continent is of no consequence to us at the present
day, for the institution, as we know it now, is as thoroughly
English as the Parliament itself. As law becomes, as it must
in all progressive communities, more and more complicated and
technical, there is a natural tendency for administration of
justice to fall into the hands of professional lawyers. But
neither in Gr~ece, nor in Republican Rome was the lay clement
altogether eliminated. In Feudal society, people habitually
looked to be judged by their peers and trial of dispute::; by
professional judgeat was a Royal innovation. Accustomed, •
The lay clc·
ment in judi· as we have come to be in India, to a highly technical scheme
cial adminis·
tration-Its
of laws and to having our disputes settle:l by experts thoughtv&luo.
fully provided us by the same authorities who have given us
our laws, we are apt to forget that in ordinary circumstances,
• it is ju~tice dispensed not by experts but by men who would
(iii) Trial by
jury.

-----------------------~

~---

(a) For the be3t explanation of this difference in the rGlatians of the
judiciary and the legislature in Engli~!J-spe~tking and Continental countries,
bee Mcilwain'~ High Court of Parliament and Its tluproruacy, Ch, IV.
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act_ a~d fool as the parties
- .ves w~ich proves most
satrsfymg to the unsophistic 0 ,~But as law in any but
tho most primitively or~~~ societies is bound to be
technical and complex, th-;. Ipert early becomes an indispensable factor in the .J;1nistration of law. But both in
·the later Roman Em · !!' .d in Monarchical France, the
necessity o£ expert ad· ·
~ recei vcd such disproportionate
emphasis as to e ·- Xate tb~ lay element altogether. It
remained for
i~d to de~~e a scheme in which each
element wa ! , 1"'have its prorer"place. As has been pointed
out in a n· .. _
lecture; this. combination of expert and lay
p
clemcn .s in which, be it noteil, the lay element has on the_
who 1 e the determining voice, is not an isolated featurebf
~ 1glish judicial administration; It is but the manifestation
in one department of political life of a spirit which animates
and works the entire system (a). In spite, therefore, of the
severe strictures to which trial by juries is periodically subjected by impatient experts, there is, I believe, small likelihood
of its being discarded unless there is first a complete reversal
in· the political habits and ideas of the English people.

9do

1:Us

How eliminated in
Rome and
Monarchic
:France,

CombinaLion
of lay and
expert elements in
judicial administration
in En g.lamt.

Why not likely to be
abolished in
England,, -

18. The merits of trial by jury undoubtedly far outweigh
its defects, and, national habit apart, it will hold its ground in
the English system of judicial administration on account of its
inherent superiority over trial by merely professional judges.
The pedantries of much of Medieval judge-made law; its
excessive refinements, and what may be called its high ritu:-tlisrn, would bav€ proved i~tolcrable to even the most deferential
oF peop1e, if these bad not been in a large measure neutralised and restrained in their application, in tb~ majority of
cases, by the very obtuseness of the bard-beaded men who
in determining the fac~s of the case as jurors took just so
much of the advice and adjuration from tlfe Bench as they
were capable of (b). Expert criticism notwithstanding, an
St•pra, Lecture X, para 22. _
(b) Since the above was written, I have found the following confirmatory
pa 83agcs in an address delivered by :Mr. Elihu Root before the Constitutional •
Convention of New York on .July 17, 1894 :"I believe that it serves to brin«
'
0
the people-not lawyers aml jm1ges but the plain people-into intimate parti·
cipation in tho administration of la'V. I believe that it mitigates the severo
logic of the law anu makes its administration iolemble. I am not surprised
that we ~honld have expressions from judges which tend in derogation of the
(a)
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fran~~

institution which is
'lrgeoise and has long formed
the butt of legal witticisms lf! hardly have come ~o be
regarded as one of the main p1 rs of civil liberty, had 1t not
on the whole satisfied material re<lt-ements more adequately
than official justice can ever hope to (').
NuL applieu·

in petty cases.

Less suitable
in ci" il Lban
in criminal
cao;es.

:Bxcept in
cases of slander, libel etc,

Difference in
method iu
civil and cri·
minal trials.

19: It is however not necess, for the defence of the
system of trial ·by jury to assert that 1. ust be applied in all
cases and that its methods should be the 8~,
for all classes of
cases. It is undoubtedly cumbrous and d1. ry and wholly
nnsuit~ble for pett_y cases. By far the la~·gest nuh_, '\: o~ these
cases 1s now deCided by County Court Judges and ~g1strates
without jury. In regard to the more important ea s, the
wisdom of English judges and politicians has worked out
certain differences of procedure for trials of civil and crimina:
cases respectively.
20. Trial by jury is obviously less suitable for ordinary
civil suits than for criminal cases. The Judicature Act of 1873
accordingly gave power to the judges of the superior courts
to do a·.vay with it by rules in C!tses in which experience would
prove its unsuitability. Acting in tho spirit of this direction,
the judges have framed rules which permit the plaintiff or
defendant, in cases of slander, libel, false imprisonment, seduction or breach of promise of marriage to insist on a trial by
jury (a). It will occur at once to any lawyer that it is precisely
in these cases that the sophistries of law have been known to
run most decidedly rampant, and, equally decidedly, to need
restraining by a considerable measure of common sense.

21. It is in the parts judge and jury are respec·
tively called' upon to play in them that trials of civil
cases differ from criminal trials. It is broadly stated for
both 1 classes of cases that the jury are to determine the
facts, bQt matt€r~ 'Qf law are for the decision of the judge
alone. But if it be given the' jury to return a general
verdict on the whole case, obviously the jury become the
final judges on facts as well as on the law involved in
the facts. Now, in civil cases, the judge has the option to
system of trial by jury; for the system of trial by jury was designed and have
serYccl always as a protection against judges.'' Addrcsees on Government and
Citizenship, pp. 122-123.
{a) jenks, Short History of English Law, p. 878.
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do this or to direct a special verdict by putting to' the jury
certain questions to answer, on which it is for the judge to
decide what the legal results of the answers should he (a).
But in criminal cases, the jury have in all cases an unquestionable right to determine upon all the circumstances and
to find a general verdict of 'guilty' or 'not guilty', though it
is no doubt open to them, if they have doubts on matters of
law, toa retlun a special verdict setting. forth all the circumstances of the case and praying the judgment of the court
whether on the facts found the prisoner is guilty o.r not
guilty (b).

Judges have
power to
take special
verdict in
civil cases,
Not, except
at the jury's
option, in
criminal
cases.

22. I shall, before passing on, touch lightly on the historic Historic con·
troversy as
controversy which arose and was settled, towards the end of to the pro·
of the
the 18th century, on the question of the right of the jury to jvlnce
u:y in se1-li •
return a general verdict i.n prosecutions for seditious libel. tion trials,
"\Vhat is or is not sedition is a question upon which the
Government for the time being and the people may eas.ily come
to hold different opinions, and it is therefore of the highest
importance to know whether the people through their representatives on the jury should be allowed to have the last word
on a question as to whethe.r a man (who may or may not have
had a real grievance) has exceeded the limits of reason in his
criticism of the powers that be. In 1688, in the Seven
.Bishops' case (c), the whole case and not , merely the publica~
tion of the alleged libel by the accused had been left to . the
jury. During the following century, eminent judges like
Holt, Raymond,, Lee and Mansfield consistently refused to
leave to the jury the question of the criminality of the words
used which they argued was a question of constru2tiop and therefore of law for decision by the judge alone. The question came
to a head in R. v. Shivley (d), otherwise known as the Dean~~
• St. Asaph's case, in which Erskine argued f~ the defence that
the question of criminal intent was as much a question of fact
as that of publication by ·the accused and that the whol~
matter ought to be left to the jury. The decision, which
(a)

Stephen's Commen~arieson the Laws of England, 16th Edn,, Vol. IIT,

Jl· 567,
(bj- Ibid, Vol IV, p. 361.

(c) 12 St. Tr. 183 (1688).

(d) 21St. Tr, 847 (1783).

'·
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:Mr. Dean (a) certifies to have been "absolutely right in law",
was against that contention, but no sooner was it passed than
ParlimPent interfered and Fox's Libel Act of 1792 enacted
and declared that in a trial for criminal libel, ."the jury sworn
to try the issue may give a general verdict of "guilty" or
"not guilty'' upon the whole matter put in issue and shall
not be required or directed by the court or judge to find the
defendant or defendants guilty merely on proof of the publication by such defendant or defendants. of the paper ~harged
to be a libel and of the sense ascribed to the same in such
indictment or information". The decision of Lord Mansfield
affirming those of his learned predecessors on the Bench might
have been better logic though as to even that one may, with
Erskine, have one's doubts; but the declaration in Fox's Act
upholding Erskine was certainly tho· better law. It is also
better policy, for whilst the judge's charge sets forth the hw
in all its rigour, the jury who have not to give reasons f\1r
their verdict are free to deliver it with due regard to extmjudicial circumstances of extenuation and thus a substantially
just decision is reached without stultification of the law,
Adoption of
jury system
of trial in
other conntries.

23. If further demonstrations of the value of this institution were demanded, they would be found in the fact that
. it has been almost universally adopted on the Continent of
Europe for the trial of criminal, and in particular, of political,
easEls.

(iv) Immunity of
judges ancl
jurors.

An excep·
tion to the
general rule
as to legal
liability for
malfeasance
in office.

24. Fourthly, as to the immunity of judges and jurors :
If the judiciary are to dispense justice ·without fear or favour,
they have not only to be made substantially independent of
the Executw.re .Government, but must also be placed out of
harm's way from disappointed litigants (b). I have in a
previous lecture explained why as a rule public officials must
in the public int~rest be inteJ' alin (1) su~jected to discipli-•
nary control by their aJ.ministrative superiors and in the last
resort o£ the Government, and (2) made liable to· action in
courts of justice for violations of the law. Bnt if public
interest justifies the rule, it must also justify exceptions to
(a) Student's Legal History, pp. 121-126.
(b) See Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XXIII, p. :l24. The reason of
this rule does not apply in so far as the judge may act ministerially vr administratively.· See Ibid, pp. 325-6. On the other hand it does not require that
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that rule in so far as public interests may suffer but for such
exceptions. The irremoveability of the judiciary is one such
exception ; the immunity of judges and jurors from action in
respect of the manner in· which _they perform their public
functions is another.
25. The immunity of judges, like their irremoveability,
\ ..
.
need not be, and in fa9t is not, absolute. There are particular
species of mis~onduct for 'vhich judges and jurors may be prosecuted and punished as criminals. For instance, a judge,
magistrate or other judicial officer who accepts any bribe
or reward offered in order to influence him in the conduct of
his office is guilty of a misdemeanour in common law (a),
and under a statute of the 11th year of Henry IV., all
judges and officers of the King convicted of bribery are
liable to forfeit treble~ the bribe, to be punished at the
King's will and be discharged from the King's service for
~ever (b). Moreover oppression and tyrannical partiality of
of judges, justices and other magistrates in the administration and under the colour of their office, when prosecuted
either by impeachment in Parliament or otherwise according
to the rank of the offender, is an offence to be severely pm1ished
with forfeiture of office, together with fine, imprisonment or
other censure, regulated by the nature and aggravation of the
offence committed (c).
26. Apart, however, from judicial misconduct which 'the
law makes punishable as crimes, there may arise the question
whether a judicial officer-acting as such may lay himself open
to criminal prosecution for overstepping his jurisdichion or acting in violation of law in circumstances or from mo!',ives which

I

Immunity
not absolute,
Liability to
criminal pro·
secution of
judges for
·misconduct
in office.

Criminal
liability of
judges for
acting in excess of or
maliciously
within jurisdiction.

the proteetion should exist only in re~peet of acts in t:onrt serlente curia:
Calder v. Ilctlket, 3 Moo. P. C. C. 28 (1H39).
(a) Balsbury, Laws of England, Vol. IX, p. 484.
(b) Stephen's Commentaries on Blacktone, Vol. IV, p. 217.
(e) Ibicl-, p. 220, Legislators, judges of the highest eonrts and all eourts of
record acting judicially, jarors and probably such high offieers of .Qovernment
as are entrusted with responsible diseretionary duties are not, accordi,p.g to
Bishop, liable to an ordinary Cfirninal process like an in~.ctment for offieial
doings however corrupt, but judges (not jurors) and other high officers
(not legislators) are answerable in impeachment. Bishop's New Commentaries
on Criminal Law, Vol. I., pp. 279-280, Justices of the peace on the other
hand are liable for corrupt conduct to the ordinary criminal process. Justices \
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in the case of a private .person make the act punishable as a
crime. If, for instance, a person was executed or otherwise
punished under illegal "sentence, as may very well happen when
sentences have followed the application of martial law in
circumstances not justifying its application, the court woul.d
have acted wholly without jurisdiction, and in the absence of
an Indemnity Act all persons responsible for the execution of
such a sentence would seem to be criminally liable. But once
it is found that there was justificdion, the authorities are clear
that the sentences even if illegal or oppressive would not make
the judge answerable before a court of law, either civilly or
criminally (a). But judges of courts martial are not holders of
judicial offices, and no case appears yet to have come up for
decision where a judge of one of the superior courts of England
has been prosecuted criminally in respect of a judicial act. But
as regards magistrates, "any fraud or misconduct imputed to
them in proceeding, notwithstanding the issue of a certiorari,
may he a ground for a criminal proceeding against them" (b) ;
and Lord Kenyon said in R. v. Seton (c) that he believed
there were instances in which criminal information had been
granted against magistrates acting in sessions. But these must
have been instances of manifest oppression and gross abuse of
power,· for generally justices are not punishable for what they
do in sessions" (d).

In CfLSes of
judges of
courtsmattiaJ.

In cases of
judicial oflic~s proper.

27. As to jurors, their immunity from action, whether
civil or criminal, for delivering a wrong verdict, appears to have
been finally established in Bushell's case (u). In that case, the
trial judg~ considering the verdict o£ the jury who had acquitted Penn and Mead at the Old Bailey Sessions on· a charge of
preaching in a London street as penerse proceeded to fine
several of them l4fid in defa,ult had them committed. Bushell~
one of the jurors, sued out a writ of habeas corpus, on the
hearing of which Vaughan C. J. held that a jury could not be

Eivil and criminal immhnity of
jurors,

i

and judges, it seems, are criminally liable for malfeasance or nonfeasance for
which·nO action would lie against them in a civil court. Iuid, pp. 278-80,
(a) 1 Hale P.O. 406-502 and Reg v. iYcl.<on, 1 Cock 124, 156 (18fi7).
(b) 4 Bac. Abr. 631.
·
(c) 7 T. R. 373 (179i).
(d) Mayne, Criminal Law of India, 2nd Edn, pp. 374-377.
(e) GSt. Tr. 999 (1670),
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punished for nob finding according to the evidence and the
judge's direction.
Civil immu28. The leading case on the immunity of jt1dges, Hcvrn- nity
of
mond v. Howell (a), curiously enough, arose out of the same judges.
transaction. Hammond, another juror who had been com- .
mitted with Bushell, brought an action against the judge,
mayor and the whole court of Old Bailey for false imprison. mont. Vaughan C. J. and the whole Court of Common Pleas
before· whom the case was argued came to the conclusion that
no action lay against the judge for what he did judicially
though erroneously. In King v. Slcinnm· (b), 1\iansfield, C. J.,
For acts
observed that neither party, witness, counsel, judge or jury can (i)
within juris·
be puC to answer civilly or criminally for ~vords spoken in office, diction.
although if such words amounted to a contempt of Court, they
might be punished as such. Subsequent decisions have further
developed the principle, and it has been held that no action lies
for acts done or. words spoken by a judge in the exorcise of his
j ndicial office, although his motive is malicious and the acts o'i:
words were not done or s.poken in hon_est. exercise of his
(ii) for acts
_oflice (c). Bt\t tho judge does not seem to be protected, if it outside
jurisis established that in doing what he did, he was acting wholly diction,
without jurisdiction. 'l'he application of this last rule may be
somewhat difficult in the case of judges of superior c.ourts who
have a general jurisdiction co-extensive with the kingdom.
But as to them as also as to judges with limitedjurisdictioJ.?. the
rule admits of exceptions, for it seems to be the law that if the
judge was led into assuming jurisdiction by a mistake of fact
which he might in the circumstances reasonably make, or if the
plaintiff .heiag in a position to place the true state of facts before the defendant failed to do so, the judge acting in the bona
fiile belief that he had jurisdiction would not be liable (d). B~t.

(a)
(b)

21-lod. 218. (1878)
Lofft. 65 (li72).

(c)

Anderson v. Gorrie (1895) I.Q,B. 13138 (189±) J Fray v_ Blackbu.nz, 3 B.

_

and S. 576. (1863). To this, in the case of a judge of a superior court, refusing
a writ of habe""~ corpus in vacation (expressly provided for in :the Habeas
Corpus Act of 1679) is a statutory exception.
(d) .Many objections to jurisdiction, it has t0 be remembered, involve
the decision of a question of fact collateral to the main issue. The general
rule is that where the jurisdiction of any tribunal depends upon facts, it hfl,S
powc1· to determine those facts ; but in some cases, the jurisdiction of an inferior
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it would be otherwise, if the judge knew or ought to have
known the defect of jurisdiction, as for instapce where jurisdiction was assumed by a mistake of law (a).
·
\

Civil imnm•
nity of
mauistrates
and justices
of the peace,

Immunity of
juqges in
Rome more
restricted.

. 29. Magistrates and justices of the peace, however, are not
protected to the same extent, subject to special statutory
exceptions. They are liable for .acts done without jurisdiction, and also for acts done maliciously and without
reasonable and probable cause within their jurisdiction (b).
The nature of the immunity of judges and magistrates
under English law is best exhibited by comparing it with the
relatively more restricted immunity enjoyed by judicial officers
under Roman law. Under that law, a judge by whose act
or default in deciding or conducting a law suit, a party to the
suit was injured .was liable to an action for damages the
amount of which. was left to the discretion of the judge before
whom this later action was tried. "Such actiop. was regarded
as quasi-delictua'l because it was available not. only in cases
of deliberately unfair decisions but also in cases of less serious
errors committed by the judge, as overlooking the day fixed
for trial or disregarding the rule of law concerning adjournments and the like ( imprudentia judices). In such a case,
he was termed "jude:c qui litem suarn fecerit " (who makes
the suit his own). The action however could not be taken on
the ground that the judgment was unjust in substance (c).
Thes.e rules of Roman law cannot be said to have been unfair
rules, though we have no means of judging how they actually
worked in practice. They must have furnished strong incentives to promptitude and care on the part of judicial officers m
dealing with.the cases and the parties before them.
court does not arise unless the facts are such·;ts to give it jurisdiction. In the
former case, on proceedi~gs by certim·ari, prohibition, or !tabeas corpm, the •
rule is that no court can give itself jurisdiction by an erroneous decision upon
the collateral point, but for the purpose of deciding whether the judge is
protected, the rule ignoratio facti excusat applies and the judge having general
jurisdiction over such matter is protected unless he had knowledge or means of
knowledge of the special fact which ousted his jurisdiction, Halsbury, Laws
of England, Vol. XXIII, p. 33). As to the various ways in which absence or
• excess of jurisdiction may give rbe to liability, see Ibid, pp. 328-329.
(a) llonlden v. &mith, 14 Q. B. 841 (1850) ; Calder v. Halket, 3 Moo. P. C.
28 ( 1839 ).
(b) II and 12 Viet. c. 44.
(c) Sohm, Institute~ of Roman Law, 3rd Edn., p, 4:.14.
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30. THe only remedy thercfore.to which parties are ordinarily relegated under English law in cases of wrongful performance of judical duties is to be found in an elaborate
system of appeals. Further, the irremoveability of-judges is
not, as I have said before, absolute. Judges of the superior
courts may be impeached or removed on 'the address of both
the Houses of Parliament. Judges of inferior courts are
removcable for misbehaviour either by common law or special
statute. The Lord Chancellor may remove a County Court
judge for inability or misconduct. A justice of the peace is
subject to criminal information for misbehaviour and he may
also be discharged from the commission at the pleasure of the
Crown (a).

Remedies
available
against
judges in
Englan<l,

31. Fifthly, as to the power of commitment for contempt (v) Power of
commitment
so far as phe same may be used by courts for self-protection, this for contempt.
po·wer as exercised by the two R~uses of Parliament has been
considered in a previous lecture. The power as exercised by
the latter appears in fact to have been originally claimed by Its origin.
them in their character of col!rts of superior judisdiction (b)..
The origin of the summary jurisdiction for contempt of Courts
of Common Law is said to be obscure, but it is surmised to
have been rounded upon the contempt implied in disregarding
the King's writ (c), 1vhilst the similar jurisdiction of the
Court of Chancery is stated to have been exercised in virtue of
prerogative delegated to the Chancellor. The con~eml?t
punishable as such thus appears to have been in origin contempt of the King-extended later on constructively to
contempt of his judges. On.ly con tempts of the King or of Power in· dges of the Kings
' courts were punishable as sue11, and "King's
herent in
t h e JU
authority to punish contempts of other courts had to be con- . courts'' only,
ferred if at all by- statute.
32. " All Courts of Record ", said Bl6ckstone, " are the
courts of the Kin'"g in right of his Crown and Royal dignity;
and no other court hath authority to fine and imprison for con-

Courts of Re·
cord have .
. this power as
Royal courts,

(a) Thomas, Leading dascs in Constitutional Law, pp 113-4,
(b) See C?ke, 5th Ins~. 23, Kielley v. Canon, 4 M. P. C. 63 (1842); also.
Mcilwain's High Court of Parliament and Its Supremacy, pp, 229-285, on this
aspect of both Houses of Parliament. The procedure· of Private Bill legislation ·
is still judicial, and the function of Parliament was origin<~lly understood bo
be to ji1id and rot to make law.
(c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VII, p~28, Note (d).
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tempt of its authority. So that the very erection of a new
jurisdiction with the power of fine and imprisonment· for
contempt ml1kes it a Court of Record". But in some eYen of
Courts of Record e.g. County Courts, the power is limited by
statute to contempts committed in facie curiae, that is to
say, to wilful insults to the judge, to any juror, to witness,
registrar or other officer of court, during his attendance in
court or in goi-ng to or returning from court and to wilful
usurpation of the business of the court and to wilful misbehaviour in court. " Courts not of Record ", on the other hand
said Blackstone, " are courts of inferior dignity and these arc
not, as a general rule, entrusted by the law with any
power to fine or imprison for contempt. In these", the learned
writer goes on to explain, "the procedings not being enrolled
or recorded, as well their existence as the truth of the matter
therein contained shall, if disputed, be tried and determined
by a jury". No value need be attached to this as to most
of· Blackstone's explanations. l\lr. Edward Jenks' guess that
Courts of Record were always Royal Courts whereas Courts
not of Record were these which though now regarded as Royal
courts (a) were not so originally has, to my mind, every
appearance of being the correct one (b).
33. As to the nature of this power, it should be clearly
distinguished
from the power which every person or body of
commitment.
persons engaged in the performance of a public duty has, to
preser~'e order and decorum in his or its place of business.
This mere police power would authorise the official or officials
concerned to turn out disorderly persons and where an offence
has been committed to hand over the offender to the proper
authoritiesI (c)~ But the power to fine and imprison goes a
long way beyond it, specially when the offence has no~ been
committed in facie. It is a power which in the expressive
phrase of Lord De~man (d) with one voice accuses, condemns
.and executes.
Nature of
power of

(a) This, of cour,;e, followed from the application of the doctrine, derived
from Roman precedent, that the King was the fountain of all justice in the
idngdom. •
(b) Stephen's Commentaries on Blackstone, 16th Edn., Vol, III, pp,
502·503.
(c) Jewison v. Dyson, 9 :u. ami W. 540 at p. 586 (1842).
(u)· Stuclidale v. Ilansanl, 9 A. and E. 1 at p. 156 (1839),
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34. "Contempt of court is a misdemean·our at common law
and punishable by fine and imprisonment without hard labour.
But if the contempt be committed in the face of the court,
being a Court of Record, the offender may be instantly apprehended and punished summarily by being both fined and
imprisoned at the discretion of the judge, being first given au
opportunity to explain his conduct. But in matters which are
at a distance and of which the court cannot have so perfect a
knowledge unless by the confession of the party or the testimony of other,s, the proper course, in the case of inferior Court@
of Record) is to proceed by indictment, and in the case of superior Courts of Record by attachment. Courts not being of Record
have of course no conimon Jaw power to· commit for contempt
of either description" (a). 13ut, so as not to leave inferior
courts quite without protection) the King's Bench Division
of the High Court in the recent case of Rex v. Davies (b)
revived and rehabilitated the power anciently possessed
by the King's Bench to punish, as the c1~stos mornm of the
kingdom) every kind of misdemeanour on a summary proceeding as well as on indictment or information; and in exercise of this power, the High Court in England may summarily
commit offenders for contempt of inferior coui·ts also.

Contempts of
Courts not of
Record, summarily punishable by
King's Bench,

35. "The process of attachment", it is stated, "is as . Power of
ancient as the law itself) and no person 1 not even a Peer or a ~~::f~f~l
member of Parliament, is exempt". "A power therefore," the liable to
abuse. ·
writer con-tinues (c), "in the Supreme Courts of Justice to
suppress such contempts by the attachment of the offender VariousYicws
results from the first principles o£ a judiciary and m'ust as to its
rationale.
b~ an inseparable attendant upon every sup~trior tribunal".
The logical connection between the two propositions)s not
apparent1 nor why the power should be restricted in its (i) Blackstone's.
exercise to superior tribunals only. The Pl.istorical explanation
of the differentiation between the privileges o£ the superior
and inferior courts in this matter I have already given. But
there are other more cogent reasons why the power should
not be freely given to all tribunals. Judges like legislators
are apt to form an exaggerated notion of their owp. dignitJ!
<

(a) Stephen, Commentaries on Blackstone, lGth Eda., Vol, IV, p. 27G.
(b) L, R, (1906) 1, K. B. 32 (I!l05)1
(c) Stephen, Commentaries on Blackstone, lGth Edn., Vol. IV, p, 277,
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Ev·en High Court judges, according to the testimony of an

(ii)

Wilmot J's.

(iii) Recent

opiaions.

eminent High Court judge ( Lord Brampton ), are not free
from this weakness. In his Reminiscences (referring to the
days when he was still practising as counsel) h¢ wrote: "Some
of them were overwhelmed with the imporiance of their
positi011, none were ever modest enough to perceive their own
small ~ndividuality amidst their judicial environment". (a)
\Vilmot, J. appears to have been suffering from an acute attack
of it when he penned his famous opinion in R. v. Almon (b).
He wrote (c): "The principle upon which attachm_ents issue
for libels upon courts is to keep a blaze of glory around them
and to deter people from attempting to render them contemptible in the eyes of the public .... A libel upon the court is a
reflection upon the King.'' Since the date of this opinion,
however, the rationale of the power of summary committa~,/
has been revised by High Court judges themselves. In In re
Johnson (d), Bowen, L. J., said that the law had armed the
High Court of Justice with power and imposed on it the
duty of preventing brevi manu and by summary proceedings
any !lttempt to interfere with the administration of justice ;
it was not on any exaggerated notion of the dignity of indirid uals that insults to judges were not allowed; it was on the same
ground that insults to witnesses or jurymen were not allowed.
In McLeod v. St. A ubyn (e), Lords Watson, }Jacnaghtcn,
Morris and Davey were of orinion that the power was not to
be used for the vindication of the judge as a person. "He
must resort to action for libel or criminal information." In
Arnold v. King Emperor (f), Lord Shaw in delivering the
judgment of the Judicial Committee said it was a false and
dangerous doctrine that some privilege or protection attaches
to the publi~ acts of a judge which exempts him in regard to
these from free and adverse comment. "He is not above
criticism, his conduct• and utterances may demand it; freedom
would be seriously impaired, if the judicial tribunals were
(a) The Reminiscences of Sir Henry Hawkius (Baron Brampton), Edited
by Richard Harris, Ch. XXVI p. 193.
• (b) Wil.mot, 254 (1765),
(c) The opinion was never delivered, proceedings having been withclrawu.
(d) 20 Q. B. D.~ 68 at p. 7J (1887).
(e) (1899) A. C. 549.
(f) .8 O, W. N. 785: I.L.R. 41 Cal, 1023 (l9H).
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outside the range of such comment" ; and it is refreshing to
find it stated on the authority of numerous cases in a· recent
statement of the law on the subject, "that the 'cour~ discourages
applications ~or attachment for committal when the contempt
is slight'' (a). The power however remains for use or abuse
by the superior courts of England and all Courts of Record in
the British Dominions and by other courts specially authorised
in that behalf by statute, and it does confer on "judges in the·
British system to-day a legal character scarcely 'possessed by
any other authority under the King and the Houses of Parliament.
36. Lastly, of the special protection by which the criminal •~~~te~~i~c~al
law of England guards the persons and the reputation of her of criminal
bw.
judges, the following deserve notice. (i) By the Treason Act
.'
of 1351,-it is high treason inteP alia to·slay judges of the High
Court of Justice, Justices of Assize, Justices.of Oyet and Terminer, being in their places and doing their of!ices (b). (ii) Seditious words with regard to the administration of justice in a
· superior court whether spoken in or out of court ~re punishable
indictment or information, or summarily by atta_chment for
contempt by the court whose proceedings are defamed. Such
words spoken of an inferior Court of Record are punishable
su~marily by that court, if they are spokon in the face of the
court (c). (iii) An indictment or information will not lie for
insulting words spoken to or of a judge or magistrate wh.en he
is not sitting as such, unless the tendency of the words is to
provoke a breach of the peace, but scandalising a judge by
personal scurrilous abuse of him as a judge or any act done or
writing published which is calculated to bring.'a court into
contempt or to lower the authority of the Judge of the court
is contempt of the court and is punishable by indictment
or inform::ttion as well as by summary process of committal (d).
But hc.nest though adverso criticism in temperate language of
the conduct of a judge is pern1issible and much latitude will in
such cases be allowed, R. v G1·ey (e).

b\

(a)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, VII, p. 287.
Ibid, Vol. IX, p. 450.
.,.
(c) Ibid, p. 461.
(d) Ibid. p. 5G2.
(e) (1900) 2, Q. B, 36 at p. 40.

(b)
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37. Turning now to India, the organisation and constitution of courts of all descriptions in this country are now regulated by law, and executive discretion so far as it is allowed to
interfere with the judicial organisation o£ the country is such
as is given to Government by statute. Between 1765, the date
of the grant of the Dewani and 1781, there were, in the Presidency towns, co11rts established by statute of Parliament, but
alongside of them, the Company had established for the Provinces a hierarchy of tribunals posses;;ed of civil and criminal
jurisdiction, in the exercise of the sovereign power which it
claimed to have derived from the JUoghul Emperor. But these
too in 1781 obtained Parliamentary recognition and the Sudder
Dewani Adalats became King's Courts by statute, and from
that time onward the organisation of courts of law, civil, criminal and revenue, has been by statuto or by power_given by
statute. Between 1781 and 1861, there were for the Presidencies and JY1offussil areas two parallel systems of co.urts, one
set deriving authority directly from Parliamentary statutes,
the other from local legislation. At present. the Chartered
High Courts are the only courts established under Letters·
Patent issued in execution of authority given t~ the Crown by
Parliament, but the other courts are courts organised by
Indian legislation.

Constitution
of civil and
criminal
courts other
than Chartered High
Courts.

38. The civil courts other than the Chartered High Courts
of Bengal. Bombay, Allahabad, Madras and Patna, have been
ctmstituted by various local Civil Courts and Small Causes
Courts Acts and other special enactments. 'l'he criminal courts
at present depend for their constitution and organisation on the
provisions mainly of Chapter II of the Crimjnal Procedure Code
of 1898. It i~ unnecssary for my present purpose to consider the
organisation of the courts in India in detail, even were not
such a task rendered superfluous by 1\lr. Cowell's Tagore Law •
Lectures for 1872,-in which the subject has been considered
with much fulness both historically and with reference to existing arrangements (a)

Special
courts under
the Defence
of India Act •
-a tempo·
rary expedient,

39. It may be observed in passing. that under subsecr (1)
to sec. (3) of the Defence of India (Criminal Law Amendment)
Act, HH5 (IV of 1915), the Executive have taken powers to
{a)

Cowell, The History and Constitution of the Courts and Legislath-e

Authorities iu India, Fifth Edition, 1905.
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remove the trial of certain offences from the ordinary courts in
order to have them tried before commissioners, specially appointed for that p11rposc. '.rhis, however, like the internment of
citizens by administrative orders, under powers given by the
same Act, is but a temporary departure from settled constitutional practice which under the Act is to remain in force during
the war (a), and for six months after its termination.
40. As in England the law courts in India are hierarchically organised and the judicial busines:1 of the inferior courts
is under the superintendence, direction and control of the
higher jud_iciary. All judges in India however, from the
judges of Chartered High Courts downwards, hold office dt~rante
bene placito, Under sec. l02 of the Government of India
Act, 1915, every judge of a Chartered High Court is appointed by and holds his office during the pleasure of the Crown (b).
Under the provisions of Provincial Civil Courts Acts, judges
\of Ghief Courts (e. g. of- the Punjab) are appointed by
Governor General in Council and hold· office during his
plhsure, whilst in provinces in which the highest tribunal of
civil justice is the Courb of the Judicial Commissioner, the
judges of such courts are appointed by the Local Government
and n~ay be dismissed by it with the previous sanction in
either case of the Governor Geneml in Council. Judges of
subordinate civil courts are appointed and may be dismissed
by the Local Governments. The High Courts and District
Courts have generally certain powers of suspending judicial
officers of the lowest grade pending inquiry into their conduct,
but-the final authority in the n~atter of removal and suspensiOn of subordinate judicial officers is the Loc;l Govern, .
ment.

\b.c

(ii)
Hierarchic
organisation
of Indian
judiciary.

Tenure of
office, during
plea.sure, for
(I) High
Courts
judges.

(2) Judges of
ot-her civil
courts.

41. Under sec. 26 of the Criminal Procedure' Code, all (3) Of crimijudges of criminal courts other than the High Courts nal courts.
established by Royal charter and all , magistrates may be
suspended or removed from office by the Local Government
(a) The war which, as these pages are being seen through the pres~, bas
been brought virtually to an end by the armistice of lith No1ember 1918.
(b) Compare the tenure of French colonial judges who may be dismissed
by the President, judges ( other than the justices of the peace ) in France
who ali hale a good behaviour tenure -not being liable to dismissal without
the consent of the Court of Cassation. Ogg, Governments of Europe, p. 337-341.
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provided that such judges or magistrates as are now liable
to be suspended or removed by the Governor General in
Council only shall not be suspended or removed from office by
any other authority. Under sec. 27 of the Act, the Governor
General· in Council may suspend or remove from office any
justice of the peace appointed by him and a Local Government may suspend or remove from office any justice of the
peace appointed by it.
ln fact, it, is
for life.

Public Se~·
vants (:U::uquiries) Act.

Promotion!
and transfer

(iii)Jnry
trial in India
in criminal!
cases only,

42, In practice, however, no judge of any court is ordinarily removed from office without grave cause, and in order
to ensure that this should be so, hardly any judicial officer
is actually removed without a judicial enquiry held by
commissioners specially appointed. for each case under the
"Public Servants (Enquiries) Act of 1850. This Act, which
by its last section expressly declares that it was not to be
construed to affect the authority of Government of suspending or removing any public servant for any cause without an
enquiry under tjle Act is markedly illustrative of the habit
of the Government of India, already commented on, of regu~ 'l.ating the discretioi! which it undoubtedly possesses under the
law, by statutary rules.
43. Whilst the ,tenure of judges and magistrates would
thus appear to be in substance permanent, the Excc~tive
Government retains full control over .the promotion and
transfer of judges o£ District and Sessions courts and of judges
and magistrates presiding over criminal courts, whilst promotion and transfer of judges of subordinate civil courts have
been handed over almost wholly to the High Courts and other
superior comts (a).
.

'

44. In India, there is no trial by jury in civil cases and
trial by jury in criminal cases also has not made much
progress. Under· sec. 267 of the Criminal Procedure Code,
all offenders who have been committed to the High Court
Sessions have to be tried by a jury of nine persons,
And that
whilst trials before 1\fofussjl Sessions Courts may be either by
within narjury or with the aid of assessors (sec. 268). Under sec. 269,
row limits .
• the :bocal Government, with the sanction of the Governor
(tt) This at. least appears to be the caEe in Bengal. See Rules of the
Bigh Court of Judicature at Fort Wllliam In Bengal, Appellate Side, 1914,
.pp. 1 and 8.
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General, by order in the official gazette, may direct that the trial
of all offences or of any particular class of offences hefore any
, Court of Sessions shall be oy jury i? any district and may
with the like sanction revoke or alter such order. Whether an
offence shall be tried before a. special and not a common jury
is also made to depend upon the pleasure of the Local Government which has power to revoke an order permitting trial of
particular offences by special 'juries. The power thus given
to Local Governments was plainly intended to be exercised in
a liberal spirit to the end that all sessions trials should
ultimately be with juries. If this was in fact the intention,
it has not been fulfilled in. any appreciable measure. It should
n be remarked further that the verdict of the jury•in India is
not required for its validity to be unanimous as in England
and the verdict of the majority is not, except in certain circumstances at sessions trials in at the High Courts, binding on the court (a).
45. ExcGpt m so far as it may have been modified by
statute, "the immunity of jurors and judges would naturally
be the same in India as in England.
46. As in England, so in India, judges are criminally
liable fo~ particular species of misconducb 'in offi,ce. 'The
provisions of sees. 124, 127 and 129 of the Government of
India Act of 1915 are wide enoagh to expose a judge of a
Chartered High Court to prosecution in India as well .as in
England for (i) ''oppressing any British subject within his
jurisdiction or
the exercise of his authority", (ii)- receiving
presents, and (iii) committing any wilfril breach of the trust
-and duty of his office, and subject him to the penalt]es of fine and
imprisonment etc. provided' for in those sections. Nevertheless, neither the chief justice nor any other judge of
•
such a court is liable to arrest or imprisooment by any High
Courb acting in the exercise o£ its Original Jurisdiction
(sec. 110 of the Government of India Act 1915) or by any
Presidency Small Cause Court (sec. 93 of Act XV of 1882).
In cotnmon with other public servants, a judge may expose

{

(iv) Immunity of
judges and
jurors in
India,
Criminal liability for
judicial misconduct of
High Court
judges.

in

'.

(a) In civil suits in America, there is scarcely a State that does not permit
the jury trial to be waived with the consent of both parties. Some of the newer
ones have gone further and do not require a unanimous decision, Ashley,
The Atrterican l!'ederal State, pp, 466-±67,

High Court
judges not
liable to
arrest or imprisonment
by the Original Sides of
High Courts
and Presidency Small
Cause Courts,
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himself, by taking illegal gratification, to prosecution under
sec. 161 of the Penal Code ; and under sec. 167, by framin.z,
with intent to cause injury, an incorrect record, e. g. a record
o£ depositions. He may be prosecuted, under sec. 217, for
knowingly disobeying the directions of law with intent to
save persons from punishment ~r their property from forfeiture, and under sec. 218, for framing an incorrect record
or writing with similar intent. A judge or juryman corruptly
or maliciously making or pronouncing in any stage of a
judicial proceeding any report, order, verdict or decision
which he knows to be· contrary to law is punishable under
sec. 2Hl with imprisonment of either description for a term
which may extend to 7 years or with fine or both, and a
similar punishment may be awarded to any public officer who
corruptly or maliciously commits for trial or confinement any
person knowing that in so doing he was acting contrary to
law. No prosecution of a judge or magistrate in India can,
however, under sec. 197 of the Criminal Procedure Code, be
But no prose. instituted without the previous sanction either of the Governcntion wilh·
ment of India (in cases of officers who arc removeabk by that
out Govern·
ment sancGovernment) or of the Local Governments (in cases of offkers
tion,
removeablc from office by them) or of some court or othct·
authority to which he is subordinn.te and whose power to give
such sanction has not been limited by such Government.
That s~ction further leaves it to the Government concerned to
determine the person by whom, the manner in which and the
offence or offences for which the prosecution or the judge or
magistrate is to ~e conducted and may specify the court
before which the trial is to be held. .
Criminal responsibility as
public servant.

.

47. Upon the question of the criminal liability of judges
Criminal responsibility
and magistrat.es for injuries consequential on their judicial
for consequential in- . acts, sec. 77 of the Indian Penal Code provides that ''nothing
juries,
is an offence which is done by a judge when acting judicially in the exercise of any power which is or which in
good faith he believes to be given to him by law". Though
there are no reported decisions upon the section (and
sec. 197 • of the· Criminal Procedure Code jusb referred
to may be responsible for it), it may be gathered from the
language of Baron Parke's judgment in Calder v. Hall~et (a),
(a)

2 l\I. I, A, 293, at pp, 306-307 ; 3 l\Ioo, P.C.C, .28 (1839),
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that this section is intended to protect judges and magistrates from criminal presecution even when they have acted
beyond their jurisdiction provided that, after exercising due
care and caution, they bona fide believed that in acting as they
did, they were exercising powers given to them by law. From
that judgment it also appears that the protection of the section should cover not merE>ly acts in ·court sedente ctwia, but
_all acts of a judicial nature.
48. As to the civil liability of judicial officers in · India,
Act. XVIII of 1850 provides that no judge, magistrate, justice o£ the peace, collector or other person acting judicially
shall be liable to be sued in any civil court for any act done
or ordered to be done by' him in the exercise of his jud_icial
duty, whether or not within the limits of his jurisdiction, provided that he at the time in good faith believed himself to have
jurisdiction to do or order the thing complained of."
49. It has been observed before that in England, justices
of the peace and other such magistrates are civiJly answerable
for wrongs done by them maliciously though within the.ir
jurisdiction, but that judges of Courts of Record are protected
from action however maliciously they might have acted, if
what they did was within their jurisdiction, but that i.n respect of wrongs committed beyond their jurisdiction justices of
the peace and other such magistrates are liable in all cases
whilst judges of Courts of Records are immune even in
respechof such acts provided they acted without malice and
without knowledge ( or means of knowing) the defect of
jurisdiction.

.

Civil respon·
sibility of
judical offi.
cers in India.

.•

50.· Act XVIII of 1850 appears to make abse~ce o£ juris- Act XVIII of
dictio~ by itself immaterial in cases of judges and magistrates 1850'
alike, provided there was bonafide belief in the existence of
jurisdiction. It is only touching his belie£ in the possession of
jurisdiction, not in the manner of its exercise, that good faith
on the part of the magistrate or judge is demanded by the
section, and thus proof of malice in the performance of an
a,ct bona ficle believed by the judge or magistrate tohave been •
within his jurisdictiQn will not deprive him of its protection,
though malice exhibited in the trial itself may afford evidence
of male~ fiae.s in the assumption of jurisdiction. ''Go.od faith"
ot course imp1ies due care andcaution, or, in the language of

.
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Lord Campbell in Spoonrw v. Juddow (a), the jutlge or magistrate must bona fide and not absurdly believe that he was
acting in pursuance of statutes and according to- law. The
mistake may be one of fact or of law; but in neither case will
the protection of the section be available if the mistake was so
irrational that it could be ascribed only to perverseness, malice
or corruption. Seshaiyangar v. Ragunatha (1:>); Ragt~nada
v. Nathamuni (c); Collector of Sea Customs v. Chithambaram'(dJ.
No sanction
of Government necessary for civil
action.

(iv) Power of
committal for
contempt.

£ourtJ1 of
Record.

51. It should be remarke(that no sanction need be had
from Government or any other authority for instituting civil
actions against judges or other public servants for wrongs done
by them in their official capacity, but under sec, 80 of tho
Civil Procedure Code, they are entitled to two months' pre·
vious notice apprising them of the cause of action, the name,
description and place of residence of the Plaintiff and the relief
which he claims. Under sec. 81 of the Code, they are in
common with other ciYil officers exempt from arrest and theit·
property from attachment otherwise than in execution o£ a
!lecree, and if the court is satisfied that the defendant officer
cannot absent himself from duty without detriment to the
public service, from appearing in person ; ::md under Or XXVII,
r. 7, the court trying such an action is required to grant time
to the defendant to make reference to Government with a view,
if Government is so advised, to its assumption of the defence of
such officer at the public cost. U 1der sec.' 135 of the Code, no
judge, magistrate or other judicial officer is liable to arrest
u~der civil process whilst going to, presiding in or returning
from his cOlnt.
52. As to the power possessed by judicial officers in India
to commit for contempt, this may follow either from the fact
of the courts over ~hich they preside being Courts of Record, or, •
if they are not Courts of Record, from authority given, by
statute. The Supreme Courts established in the three Presidency towns were Courts of Record, and the Sudder Dewani
Adalat was made one when. it received Parliamentary recogni(a) 4 11. I. A. 379: 6 1Ioo. P.C.C. 2-H (1850).
(b) 5 Mad.· H. C. R. 3!5 (1870).
(c) 6 :Mad. H. C. R. 423 (1871).
(d) I. L, R. l Mad, 69 (1876).
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tion. There is authority for the proposition that the Sudder
Nizamut Adalat of Bengal during its term 9f existence never
was a King's Court or a Court of Record. Legal Remembrancer
v. llfati Lal Ghose (a). The Sudder Adalats and the Supreme
Courts were combined to form the Chartered High Courts after
1861, and others were established, and all were constituted
Courts of Record (b).

53. The Charter of 1752 had established Courts: of Requests in the three Presidency towlls to determine small claims
and these courts were replaced, in 1853, by Courts of Small
Causes which by the Government of I~dia Act IX of 1850
were expressly made Courts of Record (c.) The present Presidency Towns Small Cause Courts Act, XV of 1882, does not
designate these courts as-Courts of Record, but Ch. XII of the
A.ct embodies provisions for summary committal for contempts
in facie curiae, so as to constitute them inferior Courts of
Record in the English sense. No other Indian cou.rts have
been designated Courts of Record, and these, like the Presi.dency Small Cause Courts, since the enactment of Act XV of
1882, exercise powers of committal for contempt in so far only
as such pow~r may have been conferred on them by statute.

Presidency
Small Cause
Courts.

54. Of the power of a Chartered High Court to commit
for contempt of itself, whether in facie curiae or out of
court, there never has been any question (d). ,But it was held
in Legal Remen~brancer v. Moti Lall Ghose ( e ) that the
High Court of Calcutta had no jurisdiction as C'nstos morurn
to punish by summary commital contempts of l\1ofussil courts

Power of
Chartered
High Courts
to commit for
contempts of

Other courts,

themselves
and of Mofus.

. sil court~.

(a) I, L. R. 41 Cal. 173 (1913), at p. 207.
•
(b) See sec. 106 of (the rect:ntly consolidated) Government of India Act
of 1915
(c) The Courts of Request9 subsequent to their es1ablishment were given
power to punish c9ntempts in facie curiae by fines and imprisonments in
default by local ordinances authorized by Parliamentary statutes. See Shaw's
Charters of the High Court of Madras, for the proclamation of the Madras
Gov¥"nment of 29th Dec. 1801. ·
,(d) Re: Abdool and .11Jahtab, 8 W. R (Cr.) 32 (1867); Re: William Tayzo,.
26 C. L J. 345 (1869); Legal Remembrancer v. Jlati Lal Ghvse, I L. R. 41 Cal. •
173: 17 C. W N. 1252 (1913); Surendranath Baner;jee v. Bengal High Court,
L. R. 10 I. A. 171 : I.L.R. 10 Cal. 109 (1883); lle: Sarbadldca?·y, L. R. 34
I. A. 41 : 11 C. W. N 273 : I L. R. 29 .All, 95 (19.06) and Re: Tarit Kanti
Bi.ncas, 21 C. W. N. i161 (19i7). ·
·
·
(e) I. L. ·R. 41 Call73: 17 C.W.N. 12f-2 (l913).
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subject to its appellate jurisdiction, though an opposite conclusion had previously been reached by the Madras High Court
in In re: Venlcat Rao (a).
·
Power of Presidency Small
Cause Courts.

Power of
other courts.

(v) Special
protection ot
criminal law.

55. The Presidency Small Cause Courts Act of 1882 gives
power to these courts to punish, by summary procedur;e, by
fine or ip1prisonment, certain contempts committed in facie.
cnriae e. g. those coming under the following sections of the
Indian Penal Code, viz: sec. 175 (omission to produce uocuments by a person bound to'produce them), sec. 178 (refusing
oath or affirmation when duly required by a public servant to
make it), sec. 179 (refllsing to answer questions), sec. 180
(refusing to sign statements) and s~c. 228 (intentionally insulting or interrupting a public servant sitting in judicial proceeding) (b). The Court is not authorised to impose a heavier
penalty for any such offence .tha? a fine of Rs. 200, in default
civil imprisonment for a term which may extend to one month
unless the fine is sooner paid, the procedure when a heavier
sentence is considered necessary being, under sec. 85 of Act
XV of 1882, to send the case for trial to tha ordinary criminal
court. Under sec. 87 of this Act, a witness before a Small
Cause Court who refuses to answer questions or produce
documents may be sentenced to simple imprisonment or be
committed to the custody of an officer of the c·ourt for any
term not exceeding seven days, after which he may be dealt
with' according to the provisions of sec. 83 or 85. Orders passed
under sees. 83 and 87 are made r.tppealable (sec. 88).
56. As regard courts other than the Chartered High
Courts and J?residency Small Cause Courbs, similar provisions
mutatis ?wntandis are made in sees. 480 to 486 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898). There does not appear
in Indian statu~s any provisions for the punishment of •
contempts not in facie ct~riae by summary cbmmittal by the
courts concerned, and courts other than the Chartered High
Courts cannot be said to possess this power.
57. Are judges in India protected by special provisions of
the criminal law as judges in England ? To slay a judge is
no treason in this country, and the protection of sec. 124 of
(a) 21M. L, J. 832 (1911).
(b) Act. XV of 1882, sec. 83.
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the Penal Code applies .only to the Governor-General, Governors, Lieutenant-Governors :and lVIembers of their Councils. I
doubt whether sec. 124 A. can without much straining be
made to cover what, if committed in England, would be
puni~hed as seditious libel concerning the administration of
justice in the superior courts. Lastly, Lneither the scandalising of courts and judges outside the court house,_ nor unfair
reports of judicial proceedings, nor .domments on pending cases
which may possibly prejudice fair trial have been made offences
by the Penal Code or any other statute. A judge or magistrate like any private person may take proceedings for such
defamation or intimidation as is made punishable by the Penal
Code. But other forms:of abuse and intimidation of courts and
judges, assuming they need correction, are not crime_s under
the Penal Code. But the Penal Code did not repeal penal
laws in force at its enactment, and, in 186p, the common law
unquestionably ;pplied. within the jurisdiction of the Supreme Courts in the Presidency towns, and all the varieties
of offences specified above were at that time offences
which might be proceeded- against by indictment or info;.
mation within the limits of that jurisdiction.
In fact, if
publishing remarks and criticisms abusing the judges iu
newspapers had not been a criminal offence punishable in
the ordinary way~ they could not be punished by summary commital for contempt+-this latter being only an alternative
method of trying offences triable in any case upon indictment
or information. The common law still applies within the jurisdi'ctional limits of the Original Sides of the Chartered High
Courts, and therefore within those limits all the above mentioned acts presumably continue to be offences p~nishabie by
indictment or information, and as the Chartered High Courts
are Courts of Record, they can punish suc;h of them as are contempts, if commit~d within those limits, by stlmm~ry committal,
•
m
J
Su.rendra R ath BanerJee v.
.1. he
t~dges of Bengal (a).
But are any of those acts, if committed in the Mofussil, even
with reference to the High Court and High Court judges,
punishable either by indictment or information ? It has· ·been
held by Jenkins, C. J., in Legal Remembrancer '"- JJ1ati

(a) I. L, R. 10 Cal. 109 (1883).

Hardly any
by statute,

But exists
under common law in
so far as
latter applicable.

Is contempt
of court a
commou law
offence in the
Mofussil ?

-

•
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Lal Ghose (a) that c:::mtempts of Mofussil courts not made
offences by· the Penal Code are not offences under the common
law because the common law does not apply in the :Mo£ussil.
The Sudder Dewani Adalat. was a Court of Record, but if the
common law did not apply in the J\Io£ussil, it is not clear
that a contempt of the High Court (as successor of the Sudder
Dewani Adalat) committed in the l\:Iofussil and not amounting
to an offence under the Penal Code is any crime at all, punishable either on indictment or by summary committal. It this
be so, it would seem to follow that the Chartered High Courts
of Allahabad and Patna, though Courts of Record, have no
jurisdiction to punish con tempts not covered by any section of
the Penal Code upon indictment, still less by committal. In
In re Sarbadhicary (b) however (a case tl'Om Allahabad), the
Privy Council observed that there was no doubt that the
publication of the libel in that case constituted a contempt
of Court which might have been dealt with by the High
Court in a summary manner by fine or imprisonment
or both. This it could do only on the assumption that interferences --with the administration of justice outside the Presidency towns are common law offences and that is what Sir
Lawrence Jenkins appears to have assumed in Legal Remembt·ancer v. lt!oti Lal Ghose (c). I was, it will be remem
bered, confronted with the same difficulty in considering
the applicability of the English law of high treason in India
in dealing with the legal relations of the Sovereign in India,
viz. whether an offence against the person of the King, which
would be high treason if committed in England, would be one
if committed in Calcutta or in Patna ? All these difficulties
Application
of common
disappear if it is once assumed, as I find no difficulty in doing,
law outside
Presidency
that every fresh accession of territory in India to the British
towns.
Crown made the common law o£ England applicable, modified of course, in greater or less degrees, by circumstances,
amongst which must be reckoned the systems of personal law
prevailing in those territories and the rule, sanctioned by
legislation, of justice, equity and good conscience.
58. In the Federal Government of the United States of
ln the United.
States.
Ameri~a, the Supreme Court has been created by the constiI. L. R. 41 Cal. 173:17 C.W.N.1252 (1913).
W. N. 278 (P, C): L.R. 84 l.A. 41 (1906).
(c) 17 C. W. N. 12521 at p. 1282: I. L. R. 41 Cal. 173, at p. 215 (1918).
(a)

(b) 11.

c:
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tution whilst inferior courts depend for their existence upon
the will of the legislature (a). All courts, State or· Federal,
are in fact organised by law whether that law be the supreme
law of the constitution or laws pa;ssed by the legislatures.
The Federal judges hold office during good behaviour, determinable by the legislature through the process of an impeachment trial. All Federal judges are nominated by the President, confirmed by the Senate and commissioned by the President. The judges of most of the State courts are elected,
generally by the people, in a few cases by the legislature, but
in several States they are nominated by the Governor·and
appointed by or with the advice and consent of the Senate. In
New Hampshire, they are appointed by the Governor by and
with the advice· of the Council. ?'he terms- of the judges
range from two years to a tenure during good behaviour. ~he
constitutions of n1ore than three-fourths o£ the States permit
the removal of judges by the legislature or by the Governor
at the r.equest of the legislature. In Florida, Massachusettes
and Rhode Island, all judges of the higher courts l:;old office
during good behaviour, in New Hampshire· until 70 years of
(' age. The length of the term varies with the grade of the court,
the ~endency being to give" longer terms to judges of the higher courts (b), In 1911, Arizona, then aspiring to become a
State proposed to include in its constitution a clause authorising the recall of judges by vote of the electorate. The then
President, Mr. Taft, at one time a judge of the Supreme
Court himself, vetoed the proposal, which having been abandoned, Arizona was, on 4th February 1912, admitted into
the Union on "an 'equal footing with the other States". On
November 12th following, the newly admitted State vindicated
this equality by an amendment of its constitution providing for
• recall of its judicial officers. Nevada in 1912 and Oregon
in 1908 and California in 1911 had already • preceded her an,d
Kansas followed suit in 1914. With Kansas, the moverrient
in favour of the recall of judicial officers appears to have
spent its force (c).
(a)

(i) Organisa-

tion of courts

(iij Tenure of
judges,

,,

Burgess; Political Science and Constitutional Law; Vol. II, p:-321. ·

(b) Wil.son, The State, p. 540. See also Table III. in Appendix G. to ·
Ashley's American Federal State, 1911, pp. 654-616.
(c) Root, Addresses on Government r.nd Citizenship, p. ll87.

Recall of
Judges.
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59. The elective tenure of judges is in the abstract certainly open to criticism as detrimental to judicial independence, but it does not on the whole work unsatisfactorily
in America. If the elective tenure, specially when the terms
are short, may tend in weak minds to produce susceptibility
to popular favour, permanancy of tenure coupled with absence
of all control has an equally decided tendency in minds
similarly constituted to breed arrogance, and where, moreover,
appointments to judicial o~ces are treated as niere matters
of distribution of patronage, to the perpetuation of judicial
incompetence ; of these alternative modes of filling ju:iicial
offices, supposing there were no other, one need have no
difficulty in deciding which should be preferred, and regard
being had to present conditions of public morality in most
countries, a foreign critic would do well to pause in humble
selfexamination before proceeding to condemn the choice of
the Americans.

60. I shall not examine the legal relations of the American judiciary in detail on other points, since in regard to them.
there does not appear to be any substantial difference between
their position and that of English judges and magistrates.
As
in England, assault on a judge sitting in court is not only
Assaults on
judges a
crime against punishable as contempt, but is indictable as a crime against
justice.
public justice. An assault on a Federal judge is regarded as
a -breach of the peace of the United States (a).

6i. As in the organi!3ation of the ,legislature and its
relations to the executive, so in the organisation of their
Their debt to judiciary, the nations of Europe and Amerjca have naturally
England,
profited by the experiences of English history. The constitutions of most countries expressly give the power of organising
(i)
Organisation courts of law, even administrative courts (e. g. in Holland
of courts,
and Japan), to the legislature in so far as the same is not
•
provided for by · the constitutions- themselves, and some
constitutions (e. g. of Switzerland) go so far as to expressly
prohibit the setting up of special or extraordinary tribunals.
In other
countries,

(ii)
Tennre of
judges,

62. Except in l\lexico, where the judges ot' the Federal
• Supreme Court are chosen by a process of indirect election, and

.

-

(a) Bouvier's Law Dictionary, Title, "Judge." See a~so the article on
"Trial by Jury and the Reform of Civil Procedure" in 31 Harvard Law Review,
pp. 669-691.
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m the State Governments of the United States of America,
everywhere judges are appointed by executive nomination.
But some constitutions, e.g. those of Belgium and Austria (the
latter in so far as concerns the personnel o£ the highest
administrative court, the Reichsgerichb) improve upon both
the election and nomination systems of appointing judges by
restricting the choice of the executive 'to persons nominated,
in Belgium by the Sen~te and the courts, and in Austria by
the Reichsrath (a).
'
As regards the tenure o£ judges, the general practice
js in favour of making the office tenable. during·good behaviour.
But in Switzerland the tenure o£ the higher justices is like
thalof the. judges of the Supreme Court in Mexico limited to
a definite term, the members of the Federal Tribunal in the
former country and' those of the Supreme Court in the latter
being appointed for terms of six years. As to the mode by
which tenure during good behaviour is secured, removal is
made to depend upon the result of a trial by impeachment as
in England0 and the United States (e. g. in the Argentine
Republic and ~Iexico) or, as is more generally. the, case, upon
conviction after a regular trial in a court of law or discipline
of offences defined by law. In Belgium, a judge/ can be
removed only by the unanimous vote of his brothe:f judges.
The Swedish constitution alone contains a provision according to which .every th~id year, a committee of the Rilcsdag
holds an investigation on the wor~ of the judges and decides
which of them should be honourably relieved ?n half pension
though no crime triable before a court of impeachment should
have been committed-a far more effective methoL'!·of removing
incompetent occupants of high judicial offices than a joint
address of both Houses of the legislature as is provided in the ·
(English) Act of Settlement of 1701.
•
G3,

64:. In Italy, the independence of the judiciary, it is said,
is weakened by the power, the execu;ive possesses, of assigning
judges to their stations, because a magistrate who refuses to
show the desired degree of submission to it may be transferred

Promotion
and transfer,

(a) Judges of the highest court in Germany are appointed by the Emperor
on the nomination of the Bundesrath and in Holland by the King out of a ·
list prepared by the Lower House, Sec Ogg, Governments of Europe, pp. 244,
53l,

·,
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to a less desirable station in another part of the country. This
practice is expre3sly condemned in the constitutions of Sweden,
Belgium, Denmark and Germany, amongst others, by provisions making it unconstitutional to transfer to another district
(and in Sweden even to promote) a judge without his consent.
In Germany, however, this may be ordered as a punishment by
a section of the Court o£ Discipline and is also permitted when
made in consequence of the reorganibation of the judicial system, in which case the judge so transferred may be assigned
to another station of equal rank and pay and with an allowance
sufficient to cover the cost of changing his residence.
65. I have already noticed the £act that the jury system
of trial, at any rate for criminal trials, and in particular for trials
or political offences, has been largely adopted outside England (a).
66. The immunity of judges does not appear to haYe
developed as well outside Anglo~Saxon countries as within
them. Apart from the fact that they -are removeable from
office for cause to be determined by a sentence of a judicial tribunal, judges appear to be liable to action for violations of law and wrongful acts and even neglect in the
performance of their duties, the liability being determined by
law (see the constitutions of Chile, l\Iexico, Belgium, Portugal,
Spain, anJ Sweden which have express provisions to that
effect). Art 505 o£ the French Code of Civil Procedure provide; that a judge may be sued in the following cases: (I)
if there be malice, fraud or corruption alleged to have been
committed-in the course of the examination, or in rendering
judgment; (2) if the' right to sue be expressly given by law;
(3) if the Jaw· declares the judges liable in damages ; (4) if
there be denial of justice; whilst the German Imperial Court
has decided that a judge may be held
liable if he perverts •
.
justice deliberately, but must not be held responsible £ur errors
in rendering judgment (b). I gather from a statement in an
~rticle on Contempt in the Encyclopedia Britannica, that the
procedure o£ summary committal for contempt is not known
outside the British Empire and the United States (c). Whether

.

(a) The system of trial by jury has not won its way into the administra•
tive system of Holland. See Ogg, Governments of Europe, Title, Holland,
(b) Freund, Cases on Administrative Law, p, 280, note.
(c) Encyclopedia Britannica, 11th Edn., Article on "C<llltempt."
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they are prot.ected by special provisions of criminal law above
and beyond officials in general, I have not been able to ascertain, but presumably they are not. Outside Anglo-Saxon
countries, they do not also appear to be very well paid--for
the simple reason that the practice of selecting judges, for the
higher tribunals at least, from amongst the leaders of the bar is
confined to those countries only (a).

LECTURE XVII.

OF MINISTERS AND HEADS OF
DEPARTMENTS.
1. It has been noticed before how in most modern forms
of government, the irrespons~bility before law o£ the Supreme
Executive has been sought to be counterbalanced by expressly
making his ministers legally responsible for all acts and
orders of the Government. The further phase of the same
movement which, by tending to res}uce the position -of the
Supreme Executive to one o£ political irresponsibility, has
led the way towards making the ministers responsible for
their policy also to the elected representatives of the sovereign
people, bears upon the question of the organisation and constitution o£ ministries-a subject which has been already dealt
with in a previous lecture. This topjc does not call for direct
treatment ·under the head or legal relations though reference
will be made to it in so far as it may indirectly affect the legal
relations of ministers. Under the present head of legal relations, I shall try to indicate the nature and limits, if any, of
the legal responsibility of ministers and heads oi departments,
criminal
and civil, in so far as they go to mark off their leO'al
b
position from that of the Chief Executive on the one hand and
of ordinary officials on the other.
•

Legal respon·
sibility of
ministers dist\llguished
from their
political responsibility,

2. The primary object o£ all those provisions in the con- The principle
ministerial
stitptions of most States on the Continent o.f Europe and of of
responsibility

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - _ a s formulated
. t'wn of th e JU
. a·1c1ary
. .m foreign in
(a) .,.,
upon tl1e cons t't
1 u t'10n am1 orgamsa
lishnon-Engconstitucountries, see Garner, Introduction to Political Science, Ch. ]\VII., and" tions.
Dodd's Modern Constitutions. 1 have noticed compb.ints in recent issues of
legal periodicals from America regarding the low pay of the judges of Federal
District and Circuit Courts. Judges of State Courts it is saidl.are quite hand.
somely remunerated in pomparison.
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the Latin Republics o£ America, which require for the valiuity
o£ all acts and orders d )lle or issued in the name of tho
Supreme Executive that they shall bear the signature or
otherwise carry the assent of a minister or ministers, is no
doubt to make the latter answerable for all violations o£ law
involved in any such act or order, with a view ultimately to
enable aggrieved individuals to have their remedy against
them in courts of law. Like many another institution of
public law, the principle of the responsibility of ministers has
been borrowed by these nations from the administrative law of
England. But whereas in England the principle is but a
special application of a general rule which makes very official
without exception responsible, whenever he should happen
to overstep the limits of his legal powers as such, it made
its entry into the administrative systems of the Genmm and
Latin States o£ Europe and America as an exception, an
anomalous innovation, for the general rule which (after the
victory of the King over the forces of Feudalism) established
itself in the German and Latin States of Europe was that the
King's officers, the agents of his policy, should be exempt
from the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts which, as was
pointed out in a previous lecture, had (throughout this struggle)
consistently supported the Feudal order against the growing
usurpations of the King. The retention of tho principle of the
responsibility o£ Royal or Princely officers before the ordinary
courtS' would !n fact have effectually prevented the Kings and
Princes from destroying the Feudal system with all its abuses
and pretended vested rights and would have made impossible
the development of national States upon tho Continent. Tho
desire of th~ absolute Monarchy to reduce the Feudal nobility
to submission and do way with Feudalism was thus the cause
of the adoption on the Continent of the Roman principle that
the officers of the G~vernment might be sued by the individual,
if at all, only after the consent of tho administration to it had
been obtained (a). In the result, tho privileges which the

.

(a) Goodnow, Comparat.iYe Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 171 The
courts in England, as distinguished from those on the Continent, were Royal
• courts aml the agents and pliant instruments· of the Royal will, until very
late in their history, by which time the consolidation of England as a
national State had be8n fully accomplished. Thns there never was any occasion
in England to c1ut:stion the jurisdiction of these courts oyer official acts a~
there was on the Continent.
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nobles enjoyed under the Feudal reginie were us nothing in
comparison with those with which officials found themselves
endowed under the Monarchy for the purpose of- bringing this
struggle to .a succeE:sfal issue iri the Royal interest. But
even a highly privileged bureaucracy, as I have pointed out
more than once, is preferable to the disorganise'd rapacity and
unrestrained oppression of a Feudal nobility.
3, It is obvious thut so long as it lay with the administmtiori itself to finally determine whether complaints should be
allowed to be taken. to a court of law against a member of its
own body, responsibility before law of public officials did not
exist. The doctrine of the responsibility of ministers, borrowed
from English public law, appears indeed to have been the
first consciously directed attack upon the ·citadel of privilege which officialism had reared upon the ruins of Feudalism.
The breach has been so far widened that it is no longer necessary, in Frn,nce and Genm.ny at any rate, to obtain the leave
of the administration itself to sue one of its members. But if
a suit is brought against an official in an ordinary court it is
still open to the administmtion to relieve the defendant of personal responsibility by adopting the act at its own; and at the
same time to have the suit transferred for trial to an administrativc court composed of officials more or less actively engaged
in administrative work-a court .which in dealing with the
matter in controversy is expected to consider it, not from
the point of view of private but of public law, or, in plain
language, t~ pay greater regarcl to the supposed interests
of the State thun to those of individual who may be affected
by its operations. It would, of course, be inaccu•rate to say
that this transfer from the ordinary to the administrative 6ourt
takes place at the present day at the mere will of the aelmhiis• tration. The administration can only arais\! a conflict", whi~h
must t hen be re £erred to a special Tribupal of -eonflict or
Competence (a), and it is for this court to say finally whether
the suit shol~ld proceed against the offending official in the
ordinary court as for a violation of law too gross and palpable
to be treated as an official act, or whether the act bciug pro(rt) .As stated below there is no Court of Competence in the Imperial
administration of Germany, the Civil Courts'thcmselves having authority to
decide this like any other question of jurisdiction,

The doctrine
of ministerial
responsi·
bility, the first
breach in the
privileged
position of
officials on the
Continent.

Legal responsibility of
ollicials generally, as it
exists to clay
on tho Continent.

~~~~rtoo~s
surne responsibility for
the official's
act and have
it tried before
an administrative court.
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00~~

•
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perly regarded as official, its propriety should be examined as
between the complainant and the State from the official point
of view by a court of expert officials. This Tribunal of Conflict
or Competence was formerly in both France and Germany
composed entirely of officials, so that ib was really the administration which determined the nature of the act and the court
which was to try it. Since 1872, however, the French Tribunal has been composed of an equal Iiumber of officials and
judges, the l\linister of Justice (an official) presiding and
having the casting vote. The Imperial administration of
Germany bas done away with conflict altogether by giving the
ordinary courts themselves power to decide the matter along
with other jurisdictional que_stions, whilst the Courts of Competence in the principali~';;,'s which have administrative courts (a)
have, under Imperial statute, to be composed of an equal
number of judges of the higher Imperial courts and officials
who, however, must be appointed to the office for life (b).

Functions of
Courts of
Conflict or
Com petcnce,

Unsatisfac·
tory working
of ministerial
responsibi!il y
on the Conti·

4. ·For all this progress, however, towards an approximation to English conditions, it has to be admitted that the
principle of ministerial responsibility has not found congenial
soil in the administrative systems of the Latin and German
countries on the European Continent. The principle does not
in fact work satisfactorily in practice in any of those countries.

"Acts of fO• •
vernment"
excluded
from judicial
examination
altogether.

5. We have, in the first place, to remember that the laws
of tlrose countries regard certain categories of acts of
officials, performed even in normal times, as so..... intimately
connected with public safety as not to admit· of e:'{amination
by either ordinary or administrative courts. "Acts of State",
which English ~dministrative law has banished from all litigation between subjects and Royal officials, receive on the Continent an interpretation so extended as virtually to place all
citizens who have a~y serious differences with tho administra·
tion entirely at the latter's mercy. For acts not treated as ''acts
of State" the civil and criminal responsibility, respectively,
of ministers does nob appear to stand on _the same footing.

nent.

'

•

(a) Oldenburg and n1ost of the stualler States have none, See Lowell,
Governments and Parties in Continental Europe,. Vol. I, pp. 349, 357.
(b) GoodBow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 257·261.
The principalities can at their option confer power to decide conflicts on the
Imperial courts. Ibid, p. 258.
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6. First as to criminal liability, Mr. Frank Goodnow £eels
assured that though the Parliamentary system has not taken
root in Germany, the Constitutional system has, and the demand it makes that the legally irresponsible Prince shall exercise his powers through responsible ministers means that these
latter should be responsible at [l,ny rate before criminal courts.
But recognition of responsibility in the abstract is one thing
and its actual enforcibility is quite another. In Prussia at the
very moment when the constitution which was _solemnly to
declare the responsibility of ministers was t~king shape (a), a
Royal ordinance (of January 2, 1849) took away from the courts
all power of criminal prosecution except at the instance of certain "public prosecutors" ·who were placed completely under
the control of the ministry, with the result that a minister
could be prosecuted, if at all, only at th!'l instance of the ministry. This condition of things was further aggravated, when by
rtr law of February 23, 1854, it was provided that before even
a public prosecutor could initiate criminal proceeding-against
officers of the administration, the Competence Court at Berlin
which was practically under the control o£ the ministry ~hould
• first decide that there was a proper case for criminal prosecution·.
Since the establishment of the Empire, the functions of the
Competence Court have been transferred to independent judicial tribunals who are only required to say whether the officer
in question has violated his duties, and the monopoly o£ .proscution of the public prosecutors has been so far modified as to
enable courts where the former have refused to act to initiate
proceedings on the application of the complainant and appoint
an attorney to conduct them (b). The responsibility of officials
£or criminal violations of the law has been barely• saved from
being reduced to a nullity by these improvements.

Criminal responsibility
for acts other
than ''acts of
government."

At first imperfectly realised in
Prussia.
Through
institution of
"public
prosecutors"
and "competence
courts."

Recent im·
provcment,

7. With .a view, however, to make th~ criminal responsi- Provision as
to impeachbili~, at any rate of ministers, more of a reality;--the constitu- ment of
ministers in
tion of Prussia made ministers expressly liable to prosecution Pruss
ian
for treason, bribery, or violation of the constitution upon the constitution,
nugatory,
vote of either legislative chamber. But the constitution having
omitted to provide penalties, and there being no machinery to •
enforce it, this law of the constitution has remained ~ dead
(a) The Prussian constitution came into force on 31st January, 1850.
(b) Goodnow, Comparative t'..dministrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 188-189.
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letter, and ministers have acted in violation of the constitution
with a.bsolute impunity (a).
8.

Theoretically

In France,

an tho present day, the right of individual

unlimited cri- · si1bjccts to bring criminal JJrocceclings a.zainst officials seems
miual respon~
sibility of
theoretically uulimiteJ. But the right is seriously curtailed
officials in
France, curby the fact that the initiation and conduct of all criminal

~f~~ct(:o~Y0 }ns-

proceedings in that country are in the hands of public prosecu"public
tors who arc appointed and removed at the pleasure of
prosccu tors."
the President acting through the ministry ; and though
courts have power when civil proceedings have been instituted
against an official to direct the public prosecutor to initiate
Minister not criminal proceedings \b),· this really does not carry m11tters
triable before
much further, since the civil pro::eedings themselves are liable
ordinary
conrt.s but
impeachable. to removal to administrative courts. As in England, however,
ministers [who, it appears, are not criminally liable before the
Impeachment ordin11ry courts (c)] are li11ble to prqsecution by w11y of impeachdisplaced by
mont by the House. of Deputies before tho Senate, but being;
Parliamen·
tary respon ·
as in that country, removeablo at tho >vill of the legislature,
sibility of
ministers.
occasions for the application of this remedy can scarcely arise.
J mperwhmcnt
trials chiefly
relied on by
nations to
enforce criminal responsibility of
.mfnisters.

9. For enforcement of tho criminal liability of ministers,
reliance in most Continental countries. of Europe and the
L11tin Republics of America is chiefly placed upon some method
of tri11l by impeachment. Trial by impeachment is reserved
in some constitutions expressly for crimes mising out of the
offender's official acts (d), ministers like any other private
persons being liable to pro3ecution for ordinary crimes in the
ordinary way and without the sanction of any House of the
legislature. The pros~cution in impeachment trials is, as a
rule, initiated. by the lower House (e), but the court of im(n) Ogg, Governments of Enrope, p. 214.
(b) Goodnow, Compar,ativc Aclministrativc Law, Vol. II, p. SO.
(c) Goodnow, (jomparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, Pp. 186-187.
(d) E.g in Belgium, Hungary and Mexico. Sec Dodd's Modern Consti·
tutions.
(e) No provisions exist in the Imperial Government of Germany and in
the Kingclom of Prussia for bringing impeachment trials of the Chancellor and
ministers. In most
of the other members of the German Empire the
.
constitutio111 provides for impeachment, generally as in France, of ministers
only-the causes for impeachment being the commission of crime or viola.
tion of the constitution. Impeachmont m:ty be undertake;1 by either House
of the legislatures or by a concurrent resolution of the two Houses, and the
Court of Impeachment is usually the highest judicial court or a special court

.
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peachment is not in every country the Upper Chamber. It
is in Spain, Portugal, the Argentin'l Republic, Chile and
Mexico. But severn! States have special courts of impeachment consisting either o£ a panel o£ the Upper House or a
mixed court o£ senators and judges (e. g. Austria, Hungary,
Sweden, Norw11.y and Denmark), whilst in several others, the
highest court of the land tries ministers and other high
officials upon impeachment at the instance either of the Crown
or of the Lower Ch:tmber (e. g. in Holland, Belgium, Italy,
Brazil). Vnder the constitution of Chile, a private person
may prosecute a minister for ordinary crimes • before the ordinary tribunals with tho sanction of the Senate (a).

Courts of im·
peachment
outside England and the
United States.

10. In Switzerland, no official (and hence too no member
of the Federal Council) can be criminally prosecuted without
the consent of the Council or the Federal Ar;sembly (b).

Criminal pro·
secution of
officials in
Switzerland,

r

'

11. As regard civil liability, in France, any public officer Ci villiabili ty
of officials in
may be mulcted in damages in the ordinary courts at the suit France, for
of an aggrieved subject provided the court is of opinion that the ''personal
acts."
act though done in the discharge of public functions involved
such grave personal misconduct that it could not fairly b~ regarded as an official act. But the final decision in this· matter
docs not rest ·with that Court, for the administration, by "raising a conflict," may take it to the Tribunal
Conflict which But State
r~sponsible
then proceeds judicially to determine whether the act in ques- for "official
tion is in fact a personal wrong on tho part of the individual' offi- acts."
cioJ or an P.ct of the ad.ministration. I£ the former, tl1e case goes
back to the ordinary court for disposal, if the latter, jurisdiction belongs to tho administrative court, and the party defendant before it is no longer really the official but tt.e administration (c).

of

•

' composed in part of judges and in p:wt of members of tho legislature.
Goodnow, Comparative .Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 301-302.
(a) Sec Dodcl's Modelll Constitutiom, under respective heads.
(b) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. II,
p. 220, note. Cf. sec 197 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (Act V of 1898)
of India, according to which mnction of the Loc~l Government or of the
Government of India or:of some authority empowered in that beh~lf by the
said Governments or that of some officer to whom he is officially subordinate
must be obtained for prosecuting a judge or a public servant rcmoveable by
the said Governments.
tc)

Lowell, Government of England, Vol. II, p 494.

'
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12. In Germany, too, a Government official, on being sued
in the 01·dinary court for damages for an act alleged to be an
infringement of the plaintiff's rights, may challenge the jurisdiction of the trying court on the ground that it was a bona
fide official act. In the Imperial Government, this issue, like
any other issue of jurisdiction, is decided by the trying court
<itself, in other Governments possessing administrative courts
by the Oouru of Competence if there is one, other~vise by the
Imperial Court at Liepsic. If the de.cision is against the
competence of the ordinary court there is, if the act is that
of a minister or of any officer of the Central Government, no
legal remedy against it, for acts of ministers and officers o£
the Central Government in Germany are not subject to the
jurisdiction of the administrative courts {a). Should the decision ho·wever be that tho official concerned was guilty of a
viobtion of the law, or of negligent action in tho performance
of his duties, the suit would proceed against him personally.
13. The fundamental laws of Austria besides affirming the
responsibility of ministers expressly provide for suits against
officials for injuries done in the exercise of their office, and a
speGial court, the Reichsgericht, presided over by judges holJing office under an independent tenure, is charged with the duty
of protecting rights guaranteed to the subject by the fonda•
mental laws from infringement by officials, in cases in which
the aggrieved individual has failed to obtain redress from the
administrative courts. But by statutes, which it is beyonq the
competence of this court to question, what tho Reichsgericht
has to see in such cases is not whether the official, in actiBg as
he did, went beyond his authority but only whether he had
rca.sonable grounds for so acting. As regards the right to sue
officials, the provision of the constitution in that behalf has been
made useless by the law not providing any machinery to enforce •
their liability. The responsibility of ministers in Austria,
appears by these means to
reduced to very humble dimensions, even if the provision for impeachment did not prove to be
as futile as it is said to be by Mr. Lowell (b).

be

14. In Italy, the validity of acts of the administration is,
as bet;veen the person aggrieved and the State, determined by
{:1)

(b)

Goodnow, Comp.~rative Administrative Law, Vol, Il, pp. 248, 258.
Go\'ernments aud Parties in Continental Europe, Yol, II, pp. 76-83.
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ordinary and not special administrative courts, but, as in
Austria, the personal liability of officials in damages for violations of the law cannot be enforced from want of legal machinery to give effect to it.

15. There are, as I have. stated elsewhere, no administrative courts in Switzerland, but the Continental distinction
between ordinary and administrative law is 1vell recognised in
its administrative system. In this country, any· citizen is !lt
liberty to sue a Federal official, even a Federal Councillor and
a Federal Judge. The complaint, when the offen~or is a Federar
Councillor or Judge, is brought before the Federal Assembly
which can exercise jurisdiction over him as an administrative
authority. If it r~jects the complaint, the complainant is free
.
.
be f ore t he .F e deral T n'b unal agamst
to bring his actiOn
t he
Confederation which assumes the responsibility for its functionary. To sue other officials, he must apply to the Federal
Council first and then to the Federal Assembly, and if both fa~l
to send the case to the Federal Tribunal, he can proceed before
that tribunal o~ his own respo~1sibilit~ a~ter giving security for
costs. An officwJ .can, as previOusly mdwateJ], be prosecuted
criminally for acts done in the course of his employment only
'
e
\\ it.h the consent of the Federal Council or Fedcntl Assemhly (a).
16. The rnle in England has been well stated as follows:
'' All ministers and servants of tho Crown and public offJ.Cers
generally aro civilly and criminally liable in their individual
capacity for tortious or criminal acts (subject to certain
provisions protecting judges and justices of the peace in
the execution of their office, and as to public. authorities
generally, subject to certain statutory conditions limiting the
time within which the action is to be brought), and this
liability may be enforced either by means o' an impeachment
or by ordinary criminal and civil proceedings" (b). F~rther,
"where the subject refuses to comply with what appears
to be unjust or illegal demands made by the Crown, ·the
ministers and servants of the latter in order to enforce
(a) JJowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. II,

· p. 221)1 note I. Cf. Sec. 197 of the Criminal Procedure Code of India (Act V.
01

11!98).
',b)_ Hahhnry, Laws of England, Vol. VI, p. 383.
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obeolience must have recourse to ordinary tribunals of
J. ustice (a). Cl am:s
·
ma de by th e Crown canno t b e supporteu1
by mere pretence of prerogative, since the courts have power
to determine the extent and legality or otherwise of any
alleged prerogative, nor may illegal acts be rendered justifiable
by the plea o£ King's command or State nece8sity" (b).
17. Beyond the fact, therefore, that the possession of a
particular office may clothe him with special powers which as
a private individual he would not have authority to exercisepowers which may be ministerial, discretionary and even quasijudicial-a public official, whatever his rank or station, in
England, occupies the same position before courts of law as
any private individual. Offices, moreover, carry duties as well
as powers, and offic~rs, by. reason of these duties, become
specially liable to legal proceedings for acts of malfeasa.ncc and
nonfeasance in office. Responsiblity and not privilege is the
r~ling idea which underlies the holding of office in the
English system_.

18. The responsibility before the law of officiaL~ (and
ministers are no e-xceptions) is, as has been previously stated,
)
civil and criminal. The criminal responsibility of officers
.both
) "Common
' law'' crimes
in
the
English system appears indeed to be wider than is
of malfeasance and
strictly justifiable on doctrinal grounds, for the weakm~ing of
nonfeasance
central administrative control over -officials early in its history
in office,
led ·to the courts evolving the somewhat artificial doctrine that
"any act or omission or disobedience of official duty by one
who has accepted office, when it is of public concern, is a
crime" (c). The fear of punishment was the master whom the
courts thus. set above officials to exact due performance by
them o£ their appointed duties. Not nonfeasance and malfeasance in respect o£ ministerial duties only, but even wilful
and corrupt exerci~e of discretionary duty was declared to be •
Are ministers a common law crime. But an exception might have been
exempt from
criminal pro· made in favour, amongst others, of ministers who, according to
I

ceedings in
ordinary
courts 1

(a) This statement is not strictly accurate. See Lecture XXII infra,
• para. 13:
(b)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Yol. VI, p ..'382.

(e) Goodnow, Comparative Administrati\"e Law, Vol, II, p. 79. Bishop,
New Commentaries on the Criminal Law, Vol. I, p. 277. Halslmry, Laws of
England, Vol. IX, p, 486.
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Dr. Bishop, were probably not liable to• ordinary criminal
process for nonfeasance or malfeasance in office'(a).

:J

19. But if ministers and other high officials are not prosecutable for common law crimes, they are on tho other hand
liable to impeachment not merely for crim.es but. for "political
offences" as well. The only difference between ministers and
subordinate officials in regard to criminal responsibility for
wrongful performance of otficial duties would thus appear to be
that for these offences, whilst the latter are liable to prosecution before the ordinary courts, the former can . ~e proceeded
against only by way of impeachment. For ·other crimes,
ministers in England are liable to prosecution before ordinary
courts as well as by impeachment. But, as previously stated,
the fact that ministers are now dismissible by the legislature
at will has made resort to the latter mode of trial unnecessary
for all practical purposes~
20. As regardi! ci vii liability, the position o£ ministers
as such does not appear to be in any way distinguishable from
that of other officials. No person who enters into a contract
as a servant of the Crown or as an agent for the public and
tr~ats in that capacity can be 'made personally- liable upon
such contract either directly or• upon an implied warranty
of au6nority. Dum1- v. J.~Iacdonald (b). Nor can money
which has been paid, erroneously or otherwise, by a private
individual to an officer of the Crown be recovered from him
as money had and· received, because that iiNn substance a
claim against the Crown, his principal, tlrough i£ money has
been actually paid by the Crown to its officer in trust for an
individual, it may perhaps be, recovered frorri him as money
•
had and received (c).
21. As to liability for tort, a minister like any other public
officialniay be sued and made personally .liable for tortious

Liability to
impeachment
for those and
other crimee.

/

In~peachment

made obsolete
by Parliamentary
Iesponsibilily

3f minister~.

Civil liability
of ministers
same as tha·t
of other
ofiicials.
Non-liability
upon contracts con·
eluded on
behalf or
Government.

Remedy
when officer
trustee.

For nonfea- ·
sauce and
misfeasance
--------------------------------~---------------------in office.
(a) Bi:;hop, New Commentaries on the Criminal Law, Vol. I, p. 279.
Dr. Bishop states this on the authority 'of Blackstone and another writer. I
ha\'C not found this statement of the law anywhere else,
(b) (11197) 1 Q. n. 401, 555,C.A. Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, VI, p.
314. A person making a .contract with another on behalf of an alleged prin-.
cipal but without' the latter's authority would under the English law be
ordinarily liable upon bis warranty of authority to the other plfrty to the
contract. On this point the law therefore operates differently iu the case of
unauthorised contracts on behalf of the Crown.
(c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Yol, VI, p,315,
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acts committed by him in his official capacity without showing
malice or want of probable cause, and State necessity or the
order of the Crown or a superior officer cannot be pleaded in
defence (a). A liability to compensate a private individual
as for a tort may arise, if injury is caused to him by an official
committing a breach of duty which amounts to misfeasance,
and even for nonfeasance, if the law has cast upon him tho
specific dut.y, to the plaintiff or to the class of persons of
which the plaintiff is one, to perform the act omitted (b),
Ollicers if
may be sued
in their
"ofticial
capacity"?

Except u11der
statute,

22. In English text-books on constitutional law, one frequently finds it stated that no action at common law . is
maintainable against officers or servants of the Crown in theit·
official capacity either in contract or in tort (c). English
law does not recognise in officials a double personality, an
official Hyde separate from and independent of the personal
Jekyll, and it is as a private individual only that, in the
absence of provisions made by statute, an action can be brought
against him (d). But by statute, a particular official or an
office may be invested with a quasi-corporate capacity to sue
and be ~ued, the Secretary of State for India in Council being
a notable instance (e). Stripped of all disguises, this is plainly
a device to enable the Crown to be sued for certain purposes
as a private persons under a fictitious name. When, however,
the office bas not been incorporated, the only course left to the
aggrieved subject is to prefer a petition of right to the Crown,
e
Halsbury, Laws of Englaud 1 Vol. VI, p. 415.
(b) Ibid, p. 413.
(c) Ibid p, 413.
(d) There i~ an apparent exception to this in the practice which permits suits in equity to be brought against the Attorney General as representing the Crown for reliefs which do not seek directly to affect the estate of
the Crown but touch ~ts interests only indirectly. It cannot be utilised
to recover property or money claims, and still less compensation from the Crown
·ror which one must proceed if at all by petition of right. But it should
enable the subject to compel government officials and departments charged
with the performance of duties which bring them into conflict with private
interests to act in accordance with law. This matter will be considered under
• the topic, "Judicial Control of the AdminisLration. See Dyson v. Atty.
(;eneral, (1911) I. K. B. 410 at p. ·121 and J11e Ra.1tern 1'r1tst Go. v .J£o Kc11zie
Nann ,S· c,;, Ld., (1915) A. C. 750: 20 C. W. N. ·137. 'fhe matter will come
up ·for direct trcatmenL under the topic, "J udidal Control of the Adminiotra·
tion,'' Lecture XXIII i11jl·a, para 27.
(e) For other instances, se.e Halsbury, Laws of Eughtnd, Vol. VI, p. 4H ,

(a)

•
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whic;h, a::; has been explained before, doe~ not under the English law lie in cases of torts. Relief against ~he Crown for a
tort cannot obviously be obtained by the indirect process of
suing a servant of the Crown in his ''official capacity," and the
p1iblic revenues cannot be reached in a case in which a petition of right lies, and'stillless in cases in which it does not
lies, by an action in such a form. This, it seems to me, is the
true ratio of Gidley v. Palme~·ston (a), Raleigh v. Goscltern (b)
and Paln1,er v. Hutchinson (c), cases which l1ke Buron v. Denman (e) are easily misunderstood.

23. A minister or a head of a d,epartment (unless incorporated as above) is not liable. for the acts of his su pordinates unless directly ordered by him in such a way as to
make them his own acts, Raleigh v. Goschen (d), JJ{ersey Docks
T1"nstees v. Gibb3 (e), for the subordinate is a servant not of
his superior officer but is, equally with the latter, a serv~nt of the
Crown. ·where, however, the act complained of is one of mere
non-feasance in respect of a duty which the law has specially cast
upon him, the fact that he has entrusted the duty to a person
who has neglected it furnishes no excuse for an omission on his
pnrt (f).
24. Having reviewed the law in England as to the responsibility of ministers from all points of view, I am unable to
accept as a correct representation of it the statement of Mr.
~'odd that "in assuming on behalf of the Crown a personal
responsibility for all acts o£ the Government, ministers are
privileged to share with the Crown a personal immunity from
vexatious proceedings, by ordinary process of law, for alleged
acts of oppression or illegality in the discharge of their official
acts, and that whet.her the alleged liability arises out of contract or out or tort or from any matter of privat? individual
complaint against a minister of the Crown; for acts done in his
official capacity the ordinary tribunals of justice will afford
him special immunity and protection" (g). High officers o£
(a) 3 Brod. anJ Bing. 27J (1822).
(b) (1898) 1 Ch. 73.
(c) 6 App. Cas. 619. (1881).
(d) :l Exch. 16i (ISiS).
(c) L. R. 1 H. L. 93 (1866).
(f)
(g)

llalsbury, Laws of Englanu, Yul. XXII!, p. 321.
Todd, Parliamentary Go1ermnent, 2nd. Edn., Vol, I, pp. 4!JJ.491l,

Superior offi· •
cer not liable

for tort of
subordinate.

Exceptions,

Mr. Todd's
statement of
ministerial
irresponsibi·
lity examin·
ed.
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Government entrusttd with responsible discretionary duties
are, according to Dr. Bishop, p?'obauly ~ot liable to ordinary
criminal process for conduct in office however corrupt (a), tho~gh
th.f:W are answeraqle in impeachment for every species of official
misconduct. I am not sure that this surmise of Dr. Bishop's has
not reference only to the law of America. But granting that
it is true with reference also to the hw of England, it does not
go as far as Mr. Todd's statement which would grant immunity
to ministers in respect of civil as well as criminal proceedings
before the ordinary courts of law. If now, it be remembered
that there arc in tho English system no special courts or procedure -to enforce the civil liability of ministers, and that trial
by impeachment, the only remedy available for official crimes
committed by them, is for all practical pnrposes obsolete, the
statement of Mr. Todd, if correct, would mean the total extinction of the doctrine of ministerial responsibility, the cornerWhy instan- stone of the English constitutional system. JUr. 'Todd may
ces of action,; well have been misled into the above opinion by the paucity of
against
lllinisters
instances in which ministers have in fact been sued for breaches
so rare.
of ~fficial duty in courts of law, and by the ·almost total absence
in recent times of rep.)rted cases in which a minister has been
sued successfully. 'l'he truth is tb:at the discretionary authority
of ministers and heads of departments is so large that the occasions on which their acts may need to be challenged on the
grou~d of want of competence (normally the only ground on
which their acts may be questioned) must necessarily be very
few. Moreover, the constant surveillance which Parliament
exercises over them acts as _a powerful deterrent against the
, overstepping by ministers of the bounds as well of law as of
reasonablene;s, So far from the English courts being ready to
afford ministers special immunity and protection in respect of
acts done in their o~cial capacity, courts are not, in the absence
of· compelling reasons, easily persuaded that the discretion con- •
Enn-lish
cou;ts ready
£erred by law upon a public official was intended to be arbitrary,
to interfere
with corrupt
and do not in ordinary cases hesitate to cast him in damages
e~erciso of
if an exercise of official discretion appea~s to have been atteueven discretionary
•
ded
by fraud, collusion, ill-will or malice. If the discretion to
powers.
be exercised was quasi-judi.;ial, the decision of the official would
be upset if it was arrived at in disregard of rules of natural
(a) Bishop, Now Commentaries

011

the Criminal Law, V(ll, I, p. 279.
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justice, as for instance, if the official was shown to have been
personally interested in the matter or if the decision was rendered without giving the parties a reasonable hearing (a). I do
not find that upon these points, the acts of mini~ters receive
any. exceptional treatment at the harid of English judges.
25. If ministers and high officials in England had, in
fact, been habitually subjected to harassing litigation of a
frivolous and vexatious character, there would be reason for
demanding some restriction (in respect it may be of court
as also of procedure) in regard to the trial of complaints
against all such officials. But there is no ~ause for apprehending that any such restriction will ever be necessary.
If, however, this should -be found necessary, I would not
be surprised to see the old Roman law principle of suing
high officials. with the consent o£ the Sovereign previously
obtained, revived, with only ~his modification that the consent
to be taken will be the consent of the Sovereign legisl~ture
and not of the Chief Executive. __This appears indeed to be
the view which has commended itself to the people of France
and the United States, at least in regard to criminal proceedings which in both countries can apparently be brought
only by way of impeachment (b). But in regard to civil
liabitity I do not find that the law either in England or in the
United States grants any special immunity to ministers and
heads of departments as such, Mr. Goodnow's opinion .to .,tho
contrary notwithstanding (c).
If the .Flnglfsh doctrine of
ministerial responsibility had·in fact been as unreal as Messrs.
Todd and Go9J}now's interpretation of it would make it out to
be, it is not easy to understand why it should have been taken

-

•

(a) Ralsbury, Laws of England, Vol., XXVII, pp. 355-356.
(b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Yol. II,"p. 80•
• of heads of departments
(c) lbid, Vol. II, pp. 16-l-165. The true position
in the American Government seems to be this : The heads of departments
are the agents of the President in the performance of his political and discretionary functions, and in regard to other matters they arc responsible to
the President and cannot be controlled or coerced by Congre>s or the courts
any more th::m the President himself. The immunity ~they enjoy in relation
to political or other. matters in which they are invested "with di~cretion is•
due to the fact that in such relations they act within their legal powers which
are of the widest. It does 110t inean that the heads of the departments in
America share in the l'resident'o irrcRponsibility. See Black's Constitutional
Law, para~. 66 and 73,

English prin·
cipl1l of unrestricted
legal respon·
si!Jility doea
not lead to
vexatious
aotions.

If it did, leave
of legislature
would probably be made
mecessary for
initiating
aotion,

Criminal proceedings
aginst ministers in Fmnce
and the Uni·
ted States·
only by way of impeach- ,
ment. ·
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over and made the foundation of constitutiomlism by political
reformers on the Continent of Europe and in Latin America.
26. But if on this pvint of the respon~ibility o£ ministers
the administrative system of England has served as the model
for all modern constitutions) there are others, in respect· of
which English constitutionalists may well profit by borrowing
from the systems in force on the Continent. An erroneou,;
exercise of official discretion in good faith cannot be corrected
· by any tribunal in England ani yet when a discretion is given
to an official the intention is that it should, by preference, be
exercised correctl.)l.. The administrative courts on the ConSuch rem~dy
available
tinent where they exist afford this necessary corrective to a
through
blundering but not malicious exercise o£ official. discretion.
ad min istrntive cour1;s on
The fact moreover that suits taken to administrative courts
the Conti•
nent.
are tried as between the State and the complai;ning subject
undoubtedly enables those Courts to give more adequate
pecuniary compensation than is possible in England where tho
offending official (and not the State) can be made to pay it.
But even so) the scales do not appear to turns decisively in ·
favour of the Continental system ..
No remedy in
England in
cases of erroneous exerCise
in good faith
of ofilcial
discretion.

27. Though no doubt the English system giw·s a less
·effective pecuniary redress to the sufferer when thn
has
been broken, it does on the other han( l secure a stricter
adherence to the bw by the officials so that fewer occasion>;
.; .
"
arise for appealing to courts of law for such redress. TJw
circumstanceR which lead to this result are summed up by
n secures
strkt adherMr.
Lowell as follows :-(1) Judges o£ ordini1rj:"_Courts adhere
ence to law
hy offici/tis.
more strictly to .legal rules ; (2) there are, unuer English law
no question
high State policy in which Government has a
free hand apart from the COJ!trol of the court ; (3) the direct
remedy agai'nst the official though less remunerative to the
•
complainant is more sure to hold him within the limits of his
authority than the ultimate right of redress against the State
And k~ops
0ither by way of damages or by the annulment of an illegal
down Qfficials
arrogal).cc.
order (a). It is this personal liability of officials in England,
i'ays Hatschek _truly, that prevents every policeman or taxcolkctor"(not to speak of a minister) from-imagining himself an
EngliFh
sy,tem
neverthe.leRs
superior,

Ia''"

of

{a)

Lov:cll, Government of Englan(l, Vol, Jl, p. 502,
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incarnation of the idea of the State-in itself a no small gain (a).
28. It is not necessary to consider the law of the United Responsibility of
States on the legal position of departmental chiefs either in officials in
the United
the Federal or in the State Governments, as (except for slight States .
differences already incidentally noticed) it is substantially
identical with the English law. The legal position o£ Executive
Councillors in India, the only authorities at all corresponding
to ministers, I have already considered in a previous lee~
ture (b).

..

29. Excepting the Lord Chancellor of Engl~nd; to slay
whom is still .high treason under a. statute of Edward III
/
which the English Parliament has not yet found time to amend
or bring up to date, ministers do not appear in any country ~o
enjoy the protfction of special rules of criminal law not
applicable to officials in general. As c~lleagues of the Governor
General and Governors, members of Executive Councils in
India share with them the protection of sec: 124 of the Indian
Penal Code, under which assaulting or wrongfully restraining
them or attempting so to do, _with the object thereby to induce
them to exercise or refrain from exercising their lawful
powers in any rnanner, is punishable with i~prisonment for a
term which may extend to seven years and fine.
30. From the above discussion, does it appear that
ministers and heads of departments are a class apart, occupying a legal position which separates and removes them from
officials in general? I must say, no. The difference, which
makes them so prominent in the public eye, is really due to
the character and contents of the powers whica belong to
them, Between them the ministers exercise the whole
authority of Government, discretionary and otherwise. They
• do not, like judges and legislators, constitute• amohg officials a

High officials
how far speciwllY protected
by law of
rimes.
0

Ministers and
high officials
do not consti.
tute a separate status.

Yet require
separate
treatment on
account of
their ihlportance and to
illustrate the
doctrine
---------------------------ministe
r i aof
l
(a} Hatschek in Englisches Staats1·echt, I. 93, quoted in Lowel.l's Govern- responsibi·
lity.
ment of England, Vol. II, p. 502.

(b) In the Reform scheme outlined in the report of Mr. Montague and
Lord Chelmsford, it is proposed to hand over certain department, of the •..
Provincial Governments to ministers who will be responsibl~ not to the Government of India or the Secretary of State but to representative local legislatures.
Their legal position will p1·esumably not differ from that of ministers in ·En<>.
0
land and the Self-governing colonies.
.
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status by themselves. It is thus their importance rather than
any distinctive position they may be supposed to hold in law that
has induced me to make them the text of a separate lecture.
They demanded a separate treatment if only to give point to
the expression familiar in modern constitutional law: "the
responsibility of ministers". 1\I uch, .however, of what has been
said regarding them apply to oHicers generally; and I have,
in fact, taken pains not to leave in doubt which of the
statements in the lecture are and which are not of general
application. My next lecture on the legal position o£ officers
generally, will thus be largely supplementary, filling up,
as it will do, omissions .necessarily left in a treatment dirccte:l
chiefly to some very. prominent members of that body.

LECTURE XV IlL
OF OFFICERS GENERALLY.
Leoal relatioits of oflicers (i) to
wards their
emplo:rers,
(ii) towards
tlte pul!lic.

The legal relations of officials in general may be of two
kinds :-(i) Their relations with their employers who may be
either the Government or some subordinate public corporation ; (ii) their relations with the general public. It is the
former which constitute what may be called the official rcbtionship. In proceeding to deal with the official relationship,
the first question which demands consideration is whether this
relationship is necessarily one governed by law.
1.

2. There is no inherent difficulty in conceiving of that
relationship as being entirely extra-legal. In fact, in States
I
governed by•personal rulers, officials must normally hold office
The ofii<lial
relationahip.
by favour of the monarch and at his will, and in such States a
Its natute.
legal
official tenure c:m come into existence only by the operaNaturally extra-legal· in
tion of forces of ~xceptional character. I have elsewhere
personal
monarchi10s.
indicated how the Roman Civil Service, at an early stage of the
Principato, came to be composed almost entirely of slaves and
(i) in the
freedmen, and to the last, members of that service continued
ftoman E~
pire.
to be regarded as the perso!lal servants of the Emperor, who did
• not hold under any legal tenure (a). Of the "Merovingian
(ii) In the
Merovingitln

monarchy.

(a) Mattingly, The Imperial Civil Service of Rome, pp. 28-38, 85-89,
~ 6-98,

118-119, 123.
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officer, it is said (a) that he was con~iderod as a servant of the
Sovereign. He was a part of the ''Ministerium" of the King
and sometimes a simple froodmaJ ; and in the latest statement
of the law of England on the tenure of offices (b), it is recorded (iii) In Eng·
land.
that "except where it is tJtherwise provided by statute, all public
officers and servants of the Crown hold their appoir:tment at
the pleasure of the Crown, and all, in general, are subject to
dismissal at any time without cause assigned, nor will an action
for wrongful dismissal be entertained." It appears however that
"where the office is one conferred by letters patent, procedure
by sci1·e facias, criminal information or impeachment may be
necessary in order to vacate the offiie". (c)-in other words, that
these appointees of the Crown hold, by way of exception to the
general rule, under a legal tenure. This general rule receives
further elucidation from the statement .that "military, naval
and civil officers of the Crown being dismissible at will, no
petition of right even can be brought by thern to recover pay,
pension or other sums to which they claim to be entitled for
their services or damages in respect of their dismissil.' 1
"Neither," it is added, "have they any right of action for ,
breach ofan implied warranty against the officers who engaged
them" (d). In short, the official_relationship is not regarded in English law as one of contract, and, except in so far as it may
be made so by statute, it is not a legal relationship. It follows,
therefore1 that statutory provisions apart and leaving out offices
created by letters patent, the legal position of Government servants in England shows no advance beyond that of the officials
of Imperial Rome and of the Merovingian monarchs of
France.
0

3. The force which in Western Europe had been most Official tenure
. con ferrmg
. 1ega1 tenure on h old ers of pu bl"IC offi ces . tend
be- in
potent m
come to
legal
was Feudalism. ·Between 614 A. D. to 877 A.D., ,that is to Feadal Gto•
vernmen s.
say, in less than 300 years, 'benefices' had been converted into
'fiefs,' and all public functions had come to be viewed as held
by a tenure for life. 'l'he King himself came to regard public
offices as pis property the s~me as his other possessions and as
0

('ii) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 88-89.
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, VII. p, 22,
(c) Ibid, Vol. VII, p. 22,
(d) Ibid, Vol. XV, p. 29,

•
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a fit subject for grant by Royal letters patent. Owing to the
early centralisation of the Royal power in England, this proce'3s
of feudalisation of offices did not make much progress in England (a) bun that it did make some is apparent from the qualified legal tenure secured l1y holders t>f offices under letters
patent. In Western Europe, however, the tendency of all
Hereditary
and purchase·
public offices was, for long centuries, towards becoming hereable offices
in France.
ditary and purchaseable. A time however came when in the
interest of the growing power of the monarchy, the current had
to be reversed, and "public functions, at first a fief, then an
office, finally became a commission"\b). But the new policy
Later dis tine· could work itself out only slowly and imperfectly ; for between
tion between it and the ever-growing demands of the Royal treasury, a dispurchaseable
and non-pur- tinction came to be made between purchaseable and non-purchaseable
offices due to chaseable offices. Within the former group fell fin;ncial and
monarchic
judicial offices which, as I have previously explained, thereby
influence.
tended to become (except.for cause) irremoveable offices." ''The
offices of the Crown " ( High Constable, Chancellor, First
4 Yresident of the Parliament etc.), offices of the King's Household (Councillors, Secre~aries of State and Secretaries to t.he
King), military offices and commissions in general remained
outside commerce. The Revolution swept away venal offices
along with other Feudal institutions from off the face of France.
In the reconstituted monarchy of Napoleon, officials held on
Officials under Napoleon removeable tenures, a position which has remained unaltered
removeable,
thro'Ugh successive changes of Go~ernment since that time. In
consonance
with the same spirit, an English statute of 1809
Sale of offices
made a crime made it a misdemeanou,r to sell, purchase or barg~in for any
in England,
office or employment in the gift of the Crown, to receive or
pay money •for or solicit ,or obtain any such office or make any
negotiation or pretended negotlation relating thereto or to
open or advertise houses for transacting business relating
to vacancies in offi~es in any public department (c).
- (a) Offices concerning justice and revenue were made non-saleable in Eng·
land so early as St. 5 and 6 Ed, IV c. 16. Grants of offices for the benefit of
incompetent persons were considered vcid by Coke ( Coke, Lit~leton, para 368),
according to whom it is a condition of law that all offices concerning the
• commonl'ealth be lawfully k~pt, Ibid, 378. It was held in Reynel's cas~, 9 Coke
Rep. 59a ( 1611 ) that a judicial office was not grantable for years since other•
wise it might vest in an executor,
(b) Brissaud, History of French Public Law, pp. 388-9.
(c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. IX, p. 486. Traffic in offioesis not
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4. Kings and members of Houses o£ Peers (where these The passing
of hereditary
survive) are practically the only persons in Europe who at offices. ·
the present day" may be said to hold hereditary offices. Hereditary offices appear to have been a fairly common institution
in India but even here they are to-day very nearly things of
the past. The supreme act o£ self-renunciation by which the
Feudal chiefs of Japan laid down t,heir hereditary powers and
privileges at the call of their country is too well-known to need
repetition.
5. The Feudal tenure of office, though now a thing of the
past, has left its deepest imprint ln Modern Germany, where
all offices are generally held on a good behaviour tenure and
an office held at the pleasure of the Government is a rare exception. Discharge from office can take place in that· country only
as the result of a conviction by a criminal or a disciplinary
court of the commission of a crime or violation of official duty.
lfpublic interest should demand the removal of an official for
_other than cause established in a criminal or disciplinary ·court,
he can only be retired with a substantial portion of his salary,
anu except for the fact that he does not perform official duties
he remains subject to the duties and in enjoyment of the privileges of office (a), It is also owing to Feudal ~nfluences that
offices in England, though legally held at tlie Crown's pleasure,
are in practice treated as life-offices not terminable except for
good cause (b). -

Legal tenure
of offioials in
Germany a
relic of Feudalism,

6. If it be natural for official relationship in pet'sonal
monarchies to assume an extra-legal character, it is equally
natural for the same relationship, when power passes from a.
personal ruler to an assembly, to find exprellsion in legal
rules, In both Greece and Republican Rome, tenures of offices
were for terms fixed by the constitution. Elective offices in all
modern States are almost invariably for. terms,' and a person

'Iendeney of
official tenure
to be legal in
Republican
Governments

made a criminal offence in India ; but sec, 6, ols, (f) and (g), of the 'l'rausfer
of Property Act ( IV of 1882 ) makes a public office, the salary of a ptthlic
officer whether before or after it has ibec9me payable, stipends allowed to .
military and civil pensioners of Government and political pensions non-trans-.
ferable, Seo. 60 of the Civil Procedure Code ( Aot V of 1908). as will b~
pointed out later on, imposes restrictions upon the involuntary aiienation of
salaries and pensions,
. (a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. I, p. 94.
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VII, p. 81.

0
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lish Law.
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elected to an office has not only a right to the office but he has
normally the right to continue in office till the expiration of
the period fixed by law, unless. some causes of disqualification
should have supervened in the meanwhile. Also, whe~1 the
supreme control has passed from a personal ruler to a legislative assembly, the latter in creating new offices and regulating
old ones may assume authority to fix the nature of the incmnbent's tenure as well when the incumbent is to owe his
app9intment to executive nomination as when his appointment
is made to depend on popular election. Thus several offices
in England, e. g, those of judges of the superior courts, of the
Comptroller and Auditor General, and Assistant Auditor,
amongst others, are expressly directed by statute to be held
during good behaviour, subject to ~he power of removal upon
an address of both Houses of Parliament. Such o:fflces may,
it is said, be determined for want of good behaviour without
an address to the Crown, either by scire facias (in the case of
offices held under letters patents), criminal information or impeachment or by the exercise of the inquisitorial and judicial
jurisdiction vested in the House of Lords. l\Iisbehaviour includes, besides improper exercise of bhe functions appertaining
to the office or non-attendance or neglect or refusal to perform the duties of the office, any infamous offence of such a
nature as to render the person unfit to ex crcise the office,
though not committed in connection wit.h the office (a).
7. It is remarkable that in England where supreme power
has passed altogether from the King to the Parliament, the
bulk of public offices should still be wanting in a legal tenure,
and it is still more remarkable that the Feudal notion of a
vested right in all offices which never found a place in her
laws should yet govern the practice of her Government
and her public bodies in their dealings with their officials.•
•
The explanation is to be found in the aristocratic composition
of the Parliament which took over the powers of the King in
order that the same might be exercised by a committee o£ its
own members. The squires who sat in the Commons' House
• meant in real earnest to 1·ule the Kingdom. They had no intention of allowing the prerogative powers of the Crown to fall into
abeyance. They showed no disposition to cut down or qualify
(a) Halsbury, La'IYB of England, Vol. VII, p. 22,
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8. In point of fact they went on exercising Royal powers
in the name o£ the King, and the relations of the Crown and
its servants re1na,ined in law the same as it was in the days of
the Tudors and the Stuarts. In practice, however, as I have
said before, public officers in England have come to hold their
offices on wh~t amounts to a good behaviour tenure, though
the fact that in law they are dismissible at pleasure enables
Parliament always to hold its power of removal ·in terro1·ern
over almost th~ entire civil and military services, which thus
are made to feel that they are the servants and not the masters
of the Government.

Power to dis·
miss rarely
exercised in practice but
retained in
law for the
control of
the Civil
Service.

9. Not the law, but the practice as to official tenure
appears to have undergone a Hsea-change" in passing from
England to the United States. On the establishment of Republican forms o£ Government in the Colonies and the Union,
the consequent abolition of the hereditary Chief Executive and
substitution therefor of individuals holding the office for short
terms only) the traditional notion of continuity in office was completely upset. One result of this change was that there was in
the body pol~tic no permanent institution liBc the Crown in
England CI1do·wcd with the residuary powers of Govemmcnt
which were now assumed to have vested in the leaislaturos.,
hollies which themselves were liable to changes in their personnel and polibical complexion quite as frequently as the Executive Government. h would have been s~rprising if in the
circumstance these legislatures had not felt themselves justified
in imposing short elective terms on all the impo~tant offices
under Government, with power in the incumbents so elected to
appoint the rest, so that the entire administrntion should in this
•
way always reflect public opinion through selection by the
people or by officials elected by them of all public officers, from
the heads o£ the executive _and legislat?rs to · post·office
employees and town-constables (a).

(iii) Official
tenure in ··
America.

.

--------------------------------------~-------.

(a) How about the Eame time a Eimilar notion captured the fan;y of the
Constituent Assembly in Re,olutionary France, at least in the matter of
filling judicial appontments, I have already noticed in my lecture on the
Legal Relations cf Judicial Officers, sup1·a, Lecture XVI, pnra 9, See also
Brissaud, History of French Public Law, p. 561.

Origin of the
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10. The idea of "rotation in office," that is to say, ·or
filling all offices at the disposal of the authorities by the party
in power could not have taken firm root in American politics,
if, at the bottom of it, it had not accorded with the democratic
spirit of the times, and I find it dificult to agree with the
suggestion countenanced by Mr. Goodnow that the "Spoils
Act" of 1820, which expressly affirmed that the Federal
officers mentioned in the Act were to be appointed for fixed
terms and be removeable at pleasure, was passed through partisan political motives (a). The principle rapidly extended to
almost all the offices in the National Government and from
thence into the administrative systems of most of the States,
so that "now,'' says Goodnow, "the term o£ almost every
administrative office in the United States is fixed by law
at a certain number of years, generally four,'' and further, that
"it is generally expected that a new administration will not
reappoint the old incumbents". It may be safely stated that a
national institution does not, at least in a democratic country,
grow altogether from unworthy motives. It is a fact, however,
that the institution has since been turned to such ignoble uses
by party bosses and wirepullers and has for that reason proved
a source of such unmixed evil that no one has a word to say in
its favour at the present day (b). The evil is.,now being
sought to be alleviated by the introduction of competitive
examinations for filling appointments, which by taking away ·
the incentive to removals for the purpose of creating a vacancy
(a) To a mo:lern observer, the spoils system of filling public offices may
appear to be less .unreasonable than at any rate the system of filling them by
lot-the system whch became prevalent in the best days of the Athenbn
republic. The drawing of lots for filling public offi~es was however in essence
an assertion of the equality of all citizens, that is to say, of their equal fitness for
rule-citizenship as unde~too<l in Athens b3iog the capacity of beiag ruler and
ruled in turn. Its use, Mr. Greenidge correctly points out, was in the highestand purest sense democratic. The possesion of the requisite qualification for
performing the duties of the office was secured by the examination of the
candidates ajte1· selection, See Greenidge, Outlines of Greek Constitutional
History, p. 139. Mr. R.L. Ashley, I find, holds. short terms and rot1tion in
effice to have been "not only legitimate but the necessary product of democracy." Ti1e American Federal State, p. 143.

(b) For a reasoned exposition of the abuses of the system of "rotation
in office", see :M:r. Elihu Root's "Addresses on Government and Citizenship" pp. 48 to 57. In one country at any rate, the abuses of the spoils system have
led to a revolution, Eee Ogg's Governments of Europe, Title, Portugal.
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for a partronag~ appointment has, in the Federal 'Government
at any rate, effected a great reduction in the number qf purely
political dismissals (a).

11. What then is the real character of the official relationship to~day ? It differs in details in different countries,
But everywhere it connotes a relationship which is not
based on contract. The terms "public office" and "public
officer" have been differently defined in different contexts
in English, American and Indian law (b). Mr. Goodnow,
basing his analysis on American decisions, says, an office
can never be created by contract, but finds its source and
its limitation in some act of governmental power. The
conception of offi(!e does not according to him depend
in any way upon the character of the duties performed. It
makes no difference whether these duties carry with them the
power of compulsion or not or whether or not the holder of
the office is ,permanently occupied in the 4,ischarge of his
duties or whether or not the duties are discretionary. It may
or may not be a paid office. ''All that seems to be necessary'
is that the duties of the office be discharged in the interest of
Government, and that the right to discharge them be based
on some provision of law and not upon a contract" .(c). ·To
put the matter.more concisely, the official relationship is not one
of contract but of status. The rights, privileges~ and duties
attaching to an office are even to this day determined mainly
by law and not by agreement. For. all that, however, ther~ is
nothing to prevent a Government from entering into special
"covenants" with its officials, and in so far as there may be an
agreement defining the rights and obli~ations of the parties
, to such a relationship, I see no insuperable difficulty in viewing
that agreeme?t as one capable of enforcement. In Shenton v.

Real nature
of official rela-

tionship.

.Kot one of
contract but
of status.

Is it m 1cl.ifia.
ble by COU·
truct I

•
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, VoL II, pp. 91-92. F;irlie, American National Administration, pp. 252·257.
(b) For an English definition, see per Best, C. J., in Henly v. Lyme
Corporation, 5 Bing, 91 (1828), at p 107, Many American decisions turn upon
the interpretation of Art. 2, sec. 4. of the Federal constitution, which proviiles •
for the impeachment of civil officers, The definition of a ''public ser;ant" in
sec. 21 of the Indian Penal Code is in appearance an enumeration of instances.
and has not been fruitful of real definitions in the hands of judges.
(c)

Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 3-~,
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Smith (a), the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council went
indeed so far in this direction as to the hold that the right of
the Crown to dismiss officials at pleasure did not exist by
virtue of any special prerogative, but only as an implied term
in what may be regarded as the contract of offidal employment. But the Court of Appeal in Dunn v. Qtteen (b)
repudiated this opinion and held that even when the contract
is for employment for a termJ it must be held to have imported
into it a condition that the Crown can dismiss the officer at
pleasure. Considerations of courtesy only appear to have
prevented the court in that case from adopting the language
of Sir Robert Finlay's contention that the Crown 'Was not
competent to tie its hands by such a contract, but they sa~d
what amounted to much the same thingJ v1z. : that any authority repre~enting the Crown who professed to exclude the
power by express stipulation would be acting in violation
of the public policy of the country and actiiJg in derogation
of the power of the Crown. Previously in Mitchell v. Queen (c),
it had been broadly laid down that "no engagement made
by the Crown with any of its military or naval officers in
respect of services either present,. past or future could be
enforced in any -court of law.

Nolin Eng·

lo,nd.

Claim for
arrears of pay
and pension
if legally
maintainable
in England,

12. But even if it should be impossible to view the official
relationship otherwise than as a matter of status, it is difficult
to see why this law of· status should in the English system
continue to deprive officials holding "at pleasure". of the
remedy by petition of right in respect of claims for arrears of
pay and pension already earned or other ascert.ained sums
which are not claimed as damages for a tort. Such a state of
'things could hardly have been tolerated at the present day, if
the law had not been greatly modified in practi<;Je. As I have
previously pointed out official position is in practice regarded.
0
in England as implying a vested right, and officials in that
country do in fact enjoy all such rightsJ privileges and protections as would appear to follow from their possessing a vested
right in their offices and the emoluments attached thereto,

0

(a). (1895) A. C. 229.

(b) (1896) 1. Q, B. 116.
(c) (1890) 1 .Q. B. 121 n. (1890).
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a right defeasible ordinarily only upon misconduct or other
grave cause (a).
The law of
13. Smnmarising the law on the conditions of tenure o£ official
public servants in England, Sir William Anson says (b): All tenure in
England
offices, whether limited as to tenure by a specified te_rm or nob summariEe:l.
so limited, are subject to one of two conditions. They are held
either 'at pleasure' or ;during good behaviour' and unless it is
otherwise stated their occupant·s hold at pleasure. The rule is
equally applicable to. civil . and to military appointments.
Whether appointed directly by the Crown or by heads of
departments, all hold on the one or the other condition, the
Royal pleasure or good behaviour. Appointments made duringgood behaviour create a life int.9rest in the office unless
specifically made £or a term of years. Good behaviour . means
good behaviour in respect of the office held.. Misbehaviour
appears to mean misconduct in the performance of official
- duties, refusal or deliberate neglect to attend to them, or it
would seem conviction for such an offence as would make the
convicted person unfit to hold a public office. Where an office
is thus forfeited by breach. of the condition of tenure, the mode
of removal does not, according to Anson, seem perfectly clear.
A public servant not holding at Royal pleasure may presumably, on being wrongfully ejected, proceed for his salary
in the form of a petition of right or by writ of quo warmnto
against the person who had replaced him in office.

14.· The English law of status which governs the official The law of
relationship has beE>n worked out in the completest manner official tenure
in the United
by the courts of the United States. The right of ail official States,
to compensation for services rendered is not, it is §aid, a contractual right, since the official relation is nob a contractual
• relation. "If the right to compensation exists at all, it exists
as the result, not of any contract, or by virtu•e of any set:vice
rendered to the Government, but because the law has attached
a compensation to the office" (c). But in order that there should
be a right at all the law must not only attach a compensation
(a) Lowell, Governmen\ of Engiand 1 Vol. !, p. 153.
(b) Anson, taw and Custom of the Constitution, Third Edn., Vol.'II,
Part !, pp. 221-224
(c) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United§tates;
p, 286.
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to the office, it must also permit him to sue the Government
for it, the general rule in America, as in England, being that
'
Government
cannot be sued in its own or in fact in any
court without its consent. From the non-contractual
character of the right to compensation, it follows that ''the
compensation, however it may be fixed, may be changed by
the authority fixing it, provided no higher law, such as the
constitution when it is fixed by statute, or a statute when it is
fixed by the administration, prevents," and that if it is altered,
diminished or altogether terminated during the term of office
of the incumbent, such change will not be regarded as impairing the obligation of a contract, since the official relation is not
a contractual one (a). Inconsistently, however, with these
general principles, it has been held in Fiske v. Police Jury (b)
and Stewart v. Police Jury (c) that where official services
have been rendered, a ·contract to pay for them at the rate
fixed by law is implied, which cannot be impaired even by the
legislature ; and officers have been held to possess the right
to enforce the payment to them of all the expenses which they
have been obliged to incur in order to discharge their duties.
Powell v. Newburglt (d) United States v. Flanders (e). With
stricter regard for logic than justice, however, the courts of the
United States hold that a claim to pension is no more of a contractual character than a claim to salary, and a pension may
be c~anged at any time even after the right to it has vested
where authority to make the change has been granted by the
legislature (f).
15. The point of view which regards the official relation
as wholly nOOJ-contractual, if strictly enforced, may work much
hardship, but it is by no means without its compensating advantages, The official relation· not being a contractual relation, the incumbent does not lose. his right to his compensa- •
tion (when he has it given to him by law) by reason of his
(a)
ing the
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Under Art. 1, sec. 10 of the United States constitution, any law impairobligation of contract is unconstitution~J.I,
116 U, S. 131.
:H6 U. S. 135.
19, Johnson, N, Y, 285.
112 U. 13. 88.
(f) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States,
pp. 286·292.
.
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inability (as for example from sickness) to discharge the duties,
of the office, So long as he holds the office, he has the right
to his compensation, and if an officer is illegally prevented by
his superiors from discharging his duties, as by an unauthorised removal, he does not lose his claim to his compensation (a).
16. Under both English and American law, officers in porate
Tcnure·ofcoroffices,
the employ of local or other corporations ha-ve rights o( action
against their employers arising, it may be, from a valid contract or from some provision of their· charter. or statute of
incorporation, An officer employed by a ·corporation may of
course by. the term of his employment or by the law or charter
I
of its incorporation be liable to dismissal at• the. pleasure of
his employer1 or for cause, or on the expiry of a fixed
term. But no . corporation can refuse to pay salary already
• earned, whilst all corporations must, like any private
employer, indemnify their servants for losses incurred in the ,.
lawful discharge of their £unctions. Unlike Government again,
corporations calibe sued in tort for damages by their employees Co~·astec.l
as by any other person. It is difficult indeed to. see why the 1 owfithffitenure
o ces unsame conditions should not govern appointments to offices der Govern·
, .
. • rnent.
un der the contro1 of overnment. Th e very devwus reasonzngs
by which courts in the United States have managed to give
relief to men, who have already earned their salary against
deprivation by ex post facto legislation and to indemnify officers
for expenses lawfully incurred by them in the performa.nce of
their official duties demonstrate' that the present view of
American and English law in regard to the official relationship
stands in need of revision (b).

a

17. The relations of a municipal corporjttion to its

The law of

tenure of
employees will be governed in the first place by provisions in corporate
that behalf in the charter of incorporation where there is one offices.
(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Ad!_llinistrati"l'e law of the United Stat~~,
p. 288.
(b) The English law has come only gradually to see the unwisdom of the
State refusing to honour Its debts. The right to repudiate all public debts
could no doubt be plausibly justified on the ground of public policy, as provi·
ding the only effective guarantee against public officers improvidently contrac;.
ting debts on behalf of Government. But if honesty has at Iast justified itself
as the better policy in Government's dealings with its creditors, it may do
so yet in its dealings with its servants, Dwm v. Queen (1896) 1 Q, B. 116 .and
;llitc!tell v, Queen (1896) 1 Q, B. 121 n. (1890) notwithstanding.·
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or by the general or special statute of incorporation in which it
originated. But it has been held in England by Lopes, J., in
Booth v. Arnold (a) that such corporations have the common
law right of all corporations to amove their members and
officers. A public corporation can thus remove at will an
officer whom it has expressly appointed to hold such office at
the will of the corporation. In all other cases, corporate officers
can be removed only by a formal proceeding for amotion which
of course can be legally taken upon the happening of circumstances entailing forfeiture of office. Causes of amotion are :
(1) offences of an infamous character indictable at common
law, and (2) breaches of conditions expressly or tacitly annexed
to the appointment. A corporate officer cannot as a rule be
removed without being heard in defence or at least without
previous notice of intention to remove him ; and, unless there is
a clear direction to the contrary in the charter of incorporation
.. a freehold office '~ithin a corporatipn is not determined during
the life of the holder without some form(J.l act, such as amotion
and such person is entitled to be summoned before he is removed. Such an officer may also be suspended ; and a mere
irregularity in procedure is immaterial, if there exists good
cause for suspension. In amotion orders made by local corporations, appeals lie to the superior courts as visitors. An
information in the nature of a quo warranto will lie for usurping a~ office under a local corporation provided that it be of
a public nature and a substantive office and not merely the
function or employment of a deputy or servant held at the
will of others (b).
The law of
official tenure
in the British
Colonies.

18. In Sh~nton v. Srnith (c) previously cited, it was heta
by the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council that Colonial
Governments stood on the same footing as the Home Govern·
· ment as to the employment and dismissal of servants of the
Crown, and that in a contract for service under the Crown,
except in circumstances where it is otherwise provided by law,
there is imporlied into the contract a condition that the Crown
has the power to dismiss at pleasure. In Gould v. Stuart (d),
(a) (18~5) 1 Q. B. 571.
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VIII, pp. 330,.381 1 Adler, Law of

Corporations, pp. 46·48.
(c) (1895) A, C. 229,

(d) (1896) A. C. 575.

•
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in which this proposition was }eaffh;med,- it was found that
the New- South Wales Civil Service Act of1884 had made
provisions for the protection of officials which were inconsistent _
with the importing into the contract of service of a term that
the Crown might put an end to it at pleasure. This decision
led tu the New South Wales legislature promp,~ly recanting the
policy of the Civil Service Act of 1884, and the -New South
Wales st~tute, 59 Viet. c. 25, sec. 28, expressly reserv:ed the
.right of the Crown to dispense with the services of any person
employed in the public service of the colony irrespective of the
provisions of the Civil Service Act of 1884 and other enactments of that ~escription (a). In Young- v. Waller (b), the
Privy Council held that although the New Sot:th Wales Civil
Service Act of 1884 temporarily deprived the Crown of its·
right to dismiss its civil servants summanly without following
the provisions prescribed therein, yet it did not take away the
right of the Crown to abolish a civ!l office and such abolition
did not entitle the official to sue for compensation as for a
breach of contract. In Dtmn v. Queen (c) previously cited,
Sir C]aude Macdonald, then Commissioner and Consul General
for the Niger Protectorate_ in Africa, acting on behalf of the
Crown, had engaged the suppliant as _Consular Agent for a
term of three years certain, and he_elaimed damages for having
been dismissed before the expiration of the period. The Court
of Appeal upholding Mr. Justice 'Day were of opinion that the
suppliant's service was nevertheless determinable at the p1easure
of the Crown, Sir Claude Macdonald having acted beyond his
authority in engaging the suppliant for a term.
19. In the absence of statutory provisions, the relations The law of
of the East India Company (and therefore of the • Secretary of official tenure
in India.
State for India in Council) and their officials in India would
appear to the governed by the rules- ~ereinbefore stated as
governing the relations of corporations and their officials. But
under sees. 74 and 75 of statut~ 3 and 4 Will IV c. 85, it
was lawful for His Majesty by writing under his Sign Manual,
countersigned by the President of the Board of Commissioners,
to remove or dismiss a~y person~holding any office or employ;
Adam.~

(a)

Young v.

(]:l)

(1898) A. C. 561,
(1696) 1 Q, B. 116.

(c)

(1898) A. C. 469,
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ment· or commission :civil or military under the East India
Company in India and to vacate any appointment or commission of any person to any such office or employment ; and
nothing in the Act was to take away the power of the Court of
Directors to remove or dismiss any of the officers or servants
of the Company, but that the said Court was at all times to
have full liberty to remove or dismiss any such officers or
servants at their will and pleasure. By sec. 3 of the Government of India Act of 1858, all powers hitherto. e~ercised in
relation to the officers and servants of the Company amongst
others were transferred to the Secretary o£ State for India ( cf.
sec, 2 of the Government of India Act of 1915). It seems to
follow therefore tl1at under the above provisions of statutes,
the Government of India has power to dismiss civil and military officers serving in India at pleasure, and a suit for damages
for wrongful dismissal cannot therefore lie against the Government of India at the instance of the ~dismissed officials upon
~:;uch dismissal. King v. Secy. of State for India (a). In
arriving at the contrary opinion in Hughes v. Secy. of State (b),
Phear, J., appears to have overlooked these provisions, as did
apparently Jacob, J., in Jehangir v. Secy. of State (c). This
being the law, are contracts which the Secretary of State for
India in Council makes with persons appointed to various
branches o£ the Government service in Indi::t, e. g. education
officers, forest officers, men in the geological sarvey, and
mechanics and artificers of railways and other works, stipula'ting to keep the men in service for a certain term, subject to
dismissal for particular causes, enforcible in courts o£ law ?
Are such contracts ultra vires of the powers conferred by
statute upon• the Secretary of State in Council ? If the
language of sec. 75 o£ the statute 3 and 4 Will lV c. 85 only
were looked into, there would seem to be no legal bar to the
Secretary of State c<fn tracting himself out of the power recognised in sec. 75 as belonging to his predecessors in office,
the Directors o£ the East India Company. If however the
power was regarded as a trust reposed on the Directors by
the Crown and if with the judges in Dunn v. Queen (d)
(a) Hi C. W. N. 486n. (1908).
(b) 7 B. L. R. 688.
(c) 6 Bombay L. R. 131 (I9C,3).
(d)

(1896) 1 Q. B. 116.
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it be held !o be contrary to public policy to restrict by agreement the power of arbitrary dismissal of public servants not
protected therefrom by law, then one must admit that such
contracts are not enforcible in law. Still less is the power of
dismissal affected by departmental rules. It was thus held in
Ram Das Hazra v. Secy. of State (a) that no suit was ma!ntainable against the G'overnment of India by a dismissed
public servant for wrongful dismissal even when such dismiss~!
\vas in contravention of the rules framed by the Government
for• the consideration of charges againsb public servants.
These rules, it should be remarked are not to be regarded as
terms incorporated into the contracts of employment of public
servants. They are, as pointed out by the Judicial Committee
in Shenton v. Smith (b), merely instructions addressed by the
Government to its agents for their guidance and have no
obligatory force either as agreements or as rules of law (c).
20. Upon this point, the provisions of (the Governm~nt of '§~r~~~t~li(In·
India) Act XXXVII of 1850 "for regulating•inquiries into the quiries) Act
examined.
behaviour of public servants not removeable from their app,ointments without the s~nction of Government" deserves study.
The Act, after solemnly reciting the expediency of amending
the iaw for regulating inquiries into the behaviour of the
public serlvants in question and making the. same uniform
throughout the territories under the Government of India,
proceeds in about 22 sections to lay down the procedure for
holding formal and public enquiries into the truth of any
imputation of misbehaviour against such public servants, whenever in the view of the Govermhent there are good grounds for
such an inquiry. The procedure is_ framed to resemble that
of a criminal trial in several particulars and the judicial inquiry
may be committed either to ·the court, board or other
• authority to which the accused is subordin~te, or to specially
(a.} 18 C. W. N. 106: 17 C. L. J. 75 (1912).
(b)

(1895) A. C. 229,

.

1

(c) The Montague-Chelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional Reform
recently submitted to Parlia.ment, appears to me to contemplate the possibiht; •
of conferring a quasi-legal tenure on appointlllents to the "European s10rvices",
the members wtlereof may not unlikely find the security, of tenure enjoyed
in . practice under the existing government jeopardised when suberdinated to
fully or partially self-g~verning legislative bodies acting through mi.nisters
responsible to them and not to the Govermnent of India.

5&
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appointed commissioners who at the conclusion of the enquiry
are to l'eport to the Government concerned which then passes
such orders thereon as to it may appear just and consistent
with its powers in such cases. Nothtng in the Act, it is stated,
is to be construed to repeal any Act or Regulation in force for
the suspension and dismissal of Principal or other Sudder
Amins or Deputy 1\'Iagistrates or Deputy Collectors1 but a
commission may be issued for. the trial of any charge against
.any of the said officers under the Act in any case in which
Government may think ib expedient (sec. 24). The Act finally
winds up with an emphatic reservation (sec. 25) of the authority of Government to suspend or remove any public officer for
any cause without an inquiry under the Act. It thus rests
entirely with the Governments concerned whether or not to
order a semi-judicial enquiry under the Act against the public
servant in question and the public servant has not a legal right
to demand a formal inquiry under the Act. In substance,
therefore, the Act has !10 more obligatory force than a code of
administrative regulations and instructions of the character
referred to in Shenton v. Sm.ith (a), ho\vever much it may
affect the appearance of a statute.
A comparative view of
official relation-ship in
different
countries,

21. Everywhere therefore within the British Empire,
except as otherwise provided by statute, official tenure is
legally precarious; But everywhere within the Empire, again,
official tenure is in practice a tenure during good behaviour (b).
High political offices in the Home Government and in the
Self-governing colonies must by their very nature change
their incumbents with every change of party. But this (in
itself a ve'ly modern institution) excepted, the tenure of office
(a)

(1895) A. C. 229 •

•

(b) The tendency to regard all offices as life-offices can naturally find lrgal
expression in the British system only where a corporate offule is in question;
and, as to these, it has been held in Steward v. JJunn, l Dow, and L. 642, 647
(1844) that where an officer is appointed for an indefinite period be is presumed
·to bold his office for life until the contrary is shewn. Even when the charter
of incorporation provides that a particular officer shall be chosen annu11lly,
snch a provision is regarded as directory o"nly. His tenure is not construed as
terminating at the end of the year ~>fter his election and he continues in office
until death or removal or until another is elected and if neceosary admitted
into the office, Prowse v. Foot, 2 Bro. P. C. 289 (1725); Ha!sbury, Laws of
England, Vol. VII, P• 328.
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in the Empire, for other than elective offices, IS in practice a
permanent life-tenure. (a) So well indeed are officials in the
British system protected from capricious interference with their
term and tenure that employment under the State has ~orne to
be an o~ject of keen competition and it has been found possible to impose fairly high qualification standards for recrui~ment to
most services and to institute regularly held competitive
examinations for many appointments. In France, Italy . and
the United States of America the removeability in law of
public officials is realised also in practice by _the prevalence
previously noticed of "the spoils system." In Germany alone.
officials enjoy in fact as well as in law a tenure irremoveableotherwise than for cause to be established in a court of justice
or in a disciplinary tribunal. I have already suggested in what
respects the English. system admits of reform and, improvement. It has none the less to be conceded that, illogical a'S
it may appear to be, and in fact largely because it is illogical,
it works better on the whole th~n either the German or the
French and American systems, for whilst on the one hand it
, docs not lead to the abuses of the "spoils system", it does not
on the other (as in Germany) erect the officials into a privileged class. .Conditions within the British Empire, however,
are not, as to practice, uniform everywhere. The Government of
India being itself a Government by a "service" appears not rarely to display what may be regarded, comparatively speaking, as
an excessive solicitude for service intertJsts; so that unles~ an
officer should happen to place himself in oppositi<;>n to these interests, he is not only safe from unjust interference, he may even
count upon lenient treatment of, at any rate, his minor '

l

(a) The Report on Indian Constitutional Reform recently submiLted to
Parliament by the Secretary of State for India and the •Governor-General con•
tains more than a hint that with the creation of self-governing institutions in
India steps will be taken to protect the rights and priJ:ileges guaranteed or
implied in the conditions of appointment to the "European services'' from inter•
ference by .these bodies or ministers responsible to them. Paragraph 325 of the
Report which deals with the "protection of service interests'' seems to suggest.
the conft-;ment on the services of a quasi-legal tenure which it wil! not be •
open to the representative legislative bodies about to the brought into being
to modify or take away, But the Government· of India will presumably
continue to exercise on the members of these services the same powers that
they now have of appointment and dismissal at pleasure.
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delinquencies by the higher authorities (a). Where such interests are not involved, it is by no means a rare occurrence ~o fiud
the Government in this country undertaking the defence of a
Government official in an action for torb of a purely personal
character, that is, arising out of a wrong done not even in the
discharge of his public function (b).
22. In so far as both the appointment and dismissal of an
officer my rest on the pleasure of some authority, whether that
authority be the Crown, a minister or other head of depart-.
mentor any other agent of the Crown or a public corporation,
the tenure of office is entirely extra-legal. When the appoint'nent only but not the dismissal is at pleasure, the tenure is
iegal; as is also the case where both appointment and dismissal
are governed by law, The tenure of judges of superior courts,
for instance, in England, and of officer generally in Germany
is thus legal. It follows also that the tenure of officers who
depend for their appointment on election, since they are rarely
removeable at pleasure and ordinarily hold office for fixed terms
and occasionally even for life, is legal.
(a) ·what precisely are regarded as service interests it is (for an outsider
at least) not easy to define, They are clearly not confined to selfish pecuniary
or class interests. Grossly disreput~ble conduct in office will. it may be
safely assumea, be always regarded as a breach of such inter!lsts. This is the
gcodlside of the "eo~prit de C01]Js" of the Indian Civil Service, as to which see
Lf!cture XII, para 13 Rupra. The Government of India and the Local Governments under it never tire of impressing on their officials the duty of observing
the ruies of courtesy in their dealings with the Indian pubiic. But neither
breach of manners nor (moderately) high-handed behaviour on the part of.
Government offict>rs appears to be ordinarily viewed as a serious delinquency,
It is at any rate impossible that any incident like that which happened in
Washington some yea1·s ago and which was reported in the .iYew York Times
of Nov. 24, 18~ (see Goodnow Comparative Arlministrative Law, Vol. II, pp.
85-86) should occur in India. There an individu(ll who had business with one of
the departments was treated with incivility by one of its clerks, Complaint was
made to the superior ofpcer and the clerk was dismissed from the service by •
the Secretary with the remark that every man "who had business with the
Treasury was entitled to civil treatment and that no employee who was unable
to remember thflt he was a servant of the people and bound to be courteous
to those whom he served need expect to be retained".
(b) A case in point is that of a Superintendent of Police which formed the
subject of interpellations in the Bengal Council on 19th February 1918,
Government in this case appears to have paid the expenses of the Poli~e officer's
defence in an action for trespass of a private character which resulted in a
decree for damages against"him. An attempt to induce the Government to
obtain from the officer a refund of the moneys spent by Government in defending the suit proved unsuccessful.
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23. Since the official relationship is not founded on contract,
it need not necessarily depend for its formation on a bilateral
act consisting of an offer on the part of the appointing authority and an acceptance by the appointee. Acceptance appears
iii fact to have been obligatory/ under the common law of
England, so much so that refusal by a duly qualified person to
serve in a public office 'to which he had been appointed and
notice whereof had been given to him was, and perhaps still is,
a common law misdemeanour punishable by fine and imprisonment without hard labour (a). The obligation to . serve in a
public office may also be specifically enforced by amandamus (b). The tendency of modern decisions, at ·least in America,
has been in the direction of undermining the s~ctness of this
rule, since itthas been held in that country that acceptance of
an office which will take all the time of the incumbent is not
obligatory where no provision for compensation is made ; and
the possession of one office justifies the incumbent in refusing
another ; and in one case it appears even to have been held
that as the acceptance of a judicial office disqualifies the incumbent for other offices in the State :which are not j ud,icial, no one
can be forced to accept such an office. Moreover, the faat of
acceptance being obligatory do~s not dispense with proof, when
there is dispute, that the office 'was in fact accepted (c). More
reliance is, in fact, placed ,·upon voluntarism now than in
former times ir:i both England and America, though in order
to guard against offices which carry no compensationremaining
vacant to th~' detriment of th(public interest, it is not unusual
for the legislature in either country to provide penalties for
non-acceptance. Under sees. 34 and 35 of the (English) Municipal Corporation Act of 1882, every qualified p@rson elected to
a corporate office must,, unless exempted by law, either accept
the office or be liable to a fine. Acceptance "'f office being
obligatory according to common law, -it ha~? been· held in
America that there can be no constitutional objec~ion to a law
which makes acceptance of office obligatory and Imposes a

(a)- Halsbury1 Laws o£ England, Vol, IX., p. 485.

(b) R. v. Bowe1•, 2 Dow, & Ry. 842 (1823).
(c)

Goodnow, Principles of the Administr~tive Law of the' TJnited States,

rP· 255-257.
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fine for refusal to serve, and several such statutes have been
passed by the States of the Union (a),
24. It is said that in France, it is "almost never the case
that the acceptance of office is obligatory. In Germany, refusal to accept an unsalaried office after an election or appointment is attended, where no legal excuse exists, by loss of
suffrage for from three to six years and by an increase oE circle
taxes from an eighth to a quarter. The principle of obligatory
honorary services appears to have been originally in force in
relation to the elective offices in the cities under Stein's Act of
1808. But it received a wider extension under the Local
Government Reform Laws of the latter part of the 19th contury, owing to the H.pprehension felt by the authorities that
without its aid it would not be possible to find competent
persons to fill the newly created honorary appointments of the
justices of the peace and others, and thus defeat one of the main
objects of the reforms, _viz : to cultivate a greater degree of
political spirit and capacity among the well-to-do rural classes
in the same way as such spirib and capacity had been cultivated
in the municipalities through the same principle as embodied in
the -corporation Act of 1808. The principle has not yet been .
adopted in I~dia, but the success.it has met with in Prussia
does certainly favour its adoption, under proper safeguards, in
India, where the authorities have to contend against rublic
apathy to an . even greater degree that they had to do in
Prussia: But the adoption of the principle in India:;nust be both
cautious and gradual, for if the experience of the Prussian administration seems to encourage its adoption, that of the Roman
administration, previously outlined, is fraught with the gravest
warnings. AnJ attempt to use the liesured classes in the
localities as mere agents of the Central Government must be
unpopular and foredoomed to failure. The difference between the
Roman method and the methods in force in England, the United
States and Prussia must not however be overlooked. In the
former, service was absolutely ·compulsory, in the latter it is
practically compoundable for a money fine with, in Prussia,
some loss (in addition) of civic rights.
• 25. I11 there a legally enforcible right to an office ? "A
continuing right to the office'', says Goodnow, ''can be ·spoken
(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrati-re Law of the Unit~d States1

.p 257'
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of only in the case of an officer whose tenure of office is
independent of any administrative superior, so far as the length
of the term is concerned. Only those officers have a permanent right to exercise the powers and perform the dutiea of the
office who may not be arbitrarily discharged by an administrative superior. Thus the remedy by means of which the
right may be enforced, viz: the quo warranto, may not (in
England and in the United States) be made use of in the case
of offices of no certain duration." " But the question", the
learned author goes on, a may come up at the beginning of the
official relation rather than at the end and it will naturally
come up more frequently in the case of elective than in the
case of appointed officers, but it can come up in the case of an
appointive office, specially in the United States, where the
term is so often fixed by law.'' In England and the United
States, the ~itle to an_ office is tried ·by quo warranto or its
statutory substitute, by me!J-ns of which the courts decide who
is the rightful incumbent of the office in question, and as such
entitled to exercise its powers and receive its emoluments.
Further, on·e who is clearly entitled to an office may by nw,ndamus force the delivery to him of the insignict of office and
n:ay in like manner obtain possession of public buildings and
records. -In both countries, the tendency has been to
substitute these proceedings by action or application before
special tribunals to try election cases, and in· some instances
(e.g. in poor law elections in England) the determination of
contested elections has been left in the superior authorities of
the administration itself (a).

Right to
office.

(a)

How enforced
In England
and America.

--26. In India, a suit for a declaration that a person h!:1s In India
been duly elected to a municipal office is a • suit of a ci vii
nature ;~ithin the meaning of sec. 9 of' the Civil Procedure
Code, and being a suit in which the Plaiptiff's legal character
is in question, it is also maintainable under sec. 42 of the
Specific Relief Act. Unless a special tribunal has been created
by statute to take cognisance of suuh suits (in which case
its jurisdiction would be exclusive) such a suit will lie in the
. ordinary. civil courts. But if the spec!al tribunal fails t~
discharge the duties imposed on it under the statute, it can
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 62; Goodnow,
Principles of the Administrative Law of the United State~, p. 283,
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in a proper case be compelled to do its duty by a mandamus
under sec. 45 of the Specific Relief Act, provided the conditions of that section are otherwise satisfied. The Chartered
High Courts, it seems, have also jurisdiction by a proceeding
in the nature of quo warranto to restrain a person who has
not been duly elected councillor (a).
27. "On the Continent of Europe'', says Goodnow, "access
On the Continent of
to
the
ordinary courts to try the title to an office is seldom
Enrope.
allowed. It is believed that such a practice would violate the
fundamental principle of the independence of the administration. Generally any dispute as to the title to an office has to be
tried by an administrative court and right to appeal against the
decision _of an election bureau is given not only to the
defeated candidate and to the Government, but al&o, as is the
case frequently in the United States, to an elector (b).
28. The proposition that accepta11ce of office is obligatory
(b) Right to
resign if
must find its correlate in another that an officer under whatexists.
ever tenu;e he should hold his appointment is not free to
resign his appointment at will, and may be held to it if the
superior authority who has power to dismiss him refuses to
accept his resignation. But here too voluntarism has been
undermining'the principle of obligatory service. In England,
In the British
Empire.
in India and I believe in the British Empire generally, the ·
accepted opinion, at any rate amongst officials, is that a
resignation is not effective until it has been accepted. In
In America.
'
America, judicial decisions appear to be conflicting, but according to Mr. Goodnow almost all the cases holding that
acceptance of resignation is necessary were decided with
regard to local offices which were obliga,tory offices, whilst those
cases which ha"ve held the acceptance to be unnecessary have
been decided with regard· to offices of the General Government
to which the common law rule is not regarded as applying
and which take up most if not all the 'time and attention of
the incumbent necessitating the appointment to them of professional officers. " In . France anci Germany ", according to/ . . ._
In France and
to the same author, "while the general right to resign fr6m
Germany,
all offices not obligatory in character is recognised, as in Engiand and· the United States, still certain limitations ~n the

1

(a) Aiyanger's Municjpal Corporations in British Inpia, Vol. III pp. 41-42.
(b) ·Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 64; Goodnow,
Principles of. the Admini~trative Law of the 1Jnited States, P· 283.
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exercise of the right are to be found in the laws. Thus in
France, the Penal Code punishes all officers who by a precon"
certed decision resign in order to prevent or suspend the action
of some public service ; while in Germany the officer about to
resign must give three months' notice of his intention and the
resignation is not effectual until he has finished his work, and
in case he has public property in his charge, until his accounts
have been fully settled; and the resignation mu;t· ·be
accepted" (a).
29. It need hardly be stated that in the aba6nce of statutory
provisions there can be no legal right to promotion in public
officers. In the absence of such provisions, there is not even the·
right to the continuance in office on the same salary, ·wherefore
these matters must remain as a rule ·to be regulated by.
administrative practice.
30. It has been seen that in England, in the absence of statutory provisions, public servants h<;>lding appointments at· Government's pleasure cannot recover arrears of
salaries or other money claims even by resort to the remedy
by petition of right, but officer:S holding on a good behaviour
tenure have this right. Similar claims are entertained in
America by Courts of Claim wherever these have been established. It seems also to be the law in both countries, that in
those rare cases w)lere a duty has been imposed upon an
individuaL officer to pay the legal compensation of other officers and he should refuse to ·do so, he may according to
circGmstances be forced to act by a mandamus or other
available remedy (b). But there is no legal bar to officers
employed' by local or other corporations, under whatever
tenure they may hold, recovering salaries . whi~h they have
earned or other money claims by action against the corporations
concerned. What I have said about salaries appears to apply
mutatis mutandi& to pensions and superc:tnnuation allowances
which are frequently stated to be only " deferred pay",
Though, as pointed out before, a suit against Government may
not lie in India for recovery by a dismissed public servant. of
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Admini~trative Law, Vol. II, p. 95. In Imperial
Ilome, ''the procurator was bound to his post and could not withdra.w from it
without special authorisation," Mattingly, Imperial Civil Service of Rome, p. 96.

(c) Right to
promotion.

(d) Right to

compensation

Pensions, if
legally re·

coverable.

.-··

(b) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States, .,# :-~.
p. 289, Halsbtuy, Laws of England, Vol, XXIII, p. 315. ·
•
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In India,

damages for wrongful dismissal, I do not see why a suit may
not lie against it for recovery by such a servant of arrears of
pay duly earned, and by a superannuated officer for recovery
of arrears of pension after they have fallen due. Sees. 74 and
75 of 3 & 4 Will. c. 86 do not touch such claims, and the legal
position of the East India Company having be8n in other respects that of any private or public corporation, it follows that
under sec. 65 of the Government of India Act of 1858, now
re-enacted in sec. 32 of the Government of India Act of 1915,
suits in respect of such claims may be instituted against the
Q.overnment of India by the officer concerned according to the
ordinary procedure and in the ordinary courts.

Jtight to
compensation
how enforced
on the
Continent,

31. In France payment of salary may be enforced by
appeal to the administrative courts which have sole jurisdiction ; in Germany by appeal either to ordinary or to the
administrative courts which have concurrent jurisdiction (a). -

III.

32. I have so long been considering tho official relationship from the point of view of an official's rights against his
employer. A consideration of ,his duties towards the employing authority is, the complement of what has gone before.
(a) Duty of
The employing authority is entitled to demand a certain
good conduct
standard of good conduct from employees. The standard will
enforced by
office disvary with the nature of the office and is different in different
cipline.
countries, but whatever this may be in any particular case,
failure to observe it is a cause for censure and may even merit
dismissal. For instance, sobriety of habit, orderly conduct
and courteous behaviour to the public· are insisted upon
In Germany, and enforced by office discipline almost everywhere. This
discipline is. particularly strict in Germany.
Active
participation in political contests has been regarded as a
In England
breach
of official etiquette in England and India, and
and America.
partisanshi~ against the ruling party has come to be
offensive
In India.
viewed with similar disfavour in the United States (b). But
perhaps the longest list of official "taboos" to be met with
anywhere will be found in the Government Servants' Conduct
Government
Servants•
Rules of the Government of Indit:t which are issued in a
Conduct
Rules.
codified form from time to time (the last time in 1904) and
Officers'
duties,

(a) .Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, Il, p. 74,
(b)

Ibid, Vol. II, p. 85.
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which as often as they are issued are again overlaid. by amendments and interpretations-so difficult it· is for the ordinary
intelligence to bib the exact dividing line of absolute, propriety between the "mays" and the "may-nots" with which
these conduct rules abound. Putting aside the execep~ions
1.nd qualifications, a Government-officer broadly speaking
may not without the sanction of Govermhent receive any
complimentary or valedictory address given in public, promote
the collection o£ public· subscriptions for the most laudable
object, and may not lend or borrow or acquire property
within the local limits of his authority. No Government
servant shall promote or manage companies __or speculate in
investments or ordinarily have conhection with the publ~c press.
Some of these are very good rules and some one cannot help
regarding as almost grandmotherly, and it is round these latter
that the exceptionsand interpretations alluded to above tend
perpetually' to gather. The officer must be immaculate who
can follow the spirit, not to speak of the letter, of all these rules
and interpretations, and few men even at~gst offi_:ials are
reaHy immaculate. However, the net effect of the Conduct •
Rules and their constant iteration in every variety of style and
language (a) has been on the whole to' ensure a fairly high
degree of purity in the official atmosphere.
33. Amongst other objects sought to be secured b~ offi~e
discipline are prompt performance of official duties .and
obedience to htWful orders o£ superiors, But for securing the
first o£ these objects no Government has relied entii·ely on office
discipline. Official duties of more than ordinary importance
have in every country been sought to be enforc~d by penal
sanctions enforcible through courts. Mr. Frank Goodno,w ~has
" most
acutely observed that penal provisions have developed'
• in countries where, as in England and the United States of
America, the central administrative control over local officials

(b) Performance
of official
duties enforced by office
disCipline and
also by penal
laws.

The la,tter
more in evidence in Eng•
land and
America than
on the
-----------~----------------Continent,
(a) To cite one illustration, the l?ractice of presenting dalis (offerings of
fruits and flowers etc. in baskets) to public servants, which out of regard for
the susceptibilities of the offering public the Government has not seen its
way to prohibit altogether, being obviously open to abuse, has proved a
perennial source of admonitions from the Secretariats. These exhortations, I
notice, are ~ssuminig a more and more minatory character and, if I have
read the signs correctly, may end before long in total prohibition. See
the Punjab Circular No. 1737 dated 22nd January 1918, reproduced in
IIIr, G. K. Ray's Rules and Orders Relating to Public Servants, 4tlf Edn., p. 92,
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has been of the feeblest. Where however, as in Germany, ad:
ministrativc responsibility is extensive, criminal responsibility
before courts of law has naturally not developed to quite the
same extent. "Any act or omission in disobedience of official
duty by one who has accepted office, when it is of public
concern, is in England a common law crime. The law indeed
goes so far as to punish as a crime even improper performance
of a discr<ttionary duty, provided the exercise of discretion has
been wilfully wrong or corrupt (a). Neglect to perform a duty
imposed on a public officer by common law ·or statute is a
common law misdemeanour punishable with fine, imprisonment
and loss of office (b). There is no common law criminal liability
for mere misfeasance or nonfeasance in office in France and
Germany. In all countries, however, it is usual to make
certain acts and omissions in disobedience of official duty
crimes by statute, for instance in England and in the United
States as also in France and Germany an officer who enters
upon the performance of the duties of an office without taking
the prescribed official oath which by statute is made a condition
. precedent to entry upon such office is punishable criminally (c).
34. Besides crimes arising from failure to perform official
duties and their improper performance, there are special classes
of crimes which can be committed only by officials by some
kind or other of abuse of their official positjon. Acts of official
misconduct which are punishable under English law as
crimes are inter alia the following : (1) disclosing official
information (ii), acting oppressively with improper motives
under colour of office, (iii) accepting bribes, (iv) breach of
trust whic~ as between private individuals would give rise
only to an action, (v) refusal to serve in public office, and
neglect to perform such office, (vi) sale of office (d). Chapter IX
of the Indian Pe11al Code deals inte1' alia with the following •
offences: (i) taking illegal gratification, (ii) disobeying law
with intent to cause injury to any person, (iii) framing
incorrect documents with intent to cause injury, (iv) engaging
in unlawful trading, (v) unlawfully buying or bidding for·
property. Provision is made in Ch. XI of the Code for the
(a) Bishop, New Commentary on Criminal Law, Vol: I, sees. 459-462,
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. IX, p. !86.
(c) Goodnow, Comparative Adminstrative Law, Yo! It p, 81.
(11) HalsburyJ Laws of England, Vol. IX, pp. 480-489.
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following among other offences : (vi) disobeying the directions
of la-w with intent to save any person- from punishment or
any property from foffeiture, (vii) framing incorrect record
or writing with similar intent, (viii) intentionally committing
for trial or confinement or keeping any person in con·
_. finement in contravention of law by a person having legal
authority therefor, (ix) intentionally omitting to apprehend or
aiding the escape of offenders or persons under sentence by
persons charged with the duty of apprehending or keeping in
/
confin~ment such persons, (x) negligently suffe~ing a person in
confinement to escape, (xi) disclosure of official communication
which is a criminal offence as well under the Indian -as under
the English Statute Book (a).
35. The last duty.~of all public servants, and one which
overshadows all others, is obedience. Public interests would
unquestionably be seriously prejudiced, if servants of the
Government were n\Jt kept under tl~e st~ictest discipline. But
a highly disciplined civil service may itself constitute a serious
public danger if, as in Russia under the Tsars, it be uncontrolled by law. It then becomes an instrument of oppression
all the more potent because, on account of its high discipline,
it can be operated like an army. The .question-one of the
greatest importance to sound administration-thus- arises :
"To what or to whom is the alliegiance of officials ultimately
due ? To the law or to their executive superiors ? If it were
possible "to assume that the executive of all ranks would in·
variably act in accordance with law, the question would be
superfluous and need no answer. If this question to-day is not
at all an academical one, it is ?ecause in no country has the
possibility of the executive wishing to act and a~ting co.ntrary
to law been or _can ever reall~ be altogether eliminated.
36. In theory all gov~rnments to·day appear to be agreed
that officials of all ranks s11ould act in accordance with the law.
To give additional point to this profession, the constitutions o£
most countries go on to provide that officials should be liable. to
action_ in courts -of law for violations of the law. I have in a previous lecture pointed out how the provisions to this effect in thtJ
Austrian and !talian constitutions have been nullifietl by the
governments of these countries failing to provide suitable machi,

(a)

-

Act XV of 1889 (as amended by Act V of 1904), sec. 4,

(c) Duty of

obedience.
Need of dis·
cipline.

The danger of
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subject to~
Jaw.

IV.
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nery for giving effect to this pious wish (a). I have also shown
in the course of that and a previous lecture how, in spite of
all these professions, it is possible on the Continent of Europe
to shut out all inquires into the legality of official acts on the
plea
of their being '(acts of government," The plea amounts,
The plea of a
'State necess•
ity" analysed. in plaip language, to a claim by Government and its agents to
violate private rights for certain purposes and in certain
circumstances of which they themselves must be the judges.
In these matters therefore (the extent o£ which can
hardly be defined with precision) officials owe allegiance
not to the law but to their official superiors. Officials thus in
these countries owe a divided allegiance, to the law in some
matters, to alleged St,ate necessity claiming to act in disregard
of law in others, the boundary between the two again shifting
according to the point o£ view for the ti"me being of the con·
trolling executive.
37. Of the administrative system.of England only it can
~aid truly that officials owe allegiance first and foremost to law,
for, as between officials anJ a subj~ct and even a resident alien,
no plea that the act of the official though illegal was justifiable
on
the ground o£ State necessity is admissible. It might have
Indirect way
in which
been possible to pay the same compliment to the Indian adminisimmunity of
officials is
tration, if recent Indian legislation had not shown a tendency
secured in
India in some to clothe officials with unlimited powers o£ interfering with
cases,
the subjects' rights uncontrolled by courts of law, a tendency
which is farther accentuated by other provisions which proceed
to confer immunity from suit or prosecution on officials pro·
fessing to exercise such powers (b).
Its inadmissibility in
England
makes for the
''rule of law."

(a) See Lectu!lll XVII supra, parM. 13-14.
This, one need hardly be reminded, is possible only because the legis·
lature in India taken as a whole is depend~nt on and controlled by the executive. The facility with which the executive in India can get laws passed
conferring on the administr:tion whatever powers it may want is a serious
drawback in the administrative machinery. The unlimited powers thus taken
are none the less arbitrary because they appear in the garb of law. The fact
however that they are ushered into existence by the legislature tends to obscure
from the eyes of the officials at any rate their essentially· extra-legal character.
A facile legislature habitually acting at the call of a professional executive
m<ty thus del~de members of that executive into a belief that nothing they
profess to do under powers given by statutes can be really wrong or..arbitrary •
. If the taking by officials of arbitrary powers be unavoidable, their exercise
should at least be made subject to the control of administrative courts as is
generally done on the Continent of Europe. See Lecture XXIII infrct,
(b)
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38. In the Unitedf!tates, the beneficent English principle
of the subordination of officials to the Jaw· is so far modified
thai; courts have refused to exercise direct control over the
acts of the ~dministration where it may bring them into direct
conflict with the Chief Executive. Thus no mandam'IH has
ever been issued against the President an~ its issue against
State Governors is· ·generally condemned., In the case of
Ex parte J.lferryntan (a), a writ of habeas corpus absolutely
failed of its purpose because the officer to whom it was issued
was supported in his action by the President. Some of the
State courts, we are told, have endeavoured to extend this exemption from the jurisdiction of the courts to heads of depa;.t.
ments. But this is a highly. retrogade step which has been
condemned by the· Supreme Court itself (b).
39. ·Administration according to law w~uld be a mere pretence, if it was left to the executive to say in all cases when- its
agents should be free to disobey the law with impunity and when
they should obey it. This really represented the state of things
on the Continent of Europe so long as public officers were
immune from the jurisdiction of the courts for their wrongful
acts without ~auction previously obtained of Gov_ernment. I
have in a previous lecture (c) traced the steps by which officials
have been gradually brought under ·the law in France and
Germany. To recapitulate them broadly : Fit"st, the power
or'sanction was taken away from the administration and placed
in the hands of a more or less independent Court of Competence, and the next step was to establish a tr:ibunal more
or less impartial to examine complaints against officials, jurisdiction over which is by the Court of Competence d,i)nied to the
ordinary tribunals. These tribunals called Administrative
Courts as also the Courts of Competence were in\he beginning
• composed wholly of officials removeable at t~e will of the executive. But the spirit of law has been at work transforming
both these courts into tribunals more or less independent,
though still composed ge~erally of persons engaged in the n,ctive
work of n,dministration, I have previously described how when

Position in
America.

No administration in
accordance
with law
where
Government
servants
cannot be
sned without "
State sanction.
Necessity of
sanction re•
placed on the
Continent by
the institu'tiou of administrative
courts.

Officials freed
from respon!!'ibility on
the Conti(a) Taney's Rep, 246.
nent when
(b) Goodnow, Principles of tl1e Administrntive Law of the United States, proceeding
a) lowed
aga.inst State,
p. 486.
(c) Lecture XVII supra, para. 3.
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a complaint against a public officer is turned over to administrative courts, the official himself ceases ·to be personally responsible for the acfi in question and responsibility is taken over
entirely by the Government (a).
But not tn
Engla.nd.

40. Intervention by the Crown in an action brought
against one of its officers is not an uncommon occurrence in
England, and whenever it appears to the authorities that
the act in question was ''at the instance of a public authority
in the assertion of a public right, where the public is interested
in the execution of it", the Attorney General on behalf of the
Crown can demand a trial at bar on the ground that the Crown
has an interest in the subject matter ofthe suit.. In that case,
it will be for the plaintiff to show the Coui·t that the Crown
was "misinformed" and that the statement of the Attorney
General that the Crown was interested was groundless. If
he fails to satisfy the Cour:t as to this, the suit will be regulated
by the Crown Suits Act 1865 and the rules thereunder. Where
the Crown has thus ratified and approved of the conduct of the
officer, it necessarily takes upon itself the responsibility for the
act complained of upon the maxim omnis mtihabitio ret?·otrahitur et mandata prim·i aequipamt1.Lr ; but (statutory provisions apart) no damage can be obtained against the Crown,
for "the Crown can do no wrong'', But unless the complainant
be a foreigner .resident abroad, in which case the act will be
regarded as an "act of State'' in the English sense (b), the
officer does not thereby become "irresponsible", for as Cockburn,
C. J., said the Feather v. Reg (c), "no authority is needed to
establish that a servant of the Crown is responsible in iaw for
a tortious ~ct done to a fellow subject though done by the
authority of the Crown." (d).

•

(a) It should be remembered that the administrative courts in Prussia
have not even yet been given jurisdiction over the dicisions of ministers, and,
except in so fa.r as they relate to the administration of interna.l affairs and to
purely local taxes, over those of any officers of the centra.! administration.
In rega.rd to .these therefore, when the ordinary civil courts decline jurisdiction,
the subjects are without any legal remedy and must seek relief by petition to
higher ,administrative authorities. Goodnow, Comparative Administrative
Law, Vol. II, p. 248.
(b) Bm·on v. JJenman, 2 Exch. 167 {1848).
(c) 6 B & S 257 (1865).
(d) Chaster, Public Officer~, 1908, pp. 635-636.
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41. Thus whilst on the Continent the successful interven- English and
the Continen•
tion of the State in an action against the official relieves the tal rule contrasted.
latter of all personal responsibility and the State becomes liable
in certain circumstances even pecuniarily _upon su~h intervention, it has·ordinarily neither of these effects in England, and
though even in England both venue and procedure are altered,
both court and procedure are the ordinary court and the common law and statutory procedure. The relative effect on the
administration of the two methods I have previously discus~ed
and these need not be detailed again here (a). Suffice it ,to
say, that though the British subject inay pecuniarily be the
loser when there has been a breac~ of law committed by an
official, he gains more than he loses by t~e greater regard
habitually paid to law by officials who can never purchase
personal immunity by the counte!fance o£ superior authorities.
42. I have also shown how in -regard to criminal• actions Officials li·
able to crimiagainst officials, which acqording to Continental practice are nal
action in
ordinary
within the jurisdiction of ordinary courts, the institution of the
courts on the
•
public prosecutors enables the Government in Continental Continent.
.
ffi . l f
, . l
.
h But prosecucountrres to protect. o Cla s rom cnmma prosecutwn at t e . tions are con·
instance of private individuals, thus nullifyi;g to that extent g~;~:~~~nt.
the rule of law in those countries (b). In England and the
United States, officers who correspond to the public prosecutors
Public proseon the Continent have no monopoly o£ prosecution which may cutors oa the
Continent
be initiated by private individuals. In both countries, however, and
in ]~ng
the public prosecutor can quash the prosecution by entering a land,
nolle prosequi. In America, moreover, management oE cases -In America.
before the grand jury and the conduct of prosecution after it
has been initiated are said to have passed ''largely, indeed
almost entirely, into the hands of the public prose~ tor", a state
of thingil which M:r. Goodnow, no indiscriminate admirer of
English institutions, deplores as tending to relax the control Evils of mono·
poly of prose.
over the administration exercised by the criminal courts. cution of pub·
''The Public prosecutor", says this writer,_"is in more or less lie prosecu·
tors.
close affiliation with the administration and is liable to over\.
estimate the importance of administrative independence to the
detriment of private right and in some cases of administrative
efficiency", even wheri his dependence u~on the admin\stration •
(a) See Lecture XVII supra, para. 27.
(b) See Lecture XVII supra, paras. 6·8.
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for the tenure of his office does not induce him to act upon
more questionable moLives. "\Vc have had in our administrative history'l, says J'vfr. Goodnow, "too many instances of refusal
on the part of the District Attorney to proceed with the prosecution of public officers or such negligence on his part in
conducting a p1:osecution which he has been forced by public
opinion to initiate that officials guilty of official or other crimes
have boe'n able to escape responsibility for their actions altogether" (a).
Difference in
the relation
of officers &
t.he law in
England and
on the Conti·
nent.
An illustra·
tion.

43. The general attitude of the English and Continental
systems of administration -respectively regarding the relation
of public officers to the law has, I think, been made sufficiently
clear in what I have said in this and the previous lectures.
The difference in standpoint is best illustrated by contrasting
the manner in which riots and breaches of the peace of a more
or less ~videspread character are dealt with in France and
England respectively.

"State of

44. The French constitution in terms recognises the right
of the Government, whenever it sees fit, to suspend all constitutional guarantees of citizens by proclaiming a ''state of
siege", under which authority ordinarily vested in the civil
power for the maintenance of order and peace passes
entirely to the army. We shall hardly go wrong", says Dicey,
if we assume that during this suspension of ordinary law, any
man ''=hatever is liable to arrest, imprisonment or execution
at the will of a military tribunal consisting of a few officers
who are excited by the passion natural to civil war." "Now
this kind of military law", he continues, "is utterly unknown
to the En~lish constitution. Soldiers may suppress a
riot as they may resist an invasion; they may fight rebels
just as they may fight foreign enemies, but they have no right
under the law to i,nfiict punishment for riot or rebellion.
During the effort to restore peace, rebels may be lawfully
killed, just as enemies may be lawfully slaughtered in battle
or prisoners may be shot to prevent their escape, but any execution (independently of military law) inflicted by a court martial
is illegal and technically murder" (b).

siege" in

France.

Unknown to
English law.

(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p .. J84,
(b) Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th Edn, pp. 288-9.
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45. Th , position of a soldier or other servant of the
Governmen1 called upon to assist in quelling a riot is in no
way differer t from that of any other subject who has not only
. the right bu; is under the common law, as a matter of. duty,
bound to as1 ist in putting down breaches of the peace. "Officers, magis rates, soldiers, policemen, ordinary citizens, all
occupy in tl3 eye of the law the same position. They are each
and all of th Jill authorised to employ so much for.ce, even to the
taking of li£ ), as may be necessary for that purpose and they
are none o · them entitled to use more" (a). ''Whether t.he
force emploJ ed was riec~ssa:.ry or excessive will, specially when~
death has :nsued, be ultimately determined by a judge and
jury, and t 1e estimate of what constitutes necessary force
formed by a judge and jury sitting in quiet. and safety after
the suppres1 ion of a riot may differ considerably fro~ the
.
/
judgment fc :med by a general or magistrate who is sur~ouiJded
by armed ri .ters and knows t.hat at any moment a r·iot may
become a fo: midable rebellion and the rebellion if unchecked
become a sa )Cessful revolution." (b).

Legal position of civil
& military
officers
pal'ticipating
in the
suppression
of.riots in
England.

•

..

46. In brief, the common law permits and in fact makes it· Its imp~ications.
obligatory (on pain of indictment for failure) on officials (and
non-officials who haye been called upon to assist) to use all
the force necessary for suppressing the riot and no more. He
is required to find the limits of that necessity unerringly,
though regard being had to the circumstances in whic:h his
judgment is called into exercise, to do so, in the case of most
persons, .must be a psychoJogical impossibility. The law
appears at first sight to be unduly favourable to individual
rights and to impose an impossible standard of ~aution and
circumspection on officials charged with maintaining the public
peace in the face of emergencies which may not be of their own
creation. But if they hav~ acted reasohably and without
oppressive severity, they can always count upon the legislature
granting them ex post facto· indemnity, by passing an Indemnity Act. However wanting • in logic the arrang_ement may
appear, it has the supreme virtue of keeping officials fully alive
to the restraints ofreason even in emergencies, without,at the
(a) Dicey, Law
(b)

of the Constitution, pp. 284-285.

Dicey, Law of the Constituti~n, p. 287,
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same time unduly hampering their capacity for controlling
them.
''State of
war" and the
legal position of
military
authorities
in relation
thereto.

47. Though this has often been disputed, the generally
accepted opinion further is that if the condition of things
amounts to a a state of war", in England (just as much as in
other parts of the Empire) the jurisdiction of ordinary civil
tribunals over the action of the military authorities is suspended, and this inspite of the fact that for some purposes civil
tribunals may still be permitted to pursue ,their ordinary
course (a). This appears to follow from the fact that when a war
is raging, the military are the oniy authorities which can maintain order and to question their authority in such a predicament
is to sanction anarchy. But as to even this, whether or not a
'(state of war" did in fact prevail at the time of the act complained of is one for the decision oE a civil court when peacEtrhas
been restored. The mere proclamation of martial law by itself
does not, as a like proclamation of a '(state of siege" does in
France, bar the juris diction of the courts, and it is for the courts
to say whether in assuming jurisdiction as they did, the military
courts did not ~surp authority not possessed by them under the
law, The proclaimed area thus does not wholly lose its affiliation to law even when it is invaded by war (b).
48. I now }Jroceed to examine the relation o£ public officials to the law in India.

!'ower of
Government
in India to
proclaim "a
state of
rebellion"
and try
certain
offences committed in the
proclaimed
area by spe·
cial courts not
subject to
re\•iew by
High Courts.

49.
cu~sed

With reference to the topic o£ martial law just dis·
there is on the statute book of India an Act (IX o£

(a.) The courts in such eircumsianoes must be supposed to exercise juris·
diction not ex p'oprio vigore, but solely by virtue of the authority conferred
on them by the military commander. 'I' hey act in other words as licensees of
the military authori'ty. See Ex parte "1Jcmx.i.s [1902] A. C. 109, and the minority opinion delivered by Chase, C. J., in E.r pa1·te Jlilligan, (1866) 4 Wall. 2.
(h) E;l' pa1·te J1Iarai~ (1902) A. C. 109 ; Dicey, Law of the Constitution, 6th
Edn, Note XII, pp. 502-519, In the United States, however, the proclamation
by the President or the Governor of a State that a ''state of war Ol' insurrec·tion" exists has been taken by courts of law to be conclusive that such a state
•
exists, statutes construed as attaching conclusive
force to such proclamations
being upheld as constitutional. See Jlartin ,v, Jlott, 12 Wheat. 191 In re:
•Boyle, 6 Idaho 609, and JfoyP>' v. Peabody, 212 U.S. 78. But see E.v parte lolilligan, 4 Wlllace 2, in which the majority held that.the continuance of military
government after the courts are reinstated is a gross usurpation of power
(exercised in this case without statutory authorisation if that makes any
difference, since the powers of the legistat~res in America are limited by the
constitution).
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1857 ), the State Offences Act of 1857, which_ was passed . upon
the outbreak of the Indian Mutiny and received the Governor
General's assent on 30th May 1857. The Law Local Extent Act,
XV of 1874, declared it to be in force in the whole of British
India except the Scheduled Districts, and it has been extended
to various Scheduled Districts by notifications issued under the
Scheduled Districts Act, XIV of 187 4, and to other parts of
British India not within the jm;isdiction of the Governor Gene-·
ral in his Legislative Council by regulations issued under the
authority of the Governor General in Council. ~ Unlike the
Defence of India Act of 1915, the Act of 1857 though passed
to meet 'a_n emergency became a parmanent addition to the law
of the hmd. It provides inte1· alia that whenever the Executive Government of any Presidency.or place shall proclaim that
any district subject to its government is or has been in a
"state of rebellion", it shall be lawful for such Government to
issue a commission for the trial of all persons who shall be
charged with having committed within such district, after a
day to be specified in the commission, ( any ) crime against
the State, murder or arson, robbery or other heinous crime
against person. or property," and thereupon ''the commissioner or commissioners authorised by any such commission
may hold a court in any part of the district mentioned in
the commission, and may there try any person for any of
the said crimes committed within any part thereof", an~ pass
upon every person convicted of the aforesaid crimes any sentence warranted by law for such crimes. The judgment 0 of
the commissioner or commissioner is by the Act made final
and conclusive, and the court of the commissioner or commis- •
sioners under the Act is expressly declared riot ·to be subordinate to the Sudder Court (now the High Court). In short,
the Executive Government is by this Act .authorised to pro·claim something like a " state of siege" in its discretion,
thereby depriving the ordinary courts of their jurisdiction,
and have all charges of offences of the descriptions specified
in the Act tried by something like courts martial. These
courts are no doubt expected to act according to the fonhs of.
the law and pass sentences warranted by the law, •but the
trial and sentence not being subject to review by a judicial
tribunal there. , is no real guarantee that they shall be in
conformity with the law.
·
.

j

.
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50. The staLutory provisions relating to the suppression
of riots also show a deliberate departure from English common
la;v. These, first enacted by the Criminal Procedure Code of
1872 and now embodied in Oh. IX of the Code of 1898,
embody (according to Sir James Stephen) the principle laid
down in the charge of Tindal, C. J., to the grand jury of Bristol
in 1832 (a) as to the duty of soldiers in dispersing rioters.
But in fact the rules of the Chaptei'- carry the law a good
deai·further than the law in England, since they expressly
indemnify from criminal liability all persons acting in good faith
in compliance with requisitions under sees. 128 and 130 of
the Code o£ 1898, and f6fbid prosecution of magistrates,
soldiers and police officers except with the sanction of the
Governor General in CounJ;:il (sec. 132). 'l'he civil responsibility of the officials concemed appears however to have been
left untouched (b).

51. l\lore retrogade is the provlSlon of sec. 197 of the
Criminal Procedure Uode (Act V of 1898) which lays down that
no judge or public servant not removeable from his office
without the sanction of the Government of India or the Local
Government, who is accused as such judge or public servant
of any offence, shall be prosecuted e:xcept with the previous
sanction of the Government having power to order his removal
or of some officer empowered in this behalf by such Government
or of gome Court or other authority to which such judge or
public servant is subordinate and whose-power to give such
sanction has not been lirnited by such Government. The
-section furbher provides that such Government may determine
the person by whom, the manner in which and the offence or
offences for which the prosecution of such judge or public servant is to be conducted and may specify the court before which
the trial is to be helti. The provision, it should be noted, does
not apply to all Government officials and • does not bar civil •
actions, but in so far as it does apply it recalls the provisions

(a)· Quoted in R. v. Pinney 5 C. & P. 2G2, note (1832).
(b) ct. sec. 3 of the English Riot Act (I Geo. I, Stat. 2, c. 5 which gives
complete indemnity to justices, constables and persons assisting them for any
injury caused in the course of dispersing, seizing or apprehending rioters who
remain together an hour after the reading under sec. I of the proclamation
oalling upon them to disperae,
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now obsolete of Continental administrative law (a) which
would not allow proceedings against servants of tile State
without its authority (b). One need not be surprised therefore
to find judges imbued with the spirit of English public law
straining the language ofsec.l97 i'n order to limit its application
within as narrow ·a compass as is possible. Thus it has been
held that sanction under the section is only necessary when the
offence charged is an offence which can be committed by a
public servant as such, i. e. in which his being a public ·
servant is a necessrry element in the offence, as for instance
the offences under Ch. IX and under sees. 217 ·to 225A of
Ch. XI of the Indian Penal Code (c).
52. The definition of "public servant'' in the Indian
Penal Code is however so comprehensive, that the protection of
this section has had perforce to be extended to n~unicipal commissioners and chairmen of municipalities. The Chairman of
Municipal Council, Ellore v. R. (d). But a chairman
delegate even though a ~nunicip::tl commiss~oner can, it has
been thought, be well left .out in the cold, Venkatesalu Naidu
v. Heeraman Ohetty (e). It is fortunate, however, that a
municipal corporation, though it may be extinguishELd' by the
Government (a process which may be viewed as an accentuated
form of dismissal) is not a "public. servant" and ... 11_1ay thus

Civil liability
of officials in
India how
affected by
statutory
grants of
powers to
interfere with
subjects'
rights
coupled with
grants of
immunity
from action
for erl'oneous
or wrongful
use,

(a) It survives, curiously enough, only in Switzerland. Lowell Govern..
ments & Pa1ties in Continental Europe, Vol. II, p. 22<), n (1). Also §11pl'a1
paras. 10 & 15. As under sec .. 1\)7 of the Indian Criminal Proeedure Code, this
.provision of Swifs administrative law applies only to criminal prosecutions and
not to ci vi! actions.
(b) Not only-does the Government possess exclusive power of initiating
criminal proceedings against its superior servants, it has also ~bsolnte control
over.the conduct of all prosecutions ur:der sec. 493 of the Code; and under
sec. 4\l4 of the Code, the public prosecutor may, with the con§ent of the
court, in cases tried by a jury before the return of the verdict and in
all other cases before judgment is passed, withdm«> from any proEecution.
'l'he public prosecutor in India., as in America, has the control but not the monopoly of criminal prosecution.
(c) 1Yimdo Lal Basak v. N. j\~ 11fitter, I. L. R. 26 Cal. 852 (189!l) ;
In 1·e: Ilarlallar, 2 Born. L. R. 1)79 (1900); R, v. Lahlun"n 8akliamm.,
I. L. R. 2 Born 481 (1877) following R v. Pan/tram, 7 Bam. H. C. R.
61 ·(1870); {'orporation of Calcutta v. A.dministmtor General of Bengal, •
I. L. R. 30 Cal. 927 (1903); Jfunicipal Commissioners of Jfadras v~ Major
Bell, I L. R. 25 Mad. 15 (1901).
(d) Weir I, 243 ( 1894).
(e) Weir II, 226 (1898).
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be prosecuted without the previous sanction of Government.
R. v. Municipal Commissioners of Octlcutta (a).
53. As regards civil liability, the legal position of public
officers in India should on principle be on a level with that of
officials in England. In substance, however, it is made widely
different by the wider discretionary authority to interfere with
the rights of subjects given by Indian statutes to many classes
of officials, specially as the grant is very often coupled with
an express gift of immunity, civil or criminal or both, and
conditioned or nof as the case may be upon the officer having
acted in good faith. The several Regulations and Acts authorising the detention of suspects by Government, without trial
and without disclosure of reasons (Reg. III of 1818, Act XXXIV
of 1850 and Act III of 1858) constitute by themselves a
perpetual " suGpension' of the Habeas Corpus Act" in regard
to persons who may have been arrested and detained in
accordance with certain formulae provided by those statutes.
Under the Indian ~ress Act of 1910 (b), the High Court is given
certain powers of reviewing orders of forfeiture made under
the Act upon applications for revision preferred by aggrieved
persons, but otherwise no "civil or criminal proceeding shall
be instituted against any person for anything done or in good
faith intended to be done under this Act". The Defence of
India Act IV of 1915 which is to remain in force duriwg the
continuance of the world war just over and for a period of six
months thereafter (c) and by which the Government virtually
(a)

I. L. R 3 Cal. 758 (1878),

As to the character of the powers of forfeiture taken by Government
nnder this Act: see In re. "~fa homed Ali I. L. R. 41 Cal. 466 (1913) ; Jlr.;
Besant v. Empero>·, I. L. R. 39 ~lad. 1085 (1916) ; and In re : Jirs, Besant
I. L, R. 89 Mad lHH (1916).
(b)

(c) A committee pr~ided over by Mr. Justice Rowlatt of the King's Bench
Division of the English High C!Jurt, which was appointed by the Gov~rnment
of India "to investigate and report on the nature and ex tent of the criminal
" conspi~a~ies connected with the revolutionary movement in India and to
examine and consider the difficulties that have arisen in dealing with such
conspiracies and to ad vise as to the legislation, if any, necessary to deal effee• tively with them," has proposed the inclusion (with modi~cation~ and subject
to certa~ suggested safe-guards) of some of these emergency measures as a
permanent addition ~o the statute book of India. As the~e pages are being
seen through the press, a bill embodying these recommendations is already
upder comideration in the Legislative Council of the Governor General.
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assumes absolute. authority over the affairs of the country,
by sec. 11, -provides that "no order under the Act shall be
called in question in any court and no suit, prosecution or
other legal proceeding shall lie against any person for any- ·
thing which is in good faith done or intended to be done under
the Act", But nothing even in these emergency legislations can equal the plenitude of arbitrary power conferred on
the Commissioner of Police of Calcutta in dealing with
disorderly houses, for by an amendment of the Calcutta
Police Act made by sec. 32 o·£ Act III B. 0. of 1907, bhe decision of the Commissioner of Police that a house, room or place
is used as a brothel or disorderly house etc. is declared to be
final and the legality and propriety thereof is not to be questioned in any trial or judicial preceeding in any court (a). The
power ofsear~h possessed by magistrates.in India under sees. 9496 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898) as interpreted by the Privy Council in Clarke v. Brojendra Kishore (b)
is far more extensive than any possessed by magistrates in
the United Kingdom. The . number of statutes which have
thus proceeded to niak~ the ~xecutive, in certain 1natters, ,;a
law unto themselves", far-reaching as some of them are in -their
operation, is I believe not yet very numerous. But there canbe no mistaking the tendency, which found expression inter
alia in the unsuccessful attempt recently made to obtain for
Indian legislatures powers which they .do not now possess of
depriving the subject of his right to sue Government ''in
certain cases or classes of cases" (c). There is no tendency
which officials of the Indian administration at the 'present
moment need guarding against more carefully tl_1.an this to
take unlimited discretionary powers touching tlfe most valued
rights of the subjects by legislation of this description (a). .
(a) The order, it iH necessary to note, is to ~e passed after a quasijudicial hearing. Suppose the Commissioner of Police passes such an order
without an enquiry as provided by the Act?
(b) I. L. R. 39 Cal. 953 (1912).
(c) The proposal was dropped by reason of the adverse attitude taken up
by the Joint Committee of the two Houses of Parliament to which the Bill had
been referred. See the abstract of the proceedings before tlie Committee ill
20 C. \V. N., pp. 17-28 (notes).
(d) If arbitrary powers must continue to be exercised by the administration there should be no delay in establishing administrative courts to check
and r~view the exeroise. of these powers. See Lectur.e XXIII infra.
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5-11. It mu~t not however oe inferred frat~ what I have just
stated that public 'interest requires that no kind of immunity of
any description should be- granted to any official in any circumstance. I have in previous lectures dealt with the immunities
Immunities of of the Chief Executive, legislat<1rs· and judicial officers who,
/
the Chief
as I have taken pains to show, should, in the public interest
Executive,
legislators
itself, be indemnified, within limits varying with the nature
aod judges
necessary in
of their offices, for even wrongful acts done by them (a). Similar
the public
considerations of public interest may lead to the recognition of
interest.
immunities more or less ·limited in favour of officials in the
lower ranks of the administrative services.

Permissible
grants of
itnm ~nities
to public
servants.

Immunities
of ministerial
officers in
England,

{a) When
acting under
warrant or
order of a
superior
court,

55. The general rule in England regarding purely ministerial officers is that they will not be held responsible for
damages where they have follo1yed instructions which are legal
on their face and waich contain nothing to indlcate that such
instructions have been issued in excess of the jurisdiction of the
officer who issued them. As applied to the case of an. officer
acting under warrant<> or orders of superior courts at common
law, the rule has been stated to be that he can claim the protection of the warrant only where there has been accurate
perfortnance and the order or warrant was within the jurisdiction of the issuing Court or apl)r.rently so. The decision iri
I
Stocl.:dale v. Hansard
(b) seems to suggest that warrants and
orders of the House of Commons afford protection only when
strictly within jurisdiction. If the process issue from a court
or 'Person having competent jurisdiction, ·it will confer an
authority even .though there be error or irregularity in the
previous proceedings or the charge con~ained in it be utterly
unfounded. But if it be defective on the faue of it, as i£ there
be a mistake in the name of the party to be arrested, or if the
name or'the officer or party be inserted without authority and
after the issue of process, the apprehension may be resisted
and the killing ot the officer will, it is said, be manslaughter
only (c).
'
56.· With regard to justification, it bas been held that a
man acting under legal authority is not confined to the authority under which he has prerferred to act at the time he acted,
(a) See sup1·a Lectures XIV, XV and XVI,
(b) 9 Ad. and E. l (1839),
(c) Chaster, Public Officers, pp. 618-619.
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but he may resort to any authority which justified his proceeding (a). Again where the judgment is subsequently reversed
as being wrong in point of law, all irregular process under it
before the appeal is heard is good and affords a jttstification to
all parties acting under it. But to pretend to use a legal
privilege as a mere cloak for doing a wrongful act affords the
wrong-door no more protection and gives him no greater right
than if the privilege had no existence (b). Lucas v. Noclcelle (c).
57. As regards warrants and orders other than those of
superior courts at commou bw, the liability of an officer when
ucting under a warrant of this class, where there has been an
rtdjttclication, -is practically identical '''ith that of an officer
acting under a warrant or order of a sup~rior court at cbmmon
law, the main distinction being that whereas the presumption
in favour of juris :l.iction is general in the Cll.i:;e of warrants or
orders of superior courts, it extends only to what appears on
1
the face of the particular instrument in the case of warrants
and orders of inferior courts, so that it is necessary for a party
who relies upon the dicision of an inferior tribunal to show
that the proceedings were within the jurisdiction of the court;
lVhen, however, there has been no adjudication the rule as to
liability is differe~t. Acting under such warrants and orders,
the officer is (subject to statutory exceptions) protected onlYwhere the person or body issuing had jurisdiction to do so, and
execution thereof is strictly carried' out. If there was apparently jurisdiction, though none in fact or clearly l{one at all, the
warrant or order is equally valueless (d).

(b)

When

acting under
warrant or
order of other
than superior
courts.

58. In America, ''the weight of authority", according to In America.
Goodnow, "seems to be in favour of the rule that a 111inisterial
officer is ·relieved from all re~ponsibility for the execution of

(a)
Ki~hore,

I!voper v. Lane, 6 H. L. C. 443 at p. 449 (1859) ; Clarke v. Brojendra
I. L. R. 36 Cal. 433 (1909), pe1· Harington, J.

(b) Mr. 'Bigelow has very ably explained that "privileges are not full legal
rights'' but conditional ones which those entitled to them forfeit by malice.
See Bigelow, Law of Torts, 3rd Edn., 1908, pp. 15, 24, 248·261.
(c) 10

Bing. 157 (1833).

(d) Constables are specially protected by statute (24 Geo. 2 c. 44. sec. 6)
for arresting under& warrant of a justice .notwithstanding
defect of jurisdiction. Chaster; Public Officers, pp. 624.-5, 627·8.

;ry

•·
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. orders fair on their faee even when he is satisfied that the
officer issuing them acted in excess of his jurisdiction (a).
Are military
persons
exceptions ?

59. To the general rule of immunity o£ ministerial officers
outlined above, n1ilitary persons when carrying-out the orders
of civil authorities appear, under English law, to be ~n exception,
for according to English law, a person does not by becoming a
soldier cease to be subject to the jurisdiction of ordinary courts
as a citizen. But in Ameriea, we are told, in order to maintain that discjpline without which a military force would
amount to nothing, the courts are careful }n the exercise of
their jurisdiction over military persons not to hold them to
such responsibilty as will cause them to have hesitation in
obeying orders· which are apparently within the jurisdiction
of the officers issuing them (b).

In India,

60. Ministerial officers m India enjoy different degreesof immunity in respect of acts done in execution of orders
issued to them by superior authority in civil and criminal
Different rule proceedings respectively .. The ciYil immunity is ampler than
in regard to
the criminal, since under Act XVIII of 1850 no officer of any
ci vii and criminal immu- court or other person bound to execute the lawful warrants or
nity.
orders of any judge, magistrate, justice of the peace, collector
or, other person acting judicially shall be sued in any civil
court for the ex8cutio~ of any warrant or order which he would
be bound to execute if within the jurisdiction o£ the person issuing the same, this being understood by Mayne to mean (c) that
the warrant is an absolute pr~tection to the officer so long as
he obeys it whether it is lawful or unlawful or whether it was
issued with or without jurisdiction ; whereas under sec. 78 of
the Indian Petta! Code, where the court had no jurisdiction to
issue the order, it is necessary further t.o show that the officer
acting upon the order in good·. faith believed that the
court had jurisdictivft. But, of course, even a valid warrant
must, to confer immunity, be carried out in a legal manner.
(a)

Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States.

P• 40?.
• (b) Ib1d, p. 402,
(o) l\J;yne, Criminal Law of India, 2nd Edn,, P• S7B; police officers in
lndia are protectEd in the performance of their executive duties Ly express
legblaiive enactments. Act V of 1861, sec, 43, l'llad. Act XXIV of 1859, sec,
54; Born, Act. IV of 1890, sec. SO, Born. ActlV 1902, sec. 140,
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With these provisions should be read sec. 111 o( the Government of India Act of 1915 which provides that the order in
writing ofthe Governor General in Council for any act shall,
in any proceeding, civil or criminal, in any High Court acting in
the exercise of its Original Junsdiction, be a full justification
of the ar:t except so far as the order extends to any European
British subject. But nothing in this section exempts the
Governor General or any member of his Executive Council,
or any person acting under their orders from any proceedings in respect of any such act before any competent
court in England,
61. . A part from the qualified protection enjoyed by mmisterial officers, the general rule in England is that where a
public officer acts or purport.s to act: by virtue of powers which
the law confers upon him and w]1ile so acting is guilty of any
illegality by way of commission or omission he is personally
responsible to the individual '~ ho has sustained damage t.hereby,
and the liability is not confined to cases where there has been
either excess of the authority conferred or breach of the duty
imposed by law. It extends also to cases where the officer is
strictly within the powers ~onferred on him, but is guilty o£
harsh or oppressive conduct in their exercise. Where a legal
privilege is used as a me1·e cloa:!t for doing a wrongful act to
the prejudice of another, it affords the wrong-doer no more
protection and gives him no greater right than if the priv,ilcgc
had no existence. Hiclcrnan v. N.asFey (a).

No immunity
in general, of
officers other
than those
already
considered.

I

•

(a) (1900) 1 Q. B, 75:2; Chaster, Public Officers, pp. 631-2. To the
general rule stated in the text, there are however certarn statutory exceptions. •
Constables are absolutely protected in the case of rioters beiog-kjl!ed, maimed
or hurt whilst they are engaged in suppressing a riot. I Geo. I. St 2. c, 5,
sec. S. Customs and excise officers are so protected for seizing goods as are
liable to forfeiture where there was probable
cause for such
seizure ' for stoppincr
.
•
0
carts and waggons to search for smuggled goods though none be found, for firing
into ships liable to seizure or examination for not bringing to when required,
and for seizure and detention of ships under the Foreign Enlistment and
Pacific Islanders Acts. The prQteet.iou however covers the seizure only and
does not extend to damages for deterioration or destruction of gcods wrongfully
seized. Chaster, Public Officers, p. 636. Under 57 and 58 Vicb. c. 60, sec.
514, the wreck receiver is similarly protected iu case of a wreck w!J.ere any •
person is killed, maimed or hurt by reason of his resisting the receiv~r in .the
execution of his duty or any• person acting under his orders. .So also are ..
officers acting under the Explosives Acts where, on reasonable cause to believe
that any explosive or ingredient thereof found by them is liable to forfeiture
•

I

(

'
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62. The principle should ~e borne in mind in this connection
that, as illustrated in the case of Armory v. Delamirie (a),
every presumption shall be made to the disadvantage of
a wrong-doer. If an officer uses the powers which he possesses
against an individual on any other than public grounds, he
becomes a wrongdoer and this principle becomes applicable (b).
Also, where a power to enter upon lands or tenements is conferred by law on an individual and when having entered in pursuance thereof he commits a misfeasance (i. e. exceeds his
authority) it shall be presumed that he entered with the
intention of exceeding his authority and the trespass committed
shall have relation back to the time of entering, in other words,
whatever privilege he possessed is by the excess annulled (c).
WhEl)J special
injury necessary to sustain a.ction.

Breach of
disoretionarv
dut.y when,:
actionable. ~

Superior officer not ordimwily liable
for tort of
s~bordinate.

63. A mere breach of duty on the part of a public official
which affects the public generally will not in the absence of special injury sufferec!_ by an individual give rise to an action in the
latter's favour. Even where special injury has been suffered,
an action may arise or not according as the power is obligatory
or dis?retionary, for liability will arise in the latter cas·e only when
the breach has been malicious. . A duty may be optional in form
but obligatory in substance-so that where a power is deposited
· :with a public officer £or the purpose of being. used for the benefit o'f persons who are specifically pointed oub and with regard
to whom a definition is supplied by the legislature of the
conditio~s upon which they are entitled to call for its exercise,
that power ought to be exercised and the court will require its
exercise (d). The law is substantially the same,in America.
64. In both English and American law, a superior officer
is not (as I ha,~e stated elsewhere) ordinarily responsible for
the wrongs of his subordina~es which he did not directly
authorise. This follows from the fact that both subordinate and
superior officers are agents of the government and not the
they seize an.d detain the mme. 88 and 39 Viet. c. 17, sec. 74. And so generally
are officers acting under .the Public Health Acts if .the matter or thing were
done bona fide for the purpose of execut iog the Acts, and persons acting in
good faith and with reasonable care in pursuance of the Lunacy Act of 1890.
Chaster, Publ!c Officers, pp. 696-637,
(a) 1 Strange, 50± (1722).
(b) Cfaster, Public Officers, P• 632.
(c) Si.v Carpenters' case, 8 Coke 146a (1610).
(d)

Chaster, Public Officers, pp. 640-1,
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former of th(! latter. But a pub]ic officer c1nnot escape
personal responsibility for that which he should have done
himself by getting it done by another who may be a public
officer. Nor ·is a public officer personally liable in respect of
contracts made by him on behalf of the State. Both these
rules arJ3 in consonance with-the ordinary law of agency. But
a public officer) under recent English decisions, cannot be made
liable for breach of a warranty of authority when it is established
that he made the contract on behalf of the Stnte without its
authority (a).
65.

No liability in
respect of con·
tracts on behalf of
Government,

Though English law shows little disposition to extend PublicAutho-

the immunity of officials beyond the limits laid down by ,the
common law (b), it has quite recently seen fit to grant them
"
.
certain procedural advantg,ges by the Public Authorities Protection Act of 1893. These include a shorter period of
· · an d a nght
·
·
· f'ormatiOn
· to enable ~he
limrtatton
to · prevrous
rn
defendant officer to forestall action by offer of amends (c).
Similar protection is afforJed by Indian law under sec. 80
of the Civil Procedure Code. No suit can be inst-ituted ag_ainst

rities Protcction Act of

a public officer in respect., of any act purporting to be done by
such public officer in his official capacity, unti~ the expiration'
of two months next after notice in writing has been delivered
to him or left at his office stating the c~use of action, .the name,
description and place of residence of the plaintiff ~J,nd the relief
which he cla-ims, and the plaint must contain a stateffieJ?-t that '
such notice has been so delivered or left. Under Indian as
under English law, no notice is required in cases of· claims for
injunctions. Attorney General v. Haclcney Local Bow·d (d\
Flmver v. Lo'W Leyton Local BoaTd (e), • Gana,da v. Na~ini (f).
But it is impossible to assent to Mr. Justice Woodroffe's opinion
in the last-mentioned'. case to the effect that when public officers
are sued not in their admitted official capacit.y but a11 in-

•

(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States,
p. 407; Halsbury; La\YS. of England, Vol. XXIII, pp. 3H, 321-2; S1tpra,
Lecture XVII, ·paras 20-23.
(b) Several instaJ;~ces of statutory immunity are enumerated by Chaster in
his '·Public Officers'', pp. 636 7. See footnote to para 6 supra,
(c) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. XIII, pp. 34G·9
(dj L. R. 20 Eq. 626 (1875).
(e) 5 Ch. D. 347 (1877).
(f) 12 C. W, N. 1065 (1908).

'

~t'ngland, ·

' 1

s scope.

Similar pro·
tection
India. in

.No'tice
of action.

•
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dividual trespassers, no notice under sec. 424 of the Code of
Civil Procedure Code of 1882' {which corresponds ·with sec. 80
of the existing Code) is necessary, for the simple reason that
English jurisprudence does not recognise in officials a double
capacity, one official and the other private, for the purpose of
impleading them in suits. An official is sued, if at all, in his
individual capacity, or else the suit is one against his principal
the Government (when a suit lies against Government) or the
local corporation. The act must have been -done in the discharge of official duty, or, if one may choose so to describe it, in
the defendant's official capacity, to attract the operation of
sec. 80, but the suit must be against him personally or not
at all. See Rr.1leigh v. Goschen (a). Corporate officers in India
are entitled to a similar notice (b). Under sec. 81 of the
Civil Procedure Code of 1908, in a suit instituted against a
public officer in respect of any act purporting to be done by
him in his offiicial capacity, the defendant shall not be liftble to
arrest nor his property to attachment otherwise than in execution of a ,decree, and when the court is sat.isfied that the
defendant cannot absent himself from his duty without
detriment to the public service, it shall exempt him from
appearing in pers)n. Under sec 82, a decree against a public
officer must specify a time within which it shall be satisfied,
and if the decree is not satisfied within that time, the Court is
to report the case for the orders of the Local Government and
execution shall not issue unless the decree remains unsatisfied for
the pe:iod of thr_ee months computed from the date of such
report. Under sec. 60 cl. (1) there can b<:J no attachment of the
salary, or aJlowances equal to·the salary, of any public officer
while on dttt.y (i) to the extent of the whole of the salary when
it does not exceed Rs. 20 a month, (ii) to the extent of Rs. 20
where it exceeds Rs. 20 but does not exceed Rs. 40 a month,
(iii) to the extent ~fa moiety of the salary in any other case, or
of the allow:.lnce (being less than salary) of any public officer
while absent from duty (e).

Art, 2 of Sch. I of the Limitation

(a} (1898) 1 Ch. 73.
(b) • Aiyangar's 1\Innicipal Corporations in British India, Vol. Ill, p. 430,

note 18.
(c) Cf. sec. 6, cis. (f) and (g), of the Transfer of Property Act (IV of 1882)
which make public .offices, salaries of public officers, whether before or after
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Act providing~ period oflimitation of 90 days for suits for compensation for doing or omitting to do ~n act alleged to be in
pursuance of any enactment in force for t.he time being in
British India. (which must apply . to ·many suits against
public officers) is the nearest approach to the limitation
1rovision of the English Public Authorities Protection Act.

•

6G .. The object of. the above provisions of law, it should be
remembered, is not to depr~ve subjects of their right to redress
in respect of wrongful acts orlufficials, but to ensure that the
right should not be abu::;ed in order to harass public officials ~
and obstruct them in the due discharge o£ their functions to
V.
the detriment of public interests. The laws of all countries
Special
however go further and in order to ensure due ex~rcise by provisions of
law.
official of their lawful powers provide special rules of criminal criminal
to protect
law for their protection. In England and the United States, ofli-:ers.
the protection is extended only to certain 'classes of ofilcers,
viz : those -who come in contact with the people as bearers of a
distinct command of a comp~tent authority to do or not todo some particular thing, as for instance officers who have to
do with t~e administration of justice, the collection of ~evenue Iu England
the Uniand generally With the exercise of police powers. Where ·for the and
ted Sta.tes.
purpose of exercising such powers, it is necessary for such
officers to use force they may do so \vithout being ac~untable
for the damage they may cause, but the law declares it to be.
a crime to resist them and when armed resistance is offere"d it
becomes a very serious matter for the persons who offer such
resistance (a). The offence of offering resistance is a distinct
and separate offence from the violation of tho law which the
officer is seeking to enforce at the time the resistaH<!e is offered.
This protection of the criminal law is availctble however only
during the performance of duties. A person resenting an
• official act already performed and assaulting •the official out of
revenge is guilty o£ assault on a private individual and punishable as such (b).

·~

--

they have become payable, stipends allowed to military and cidl pe~Jsioncra
of Government and political pcmi~ns inalienable by priYate treaty.
(a) Goodnow,
St£tes, P· 284.

Principles

or

the Administrative L::tw of the U nitetl

(b) Goodnvw, Comparative Administrative Law, VoL II, p. 66.
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In France and
Germany,

In India.

67. In France and Germany, according to Mr, Goodnow,
while the same protection is granted to public officers as is
granted in England and the United States, the la.w goes a step
further and declares that an outrage on or violence to public
officers either during the discharge of thei~ duties or as a
result of such duties is punishable (a)
•
68. Under the Indian Penal Code, it is an offence punishable with fine or various terms of 'imprisonment or both (i) to
intentionally offer resistance to ta}f:irrg of property by the lawful
authority of a public servant (sec. 183), (ii) .to intentionally
obstruct the sale of property offered for sale by the lawful
authority of a public servant (sec. 184), (iii) to volnntarily
obstruct any public servant in the discharge of his public
functions (sec. 186). Under sec. 189 of the Code, _whoev~r
holds out any threat of injury to any public servant or to any
person in whom he believes that public servant to be interested
for the purpose of inducing that public servant to do any act or
to forbear or delay to do any act connected with the exercise of
the public functions o£ such public servant, shall be ~1nisl~ed
with imprisonment, simple or rigorous, for a term which may
extend to two years or with fine ot· both. Under sec. 224, any
person intentionally offering any resistance or illegal obstruc·
tion to the lawful apprehension of himself for any offence with
which he is charged or of which he has been convicted or
escapes or attempts to escape from ~ny custody in which he is
lawfully detained for any such offence is punishable with
imprisonment) simple or rigorous, for a term which may CJStend
to two years or with fine or bot.h. Under sec. 225, resistance
or obstruct~n to the lawful apprehension o£ another person or
rescuing or attempting to rescue such person is made an offence
punishable ordinarily with the same Eentence as is provided by
sec. 224, but with «Jeverer sentences, if the person sought to be
rescued was liable to apprehension for a crime, varying with the
gravity of the offence on account of which the person in whose
interest the offence is committed was liable to apprehension.
Resistance or obstruction to lawful apprehension or rescue not
• covered by sees. 224 and 225 of the Code is made punishable
by sec. 225 B. with imprisonment, simple or rigorous, for a
term which may extend to six months or fine or with both.

.

(a)

Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 6G.

Peual Code.

Cf.

sec. 332, Indian
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69. According to sec. 332 of the Indian Pimal Code, any
one who voluntarily causes hurt to any person _being a public
servant in the d!scbarge of his duty as 'such or with intent to
prevent or deter that or any other public servant from the discharge of such duty, or in consequence of anything done or
attempted to be done by that person in the lawful discharge of
hi~ duty as such public se~vant; is runishable with' imprisonment, simple or rigorous, for a term extending to thrt:e years
or .with fine or with both, and if the hurt caused is grievous'
hurt, the imprisonment, under sec. 333, may extend to ten years.
Simple assault or use of criminal force upon a public servant
in the same circumstances is, under sec. 353 of the Code, punishable with imprisonment, simple or rigorous, for a term which
may extend to two years or with fine or with both. Uncle~
sec. 358 of the Code, grave and sudden provocation on the part
of the person assaulted is no mitigation of the offence, if the
provocation is given by anything done in obedience to the law
or by a public servant in the lawful exercise of the powers of
such public servant. Murder of a public servant is not reduced
to the offence of culpable homicide, if it was due to provocation arising out of anything a public servant did in the lawful
exercise of the powers of such public serv;nt ; and if hurt or
grievious hurt was caused owing to such provocation, the offender does not merit the lighter punishment provided for these
offences in cases of grave and sudden provocation by ·sees. 334.
and 335 of the Penal Code. Along with these provisions may
be considered that of Exception 3 to sec. 300 of the Cod~ which
provides that culpable homicide is not murder, if the offender
being a public servant, or aiding a public servant acting for the
advancement of public justice, exceeds the powers given to him
by law and causes death by doing an act which • in good faith
he believes to be lawful and necessary for the due discharge of
- his duty as such public servant and with~ut ill will towards the
person whose death is caused.

.

...

70. Again, ·the right of private defence against apprehended inj)Jry to person and property is under certain circumstances importantly qualified by sec. 99 of the India Penal Code
when the apprehension of injury (not being death or grievous
hurt) arises from an act done by or under the direction of a
public servant. There is, that section lays down, no right of
private defence against. an act which does not reasonably cause

Right of pri·
vate defence
how qualified
where wrongful act that
of a public
servant.
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the apprehE:nsion of death or grievous hurt if dono or attempted
to be done by a publie servant acting in good faith under
colour of his office, though that act may not be strictly justifiable by law, nor against a similar act done or attempted to
be done by the direction of a public s~rvant acting in good
faith under colour of his office though the direction may not
be strictly justifiable by law, But a person will not under that
section be deprived of the right of private defence unless he
knows or has reason to believe, when the act is done or
attempted to be done by a public servant, that he is a public
servant, and when the act is done or attempted to be done by
the direction of a public servant, that the person doing the act
is acting by such <lirection, or unless he states the authority
under which he acts or if he has authority in writing unless he
produces such authority if demanded.
VI.
Resistance to
illegal acts
of public servants when
offence and
when not.

.

71. Acts purporting to be done under the authority of law
may, according to l\iayne, be illegal in one of four ways : First,
when the warrant under which the officer acts is on its face
legal, even though d, fe0tive in form and is issued by an
authority competent to issue such a warrant, but has been
improperly or irregularly issued. In such a case resistance is
always unlawful. In determining whether a warrant or order
was issued by a competent authority, the question for consideration is whether the authority 'vas competent to issue
the sort of warrant or order placed in the hands of the
officer. for execution. In this connection should be borne in
m~d what) have previously stated, viz., that nothing is to
be presumed to be beyond the jurisdiction of the superior courts
(such for instance ns the High Courts) but that which epecially
appears to be.so, and nothing to be within the jurisdiction of
inferior, courts (for instance mofussil ci vii and magistrates'
cotirts and Presidency magistrates' courts) but that which
is expressly alleged .• Howard v. Gosset (a).

72. Secondly, where the warrantris issued by a competent
authority but is on its face illegal. Bearing in mind the fact
,. that due cnre and attention are necessary elements of "good
faith '' under the Penal Code, a public officer acting upon
-such a warrant cannot evidently rely on the provisions of
section gg,

"

(a)

10 Q. B. 359 (1845).
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73. 17Lirdly, where there is legal authority to do i particular act, but it is done in an illegal way by. the officer
entrusted with the execution of it. No immunity from civil
liability, I have previously shown, can be claimed in respect of
such acts ; but though, under the English law, resistance to
such an act would appear to be lawful, section 99 seems to
make such resistance imlawful, if the official was acting in good
faith and under colour of his office, good faith of course implying
due care and attention.
74. Fourthly, where the' act is ordered by one who had no
jurisdiction to order it or executed by one who had no authority
to execute it. Resistance to such act, according to Mayne, is
lawful in England and does not seem to be unlawful in India,
since the words ''not strictly justifiable by law" in section 99
seem to point to cases where there is excess of jurisdiction as·
distinct from a complete absence of it-to cases jn which the
official has done wrongly what he might have done rightly
and not to cases where the act could not possibly have been
rightly done. The act, in other words, must not be aosoiutely·
'tLltra vi1·es of the official who did or authorised it. Reg. v.
Tulsimrn (a)-; Reg. v. Jogendra (b).
7 5. Sec. 99 seems to embody what appears beyond doubt
to be the law in England, that an arrest either in civil or
criminal pro~ess may be lawfully resisted where it can be made
only by wa1T::.nt and where the warrant ~hough actually issued
. is not in the possession of the officer who makes the arrest,' and
a fo?·tiori where there never has been a warrant (c).
76. Lastly, it is to be carefully remarked that though the Resistance to
circumstance that an officer acting
without J. ustific[ltion
in law illegal
acts of
~
·•
public ser.
is so acting under colour of office may in a case properly vants in itself
no offence but
coming under sec. 99 deprive a person against whom it is only on
account of its
directed of the right of private defence whicb.he would have had consequences
against
a private, indfvid'nal, it does not nullify the effect of excess
as being in
~
of the
grave and sudden provocation in mitigating the offence as ·right of pri·
vate defence.
provided by sec. 300, exc. (i), sees, 334 and 335 and sec. 358
of the Penal Code ; stiH less does it go to make resistance
(a)
(b)
(c)

I. L. R. 13 Born. IBB (1888).I. L. R. 2! Cal. 320 (1897).
Mayne, Criminal Law of India, 2nd End., pp, 448-449,
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offered to such an act an offence under sees. 182, 224, 225 or
225 B or convert offences under sees. 322 and 323 into offences
under sees. 332 and 333 of the Code or an offence under
sec. 352 into one under sec. 3.53. In other words, to constitute
the special offences provided for by those sections, the officer
must be acting ''in discharge of his duties and not merely
under colour of his office.'' The right of private defence not
being available, the offender may be guilty of crimes under
other sections of the Code, but not of offencee which by these
sections arc made such only because the acts involve injury or
obstruction to a public servant (a).
VII'
Legal position of officers
de facto.

77. Before closing this lecture I must briefly refer to one
topic '~hieh bears indirectly upon the legal relations of officers.
It must be obvious from what I have said before that ~hen
ever appointments to offices and the tenure thereof come to be
regulated by ·law, ~he possibility arises of persons not legally
authorised to hold an office or to continue in it coming to
occupy it and exercising. its functions. According to strict
logic, all acts of persons who intrude into office without legal
right should be void as well against the Government as ag~inst
third persons. But as public interests must seriously suffer if
all acts of persons in office were to be open to question on the
ground of their not having had legal title, English common Jaw,
with characteristic good sense, early recognised the principle
that persons who though :not legally officers have yet acted
under colour of right, i. e. have been declared elected or
appointed or have held over in office in good faith or whose
assumption of office has been for a long time acquiesced in by
the p~blic, are to be regarded for many purposes as officers and
that their ttcts will be given the same faith and credit as the
acts of d_e jure officers (b). The doctrine has been very fullj
(a) Reg. v. Dalip.•I.L.R. 18 All. 246 -(1896); Abdnl Gafur. v, Reg., I.L.R. 23
Cal._S96 (1896) ; Tafa~::ul v. Reg., I. L. R. 26 Cal, 630 (1899) ; Dw·ga Clwran
v. Naliin Chandra, I, L. R. 25 Cal. 274 (1897) ; Anand Lall, v. Reg., I.L.R.
10 Cal. 18 (1883); Lilla Singh v. Reg., I. L. R. 22 Cal.286 (1894); Sati~k
(handra v. Jadn Nandan, I. L. R, 26 Cal. 748 (1899) ; llfaync, Criminal Law
of India, 2nd Edn., p. 448.

(b). Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, pp. 25-26 ; Principles of the Administrative Law o£ the "Gnited States, p. 257. Parker v.
Kett, 1 Lord Raymond 658 (1701) ; ll. v. Bedfo-rd, Level Corp., 6 East 356
(1805) ; Re;t; v. Lisle, Andrews 263 (1738) ; Bush v, Collins, 7 Johns 549 ,
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deve1oped in the United States of America, mo~t offices m that
country being held on a di~putable elective tenure and for short
terms ; and there it has been settled beyond controversy that the
official authority of a person de facto in office and his acts •
should not be questioned collaterally and must be regarded as
lawful so far as third p\:\rties are concerned. For the rule to
apply, however, it is necessary that the so called official should
have held at least under a colour of title and must not have beena mere intruder, i. e. he must have been formally elected or appointed though his election or appgintment might not be
deemed valid,
78. The question has sometimes been asked whethei· when
the office itself has not been created by law, as for instance
under an unconstitutional statute, a person duly elected to such
office is a mere intruder or at least a de facto officer. After
some vacillation, reasons of public convenience have prevailed
upon the courts in the United Statrs pronouncing in f~vour of
the latter vie,v, and it has bee!]., held thn.t until the statute is
set aside as unconstitutional, the person elected to the office
created by it is a de facto officer whose,acts and- authority cannot be collaterally attacked. But de facto officers may o£ course
be forced to vacate office by direct attack in suitable legal proceedirrgs, e.g, by information in the nature of a quo wa1·ranto
Moreover, his tenure being invalid, he cannot build up any
claims upon it, cannot recover compensation, nor oring an action in his official capacity without showing title, nor n1ay he
when sued escape responsibility for an act which may bejnstified only by a valid ti tie to his office. De facto. officers are
further liable as intermeddl~r~ fol' damage!> resulting ftom their
negligence. They must further perform all duties connected
·with the office during the time they assume to hold it and may
be punished criminally for the commission of official crimes.
Like executors de son tM·t, they are subject to the burdens
and obligations, but not entitled to the privilege; and profits
of the office (a).
(1811) ; Patterson, v. 1lfiller,~ 2 :Mete. 49:3 ( 1859). The principle has been
applied in India in:Pulin:Behari Da.s v. King Empiror 16 C. W.N. 1105, (11111
where the English and American authorities are exhaustively re\·iewed by
Mookerjee, J., at pp. 1128-32,
(a) Goodcow, Principles of the Adm:nistntive Law ofthe United States,
p. 258,

Legal position
of person
holding office
created under
unconstitutional statute.

LECTURE XIX.

OP MILITARY PERSONS (a).
The military
status as dis·
tinguishcd
frc>m the
ordinary offi.
cial status.

~artiaJ loss of
civil rights.

1. The legal position of m~litary persons is best indicated
by contrasting it with that of ci vii officers. A civil official,
whatever his rights and liabilities as such, never ceases in his
pr(lp1·ia pe1·sona to be a citizen. He may sometimes have
privileges beyond what is enjoyed by the ordinary citizen and
may be subject to liabiiities from which the ordinary citizen
is free. The official relationship, as I have shown before, was
no doubt in its origin and still is in its incidents one of status,
that js to say, a relationship not modifiable by contract. But
no man's individuality is lost in his office. An officer is a private person holding ,an office, in virtue of which he is posse> sed
of p~wers and is subject to duties beyond those possessed and
owed by the ordinary citizen. But a citizen he remains nevertheless all the time he is in office.
2. But the military status means a great deal more than
the merely official. It involves, in the persons subject to it,
a distinctly marked diminution of citizens' rights. Even in the
system in which the military status is least removed from tho
civil, it was possible, so recently as 1858, to lay down that
every·pe~son who enters into the military service engages" (in
matters concerning his military status) "to be entirely at the
will and pleasure of the Sovereign'' (b). Partly as a makeweight and partly in the public interest, a military person may
have given to.him certain privileges (c), ~ut these, as I have
already shown, may ·e1ually well be enjoyed by civil officials.
(a) "Military person!;" include_ not ooluier and officers only but also
certain employees serving with the army. Cf, the Indian Army Act, Vlll of
1911, sec 2.
(b) Per Cockburn, C. J., in Jlfanserglt's ca.~e, 1 Best and Smith 400 (LSGI).
The law is the same in the United States, JJJ.c parte Valla11digltam, (1863) 1
Wall 243. See also U.S.A. Constitution, 5th and 6th Amendments.
(c) For instance, in English law, in the matter of making
tain exemptions from stamp and license duties, from service
municipal offices, from arrest and impri~onment for debts and
execution of his pay or equipment. See War Office Manual of
1914, Ch. XII.

wills and ceron jdries arid
attachment in
l\lilitary Law,
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The real difference between a civil and miltary officer from
the point of view of law is to be found in the degree and extent
to which it is possible to regard a militrary uerson as being
'
. ''outside the pale of" ordinary civil law.
3. But when it is stated that military persons as such are Military
persons
in any degree outside the pale of civil law, it must not be under- governed by:.
code
stood that th~y can have, at least at the present day, no civil special
of military
rights, and that even in matters of military ·discipline they are law.
turned over absolutely to the arbitrary disposal of their superiors
so that they can be driven about like slaves by their commanders where and how they please. There undoubtedly was a
time when even in England soldieJ;s engaged in the King's
wars were in very truth ''at the will and pleasure of the Sovereign", The earliest military law (for military persons are
Development
everywhere now governed by law similar to though not ident- of military
ical with the civil law, and administered not by civil judges law.
, but by military courts) still in force, that of Norway and Denmark, dates from 1683, whilst it did not take its present shape
in England until so late as 1881. In fact a properly conceived
military code does not become a necessity until there is a
standing army, and in England there was· no standing army
before 1669. When war broke out, t.roops were raised as occasion required, and ordinances for their government, or (as they
were afberwards called) articles of'war were issued by the Crown
with the advice of the constable or the peers and ot~er experienced persons ; or were enacted by the commander-in-chief
in pursuance of an authority for that purpose given in his'
commission by the Crown (a). These ordinances or articles
remained in force only during the service of the troops for
whose government they · were issued and ceased \o operate on
the conclusion of peace (b). That the earlier articles were of
(a) Grose, Military Antiquities, ii. p. 5'8, cited in the War Office Manual
of Military Law, 1914, p. 6,
(b) This explains why English common law never recognised the right
of the Crown by prerogative to make articles of war in time of peace, a
principle embodied in the Petition of Right of 1628, Military discipline could
be enforced during peace only by means of special statutory provisions whiclt
made such acts as desertion etc. punishable before the ordinary" courts as
felony. The first Mutiny Act .made mutiny and desertion in peace time
punishable by sentence of court martial but did not giye the Crown power to
make articles of war for the governance of the army generally duri~g pe!lce,
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excessive severity is what one might· have expected, those of
Richard II~ Henry V. and Henry VII inflicting death or loss of
limb for almost every crime. "Gradually, however, they assu-.
med somewhat the shape which they have borne in modern
times, and the ordinances or articles of war issued by Charles H
in 1672 formed t4e ground-work of the articles of war issued in
1878, which were consolidated with the Military Act in the
Army Discipline and Regulation Act of 1870, now replaced by
the Army Act of 1881" (aJ.
Character of
military law
in England at
the present
dtty.

.Severer and
more summary than
civil law.

Military
courts, a
specialised
variety of
admiuistra·
tive courts.

4. Thus '·military law", in England ab any rate, ''i; part
of the statute law of England, with the considerable difference
that it is administered by military courts and not by civil
judges, is construed in the same manner and carried into effect
under the same conditions as to evidence and otherwise as tho
ord,inary criminal law of England" (b).

5. Of the character of this law, it will, for my present
purpose, be sufficient to say that in the interest of the severer
discipline which. must be maintained in the army, as contrasted
with merely civil associations, r'acts and omissions which arc
mere breaches of contract in civil life, e g, desertion or disobedience to orders, must, if committetl by soldiers even in time
of peace, be made offences with penalties attached to them,
while on active service any act or omission which impairs the
efficiency of a man in his character as a soldier must be punished with severity (c). Certain forms of punishment in all
countries but the United States can be given by the superior
officers without judicial intervention for small purely military
offences where a summary procedure is required (d).
6. Mili~ary matters have, in other words, been taken out
of the jurisdiction of civil courts and have been relegated to
militftry courts administering not the ordinary civil but ~peci,1l

•
The Cwwn did not get this power as regards colonies and dependencies
untill712, and for the United Kingdom untill715, and;for places outside the
Dominion uutill8G3. War Office Manual of Military Law, 191!, Ch. 2,
(a) Seep, 7, Ch. II, "History of M:ilitary Law", by Lord Thring, in the
War Office Manual of Military Law, 19U.
(b) ~ee the same writer's Introductory to the said ]\faunal, at p. I.
(c) Lord Thring at p. 6 in Ch II, "History of Military Law," in the
War Oftirle l\Ianual of Military Law, 1914.
(d) Article on "Military Law" h.y Sir John Scott in the Encyclopedia
' Britannica, 11th Edn.
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ru1es of military law. The nations of the world to-day have
indeed shown a singular unanimity in this respect. Military
courts everywhere are in fact a specialised form of administrative courts, and England 'which'has resolutely denied adminisin
trative courts a foothold in every other part' of her body poli- Even
England.
tic has had to yield on thi~ one point or the administration of
her army. Military courts in England, as elsewhere, are a
species of administrative ~ourts, and English institutional
wribers who dE>clare that there are no administrative courts
in England overlook or ignore the existence of these courts.

--

'7. These courts are nevertheless held in a kind of loose
affiliation to the superior courts of England, and the prerogative writs of prohibition and certioreJ-ri may in proper
cases issue from th·em to courts martial and other military
courts and writs of habeas cm·pu-s will issue whenever it
is made out that a person has been kept in illegal custody
by order of a court martial or other military authority.
Courts martial are in fact regarded as courts of limited (though
in matters of military 0isciplinc exclusive) jurisdiction-courts
which it is the duty or the High Court of Justice in all proper
c:~scs to keep from exceeding or abusing that jurisdiction.
/
It follows from this that military officers and members even
of courts martial acting beyond their legal competence may
lay themselves open to actions for damages for torts or to
criminal proceeding3 at Ghe instance of aggrieved indivi~uals
who may be Eolctiers or civilians.
8. Although there never has been any question that the
IIigh Court can and will interfere to prevent a court, martial
or other military court from exceeding or psurpillg jurisdic, tion, as for instance if a , court martia,l were proceeding to try
a person not subject to military law or were to pass a sentence
which the court had no power whatever-to pass, it is a fact
that the very few cases of application for a prohibition actually
made have been uniformly unsuccessful (a). The writ of
certiora1·i which is ordinarily issued . almost as a matter of
course to review the decisions of inferior courts (b) will issue in
the case or a sentence by a court martial only when the right~
{a) Grant v. Go!tld, 2 H. Blackstone's. Rcpt'rt G9 (1792); Re~ -Poe, 5
Barnevillc & Ado!. p, 681 (1833); J,J'carthy's caoe,1H W. R. (Ir._) 918 (1866).
(b) Colonial Bank v, IViUan, L. R. 5 P. C. 417 (1871). .

Though in
theory
affiliated to
the superior
civil c_ourts.

_
Issue of
prerogative
writs against
military
courts and
officers.

High Court
never uses
these writs to
interfere with
matters of
military
discipline.
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affected by the judgment of the court- are civil rights and
the court is acting without jurisdiction. The jurisdiction of
military courts in matters aftecting q1ilitary discipline being,
as stated before, exclusive, no writ will issue ·when the rights
affected are dependent on military status or military regulations (a). Again since the courts will never interfere in matters
of military"discipline, it seems as a rule to be a sufficient
return to a writ of habeas corpus that the person in custody
is a person subject to military law and that all the proceedings
were according to military law (b). Only when the return
does not show sufficiently the military character and obligations of the prisoner, or when want of jurisdiction on the part
of the confirming officer is established, would the prisoner in
whose favour the writ was issued be discharged (c).
Actions for
damages for
wrongful
exercise of
military .
authority
when maintainable,

9. As cases involving questions of military discipline and
military duty are cognisable only by a military tribunal (d),
no suit for damages for improper exercise of powers in
matters involving such questions will be entertained unless
(i) the act in question was in excess of the officer's powers,
e. g., in cases of unauthorished infliction of corporeal punishment or where a person not subject to military law is dealb
with under that law (e) and (ii) where military authority is
exercised with excessive severity, oppression or cruelty amounting in fact to an abuse of jurisdict~on (f). But no action lies
for mere errors of judgment and even actions for malicious
prosecution are not maintainable though malice and want
I
of reasonable and probable cause should be alleged and
proved (g);
(a) ]J[anserph's case, 1. l3est & Smith 400 (1861); Robert's case, Times,
lith June 1879.
(b) R. v. Stultlis, 1 Ji:ast, 306 (!"801).
(c) R v. Do1tglas, 3 Q. B. 825 (1842} ; Parrett's case, Perry's Oriental
Cases, 414 (1844).
{d), Da1cldns v. Lord Paulet. L. R. 5 Q. B. IJ! (1869) ; Marks v, Frogley
(1898) 1 Q. B. 888 at p. 899.
(e) W m·den v. Bailey, 4, Taunt 67 at 77 (1811) ; Mostyn v. Fabrigas,
• Cowp. 101 (1775); Glynn v. Houston, 2. Man. & G. 337 (1841) ; Goodes v,
L·iwtenaJd Colonel Wlleatly, l Campbell 231 (1808). Sutherlaml v. lJftH"I'U!J
(1783) cited in Sutton v. Johnstone, 1 T .• R. 493 at p. 538.
(f) . Sutton v. Johnstone I T. R. 493 at 504 (1786) ; Wall v. Macnamm·a
cited in 1 T. R. at p. 536.
.
.
(g) Dau·kins v. Paulet, L. R, 5 Q. B. 94 (1869).
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10. It need hardly be stated that members of military
tribunals and witnesses · and parties appearing before them ani
entitled to the same protection for statements made in the
course of proceedings before them as judges presiding over
and parties and witnesses appearing before the ordinary
courts (a). Complaints made to proper authorities are under the
general law privileged, .whether th·e authorities ,are civil or
military, and reports made in the discharge of official duties
- by military author.ities are also privileged under the genera:!
law,

11. A military officer, it follows, may lay himself open to
prosecution .for acts done in excess or oppressive abus;e of
authority, when the acts constitute criminal offences (b).

Criminal
prosecution
for abuse of
niilitary
authority•

.12. It would thus appear that in English law, in matters Military law
is Jaw though
affecting military discipline, the soldier is taken almost whc,lly it sensibly
out o£ the jurisdiction and protection of the civil courts and diminishes
civil rights,
is subjected almost entirely to military tribunals administering military law which, as has "been previously indicated, is
both severer and in some matters mor& summa·ry and arbitrary
than civil law. To this· extent there is loss o£ civil status,
and a sensible diminution of the rights of citizenship. But
neither military law nor the procedure of military courts is
to day dominated by caprice, and so far as the exigencies o£
military service allow military persons in England enjoy the
protection of law and of trial according to the fori11s of 1
law (c).

-

13, But the jurisdiction of military courts in no country is
confined entirely to matters of military disciplin~. Under the
English system, these courts are authorised to ti·y and punish
soldiers for civil offences also but not for the most serious offences, e, g., treason, murder, manslaughter, t;eason felony or rape,
if those offences can, with reasonable convenience, be tried~
(a) Datekins v. Lo}'(l Rolteliy, L. R 8 Q. B. 255 (1873) ~ L. R. 7 H. L.
744 (1875);
(b) Governor Wall's case, 28 H9well's St. Tr. 51 ; Ensign Ma.-vwell's case,.
(1807) cited in the War Office Manual of l\Iilitary Law, p. 143 ; 1l, t· Tkoma.~:
4 M. & S. 442 (1815).
.
(c) For ali excellent short smnmary of the procedure of military courts
of modern countries, see S!i· John Scott's article on ''lliilitary Law" in the
Ency~lopedia Britannica, 11th Edn.

Concurrent
jurisdiction
of military
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by a ci vii court, unless indeed the offence is committed on
active service. Subject to the above exceptions, a 'military
court can try all civil offences of a soldier wherever committed.
But in_ practice, in the United Kingdom, in most parts of India
and in most of the colonies, where there are regular civil courts
close by, it is as a general rule considered inexpedient to try
a civil offence by a military court, more specially if the offence
is one which injured the property or person of a citizen, or if
the civil authorities intimate a desire to bring the case before
the civil court. This practice, however, is not invariable, and
readily yields to considerations which may make it -expedient
that the trial should make place according to the swifter and
more summary procedure ormilitary courts which may in some
cases deal out more exemplary sentences than civil tribunals.
On the other hand, the more serious offences .will almost
invariably be referred to the orJinary court.s, partieular1y where
intricate questions of law are likely to arise (a).
14. It would thus appear that soldiers and other military
persons, under the English law, are as to certain civil offences
as a general rule (except in times of war) almost exclusively
under the jurisdiction of civil cqurts, that as to most other
civil offences, the jurisdiction o£ civil and military courts arc
concurrent and as to purely military offences, the jurisdiction
is exclusively in military courts (b). It is with reference to
this ~ast class that the soldier is governed by a special law of
military status ; in all other respects he is a citizen. Whilsb
undergoing thus a certain diminution of civil rights, he is subject to all a citizen's duties. The legal position of a soldier
called on by the civil authorities to assist in suppressing a riot
I have already dealt with in a previous lecture (c). It was then
(a)

War Office Manu~l of ~filitary Law, 1914, pp. 85-86,

(b) Under the English Act (as also under the Indian) conviction or
acquittal before a civil or a military court is a bar to a further trial for the
same offence by a military court, but conviction or acquittal by a military
court is no bar to•a subsequent trial for the same offence before a civil court.
So here too the primacy of the civil jurisdiction is maintained where both the
.civil and the military authorities claim jurisdiction, The Indian Act further
makc3 pr.,vision for the determination of conflicts by the Governor General
in Council whose decision is final, SetJ sees. 157 and 162 of the English Act and
sees. 69.·71 of the Indian Act VIII of 1911.

(c) Sec Lecture :XVIII 81/,pm, parae. 4.5-.J.G.
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noticed that under English law, a person does not by becoming
a soldier Cflase to be 'Subject to the restraints of civil law. He
is in fact subjected in addition to the severer restraints of
military Jaw. Being subject to. both j_urisdiction.s, a soldier
may indeed conceivably find himself in the unhappy predica- ·Unhappy
·
sit nation of a
ment of being illegally ordered by his military superior to do soldier asked
an act which he knows would lay himself open to prosecution t?
quell a
r1ot.
in the ordinary court, at the same time that ·disobedience of
such order will be punished by the milibry court as a military
crime. I~ the worJs of Lord Haldane (a), a soldier may be "in
peril of being on the one hand tried and shot by a court martial
and on the other hand of being tried and hanged by a judge
and jury. But so far from Lhis being considered a ground for
conferring immunity upon soldiers for carrying out orders of
their superiors which they dare not disobey, to Lord Haldane Why not
relieved ·
it appeared ·to furnish a reason why all officers commanding against.
troops called upon to quell a riot should be particularly
circumspect to see that the orders they deliver do not exceed
the law.
15. The inimunity of milit_ary persons. executing sentences
or orders passed by courts martial or other military authorities does not appear under English law to stand on any
different footing from that of ministerial officers, which I have
considered in a previous lecture (b). Sec. 170 of the English
Army Act as amended by sec. 1 of the Public Authorities Pro·
tection Act o£ 1893 confers on miJitary officers the same procedural_ advantages which the latter Acb has conferred on civil
officers.

Immuniti-es
and protec.
tions of

military
persons
concerning
the disclnrge
of their
official
duties.

16. ,The English Army Act applies to European officers and The military
soldit:rs serving in India in the same manner as to• the r~st of law of India,
the British army. But the Indian s~ldiers in the Indian army ~
are governed by the Indian An\ly Act VII.I of J 911 and rules
framed by the Governor General in Council thereunder. In
its broad outlines, the Indian Act follows' the English, and does
not for my present purpose re,quire independent consideration.
It will be useful however to draw attention to some provisions
(a) See his statement before the Select Committee on the Emp~oyment of
the 111ilitary in Ca>cs of Disturbance, qnote1 in the War Office JYbnual of 1Iilitary Law, 1914, p. 227.
(b)

See supra, Lectnre_XVIIJ, paras. 55-60,

/
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of the Indian Act and to certain privileges conferred on military
persons by that Act and other statutes of the In?ian legislature.
Milit:tl'Y

privileges in
India,

17. Sec. Ill of the Indian Act expressly provides that no
president or member of a court martial, no judge or advocate
or superintending officer, no party to any proceeding before
a court martial or his legal practitioner or agent and no witness
acting in obedience to a summons to attend a court martial
shall, while proceeding to, attending on or returning from a
court martial, be liable to arrest under civil or revenue process.
Express provision to this effect is made in the English Act in
respect of witnesses only (sec. 121), but the protection expressly
given by the Indian Act to persons other than witnesse3 is
av::ilahle in Englan:l under the general law. No person subject to the Indian Act is liable to be arrested for debt under
any process issued by or by the authority of any civil or revenue
officer (sec. 119). Neither the arms, clothes, equipments,
accoutrements or necessaries of any person subject to the Act
nor any animal used by him for the discharge of his duty can
be seized, nor can his pay or allowance be attached by the
direction of any such court or officer (sec. 120), An Indian
soldier can secure priority of hearing by courts of cases in
which he is concerned whether as plaintiff or defendant. Under
various Acts of Parliament and statutes of the Indian and local
legislatures, military persons in India are entitled to the
following privileges:-

(1) By sec. 139 of the English Army Act, the pay of an
officer or soldier of the regular forces (including the I_ndian
army) is protected from deduction other thai). those authorised
by Act of Parliament, Royal warrant, or Act of the Governor
General in Council.
(2) All government pensions (including military pensions)
are protected from attachment in execution of decrees of civil
courts under sec. 60, proviso (g), of the Civil Proceedure Code
of 1908 and sec. 11 of the Pensions Act of 1871.

(3) An officer or soldier, actually serving in a military
• capacity, who is a party to a suit and cannot obtain leave of
absenc~, by "'Titing signed in the presence of his commanding
officer, may authorise any person to sue or defend in his· ste,ad.
(Civil Procedure Code, Act V of 1908, Or XXVIII).
/

/
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(4) A power of attorney to institute or defend a suit
when executed by an officer, warrant officer, non-commissioned
officer or private is exempted from fees under the Court Fees
Act (sec, 19 of Act VII of 1870).
'
(5) Receipts for pay' or allowance o£ non-cemmissioned
officers or soldiers when serving in such capacity need not be
stamped (Stamp Act, II of 1899, Sch. I.)

(6) Certain exemptions from payment of Tolls when on
duty [Indian Tolls (Army) Act II of l!JOl, sec. 3 J
(7) Exemptions from restrictions as to possession of arms
and ammunitions under the Arms Ad. and Rules (a),
18. There is nothing in the :(ndian Army Act to indicate_
·
the relation in which, in the contemplation o£ the Indian
legislature, the military courts stand - towards the civil
tribunals i.n India. Can any of the Chartered High Courts,
for instance, issue a writ of prohibition or a writ o£' certionui·i
upon a court martial in India in circumstances in which
similar writs would issue against an inferior civil court ? The
question, by no means an ac~demical one, has not. yet arisen.
But supposing such a C'l.Se does arise, argumenJ_,s for and
against the issue of such writs, as also of writs of habeas corpus,
will easily occur to any one. Considering however that the
possibility of such a case arising must be remote, I refrain from
discussing the subject with a view to formulating definite conclusions on the point.

Relation of
civil &
military
courts in
India not
defined,

_..

19. We have seen how narrow under English law is the Exclusi\·e
exclusive J. urisdiction o£ militaty courts and how even
that 'sulbdj:c:iotn
of
· •
so 1e1s o
jurisdiction is not altogether free from interference by the military litw
,
•
& courts
civil courts and how military persons at the same time that more com·
plete on·the
t bey are subJected to the special jurisdiction of military courts Coptinent.
are yet not absolutely free from the j urisdi~tion o£ civil courts.
(a) Inidan Army Manual, 1911, pp. 88-89. Persons in His Majesty's
army (except when by the law in force fur the time being they are specially
made liable ,to serve as jurors or assessors), are under sec. 320 of the Criminal
Procedure Code, along with several clasEes of civil officers (e. g. police officers,
persons engaged in the preventil'e service of the customs departments, persons
employed in the po3t office and telegraph departmeu ts, salaried judges, com· •
missioners and collectors of re>enue or customs and persons engaged in the
collection of revenue whom the collector exempts from serving on juries and
.
officers in ci\'il employ superior in rank to a district magistrate) arc exempt
from liability to serve as jurors or assessors.

.

.
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In most European countries outside England, however, all persons belonging to the military class, even in times of peace, are
in general judged exclusively by military law administered by
military courts. In other words, in those countries a soldier
is a soldier, and not a soldier and a citizen as well. In
several European countries, however, in recent times, distinct
approaches have been made towards English conditions.
20. In 1908, France took steps to. abolish courts martial
in time of peace, all common law offences being made triable
by the ordinary courts, breaches of military discipline such
English.
as rebellion, insubordination, desertion and the like being
tried by mixed courts composed of civil aud military magistl·ates. Soldiers not in active service, says a recent Swedish
report, should be answerable for infractions of common law
under the jurisdiction of the civil courts, whilst all infractions
of military order or discipline committed l:>y soldiers whether on
active service or not should be judged by military courts. All
Scope of
military law
modern governments are agreed that military courts alone
in war simi·
larly extenmust judge all offences, even offences at common law, comsive in all
mitted
by soldiers forming part of an army on campaign.
countries.
Jurisdiction
The difference arise3 in regard to offences committed in time/
in cases of
civil offences of peace. Sweden, Great Britain, France, Italy and the United
in times of
Sbates of America, as a general rule, place offences against the
peace how
ordered in
common law in time o£ peace under the jurisdiction o£ the
different
civil ~ourts. In the United States offences against good order,
countries.
in great Britain personal offences such as drunkenness, are
judged by courts martial.. In most other States the general
Trial of joint
rule is_that soldiers even in time o£ peace, if on actual service,
offence by
soldier and
are judged by courts martial. In the case of complicity
civilian,
between a sordier and a civilian, sometimes one is j udgeu by a
military and the other by a civil court (e. g.)n Germany,
Switzerland and Spajn), sometimes both by a military court
(Belgium, Italy, Servia, Roumania, and Greece), ·sometimes
it depends on the nature of the crime (e." g. in the United
States, the United Kingdom, Finland, Holland and Portugal).
A mixed tribunal judges them in Norway (a).
French and
Swedish
military law
now resembles the

(a) Article on "Military Law;• by Sir Jolfh Scott in the Encyclopedia

Britannica, 11th Edn. ·

-

LECTURE

XX

OF LOCAL AND OTHER PUBLIC....
CORPORATIONS (a). •
Corporations,
as a subject o
philosophical
and historica
study,

1. Corporations furnish an alluring subject of study to
scholars of varied tastes. Does a corporation stand for a real
or a fictitious entity ? And if for a real entity, dqes it import
personality? Is there a '<group mind'' of which the corporation
·is the body, or is the attribution to it of personality a legal
fiction ? These are some of the questions suggested by corpotations which specially attract enquirers of a philosophical turn
of mind. The progress of the corporate idea- through the ages
iuterests scholars of another type. L1stly there ar-e "matt-er
of fact" nien who would deny that a corporation has either a
body 01' a soul, or that itA history or philosophy can have any
scientific interest, seeing that a corporation is a purely human
invention contrived to -serve. certain very practical obj~cts
which experience has shown can be best secured by it.
/

2. ~hat the corporate idea has its root in both history a.9d "Personality"
corpora··
human psychology is beyond question. I£ at the present day, of
tiona,
in our severer moods, we a.ppear disposed to regard the personification of objects as the peculiar failing of savage men, or
the special privilege ~£ poets, it is also true that not eve~ the
most hard-headed of practical men among us can, in unguarded
moments, avoid speaking of "institutions" as persons, -Whether.
this is an unconscious recognition of a "group mind" permeating and lying behind the individuals of the group who cons.titute the body corporate is an enquiry into which I dare not
enter. I just note the fact that . we simply cannot help·
personifying institutions.

•

3. Looking again at the matter historically we are assured
on unimpeqchable authorit-y (b) thnt in certain ancient human
groups (and the people whose administrative systems we are

Corpratious,
only ''natural
persons" in
archaic
society.

------------~~--~~------------~~--~-------(a) Special attention has been given in this lecture to municipalities
(amongst public ctlrporations) both because they are typical of the rest:. and alEO •
becau.s.e the others grew up as more or less imperfect imitations of the corpo:.
' of communes.
rations
(b) M<~ine, Ancient Lavr, Ch. V, and Sir Frederick Pollock's Note M.
to Ch. VI. thsreof.

.
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studying arc descendants of one of or other of these), society
was composed of families and not individuals, and that the
only legal relations which were possible in those societies were
those entered into by one family regarded as a corporate entity
with another similar body corporate. It follows, therefore, that
if by a ''legaf person" is meant one who may be the subject of
tights and duties (a), the only "persons" known to law in those
societies were family corporations and not the individual
m.embers thereof. These when they did begiri to have rights
of their own did so by way of exception, so that the lawyers of
this em of transition, if they gave any thought to the matter,
must have for a long time viewed the son or the slave when
he came to claim his pecnli'wrn as a legal anomaly-in fact as
an abnormal artificial person. The individual did not become
a subject of.rights and duties until he had fully established
his right to own property and make contracts in his own
person. He did not., in other words, become a legal person
until he had succeeded in destroying the corporate personality
•
within which he was cradled and nurtured.

Corporations
regarded as
abnormal per·
sons but
not as mere
crentures of
the State in
Rumvn law.

4. leaving behind what may be termed the pre-history of
law, and indeed long after the revers~l of ideas by which
individuals came to be regarded as" natural" and bodies corporate as "abnormal " persons, I do not find that Roman
law ever regarded corporations as mere creatures of the State.
The. j?ristic personality of bodies corporate appears to have
been recognised fron1 the same natural necessity which
compelled the recognition of the legal personality of the
slave (b).

Feudal order
forced tv
nmke room for
communes,

I have,. in a previous lecture (c), described the natural
antagonism in the 1\Iiddle Ages of the communes to the
(a) Holland, Jurisphdence, Ch. VIII.

,.

(b) "A corporate body always drew its existence directly from the· ~ct
of the executive government or the legi~ature, though when the purpose
of a corporate body was not among those ;classed as illegal, or was among those
classed as legal, thE' act of authorimtion was presumed." Sheldon Amos,
History and Principles of the Civil Law of Rome, p. 122. The requirement
of reco~nition by the State did not make corporations altogether creatures
of the State any more than it did in the case of human beings. See Holland,
Jurisprudence, 7th Edn., pp. 84-86.
')
(c) Supra, Lecture III (V), para, 5, Lecture III (VI) and Lecture VII,
paras 8, 17,
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feudal order and the process by which, in feudal times, the
r~cognition of the corporate character of the towns and cities
was in. general forced upon the spigniors and the Kings (a).
But the towns themselves had to submit t::> being partially
feudalised in order to find for themselves place in the prevalent feudal scheme of society. The recognition of their quasiindependent corporate character could only take the shape_. of
grants from the Crown. As each charter was the result of individual bargaining between the town and the Lord, the charters
followed no general plan· and :Medieval town charters thus
presented the widest variety in their contents. From this
.
.
to the affirmatiOn that corporatwns are mere creatures of the
State, that they have the capacity for rights- and duties only
by Royal sufferance, that, in other words, they are artificial
persons-was not a long step. The idea that corporations
could be called into existence only by a definite act of the
State did not, according to· l)r. Rashdall (b), gain ground ·in
England till apparently the 15th century, but it appears to
have been firmly established in the. 16th. But even after this,
the common law of England continued to bear traces of tbe' true
origin of local as of o£her corporations in the rules (i) that
once accepted a charter is irrevocable by the Crown, and
could only be extinguished by surrender or by some misconduct
which would involve its forfeiture after a j adicial proceeding (c);
and (ii) th~t the Crown has, apart from statutory 'authorisation,

a

(a) These were not the only corporations they were forced to r~cognise,
There are in England to this day certain corporations which must have come
into existence independently of any grant from the Crown. To fit them into
the current legal theory that all corporations are creatures of the State, the
Englsh courts .have resorted to the transpa~ent fiction of :lost grant. The
natural attitude of the towns towards the feudal order in the,_, early Middle
Ages is well expressed in a German couplet which Mr. William Harbutt
Dawson translates thus :•
"No man's Jordana no man's wight
That is the free-born lmrgher;s right".
-Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in
·Germany, p. 3,
(b) H. Rashdall, "The Universities and the Legislature" in 29 L. Q. R.
p. 76 at p. 79,.' Mr. Freund is of a similar opinion, Police Power, p. 1!57. Adler,
Law of Corporations, pp. 33·36.
(c) These are scin facias and quo Wal'ranto, aa to which see Halsbury,
Laws of·England,..Vol.X. "Crown Practice".

Hew communes came
nevertheless

~~ ~~·~7tf:fa~ed
persons and
as creatures
·of the State.

Common Jaw
prevents total
absorption of
communes in
the State in
England,
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no power to grant charters for a limited period of time (a). It
was thus the English common law which helped to preserve the
individuality of English towns and boroughs and prevented
their total absorption in the State (b).
~:he pro·
gressive
absorption of
communes in
the State on
the Continent.
(i) In Fl'ance.

6. But no such check opposed the progress of centralisa·
sation and absorption of local communities on the Continent.
"At the close of the 13th century, the theory was established
(in France) that the King alone had the right to create communes or consular towns, as he had the right to abolish them
as a form of punishment or as an act of grace, as for example
when they were bankrupt and unable to support municipal
expenses." The systrm of administrative tutelage reached its
zenith in the 17th cJntury with the extensiOn of the power of
the Intendants. "A stone could not be removed or the expense
of a sou incurred without the consent of this officer'' (c).
In addition to the systematic abolition of privileges, the
State intervention showed itself in municip~l elections, in the
management of finances, in the administration of public affairs
and finally in the comp1ete abolition of municipal justice. The
very offices of mayor and aldermen becarnc hereditary and
purchaseable. Fonm and ceremonies only survived, and if
people still clung fondly to these as to realities, it was not tho
interest of monarchy to destroy this vain shad6w (d).
7. ':The communal history of other countries", says
Brissa..ud, (e) "is nearly the same as that of France", The story
is repeated in Flanders, the Low Countries, Germany and Italy.
While everywhere else, municipal franchises disappeared
leaving no traces behind, the communes of England gave
her a Second.Chamber".
(a) H. A. Smith, Law of Associations, p. 132.
(b) A somewhat ana4ogous result was worked out in America by the
courts holding that the statutory charter Dt least of a private corporation
is a contract which in the absence of express reservation cannot be impaired
by subsequent legislation. As Tegards public corporations too, it has been
held by the Supreme Court that thP. charter of such a corporation also cannot
be so altered or repealed as to destrdy substantial property rights which are
i_ndependertt of special privilege or corporate capacity or to divert them from
their origiaal purpose. l!'reund, Police power, Ch. XVI.
(c)

Brissand, History of French Public Law, pp. 255-256.

(d)

Ibid pp. 4H, 257.

· (e) lbiil p. 255,
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8. The process completed itself in .Germany between the (ii) In Ger.
many.
16th and the· end of the 18th centuries. "Step by step the
• governing power was wrested, entirely from the hands of the
citizens and the delegated c~uncils and was exercised down
to the minutest details by the central authority in the name
of the ruler'' (a). By the middle of the 18th century urban
autonomy had virtually ceased to exist in most of the <Jerman
territories. "If the local authorities ~ere allowed to continue,
they were deprived of power; were reduced to a condition of
absolute subordination and were treated simply as committees
for executingthe ord~rs o£ the sovereigns'' (b).
9. The complete subjugation of the communes to the , Communes
State in England \va,s not effected by the Crown but by Parlia- ~1~~~= 0~r~~~
ment. The common law could stand between the King and State in
England by
the communes, but not between the communes and Parliament. Parliament,
No corporate charter, whether grante:l by the Crown or by
Parliament, is irrevocable by Parliament. Parliament is free to 'grant charters for a limited period and in fact has authorised
the Crown by statute to grant such charters (c). Corp01;ations- .
have thus come to be in very truth creatures of the State, now
represented by an omnipotent Parliament. No conceiveable
theory o~ natural law could intervene to save for them the irreducible minimum of rights and privileges (d). Nobody could
question th~ power of Parliament to gmnt or withhold charters
or to grant them upon any term it pleased or for that m.atter
to extinguish charters already granted. This lowering of the Strict interstatus of corporations in the eye of law is reflected in the canon pretation of
powers of'..
of construction developed by the courts of law, according ,to statutory
corporations.
which while a corporation cret:ited by common law • charter can
do every thing the charter does not forbid, a corporation
created by statuie can do only what the statute expressly or

•
(a)

Dawson, Municipal Life a!ld_Governmmt in Germany, pp. 6-7.

(b)

Ibid, p, S,

(c) Statute 7. Will. IV and 1 Viet, c. 73.
(d·) Maine has described how just at the 'mon:ent when the dissolution •
of the Roman household was about to reduce the slaves (who had until then
a ~tatus in the family n,ot measurably inferior to that of the son or , the wife
under manus) into a chattel, the doctrine of natural law intervened to save
for him the minimum of civil ri$hts, .Maine, Ancient Law, Ch, V,
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impliedly permits (a). Municipal and other local corporations
in England to-day are statutory bodies, and their powers should
apparently be subject to the same rule of strict construction (b).
Subjection
of municipalities to
State legislatures in
America.

10. In the United States of America, before the revolution
of 1776 town charters were issued by the Governors, and not by
the colonial legislatures, apparently upon tw request of burgesses or inhabitants and the charters were ·sometimes submitted
to the latter for their acceptance before being put into operation, Under the regime of Royal charters, the American municipalities thus enjoyed almost entire freedom from legislative
interference. But afGer the revolution municipal charters were
granted, not by the Governor alone, but by the State legislature.
In other words, the city charter became a statute which might
be amended or repealed like any other ·statute. "This," says
Professor Munro,'' involved a radical change in the relation
existing between the municipality and the State." ''Under
the new dispensation they were completely under jihe dot1Jination of the State legislature " (c).
(a) Baroness Wen{.ock v. 1Yw River Dee Co., 3G Ch, D. 674, 685 (1883) ;
A.,hlmry etc, Co. v. Ric!te, L. R 7 H. L. 653, 6!J! ( ISn).
(b) Brice, Doctrine of Ultra Yires, 3rd Edn., pp. 191-2. Contra Adler,
Law of Corporations, pp. 125-126. The last mentioned author thinks that the
statutory powers of public corporations will, in the interest of .the public, be
more liberally construed thnn those of other corporations, loid, p. 28. The
practice of the Courts however seems to confirm Brice's rather than the contrary opinion. Mr. Edward Jenks, in a paper which he submitted to the First
International Congress on the Administrative Sciences held at Brus~els in
19l0, stated : ''The slightest attempt to exercise a function which has not been
actually conferred by Parliament would lie immediately suppressed by the
ordinary court~ of law, as may be seen from the famous Gocke1·ton case of
the year 1900. It is true that in HDme of the old. municipal boroughs which
had enjoyed privileges for hundred;; of years before the Acts of 1835 and 1882
were passed, there remain a few traditional powers which have never been
conferred by Parliamen~, but the exercise of these ancient powers is regarded
with extreme jealousy by the ordinary law courts ; am! it may, be observed
that the power of granting new municipal charters, accorded to the Crown
by the law of 1882, is described in the Ad itself as the power of extending to
such a municipal borough and the inhabitants thereof the provisions of the
Municipal Corporation Act. Any attempt by the Central Government to
•increase or diminish the function of a local authority altogether passes the
imaginati~n". G. Montague Harris, Problems of Local Government, pp.
205-206.
(c) Munro, Government ef American Citie~, pp. 3-6. The rule of strict
interpretation has been held applicable to m1mioipa! corporations in America.
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11. The conception of the relations-of the State and the.
'municipalities was thus at the end of the 18th and the begining of the 19th centuries essentially the same in every one of
the. countries mentioned. ,The absolute legal subjection of
the local corporations to the State has remained HR to tbe
present day unmodified in theory. The character and amount
of personality possessed by local corporations in each o£ these
'countries are absolutely determined by the· State in each of
them. It is only in the method of such determination that the
several countries mentioned now differ. It is administrative
on the Continent of Europe, legislative in England and
America. The difference in method, it will be presently
shown, !eads to important differences in the working of the
municipalities.
1

Relations of
State and
local corpora·
tion at the
end of the
18th century
in Europe
and Americu..

(i) General.

12. Broadly speaking, in England and America where the (ii) Special.
In England &;
powers of local corporations are determined by statute, the America.
freedom of the local bodies is restricted within express limits,
but within these limits, they have considerable powers of selfdetermination. Indeed, the only real check upon their action,
not merely in cases of abuse but e_ven when they exceed their
powers, is that which comes from the prQcesses of courts of law.
'
There has been until recently in England and there is still in Local!JorAmerica hardly any administrative interference with the t~~~!~~~s~f
action oflocal authorities, and the State has interfered, if at all,· the tegislature not
.
through legislation. The English and American local corpora- ager{ts of the
.
. .
State,
t10ns
are rea11 y no t so muc h agen t s as l'ICensees of· t h e sovere1gn

legislatur~ free to act within the terms or" their license
but responsible to all persons affected for every breach of
the law (a).
13. On the Continent, on the other hand, the !ocal corpora.
bons
wh'1ch, -as shown above, had come to be regar ded as mere '
agents of the executive government for local government
purposes, have never cease~ to be so reg;rded. The question
Spaulding v. Lowell, 23 Pickering (Mas>) 71 ; Dillon, Law of Corporations,
Vol. I, pp, 452-453. Read here, however, note (6) top. 510 8UjJJ'a which
partially qualifies the statement in the text.
(a) English law sh0ws itself more reluctant than the American in re.
garding local corporations ..as agents of the Crown for any purpose w<tatsoever.
In America, in certain matters, municipalities are regarded as agents of the
State. See Munro, Government of American Cities, Ch, IV. Goodno~,
Comparative Administrative Law, Yo!. I, pP• 200·203,

...

c

On the Continent
agents
of the
Government.
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of municipal reform on the Continent of Europe has never
been, what powers of possible mischief the legislature may
safely grant to .the local corporations without possibility of
serious abuse, but what powers of,?-dministration the executive
governn~ent may safely entrust to the local corporations without
injury to the general interests of the community and under
what snfeguards. To put the matter in another way, to the
Attitude of
British
English Parliament, the local corporations (like the justices
Parliament·
towards local of the peace in the counties before 1888) are private persons
corporations.
to whom the legislature had perforce to entrust certain local
functions tho due performance of which could not be
satisfactorily secured without local assistance. The powers
thus unwillingly given are enumerated in some detail to
prevent errors and abuse and are hedged round besides by
severe limitations. Having thus laid down beyond all possibility of mistake the lines upon which these impressed
accessories to the administmtion are to work, it deservedly
feels that its own responsibility in the matter has, for the
time being at least, ceased, and that if the corporations are
to be kept within the limits of law and up to tho mark,
there are tho law courts to do it. Unless the complaints
against any corporation or class of corporations become so
insistent as to require legislative re-adjustment, Parliament
does not ordinarily interfere: American legislatures, for reasons
which have been alluded to in a previous lecture, do nob
however exhibit the laissez faire attitude of the English
Of the State Parliament towards local corporations. As has been already
legislatures
stated, this power of interference has been so often abused in
of America.
the States of the Union, that many have proceeded to impose
constitution:.! limitations on its exercise (a).
Why delega14. In Continental governments on the other hand, where
tions of large
local corporations have been habitually used a; the agents of
powers to
local corpora· Government; the preblem of municipal reform has never been
tions 011 the
Co11tinent
complicated by any initial bias against delegation of large
poEsible.
powers to the localities. The danger to be apprehended from
large delegations of administrative powers bas been the less
there, because of the administrative subordination of local
•corporations to the executive government, which has been the
outstanding feature of the relations of the State to local corporations on the Continent of Europe.
(a) Sec Lecture VII wpra,

para~.

34-86.
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nineIii. If we overlook, as we must, the one spasmodic effort The
teenth con·
to establish communal indepe~d~nce mad'l by' the. Constituent tury the era
·of·m unioipal
Assembly in France in 1789, an attempt which died in its cra?le, reform in
the first real law of municipal reform of Europe of modern Europe.
ian
times was Stein's ~iunicipal Ordinance of Prus~;~ia of 1808. Pruss
municipal
This measure, it must be remembered, was not a concession to reform, a gift
of its Governa popular demand, for there was none (a). "The German ment to its
people", says Mr. Dawson, ''had been so completely dragooned people.
by their multiplicity of petty autocrats and so thoroughly had
they learned that the first duty of the citizen ~vas to obey the
ruling power that they did not in fact know that they wanted
any liberty. When, after the debacle at J en a, Napoleon Motive of the
gift, cultiapproached their towns, not only patricians and the populace vation of
civic
but the very State officials and military officers received him at spirit with a
to
the gates". These events produced on the mind of the greatest view
national con·
Prussian statesman b'efore Bismark the firm conviction "that solidation
against
Prussia's greatest misfortune was deprivation of liberty and external
that its only hope lay in its restoration". The new State, as attack,
Stein conceived it, was to rise, if at all, on the ruins of the
old, by the united effort of the whole m1tion, and the nation.
was to be fitted,for political duties and rights by being trained
in the duties and rights of citizenship in th.e town and village,
. in the district and province. The idea which underlay his
plans was a large decentralisation of State authority 'vhich was
to add weight and importance to civic life without organically
weakening the central power. The municipality offered· itself
to Stein as the most favourable field for cu.ltivating the desired
civic spirit (b).
l\Inni-·
16. Stein's first ordinance concentrated all authority in Stein's
cipal Ordi·
the town council to be elected on the principle ot equal secret nance of 1808,
voting by the burgesses.- The executive wa8 not only to be.
elected by the council, but was to be entirely subordinate to
it. The questio~s entrusted to the local a~thorities comprised

(a) Dr. Clanswitz points out that the literature of the. time to whkh
Stein's I\Innicipal Ordinance fell "contains no indications that there was any
active desire on ihe part of the citizens of our towns for a more effective share
in the ma~agemcnt of their affairs, and up to the present no evidence to this"
effect has been produced from the archives of the towns and the gov:rnments.'
1 ·The reform," Mr. Dawson correctly ~bserves, ''was given from above:<'
Dawson, 'Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 16.
(b)

bawson,

M~nicipal Life and Government in

Germany, pp. 12:14,
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finance, taxation and loans, t}1e C?-re of the poor, of schools,
and of public health and the right to acquire and hold real
estate, but all judicial jurisdiction was withheld from them.
Police function, which· Stein wanted to confer on the local
authorities, was on the objection of Stein's colleague Schon
given to the municipal executiYe. That the power of the
central executive should not be unduly depleted, and ''lest (in
the towns) a number of,small i·epublics should be created", a
general right of "supervision" was retained by the Central
Governmj:lnt. It was required that the appointments of
'~magistrates" or aldermen should be confirmed .by the provincial authorities, whilst the chief 'mayors of the larg8 towns
were to be nominated by the Crown from lists presented by
the towns (a).
Subsequent
<}eye]opJ1ients,

17. The Municipal Ordinance of 1808 performed its benificent work till 1831, when the hand of reaction again fell
heavily on the towns. The Ordinance ofMarch 1831 made the
executive virtually independent of the c1uncil and indeed
the predominant partner in the work of administration (b).
The municipal council was in effect made bicameral with the
right necessarily following in the Government of interfering
between the two bodies in cases of conflict. The State claimed
the right to appoint a commissary in the event of delay in '
appointing an officer needing ics approval and also to dissolve
any t<;>wn council which. "continually neglected its duty or fell
into disorder or partisanship''. The franchise was raised, and
amongst other changes came one which became a- permanent,·
and on the whole, a beneficent feature of German municipal
organisation, viz: that requiring salaried members o£ tlw
executive to be employed for 12 years and unsalaried members
for 6 years, with option to extend the term of .any of the
appointments to a life tenure. An Or?inance of 1853 abolished
Stein's principle of equal and secret voting and replaced it by
the three class system; and the representative body was still
further subordinated to the executive (c).
.•

(a) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 19•
(b) ]JJid, P· 20, The :Municipal Ordinance of East Prussia states generally
that it is .the duty of the executhe to enforce the decision of the town
council "in so far as it is in agreement therc'l'ith." I!Jid, p. 83.
(c). Stein's ideas appear generally to have~een very much in advance nat
only of those of his own times !Jut also of any that has found acceptance
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18. These later Ordinances have affected the organisation
but not the powers o~ the local corporations. By the "const.itutions" of the towns of Prussia, the local authorities are
charged with the general administration of communal affairs
so that whatever became at any time a "communal affair"
fell ipso facto within the sphere of the municipal government.
Questions of competence and disputes between communes and
~the supervisory authority are determined by administrative
courts, with jurisdiction over all matters of local government .
.The Prussian Supreme Administrative Court's interpretation Cif
the competence of municipalities appears quite clearly from the
following decisions of that court. A decision of March 10, 1886,
says : "No Prussian law sets definite limits to the activity of
communes as such. The communes have a general right to
promote the moral and economic interests of their members
in so far as special laws may not prescribe definite exceptions.
In the absence of such laws the boundary between ~he province
of the communes and that of the State as the higher commonwealth is determined solely by local considerations, i. e. by the
consideratiop that communal duties shall' be of a locat character.
Whatever communes may do within their own province and with
their own resources for the advancement of those interests, unless
it is on principle f9rbidden, may be reg<_:~.rded as a commJtnal
affair." A decision of September 21, 1886, lays down: "The
urban commune_ using its own resources may claim as faJling
within its sphere everything that proi11otes the _welfare of the
whole community and the material interests and intellectual
advancement of the individual members. It can of its own
accord .establish any Jnstitutions and arrangements for the public good which serve this end. It has the general right to
promote the moral and economic interests 5_)f the members and
to use the resources available for the purpose, though always
(and herein is the limit the transgression of which would constiamongst the ruling body in Prussia during more than a century after 1808. "I
regard it as important,'' be wrote to his co!feague and future successor Harden.
burg, "to break the fetters by which the bureaucracy obstructs all human
movement, to dmtroy the spirit of avarice and pernicious self-interest and the
attachment to mechanical forms which dominates this form of government. ·The •
nation must be enabled to manage its own affairs and to emerge from the condi·
tlon of tutelage in which an ever restless and vigilant Government seeks to keep
it.'' Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in G-ermany, p. H and Ch, I
generally.

Competence
of local
authorities in ·
Prussia.

The Supreme
Administra·
tive Court of
Prussia on
the competence of the
communes.
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tute an infraction of the law) subject to the conJition that it and
its organs restrict t_hemselves to the care and· representation of
local interests (a).
Local autho·
ritics iu
Prussia have
all p01Yers not
expressly
withheld
from them by
law in local
matters.

19. Such an intorprrtation of the powers Qf the local authorities obviously reduces to the minimum the fear which
perpetually haunts English and American municipalities that
any new departure tlfey may choose to make in municipal*
service may, after all the trouble and expense thrown on it, be
nullified by courts of law pronouncing it to be nltra vi1·is of
the municipality. The interpretation, shortly stated, means
that whereas under English and American law a local corporation may not be presumed to have any powers unless tho same
are expressly or by necessary implication conferred on it, the
local corporations in Germany irre presumed to have every power
concerning communal affairs which has not been expressly withheld from them. It follows from this that local corporations
in Prussia have no occasion to go up to the legislature with
costly petitions for specittl powers. They have, subject to administrative supervision and sanction, all possible powers
concerning local offairs.

20. In France, the Constituent Assembly of 1789 sought to
rehabilitate communal life by establishing a bicameral from of
municipal government, consisting of (1) a corps municipal
Reoonstitu.
compJsed only of the 1\layor and several executive offic.crs all of
tion of the
whom were to be elected-; and (2) a body of notables elected
communes
by the Con,
for the exercise o£ deliberative functions, twice as many ·in
stituent
Assembly in
number as the corps rnunir.:ipal. The two bodies together
1789.
formed the Council General of the commune, the J\fayor and
his executive associates being in charge of the active work of
the administration. The scheme went the way of most of the
reforms of the Revolution, a.nd in 1890, Napoleon made the
Centralisation l\Iayor, his executive" associates a.nd the councillors all appoint,ive
by Napoleon.
functionaries. A law of 1831 allowed a list of municipal vo_ters
possessing
a modest property qualification to choose the memReforms of
1831 & 1848.
bers of the municipal council, whilst the still more liberal law
of 1848 gave the council power to appoint officials from their
own membership except in towns of greater population -where
appointments were left to be made by government from persons
Municipal
reform
in France.

(a) Dawson, Municipal Life and Gove~nmcnt in Germany, pp. 32-33.
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designated by the council. The power to appoint its officers Reaction in
the Second
was however again taken away from the municipalities by the Empire.
Second Empire and municipal government partially centralised.
The Third Republic at first hesitated to introduce any radical The MuniciLaw of
reforms in the organisation of the municipalities. But whilst pal
1884.
it retained the powers exercised during the Imperial regime,
the spirit in which these powers were exercised showed a studied
regard for the wishes of the localities. An Act of 1884 finally
_ made a clean sweep of the old system and-recreated the present The present
·day French municipalities and rural communes. The council~ organisation.
lors are no\V elected by universal manhood suffrage and in turn
elect the Mayor and his adjuncts from amongst themselves,
According to established habit, the Mayor appoints all municipal
officiQ.ls and he and his adjuncts carry on the executive business
of the commune and not the commune through them. More
from habit than from necessity, the communal council retains its
old advisory functiom, and thus the bicameral character of the
municipal organisation is substantially preserved.
21. . The Government still retains the power to suspend the
1'llayor who besides being the executive head of the municipality is also the agent of the Government, and by a decree of
the President may suspend and even dissolve the entire municipal council, but in that case an election must at once be held '
to choose a new council to which the dismissed councillors arc
re-eligible. It is chiefly in his capacity as an agent of the
General Government charged with the local execution of national
laws that the lllayor is under the surveillance of the .Prefect.
But over and above this a large part of the important municipal
work of the council and the Mayor requires for full validity the
assent of the higher authorities (a).
•
22. The only other local corporations that need considera- Communes of
tion for purposes of comparison in the present context are the Holland and
Belgium.
communes of the Netherland countries of HoUand and Belgium
Of these, it has been affirmed that "each in itself is a miniature
free state''. They are very much less subject to administrative
.. tutelage on the part of the central authori,ties than the municipalities and communes of France and Germany and therefore
enjoy a larger measure of local a,u tonomy in practice (b).
(a) Albert Shaw, Municipal Government of Continental Europe, Ch. If.
(b) At the first International Congress of thQ Auministmtivc Sciences held
ip Brussels in 1910, the Belgian delegates complained that local autonomy had
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23. I have in a previous lecture traced the changes
effected in the municipal system of England in the nineteenth
century (a). The features of the present municipal law
of England which are of the greatest importance in the present
context are (1) that any local area which satisfies the requirements o£ a general statute may demand recognition as of
right as a municipal corporation; and (2),that some measures
of supervision and control have now been vested by statute
in the Central Government. As to the character of the supervision and contrul exercised i~ pursuance of these powers, it
has been asserted that these powers, amply sufficient as they
appear on paper, are systematically flouted by the local authorities, with whom the right to govern themselves in just what
manner they choose has become traditional. Practically the
only power the central authority does feel up to exercising is
by an occasional application to the law courts for a writ of
mandamus in cases of patent neglect. ''\Vhere there is merely
inefficiency, it can do nothing except hold inquiries, pillory
the public authorities by publishing the reportB of its inspectors and fina11y rely on the public opinion o£ the electorate to
s~pply the desired stimulus" (b). But whilst coercive powers
c_onferred by statute have thus signally failed, the Central
Government in England has luckily stumbled upon a device
which has enabled it in increasing measures to exercise the right
degree o£ national supervision and control without offending
the susceptibilities of local autonomy and without losing the

come to be worshipped as a ft tish in Belgium to the point of becoming a menace
to individual liberty. This a5pect of.the matter will be presently considered,
Harris, Problems of Local Government, pp. 98-99.
(a) Supra •Lecture VII, paras. 13 et. ·'e!J. and Lecture VIII, paras. 11 ct seq.
(b) In the i\Iinority Report of the last Poor Law Commi~sion, the point 'is
forcibly recorded thus : "Mandatory instructions from a Government office
in "Whitehall can be er~f~trced only by cumbrous legal processes and they have
proved in practice to give the Government little real power over recalcitrant
local bodies. It is in vain that Parliament endows the Local Government
Board 'with -ample statutory puwers~on paper-to compel tyhoid-smitten
Little Peddlington to provide itself with a prop~r drainage system and water
supply, Little Peddlington flatly refuses or stubbornly neglects to do so,
• The Local Government, for all its paper powers of coercing little Peddlington
by 111 antlamus or by independent action in default, finds itself practically
impotent and hundreds of little Peddlingtons retain to this day their primitive
insanitation triumphantly." Quoted in llir. Sidney Webb's Preface to J. Watso!l
Grice's National and Local Finance, p. xi.
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very real advantages oflocal initiative and local freedom to
experiment. This consists in the offer by the Central
Government to local bodies of financial. aid for the maintenance of specified services in an efficient condition,
such aid being liable to withdrawal upon the failure of
• the local authorities to satisfy the Central Government
through its auditors and inspectors that the required level
of efficiency is being maintained. Thus it is that, in the
words of Mr. Sidney Webb, "The National Government,
in the course of the past three quarters of a c~ntury,
has successively ''bought"· the rights of inspection, audit,
supervision, initiative, criticism and control in respect of
one local service after another, and of one kind of local
governing body after another, by the grant in aid of the local
finances, and therefore of the local ratepayers, of annual silb.ventions from the national exchequer". Mr. ~ebb has no
dciubt 1vhatever that this system of financial control is superior
to the Continental system which divides the entire range of
municipal services into " obligatory " and '' optional " services,
-the former of . which the municip~lities may be compelled to
'
perform before any of the " optional services''
by the local
representatives of the central authority (a).
of
24. The organisation of local corporations in England is Character
lo:!al autounic~meral, and/ it is the m~nicipal
council which bo·overns nomy in
...
England...
through its paid permanent officials. An English borough is
an authority of enumerated powers, but within the powers
granted to it, it is autonomous and free ordinarily from interference by the Central Government ; and legislative interference with their constitution has never been snell as. to give
grounds for complaint (b). The narrowly set bounds within
which it can exercise its delegated powers no doubt hampers
it in its work• of local
service, and if in
this w:~atter it rhas been.
\
'
outdistanced by German municipalities, this must be largely
due to these .restrictions. But the organisation itself is
thoroughly sound and capable of development on quite healthy
lines free from the danger of that bureaucratic domination
which is still the bane.o'f public and private life in Germany.

.

.

(a) Grice, National and Local Finance, Preface, p. ix. See infra, para 33.
(b) Alterations in municipal constitutions can be obtained in England
mainly by the procednre of Private Bill legislation, which in its essential features is judJCial and leaves no room for lobbying or log-rolling.
->
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25. In America, as has been indicated before, tho powe~
of the legislature under the law to do what it pleases with
the constitution of the municipalities has led to grave abuses,
and the constitutions of several States have sought to check it
by prohibiting tse grant of special charters by the legislature. -But the evils of forc~ng all mu_picipalities to adopt the
same general plan of organisation, irrespective of local differences, are so great (a) that the movement ir: favour of such
Remedies
therefor.
limitation has given place to another which prohibits changes
(1) Prohibi·
in
municipal constitutions otherwise than with the consent
tion of spe·
cial charters.
of the citizen~ concerned. "Hom~ rule charters ", as these
(2) "Home
rule"charters, are popularly styled, whilst they avoid one kind of danger
however incur another. A municipalit.y can hardly be perWhich in
mitted to be a law unto itself without injury to the general
effect gives
courts au tbo- interests of the community. A recognition of this fact has
rity to determiile the com- for_c_ed courts in ('home rule charter" States to deciqe, that
petence of
municipal charter provisions cannot supers~de the general State
- local au thori·
ties.
laws relating to police administration, election machinery, the
administration of justice, the school system or any matters
which are of more than purely loc~l concern-the upshot of
these rulings being to throw upon the courts, rather than
npon the legislature, the d"etermination of the question ns to
how far municipal autonomy may be infringed in the general
interest (b).
Ex:essive le·
gislati ve in·
terference
with the or·
ganisation
of local
authorities
in .America,

Suggested
reforms.

(1)
Legislation
by general
charter&

29, Professor Munro is strongly of opinion that the special
cf!arter system, generally prevalent in America, with its heavy
burden upon the time and temper of legislatures, and its premium on lobbying and log-rolling should be abandoned .. Of the
two alternatives to this method, (1) legislation by genera1
charters and (2) the adoption of the Continental principle of
full local autonomy _subject to such reservations as the State
may prbperly make _in the interest of its own administrative
(a) In England where local budics are organised by general statutes, the
necessary variations in detail are obtainable by Private Bill legislation,
the character of which I have prevwusly explained. See .ntpra Lecture VII,
para. 35.
(b) Willam Bennett Munro, The Go\·ernmcnt of American .Cities, Ch. VII.
The situation produced by home rule char.ters in America approximates that
on the Continent of Europe where the boundary between the powers of the
General and Lo~al Governments is determined judicially by administrative
courts.
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efficiency, he rejects the former as it only mitigates but does not
eliminate the evil. There is much force in his contention that
legislative control of city affairs mmt as a rule be amateurish
and the inter~sts of the cities themselves must suffer from the
want of local knowledge on the part of the legislators (a). The
American city, he'complains, has in fact ceased to be what it
once was, an organ for the satisfaction of local needs and has become a cog in the machin~ry whereby the State carries out its
functions of government. One result of the defective organisation of the municipalities _?as been that some very important
departments of ~hat was once local service, e.g. that of the
police, are being taken out of the hands 'of municipalities and
placed under the direct· administrative control of the State.
The only remedy according to him is to replace legislative interference by administrative supervision, such as one finds in ~1tinental Europe and which, he points out, has made some he:tdway even in England. <~A sharp distinction", he however goes
on to add, ''ought to be made between State administrative
supervision and direct State control of municipalities. The latter,
specially when the city is forced to pay the bills, is never popular and cannot be looked upon as affording a' present solution of
I
, local problems." (b).

(2)
Local auto·
nomy coupled
with central
administrative control.

27. J\Ir. Sidney Webb, to whose if\_structivo preface to Mr. Mr. Sidney
com·
Watson Grice's comparative study of "National and Local Fin- Webb's
parison of the
ance" I haye previously referred, brings out the contrast, ·in the English,
American and
relations of the local to the Central Government, between the German systel)'ls and
system in force in England the United Stittes and on the Conti- preference for
nent of Europe by characterising them respectively as the the first.
grant-in-aid system, the system of auarchy of lo~al autonomy
and the bureaucratic syste~, and (being an acknowledged
authority on the subject) has no hesitation in affirmiug that
the g~ant-in-aid method hits the happy mean between the excessive central control which is represented by the Continental
system and the nbscnce of all spch control represented in the
American (c). But an English writer who has made a special
study of German administration in all its bearings, JUr. Williani
(a) :Munro, op. cit., p. 72, In England this
evil is mitiaated
by the processI
.
o
effective but prohibitively expensive, of Private Bill legislation,
, (b) Munro, op. cit,, p. 76.
(c) Grice, "National and Local Finance," Preface by 1\:Ir. Sydney Webb.
~

.

.
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Harbut.t Da~son, finds little matter for self-gratulation in the
organisation and working o£ local boqies in England, and in his
book on Municipal Life and Government in Germany enters
a strong plea in favour of organising the English local corporations on the German model.
His compari28. "The principal powers of English urban authorities,'' '
son of English
and German
he writes, "are derived from. general statutes of three kinds :
Rystems of .
(a) the Acts under which they are constituted, i.e., in the case of
local se)f.
governmcn.t
favourable to boroughs, their Charters and local Acts and the Municipal Corthe latter,
poration Act of 1882, and, in the case of unincorporated towns,
the Local Government Act of 1894 ; (b) Acts assigning to them
special administrative duties, as in regard ·to public heaJth
(principally the Public Health Act, 1875) education, housing,
etc., and (c) a series of permissive or ·adoptive Acts relating
likewise to specific matters, e.g, public libraries, baths, housing,
etc., which may he applied at their option. Any powers which
'towns wish to exercise b.eyond those sanctioned by laws of these
kinds must be acquired on their own initiative :ind at their own
cost, by Private Acts (application for which is subject to the
assent of the ratepayers as ascertained by town's meeting or by
general poll) applying only to the authoritie; seeking them, or
as regards certain questions, by Provisional Orders granted and
by-laws sanctioned by go\·ernment departments (i. e, t~e Local
Government 'Board and the Board of Trade) after enquiry and
subject to Parliamentary approval. An English local aut~ority
can e:ll;ercise rio powers whatever without sanction so de~ived,
in each case, of a statutory or quasi-statutory character. In
contrast to this rigid system of reglementation, we see the local
authorities in Germany possessed of autonomy to an extent
unknown in • this country. Whil~ our borough ·and urban
councils can only exercise such powers as have been delegated
to or- conferred upon them, German town c·ouncils can do anything that seems necfssary to the good government of their
areas and populations, and acts and measures only become
ultra vires when they are expressly forbid~den or are in conflict
with the general law. Certain general duties and powers
are assigned to the councils by statute, but probably the
.greater part of the work done by the German municipal bodies
is of a permissive character, and is done either in virtue of local
statutes or by-laws obtained expeditiously by administrative
sanction (i. e., the approval of the supe~visory authority, and
Contrnry
view of !\fro
Dawson.
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without legislative procedure at any stage), or without outside sanction of any kind ....... No cost is incurred in obtaining these local by-laws though often conferring powers
corresponding to those obtained by our local Acts of Parlia,ment
where-- lqng · and tedious legal and legislative procedure,
attended by the expendit~re of thousands of pounds, may be
necessary in this country.')
,·
29, " One ~ffect of the English method,;' the writer goes Independent
initiative, acon, "of imposing duties upon local authorities from without cording to
him, impossi·
is that independent initiative on a large sc~le is impossible. ble in Engother·
Perhaps its greatest condemnation lies in the fact that· it land,
wise in Gerdooms to inaction the progressive authorities which would be many,
only too ready to act vigorously upon a multitude of questions if they were allowed, yet are bound hand and foot by
the paralysing doctrine that nothing can be done that is not
expressly authorised by the law. I£ English local authorities
have lagged behind those of Germany- in such matters a'S town
, planning, poor law reform, the medical inspection of schools
and the feeding of necessitous children, it is not their fault,
but the fault· of the sj'stem under which they' work. .Itnot complimentary to our national, sense of capacity that
/ our' local education authorities could not institute a system of
medical· examination of children or even provide play centres
and other means of recreation for scholars during the holidays
until special legislation had been passed to empower the,m so
to do. In these and other matters, German local authorities
could and did act on their own initiative, without the need
of statutory powers, and hence they were able to anticipate.
·us" (a).
•

is

•

30. _Mr. Dawson's indictment of English local administra· English local
tion does not stop here. "State supervisi~n '', he says. "i$ government,
according to
very real in both countries, yet on the w~le active- interfer- 1\Ir. Dawson,
more bureauence of the kind in Germany relates to minor matters,; when it ·cratically
controlled
comes to large measures and undertakings the German au tho~ than German,
rities enjoy a degree of inderendence which \vith us is :unknown.
Certainly bureaucratic Germany knows no such concretion ,
of administrative power as our many-sided Local -Government·
Board. When one remembers ·that this departinent has -the
(a) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, pp, 374-375

\
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right to direct, control, and override the action of local authorities at so many points, to give or withhold assent not only
to their acquisition of speciaJ powers but to their usc of powers
created by general statutes, to determine whether they shall
be allo_wed to borrow and what they sh::tll borrow for, to
surcharge cxpep.diture which has not been objected to before·
hand, to force upon them its imperatives by means of the
deprivation of grants of public money due, and in the last resort
by the process of mandmrms, and, added to all these) to scrutinise their doings by means of its corps of inspectors and auditors,
one may well wonder if anywhere else in the world bureaucracy
exists in so powerful and so highly concentrated a form." (a)
Local
government
ideals in Ger
many, according to Mr.
Dawson.

31. One other passage from the same writer and the pi-cture
fs complete. ''The conception of self-government held by
Gorman towns is far wider than that which appears to satisfy
English municipal administrations, for the old idea of the town
as an independent republic is still vigorous and animates all
endeavours after further liberty. The aims underlying these
endeavours are the clear demarcation of tho competence of
local government and, most of all, absolute autonomy within
that sphere" (b).

English local
administm·
tion is in
need of im·
provcmcnt,
IJut not of
Germanisation.
Its defects.

32. The picture is plainly overdrawn, both as to the merits
o£ the German system and the defects o£ the British. It does
not by any means establish a case for a thorough Germanisation
of the English system. But this is not to say that the English
system is not capable of improvement. Without question, ·local
corporations on the European Continent more nearly resemble
natural persons in respect oftheir capacity for self-determination
than English. and American· corporations. There is in 1\'fr. H. A.
Smith's interesting essay "The Law of Associations, Corporate and Unincorporate," a classification of associations under
Engli~h local
authorities
English law into cerporate, qtmsi-corpGrote and unincorpoartificial
statutory
rate bodies. The expression "quasi-corporations", the writer
bodies
and not juris- notes, bas obtained currency in recent years as a description of
tic persons
those societies "which are minutely regulated by ·special statuin any real
sense.
tes without being formally created into corporations", The
•bodies usually grouped together under this head are trade
unions, "friendly societies, industrial and provident societies and
(a)

Dawso~, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 387.

(b)

Ibid, p. 359.
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registered working men's clubs (a). To students who proceed
to study English and Continental local corporatio!ls side by side,
the English local corporations appear to be little -more than
'.:quasi-corporations" as defined aboye, with this addition that
they have been "formally incorporated" and thereby made capa·
ble of holding- ,property and suing and being sued under a
common name. They are really highly artificial statutory bodies,
having scarcely any resemblance to natural persons.

-

33. The Continental local corporations on the other hand
are persons, though persons u,.nder tutelage. But the a~nount
and extent of this personality varies in different countries.
Thus in France, in the sphere at le.ast of municipal trading, tho
Council of State has evolved a ''principle of specif),lity" which
wouldlimit the activities of the communes and. othe~ local
corporations to the 4ischarge of admiui~trative functions
only, so that-their capacity outside those functions is limited
to powers specially assigned by law. The doctrine of. speciality
is warmly att[l,ckod by many French publicists who daim that
it legitimately applies to public institutions such as hospit.als,
bureaux for public assista~ce, universities and so forth,. not to
organs of general administration such as the State, the Depart·
ments and Communes which are entrusted with wide powers
of administration within a definite geographical area-powers,
that is to say, of proYiding for all c<:>llective needs >vhich may
arise therein. The Council of State itself, it seem~, does
not.apply the principle with rigid eonsist~mcy, for it admits
the validity of industrial unuertakings by municipal corporations in three classes of cases, viz, {1) where the undertaking
is a monopoly and thus is not calculated to interfere with
private competition ; (2) wh~n no privat~ initi';,tive is forth·
coming for the particular service ; and. (3) when .sucl1 private
initiative is insuffiqient, imperfect or disa~vantageous (b). In
the same field of municipal industries, the doctrine of speciallity has beer.· accepted in theory in Belgium but not seriously
applied in practice, the -Central Government having on the
whole allowed local authorities considerable latitude in engaging

1

Continental.
local corpo·
rations truly
juristic· per·
SOilS but
under administrative
tutelage,
the amount
of their personality
varying in

different
.countries,
'fhe principle
of speciality
limits corpo·
rate capacity
in France.

Accepted, but
not seriously
enforced in
Belgium ; and
unknown
- - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . elsewhere;

(a)

H. A. Smith, The Law of Associations, pp. 20-21.

(b) The rule and the exceptions taken together seem to justify tM comment
that the Council of State in formulating Lhem lmYe been strongly influenced
by the Manchester school of economics.
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in such undertakings. The dpctrine appears to be unknown in
Austria, Hung~ry, Germany, Holland and Switzerland (a). In
most o£ these countries however there are a number of "obligatory" services which must be carried out by the local authorities before they can _raise any money for those ~hich are voluntary or optional, and in regard to which only they are claimed
to be autonomous, and as regards these even, a strict limit is
imposed upon the amount of money which mny be raised for
the purpose, constituting by itself a very strong practical check
upon the liberty of the local authorities, whatever may be the
law or practice or; the point of "speciality'' (b).
34. The a au tonony" of the local corporations on the Continent, which has evidently made such a deep impression on Mr.
Dawson, is not however regarded with excessive enthusiasm by
many people who have lived under it. Dr. Redlich who cannob
be charged with ignorance of either the German or the English
system makes no secret of his preference for the latter (c).
The testimony of Senor Eduardo Valdi vieso, one of the
delegates to the First International Congrt!ss of the Administrative Sciences held in Brussels in 19,10 (who had made a
special study of the self-governing provincial corporations o£
France, Belgium, Holland, Spain and Portugal), is as to the
condition of affairs in those countries much more positive. In
a paper on tl1e subject which he read before the Congress,
' he wrote that one simple system obtained in all these countries,
consisting as it did everywhere of (1) a delegate of the Central
Government endowed with the superior authority in the
politico-administrative sphere, (2) an assembly of elective
_ origin representative of the province or department concerned,
. and t3) a corhmittee formed out of this ass~mbly to represent
the latter when it is not in session and to ~tct also as a consultative body., As to. the working of this system, he says
sarcastically that the laws o£ the seveml countries bearing
thereon appear to be the work of a singl~ legislator animated
(a) Harris, Problems of Local Government, pp. 37, 61, 99-102.
(b) Ibid, p. 38, Cf. the system prevalent in India of requiring local bodies
devote fi~ed portions of their revenues to particular. objects, which the
Decentralis1tion Commission recommended should be done away with, a recommendation which was accepted by the Government of India in its Resolution

t;

of 1918.
(c) Ville Redlich and Eirst, Loc~,l Goyernmel!t in Englal!d.
~
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with the desire of suppressing every germ of autonomy in the
provincial bodies and. o£ absolutely subordinating their functions
to ·the central authority", "The S.rst limitation," he says,
"placed on the development o£ the provincial councils and
assemblies is that of restraining their right of meeting, only
exerciseable twice a year, by requiring special application for
power to hold extraordiJ].ary sessions.. In the second place, all
these bodies can be suspended or dissolved by the central
authority and their rosolutions suspended and i·evoked by
administrative power on the initiative_ of the .Prefect or
Governor. Moreover, many of the deci.sions require, before
they can come int·o effect, the approval of the superior
authority, and lastly, no resolution of the provincial
assembly can be carried out without the sanction of
the representative of th~ State. This last ru~e is enough -in
itself to destroy every trace· of individuality in the intermediate
organisms and is certainly definite enough in all the statutes.
The ·Governor is alone charged with the execution of the
resolution passed by the council or the· committee iu Belgium.
The actions o£ the province whether by way of claim or
defence will be carried out. by the committee at the instance o£
the Governor (Art. 124 of the Belgian Provincial Law). The
Royal Commissioner in Holland signs alr documents addres~ed
to them and executes their decisions. In the matter of actions
at law in which the province is concerned, he appears in
court in the name of the States as plaintiff or defend~nt and
the judgments of.the court are pronounced and executed in his
favour or against him (Arts. 30 & 33 of the Dutch Provincial
Law). The President of the Junta in Portugal has to deliver
to the Government on the day following each session a resul}ie
of the decisions adopted or an authenticated copy of their text ..
if the Governor requires it, pe being obliged to communicate
them to tlie Governor with a report as to those resolutions
•
which he considers to be illegal or -contrary to the public in- terest. (Portuguese Code, .Art 48). The records of the proceedings of the Italian provincial councils have to be submitted in full to the Prefect-and he can annul them within twenty
days. The Prefect represents the province be-fore the courts,
presides at the sittings and signs the orders or docum~nts whi~h
relate to the interests of the provincial administration (Arts.
181, 190 & 192 of the _L<:tw of the Administrative UnificatiorJ. in
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Italy). In France, the Prefect accepts or renounces gifts or
legacies made to the department, enters into contracts in its
name, defends and repre~ents it in all legal procedings, prepares
and presents the departmental budget -and revises all its resolutions with a view, if he thinks fit, of suspending them or
recommending the Government to annul them (Arts. 47, 53,
54 & 57 of the Law of 1871). And in Spain the Governor
presides at the sittings and executes and suspends the resolutions of the provincial bodies for which purpose they have to be
communicated in full within three days (Arts. 79 and 86 of the
Law of 1882)" (a). The above observations, it should be noted,
are made with reference to provincial corporations. The commuN.es are freer, ·but not so free as to admit of any real
differentiation in principle.
Limitations
on the corporate capacity of German local
bodies,

....

35. As to local corporations in Germany, it is to be
'
remarked that whatever freedom may be permitted to municipalitie'l in matters of acquisition of property, town planning and
industrial' operations, and tho many varieties of ''social welfare"
work by which they have distinguished themselves, there
are, besides the "obligatory services" in regard to which they
are simply mandatories of the Central Government, a group of
important duties relating specially to public health, regulation
of buildings, traffic etc., (for which English local authorities
have full responsibility) which in most German States are
reserved to the province of the police authority and hence
"The inconvenience of this
of th? Central Government.
arrangement," says 1\Ir. Dawson "is. lessened ·owing to the fact
that the State usually delegat.es local police functions to the
:Mayor personally." Blit that this and other inconveniences
of bureaucratic control are not lightly regarded by the local
authorities th~mselves (who must know where the shoe pinches
them) is clear from the persistent claims put forward by them
to be allowed to cont,ol in their own right, and not llJ.erely in
the person of th~ Mayor, the police arrangements in relation
to such questions as public health, building regulations, traffic and the like, for a wider control over the administration
of egucation which makes so large an inroad on local finance
and for a relaxation of the obligation whieh now exists in
Prussia t;o obtain the Government's consent before the local
(a) Harris, Problems of Local Government. pp. 91-92.
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income tax can be raised beyond the State income tax rates.
Many towns,,I am by no means surprised to learn, chafe also
against the legal obligation to seek the Crown'..s or other sanction to the appointment of Mayors and members of the executive, and most towns, :M:r. Dawson writes, would like to see
• tbe interference of the Government. and its supervisory agents.
in general reduced to a minimum or abolished altogether (a).
36. One of the characteristic provisions of German mpni- German ban
on politics in
cipal law, to which reference must be made in connection with local ac1minis·
the present discussion, is the prohibition imposed on the local tration.
authorities against "mixing in politics." The spirit of this
prohibition is beautifully reflected in the decision of the Prussian Supreme Administrative Court that a communal authority
which petitions Parliament for franchise reforms (b) strays into
the forbidden domains of politics, and such petitions must therefore be rejected as unconstitutional. Even Mr. Dawson is constrained to regard this prohibition as an. unnecessary restriction
of the right of self-government, though he is still able to draw
some consolation from the 'fact that in Bavaria, though partypolitical matters may not properly be brought into the council
chamber, Government encourages the local authorities to make
known their views on legislative questions, whether they border on politics or not (c).
37. I find it very difficult indeed to agree with Mr. Dawson's The real cause
view that the undoubted progress made in n1unicipal services of municipal
progress in
in Germany is attributable to the "autonomy" enjoyed by the Germany, not
the system
local authorities in Germany-an autonomy which is held and but the comnational
enjoyed at the pleasure of the Government and may be ham- mon
spirit which
pered or nullified at the will of the administrative ltuthorities. has animated
officials arid
The jurisdiction o£ the administrative courts to see fair between non -officials
the local bodies and the central supervisory authorities .is not alike.
• sufficiently far-reaching to affect the general bureaucratic
character of the administration. It is not to the system,
but to the spirit in which it has been worked by the guiding
authorities, that the success of German municipal administration, phenome:rpl as i_t has been in many respects, is really due.
(a) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 369.
(b) The }arge towns of Prussia arc notoriously under·represented in the
State Diet. Dawson, op. cit,, p. 37.
(c) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 37,
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So far from obs~ructing municipal activity in any importanb
direction, the. efforts of the local authorities have been willingly
seconded by the local bureaucracy. The representatives of
the Central Government in the localities being for most matters
the final sanctioning or supervisory authority, reference to the
Central Government has been necessary in but few cases, and
the salvation of local government has been generally worked
out by the local bodies and the local representatives of the
Central Government working together. Animated by the same
spirit of national advancement, officials and non-officials in
Germany have on the whole found themselves in substantial
agreement as to the main lines on which administration both
central and local should develop. I have no doubt, however, that
the moment fundamental differences begin to divide officials
from non-officials, the boasted autonomy of local institutiom
will vanish into space, or establish itself as a reality by overthrowing the bureaucracy.
The English
38. That English local government need not Gennanise
system trans·
figured by the itself to win the race of progress is convincingly proved
spirit of proby the example of New Zealand. The system there is the
gress has had
eg ually-satisorthodox system but completely transfigured by the spirit
factory effect
of progress. That spirit, as in Germany, has possessed the
in.New Zealand.
central and the local governments equally. Nowhere in the
British Empire has State socialism progressed by such rapid
strides as in New Zealand. In 1872, a public trust offic,e
State Eocial·
ism in New
was established, which undertakes the duties of executor ·or
Zealandadministrator or trustees of estates. In 1869 was established
a government annuities and life insurance office which has
been exceedingly prosperous. Another flourishing State business is the post office savings bank established in 1867. The
telephones in New Zealand have always belonged to Govern·
ment. Depots have. been established in some of the chief cities
for sale o£ coal from State mines. There are Government experimental farms and a Government vineyard. 'l'he main thermal
springs are owned by the Government and Government has
bathing establishments in several places. The water power
• of rivers and streams is owned by Government. All hospitals in
New 21ea1and are Government institutions. The Government
o£ New Zealand is a money lender and it grants loans to local
bodies, and advances to private individuals on first mortgage of
land under freehold or leasehold titles. The Bank of New
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Zealand since 1894 is a quasi-Government institution. In 1908,
the New Zealand legislature consolidated into a comprehensi've
Monopoly Prevention Act statutes passed in the three pre-vious years to deal with several phases of this modern evil. The
labour and land legislations of New Zealand form chapters in
social legislation by themselves~ In one word, to the questionl
"Has organised society a duty to look after the physical and
moral well-being of the members of society?", the New
Zealand people through their Parliament have given an
emphatic affirmative reply. \Vho need have doubts after this
as to the possibilities which are latent in the F ~lish.. system of
government·? (a).
39. The authors of the monograph a New Zealand, Local govern1
from which the above facts are taken (c
of them the z :~!~~.New
Chief Justice and a former Premier of ~ ew Zeal.and)
preface their account of ''Local Govern nt" with this
profession of faith : "The educating ir .ence and the
training to self~control and to freedom are of
much importance as the unif~ing of a race or people by
strong c_entral
government. It rs the local government that 1,)kes for hberty
and trains the people to govern. New Zealand from its earliest~
times, hfl,s always had local government." It has two kinds of
local government for country dist~icts and two for centres of
population. The former are counties and road boards (which
latter are really smaller counties), and the latter boroughs and
town boards (which latter arc smaller municipal bodies· suited
to villages). The county is incorrwra"te and is controlled by
an elected council which in its turn elects its chairman. In
boroughs there is a borough or city council and a Mayor
elected not by the council but by the electors. •The functions
of the county councils. are to make and repair roads, bridges
and ferries, to look after sanitation, drainage, licenses of vehicl~s,. fire prevention, ·lighting and harbour· works where there is
no harbour board, and the councils may also contribute out of
their funds money for charitable institutions, local telegraphs
and telephones, public libraries, mechanics' institutes, agricultural schools, rifle ranges, cemetries etc. The.functions of the
borough councils are many and various. They hav~ street;,

l

{a) Sir Robert and J. Logan Stout, New Zealand (Cambridge Manuals of
Science and Literature), Ch .. V.
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drainage, lighting (gas and electric), trams, bridges, ferries,
water·works, sanitation, water fo,r motive power, fire prevention, workers' dwellings, markets, public libraries, museums,
public gardens, etc., under their control. They may contribute funds for recreation, instruction, etc. :More than one
borough (as in Germany) has a theatre, The power of legislation by bylaws of both county and borough councils is
extensive. Hospitals and charitable institutions are managed
by special local bodies. 'I here are also special river boards,
drainage boards, harbour boards, water and supply boards, fire
boards, etc., even rabbit boards. This multiplicity of local
government boards is a true expression of the genuine English
aversion to centralisation of functions, which in the mother
country has been giving ground only recently before coinpelling
reasons o£ economy and convenience. The authors state with
justifiable pride that "up to the present time (1911) not a single
charge of corruption or fraud has ever been made against any
of our municipal bodies or any of their members". (a).
The internal
organisation
of local
bodies as
bearing on
their autonomy.
(I)
In England
unicameral
omnipotent
councils.

(Z)
Separation of
powers in
America and
ContinentalEurope.

40. To revert again to the question of local autonomy, the
int.ernal organization of the local bodies is in itself not without
important bearings upon it.
41. In England, the practical work of local administration
is done by able salaried officers forming in the greater towns a
large and powerful hierarchy with the town clerk at the head,
but each one of them is theoretically dependent upon the
council or the several' committees for direction in every matter
and he can only act independently within the limits expressly
laid down for him. From the first to last therefore the council
as a whole is onmipotent in local government (b). The councils
in fact reproduce within their own humble spheres the characteristics of the British Parliament.
42. In the United.States of America and on the Continent
of Europe the doctrine of separation of powers has permeated
even the local administration, As in England, so in the United
States, all the salient features of the central government have
tended to reproduce themselves in the organization of local
(a) Stout and Stout, New Zealand, Ch. IV. Sec. I. B.

(b) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Oertnany, p. 371. Lowell,
Government of Eugland, Chs. XXXIX, XL, XLIII,
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(a)
bodies. -Early in their history, the town councils in most o£ the
In the United
States became double chambered and the 1\layor was invested States •
bicameral
with the executive veto on the resolut.ions of the council, The- council
and
power of appointing borough officials g~ven, to the Mayor was executive
veto.
made subject to assent by the ~orough senate. For a time
many of the offices came (as in the State governments) to be.
elective and thus became independent of control on the part
as well of the Mayor as of the council. This division of
powers did so much to paralyse municipal activity that
Professor l\1:unro's strictures upon it can scarcely be regarded
as overdrawn (a). The evils of the system have· not unnaturally led in recent decades to a reaction in favour of
unification of powers and responsibilities, a movement
\
which, it · may interest political psychologists- to note, is
contemporaneous with another in favour of unifying the
National Government itself. Suggestions have been heard
in favour of making. the mayor -a dictator for the term
of his office, though they evoke as little general enthusiasm as similar proposals to c.onfer temporary dictatorship
on the President. But the scheme which has found most favour The Galves·
plan of
and has also been given practical operation in a number of ton
unifying all
States is the one which goes by the name of "the Galveston authority in a
small board
plan". The idea underlying it is to hand over the administra- of non-party
bu~ineEsmen.
tion of the city to a stngle elected board of five persons, in
whom are vested all legislative and administrative functions.
"Home rule charters" and the "Ga.lveston plan" of ru~ning
m~nicipalities by a board of commissioners are the latest
contributions to the practice of municipal administration by
the United States (b).

43. 'Ve have seen that in France the • Constituent (b) In Ftance,
of
Assembly's scheme of local administration, in 1789, provided separation
executive and
for a bicameral organisation, the executive being clearly del iberati l'e
functions. ·
separated from the local ass~mbly whose f~nctions were confined to deliberation only. At the present day, in the
department, the Prefect is an appointee of the Government
and he appoints the departmental offi_9ials. In the commune,
the Mayor and his adjuncts are elected but) beir:g required •
to discharge central functions as well, are liable to he sus(a) Munro, Government of American Cities, pp, 7-8, 14-16.
I(, b) Munro, Government of Amcric~n Cities, PP· 21-2S.
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pended by the Government (a). Neither the provincial nor
the communal local assemblies have any real direction of the
local administration-. They pass resolutions which become
executory when approved by the Prefect or the .Mayor. The
permanent deputation of the provincial council and the
councillors themselves are thus i.n the main consultative
bodies (b). In recant times, the tendency has been towards
increasing the power of the representative bodws with the
consequence that "in general", in the department at least,
as stated by Mr. Lowell, "in matters falling within its province,
the general council cannot do everything it wants, but can
prevent almost anything it does not want" (c) ..
(c)In Holland, Belgium, Austria, Hungary ancl
Switzerland,
balance in favour of council as 11gainst
executive.

44. - In Holland, Belgium, Austria, Hungary and Switzerland, apparently the balance is already so far on the side of
t.he representative bodies that deadlocks arising out of a
conflict of aims and purposes between the assembly and its
executive are rarer, and their autonomy therefore suffers
less from internal conflict than in France and the United
-States (d).

In Germany.

45. The peculiarity of German local administration has
been claimed to lie in a c,ombination of the bureaucratic and
technical elements with the elective and in the balance
between central- control and local government. I have already
giv~n reasons :derived from an examination of. the r_elations
of the local to the central government £or holding that the
balance strongly inclines in favour of the latter. But this
inclination is made positively decisive by the predominance
of the permanent professional over the lay element in the
executive •and the independence of the executive of, and even

Predominance
of the penna·
nent professional over
the representative body.

•
(a) Continental advocates of local autonomy criticise this employment of
the lo(,lal executive to discharge central government functions as providing a
handle to the bureaucracy to dominate the local administration and they urge
the appointment of separate officials to perform these latter functions. See
Harriss Problems of Local Government, Ch. VII.
(b) -Shaw, Municipal Govenment in Continentel Europe, Ch, II.
(c) • Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol I, p. 39.
(d) Shaw, Municipal! Government in Continental Europe, Ch. III. as to
Holland an_d Belgium, a.nJ as to all, Harris, Problems of Local Government,

Ch. VI.
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predominance over, the representative· body (a). Mr. Dawso3
is of opinion that loca.l administration under modern conditions cannot fulfil its duties and thrive unless well-conceived
policies of the administration ·are carried out steadily and continuously by a body of experts not removeable from office and
uninfluenced by the wavering favour of a fickle electorate and
that the driving pciwer which municipal efforts have exhibited
in Germany (contrasted with its feebleness in England) is due
to the fact that these conditions of successfrrl municipal ~d
ministration which are wh.olly wanting in England are fully
satisfied in Germany Cb ).
46. There may be a considerable measure- of truth inthis statement, and one may indeed go further and say that
the success of 1nunicipal administration in Germany· during
the last half-century, in so far as this may be judged by visible
-results, would have been even more decisive, could it have
been left entirely to be worked out by experts without interference, however well-meaning, by representative bodies or
others of the lay public. But as I have pointed out elsewhere·
the association of the lay public in the active work of the
administration was de!iberately phnned and executed by her
best statesmen in the firm conviction that bureaucracy without
popular control d~feats its own end. Thus it is to the credit
of what at one time was the mpst bureaucratic of existing
governments, that more than once, just at the right time, it
was ablt;, to discern the dangers o£ overcentralised officialism
and moved deliberately forward to qualify it by popular
control. Looking at the matter from this point of view, local
bodies in England, in regard to internal organisa.tion, occupy
qualitatively a place superior to that of their Continental
congeners.

Why notwithstanding
its manifest
superiority in
visible results
German local
administration is inferior toEngli~h.

-

/

..

4 7. "What after all", asks Mr. Dawsoo, "is the essence of The essence
self-gofree self-government ? Not necessarily direct government by of
vernment.
the people in all details, for such an arrangement is in practice
impossible. The essential thing is that the wiil of the people
shall be done with its knowledge ~-.at least \Vith its acquie(e) Compare the organisation of the Central Government. Her~ too, are
reproduced in the local bodies the characteristic features ot the Central
Government.
(d) Dawson, Municipal Life and Governmcqt in Genp(J.ny, pp, 7~·75.
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scence, that it shall be free to say how and by whom its will
shall be executed, and hence to give or withhold administrative powers at its option" (a) Mr. .Albert Shaw, an .American
writer, speaking of the German system says : "However peculiar
in a hundred details the German system may be, it is like the
English and the French systems in the main fact that the voters
elect a representative common council of considerable size and
sitting in one chamber, which has in its hands for exercise
directly or indirectly tho whole authority that exists in the
municipality" (b). ·when one is bent upon Jiscovering resembla:t;lces one' is apt to lose sight of differellces. 'l'he comparison
here drawn is ~carcely fair to the English system. Were it at
all just, the municipal administration of Germany, considering
the results, would have been in every way superior to the
English. But it is not. Both writers have been powerfully
impressed by the visible results of German municipal ~nter
prise and both have persuaded themselves that the German
organisation of local administration must therefore be superior.
I cannot help thinking that they under-estimate, if they do not
indeed overlook, the danger which must be inherent in all
systems which permit the people to shirk their part in the
administration and cast upon the officials tho whole ~mrden of
government, for that way lies bureaucmcy. The system which
helps the general public to take an active and continuous
interest in their local institutions must, I think, be qualitatively
superior to any whiph merely shows better results from the
point of view of effi.ciency in performing municipal senices,
Tbe personality of local
CQrporations
it India,

48. It might be difficult for one who has been comparing
types of local corporations in Europe ahd .America to determine
exactly the amount of personality possessed by the municipalities and rural boards in India. Except the municipalities ofthe
three Presidency t~wns, which have experienced something
approaching an organic growth, the other local corporations
are all deliberate creations of the ruling executive. If these
corpo~ations have not yet attained any appreciable measure of
local autonomy it is certainly not owing to an'y failure by the
• ruling authority to apprehend the true principles of local selfgovernment. In ,Lord Ripon's Resolution on local self-govern(a) Dawson, Municipal Life and Government in Germany, p. 373.
(b)

Albert Shaw, Municipal Government in Continental Europe,

P· 309.
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ment, of 1882, is reproduced with approval the following
~xtract f;om a circular letter shortly before addressed by the
Government of India to the Local Governments.
The ideal em49. "Special attention will be required' i~ settling the bodied
in
relations between the various local bodies and the officers Lord Ripon's
Resolution
of the general administration and in providing for a certain of 1882:
measure of control and inspection on the part of Government •.
It would be hopeless to expect any real development of selfgovernment if the local bodies were subject to check and interference in matters of detail : and the respective powers of
Government and of the various local' bodies should be clearly
and distinctly defined by statute, so that there may be as little
risk of friction and misunderstanding as possible, Within the
limits to be laid down in each case, however, the Governor
General in Council is anxious that the fullest possible liberty
of action should be given to local bodies." "The control of
the central authority," it was distincqy stated in the Resolution, "should be exe1:cised from without rather than from
within. The Government should revise and' check the acts of
the local bodies but not dictate to them. The executive
authorities should have two powers o£ control. In the first
place, their sanction should be required in order to give
validity to certain acts, such as the raising of loans, the
imposition of taxes in other than duly authorised forms,
the alienation of municipal property, interference with any
matters involving religious questions or a~ecting the public
peace and the like. In the second place, the Local Government should have power to interfere either to set aside
altogether the proceedings of the board in particular
cases, or, in the event of gross and continued neglect of any
important duty, to suspend the board tempor~rily, by the
appointment of persons to prosecute the office of the board
until the neglected duty has 'been sati~factorily performed.
That being do'ne, the regular system should be re-established,
a fresh board b'eing elected or appointed". For the exercise
of these po:..vers of control, it did not at the time appear
necessary to the Governor General in Council, that the chief
executive officers of towns, sub-divisions and districts should •
be chairmen or even mem bets of the local boards, ~nd he
was of opinion that it would be more convenient that they
should supervise . and control the acts of those bodies without
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taking actual part in their proceedingil, and that so long as
. the chief executive officers were, as a matter of course, chairmen of the municipal and district committees, there was
little chance of those committees .taking any real interest in
local business. "The non-official members," the Resolution
said, "must be led to feel that real power is placed m
their hands, and that they have real responsibilities to
discharge ".
K ot :realised
in ptaotice
outside Presi·
deney towns.

50. The ideal embodied in this Resolution has not been
realised in practice, and in 1909, the Decentralisation Com-.
mission in effect endorsed the complaint that owing mainly to
the failure to develope the principle of election and the appointment of official presidents, coupled with inadequacy of financial resources, tlic rural boards had practically become a
department of the Government administration, their work
being done by the official element within the boards themselves
or by Government departments at the board's expense. As
regards the municipalities other than those of the three
Presidency towns, though their financial resources were ampler
than those of the rural boards, it appears from the Report
of the Commission that the excessive financial control exercised
by the central authorities, coupled with an inaquate development of the elective prin::!iple and the practice (which is very
general) of appointing official chairmen, has reduced them
al11o t? the position of agents of the Government to a slightly less
extent only than the rural boards. (a). The Decentralisation
Commission nevertheless found themselves unable to recommend "the dissociation of the Collector and his assistants
from the work of the rural boards, though at the same time
they '1 insisted on the predominance· ot an elected non-official
(a) The number of municipal councillors in India in 1913-1919 were
9i53, of whom 51 per cen'l; were elected, 81 per cent. nonofficial and 88 per
cent. Indians. Of chairmen of municipalites, 67 per cent. 'were elected and
60 per cent, officials. The members of the rural boards numbered 16, 862,
but of these only 37 per. cent. were elected ranging from 71 per cent. in the
Central Provinces to 17 per cent. in Madrn.s, 23 per cent, of the members
were officials and 93 per cent. Indians. In all provinces except the Central
• Provinces ·(excluding Berar) the chairman of the district board was the
Colleotor<t>r Deputy Commissioner, and in the great majority of sub-district
boards, the chairman was usually an official. See article on "Local SelfGovernment in India'' by Sir H. Wheeler in the Journal of the Society of
Comparative Legislation, New Series, No XXXIV, pp. 153 16!,
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'
element''. But they thought that the same arguments
which
~ led them to recommend official presidents for rural boards did
not apply in the cas~ of municipalities, the circumstances of
which differed from those o£ rural boards in that they were
much less connected with the general distiict administration,
that political education had reached a higher level in towns
and that their jurisdictional area was much smaller and more
compact. In its Resolution on local ·self-government, of
1915, the Governi11ent of India accepted the recommendation
of the Comtnission that both municipal and rural /boards
should ordinarily be constitutea on the basis of a substantial
elective majority and that the nominated members should be
limited to a number sufficient fpr the du~ representation of
minorities and official experience. The Government also agreed
with the Commis~ion that the municipal chairman should
usually be ~n elected non-official, though discretion sh6'uld be
reserved to Local Governments to nominate a non-official
as chairman. ' It also agreed that the chairman of a rural
board should as a rule bt3- an official, tho11gh it had no
objection to the retention of a non-official chairman where
·one existed or to the appointment of a non-official chairman
where a Local Government or Administration desired to make
the experiment. The Government in the Resolution further
expressed itself in favour of allowing local bodies more ample
control over budgets and freer power of re-appropriation, to
concede increased authority to local bodies over establishments
and to relax existing restrictions in regard to outside sanction
for expenditure on works of importance. The Resolution
finally shows the Government of India to be in sy1i1pathy with
the recommendation of the Commission . to c~nstitute selfgoverning village organisations ''possessed with certain
administrative powers, with jurisdiction in petty civil and
criminal cases, and financed by a po»tion of the land cess,
special grants, receipts from village cattle pounds and markets
and small fees on civil suits,'' supplemented where necessary
by ''some form of permissive taxation" ; and there is at this
moment before the J?engal Council a Vipage Self-Government
Bill to giv~ practical effect in Bengal to this last idea (a).
(a) The Government of India ReMln~ion of 1918, which appeared
after the alove was written recommimd3 a substantial increase of the present
elective element a1nong the members of ·municipalities and rural bodies,

Changes con·
tern plated .in

the Resolution of 1915.

,·
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51. As 1;egards the municipalities of Presidency towns,
the following description taken from the report of the Decen·
tralisation Commission (a) will suffice for my present purpose.
Presidency
municipali·
ties of
Calcutta
Bombay and
Madras.

52. "The Presidency municipalities of Calcutta, Bombay
and Madras are of older date than the other mur.icipalities of
British 1ndia, and the first beginnings of local self-government
in the~e towns go back to the 17th and 18th centuries. They
ar~ now governed by special Acts, which lay down the functions
of the municipal councils, or corporations as they are here
styled, and prescribe the taxation they may levy and their
borrowing powers. The resources and powers o£ these bodies
are much larger than those of any district municipality.

Constitution
of corpora·
t\ons,

53. "These corporations contain a proportion, which
amounts to one-half in Calcutta and Bombay anu is somewhat
larger in Madras, of members elected by the rate-payers, while
some of the other members arc chosen by special bodies such
as chambers of commerce and trades associations, ana in
BQmbay, also by justices of the peace. Each corporation has a
statutory standing committee (one third of its members being
nominated by Government in Calcutta and Bombay) which is the
determining and sanctioning authority in respect or a number
of matters. In Calcutta and Madras the municipal chairman
is appointed by Government; in Bombay~ he is elected by tho
corporation, but the executive administration is vested in a
commissioner nominated by Government. The chairman in
Calcutta and Madras and the commissioner in Bombay can,
hQwever, be removed from office by a vote of the corporation,
representation of minorities by nomination, and the securing of official
eJqJcrience by ~minati!Jn of officials without the right of voting. The
ff._nchise, it is further proposed, should !Jc low e~tongh to obtain constituencies
raprescntatiYc of the body of ratepayers. Local bodies are generally to be
allowed to impose taxes ~p to the maximum prescribed by law, to ha"l'e a
free hand in the preparation of budgets and, except as to certain specified
appointments. full control O"l'er their employees. Ordinary municipalities except
i~ special cases are to have elected non·ofticial chairmen, while for the large
cHies the Boinbay system of ·an elected chairman with a nominated commissiljmer is recommended. Finally, this Resolution de~ls with Punchayets which
it is proposed shall have charge of village sanitation, village education and
h4ve jurisdiction in petty civil and criminal cases. See also the Joint Report
ott Indian Constitutional Reform submitted to Parliament by Jl!r. Jllontague
and Lord Chelmsford, paras 192-197.
(a) Decentralisation Commission's Report, pp. 284-285.
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provided such vote is carried by a majority considerably in
excess of one-half the total number of members. These officers Executive
officials.
a,re usually experienced members of the Indian Civil Service,
and the Government fixes their pay, subject, in Bombay, to
maximum and minimum rates of salary prescribed by law.
Calcutta htts also a deputy chairman and a v~ce-chairman,
the former appointed by Government, the latter by the c9rporation subject to' the approval of Government_; while the Bombay
Act provides for the appointment of a deputy commissioner by
the corporation, subject to the confirmation of the Local
Government.
54. ''The chairman m Madras and Calcutta and the
·commissioner in Bombay have certain executive powers of
their own: in respect ~o other matters they must get the sanction of the standing committee, while in others again they have
to get the sanction of the corporation.
Large powers
allowed to the
Calcutta and
Bombay cor'p:JTations. ,

aa. "The Calcutta and Bombay corporations are allowed
very full discretion in the ordinary work of municipal administration. The Local Governm~nt does not pass the budgets of
either body; or interfere with its liberty of regulating taxation
within the provisions of the law. In Calcutta, however, Government sanction is required to the execution of works costing
more than a lakh or rupees.
'
56. "As regards the municipal personnel, the sanction of
Government is necessary, in Bombay, only in regard 'to the
appointment of the engineer and the health officer; and in
Calcutta to the appointment of these officers, and to the salary
o£ any other employee who may draw more than Rs. 1,300 a
month.
•

57. "The control of the Local Government over the Madras
municipality is fu more stringent. Its budget and any deviati~n therefrom ~equire Government sanction, as does also the
levy of municipal taxes. Various sections of the :Municipal Act
give'the Local Government control in regard to the exemption
of areas from water, drainage or lighting rates, the construction of water-works, £he acquisition of land for street improve•
ments, etc.
58. ''The Presidency Municipal Acts necessarily rttserve to
Government the power to require or provide for the efiicient
'discharge of any service which may be grossly neglected."

.

•

Relatirely
stringent
control in
Madras.
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The present
position of
local corporations in India.

59. From the above account it will appear that outside the
Presidency towns and to a ,considerable extent within them,
local autonomy in India still exists in the region of unfulfilled
expectations. The Government of India Resolution on local
self-government, of 1915, says that the changes recommended in
the Resolution "will mark a real and immediate extension of
the pri.nciple of local self-government." When these changes
will have materialised, the autonomy of the loci1 corporations
will to a certain extent approximate that of local authorities in
England. As things stand, however, the local bodies of India
are on the one hand creatures of statutes like those of Great
Britain and America and are on the other subjected. to official
control and interference like those on the Continent of Europe
by reason both of their relation in law to the Central Government-and their internal organisation. It is, howevbr, only due
to them to note that whatever may be their internal organisation and their t:elation to the central authorities, they arc (such
as they are) bodies corporate by statute, capable of holding such
property as they are allowed to hold by law, of entering into
such contracts or other legal relations as they are authorised to
do by their constitutions as determined by statut-es, and of
suing and being sued in courts as bo~ios corporate (a).

Need for protecting indi.
viduals from
encroachment
on their right
e~en when
fully representative
corporations.

60. The fact that local bodies are representative does not
necessarily obviate the necessity of protecting iudi vi duals from
abuse ·of authority by such bodies. The danger of those in the
minority suffering from the majority abusing their powers is
generally greater in small communities than in the State at
large. The Belgian delegates to the first International Congress of Adtninistrative Sciences did indeed complain that, in
that country, communal independence had come to be worshipped as a fetish, that although there was judicial remedy against
clear breaches of ~he iaw by the comm_unes, there was none

(h) Cf. Sec, 29, Bengal ;\lunicipal Act. III B. C. of 18841 and Bengal
Local Self-Government Act, III B. C. of 1885, sec. 20 (for Beng1l), Reg, V
of 1886, sec 15 and Re-g VI of 1886, sec, 10 (for Ajmere), Beng. Act V of 1876,
;ec. Sl (for• Assam), Bom. Act III of HlOI, sees. 20·22 and Born, Act I of 1884J
sec, 9 (for Bombay), Mad. Act IV of 1884, sees. 8, 12 (i), 21 and :Mad,
Act V. of 1884, sec. 27 (for l\Iadras), U. P. Act I of 1900, sec. 17 and U. P. Act
III of Hl06, sec. 12 (for the United Provinces), Act XX of 1891, sec. 13 and
Act. XX of 18831 <ec, 16 (for the Punjab)
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against abuses of legal power (a), Belgium (like England) not --Compla-iJ.lt
from Belgium
.having any administrative courts. There was, on the other which like
England has
hand, universal acknowledgment at the Congress of the bene- no
adminisficent activ.ities of the administrative courts of France, notably trati~e
courts.
of the Council of State, in keeping local authorities )vi thin not
merely of the letter but also o£ the spirit of the law. The Coun- Commenda·
tions of the
cil of State exercises in France a sort of Pretorian ·power . in administracourts
adjusting diffierences not only between the Central Govern- tive
France, spe.ment and the local authorities, but also between the latter cially of the
Council of
and individual subjects, in accordance with the canons State.
of equity and public policy. The Council of ...State, it was
also acknowledged,
was the only administrative -tribunal
.
in the world whose decisions have attained the rank and
prestige of positive law, whilst the administrative law of most
other countries was still in its infancy and more or less
amorphous.
The French Council of State, moreover, has
power which no _other court has of annulling administrative
acts of ~ocal as of central authorities which are in excess .
of their competence, although nobody may have suffered
pecuniary damage therefrom.
Any one who has suffered peen/
niary harm £rom such an act may after the same has-been
annulled proceed against the offending authority in the usual
- only the' legality ...
way for damages. Again, although ordinarily
and not the expediency of an administrative , act is reviewed
in accordance with this ,special procedure by the Coun~il of
State, the principle of detournment du pmwoir is available
to remedy cases also of grave abuse of authority.

.

/

61. There are administrative courts in Germany ·also to
decide conflicts between
.local 'authorities and the Central
.
Government on the one hand and local authorities and the
people on the other. Administrative courts on the French
model have been established in Italy also; Details of the
administrative courts of all these countries do not call for
consideration in the present lecture (b);

Aministrative courts ill
other countries.

.

- 62. I have previously shown that English and American
local corporations are very imperfectly endowed with the attributes of personality as regards the character . and extent of
·
the powers they are legally competent to exercise. The fact

Subjection of
local corporations in Eng.land and
America to
judicial
control,

-------------------------------------------(a) Harris, Problems of Local Government., p. 99,
{b) See Infra, Lecture XXIII,
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however that their powers are minutely laid down by statute
and that they exceed those powers at their risk makes them
subject to more than the fair share of judicial control to
which any person natural or corporate is subject ·under the
law. Their imperfect corporeality, in other words, lays
When cor~
porate ac)ts
or acts of its them open to action in courts of law in a greater measure
officials liable than would be the case, were they persons in a fuller sense.
to attack as
Their acts may be challenged· as ultm vi1·es, where similar
ultm t•irts.
acts by persons not so rigidly statute-regulated would not .
be, in similar situations. Again, discretionary duties with
the performance of which they are charged, they· may not
get done through agents, for corporations may. not delegate
other than ministeral functions to their agents or servants,
and dis0retionary acts vicariously performed will be open to
attack in courts of law as unauthorised (a). Their ordinances
are liable to b~ set aside not only on the ground of their
being ultra vi1·es but also on the ground of their being unreasonable (b). It is, however, some relief to know that
in America a City council is not liable to civil prosecution
either for the non-exercise of the power~ of subordinate legislation given to it by statute or for the manner in which it
,has exercised them (c;. But this of course does not save acts
done in executiion of ordinances not legally made from the
vice of nullity.
Permiilj;h·c &
mandatory
duties 6f
local corpc·rations.

63. Again, the legislatures in England and America, if
they are constitutionally niggardly in the grant of powers
to local corporations, are quite liberal in charging them with
duties, and the courts will sometimes read a power couched in
permissive Janguage as being mandatory in intention (d). A
public corporation may be compelled to perform such obligatory duties by mandamus or other similar judicial proceedings.

LiabiUty on
contf(\Cts,

•

64. "In matters of contract a local corporation is subject
to substantially the same rules as are applied to individuals
or to ·private corporations. .!{ suit that can be successfully
prosecuted against an individual can on the sq,me essential
(a) JIIunro, Government of American Cities, p. 84.
(b) Ibid, pp. 86-89, Adler, Law of Corporation~, pp. 67-70.
(c) Munro, op. cit. pp. 92·3.
(d) lbirl, p. 83, Re;e v. Haotings Oor1wration, 1 Dow. & Ry. 148 (1822)-
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facts be pl'osecuted against a municipility. In an action
for breach of contract, the city can urge only the same pleas
and defences that are open to an individual defendant ; it has
no immunities by reason of being a public corporation" (a). A
defence which American courts (diff~Jring herein from English
·courts) per~it public corporations to take in actions·for tort,
that the act in question was done in the drscharge of some
governmental function is not available even in America when
the contract has been entered into for a g9vermnental as
distinguished from a commercial purpose, and the degree 'of
liability for the breach is the sa1pe (b). But a municipality may
set up the defence that the contract entered into· was outside
the scope of its ·chartered powers or that it was not made by
its proper officer or agent, and sometimes even on the ground
of informality (c).
65. 'l'he corporate-- character of English municipalities Liability for
· d by t hem or their torts,
exposes t hem to actions for torts comnutte
agents acting within the scope of their authority.· For no
purpose (and at this point English law differs from American)
is an English local corporation regarded as an agent of
Government and in no case can it. claim immunity for the
acts of its agents on the ground that 'the latter are like
themselves agents oE Government (d). For the wrongful acts of
its agents, Poulton v. London & S9'nth Western Rai~way
Co. (e) is generally regarded as having laid down that the corporation is not liable, if the wrong complained of was ultra vires
of the corporatiou itself. But Mr. H. A. Smith in his essay previously cited-(f) has cogently argued that the~case is authority
only for the proposition (applicable alike to corporations and
tp natural persons) that where authority which ts admitte'dly·
· not express cannot even be implied there is no liability. In
the recenb case of Campbell v. Paddington Corporation, (g),
it has been held that a corporation will be liable for acts
essentially ultra vires if express authority to commit it can be
(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
I

(f)

(g)

Munro, Government of American Cities, p. 91.
Ibid, p. 91.
Young 0' Co. v, Royal Leamington SjJa Corpn., (1883) 8 A. C. 517.
Penny & Wimbledon Urban Cowwi (1899) 2 Q. B. 72.
L. R. 2 Q. B. 534 (1867).
Law of Associations, p. 56.
(1911) 1 K. B. 869,
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clearly shown ; and this although Poulton v. London g· S. W.
Railway Oo. (a) was cited as authority for the opposite view.
'(It is'', according to Mr. H. A. Smith, "at the present day
probably true to say that corpomtions have been successfully
sued for every kind of tort (including those where malice or
wrol}gful intention must be proved) for which an individuai
could be held liable" (b).
Immunity of
local corporations in
America for
torts committed il\ the
performa.tJCe
of gover.Q.mental
functions,

66. American law courts have found for local corporations
immunity in respect of damages 'caused by their officers and
employees when engaged in pm·ely go vern mental work, as
distinguished from what are regarded as their commercial or
private undertakings. The ground of immunity is diversely
'put as (1) depending upon the principle that in so far as it
is called upon to discharge governmental functions, it is
entitled to governmental immunity; an<1 (2) that the officials
who were directly responsible for tho acts were agents not
of the corporation but of Government. The former ground
would obviously relieve the corporation o£ liability even
when the act was directly authorised by a resolution of the
corporate body, which however would not be the case i£ the
latter was the correct basis of the claim for immunity (c). I
, have in a previous lecture pointed out that a clear test for
determining what functions of a municipality are governmental
and what not, has yet to be found (d) and t.he law as to
muni?ipal immunity in respect o£ governmeri'tal acts is at this
moment in the greatest uncertainty in the States.

Prqf. Munro
on the powers
and responsi~ilities of
American
nwnicipaIities as
cl)mpared
'vith those of
European
cities.

67. Professor Munro in concluding his survey of the powers·
nnd liabilities of the American city (as compared with those
attaching to the cities of Europe) says that he has little
hesitation in• pl'onouncing both to be too narrow.
68. ''ln the first half of the 19th century broad grants of
power to municipalities were very common, but this practice
was in due course abapdoned, and in more recent years legal
restrictions have greatly hampered the cities of the United
States in the performance of their logical functions of local
administration. Legislatures and courts have been at one -in
(a)
(b)

L~ R. 2 Q. B, 534 (1867).
H. A. Smith, Law ofiA~sociaLions, p. 69.

(c)

1\lunro, Gurernment of American Cities, pp. 93-95.

(d)

Supra, Lecture VII, para. 37.
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their reluctance to allow the municipal corporation that free
scope which it enjoys abroad. This attitude of mistrust hn,s had
a depressing effect upon the city government, and has undoubtedly led to the half-heartedness with which municipal authorities too often undertake the performance of their duties.
1\ioreo-ver, the policy of so carefully guarding the municipal
corpomtion from civil liability for the improper performance of
its public or governmental functions has not improbably contributed to the popular palliation of negligence and inefficiency.
In the cities of France and Germany, where an aggrieved individual may bring sui~ in the adminis_trative courts and mulct
the municipal treasury for the negligence or the incapacity of
any city <;>fficer, no matter what his sphere of employment, the
premium thus put upon care and efficiency has been a salutary
factor in securing high standards in local administration. A
wider range, both of power and of liability, seems to be not
the least among the needs of the American city to-day" (a).

Need for
enhancing
both powers
and respon·
sibilities.

69. Can n, local corporation be punished for a crime ? Criminal
liability of
A principltl under English law not being ordinarily punishable local corpora·
for the crimes of his agents, eve~ when committed in the course tions,
of his employment and for his master's benefit, a corporation
which must generally speaking act through agents only or not
at all can be puuished for a crime only on every rare occasions. This however is no reason why a corporation sho~ld For 'non·
not be indicted for a non-feasance or negative failgre fo feasance.
perform a statutory duty. Reg. v, Bi1·mingham & Glaiwester
Railway Co. (b). _In R. v. Great Northern Ry. Co, (c) the
process was carried a step further, and the argument that
though indictment might lie for non-feasance it cannot _for For mis- •
active wrongdoing was overruled. But obviou~ly there are feasance,
crimes for which it is impossible to punish a corporation in any
circums-tance. For inst~nce, a prosecution of a newspaper Limits of
company for an alleged infringement of the Lotteries · Act of such liability.
.1823 failed in Hawke v. Hutton & Co. Ld. (d) because the
court held that it was impossible to convict a corporation as
"a rogue or a vagabond" within the meaning df the section '
~

(a) Munro, Government of American Cities, pp, !00·101,
(b)

3 Q. B. 223 (1842).

(cj 9 Q. B. 315 (1846).
(d) (1909) 2 K. B. 93.
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under which the prosecution was instituted, But in Pea1·lcs,
G'nnstone, & Tee Ld. · v. Wctrd (a) and Ohnter v. Freeth d';
Pocock; Ltd. (b) it was beld that a corporation could well be
convicted for the offence of adulterating milk. But a corporation,
pot having a body to be punished, can neither be hanged ·or
imprisoned. But as it can hold property, it can be fined.
Hence it follows that a corporation can be indicted for such
crimes only as are capable of punishment by fine alone (c).
This too is the view which has been taken in the Gnited States;
United States v. John Kelso Oo. (d). In Empre.ss v. The
Jlf1tnicipal Corporation of the Town of Calcntta (e), the
corporation was indicted at the instance of Osmond Beeby and
others under SECS. 269, 270 (offences which are punishable
with imprisonment as well as fine) of the Indian Penal Code.
The corporation's plea that it could not be prosecuted without
Government sanction failed before Ainslie & ·white, JJ., on
the ground that the corporation of Calcutta was not a ''public
servant". History does not record whether the corporation
of Calc-utta was in the end acquitted, or convicted or, if the
latter, whether it was fined only or had to serve out its term
m the Presidency jail.

70 Ul).der English law, besides being suable in court upon
a contract or for a tort and being subject to prosecution in the
limited class of cases just considered, local corporations in England are subject to legal proceedings of a more or less extraordi·
nary character in the High Court. For the use or abuse o£ their
corporate p<;nver, for non-observance of conditions attached to
the grant, apd on the ground also that the Ct:own was de.
ceived in gtanting the charter, a common law corporation
• to forfeit its charter by the procedure of
could be made
scire facias ~ whilst for the first-mentioned of these causes
(I) 8ci1·e
facias.
another procedure, viz., quo warranto was also available, the
difference between the two methods being that in the
(2) QWJ warranto.
former case, the charter was. seized for good, ,~,h~reas in
the latter, the revocation might be only temporary and

Extraordin.ary judicial
remedies,

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(190:2) 2 K. B. 1.
(1.911) 2 K. B. 832.
Adler, Law of Corporations, p. 105.
86 Fed. Rep. 3\)4 ( 1898).
I. L. I}<; 3 Cal. 758 (ISiS).
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might or might not be accompanied ·by the infliction of a
fine. In a case of temporary revocation, the corporation was
not dissolved but only suspended in its operation during
t.he pleasure of the Crow'n. As at the present day local
corporations are almost wholly statutory
bodies, neither of
i
these procedures appear to be available for terminating, whether
. .
h
pflrmanently or for a spell, the career ?f a mumetpal or ot er
local corporation in England. But proceeding by qv..o warranto
may still be used with effect where the fight of a body to act
as a corporation is in question (a). B~t quo warranto proceedings will not be permitted for the: purpose of attacking
the legality of a charter of incorporat\on granted to a town
through an officer appointed thereunder (b).

Not. avtaitlatble
agams s a,. n·

• tc;>ry corporations.

71. The high prerogative writ of ~wmdamus may issue (iii) "~Innda?mla.
against any pe;son, co'i'poration, or inferi9r court, requiring him
or them to do some particular thing therein specified which
appertains to his or their office, is in the nature of a public
duty, and is consonant to right and justice (c). Thus a mandamus may be granted to conipel an elect~o~ or 'the acceptance
of a municipal office by one duly elected to it or of the person
· so elected by the corporation (d). A local corporation is
scarcely in any of its relations a court oflibited jurisdiction, and
no writ of prohibition may issue against it for usmpat,ion of
jurisdiction. Also it may be doubted whether but for express
statutory provisions permitting the removal of a proceeding
before a locn,l corporation by certiorari, it would ever have (iv) Cntiobeen suspected of performing any judicial act (e). But now, rari.
under sec, (4) of the :Jlunicipal Corporation Act of 1882, any
order of the council or' a· municipal corporation. £or the payment of money out of the borough fund, and under see. 80 of
the Local GovernmE'nt Act of 1888, an~ order o£ a county
council for the payment of money outI. of the county fund
I

(a) Adler, La.w Corporations pp. 133-134.
(b) E, g, one calling upon the defendant to shew by what authority he
claims to be a coroner or a mayor of a borough, on the gronnd that the borough
charter has not been properly granted, R v Taylor, 11 Ad. & K 919 {1840);
R. 11. Jones, 8 L. T. 503 (1863)
(c) Ralsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, p. 77.
(rl) Adler, Law of Corparation~, pp. 43.45,
(e) But sec .Ywulo Lal Bose v. 1Yte Corporation of Cal('utta, I. L, R.ll Cal,
275 (1885) and English cases cited tllere,
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may be removed into tho King's Bench Division and may be
wholly or partly disallowed or confirmed, with or without
costs, according to the judgm_ent and discretion of t]le
court (a). The non-statutory powers of issuing prerogative writs
appear to be possessed by the Chartered High Courts in
Power of
Hl,gh Courts
British
India, within the limits of their Original Jurisdiction at
in [noia to
issue preroany rate, but sec: 45 of the Specific Relief Act (I of 1877) makes
gative writs.
express provision for the issue by the High Courts of Calcutta
Bombay and :Madras of processes in the nature of ntandamns
requiring any act to be done or forborne, within the local limits
of their Ordinary Civil Jurisdiction, by any person holding a
public office, whether of a permanent or a temporary nature,
or by any corporation or inferior court of judicature, in substantially the same circumstances in which a similar writ will issue
in Great Britain.
Local corpora-tio:ms_ and
t~eir officials.

72. The relations of local corporations to their officers
have been dealt with in a previous lecture (b).

Other local
corporntions
beFides municipalities and
rU\·al boards.

73. Municipalities and rural boards arc not the only kinds
of public corporations upon which Governments have relied
for purposes of administration. There may be local corporations
independent of municipalities and rural boards to look over
special services. In tracing the history of local government
in England, I had occasion to notice the fact that from 1834
onwards _until towards the end of the 19th century, it had
become customary for Parliament, with each new demand, to
create a new set of local authorities operating in local areas
differently constituted from any that had gone before. The
resulting confusion and waste called loudly for a ~nification of
local areas an~ authorities Eor all purposes, and though strenuous efforts have been made in that direction, the end has not
yet been completely attained and to this day poor law administration remains in thi hands of local boards who are virtually
indep8ndent of the borough or the county authorities (c).
New Zealand, we have already seen, rejoices in a profusion
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp. 173-174.
(b) Lecture XVIII supra, paras. 16-17.
• (c) ''lu an Urban District the District Council and the Board of Guardians
are elected" separaiely and 1pay consist of different persons. But it is otherwise
in Rural Districts./ Guardians, as such, are no longer elected for any rural
Pa.1ish, but the persons 'v•ho are elected members of the Rural District Council
are also necessarily poor Jaw guardians~· Odger,Local Government, pp, 2.3-26.
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of local boards f6r the performance of the many varieties of
local government £unctions into which the socialistic proclivities of her population have led her. The natural tendency of
such local authorities is to approximate the model furnished
by the municipalities and rural boards in constitution0 but
being generally created to give effect to newly conceived
policies of the Central Government, t.hey are apt to be subjected to rather greater administrative control by the cen.tral
authorities. No useful purpose. will be served by! a detailed
examination of the constitution and capacity of e ch variety
of such organisations as they exist in the sever. 1 countries
under examination, even were the materials for such ~n examintion available.
•
.

I

74. Public corporations may however be constituted for Other public
corporations,
performing other than local services. A ra.ilway company
under State management if incorpor~ted may be regarded as a
public corporation. But the description would be hardly (1) State
railway
applicable to a priV1tely owned railway compary merely companies,
because the State, in order to prevep.t an abuse of tne franchise
~to the detriment of public interest, may retain greafer qontrol
over its organisation and working than ~wer those of an ordinary
trading corporation. The same distinction has cle~rly to be (2) StaJe uniobserved in dealing with universities. There may be indepen- versities,
dent as well as State-owned universities. The earlies~ Europ~an
universities. appear to have been independent of both the
'
.
State and the Church, having had their origin in scholars'
gilds for mutual protection (a), and the Eng1ish and American
universities to-day would certainly resent being treated as
I
departments of the State. In the- famous Dartmouth Ooll6ge
case {Trustees of Dartmouth College v. WoodJvard) (b),
the United States Supreme Court (adverting "to ..thF doctrine
developed in the American courts that charters or statutes
creating public corporations are no~ • contracts! and may
therefore be changed and even extinguished by. subsequent
legislation) held that a college was . a private ele~mosynary
and not a public.. corporation and its charter, in tbE'l absence
of provisions reserving power in the legislature to 1amend it,

I

'

.

(a) This is the view of Denifle as regards the University l of Bologna,
See Article on '·Universities·' in the Encyclopedia Britannica, lltlj Edn,
(b) 4. Wheaton 518.
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constitutes like the charter of any private corporation a
contract protected by the Federai · constitution from
impeachment by State legislation. As all American statutes
of incorporation now expressly reserve such power, the protection, such as it is, does not go far even in America, and
of course it does not exist in any other country. A study of
present day tendencies seem on the whole to suggest that
though prob~!-bly voluntary elective agencies will be increasingly brought into requisition· for carrying on higher education
all over the world, and it is likely that these agencies will be
given a large measure of self-determination within spheres
limited by law, the universities of the future are likE:ly to bo
more and not less State-regulated than they have been in the
centuries that have now passed away.
75. In systems (such as those of England and the United
States) in which the State is constitutionally immune from
action at the suit of aggrieved individuals, the hardships
resulting from the rnle have in some instances been sought
to be alleviated by legislation expressly making certain Government officials or departments liable to action either in contract,
or tort or for negligence, in the ordinary form according t')
the prescribed statutory conditions (a).
The same object
has been also attained by in vesting certain officials and
departments with the attributes of a corporation for it has been
held ~hat in such cases they may be sued in their corporate
capacity though not expressly made liable (b). From the
point of view of the comparative jurist, this particular use of
the corporate idea is devoid of significance, and there I must
leave it for the present. For Indian instances of this deviceof incorporating Government deparments, I may refer to the
('Board of Trustees for the Improvement of Calcutta" and the
similar body constituted for carrying on improvements in
Bombay (c), and aiso to the Commissioners or Trustees of the
Ports of CalCJ.~tta, Chitta gong Bombajr, Aden & Madras (d).
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol, YI, p.4l4. The Lords CommiRsioncrs
of the Admiralty, for instance, are in certain cases empowered to sue and be
sued in the ordinary way.
•
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Yo!. VI, p. 414, note (1).
(c) S~e Bengal Act V of 1911 1 sec. 3, and Born, Act IV of 1898.
(d) Beng, Act III of 1890 sec. 4 1 Beng. Act IV of 1887, sec. 4, Bom,
of 1879, sec. 4, Born. Act V of 1888, sec,~. Mad, Act !I of 1905, sec, 6.
Act
1aud Born. Act VI of 1886, sec. 4,
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76. rThcre are lastly what in America have been styled- Quasi-public
corporations,
q·nasi-public-corporations such as the unicorporated counties,
townships and school districts, which under statutory authority
behave in most matters as single administrative units and differ from municipalities and rural'boards in not having been
formally incorporated. In the absence of express statutory
authority they do not possess the capacity of suing and cannot
be sued as a body corporate, nor, in the absence of such
authority, can they borrow money or own property. This q'uasicorporate character has been found in England to be sufficient
in Tajf Vale Railway Company v. Amalgamated Sof!liety of
Railway Servants (a) to involve a privata q11-asi-corporation
like a Trade Union in litigation for a tort by its officials and
make it answerable in damages therefor. But it is not likely
either in America· or in England that the rule will be extended
to qnasi-public-corporations, since being, like their officials,
agents of the Government, they cannot be held responsible for
tho wrong of their officials as principals (b), even if the purely
American doctr·ine thab public corporations and q-u-asi-publiccorporations participate in the Government's immunity for
their wrong be put out of consideration (c). The best Indian
instances of qnasi-public-corporations that I can think of are the
Courts of Wards constituted by statutes for the several Provinces
of India, which are persons enough to be able to take charge
of the persons and properties of their wards and to act as their
guardians, but not persons enough to sue or be sued as ·a body
corporate. A Court of Wards has been judicially held in
Bengal to be incapable of taking out grants of letters of admi·
nistration on behalf: of its wards, lJfussammat Ganjessar- ]{oer
. v. Collector of Patna (d), though in Nrittya G"pal Biswas v.
The Ad1ninistrator General of Bengal (e) it wast:pointed
out that there was nothing in the law to preve~t a court in a
proper case from appointing a nominee oi the Court of Wards
as administrator.

.
(a) (1901) A. C. 426.

(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI, p. 416 ; Vol. XXII!, p, 322 and
the cases cited there.
(c)

Goodnow, Comparative Adti1inistrat.ive Law, Vol.

(d)

2. 0. W. N. 349 {1898).

(e) 10 C. W. N. 241 (1905).

It, p. Ifi-2.

LECTURE XXI·

CITIZENS' RIGHTS.
Citizens'
rights
defined.

Relation of
opposition,
involved in
the conception of citiz_ens' rights,
between
State and
citizen,

I. Citizens' rights constitute the bed-rock of modern
. constitutional forms o~ government. The history" of the progress
of constitutionalism may from one point of view be regarded as
the history of the growth of citizens' rights. Citizens' rights in
modern constitutional forms of government do not by any
means represent the same thing as citizens' rights in the ancient;
City States of Italy or Greece or in the cities and communes
of Medieval Europe. Citizens' rights in those communities,
broadly speaking, mesnt the right to participate in the govern·
ment and the administration-in short, political franchise.
Nor do such civil rights as one citizen may have against his
fellow citizens as such by themselves constitute what is usually ·
understood by citizens' rights in the language of modern constitutional law. Such civil rights enforcible in courts of law
have existed in all communities at all stages of political evolution. Citizens' rights strictly speaking stand for that mini·
mum of rights, privileges, protection and immunities which
citizens may ordinarily claim from and against the Government
as citizens, and without which membership in a political
community to-day loses all moral value. In so far as the
const~tution of a country guarantees the participation by its
citizens in the right to govern, the political franchise itself
becomes part and parcel of the citizens' rights. In so far as
that constitution assures to its citizens equ~l access to its
executive and 6dministrative machinery and equal protection
of the law, that rigqt itself will form part of the citizens' rights.
Whether a right is a citizen's right or not depends thus upon
whether or not it is 'J:eally guaranteed by the constitution.
2. The conception of citizens' rights, it may be as well to
acknowledge from the outset, involves a certain opposition
between the Government and the individual. The opposition,
it may be urged, should not exist. No more should there
ei.ist any ~onflict. of aims and purposes between citizen and
citizen. It is a fact, however, that no !l_Ocial or political ideal
worth pursuing can be enunciated _upon which the Government of a country at any time and all its citizens will be found
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to be in complete agreement. Most people again who are
agreed as to the ideal in the abstract wi.J:l fall out when they
proceed to determine the method to be employed in attaining
it. And this would be so, even when the search for ideals
and methods to attain. them is not proinpted ~n the part of
either the Government or the citizens concerned by what I
prefer to describe as "mixed motives~"
3. In saying all this, however, I do not wish to exagge•
rate the differences and conflicts which must mark the relations
of Government and citizens and of the citizens inter_ se iii any
political community. The fact that inspite of all differences,
people persist in living together
visibly united groups,
representing, as they must, ;;atying degrees of real solidarity,
is itself proof positive that the points of agreement (not necessarily consciously thought out) must largely preponderate over
the points of difference. ~
"'

Fundamental
unity unaerlying differences,

4. But the conflicts and differences exist in fact and cannot
be abolished by the simple device (favoured by most idealistic
philosophers) of ignoring them. If they did not, there would
be no live political or administrative problems demanding
serious consideration, administration itself would be reducible
to a mere matter of machinery, and methods of politics would,
not inconceiveably, assume the precision of those of the physical

But the differences are
real.

in

.

~c1ences.

5. The opposition between the governing corporation· and Character of
the opposition
the individual citizens, never negligible even in true democracies, in ancientand
.
h G
medieval poliwas more real an d f:ar-reac h mg w en overnments were, more ties and the
frankly tha_n they are to-day, Governments in the interest of an genesis of
citizens'
individual, a family or a class. The first consciou~ assertions rights.
of citizens' rights everywhere were made,. to resist real or,
supposed abuses of governmental power, by those amongst the
governed who believed themselves to be oppressed~always the
newly awakened politically conscious ,elements an1@gst the ---- '
unenfranchised.

•

6. The admitted source of all citizens' rights to-day [with The Englsll
one exception (a)] is the Magna Carta which the feudal nobility !ia&~~.c:;;a
of England extorted
from King John in 1215. The ..,..
motives- tist~csource
.
of c1tizens'
'~hich prompted the English barons to meet King John at rights in
.

modem pubhc
law. ·

(a) Thab of Hungary, to which i silall presently refer.
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_Runnymede were nothing like those that inspired the protago·
nists of the constitutional revolutions of the 18th and 19th
centuries. ''The :natural and inalienable rights of man" did
not trouble_ them, nor did their claim represent demands of
political privilege for which (like the Plebians of Rome) they
may be supposed to have qualified themselves by thei-r services
to the body politic. Nothing calculated to demonstrate their
political incompetence, they had really left undone in the
previous century, a1id this they were to do even more comThe real char· pietely in the centuries that were to follow. By the 1\fagna
acter of the
baron's dem· Carta, the barons simply extorted fron1 the King a pledge that
and under it, he would respect his feudal obligations to themselves. The
rights embodied in the Magna Carta were not citizens' rights
in the modern sense. They were, and were plainly believed to
be, not constitutional but legal rights which, under the feudal
order, the barons undoubtedly had against their overlord, the
King.
Feudal charters of Spain
and Hungary,

7, The Magna Carta would have been impossible in any
but the feudal age. Nor was it an isolatoo phenomenon in
feudal Europe. Only six years after, in 1222, the Hungarian
nobles got their counterpart of the l\Iagna Carta, the foundation
of their "liberties" (a), the celebrated ''Golden Bull," from
their King, Andrew II (b). In 1283, Peter III of Aragon, a
strong King; was compelled to affix his signature to the "General
Privilege'' which in the words o£ 1\Ir. :Mackinnon (c), "placed
the barrier of law between the subject and the arbitrary will of
the King''.
/

8, Truth to say however, neither the Magna Carta,
The baron's
reservation of nor the Golden Bull, nor the General Privilege, did really
the right to
compel fulfil- succeed in i~terposing the ''barrier of law" between the subject
ment of the
and the King. In the absence of legal machinery to enforce
charter by
force,
that law-a thing 'l·bich was still of the future-King after
King, whenever one felt strong enough to do so, laid aside the
charters as scraps of paper. The barons who took these written

0

(a) ''Liberties," in feudal parlance, ~eant privileges, exemptions, perqnis·
ites, monopolies and not general rights to be enjoyed in common, Some of
these li~erties were in fact dangerous obstacles to common welfare. Sec
Pollard, History of England, pp. 53-54.
(b) Percy Alden, Hungary of To-day, p. 118,

(c) Mackinnbil, History of Modern Freedom, Vol. I, P• 262.
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pledges were fully conscious of the weakness o£ their "charters
of liberties", and took care in each case to affirm their right
to offer joint armed resistance to violations of the King's
pledges. This. claim to enforce _the law by organised rebellion,
however, found so little countenance with the population as a
whole and with large sections even ofthe nobility that in none of
the countries mentioned was it effectively enforced _for any
appreciable length of time. But the ideas embodied in the charters survived all breaches of the Royal faith and in fact grew and
expanded with the spread of political consciousness amongst an
increasing proportion of the population (a). I have stated
elsewhere how the progress of the constitutional idea was
suddenly arrested in Spain, and how the wealth of the New
World destroying the dependence of the King upon the other
orders made him absolute sovereign of the Spanish empire.
The movement never, lost its vitality in Hungary, but even if
it ever did pass from politics into law (as to which I have my
doubts, though the materials before me do not justify my
pronouncing a definite opinion one way or the other), it had
no opportunity to travel beyond· the territorial limits of the
kingdom. The English Magna Carta on the other hand, from Progress from
•'Charters" to
being a catalogue o£ feudal privileges broadened by several Bill of Rights
In England.
centuries' accretions into a true Bill of Rights, so called from
the historic document of 1688, the first constitutional compact
"Known to history between a people and their Government. It
First cons·
needed something more than a peaceful revolution like that of cious
claim of
1688 to convert the legal rights embodied in the last-mentioned personal ::mtonomy in the
document into a declaration of the inalienable rights of men American
against Governments. Citizens' rights for the first time assumed "deClaration
of indepentheir modern charac'ter of an aggressive' claim• to personal dence."
autonomy in 177G in the Declaration of Independenc~ of the·
thirteen English Colonies of America.

..

9. Citizens' rights in_the United States of America are
the same and yet not the same as they are in England. Had
_Coke and the other legalists of the one real revolution of England which temporarily established a republic prevailed against
(a) See Lecture I .supra, para. 33. l\ly thesis on this point as" explainerl
in that lecture appeals to find confinnation in a paragraph in .Mr. Ro~coe
Pound's article on "Law as Developed in Juristic Thought" in 30 H~rvard
Law Review, PP• 216 217.

Different conceptions of
citizens' rights
in England
and America.
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Pym and the other more exti'eme Parliamentarians of the day,
the resemblance would have been somewhat (but not on all
points) closer (a). Coke never admitted that the Parliament
could legislate away the sacred principles of the common lawthat law which in his view had stood so long ana so effectively
between Royal cap~ice and the liberties of the people. The
fundamental rights of English subjects guaranteed by the
common law were to his mind sacred from interference as
much by the King as by the representatives of the people
assembled in Parliament, whose true function, i£ they only
knew it, was to maintain and not subvert that law. The
Citizens'
rights in Eng- Parliamentarians, however, won the day, and the Parliament
land guaranteed against
became in theory what it has never ceased to be since, more
interference
absolute than any King had ever been after the death of Henry
by tho executive, not
by the legis- I. Engl{sh constitutional writers glory in what they_ euphemislature,
tically describe as the ''omnipotence" o£ Parliament, oblivious
9f the fact thab in order to control the absolutism of the execuParliament's
omnipotence tive, the English politicians of the 17th century set up another
in England.
more blatant and fraught in more incalculable ways with
menace to the liberties of minorities more numerous than
those who bro~ght about the rev..olutions of 1649 and 1688 (e).
Thus it has come about that no law or custom of the constitn~
tion of England has a higher formal sanction than ordinary
statute or common law, and even the most valued amongst
rights recorded in the Bill of Rights must yield to any Act
that Parliament may choose or be persuaded to pass, however
contrary it may be 'to accepted anu fundamental principles o£
good government. For protection against abuse by Parliament
of its plenary legishi.ti ve powe;s, the people aggrieved n~ust resort
(with what chance of success they must judge for themselves)
to the polls, not to the courts. A statute in England, as Mr.
·(a) Pym's early opini~n (of which only there is record) rep,udiated the
claim of omnipotence on the part of Parliament as strongly as Coke himself,
But the Civil War by driving Parliament from one illegal act to another really
left to its members no alternatiYe other than a cbim to such omnipotence in
justification of their acts. Mcilwain, High Court of Parliament and its
Supremacy, pp. 83 et. seq.
•
(h) Neither· of these revolutions represented a popular rising. The one
against Charles I was really a civil war between different sections of the nobi·
lity and the upper middle classes, and that against James II was a rising of
the majority of the same secUons who were welded together more Ly King
Jaw~s's Rom ish proclivitie( than by his political pretentious.
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Freund put~ it compendiously, is thus superior to the
constitution (a). · People withiw. the British empire therefore
hold their most cherished constitutional rights
the pleasure
of a body of men who meet at Westminister as much for
pleasure as for serious business. It must be admitted however
that, occasional lapses apart, these representatives of the
British people in Parliament have' on the whole discharged
the trust and responsibility reposed on them with extratt·clinary good sense and moderation.

at

10. It was Parliamentary and not Royal absolutism that Citizens'
rights placed
drove the thirteen American Colonies into revolt. When the above interference by
Colonies had se'lured their independence, no assembly · of the Iegislain
p eoples'. representatives ho\vever well meaning, they m:gued, -ture
America,
could be safely constituted the custodian of peoples'
fundamenta1 rights. Already these rights had come to be
believed and spoken of by publicists in Europe and Americ~
as the inalienable and imprescriptible rights of meri. The
fathers of the new American constitutions were resolved
that neither the Congress nor the Legislatures of the States
of the Union should be omnipotent like the Briti~h Parliament.
The Federal constitution, as it took shape in 1787, already
provided against laws suspending the lv1.beas corpus unless in
case of rebellion or in va>ion, bills of attainder, ex post facto
laws and laws impairing the obligation of contrac_ts. But ~ven
so, several of the Colonies refused to ratify it without more
spe~ific gua-rantees in favour of subjects' rights agains~ legislative interference. The first ten amendments having suppli~d
this deficiency to the satisfaction of the dissenting Colonies,
the constitution as amended was ratified by all the thirteen
States. Other amendments providing additional guarantees
were embodied in the . constitution in later years, one and
perhaps the most imp~rtant from the point of view of the 1
present topic, so late as 1868. The pril!cipal specific restrictions upon legislation impairing citizens' rights. are now those
The American
directed against legisJation establishing a religion or forbidding bill of right~.
its free exercise, abridging the freedom of speech, press and
and assembly, restraining the right to keep and bear arms,
and authorising unreasonable searches and seizures. Retroactive legislation is restrained by the prohibition of ex ;~ost facto
(a)

Freund, Police Power, p. 12,
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laws and of laws impairing the obligations of contracts ; and
the power of eminent domain is restrained by the requirement
of compensation (a). But there are also general limitations
provided in the 14th Amendment of 1868, to the end that
all citizens shall enjoy the equal protection of the laws, which
Freund regards as "perhaps the greatest safeguard. of
justice (b), and that "no persOn shall be deprived of life, liberty
and property without due process of law." The former of
these provisions read with the provisions of the 13th Amendment (abolishing slavery) and the 15th (bestowing active
political franchise on the former slaves) have put it in the
power of the courts in America to set asiue all legislation
based on unjust discriminations of class, colour, race, age, sex
or interest.
11. The guarantee that no person shall be deprived of
life, liberty or property without due process of law has been
correctly traced to a well-known provis~on of the English
Magna Carta.
But whereas, as embodied in the Magna
Carta and re-affirmed in later constitutional documents, it
is a safe-guard against the arbitrary and despotic abuse. of
executi\'C power, in the 14th Amendment of the .Am!<rican
Federal constitution; it appears as a safeguard against unjust
legislation. Due process of law," given this extended significance, has been interpreted to mean "conformity to the
settled maxims o£ free Government." Bertholf v. O'Reilly (c).
It has, . in the words of 1lir. Freund, thus become "a
requirement of the constitution that every statute should
be the exercise of some recognised power justifieJ by the
reason and purpose of government" (d) and by means which·
are reasonable, judged by the standard of ''proportionate•
ness of me am to end" (e). To ascertain whether legislation
is, with reference to the requirement of due process, constiLimits of
governmental
tutional or not, it thus • becomes necessary for the courts to
power ultimately deter- analyse the powers of government and define the nature of
mined not by
legisbture
each. The requirement of due process of law thus implies

but by the
, judiciary in._ ----~----------------------America.
~a) Freund, Police Power, p 10.
(!J) Ibid, p. 14.
(c) 74 N. Y. 509 at p. lil9.
(d) Frc.:und, Police Power, p. 15.
(r) IIJirl, p. 58,
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that each .governmental power has its inherent law which
stands above legislation, and tho legislature and is enforced by
the courts in the ordinary administration of justice (a).
12. It may be asked, why cannot a legislature of the
peoples' own representatives be trusted to make no laws affec-'"
ting people's rights which ar~ not absolutely necessary in the
public interest ? The obvious answer is that. no legislature
however representative is infallible, and as legislatures must
be governed by majorities they v.re sclJom, on any question
upon which popular passions run high, representative of the
whole people, or even the best of them. Majority rule, in
moments of excitement or anger, may easily turn into t-he
rule not of reason but of prejudice, and may~ in certain conceiveablo circumstances, make itself that worst form of oligarchy,
the rule of the' party which is physical!J or economically
the strongest. If up till now the rule of the majority has
in most places proved to be on the whole better and more
equitable than the class rule which has gone. before it, it
· 1s because so long democracy has been chiefly occupied
in rectifying the grosser ineqU'ali ties of preceding epochs.
The American people have, to my mind, displayed rare political wisdom in not trusting their liberties, just saved from the
pretensions of the omnipotent English Parliament, to the safekeeping of the casual majorities of their own legi~latures.

Why even re·
presentative
legislatures
cannot be
suffered to be •
the ultimate
custodians of
people's
rights,

.

13. It must be remembered however that the general limitations imposed upon legislation by the Fourteenth Amendment are not absolute. lis interpreted by the courts, it leaves
considerable scope to American legislatures for the free exercise of their "police" power, subject though it is to revi"Bw
by courts of law who are charged with the duty , of seeing
that this power is not abused or unrea~onably exercised (b).
(a)

lbiil, p. "15. It is· perha,ps necessry to add that the United 'states

const~tution does. not gua_rantee freedom of speech anc~ religion and rig~t

of tnal by the Jury agamst attack by the State lcg1slat.ures. But th1s
guarantee i~ pro\•ided ,by the State co~stitutions, most of which repeat
the provisions of the National constitution, some being little more than a cop.,of the National bill of rights. Ashley, the American Federal State, pp. 460-464.

The scope of
legislative
activity not
serious! y restricted by the
Fourteenth
Amendment.

c-

(b) ''Under the American system of Government, the power and
authority to make police regulations is vested: (a) I~ the Legislatures of
the several States, to a plenary degree, srtbject only to the parambunt
authority of positive constitutional prohibitions, (b). In Congress to a

/
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Even the specific Iimitabions mentioned above do not imply
that the rights guaranteed by the constitubion arc absolutely
inalienab-le and imprescriptible. The constitution itself may be
modified, though with difficuliy.
14. The constitution in America is the 'supreme law of
the land" which must prevail over all other law whether of the
legislatures or of the law courts. Courts in America, unlike
those of Europe, have not only power to place authoritative
interpretations on its language and declare an statutes
contrary to it to be ultra vireg of the legislature, they
are expected and required to do so. It is thus the courts
of law which in the United States finally set limits to the
public law of that country.
15. lb would be well before passing on to consider tho
nature and character of citizens' rights in other countries to

0

'

limited extent and for special purposes. (c) In the authorities of l\Iunicipal
Uorporations in a subordinate and delegated manner. Black, Constitutional
Law, 3rd Ed., para. 153. iYhat is the;extent of this power I Its scope is said
to the properly limited to the making of laws which are necessary for the
preservation of the State itself, and to secure• the uninterrupted discharge
of its legitimate functions, for the prevention and punishment of crime, for
the preservation of the public peace and order, for the preservation and
promotion of .the publiQ sttfety, the public morals; and the public health,
and for the protection of all the citizens of the State in the enjoyment of
their just rights against fraud and oppression. Ibid, para. 15'2. Its enlargement by continual loose application of the term to cases where it is neither
needed nor appropriate is regrnded as a serious menace to personal freedom.
The following limitations to its exercise are noted : A police regulation to
be valid must not {a) violate any provision of the Federal on State constitution, (b) interfere with the exclusive jurisdiction of the Congress,
(c) unlawfully dJscriminate against individuals or classes, {d) be unreasonable,
(e)· invade private rights of liberty or property unnecessarily. (f) Lastly,
it must actually relate to some one or more of the objects for the
preservation of which this power may be exercised, and be proper· and
adapted to that purpose.• Needless to say that under the American consti·
tution it is the province ancl duty of the court to detennine what arc the
proper subjects for the exercise of this power, and what constitutional
.
t.~
· 1 liwitationf' or restrictions must be applied to its exercise,
and whether the
'"- /,statute in ·~question is a reasonable.'exercise of the power; and as to the
latter poin\ the courts mav and should enquire whether it has a real and
!!ubstantial' relation to p~blic safety, health or welfare, and operates or
tends in sotne real degree to promote and secure these objects. In other
words, the legislative decision ls not conclusive but is subject to judicial
review and the cou;ts are not precluded from such enquiry by the fact
that the legislature has expressed its judgment or declared its int~ntiou
in the statute. lbid, para, 156. See paras. 14 and 15 infra,
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adequately realise the stupendous responsibilities which the
interpretation and application of the 14th,Amendment impose
upon - the courts. The Fourteenth Amendment does not fix
any definite standards, and the- control of the judiciary over
legislation implied in it is, in the _last analysis, discretionary.
'It is thus that not the executive, nor the legislature, nor
even the written words of the constitution, but the judiciary
who become, in relation to the exercise of the police power of
· the State, th;;\guardians of people's liberties. No_ doubt, the
judiciary too are a department of Government and it is thus
again a department of Goverr;ment which conclusively determines whether a given act is within the principle of reason or
not. "But the great advantage o£ the American sys~em,"
Freun~ correctly points out, "is that the power of conclusive
determination is withdrawn from a body accustomed to follow
considerations of expediency and interest and vested in organs
which by virtue of their constitution, methods of procedure, and
traditions are peculiarly qualified and apt to give effect to the
claims of reason and justice" (a). "Practically," the same
writer adds, ('the present system of judicial control over legislation h?s meant in many cases that unless all three departments
of Government are convinced of the justice and reasonableness
of a radical change in social and economic policy, it cannot
be-come embodied in principles of hiw".
16. It would be impossible, within the limits of the pnsent
treatment, to define in detail the fundamental rights of citizens
which courts in America have developed under the shadow of
the Fourteenth Amendment. The subject is dealt with exhaustively and with unusual scientific accumen by :Mr.. Freund in
the third part of his book- on "Police Power". To mention
briefly some o£ them, the courts have in the exercise of their
Pretorian power vindicated against legislative interference
liberty of body (inter alia against unreasonable contracts
of servitude sanctioned in .former times by a variety o£
labour legislation), liberty (within the limit~ -?.! , dec~~cy and
safety) of private conduct (including freedom o£ social intercourse) and freedom (within reasonable limits) of association,.
migration, settlement and occupation.. They ha-ve also
protected citizens from un.fair class discriminations in the
/

(a) Freund, Police Power, pp. 16-17.

And gu&rdian of people's liberties.

Advantage
of the
arrangement.
\

Fttndamcntal righbs of
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enactment and enfor:Jemont of Sbato laws. These coupled
with the immunities. specifically provided in the constitutions
seem to set. up vis a vis the Government not a mere aggregation of sentient organisms mechanically responding to the wiH
and pleasure of an omnipotent Government, but human
personalities living and autonomous, their autonomy in impor-' •
tant ways limiting that of the Government.
Citizens'
rights in
Great Britain, its Self·
governing
colonies and
dependencies •.

In India.

17. I do not mean to affirm that this individual autonomy.
has ever been really wanting in the British constitution, I
only mean to Sfl,Y that it is not guaranteed against interference
by the ordinary mode of legislation. The trust reposed on their
legislature by the British people has been so far justified that
the liberties enjoyed by those directly governed by tho British
Parliament are scarcely less ample- then those of an average
American. It is otherwise however in the remote Colonies and
Dependencies of the British empire which "Cannot be governed
directly from vV estminister and the internal government of
which has not yet been handed over to self-goveming representative legislatures, In these partls of the Empire, the
laws arc virtually mfl,de by the executive fl,Uthorities and in
~ircumstances which scn.rcely provide sufficient guarantees that
the just rights of the people will receive adequate consideration. What liberties the people of these localities in fact
enjoy they owe really to the spirit of the Home Government· which colonial administrators carry with them to these
distant lands, and which even long years of bureaucratic
domination fail to stifle altogether. It must be noted, however, that the system under which young men fresh from tho
schools and ~olleges o£ the United Kingdom are sent out to the
colonies as life-members of governing services is, in its results,
not quite favourable to the maintenance of this spirib. To this
at any rate are attributed certain notable departures in Indian
l~gislation from tho principles of English administrative law, to
which I had occasion to refer in another connection in a previous
·lecture (a). Even judicial opini.on seems, in some instances,
to bear out the complaint one hears so frequently in this
.country that the executive in India are not averse to taking
more pcrwer by statt1te than is justified by necessities. The

(a) Lecture XVIII, paras, 48·53 s!ipra,
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Indian Press Act (I of 191 0) is an instance in point. The
object of the Act was stated to be to control "a certain section
of the press", which, in spite of successful prosecutions under
the ordinary law against sedition, had ''continued, both by
openly seditious writing and by suggestion and veiled incite• ment, to inculcate hostility to British rule," thereby leading
young ~en peculiarly susceptible to these influences to commit murderous outrages of a· distinctly amarchical character.
But to Sir Lawrence Jenkins, C. J., the provisions of sec. 4 of
the Act appeared to be "so very comprehensive and its language
so wide" that it was "difficult to see to what lengths 'its operation might not be plausibly extended by an ingenious mind,"
''that they would certainly extend to writings that might oven
command approval," and ''much that is regarded as standard
literatqre inight undoubtedly be caught" (a). Of the Defence
ofim-Iia Act (IV of 1915) under which power has been expressly
taken, for the duration of the war (which the armistice _of 11th
November last has virtually but not legally brought to.a close)
and for Eix months after, to arrest and imprison without charge
or tri,?-1, or to try by the aid of special tribunals persons susr-ected
o£ or charged with crimes and misdemeanours quite unconnected
with the war (b), Chapman, J., observed in the course of the
argument in Parmeshwar Ahi1• v 1 he Crown (c) that "no
Act (i. _e. of the Indian legislature) has gone quite so far as the
Defence of India Act. It is the farthest limit to which the
Govemment of India has gone," and in the course of the judg-

(a)

111 Re: JlahomPil Ali, I. L. R. 10 Cal. 466 (1913).

0

'-

(b) The Committee recently appointel ''to investigate an~ report on
the nat11re and extent of the criminal conspiracies connected with the revol11tionary movement in India and to examine and consider the difficulties that .
have arise11 in dealing with such conspiracies and to ad vise as to the legis• lation, if any, necessary to enaLle Government to del11 etf'"ctively with them"
have recommended incorporation, with modifications and subject to certain
suggested safeguards, of these and like provision"s of the Defence of India Act
as p:wts of the permanent statute.book of India, The specil11 tribunals
appointed ad !we for the trial of particular cases are however to be replaced
by benches~ three permanently appointed judges of the High Court., A bill
embodying these changes is, at the time these page.s are being seen through
•
the press, receiving consideration from a select. committee of the Go~ernor
General's Council where it met with a very hostile reception from the nonoffichtl members.

(c)

(1918) Pat 97, at pp. lll and 130.
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ment indicated a possible content.ion n:>t urged in the case that
the Act might be invalid as involving "the abrogation of a function essential to the continued existence of the High Court,"
The statute book of India contains, besides, provisions restricting, for even normal times, the freedom of association and
assemblage to an extent sufficiently marked to have called for
- special mention, under the title ''special repressive laws," in
Mr. J. B. Cotton's ste1tement of the law relating to India in
Halsbury's Laws of England (a).

18.

But apart even from these special laws, which it may
be assumed will ~ withdrawn the moment the provoking
causes thereof should have been removed) the sum of citizens'
rights possessed by the people of India seems meagre in comparison with that enjoyed by tho British citizens of the United
Kingdom. Indians have been promised equal access to all
public offices since 1833. Quite recently, the Secr~tary o{ State
for India made a statement in Parliament declaring it to be the
aim of the Home Government to give India a measure of responsible government adequate to the requirements of the
country. Until these a~~d other pledges mould have been
translated into action, India will not have much to show in' the
nature of citizens' rights. Equ<J.lity before law has been in a
large measure secured by the establishment in a modified form
·of the English '(rule of law." But even here, the Civil and
Criq1inal Procedure Codes contain provisions giving special
procedural privileges to European British subjects and to high
officials at criminal trials, and to highborn people and men of
rank and position at civil trials (b). Security of property
Indians eJjoy in the same degree as Englishmen, except for the
fact that th-ey must pay whatever taxes are imposed on them
by a non-representative legislature. But it should be noted
that taxation does not on that account genenJly err in the
direction of severity. Pri v<tcy of correspondence is no more
secure in India that it. is in England, and having regard
to the large powers of search given by the law to magistrates,
police and other officers, the domicile of an Indian does not
appear to be quite as inviolable as the domicile o£ an English-

(a)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp. 620-621.

(b) Criminnl Proc~dure Code ( A.ct V of 1898) 1 Ch. XXXIII and sec 182
11 nd 197; and Civil Procedure Cede (Act V of 1908), sec.,lll3.

•
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man. There are no legal restrictions to ft:eedom of migration
and settlement and to the pursuit by an Indian of any trade or
calling of his choice. but the lai.ssez jai1·e policy until now
followed by Government even in the 'face of keen State-encou~
aged and State-subsidised foreign competition has narrowly
restricted their freedom of choice. (a). Since education both
primary and secondary has to be paid for and is not compulsory,
the Indian child has rio right o£ education ;-and, in the absence
of a poor law of any sort, no Indian has a right to aid when
left without means of support. The Indian enjoys full
freedom of worship ; .and, as I have stated elsewhere, Indians
possess, to them, the in.estimable privilege of suing the
Government in courts of law upon contracts as well as on
torts, ~hough even here doubts have been thrown on the
extent of this right in certain Indian decisions which have
been discussed
in a previous lecture (b). This,
the one
.
·real right which has been guaranteed to them against the
Indictn legislature by Parliamentary statute, was narrowly
saved from being taken away bf legislation recommended to
Parliament by the Government of Indi11 in 1916, a measure
which, fortunately, failed to pass the Joint Committee of the two
Houses of Parliament which sat to consider it. Putting
aside the provisions of the Defence of India Act IV of 1915,
(a) Freedom of settlement and trade is, I understam1, seriously restricted
in certain backward areas, such as the Santa! Pergannahs 'and the Kolhan in
Chotanagpur. The statement in the text has therefore no claim to universal
application in all parts' of British India, As to industrial opportunities, the
Montague-Chelmsford Report on Indian Constitutional Reforms takes special
note of the poverty of the people of India and the duty which rests on the
Government to develop the industrial resources of the countr)t wheniby only the
general level of well-being in the country may be materially raised. Amongst
the political evils which arise out of India's industrial helplessness and dependence for manufactured goods on foreign countrjes are noted the lack of
outlet for educated Indian youth and the consequent discontent amongst
the educated classes:and the general suspicion, to :which the fact that Indian
foreign trade is largely with the United Kingdom lends colour, that this industrial backwardness has been positively encouraged in the interest of British
manufactarers. "In the day~ of the Company," the Report states, ''the commercial development of the country was naturally fostered as a matter of busincs 8,
But the later attitude of Government towards the promotion cf industries hls
been greatly affected by laissezjaire doctrines and fear of State ·competition
with private enterprise ." See the Report, paras. 331·33!.
(b)

Lecture XIII S1tpra, paras.

72

2~-28,

Guarantees
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·
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which by its terms is to last only for the duration of the
present war (a) and for six months thereafter (b) and the State
Prisoners Regulations and Acts, the Indian citizen posse8ses
freedom from arrest in the same deg1:ee almost as a British
citizen in England, notwithstanding the fact that the writ
of habeas corpus does not according to judicial decisions
run through the greater part of India. Trial by jury is not,
and indeed no particular mode of trial is, guaranteed to
Indians as it i'3 for certain classes of trials in America and
some countries of Continental Europe; nor is there any
guarantee against trials by special tribunals such as exists
in the constitutions of Switzerland and some other Continental
countries and a number of Latin American Republics; but
the provisions of Act XI of 1857 and the Defence of India
Act IV o£ 1915 apart, trials by special tribunals of private
citizens have but rarely occurred in India. In sec. 42 o£ the
Government of India Act of 1833, Parliament enacted a
Sec. 65 of the provision whbh, as embodie9 in sec. 65 of the Government
Government
of India Act o£ 1915, withholds from the legislatures in
of Iudia Act
India power to make "any law affecting the. authority o£
of 1915.
Parliament, or any part of the unwritten laws or constition of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
whereon may depend in any degree the allegiance o£ any
person to the Crown of the United Kingdom". ·what this
clause. exactly means has been a subject of controversy in
India. But 1\Ir, Justice Norman was of opinion in Ameer
]{han's case (c), that as allegiance to the Sovereign is
correlated to and is dependent on the protection which is
due from the Sovereign to the subject under the common
law, the coffimon law guarantee of fundamental rights o£
British subjects were protected by this clause from abroga-

.

(a) The war has in law been only suspended and not concluded by the
armistice of 11th November 1918.
(b) As previously observed, the Rowlatt Committee has recommended
the incorporation, with modifications and subject to certain suggested
safeguards, of the provisions of this Act in the statute bdok of India v.ntil au
least the revolutionary conspiracies which they are intended to check should be
~ompletely overcome, and a Bill embodying these recomendations, which was
received with unqualified disapprO\'al by the non-official (1ndian) members of
the Council of the Governor General has, as these pages are going to the press,
been referre~ to a Select Committee of the Council.
·
(c) 6 Bengal Law Rep 392 at p, 451 (l870),
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tion by the Indian legi.slature in the case at any rate of
persons in India who before 1833 enjoyed the protection of
that law. Norman, J., further seemed to think that as the
common law did not apply to Indians ;residing in the Mt>fussil,
the provision of the statute did not apply to them. I have
elsewhere given reasons in support of the suggestion that
the common law should be held ~pplicable to British subjects
without distinction in every part of India. Assuming that
this. is so, and that the interpretation placed on the provision
by Norman, J., is correct (a), I cannot help thinking that in
this provision is embodied a guarantee comparable to a certain
extent to the provision of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Federal Constitution of the United States, and lawyers and
judges in India have. missed a :great. opportunity in failing
to make it as fruitful of constitutional principles as the
Fourteenth Amendment has come to be in the hands of
American judges and lawyers.
19. I have already stated that no citizens' rights however
fundamental are immune in the British Empire from interference by Parliament. The great constitutional documents provide immunities from interference by the executive not authorised by statute. These, which stand' f)r fundamental citizens'
rights under the English constitution, include (1) the
right to personal freedom secured by the prerogative writ of
habeas corpt~s, (2) non-interference with property, (3) nontaxation without legislation, (4) right of petitioning, (5) equality of officials and non-officials before the law, (6) protection £rom arbitrary search and seizure, (7) freedom of
discussion within the limits of law, (8) freedom of assembly
under similar conditions, (9) freedom of associati~n for lawful
purposes. It should be remarked in passing that n~tJ all
these rights are specially guaranteed. by Parliamentar-y
statutes, but some follow naturally from the absen~e of
specified restrictions of law upon the freedom o£ individuals
to act in what manner they please so long as they do not
commit breaches of the law. It would generally indeed
(a) Norman. J's., view appears to have been disapproved on•appe~l by
Phear ·and Markby, JJ., 6 Beng, L, R. 392 (1870) at pp. 477 and 481, but it is
approved by Rahim, C, J ... in Mrs. A1mie Besant v. B111jJeror, I. L. R. 39
Mad. 1085 (1916), at pp...-1JI3-1115.

--
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more correct to say that under the English constitution,
individual is ordinarily free to commit even breaches
the law but at the risk of paying the penalty provided
it.
Citizens'
20. The autonomy of the human person vi11 a vis the
rights in
State was affirmed with unmistakable emphasis in the DeclaFrance,
ration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen by the l'3aders of
the .French Revolution in the year 1789. "The end of all
political association", the declaration proceded, "is the conservation of the natural and indefeasible rights of man."
In the first article of the Declaration of Rights of 1793
occurs a passage which lays down that "the end of society
is the common welfctre. The Government is founded for the
purpose of guaranteeing man the enjoyment of his natural
and indefeasible rights", These declarations of rights therefore made the autonomy of the individual anterior and
superior to the State ·which according to them exists for no
·other reason than to protect and secnre this autonomy. The
Government of the Committee of Public Safety which kept the
soil of France free from foreign invaders and even carried war
into the enemy's country was a travesty of this autonomy.
Even as a philosophical doctrine it met a. vi{)lent death with
the accession of N apolcon's empire. A century's experimentation in constitution "making has at length cured French
No bill of
constitutionalists of the habit of including long bilis of rights
rights in the
constitution. · in their cvnstitutions ; and the constitution now in force has
got no bill of rights in any part of it. Phi:losphical writers
seem still disposed to regard the Declarations of Rights as
embodiments of living constitutional principles. But as in
England, as• a proposition of practical politics, the legislature
and the executive between them are free to work out what
Rights worked out by
citizens'
rights they may deem advisable to recognise at any
legislature
as in England, moment. Ncvertheiess, it is only fair to note that to the principle of equality (which with liberty and fraternity formed the
triple watchword ofthe Declarations of Rights), French publicis~s trace the follo,ving institutions: (1) universal suffrage,
(2) equal obligation of military service , (3) rules regarding
·promotions in the army, (4) apportionment of taxes according
to ability to pay, (5) the establishment of governmental
schools and the principle of competition in them and in the
admission to the public services, '(6) the equal right of inheri-
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tance of children and the abolition of entails, (7) the abolition
of privileges in the matter of carrying arms, hunting and fishing and of jurisdictional privileges (a).
21. The experience of America might lead one to suppose
that whor~ver a constitution embodies a bill of rights the
necessary consequence thereof is to place these rights above
interference not merely by the executive but also by the
legislature. But as I have pointed out r_nore than once, it i~ not
usual on the Continent of Europe and even in America outside
the United States to admit the competence of the courts .to
pronounce upon the constitutionality of statutes, the legislature
alone being moreover generally considered to be the sole authoritative interpreter of its own Acts, Th0 power of courts to
declare legislation invalid on the ground of its being unconstitutional is expressly denied in the Austrian and Swiss constitutions, as also in the Mexican which in other respects is so
largely influenced by the constitution of the United States.
The constitutions of Belgium, Sweden and Chile roundl¥ declare
that the authoritative interpretation of laws is vested exclusively
in the legislative power. The highest court of Germany has
claimed it t<NJe within its competence to pronounce Imperial
statutes invalid as being unconstitutional, but the power has
in fact been never yet exercised (b). It must therefore on the
whole be concluded that such- citizens' rights as are declared
inviolable in the constitutions are not guaranteed against inter-.
erence by statute outside the United States.
·
22. · In some instances, moreover, the failure of the. legis-

Iatnre to provide suitable remedies for enforcing the guaran-

Practice of
including
bills of right
in constit•utions in Eu·
rope and
Latin Ameri·
ca does not
place citizens'·
rights above
interference
by the legis·
lature,

•

Chiefly because court's
authority to
finally inter·
pret statutes
:tnd to pronounce on
tbcir constitutionality
ia denied,

Absence of
legal machinery prevent

teed rights has in effect made them unvailable even against ~f;~~:sn~eing
the executive. This has been notably the case tn Prussia and effectively
guaranteed
Austria ; so much so, that in advertence to the absence of against
f,
' ·
in·
.
mac hmery
or g1vmg
effect to t he el~borate bill of rights executive
terference in
contained in the Prussian co~titution, Dr. Gneist has spoken Prussia,
of it as lex imperfecta (c)! Thus what in America is vie>ved ,
as the supreme- law is dismissed in .Prussia as a law of
imperfect obligation, so mucl1 depends upon the point of

•

(a) Freund, Police Power, p. 628,
(b) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Contin!lntal Europe, Vol. I, 284. _
(c) Lo,vell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp.
286·287.
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view. Thus while the con~titution solemnly guarantees the
liberty of instruction, no statute having been passed to carry
them out, the previous laws remain in force whereby no
school can be opened without permission from the Government. Again whilst the constitution declares that the right
to assemble without arms except in the open air shall be
free, in point of fact notice of every meeting held to
discuss public affairs must be given to the police who have a
right to be present and a very extensive power of breaking it
up. "The .result of this," says Mr. Lowell, "is that neither the
legislature nor the citizens have sufficient means of defending
their rights and although the recent increase of local selfgovernment aud the establishment of administrative justice
have done something ~owards remedying the -defect, personal
and political liberty are still far from enjoying the same protection -as in Anglo-Saxon countries."
23. Of Austria, the same writer says (a), "Althou,r.,h the
fundamental laws purport to guarantee certain personal rights
and one of them is framed for that special object, yet in fact
the guarantee is by no means strongly effective. Not only do
these laws fail. to impose a legal restraint on legislation or
render void a statute that infringes their provisions, but some
of their clauses are mere statements of general principles that
still await legislation to carry them into effect, while others are
lim.ited and qualified, if not actually contracted, by statutes
which· rob them of most of their value. The fundamental rights
speak of a right to sue officials for injuries done in the exercise
of their office, but no law making this possible by providing a
method of procedure has yet been passed. Again, the right
of meeting a~d forming associations is recognised in principl·e,
Eut except for trading societies and religious bodies belonging
to particular sects, an association cannot be formed without an
official certificate which may be refused in case. its object is
illegal or dangerous to the State. Copies moreover of the
by-laws of societies, of their reports to the members of their
business transacted, of the officers elected and in the case of
a political society even of the names of new members, must
.he given to the Government, and in order to prevent all
possible• controversy all correspondence between political
(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. II,

pp. 79-81.
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societies in specially forbidden. The police have also a right
to be present at the meetings of associations with power to
dissolve them, even to break up the society itself if anything
is done which does not fall 'vithin its objects as stated in its
byelaws. As for public meetings held for any purpose by
persons who do not belong to a regular association, the officials
can virtually forbid them or. disperse them at pleasure.
24. "Again although the fundamental laws guarantee the
right to express one's opinion and declare that there shall be
no censorship of the press, yet the statutes provide that
the business of printing shall not be carried on without a
license and every number of· a periodical must be submitted
to the police before publication so that it may be confiscated
if it contains anything country to law. Moreover, periodicals
issued fortnightly or oftener cannot be started until a deposit
has been made with the Government to Secure the payment of
fines and they can be suppressed if this is not kept good, a
provision that hinders the publication of small newspapers and
gives the Governhlent a hold over the daily press. Finally, the
constitutional rights can be temporarily suspended altogether
by a proclamation· of the state of seige issued by the Ministry" (a). Lastly, the Reichsgericht which has been specially
entrusted with the duty of protecting the rights guaranteed by
the fundamental laws from infringement by the officers of the
Government, and is for that purpose independently constituted,
is forbidden to question the validity of a statute which has
been promulgated in proper form.

1

25. The courts of Belginm have no more power than Citizens'
in
those of Prussia and Germany to examine the con~itutionality rights
Belgium.
ofstatutes. Nevertheless the bill of rights embodied in 'the
Belgian constitution is as real as the liberties secured to
Englishmen by the law of their constitutioiP. lYJ. Ch-arles Faider,
a very eminent Belgian lawyer, speaking before the Belgian
Court of Cassation over forty yea;s ago, said : 'Freedom reigns
among us·without flaw and without infringement. It takes
every form, it sustains every right. I have freedom of person ;
and I can 'oftly ~e arrested in the prescribed manner. I have•
freedom of home ; and my dwelling is inviolable, subject to the
(a) Lowell, Governments and Parties !~ Contine1ltal Europe Vol. II, pp,

62-83.
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rule of law. I have freedom of property, and I am guaranteed
against expropriation, confiscation and arbitrary taxes as well
as forfeiture which has been abolished. I have freedom of
activity ; I am free to work, to choose my trade, to enter into
industrial contracts. I have freedom of opinion, for all the
channels of the press and of publication are open to me. I
have freedom of speech, for I C'ln speak freely whether in
Parliament, in the pulpit, in the police court, at the bar and
in whatever language. I have freedom of thought for no one
may violate the privacy of my letters and the law lays no hanJ
on my thoughts, even my guilty thoughts. I have freedom
of worship, for my conscience is free, the ministers of my
religion are independent, I may let it exert its full influence
a_nd efficacity for me. I have freedom of instruction, for I am
allowed to teach and to learn, where I like and at every stage
what is known·and what is believed. I have freedom o£ movement, for every barrier has disappeared within the country anJ
the protection of foreigners is assured. I am free to seek
help, to claim ju~tice, to make my voice heard against any
oppression, for I can use when I please the right of petition".
''These words," says Mr~ Ensor, "are as true to-day " as when .
they were spoken (a).
Citizens'
rights in
Switzerl~ond.

Citizens'
rights in
Italy,

26. In Switzerland, as in Belgium, the Courts have no
competence to question the constitutionality of statutes. Therefore the bill of rights in the Swiss constitution is not above
interference by the legislature. Nevertheless, next to Belgium
and Englan 1, indiV-idual liberty is most efficiently guarahteed
in actual administration in Switzerland. Equality before the
law, freedom of movement, liberty of religious belief, freedom
•
of opinion and of association, right to petition Government,
right to appear before the legally constituted tribunals erected
for special purposes,. prohibition of imprisonment on account
of debt and of all corporal punishments, prohibition of execution for political offence and freedom of occupation are
very real rights in Switzerland (b).
27. The bill of rights in the Statuto of lt'lly guarantees
• to all inhabitants of the kingdom equality before the law,
liberty"of person~ inviolability of domicile and of property,
R. C. K. Ensor, Belgium, pp. 163-164. (Home Univcrsit.y Li!5rary.)
(b) Vincent, Government in Switzerland, Ch. XXI.

(a)
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freedom of the press, exemption from non-Parliamentary taxa. tion, and, with qualificalioi)s, freedom of assemoly (a). Except
for the provision forbidding censorship )f the press and
flperhaps" that protecting the right of public meeting, tpis bill·
of rights, according to Mr. Lowell, was not designed to guard
against oppression by the legislature, but ~as in England and
Belgium) only by the executive.
28. In Spain, as in Italy, the distinction between cons- Citizens'
rights in
tituent and legislative powers is not, sharply drawn and a Spain,
simple Act of the legislative . body is in practice adequate to
modify the working constitution of the ki~gdom. The bill
of rights embodied in the present constitution guarantees
freedom of speech, freedom of the press, peaceful assemblage,
the formation of associations, petition, unrestra.ined choice
of •profession and eligibility to public offices and employment
"according to merit and capacity.'' Immunities guaranteed
include exemption from arrest "except in cases and in the
manner prescribed by law," exemption from imprisonment
except upon the order of a competent judicial officer, freedori1
from molestation on account of religious opinion "provided due
respect to Christian morality be ;;hown" and exemption from
search of papers and effects and from confiscation of property
save by authority legally competent. · Penalties other, than
those fixed by law may not be imposed by civil or military
authorities. _Immunities respecting arrest, imprisonment, search,
freedom of domicile; freedom of speech and presS, assemblage
I
and association may under t~e provision,s of the constitution
be suspended throughou~ the kingd·om or any part of it, but
only when demanded by the security of the State and then only
•
temporarily and by means of a specific law. In no case may
any of the other guarantees be withdrawn even temporarily.
When the Cortes is not sitting, the Govern;nent is authorised
to take all emergent measures, subject to early ratification by
the Cortes (b).

..

29. ''It need hardly be pointed out," says Mr, Ogg, "that ·
the opportunity for the evasion of constit}ltionalism which is
created by the power of suspension is enormous and any one at •
all familiar with the history of public affairs in Spain w•ould be

•

(a)
(b)

Qgg, Governments of Europe, pp. 366-367,
Ogg, Governments,of Europe, pp. 6!1-612.
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able to cite numerous occasions upon which, upon pretexts more
or less plausible, the guarantees of tl(' fundamental law have
been set at naught."
Citizens'
.rights in
Denmark,

30. Bills of rights :figure in the constitutions of the thre~
Scandinavian kingdoms. That of Denmark contf!.ins a wide
variety of guarantees respecting religion, freedom of the press
and speech, liberty o£ assemblage and of petition and unifor·
mity of judicial procedure, which taken together constitute a
very substantial bill of rights (a).

In Holland
and Japan.

31. The bills of rights in the Dutch and Japanese constitutions as also in the now defunct constiiution of Russia are
expressly made subject to legislation and are therefore obviously
intended to protect the citizens from the executive and not the
legislature. This appears indeed to be the g~~eral character
of the .charters of liberties of all countries other than the United
States.

Bill of rights
in the Portngese Republican constitution.
/

'Evaluation
of bills of
rights in
modern constitutions.

32. The bill of rights in the Portugese Republican consti·
tution of 1911 possesses a peculiar interest as being tho latest
and tho most comprehensive embodied in any constitution. To
citizens and alien residents it assures full liberty of conscience,
freedom of speech and of the press, liberty of association,
inviolability of domicile and property, privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus and freedom of employment and trade, save only
when restriction is ?'equirecl for the public good. Law is
declared to be uniform for all and no public privilege may be
enjoyed by reason of birth or title. None may be required to
pay a tax not levied by the legislative chamber or by an
administrative authority specially qualified by law ; and, save in
cases of enumerated offences of serious import, no one may be
imprisoned except upon accusation according to forms o£ law,
No one may be compelled to perform an act M' to refrain /1'o1n
the perjo1·mance of dn act except by warrct?li of law (b).
33. A survey of the bills of rights, such as I have just concluded, suggests certain observations of a general character
which I think should be recorded in this place. It is to be
remarked, first, that tbey are all institutions of recent growth
• which had ·DO parallels in Greek, Roman or other ancient polities.. Secondly, they all represent attempts to give practical
(a)
(b)

Ogg, Governments of Europe, p. 659.
Ibid, p. 643.
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_shape to certain conceptions of" the relations of the governing
corporation and the individuals under its governance. Thirdly,
these conceptions are on the whole eminently practical and
have very little oj' the Utopian about them. They cannot be
dismissed as mere cogitations of philosophers which have. no
practical bearing upon the facts of life. But that does not
mean that they are not inspired by that deepest and truest of
philosophies-the philosophy. of experience. .They are the
crown and the consUtnmation of the science of politics descendit?g into :practical life.

(

34. Again, though most of them came to be formulated
within -the space of less th(l.n a century, they have by no means-.
been blind copies of some captivating original. They are
organic growths which exhibit important differences in content
as well as methbd. These differences, it is not my purpose .
either to overlook or under-estimate. It is indeed these differ:
enGes that to my mind add to the value of the numerous points
in which they all agree. They all agree in prescribing for _the
individual a sphere of liberty and autonomy upon which the
{
Government itself may nob, in the absence of compelling reasons,
e~ter c.r encroach. This agreed sphere of indi,vidual liberty
embraces at the very least freedom of the person, equality before the courts, security of private property, freedom of opinion .
and its expression and freedom of conscience, -Without . these,
life in these,. days would truly be (in language which I b,orrow
from Hobbes) "poor, nasty, brutish, short." But out of all the Bill of rights
bills ofrightsjust reviewed one in particular, that of the United !-~c!~18 0!:~
States, stands out for special mention and the only one in which titution why
superior to
this sphere of individual lib~rty is derived from the same bills of rights
. Iat•1ve an d t h e exec1;1hve
• .
in'other
. h sus t ams
. th e 1eg1s
source wh 1c
organs -constitutions
of the State, viz. 'the constitution, and is thus co-ordinate with
thcin. This is claimed by American pu.blicists as the point
where "the great advance of the American idea over the
European in the development of constitutional law is most
deliberately manifested" (a)-a claim which, for reasons
which I shall presently state, must compel assent even from
non-Americans. But before I proceed to do that. certain
other basic elements underlying the modern conceptio~of a bill
of rights demand notice.
o
(a)

' Law, Vol, I, pp. 178·183.
Burgess, Political Science and Constitutional
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Tho most important of these elements is that in defining
a sphere of autonomy for the individual, these bills of
rights do not set the individual in irreconcileablo opposition to
the State. Individual interests must according to each
one of them yield before genuine public interests. The
autonomy of the individual must not lie suffered to be used
_to serve anti-social ends. I have underlined certain passages
of the abstract of the Republican constitution of 1911 of
Portugal given at page 578 to show this, but _the idea,
it must be clear to every one, underlies every one of the
constitutions which I have reviewed in this lectu~e. These
constituticrns (not excluding even the Prussian), without doubt,
convey in terms which cannot be mistaken the unanimous
repudiation by the world of pra0ti~al politics of that blatant
claim of State omnipotence which has figured in the writings ot
philosophers from Bodin downwards, in those, amongst others,
of Hobbes, Rousseau, Hegel, Austin, Jhering and Jellinek.
Equally unmistakeable, however, is their repudiation of
that anarchical individualism which regards every form of
State regulation as a violation of the sacred principles of
personal autonomy. Neither do they represent a mechanical
compromise of an essentially temporary character between
opposing
forces.
Whilst they recognise the opposition
The question really
as a fact, they refuse to view it as irreconcileable. An
is-where to
find the con· efficient organ for reconciling the opposition between the
ciliator.
State.and the individual, between pubiic and priv~e interests,
has I admit been nowhere yet perfected. ¥ore than one
inay possibly he evolved to answBr the requirements of
different orders of States. The experiment has really only
just begun. • But so far as it is possible to judge upon the
present results of these imperfect experimentations in the
building of political institutions, the American administra·
tive machinery app"ears to me to have distinctly taken the
lead in that direction. The American point of view has nowhere been given happier expression that by Mr. Freund in
the following passage :
36. "Public policy assumes the superiority of social over
The Atneri- can view of
"individt!al interests. The higl_ylst conception of the State
the relation
of State to
ho\lfiCVer repudiates the absolute and unquestioning subor·
individual.
dination of the individual to society and insists upon the
preservation of individual liberty as an essential factor in
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civilisabion and as one which will- ultimately lead to a more
perfect social welfare, though it may produce temporary
disturbances or dehys in the accomplishment of what is
believed to be the public good. This conception of the
State is endorsed by our constitutions and the idea of a
public welfare bought at the cost o£ suppressing individual
liberty and right is therefore m -our system of government
inadmissible."
I

37. "It may be true", the writer goes on to observe,
"that ultimately there can be no conflict between the highest '
individual ·and the highest social interest!;;, and the harmony
of all interests is an ideal which every ~egislative measure
professes to contemplate and further. But ~ntil the conditions of that harmony are discovered, it must happen that
genuine individual interests are. made to yield not only to
genuine social interests but als.o to interests which while
being put forward as social are not such in reality, The
question then arises whether a measure of that character is
justified as an exercise of a power which is conceded only as a
means of promoting the public welfare",
""
38. The conflict between the claims of public welfare on
the one hand,and of individu~l autonomy on the other being,
in the present condition of social and individual morality,
thus. admitted to be real, the question arises, who should
be selected to §tCt as the supreme arbiter between .. these
claims. A representative legislature is the choice of Great
Britain, Belgium, Switzerland and apparently also of Rolland,
Denmark, Norway, Italy, France, Srfain, Portugal and the
Latin American Republics. The Governments. of Germany
Austria and Japan, however, have not been able even now to
hand over this trust entirely to their legislatures, so that
in those countries the executive gov~nment still remains,
in a large measure, the final judge of the qegree of aut~nomy
that it must concede to individual' citizens. In India and
the Crown colonies of the British Empire in general, no
representative legislatures having r-et been constituted, the
autonomy of the individual rests, from the legal point of
view, entirely upog_ the will and ple~sure o£ the·executiv~
government, tempered though this no doubt is, in m:tterial
respects, and made tolerable by the principles and practices

'l:he supreme
arbiter between the
claims of
Government
and indivi·
dual.

(i) A represen·
tative legislature in some
countries.

(ii)The executive partl cipating in
others.
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of English administrative law, But it was reserved only to
the United States so to arrange matters as to remove aU
controversies between the State and the individual at once
from the interested arbitration of the executive and the
partisan disposal of the legislature, and entrusb their determination to the authoxity which has been found in
practice to be the most satisfactory for determining disputes
between individuals and individuals. And how, it may
be asked, has the judiciary in America responded to this·
.1\ppreciation call ? No court, I venture to think, need be ashamed of
of the American doctrine its records, which in trying to hold the sc!tles even be(if police
tween public interests and private rights has been able to
power.
lay down principles of sound administration such as are
found enshrined in the American Law Reports. No law, it
need scarcely be stat-ed, can in any view of justice be
assumed to infringe upon personal autonomy which pen~lises
what is intrinsically vicious, evil and co~demnod by social
sentiment. The law, on the ot.her band, which woulp compel the
· doing of that which is intrinsically vicious, evil and condemned
by social sentiment would justifhbly provoke resentment and
resistance. Between these extremes of opposing certainties,
however, lies a region of uncertainty and debate which can be
satisfactorily charted oy the aid only of the highest conceptions
of justice and public policy. No view of justice and public
policy demands that the individual should be restrained only
from doing what is positively wrong, and that all regulation of
individual activity beyond the prevention and · penalising of
actual wrong done should be necessarily condemned as a violation of individual liberty. People who choose to live in society
must not only.refrain from doing what is positively wrong, but
must also be prepared to sacrifice amenities in the interest of
social welfare. Social relations are intrinsically relations of
''give and take" in which again, rightly viewed, the giving may
be £onnd to preponderate over the taking. The American
courts, being charged with the duty of defining the legitimate
limits of State interference with sue? amenities, have developed
the doctrine of ''police power" which through all its Protean
tlilanifestations appears to endeavour, not indeed to pun_ish evil
actually done-the State's competence in regard· to that has
nevd been in question-but to prevent evil by regulations
intended to check the tendency towards it. This it seeks to do
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without infringing upon the autonomy of the individual, by
placing a margin of safety between that which is premitted
and that which is sure to lead to injury or loss (a). This
margin of safety has to be determined by the highest applica·
tion of the rule of reason, for upon' its correct determination
depend£ the advancement_ of the highest social well-being, that
which includes and implies the_ well-being of each autonomous
individual embraced within it. The recognition of individual
autonomy-of citizens' rights which even the St11te cannot
infringe or take away-does not, ii;l this view, militate against
those same citizens having to submit their lives and affairs to ·
being ordered and regulated by the State within limits determined by reason, due regard being paid by it to the constantly
changing needs of social well-being, the least variable element
in which is the maintenance in its highest efficacy of the sacred
personality of the individual (b).

(a) Freund, Police Power, p. 25.
(b) That the common law conception of the relation between the State
and the citizen as developed in the United States is not one of .irreconcileable
opposition is best demonstrated by the right which that law has recognised
in the Go1·ernrnent of_ that country to command the services of its citizens
in case of nece,sity, and that "iithout any obligation on the patt of the 'Government to compensate the citizen those suvices the State has "conscripted".
The service may be enforced by 1nandanws, and failure to accept office cons·
titutes an indictable offence. See Lecture XVIII, S1tpra, para. 23. ln B1ttler v.
Perry, 240 U. S. 328, a Florida statute reyuiriug labour for two days in each
year upon the public roads was held to be constitutional. In De,;tnis v. Simon, 51
Ohio St. 233, 36 N. E, 832, conscription to build public roads was held not to
be such involuntary servitude as the State bill of rights prohibited. Conscription to sene the State's needs has in fact been· upheld as being neither
slavery nor involuntary servitude within the m•eaning of the Thirteenth
Amendment or similar guarantees in the States' comtitutions. The constitutions of some of the States, however, provide that no man's particular
service shall be demanded without just compensation (e. g. those of Indiana
and Tennessee). Freund, Police Power, paras. 613, 614. Unpaid compulsory
service as obtaining in England and Germany bas been discussed in Lectnre
X VIII supra, paras. 23-24. In Switzerland acceptanCC) of certain service~,
, usually loca1 1 is obligatory. ''Compulsory service", says the Loool Govern·
ment Act of Zurich, ''is maintained principally for the benefit of the smaller
communities, which, without this means, would find it impossible to fill
t}leir offices accept~thly". Vincent, Government of Switzerland~ Ch. Vl!T.

-.

Conscripted
services and
citizens'
rights.
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LECTURE XXII·
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION AND
CITIZENS' RIGHTS.
Administ.raI. Stress was laid in the previous lecture on the conflict tion
as much
of aims and interests between the administration _and the ·an affair of the people as
citizens. The conflict undeniably exists as a fact in every of Govern·
ment.
system of administration. The conflict however, as I took
pains to show, does notomean a death struggle whie~ can be
solved only by one of the opposing forces destroying the other.
I have elsewhere pointed out that administration is a function
of two factors, the State and the individual, and to destroy
either is to destroy the administration itself (a). In the last
lecture I have demonstrated that public_ interests are not
advanced by destroying human autonomy, and that the maintenance to the highest point of efficacy of human personality
should be regarded as on~ of the permanent ends of social wellbeing. Still less, is it to the interest of the individual to set
himself in permanent opposition to the administration.
Administration ultimately is as much an affair of the people as
of the Government, and·the best administration is that which
succeeds most effectively in securing the willing compliance by
the people with its demands.
•

2. Notwithstanding the ultimate identity of interests,
however, the administration and i~e cit~ens mu_st often 'find
themselves at cross purposes. The reason.s for this will be
found in the very nature of things, First, it is impossible
at the pr~sent moment to imagine conditions in which the
administration will not only be invariably actuated by the
pureet motives but will al~o in all its acts be guided by an
unerring judgment. It is, seconcUy, impossible to imagine
a state of society in which all the citizens at all times and
.(:~,)

See Lecture V sUp1'a, para. &•

Why GOJ.TGl'll·
ment and
people find
themselves
at cross

purpom.

•
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in all circumstances will not only be incapable of wishing
_ing to do wrong, but will not do it even by mistake~
Business of
administrative law-to
reconcile the
conflict and
not accentuate it.

3. Granted then that the conflict between the State and
the individual must; so far as one can foresee, always exist and
granting too that the aim of scientific administration is to reconcile the conflict between the administration and the individual
in the most rational way conceiveable, I see no objection to
administrative law being defined as .that "system of legal
principles which is mainly concerned in settling the conflicting
claims of the executive or administrative authority on the one
side and of individual or private right on the other" (a).

Legal obliga·
tion of citi·
zens to obey validly
passed orders
of the administration.

4, The conflict would be nowhere near settlement if
citizens were free to claim absolute independence of the Government and were under no obligation to obey validly conceived
and promulgated rules and legally competent orders issued by
the Government or its authorised «ilgents, and if further these.,
rules and orders were not capable of 'enforcement by legal
sanctions. The only other alternative, force, which is even
more readily within the reach of the administration than law,
besides being a most unsatisfactory method of settling conflicts,
would obviously mean the negation of administrative law. It
is with the legal sanctions by which administrative rules and
orders are enforced against citizens that the present lecture
will be chiefly concerned.

Method of
enforcing
this obliga·
tion not on
all points the
same as that
of enforcing
private obligations,

5; The subject would scarcely have needed speci:l.l treatment if in the matter of en forcing administrative rules and
orders the Government h2.d stood in all respects on the same
footing as a private individual seeking to enforce a private law
right againsi another private individual.

6. Jf...irst, as to the rules and orders themselves, I previously
pointed out how impossible it is for the legislature directly to
frame and promulgate all rules of administrative law and the
necessity which compels it to delegate extensive powers of
supplementary legislation by ordinances to the executive or
different branches thereof. The administration must thus often
be its own lawmaker. The power to issue ordinances, if it were
• without any. kind of legal limitation, would without more have
Legallimita- meant executive absolutism. In all systems however the lega-

(i) The administration
is often its
own lawmaker,

.

tions.

(a) Freund, Introduction to "Cases on Administra.tive Law",
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lity of administrative ordinances is open to attack in courts of
law on the grounds, first, of their incompetence, and, secondly,'
of their unreasonableness. Administrative ordinances have
formed the subject of discussion in a previous lecture an'd it is
not necessary to deal with them in greatQr detail in the prese~t
context (a).
(ii) lts power
7. Secondly,· the administration would be impotent which to
issue specould issue only general adminif!trative ordinancefl. It would cial orders.
then be only a subordinate branch of the legisl·ature and not an
administration. To administer, it m11st have pow~r to issue
special orders addressed to individuals, which if legal the
individual disobeys only at his risk Mr. Goodnow's enumeration of the several varieties of administrative orders to be met
with in the administrative system of the United States may' be
taken as representative of all systems. "Some," h-e says, "are
called orders, others precepts, others warrants and others decisions. Some are in the form of commands to subordinate officers Varieties of
special
or to individuals to do or to refrain £rom doing any particular orders.
thing, as tax warrants, orders of payment, nuisance-removal and
sanitary orders. Some are permissions to individuals to carry on
a given busine~s,.as for example, licenses and authorisations.
Some are acts which create new legal persons, as for example,
charters of incorporation. Some are coptracts made by the
administration for the Government, acting as a subject of
private law. Some are decisions as to the existence of 9ertain
facts, as for example, assessments, appraisements, classifications
of articles for duty in the custom's administration ; and finally
·some are appointments to offices or orders to individuals to serve
the Government in some capacity, as notices to serve as jurors
or in the military service," (b). The order may c•onsist merely
in the application to a person of a statutory rule or ordinance
which binds such person unconditionally~ but more often it
involves_the performance .by the agents ~f the administration
of acts which in their nature are judicial~ To. insist in all such
cases that· the administration should resort to courts of law for
every decision on disputed facts would obviously lead to administrative deadlock. The administration must have power
to exercise this q,nasi-judicial authority, subject howev~r to legai

{a) See Lecture VI s~tpra.
(b) Goodnow, Principles of the Adminiatrative Law of the United States,

p. 332
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safeguards which themselves constitute an important element
of administration according to law,
(iii) Administration may
often execute
its own
orders.

8. Finally, in many cases, it would be plainly contrary to
public interests to compel the administration to go through the
dilatory processes of the courts of law_ for the enforcement of
its orders (a). 'I he policy of law which discourages self-help as
a mode of enforcing private rights has no application in most
of these cases. No Government can really do without some
power of realising taxes by distress warrants, issued and execu·
ted on its own authority, and of abating nuisances. The administration is armed with these powers not as a privilege but
as a necessity. Here also, it is in providing legal safeguards
against possible abuses of the powers of administrative execution that administrative law finds a special application.

Hesnlting
union of
powers.

9. In the public interest, therefore, the administration
must, within fairly wide limits, be suffered (i) to make its
own· laws, (ii) to be judge of its own cause and (iii) to be
executioner of its own decrees. No theoretical objection
based on the doctrine of separation of powers can really
avail to do away with what is imperatively demanded by public
ntJcessity. The best service administrative law can perform
Safecruards
agai~st its
in this particular field is : (I) First, to see that the adminisabus_e,
tration is not allowed to make it.s own laws, be judge of its
• · own cause and execute its own decrees except where these
may b~ absolutely necessary. I1J must in other words discriminate (1) between cases where the administration must
take the law from the legisla'ture direct and others where
o\ving to the special information at its command the legislature must be content to leave it to the administration to
work out in Cletail the principles which alone the former is
in a position to prescribe by statute ; (2) between cases where
tho rule of law can and should be framed in unconditional
language (in which cas; its enforcement must as a rule be
left to the law cpurts), ~nd cases where that is not possible
(in which case necessarily the administration must be given
power to exercise a qttasi-judicial jurisdiction) ; and (3)

.-------------------------------------------------([<) It mltdt not be assumed thrtt all varieties of administrative orders stand
In need of further execution. The grant ol: refusal of pcrmitR, certificates,
lic~nses and charters of incorporation, for instance, is always a self•concluding
administrative act. A breach of a license is of course another
matter,
!
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between cases where public interests will not suffer if the
administration was to appeal to the law courts for the enforcement of its orders and others where they must suffer irrepairable injury if the administration were left to enforce them
through the litigious proceuure of the law court~. (I!J, Secondly,
to permit the testing in
court of law, on the ground of
competency or otherwise, of the legality of the rule or order,
wherever practicable before execution, and, if not, afterwards.
(III) Thirdly, where public interests require that the administration itself should exercise quasi-judicial functions, by
providing that the indiv~dual proceeded against should, if
practicable, have previous notice and opportunity to be heard,
and, if practicable, that the decision be reviewable by a court
of law or other authority independent of the authority
responsible for the decision in the :first instance. (IV) By
providing, fourthly, that p1;ivate individuals do not suffer
from an abuse of any of these powers, e. g. by laying down ,
strict rules of procedure, tl~e observance of which would go
materially to reduce the margin of arbitrary action. {V) Fifthly,
by not leaving th~ sanctions to enforce obedience to administrative rules and orders to be detf:lrmined l.ly the administrative
auth<irities, the same being provided for, as far ns practicable,
by legislation.

a

10. As to the matter last mentioned, the general rule, Penalties for
disobedience
according to Goodno>v, is for pem1lties for disobedience of should as far
as practicable
administr~tive rules und orders to be provided by la>~, but be
provide([
that there are a few cases especially in Germany where the by legislation
and enforced
administration has the right to sanction its own ordinances by the
judiciary,
and orders (f). The general rule; according to the same
authority, also, is to enforce penalties through the •Jaw courts,
but in Germany frequently and in the United States also
the administration itself may· proceed to impose the penalty
•
without resort to the courts, the individual against whom
the proceedings are taken having -the right to appeal • tosome judiciaLbody against the action o£ the administration.
11.
But
quite often
the mere
enforcement
of penalties spem'6.c en.
•
,
.
·
for disobedience may sat1sfy the mtentions of the law or order forcement of
•
!'
1 h
"fi
.
h
·
•orders, how
so 1mper1ect y t at spe01 c execution of t e order .will be obtained.
found necessary. When such orde~ directs the payment of
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law,.Vol.ll, p. 120.
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money, or when on the failure of the indiv]dual, the administration is given power to do the act, charging the recusant
individual with the expenses thereof,~ the order or decision
may be enforced as a judgment by execution against his property,
but the alternative remedies known to civil law, namely
arrest and imprisonment for short terms, should be equally
available to the administration. , This, according to l\.h.
Goodnow, is quite common in. Germany and not unknown in
the United States (a). An additional incentive to the due
observance of •the rules and orders of administrative authorities is found in laws making resistance to the administration
or administrative officials acting within their competence a
criminal offence (b).
Administra12. The greatest difference between the English and
tive execution·
.
the rule on
Amencan legal systems on the one hand and those of
the
Continent
·
l E urope on t h e oth er rs
: notrcea
· 'bl e m
· th
· manner
but the
excep- Contmenta
- err
tion in AngloSaxon countries.
;

of enforcing execution of administrative orders. Adminis.
trative execution, that is to say, execution oOtdministrative
orders by the administration itself without resort to courts
of law, which is the rule on the Continent, is the exception in
England and .America. Dr. Gneist was so much struck by
this, which he regarded as a peculiarity of the English system
and something like an anomaly, that he was led to seek for an
explanation of it in its history. The fact that in England
the j~stices of the peace came to perform both juiicial and
administrative functions, without any clear discrimination
between the two, he supposes, accustomed them to enforcing
administrative orders according to the forms of law, and
judiciaL execution of administrative orders thus c.ame to be
the rule in the English system. But admihistrative execution is for that reason by no means unknown either in
England or in the United States. It is however reserved in
•
these countries usually only for cases where immediate action
is absolutely necessary in order to avoid serious d~J.nger or
inconveni~nce. In such cases it is, usually open to the individual affected to appeal later on to the courts for sati:sfact.ion (c).
{a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 122.
(b) See Lecture XVI!! supra, paras. 66 to 76.
(c) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, II, pp1 126-12_7.
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13. "In all countries." says Goodnow, "this is the method
adopted to enforce the payment of direct taxes : The administration steps in and, of its own accord and without the intervention of any other authority, seizes the property of the
delinquent tax-payer" (a). The statement commonly found in
text books on English constitutional la}V (b) that "where the
subject refuses to comply with what appears to be unjust or
illegal demands of the Crown, the ministers and servants of
·the latter, in order to enforce obedience, must hav~ recourse to
ordinary tribunals of justice,'' is therefore by no means and has
never been universally true in England. As a statement of a
rule o£ general application, the pnposition is less true to-day in
both England and America than it was a 9entury ago, when
the doctrine of laissez faire controlled the policy of Govern.ment,
whichever party might be in power, whilst in re_cent years, the
·extension of the scope o£ direct administrative action, under
legislative sanction, has been sufficiently marked to provoke
adverse comments not only from the public press, but even
from judges of superior courts. [ See Dyson v. Attorney
General (c)]. To meet what they seem_ disposed to regard as
the beginning of bureaucratic interference with citizens' rights,
the judges in England,have revived (if indeed they haye not
invented) a special (equitable) administrative jurisdiction to be
cons,idered more fully in a subsequent lecture, under which at
the suit of the affected citizen against the Attorney General, as
representative of the Crown, they proceed to _grant a d'eclaration that the intended action of the authority is ~r is not in
conformity with the law (d). This new remedy is likely to prove
useful in checking illegal and arbitrary exercise o£ administrative action, but it will certainly fail ~o arrest• a movement
which is quite in consonance with the spirit of the times (e).
(a)_ Goodnow, Comparatire Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 128. In
Germany, landed property can be seized only ~sa result of the action of a
Court. The Junkers would not allow what at one time was peculiarly their
property to be subjected to administrative execution. So even they, when
their own interests were concerned, were· not disposed to wgard administrative
execution as favourable to individual liberty. I
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. VI, p. 283,
(c) (1911) I K. B. 410 at p. 42!.
•
(d) Dyson v. Attorney General {1911) 1 K. B. 410 and tlte Eastern Trust
Co. v. JfeKenzie .1lfann <5· Co.'Ld. {1915) A. C. 750,
(e) See .the speech of Mr. Elihu Root, quoted at p. 100, snpra, note (c),
from his Addresses•on Government and Citizenship, pp, 534. 53(i.
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J 4. The movement would have been arrested, if anywhere,
in the United States of America, for there, as we found in the
previous lecture, the liberty and property of the citizen is
guaranteed by the Fourteenth Am en dment from interference
otherwise than by "due process o£ law." In England the
Parliament being a sovereign legislature, every process, no
matter how arbitrary, provided it is sanctioned by statute, is a
due process of law, which courts of justice are powerless to
question on any ground of morality or policy. But as has been
explained in a previous lecture, the courts in America under
the Fourteenth Amendment have power to pronounce a rule of
administrative law sanctioned by statute invalid on the ground,
first, that the statute in question ha£ no relation to the performance of so me legitimate function of government, and, secondly;
that even if it has, the means prescribed are not justified in
point of moderation and proportionateness by the end in view,
that, in other words, the statute is not a reasonable exercise of
the "police power" of the State (n,).

15. \Vith powers such as these, and in advertence to the
express
language of the Fourteenth Amendment, it would have
not. necessarily mean judi- been easy for the Supreme Court to have held that due procial p~ocess.
cess of law meant process sanctioned at some stage or other
by the authority of a court of law. But both the Supreme
Court and the State Courts have refused to hold that a
statute deprives a citizen of "due process of law" merely
becaus~ it vests in administrative authorities the power of
making a final qnasi-judicial determination as to· matters
within their j~risdiction. All that seems to be necessary,
in the view of the courts, to make a final determination of
an administrative authority a due process of law is that the
defendant should have had notice and opportunity to be
heard, Pennoyer v. .Neff (b). In one case, indeed, a li9ense
Due process

of law docs

•

(a) • Fr3und, Police Po,nr, pp. 15, 58. At one time, in Jfunn v. Illi"!,ois,
94 ~ 8.113, the Supreme Court of the United States h.td affirmed that for
abuses by the Legislature, "the people must resort to the polls, not to the
courts". This view, however, has since been definitely repudiated in a
number of cases of which the most notable are PlesRJf v. Ferguson, 163 U. S.
53'1', and Covington etc. Turnpilw Road v. SanrZfurd, 16,1 U. S. 578.
(b) 95 ~. S. 714. In England this rer1uirement of notice to valirtate
administrative action is insisted on, wherever the statute docs not expressly
exclude notice and hearing, where the act is one involving a quasi· judicial
d9termination. Sec (oojler v. Board of H~1rk<jur lf'andsicorth District, 14
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tax was held to have been imposed by due process of law,
even though the individual had no opportunity to be heard
before the taxing authority, the law having in that case
given the individual power to sue out an injunction to restrain
the collection of the tax. McJJ1illan v. Anderson (a). Thus,
provided that the individual had an opportunity to be heard
either before the administrative authority or before a court
of law, the determination of the administrative authority, on
the amount of indebtedness to Government at any rate, is
not regarded as contrary to due process of law, and this even
if the law provides for the collection of the amount found,
summarily without resort to the courts (b).
16. I£ the requirement of due process of law as thus
interpreted has been satisfied, the only manner in which the
action of the administrative authorities can be ftttacked in
a collateral proceeding' is by questioning their jurisdiction (c),
though as the jurisdiction of administrative officers is
generally prescribed by statute, the rule of strict interpreta~
tion prevails, so that a power to. do a particular thing is hardly
ever presumed and when relied on must be affirmatively
established. However, by a process akin to what is lmvwn
in French administrative law as adetou?"n.enwnt d1L ponvoir"
an arbitrary, capricious, inquisitorial or oppressive exercise
of discretion is often taken to go into the jurisdiction of the
administrative authority, as also is the failure by tho admillistrativ~ authority to follow strictly the procedure provided
by statute for the performance of the q nestioned act. Also
where the act or order purports to be that of a board, the

Opportunity
to be heard
either before
court or before aumini~
trative authority held suffi.
cient to make
process due
process of
law.
•
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. failure to follow the direction of law.

C. B. (N. S) IS) (1863). In that case the judges ren,d into the" words of a sbtute, which taken literally seemed to justify the abatement of nuisa,nce by administrative action without hearing, a qualification "that no man is to be
de.pri ved of his property without his having an oppor~unity to be heard."
(a)

95 U. S. 3"/.

•

(b) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States,
pp. 335.33[1.
(c) lt is perhaps necessary here to note that where aclministrali ve action is
challenged on the groU:ncl that the statute authorising it was in contravention
of the "due process of law", the attack in such a case ulso bkes the sameforn!
of c1ues~ioning the jurisdiction of the administrative authorit.ies. Ttle'exercise
by courts of their administrative jurisdiction-operating directly by the i:osuc
of prerogative writs or otherwise in common law and equity will be comidered
in the next lecture.
·

75
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court will hold it to be without jurisdiction, even if the
determination was that of a majority, if some members of
the board failed to participate in its deliberations altogether (a).
Power given
by statute
by summary
administrative execution torecover debts
due to the
State and to
abate public
nuis~ces upheld as not
contrary to
due process
of law.

17. As to administmtive execution, the Fourteenth Amendment has not prevented the Suprem~ Court of the United
States from upholding the summary execution by the administration of its orders fn some classes of cases, as being within
the competence of the administrative authorities. Thus in
Murray's Lessee v. The Hoboken Land & Improvement Oo. (b)
that court obsened: uwe apprehend that there has been
no period since the establishment of the English monarchy
when there has not been, by the law of the land, a summary
method for the recovery of debts due to the Crown." Summary"
administrative proceedings to abate public nuisances have
been simil&rly upheld on the ground that the private rights
secured by constitutional guar~ntees are such only as existed
at common law, and the common law of England has never
insisted on exigent demands of public health, public momlity
and public safety being postponed to considerations of private
:Bish to
rights (c). But in America, as in England, the possession of
officials
such summary pow.ers of administrative execution is a. dubious
c3.rrying
I
out summary privilege to officials called upon to execute them, for the
administrative exedetermination of an administrative authority not being recution.
gard~d as final and conclusive unless nwde 1cith notice and
opportunity to the individ'ual affected to be hea1·d, the
legality and propriety of the action may be challenged in a
. suit for damages, in which the on1~s is thrown on the administrative officer to establish not merely that he acted
strictly within the authority given by the statute, but also
that the thing acted against was what is specified in the
statute. Where pr~erty has been destroyed as a nuisance
in exercise of such summary powers, it is no defence to an
action for damages merely to say that the administrative
authority acted ·in -good faith with reasonable cause to believe
that the thing proceeded against was actually a nuimnce,

•
(a) G"odnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States,
pp. 342-344.
(b) 18 How. 272 (1855).
(c) Lawton v. SteelP, 152 U. S. 183 (1894) is the kading case on the point.
\
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if in fact it was not. Moreover, liability m damages has
been tlecreed even in cases of proved nuisance, where milder
measures than the destruction ordered by the administrative
authorities would ha-ve sufficed to abate it. It follows from
this, that administrative officers stand to suffer less when
the statute prescribes notice and provides an opportunity
of a hearing to the persons concerned before an administrative authority, in which case statutory'- provision declaring
its determination to be final would afford protection to the
officials sufficient for all practical purposes (a\

t-

A hearing
before au
administra•
tive authority
benefits
citizens &
officials
equally,

18. It has been observed that when independent ad- Judicial
review of
ministrative action depending upon the exercise o£ qtwsi- administra•
tive action
judicial functions is qu·estioned in a collater!!-1 proceeding, the less
sufficient
matter is viewed by courts of law in England and America in England
and the
as- essentially one of jurisdiction. Fr9m a consideration of United
States.
_the extraordinary administrative jurisdiction of the superior,
courts in those countries (a subject ,yhich will be discusssd
in the next lecture) it will further appear that the direct
control of these courts over tlw administration is also on the
whole confined to the rectification of errors of law and jurisdiction. These courts therefore do not ordinarily review
administrative decisions from the .point of view of their
' correctness in fact or ~heir expediency. This defect has
been partially removed in England by the establishment of
the courts of quarter sessions which hear appeals fron: the
decisions of the justices of the peace in matters which
concern the adminis.tration. The defect hardly exists in those Than is
countries where administrative courts have· been set up to countries
possessing
review official decisions affecting private rights, for these administrative courts.
courts can consider both the facts
and the law involv13d in such
decisions. The character of the control exercised by ordinary and
administrative courts in the several systems of administrationunder examination will be dealt with in the next lecture, and
need not be gone into in this place.

19. There remains only to note briefly the special £ea•
tures of ad:q1inistrative action in British India, which distinguish it from similar action in England. The general prin(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of the United States,
pp. 352-365, Also cases collected in Ch. VI of Freund's Casea on Adminisb
trative Law.

Administm•
tive action
in Indht.

•
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ciples and methods of procedure are those derived from English
administrative law but important departures therefrom have
been sanctioned by statmte, particularly in recent years.
Adverting to the fact that the law-making bodies in India are
not sovereign legislatures and to the reservation contained in
sec. G5 of the Government of India Act of 1915 (first formulated in sec. 43 of the Government of India Act of 1833),
according to which it is beyond their competence to make any
laws ''affecting any part o£ the unwritten laws or constitution
of the United Kingd-om of Great Britain and Ireland whereon
may depend in any degree the allegiance o£ any person to the
Crown of the L'nited Kingdom", I drew attention in the previous lecture to the inadequate uses to which the judiciary in
India haR put the above provision of t!1e Parliametary constitution of British India in the direction of restrainb~
administrative interference with subjects' rights (a).
In
practical result, this salutary check on the Indian legislative
bodies has remained a dead letter, and leaving aside the provision of sec. 32 (2) of the Government of India Act of 1Dl5,
under which, according to the interpretatic;m placed upon it
and other provisions of the Act in Secretary of State for India
v. ~foment (b), no person can Lc depri >'ed of his right to sue
the Government of India in fhe same manner and to the same
extent as he might have sued the East India Company, there
seems to be no limitation upon the power of the Indian legisl~tiv~ bodieH to authorise the administration to determine
finally what disputed questions of fact and law they please,
arising in the course of administration, even though they may
touch and concern the mos·t valued rights of the citizens. There
is apparently too no limitation to the powers of administrative
execution which the legislature may confide without fear of
challenge in the hands of the authorities .

•

20. The tendency, however, of early Indian legislation,
tances d ::viwhen conferring large powers of interference on the executive,
ministrative
action autho- was to provide at the same time such judicial safeguards as
rised under
'judicial
usually accompanied similar delegation of po·wers in England,
safeguards.
.A very good illustration of this type of legislation is to be
1'ypical ins-

(a)

Sec supra, Lecture XXI pam. 18.

(b)

t. R.

40 I. A. 48 {1912).
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found in the Revenue Sales Act XI oL1559 of Bengal. Under RevenueSales
Act of Bengal
this Act, arrears of land revenue are realisable by ~:ale in (Act XI of
1859.).
administrative execution of the defaulting estate' to be carried
out according to formalities minutely prescribed in the statute
some of which are regarded as mandatory whilst others are
treated as directory only. /When a sale o£ the defaulting estate
. has thus taken place, the disseized proprietor i; entitled to
appeal to the administrative authorities f9vannulment of the
sale. If the appeal is unsuccessful, thenand then,only can he
sue in the Civil Court for· the same relief and on the same
grounds that he had urged before the administrative authorities.
Inspit.e of t,he provision which makes- an appeal on the same
grounds to the administrative authorities a condition precedent
to the civil court's jurisdiction to set aside the sale, it has been
held by the c6urts in India, with the approval of tho• Privy Council, that a sale effected when in fact there is no arrear is absolutely "ithout jurisdiction and is liable to be set aside at the Bengal Public
Resuit of the aggrieved proprietor, although no application to. set Demands
COYery Act
it aside has been preferred before the revenue authorities (a) . . (HI B. C. of
1913).
The Bengal Public Demands Recovery Act (III B.C. of 1913)
is another example of authorised adt~inistrative action and
execution without reference to courts of law, but the provisions
of the Act permitting appeals to superior authorities and in
certain circumstances to the civil, courts arc framed on a more
generous scale thah they were in the Revenue Sales Act of
1859 j'Jst noticed.
/

21. Typical instances of po\vers of administrative decision
'
and action without·reference to courts
of law will be found
iu the various provincial ·enactments constituting the municipal and rural boards. These boards asse::l!'l .and impose
• rates, tolls, taxes etc., and recover them by distress and,
in certain circmnstances, by sale even of the defaulting
holding. The assessment of rates takes • place according to a
quasi-judicial procedure before an administrative authority,
subject in most cases to an appeal to' a higher authority.
Almost all the Municipal Act~ expressly provide that the assessment, revision or demand of tax or toll, whel( no complaint

(a) Balkishen lJas v. Simpson, L. R. 25 I. A, 1:11 (1898), Ihr! Dasi
Dhiraj Ckanrlra, L. R. 29 I. A. 29J (1914).

i'•
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or objection is made as provided by the Act, is final (a).
But this finality does not, upon principles previously explained,
attach to assessments or demands made without substantial
compliance with the provisions of the law and they are liable
to be challenged in the civil courts on the ground that the
action taken -was either in excess or in contravention of the
powers conferred by the statute (b). A. (orti01·i, a suit lies to
recover taxes illegally levied and paid involuntarily and under
protest.
The Income
Tax Act
(II of 1886).

Types of administrative
action
authorised by
sta.tute
without
adequate
judicial safe•
guards.

22. Attention may usefully be drawn in the present
connection to the provisions of the Income -Tax ·Act, II of 1886.
The tax is assessed upon notice to the assessee and after considering his objections, and in ca;:;e of default of payment, the
Collector is authorised to recover the tax with penalt.y without
reference to the civil court, in the same manner as if it were an
arrear of land revenue, or by any process enforceable for the
recovery of an arrear of any municipal or local rate or as if tho
same were due u"nder a decree of a civil court, the Colleetot·
being himself invested with the powers of a civil execution
court for this purpow (sec. 30). It is final-ly expressly provided
that no suit shall lie in any ciYil court to set aside or modify
any assessment made under the Act. But this, it is clear, does
not prevent the assessee, either before or after the tax has been
realised, from challenging the validity of the imposition on the
ground that the revenue authorities had not acted in substantial
compliance with the provisions of the Act.
23. It seems obvious that none o£ the statnles just considered would have failed to survive'the test, which they would
have to undergo in the United States of America, of not being
in contraventien of the requirement of due process of law.
(a) Aiyangar's "Municipal Corporations in British India," Vol. III,
p. 14G, note 80, where the provisions of t.he various Municipal Acts to this
effect arc collected. Sec. 162 of the Calcutta. IIIunicipal Act (IIi: B. C. of
1899) provides for a judicial review of valuations of holdings made for taxing
purposes by Courts of Small Causes,

(b) Chairman of Giridik JVllnicipality v. Srish Chandra, I. L. R. 35
Cal. 859 (1908) ; Municipal Counc·il of 'l'anjore v. Umamba Boi Salteb, I.L. R. 23
Ma~. 523 (1889); J.l!un-icipal Council of Cocanada v. Standard Life As8. Co.,
I.L.R. 24 M;d, 205 (1900) ; i11unicipality of Wai v. Krishnaji, I. L. R. 23
Born. 446 (1894); ,llorar v. Borsail .~lJunicipality, I. L. R. 2! Born, 607 (lllOO);
- Kasanda,s v. Ankleswar .illunicipality, I.L.R. 26 Born, 294: (1901).

_
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More doubtful however than these· are provisions of which
sec. 99 of the Calcutta Polic_e Act (IV B. C. of lc66) is the
type, providing that the. plaintiff in every action which niay be
lawfully brought against any person for anything done or
intended to be done under the provisions of the Act must
expressly allege in his plaint that the Act complained of was
done maliciously and without reasonable o"r probable cause, and
be non-suited on failure to establish those allegat4Jns. The
effect of this is that mere proof that the act in question was
not in substantial compliance with the provisions o£ the statute,
in other words that it was •nlt1·a vin~, would be of no ~vail to
the plaintiff (a).
•

The Calcutta
Police A.ct
(IV of 1866
B. C.)

..

24. Contrast with this the provisions of sees. 140 & 142 The Criminal
Procedure
of the Criminal Procedure Code which give a magistrate who Code (Act V
of !898)
has forcibly caused the removal of what he has been led to· Ch.X.
conclude was a public nuisance immunity from action "in
respect
of anything'done
in good faith under the provisions" of
.
.
.those sections. The legislature responsible for the latter
enactment was evidently less disposed to take on trust the
good faith of magistrat(ls than were the framers of the Calcutta
Police Act to take that of the policemen of Calcutta.
25. The Provincial Excise Acts furnish interesting study in The Pro·
Excise
the present connection. In 1878, both the Bombay and the vincial
Acts.
Bengal legi~:;latures passed Excise Acts, .Nos. V and VII of
their respective Councils. In the Bombay Act there ·was a
provision (sec. 76) which barred all action in a civil court
against the Qoyernment (b) or any excise officer for damages
for any act bona fide done or ordered to be done in pursuance.
o£ that Act or any other law relating to the excise.revenues. No
similar provision appeareJ in the Bengal Act and Bengal did ;
not until 1909 and East Bengal and Assam until19l0 think of
(a) No such provision occurs in the Police Act V of !861 which is
of general applic:ttion. ·under 1 Geo. St. 2. c. 5, sec. S, constables are
absolutely protected in the case of rioters being killed, maimed or hurt
":hile they are engaged in suppressing a riot, Save and except tbis, police
officers in England enjoy such qualifieu protection only as is afforded by
the Public Authoritie:.' Protection Act 1893, the prJvisions whereof we~
briefiy outlined in IJeclure XYIII snpra, pam. 65_·
(b) Since the decision of the Privy Council in Senretw·y of State v •
.Jlomrnt, L. R. 40 LA. 48 (1912), the provision of the section in so far as it
bars all actionH ~gainst lbe Government must be held to he ultra vires,

•
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throwing round their excise administrations the armour
of immunity which the excise administration of Bombay had
been carrying since 1878. But the Madras Council by sec. 72
of its Act I of 1886, the Council of the United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh by sec. 78 of its Act IV of 1910, the Bengal
Council by sec. 91 of its Act V of 1909 and the Council of East
Bengal and Assam by sec. 78 of its Act I of 1910, ranged
'themselves in, this matter of providing immunity from action,
to excise officers alongside of the Legislative Council of Bombay,
so that at the present moment no excise officer anywhere in
British India can be made to pay damages for the wrongful
exercise of his powers excepb in those rare cases in which, by
accident or luck, the r:laintiff is enabled to discharge the onus
which in the result falls upon him of proving that the official
in question had acted not only illegally but also from unworthy
motives (a). The powers which excise officials are enabled to,
exercise under these statutes are very drastic, but hardly more
so than the powers conferred on the administrative authorities
undc_r the Press Act, I of 1910. Sec. 22 of that Act, however,
(z) Strictly speaking, the onus, once it is made out tlmt the act was
illegal, should be (upon the principle of Armory v. Delamil'ie, I Str. 50! (1722)
on the wrongdoing official, since no presumption is to be made in favour
of a wrong(loer. But the only evider;cc in most cases to prove the character
of lis motive would be his own personal tesiimony, which l1e may give or
.keep back as may Euit" his own case. As I umlerstand these and other
similarly worJed statutory provisions, they confer, in the first place, complete immunity on officials in respect of illegal acts· done in a high-handed
manner from excess of official zeal. \Vhy such acts should be protected it is not easy to see. Next, as to praYing the mala jid'1" of acts done
in the professed exercise of statutory power;;, ordinarily it would be beyond
the power of allj' plaintiff to do it unless the defendant shouhl have obligingly come forward and confessed. With the provision just considered
may be compared those of 53 & 5! Viet. c. 21 under which in England customs
and excise officers are ab~olutely exempted from suit or action for illegal
seizure (only) or (under 39 & 40 Viet. c. 3G, sec. 203) for stopping carts
and 'Yaggons to search for smuggled goods, though none be found, where a
judge certifies that there was probable cause for the seizure or search.
Similar provisions will be found in the Merchant Shipping Act, 57 & 58
Viet, c. 60 sec. 76. The difference between the Indian and the English
enactments is obYious. Proyisions bearing the closest resemblance to the
f~rmer will be found in England in the Public Health Acts, which, with
ampler just.ification than the Indian Excise Acte, confers immunity on
officers acting under those Acts, if the matter or thing were done bon.'L fide
for the purpose of executing the .Acts. Chaster, Public Officers, pp. 636, 637.
See Sll]J71;_, Lecture
vara. 61, note.
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provides that except as provided by that Act (and that .does
not really amount tQ___J_nuch) no civil or criminal proceeding
shall be instituted against any person "for anything done or in
good faith intended to be done" under the Act. This section
seems apparently to dispense with the requirement of good
faith for anything done illegally in· pursuance of any purpose
authorised by the Act, and to make good intention alone sufficient to procure immunity for anything done 1.dt1'a vires o£. the
Act, though in ,the erroneous beiief that the act was authorised
by the statute. I surmise, however, that tl~e expressiOn just
quoted was intended to convey the same meaning as the provision in sec. 11 of the Defence of India (Criminal Law Amendment) Act, IV of ;1.915, w.hich says that no' order under that
Act "shall be called in question in any court and no suit or
prosecution or other legal proceeding shall lie against any
person for anything which is in good faith done or inten~ed
to be done under the Act."
26. The Calcutta Police Act, the Provincial Excise Acts,
the - Press Act and the
Defence of India Act ,do not -provide
.
a pleasing subject of study in legislative tendencies. The
larger the powers conferred on the administration~ to interfere extra-judicially with citi.zens' rights, the more stringent ought to be the legal safeguards provided against their
possible abuse. But the Indian legislatures seem to be
following the opposite course of ~ouplir.g all grants of
large powers with the gift of an equally generous rriea~nre
of immunities to the agents of the administration for carrying
out those powers. So far as the statutes go, these agents
appear to be left free to use or abuse their po;vers without
being accountable for the consequences, in a .court of law,
- to the only persons vitally interested in their lawful exercise,
that is to say, the individuals against whom they are directed.
To this extent, therefore, the statutes• tend to· nullify the
"rule of law," and not the less so because they are disguised as
grants of apparently legal powers under statutory delegations. The grant of large powers coupled with immunity as
regards the manner of their exercise, even when authorised by a representative legislature ( and the legislature~
Ill
India are not representative:, would still be ·a gt;ant
of arbitrary powers contrary . to the spirit of Rngli~h public
law.
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27. There are, it seems to me, two alternative courses,
and two only, open for adoption to the Indian administration.
One is to act strictly up to the English and American
principle of holding the agents of the administration strictly
accountable to private citizens for overstel?ping their legal
powers before the ordinary courts of law, or, if large powers
coupled with personal immunity to the agents of the administration must be given, to establish administrative courts
with power to review all acts of administrative officials
affecting private rights and interests and to indemnify the
injured citizen from the State coffers. The establishment of
administrative courts of some kind is at the present time
being increasingly felt as necessary to make good the patent
defects of the administrative systems of England and the
United States, where up till now the legislatures have on the
·whole steadily refused to invest the administration with
exc~ssively large discretionary powers except under strict legal
safeguards. How much more urgent must then be the
necessity of establishing such courts in India. where the
tendency of recent legislation has be€m in the direction of
granting excessively large powers to the administration freed
from the control of the ordinary courts ?
~

'

0
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.CONTROL OF THE ADMINISTRATIONJUDICIAL (a).
Main difficulties of administrative
law arise
from the fact
that Govern·
ment C<Lnnot
be reduced t~.
the position ·
of an ordinary litigant
in all mat·
ters.

1. The great problem of administrativ1l law is not merely
to provide a scheme of rights and obligations belonging
to the govern!ng body and the governed respectively but also
to provide remedies for their enforcement. The ordinary
org:tn for enforcing Iules of law between subject and subject
in matters affecting their private law relations is everywhere
the judiciary which can be set in motion by the individual
concerned according to the rules of procedure provided by
law. The same machinery might conceiveably have been left
• (a) Students should reacl :\Ir. Goodnow's account of f he French and German
administrative jurisdictions (to which frequent reference is made in the pres~nt
lecture) in the original. Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law1 Yol. II,
:Book VI, Division II. Chs. VI & YH.
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to regulate the legal relations of the Government and the
' the considerations fully ou tlineg
·citizen in all respects, but
in the last lecture have made it clear that the ordinary ·
litigious procedure for determining disputes between individual
subjects is not equally suitable for regulating the legal
relations of the Government and the governed in all matters.
The Government must, in the public interest, be allowed
considerably more freedom of action than can. be left to au
individual) and an ideal system of administrative law would
be one which would see not that the Government is reduced
to the position of an ordinary litigant in all matters, but that
this freedom of action of the administration should in no case,
when it affects the rights and interests of citizens, extend
beyond the limits of administrative nece~sity, and, so far
as such necessity will admit, beregulated and not arbitrary.

0

2. :Jiore methods than one have been adopted in different
systems to attain this result. In so far as the end is sought
to be attained by the aid of courts of law, however constituted,
it is legitimate to describe the control exercised· by them over
the administration as judicial control. 'The judicial con tro!J as
will appear later on, cannot from its very nature be f~Ily
adequate to attain this end. It has to be supplemented by
other forms of control to be considered in a latet' lecture. I
shall confine myself in the pres~nt to a consideration of what
I have just indicated as constituting the judicial control over
the administration.

The judicial
control of
administration defined.

3. It may be premised at the outset that in a variety of
matters, it is possible for the administration to allow itself
to be placed on an equal footing with private litigants before
the law courts. There are, in the first place, many private la~~
relations into which the State may enter with its citizens) and
others in which it may find itself place~ by the operation of
law, There really is no reason why Government should not
sue and be sued before the ordinary courts in such matters.
The extent to and the manner in which the Government in
different systems sues and suffers itself to be sued as a
corporate unit have been fully considered in a forme»
lecture (a). As regards the Gover.ament:s agentsJ then~ are few
cases indeed in which it may not seem advisable to permit

Cases in
which
Government
& Government officials
are treated as
ordinary
litigants,

'
(a) See Lecture XIII wpra._

The judicial
not the only
form of
control.
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actions to be broilght in the ordinary courts against them
for stepping beyond the limits of law in the exercise of their
functions as officers of the Government. The extent to and
the manner in which in different systems, government officers
of various grades are a·llowed to be proceeded against in civil
and criminal actions, I have dealt with in previous lectures (a).
4. The law may also provide for the enforcement of
strictly administrative rules and orders commanding the citizens'
obedience, through the ordinary legal machinery of the law
0
courts. In such proceedings, which may be either civil or
criminal, either the State eo n01nine or some agent of t.he
administration may set the law in motion against the offending citizen, leaving it to the courts to grant or refuse the
relief asked for, and to work out the decree or order passed by
the courts by the ordinary machinary of judicial execution.
ProceJural
As a litigant before its own courts, a State may be, and gener• and other
ally is, as 1 have pointed out before, allowed certain procedural
privileges
accorded to
and
other privileges which are denied to the ordinary litigant.
th<l administra.tion and
But there may also be, and in fact there are, differences which
its officials,
touch the substance of the relation between the Government
and the citizen, imposing serious qualifications upon the accepted notions of the "rule or law.''
5. The crux of the problem lies in the necessity, which
The prublem
of controlling
exists in the public interest to delegate to the administration
administratiYe discre·
large !Deasures of discretionary authority. The grant of such
tion,
authority doe!S not imply that its exercise one way or the other
'is to be viewed without concern by either the State or the
individual. The judicious exercise of discretionary powers by
administrative authorities can no more be regarded with
indifference "by the parties affected than the exercise of
similar powers by the judiciary. The well-being of a community
may depend more upon th~ due performance of discretionary
•
Non-inler£er· duties than upon a strict adherence·to the forms of law. And
ence with ad· yet, when the will of an administrative authority has been
ministrativc
discretion by
done and executed in pursuance of a discretionary duty, the
Anglo-Saxon '
courts.
general rule of Anglo-Saxon Jaw; even where it permits such
• (a) See Lectures XIV to XIX t1lp7't~. The Anglo-Saxon system provides
a method b~ which an agent of the Government or a public body may be compelled to perform a duty imposed on hirn or it by law by courts of superior
jurisdiction. This falls within the latter's administrative jurisdiction-a topic

to be p_p:seri tly considert'd.
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acts to be collaterally qu~stioned, is, as we have seen before, to
restrict the interference of the courts of law within very narrow
bounds. It often requires practically ari absolute overstepping
of their jurisdiction and, where they have acted within it,
corru pt.ion, to found the responsibility of officials in ci vii
and criminal actions.
Generlil non6. It should be further remembered that the general rule liability
of
in Anglo-Saxon countries is to hold the Government itself free Government
for wrongs of
from responsibility for damages caused to individuals by its its agents in
Anglo·
agents wrongfully in the performance of their offici~l duties. the
American·
What remedy the individual has, he has against the offending system:
official, and a decree for damages against him may often prove .
of no real value. A successful civil or criminal action against
an official may no doubt act as a s-alutary deterrent upon him
and his fellow officials in their future actions, but the success. ful plaintiff in snch cases often h11.s but the sense of having
performed a public service as his only consolation for the injury
he has suffered !!nd the expenses he has incurred in vindicating
the law. Such remedies, therefore, as are provided by the
challenge to which the actions and decisions of administrative
authorities are subject in such collateral proceedings must thus
prove a most inadequate means of enforcing the ''rule of law,''
if that rule me[\,ns not merely the letter but also the spirit of
the law-which is justice.
7. lTniess, therefore, some means were found to enable the Need for
direct control
courts to exercise a more direct rontrol over the acts· of the by courts
of the
administration, there would be little to boast of the rule of law administrawhich is claimed_ to be the governing feature of Anglo-Saxon tion.
administration. ('It is not just," says Goodnow, "to tell an
individual that he must wait until his right has .been viol,ated
and then sue the proper official for damages, or even prosecute
him criminally. The individual desires a definite thing done
by the administration which the law say~shall be done. Again,
it may be o{ vital importance that an officer be prevented from
doing an act which he threatens to do, or that a decision which
is regarded as unfair or illegal be reviewed and annulled or
amended. Here, it is not right to force the individual to rely
solely on his power to sue the officer in dnmages or prosecuse
him criminally" (a).
. (a) Goodnow, Principlee of the Administrative Law of the United States,
p, 419,

•
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8. These remedies are to be found in Anglo-Saxon
countries in the exercise by the Superior Courts of their administrative jurisdiction, in common law and equity, and
similar jurisdictions conferred on these and inferior courts
by statute. Whether these by themselve~ prove wholly
adequate for fulfilling the rule of law, in spirit as well as in
letter, will need examination. But some idea of the nature
of this jurisdiction must be formed before we can embark
upon such an inquiry.
9. I have i'reviously pointed out how in England Royal
power chose to .. consolidate itself from the very beginning
through the courts of law. The court of King's Bench in
fact constituted the chief visible embodiment of Royal authority,
so much so, that the Crown by a fiction of law was supposed
always to be present in it. It is not surprising therefore that
its authority to exercise a supervisory power over all other
authorities was at no time seriously challenged. The relation •
in which this court stood towards the Crown did not at the
same time exclude the exercise by the latter of direct administrative control over public authorities without the intervention
of the Court of King's Bench. This administrative control in
so far as it was exercised by the Chancellor, in course of time,
assumed judicial form, and alongside of the control exercised
by the common law courts, the Chancellor granted equitable
relief against administrative action according
its own
procednre. Administrative control of a more direct character
continued to be exercised by the, Court of Star Chamber
(a division of the Privy Council) over the action of tho
Royal authorities in the localities. The existence side by
side of two. classes of authorities, one mainly judicial
and the other mainly administrative, had a natural tendency
to specialise the character of the control exercised by each.
The methods of tl!e courts of common law and equity
naturally assimilated themselves ,more and more to those
em~loyed in dealing with the actions and decisions of inferior
jqdicial tribunals, originally independent but gradually brought.
under the control of the superior courts by the applicati-on o£ the principle previously discussed. that the King is the
fountain •of all justice. Whilst the grant of relief by these
courts against administrative action thus became less capricious in character, and the writs and processes formerly viewed.

to

Methods of
Courts of
Law&
Equity and:
Court of
Star
Chamber
contrasted.
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as resting in the absolute discretion of the courts assumed more _
and more the character of writs of right grantable for -good
cause, the causes themselves for which they could be granted
came to be of a somewhat exceptional character. It will be
seen presently that as a rule these courts refrained from inter~
fering with the discretion · of the administrative authorities.
The Court of Star Chamber, on the other hand, felt no hesita- The abolition
of the Court
tion in reviewing the acts and decisions o£ the authorities on of Star
questions of fact and expediency as well as of law. Competent Chamber.
Its effect.
authorities have borne testimony to the fact that during the
Tudor and Stuart regimes the Court of Star Chamber was well
on the way towards constituting itself into an administlative
court :reviewing the acts and decisions of administrative
authorities on fact as well as law, and according to a procedure
j udicial forn:. The
which increasingly tended to assum
Court of Star Chamber di.d in fact remove many defects of the
administration and of administrative law better than the courts
of common law could have done. But' unfortunately for the
nation, it fell foul of private rights in itr:; ~dministration of .
the criminal law (a). The abolition of the Court of Star
Chamber in 1640 and the complete independence. attained
by the judiciary in the course of the next sixty years took away
all chances of the natural evoigtion in England of an organised
system ofadministrative courts. The .void left '"by the dissolution of the Star Chamber was partially filled by constituting
the justices of the county into Courts of Quarter Ression~ and
authorising them to hear appeals from such orders passed by
the justices of the peace individually or in petty or special~
sessions a'3 affected property and the right of p')rsonal liberty.
Such direct judicial control as is now exercised iJJ Englund is
by the Superior Courts through their extraordinary administruti ve juris diction and by the Courts of Quarter Sessions under
•
authority conferred by statute.

0

10. The competency and jurisdiction-of the Superior Courts The actwhen exercising their aclt'ninistrative jurisdiction appears to an niinistrativc
- jurisdiction
outsider at any rate to be needlessly complicated· and obscure. of Superior
The writs and remedies which appear to have grown up each ~~1~\~n~
by its mhermft necessity seem to overlap and the rules evolved • complicated
f
d.
d . . 1• •
and over•
.
to prevent a con fl wt o reme tes an .J unsmctwns
are sometimes lapping.
~a)

Redlich & Hirst, Local Government in Englal!d, Vol. II, pp. 360·36;t
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extremely perplexing. Only a broad description of their res·
pective characteristics and uses can be attempted at this place.
First then as to common law· writs (a).
Ilabea,,
corpu.~ ad
subjiciendum,

Prl'sent uses
of the writ.

WrUof
mandamus.
Specific ·mea
of the. WJ·i t.

11. The writ which figures most prominently in English
constitutional history, and deserves priority of attention for that
if for no other reason, is the writ o£ hctbeas corpus ad subjiciendum-a remedia,l mandatory writ by which the High
Court and the judges of that court at the instance of an
aggrieved subject command the production of any person
alleged to be in unlawful detention whether in a public prison
or in private custody with a view to enquire into the legality
of his detention. In any matter involving the liberty of the
subject, the action of the Crown or its ministers and high
officials of the Privy Council or the executive Government is
subject to tho summ()f',; and control o£ the judges on habea.'i
corptt·'3. The writ is a prerogative writ i. e, one issued up,m
cause shown in cases where the old legal remedies at·e inapplicable or inadequate, but is grantable ex debito jnstitiae though
not of course. The writ, bosides the part it played in the
comtitntional struggle between the people and· the Stuart
Kings, did good service about a century or more ago in freeing
aliens brought to England in a condition of slavery, and is
found useful at the present moment in the field of administrative law in cases of illegal commitments by na.val, military and
ecclesiastical courts an~ of commitments for extradition and of
fugitive offenders (b). In America the writ has been used to
test the validity of detention by immigration officials (c) and
there is evident scope for its use in similar proceedings m
England.
12. The;o is, next, the wt:it of rrnandam~Ls. As to this, it
is stated to be "a high prerogative writ of a most extensive
remedial nature and ijl, in form, a command issuing from the
High Court of Justice directeu to any person, corporation or
(a) The account g(ven in Halsbury's Laws of E:.gland, Vol. X, Title,
" Crown Practice," is well-arqtnged and fairly ful1 and is strongly recommended to students desirous of acquiring a good working knowledge of those
~rits, which is essential to an understanding of the present topic. Dailey's
Treatise on• the Law of Habeas Corpus and Special Remedies, an American
treatment of the same subject 1 should be consulted for purposes of comparimn.
(b) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. X, pp. 39·41, 49-51.·
(c)

See infra, para. 36,
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inferior court~ requiring him or them to do .some particular
thing therein specified, which appertains to his or their office,
is in the nature of a public duty, and is c~nsonant to right and
justice. Its purpose is to supply defects of justice, and accordingly it will issue, to the end that justice may be done, in all
cases where there is a spetific legal right and no specific legal
remedy for enforcing such right, and. it may issue in cases where ·
although there is an alternative legal remedy, yet such mode
of redress is less convenient, beneficial and effectual."
uses
13. A mandamus will thus lie to compel the restoration of Specific
of the writ,
a person to an office or franchise wh~ther spiritual or temporal
of which he has been wrongfully dispossessed, provided such an
office or franchise is of a public nature. It will also lie to admit
to such an office or franchise a person who has a right- thereto
but has _never had possession. When, however, the office in
question is neither a corporate office nor' a.permanent one, but
one whicl:\ is merely temporary, depending upon the will of a
fluctuating body, no mandamus will lie to restore or admit
thereto. A mcmdamt~s will lie to command an election to an
office of a public nature, e.g., of members of a public body, but
not of members of an indefinite body. No mcmdamus will
however be granted to restore, ad;nit or elect to an office unless
such office is vacant. If the office is in fact full, proceeding
must be taken by way of quo warranto or election petition to
oust the party in possession. A writ of 1nandamus will be
granted ordering that to be done which a statute requires to be
done, whether ,or not the party or corporation on whom the
duty is imposed be a public official or an official body, and
public officials and public bodies who have £ailed to perform
any public duty with which they have ,been char~ed will be
compelled to discharge it by a writ of mandamus. A ?nandamus will also'issue to tribunals exercising an inferior jurisdiction
commanding it to adjudicate according. to their. powers in
matters which are judicial in their character.. But no officer,
public body or court can be compelled by mandam,us to
exercise merely compulsory powers, nor will such a writ direct
any such bQ_dy or authority as to the manner in which they are
to exercise their discretion.
•
14. No ;{!ourt can compel the Sovereign to perf~rm any Against
duty and no writ of mandamus will lie to the Crown, nor will whommanda.
mus does not
a writ lie again~t a Secretary of State in his capacity as c,gent issue.

77
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of the Crown or to any person acting as a servant o£ the Crown,
nor against ministerial or inferior officers bound to obey the
orders of a conpetent authority to compel him to do something
which is part of his dnty in th tt cap;tcity. Where however
Government officials have bL·en conltit)lted agents for carrying
out particular duties in relation to subjects whether by Royal
charter, statute or common law, so that they are under a
legal obligation towards such 'ubjects, a writ of mandamus
will lie for the enforcement of such duties (a).·
No ll!anrlamus
where it
Y>ould be
futile or
where tlJCre
are other
sufficient

remedies.

Quo
1carranto.

Its pre;;ent
uses.

15. A mandamus will not go when it appears that it
would be futile in its result. Moreover, the court will a·s a
general rule and in the exercise of_ its discretion refuse it
when there is an altornati ve specific remedy at law which is
not less convenient, beneficial and effective, such as petition of
right, quo waTranto, quare impedit, certiorari, appeal to
Quarter Sessions and execution, even though fruitless in its
results. Nor will the court interfere to enforce the law of
the land by this extraordinary remedy in cases where action
at law will lie for complete satisfaction. The existence of
a remedy in equity is said not to be an answer to an
application for a mandan1-us. But nz,andarnus will not issue
where the statute which creates the obligation also provides
the remedy for its enforcement. But the exiiltence of a
remedy by indictment which only results in the puni:>hment
of the delinquent official is not considered a sufficient answer
to an 'application fur mandamus (b).
16. As information in the nature of a quo ~va;•mnto,
which is the modern form of the obsolete writ of qno wcLr?'ctrdo
though in form a criminal proceeding has long been applied
to the mere purpose of trying the civil right to an offic:e or
franchise and is now under statute declared to be civil proceeding whether for pur~oses of appeal or otherwise. It lies only
in respect of offices created by charter from the Crown or by
statute, the duties whereof are of a public nature, and the
tenure of which is permanent in the sense that the incumbent
does not hold at somebudy's will or pleasure. The person
proceeded against must be in actual possession and use of the
~ffice in JlUestion to justify an information in the nature of a
(a) Halsbury, Laws of England, Vel X, PP• 77-104.
(b) Halebury, Laws of England, Vol, X PP• 128-1116.
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quo wa~·ranto. Proceedings by way of quo ww·ranto are
excluded by statutes providing for the decision of disputed
municipal elections by election petitions, nor is it considered
appropriate •vhere the office in question is of an eleemosynary
character. Finally the quo tva1ranto procedure is not perm{tted for the purpose of indirectly attacking the legalit.y of the Bight of pripersons
charter of incorporation. An information in the nature of vate
to apply for
quo warranto lies at the instance of tho Attorney General or writJn Eng·
land,
a private relator who has some interest in the matter.
But to attack the possessor of .an office in the corporation of a
borough, the relator need not be a burgess. It is sufficient if he is an inhabitant subject to the Government of the corporation or owns rated-property even though not qual~fied to
vote. In several jurisd1ctions in the United States, the right Denied in
most juristo apply for a quo warra.nto is given exclusively to the State dictions in
Attorney, and the exercise of uhis power by the State Attorney America.
has been variously in_terpreted as being in its nature discre. tionary or ministeri>tl with the consPquence that private parties
have in some jurisdictions been denied ?nandamus on the
State Attorney to file an information whilst the same has been
granted in· others (a).
17. The wt·it oE prohibition is a prerogative writ issuing The writ of
prohibition.
out of the High Court of Justice and directed to an ecclesiastical or inferior temporJ.l court, which forbids such court
to continue proceedings there in excess of its jurisdiction
or in contravention of the law of the land. If the issue of this ·
writ had been confined only to courts stric~ly so called, its
importance from the point of view of administrative law would
not have been very gre.at. But though it wi!l not issue to "~:tny
person or body of persons who may be acting jndicfally but not
as a judicial tribunal, nor against the mini;,terial or executi~e
acts of the government," where by Act of farli~ment, a body of When it will
i•sue against
persons has t.he power of imposing an obligation upon indi- ad ministra.
authori·
viduals (who are partie do the proceeding,) the High Court, it tive
ties.
is said, will exercise as widely as possible the power of controlling such a body, if it attempts to exceed the jm;isdiction ·
prescribed by such Act or usurps a jurisdiction of a judicial
character.
'
•
(a)

rel,

People em rel. Demarest v. Fairchild, 67 N.Y. 334 (1876); People e.?J
v. Healy, 230 Ill. 28() {1907).
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prohibition,
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18. . Prohibition lies nob only for excess or absence of
jurisdiction but also for contravention of some statute
or principle. of common law.
It does not, however, lie
to correct the course, practice or procedure of an.. inferior tribunal or a wrong decision on the merits of proceedings. It
lies against the judge of an inferior court where such judge is
interested in the suit. Where the judge of an inferior court
has given himself jurisdiction by an erroneous conclusion on a
point of law, prohibition will lie, but a writ will not be granted
where the judge (except upon· very strong grounds), for the
purpose of ascertaining whether he has or has not jurisdiction,
has decided a question of fact upon conflicting evidence (a).
19. A writ o~ ce1·tiomri is of wider operation than a
writ of prohibition, for it lies in respect of any judicial as
distinguished from a ministerial act. Any body of persons
which possesses authority from the Crown to perform judicial
as distinguished from ministerial acts constitutes a court
so as to bB amenable to this writ. The most important
purposes served by this writ are ( i ) to remove for trial
by the High Court civil actions and indictments and (ii) t\J
remove for quashing. A trial is removed by the writ, if it
is shown thab a fair trial will not be had or complete justice
done in the inferior court. Certiorari to quash issued at
common law only where the writ of error did not lie. It does
not therefore lie to quash the judgments of inferior courts of
civil jurisdiction. But it lies to remove for the purpose of
quashing the determinations of persons or bodies who are by
statute or charter entrusted with judicial functions out of the
ordinary course of legal procedure but within the general scope
of the com~on law. The determination of such authorities are
not judgments in the sense required to admit of a writ of error
being brought in refijlect of them. Thus the determination of
the Royal College of Physicians, of Commissioners of Sewers, of
Canal Commissioners empowered to hold inquiries with regard
to the construction of bridges, of Sheriffs empowered to hold
inquiries under the Land Clauses. Consolidation Act of 1845
• may be removed in order to jle quashed. Oertiora1•i finally lay
for renwving convictions and orders or other determinations of
justices of the peace in which a case had been granted by the
(a) Halsbnry, Laws of England, Vol X. pp. 141-152.
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justices or the Quarter Sessions. The writ however is now not
1_1ecessary (though it is not excluded) where a case has been
granted by the justices of the peace or the Quarter Sessions.
The legislature in some cases has expressly provided that the Statutory
certiora1·i.
remedy of certiorari shall be open to aggrieved parties for the
purpose of quashing certain ~roceedings. For instance under
the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1854, sees. 105, 106, any
person aggrieved by orders of the Local Government Board
may apply for certiorari .to remove the111 into the High Court.
On the other hand, certiorari has by statute been "taken away" ~
in many -instances. But ·it has been held that even in such
cases certi01•ari may be granted where the inferior court has
acted without or in excess of jurisdiction. Statutory restric·
tions imposed upon the issue of the writ in partic,ular cases
must of course be given full effect,
20. A certiorari is granted as of course upon the applica- Oerti<Jl'ari as
a matter of
tion of the Attorney General acting on behalf of the Crown in course to
all casesjn which the court has jurisdiction over the subject Crown,
matter of the proceedings in the inferior court. In rn.ost obher
cases, the writ is discretionary. Where the writ is discretionary
it will nevertheless be grante~ ex deb~to justitiae to quash
proceedings which the court has power to quash where it is Discretionary
other cases
shown that the court below has acted without jurisdiction or in in
but e.c debito
excess thereof, if the application is made by an aggrieved party ju.stitiae when
jurisdiction
and not merely by one of the public and if the conduct of the wanting,
party has not b~en such a,s to disentitle him to rqlie( and this
(as already stated) even rn cases where certiomri has been
expressly taken away by statute. The writ is never given at
the instance of the party in whose favour the error was made.
It will also not be given where it appears that k!Q benefit will~
arise from granting it or where the proceeding attacked is not
voidable only but void.
_ 21. Defect of ju~isdiction for whic11 certiomri will issue Variety of
ways in which
may arise from the nature of the subject-mabter or from the want
of juris·
apsence of some essential preliminary proceeding. Under dicion may
arise,
various statutes certain notices are requisite before the commencement of proceedings and the omission to serve such
notices deprives the inferior court of jurisdiction !nd
affords ground for certiorari. When, moreover, the jurisdiction of the inferior court depends upon the existence of
some particular fact, if the fact be collateral to the matter
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which the lower court hns to try, th::tt court cannot by
a wrong decision with regard to it give itself j tirisdiction
which it otherwise would not possess, but if the fact be a
part of the very issue which the lower court has to enquire
into, a certiora?·i will not be granted though the lower
court may have arrived at an erroneous conclusion with
regard to it.
22. In some cases, the j nrisdiction of the inferior court
rightly assumed may be ousted by facts proved in the course
of the inquiry, as for in:st<tnce where the jurisdiction of
justices was ousLed at common law by a bona fide c:aim o£
title on the part of the defendant.

Non· j nrisdictional
grounds for
grant of
certiorari.

23. Certiorari will always be granted .to quash the deter·
mination of an inferior court if it be established that the judge
had a direct interest in the subject matter of the inquiry,
or on the ground of collusion, corruption or any other like
ground on the part of the prosecutor. Certiorari is also
g1:anted where upon the face of the proceedings thelllselves
it appears that the determination of the inferior court is wrong
in law.

Where certi·
will be
refused on
grounds of
public policy,

24. There are however certain acts with regard to which,
upon gro~:nds of public policy, the writ will be refused irrespective of the question whetl1er the acts are of a juJicial or
ministerial character. Thus certior•J,ri will not be gran tecl to
bring up a provisional 01·der by a Secret.ary of State which
is subject to confirmation by Act ~f Parliament, for to issue
the writ in such a case would be to interfere with the
functions of Parliament. Certiorari will not lie to remove
assessments to tho land tax, because to remove them would
occasion grav-e public inconvenience (a).

ol'rt,1'i

-
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Processes in
equity.

25. The above brief and inadequate description of the
prerogative writs is aJJ. that can be given here; though I
should like Indian students to familiarise themselves with
them more intimately by a study of English and American
text books, since, as will be presently seen, they are
not unknown to Indian law. The processes of Chancery
CQurts by which they could, and courts po~sessing juri:>·
diction in • equity can to-day, control administrative action
are (1) the injunction and (2) declaratory suits against the
(a) Ralsbnry, Laws of England, Vol.

x. pp.

155·195,
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Attorney General as representing the Crown or the department concerned. An injunct.ion, it is hardly necessary to~ Injunction.
mention, is a judiciaJ procjss by which a party is ordered to
do or refrain frum doing- a particular act or thing. For~
merly granted very cautionsly and at the absolute discre~
tion of the court, it hag, like the preroga.ti ve writs already
dealt with, ccme in recent times to be treated as grantable
o£ right in all p'roper cases. All that need~ to be particularly
noticed here is that an i1ijunction will not be granted if it Limitations
to its issue
should involve an interference with the public dnty o£ a again,.;t
admi·
department, b:1t in a proper ca~e, it will, it is said, be nistrative
authorities.
granted to nstrain a dt>partment of Government from doing
a mere ministerial act, if it does not involve an interference
with the pnblic duty of the department (a). It is to be
not.iced further that the court has no jurisdiction to prevent
the commission o£ an a~t which is merely criminal or illegal
and does not affect any right to property.
26. The injunction, it should be remarked, is more far· Injunction &
prohibition
reaching in its operation than the prohibition, for whilst, the contrasted.
latter is av~tilahle m:~.inly where the act of the administration is strictly judici-1l in character and absolutely illegal,
the former will issue against any administrative act proYided
it comes under one of the recognised hen.ds of eq uitab!e juris·
diction.

-.

27. The other equitable remedy, viz. a suit in .equity
against the Attorney Gener<'tl a> represqnting the Crown for a
declaration that the action thre1ttened against the plain tiff by
an administrativB authority is contrary to !all', will be ob~·iously
available where the courts will hesitate to issue an injunction
in view of the rule just noticed than no inju11ction will lie
which will ~nvoh·c an interference with the public duty of a
department. Not much was heard of 'this remedy until it
was re-discoverert, if indeed it was not in;ented, by the Court
of Appeal in Dyson v. Attomey General (b). The revival
of this jurisJiction was the answer of the -judges to the
tendency shown in recent legislativn to iave.st administr~ive
boards and authorities wid1 power to deal finally and con~
elusively with questions of fact or law or both D,;laterially
(a)

Halsbury, Laws of England, Vol. _XVII, p. 205.

(b) (1911} 1 K B, 410 (l910).

Declaratory
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affecting the rights of individuals with or without the obligation
to accord them a judicial hearing or indeed any hearing whatso·
G
ever (a). Farwell, L. J., said in that case (pp. 421-423), that
although in a case where the estate of the Crown was directly
affected the only course of proceeding was by petition of right
(because the courts could not make a direct order against
the Crown to convey its estate without the Crown's permission),
yet where the interest of the Crown was only indirectly affected,
the court of equity, whether it was the Court of Chancery or
the Exchequer on its Equity Side, could and did make declarations and orders which did affect the rights of the Crown.
For authority were cited the decisions in Hodge v. Attorney
Gener::~,l (b) and Deare v. Attorney Geneml (c). This view
was reaffirmed by Farwell, L. J., in the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council-in Estern Trust Co. v. ~llfcKenzie llfann
& Co. (d). Thus whilst the enact::nents of Parliament are aimed
at enabling the administraton to forestall the juris diction of
courts of law by a quasi-judicial administrative determination,
this procedure enables the indi vidu~tls concerned to forestall
the administrative authority by a quia tinwt bill in equity,
which is not open to the same objection q.s a bill of injunction.
This new (or revived) remedy, if fully availed of, will no doubt
bring under the supervision of the courts many administrative
acts and decisions which might otherwise escape it, but it does
not alter the essentii.d character of the administrative juris·
diction 'of the Higher Courts in England.
28. The outstanding feature of this jurisdiction is that
whilst it is able to keep administrative authorities within the
bounds of law, it leaves the discretion of these authorities
severely alone ~nless there is a positive abuse of that discretion,
so that merely erroneous exercises of discretionary authority
by administrative officials and boards remain on the whole
uncorrected by these extra-ordinary remedies. The only English
courts which can revise the exercise of such discretion on fact
(a) See Spackman v The Plumstead District Board of Work;, IO .A. C. 229
(1885}; Board of Education v. Rice (1911) A. C. 179 ; Local GoreJ'IIIItellt
Iloard v • .Arlidge, (1915) A. C. 120 (Ull4).

.

(b)

3 Y~ and C. Ex 342 {1839),

(c)

1 Y. an~ C. Ex 197 (1835).

\d)

(1915) A. C. 750 (1915).

~
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as well as on law are the Courts of Qua.rter Sessions and this
they ·do under statutory powers.
29. lt must be remarked further that such jurisdiction
as the Superior 'Courts possess of controlling the actions and
decisions of the authorities under the writs and processes mentioned above is being steadily contracted owing to the tendency,
in modern conditions inevitable,
special bodies of
,. of charging
expert officials with the power a~ well as the duty of dealing
expeditiously and finally with matters which no mere lawyer
judge of an' ordinary court of law can possibly dispose of to the
satisfaction either of himself· or of the parties interested, even
were~not the dilatory litigious procedure of the ordinary courts
particularly unsuitable for the dispbsal of these cases. One
can very well, in such circumstances, understand the alarm
felt by judges (a) and legal writers (b) at the not very pleasing prospect of-finding one's life and liberty placed at the
absolute disposal of bodies of experts whose opinion, untested
even as to legality by some trustworthy and disinterested tribunal, must be acc~pted as finaL They are hardly to blame if
in this tendency they discover a force inimical to the ''rule of
law," ~vhich they 'not without reason apprehend is going to be
replaced by unchecked adniinistrn.ti ve paternalism (c).
~

Consequent
danger to the
"rule of
law."

-

30. The tendency goes indeed deeper than Enghsh .judges
and legal writer~ seem to suspect. Administration is increasingly becoming, in some of its branches in particular, a. matter
o£ special experience and special knowledge, >yith which the
general administrative ·machinery (with its familiar tripartite
division of functions into legislative, executive and judicial),
handed down from the 17th and the 18th centuries to the new
era of nidus trial and sociological revolution, is• finding itself
less and less able to cope. Special organs of the administration
are in their respective spheres being allowed to absorb not
merely judicial but even legislative f;nctions, making in fact
their own ordinances, applying and executing them. ''To turn
(a) See Dyson v. Attorney GPneral (1911) 1 K. B. 410 ( 1910),
(b) Dicey, "Development of Administrative Law in England,'' 31 L. Q. R.
p.l50,
(c) Mr. Dicey writes in the article cited: "Such transfer of a~thg;ity ~aps
the foundation of that tule of law which has been for generations a leading
feature of the English constitution,''~

78
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a body of experts loose on the question'', to quote a writer in a
recent number of the Harvard Law Review (a), ''seems often to
be the only feasible method of attacking a new and highly complicated administrative problem. 'rhe very need of uniformity
may demand that the question he handled as a whole by a
single administrative bureau collecting information and evidence
from all available quarters as only a Government bureau can,
instead of leaving it to b~ thresheJ out in little pieces in the
course of controversies between single individuals and officers
of GJvernment and before tribunals which, by their tradition
and methods o£ procedure, cannot look beyond the interests o£
the litigants before them, and are moreover under no obligation to soe that the several 'Pieces hang together. To impose
upon such authorities the technicalities of procedure f:.tmiliar
to law courts woultl be to destroy the very purpose of their
creation.
31. 'Ihis tendency manifests itself oven more unmistakably
in the American than in the English administration, a fact
which is the more remarkable as the American courts ha\'C
never been under an obligation to accept administrati vc
arrangements a~ determined by the legislature at their absolute
face value. The tendency needs a more detailed ex1.mination
than has yet been given to it. But before I do that it would
be desirable to review brietly the administrative jurisdictioJ;~
of the American courts.

A<lministrativo jurisdiction of courts
in America,

No inter·
ference with
discretion.

32. · A detailed analy;;is of the administrative jnrisdiction
of the superior courts in the United States is unnecessary,
since it is derived from and not essentially dissimilar from
that of the superior courts of England. Certain special
features will b~ noticed in passing.
33. As in England, .the courts in exercising this jurisdiction do not as a rule consitler or review qucstiom of fact
and expediency. With the discretion of officials and public
bodies the courts religiously refrain from interfering, irrespective of the rank or character of the officer or the body. But
unless prevented by statute, the courts see to it that they
act in conformity with the law. Be an officer never so
hdmble, if he have discretion that discretion he exercises

.

(a)
0

A. A, Bcrle, Jr., "Expansion of American Administrative Law", SO

.flarv<~rd

Law Review, p. 430 at pp. 441·412.
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free from judicial control; be he never so influential he
must act in accordance with the law (a). But for political
reasons the courts have generally laid down the rule that
they will not exercise their jurisdiction where it will bring th~m
into actual conflict with the Chief Executive. The rule does
not appear to have ever been departed from in the case of
the President. The Supreme Court has refused to consider
the question of issuing an injunction against the President to
.
.
.
restmm him from enforcmg a law alleged to be unconstltu-,
tional, JJ1ississipi v. Johnson (b); and when a habeas corpus
issued against a Federal officer was opposed by the orders of
the President the court declined to take further· action,
Ex parte Jl;ferrynwn (c). Some of the State courts have
endeavoured to extend this exemption from the operation of
tho jurisdiction of the court'S to the heads of the departments.
But this appears to be in conflict with the decisions of the
United States Supreme Court (d).
34. It has t.o be remarked further that this extraordinary
administrative j nrisdiction is not possessed by _all classes _of
superior courts in the United States as a consequence of tho
prevalent notion that the jurisdiction can be possessed only
by thos~ courts which have inherited the jurisdiction of the
qourt of _King's Bench. Thus, though ·most of the common
law courts are supposed to have inherited this jurisdiction,
it is denied to more appellate courts ; and as in many· jurisdictions there still exist separate equity and common law
courts, equitable remedies m those jurisdiction can J;e
(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Administrative Law of ~he United States,
p. 433. To this rule Mr. Goodnow notes three exceptions : (i) Questions of
fact which have been deciued by an administrative authority in deciding as to
the title to office may be reviewed by the court either by mandamus or quo
warranto ; (ii) courts of some States will not pcrm,t administrative officers to
make use of their discretion to make a decision which is absolutely unsupported
by evidence, but will on certiorw·i quash such decision, (iii) the courts of some
States hold that where a statute provides that an officer may be removed from
office for cause only, they have the right to control the discretion of the removing officer in deciding what is cause. Ibid, pp. 433-43!.
(b) 4 Wallace 475.
(c) Taney, 246.
(d) People v, Supervisors of Qneen's County, 1 HUl N. Y.ltl5 (1841) ;
Speed v. Common Council, 98 Mich. 360 (189±); United States v. Sck?wz, 102
3i8 (1880),

u. s.
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given only by t~e former of those courts. The jurisdiction
of the Federal courts however is not governed by these
principles, but is fixed by the constitution and the statutes.
Interpreting these provisions, it has been held that the United
States courts generally have no power to issue tho manclamus
or certiorari except to aid an already acquired jurisdiction.
To this rule the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia
has bEen held to be an exception by reason of the fact that
it has inherited, for the territory of that district, the jurisdiction of the Court of King's Bench. The rule appears
to be the same as to prohibition, but are said to be more
liberal with regard to the injunction, the habeas corpus
and· the quo wa1'ranto. The power to issue the habeas
corpus to the administrative authorities of the States has
been given by statute to all the United States courts
except the Supreme Court. They have also the right to
issue the quo warrctnto when the question at issue concerns the denial of the right to vote on account of race,
colour or previous condition of servitude for any officer other
than Presidential elector and legislative officers, or concerns
the disqualification for other than lBgislative office resulting from the violation of the official oath, by engaging
in insurrection or rebellion against the United States ot giving
aid and comfurt to its enemies (a).
The Supreme Court
may not issue an injunction except to aid an acquired
jurisdiction and except in cases where a StatP, or a foreign
diplomatic or consular officer is a party (b). The other
United States courts have a larger power to apply equitable
remedies in proper cases against the· actions of the
Federal and Soote officers. Congress has however forbidden
the Courts of the United States to make use of the injunction to restrain the collection of taxes by the officers of
the United'States Government (c). These rules apply as well
to the issue of these remedies against State officers as
to their issue against the officers of the Federal Government.
On the other hand, the courts of the States may not exerCise
(a) Cf. th~ XIVth Amendment to U. S. Constitution, sec. 3.
(b) Cf. U. S. Constitution, Art. III, sec. 2, Para. 2.

(c) Goodnow, Principles of the Admlt1istrative Law of the United States,
P• 439.
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this jurisdiction against officers of the Federal Governme,;::tt,
since the United States Courts have exclusive jurisdiction of
all cases arising under the constitution and laws of the United ·
States. The result, say3 Mr. Goocln~w, is that the officers of Cffiontrol ofver
o cers o
the Federal Government are not nearly so subject to the State Govern•
· · d" ·
f l
h S tate offi cers. " B u t , , ments
greater
JUriS wt1on o t 1e courts as are t e
than control
he adds, " this control is not nearly so necessary in this case, ~flf:e~:deral
as the administrative control of the Federal Governill@nt is so
strong that the mistakes of subordinate administrative officers
are quite easily corrected on appeal to higher administrative
officers."
35. The Courts of the United States, both Federal and , Statutory extension of
State, have not been strangers, any more than those of jurisdiction
England, to the process of statutory contraction and .exten- in America.
sion of their jurisdiction and powers. Thus the United States
Circuit Courts can by the exercise of the statutory certiorari
reverse or amend the decision even on facts of the Board of
General Appraisers as to the classification of articles for duty
under the Tariff Act (a). Less frequently than in England,
appeals on both facts and law from the decisions of administrative officials have been given by statute to the Courts of
Quarter Sessions or County Courts (b). Other stat,utory
special courts of appeal are the various tax appeal courts or Contmction
of jurisdic·
boards of review or relief, of which the most nota~le is the tion,
due to
Boards of General Appraiseril in the National custom's ad- grant of
quasi-judidal
ministration which hears appeals from appraisals and classifica- authotity to
administration decisions. But whilst administrative juri~diction has thus ti vc experts,
in some ways been extended by statute, the opposite process,
,
noticed in dealing with the administrative juris<jiction of the
superior courts in England, of forestalling th~ courts by investing administrative officials and boards with judicial or
qnasi-judioial powers possessing varyin~ degrees of finality
(with which the courts, in view of the specialised knowledge
demanded for their disposal, are showing themselves increasingly relucta,nt to interfere) has also been . at work. In the
article in the Harvard Law Review previously cited, the

(a)

U. S Law of June 1890, c. 407; sec. 15.

(b) Goodnow, Principle~ of the Administrative Law of the United States,

p. 441.
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writer, :M:r. Berle, quotes the following amongst other illustratrations: When a shipper sought to bring a proceeding to
test the reasonableness o£ rate in a Federal Court without a
previous adjudication by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
that court declined jurisdiction upon the ground that the
Interstate Commerce Commission was set to solve such problems
and that until such a solution had been obtained for review, no
suit could ]Je entertained (a). A workman cannot bring an
action for compensation in 1\la,ssachusettes without first going
to the Industrial Accident Board. A court will not go into the
question of patentability until the Patent Office has first said its
say upon the claim (b). In the well-known case of Unitecl
'states v. Jt& Toy (c), the Federal Supreme Court went so far
as to hold that the decision of the emigration authority ~s to
whether a person entering the country was a citizen or not,
when the statute authorised the exclusion of aliens only, cannot be reviewed by the courts.
Courts supporting legis·
laturc in this
transfer of
jurisdiction
to the ad·
ministration
though not
bound to
do so,

36. As previonsly explained the last word upon the soundness in policy of any administrative arrangement docs not in
America rest with the legislature but with tho law courts (d).
The illustrations cited above make it clear that the law courts
in America are supporting the policy of the legislature of
making over in increasing measures the final determination of
questions arising between the administration and the people, in
matte:r;s which seem to require special kno.wledge, dc.~tch and
uniformity of treatment, to the administration itself, without
being (as are the courts in England) compelled to do so. This
of course is in itself highly significant, but still more significant

•
(a) 'l'e.11as and Pacific Ry. Co. v. Abi!Nze Cotton Oil Co, 204 U.S. 426 (1906)
and other cases cited at p 445, 30 Harvard Law Review.
(b) Standard Scale an~ Foundry Co, v. :McDonald, 127 Fed. 709, 710
(la04).
(c) 198 U.S. 253 (1905).
(d) In New York v. ·Public Service Commis.1iVi!, 38 Sup. C. Rep. 122
(1~18), while upholding the determination of the Public Service Commission uf
New York arrived at at a hearing in which witne>scs were cross-examined, testimony introducefl ai1d the case argued, the court, through Clarke, ,J,, n,ffirmcd
t'bat it would enter upon such an examination of the record as might be necessary to determine whether a Federal constitutional right had been deniedwhether there was such a want of hearihg or such arbitrary or capricious action
on the part of the Commission as to violate the due process clause of the
constitution.

.
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is the change of attitude in this respect discoverable from a
chronological study of the d~cisions of the courts themselves.
Courts in America as in England were at one time distinctly
jealous of what they seemed disposed to regard as the usi.lrpa~
tion of judicial functions by administrative authorities, and a
few decades ago they were ever ready to interfere on the
ground that some jurisdictional condition- had not been
-fulfilled by the administrative authority. Warne v. Varley (a)
is still cited as a leading case in English and American text
books (b). There searchers of leather had been appointed
under statute, who were authorised to seize leath~r insufficiently dried inorder to carry it before officers called triers. It
was held that this authority did not extend to the seizure of
any leath~r which was sufficiently dried though in their
judgrnent it was not so, and that such a seizure being, on the
owner's suit, found to hav:e taken place, they were held liable
in damages for trespass. Tho court, in other words, refused
to assume that the searchers were vested with power to
determine judicially tho questi,on whether th_e leather carne
·within the statute or n0t, and any leather they seized in the bona
fide belief that it £ell ~vi thin the statute they seized at their
own risk In J11/.ille1· v. Horton (c), the majority of the Supreme
J udici~l Court of ~Iassach usettes, through Holmes, J., ill owed
tho owner of a horse which haJ been killed by the defendant
Board of Heitlth, after inquiry, in the bona fi·.le belie£· t.hat it
had glanders, to prove in itn action for damages that the horse
was not suffering from the disease when it was killed and that
therefore the killing was beyond the jurisdiction of the Board.
There was no reason w!ly the same interpretation sh~uld not
have been applied to statutes which authorised •immigration
authorities to prevent the landing in America of undesirable
aliens, and this indeed was the interpretation unanimously
pbced by the United States Supreme cJourt in Gonzales v.
Williams (d) in 1904, for in that case Fuller. C. J., delivering
the court's jurlgment observed that if Gonzales "was not an
(a)

G T. B. 44;l (li95),

(b)

See Ch{l.ster, Public Off'tcerR, p. 37, and Freund, C<\ses

trative Law, p. ii31.
(c) lii2 Maes 540; 2:{ Am St. Rep. Si)O (18:ll).
(d) 192 us. l ( l904).

011
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alien immigrant within the intent and meaning of the Act of
Congress 1 the Commissioner had no power to detain or deport
her,'' and that "she was not obliged to resort to the superintendent or the secretary," though the statute made all decisions
by the inspecting officers or their assistants touching the
right of any alien to land, when adverse to such right,
final unless appeal was taken to the superintendent of
immigration whose action in its turn was subject to review
by the secretary to the treasury. But already in 1892, in
Nishimura Ekiu v. United States (a), the Supreme C'ourt,
through Gray, J., (Brewer, .J., dissenting), had refused relief to
the complainant on the ground that she had not appealed to
the superintendent <;>f immigration. and that therefore the
decision preventing her from landing was final. To a· similar
effect was the decision of the Supreme Court delivered in
1904 through Holmes, J., (Brewer & Peckham, JJ., dissenting) in United States v. Sing Tuck (b) in which the majority
were of opinion that "the attempt to disregard and override
the provisions of the statutes and the rules o£ the departrr,ent and to swamp the courts by a resort to them in the
first-instance must fail". Finally, in 1905. came the decision
in Cnited States v Ju Toy (c) also delivered by· Holmes, J.,
(Brewer, J., again dissenting), in which it was held that the
question whether in fact the person desiring _admission was
a citizen or alien was itself for decision by the immigration
autho.rities, and tl1eir decision (in the absence at least of proof
of abuse of authority of any kind) was not reriewable by the
court on an application for hal.Jeas corpus. The later decision
in Chin Yow v. United States (d) Jelivered by Holmes, J., (with
the concurreMe of all the judges including Brewer, J.,) granting habeas corpus in a case where it appeared that the immigration authorities had not given the comphinant a. chance

•
142 U.S. 651 (1892).
.
(b) 194 U.S. 161 (1901). Though it does not m ~ke any difference in prin·
ciple it should perhaps b,e stated that Gonzalc;. was found even by the immi.
gration authorities to have been a native of Porto Rico and was kept OLlt
!Jot because she was an alien but because she was not a United States citizen.
laid stress on the fact that thp immigration authorities had
Fuller,
(a)

c.v.

committed an error of law.
(c) 198 U.S. 253 (W5).
(4) 208
8 (1908).

u.s.
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of establishing her citizenship does not take away from the
effect of the decision in United States v. Ju Toy (a). Mr.
Justice Holmes, jurist as well as judge, has evidently travelled
a long way from the day in 1891 when he pronouced ju"dgment as a judge of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusettes in )._~filler v. Horton (b). Mr. Berle, in the article in the
Harvard Law Review (c) previously cited, expresses mild
surprise that immigration officers should be assumed to have
specialised and · specific knowledge not available to the
Supreme Court judges in the mattrr of determining whether
persons entering the country from abroad could rightfully do
so or not. But it is material to notice that in the debate in
the English House of Lords on August 3, 1905, on the Aliens' Debate in the
House of
Bill, Lord Coleridge's strong plea in favour of substituting in Lords on the
the place of . the proposed Immigration Board a court of Aliens' Bill.
summary jurisdiction to review the.decision of t!Je inspecting
officer declaring a person an undesirable alien not fit to ?le
admitted into the country wa.s rejected by a vote of 68 to
16 (d), the House having had the assurance of Government that
at least one of the three members of the Board, and preferably its chairman, would be a magistrate, the other two to be
~elected from men of business and admini~trative experie,rice.

37. It will be instructive now to consider the very similar change of attitude of the judges of the Superior Courts
in England towards legislation which seems to invest administrative authorities with judicial or quasi-judicial powers,
carrying with them varying degrees of finality n;t open to
examination by courts of law. Three decisions of the House of
Lords will suffice to indicate its drift. In the earliest ofthem,
Spaclcman v. The Plt(;mstead District Board o/ Works (e),
Spackman was prosecuted for building beyond the ''general
line" of building alignment, as_ determined. by the Superintending Architect of the Metroplitan Board of Works under power
conferred on him by statute, the decision haying been given
"
(a) 198 U.S. 253,1905).
(b) 152 Mass. 450(1891)
(c) "Expansion of American Administrative Law," SO Harv~rd Law •
Review, 430 at p. 445.
'
(d) A sketch of the debate is qu.oted atp. 617 of Freund's Cases on Ad·
ministrative Law,
(e) 10 A.C. 229 (1885).
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upon reference to him by Spackman and the local authorities
after the building had been constructed. The Magistrate
declined to accept the Superintending Architect's line as the
correct one and dismissed the prosecution. The statute did
not prescribe any mode according to which the Superintending
Architect was to arrive at his decision. ''In the absence of
special provision as to how the p~t·son who is to decide is to
proceed", said Lotd Selborne, "the law will imply no more than
that the substantial requirements of justice shall not be
violated. He is not a judge in the proper sense of the word,
but must give parties an opportunity of bein:! heard before
him and stating their case and their views" (a). "He must
give notice when be will proceed with the matter and must
act honestly and imp utially and not under the declaration of
some other person or persons to whom .authority is not given
by law. There must be no malversation of any kind. 'l'here
wt>uld be no decision within the meaning of the statute, if
there were anything of that sort done contrary to the essence
of justice. But it appears to me to be perfectly consistent
with reason that the statute may have intentionally omitted
to provide for form, because, this is a matter not of a kind
requiring form, not of a kind requiring litigation at all, but
reqmring only t4at the parties shollltl have an opportunity
of submitting to tho person by whose decision they are to
be b,ound such contliderations as in their jurlgment ought
to be brought befvre him." To the suggestion that tha decision, being that of a servant of the prosecuting local authority,
was not likely to be nnbiassed and a judicial review was
necessary if only to correct that bias, his Lordship replied
that the bottrd was a "disinterested public body'' (b) and that
the . Superintending Architect was a responsible "statutory
officer." Lord \Y atson supplemented his colleague's reasons
for upholding the finality of the Architect's decision by adding
that such decision was likely to be less unfavourable to the
interest of all parties concerned and less likely to defeat
(a) Compare Cooper v. Boa1·d of Works for TVantisw01·tk Di,ot,·ict, 14 C. B. •(N.S.) 180 (1863).
·(b) ~ord Selborne had evidently never experienced at first hand the
reality and force of the "ofl1cial bias," one of the strongest known that can
dominate the hum~n mind. He should have lived either iu Germany, or
Ru~sia or India to have felt the full forct;J of it,
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the ends of justice than a series of decisions by a nuniber of
different district magistrates. In Board of Educcttion .v.
Rice (a), the House of Lords quashed the decision of the
Education BoarJ upon c~1·tiorari on the ground that the
Board did not decide the questions \Yhich it was palled upon
to decide under the statute, and by ?nandamus ordered it to
proceed according to law. But Lord Loreburn in the principal
judgment in the case clearly indicated the limitations beyond
which the courts must not pass in their interference with
the finalit,y cif administrative decisions. ".Comparatively
recent statutes", his Lordship said, ahave extended, if they
have not originated, the practice of imposing upon departments or officers of State the du.ty of deciding or determining
questions of various kinds. In the present instance, as in
many others, what comes for determination may be a matter
to be settled by· discretion invoh·iog no law but sometimes
it will involve matters of law as \Veil as matters of fact
or even depend upon ri1atters or law alone. In such cases,
the Board of Education will Lave to ascertain the law and
also to ascertain the facts. In doing either, they must act
in good faith and fairly to both sides, ·for that is a duty lying
upon every one who decides anything. But I do not think
they are bound to treat such a question as though it were
a trial. The Board is in the natme of an arbitral tribunal,
and n court of law has no jurisdiction to hear appeals. from
the determination either upon law or upon fact. But if the
court is satisfied either that the Board have not acted
judicially in the way I have described or have not determined
the question which they were required by the Act to determine
then there is a remedy by mandam/ns and·certior"-ri.'1
38. Finally, )n Local Government Board v . .Arlidge (b),
the statute under consideration, as _in B~aclmnan's case just
considered, did not prescribe any specialised system of procedure, but the Board was required to hold a public enquiry
before arriving at its determination (i) as to whether a house
should be condemned as unfit for human h:tbitation, and also
(ii) as to whether the repairs effected since the condemnation.
order had been such as to justify the revocation .of that
(a) (1911) A.C.l79.

(h), (1915) A;C, 120,
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order. The tiuestion in this case arose upon an application
for revocation, and a Local Government Board's Inspector
held the ''public enquiry" in the locality and submitted his
report, the contents whereof, according to the practice of the
Board, were treated as confidential an'rl were not disclosed to
'
the applicant.
The ''Board" considered this report and
without giving the applicant a further oral hearing before
itself dismissed the application. The applicant Arlidge
attacked this decision on several grounds, which, generally
stated, amounted to a charge that the ·Board had not conformed to the principles of natural justice in arriving at its
decision. First, he complained, he did not know who passed
the final decision which was communicated to him over the
signature of the President of the Board ; secondly, that he
never had a hearing before the officer who actually passed
that decision ; thi1·dly that that decision was passed behind
his back upon the basis of a secret report, the allegations
wherein he had no opportunity to refute, since they were m
fact not disclosed to him.
39. To the first of these objections, the reply of Lord
Chancellor Haldaue in effect was that the decision which
bore the signature of the President of the Board had all the
legal force of a decision of the President himself. The Lord
Chancellor in the presPnt instance had already had considera?le experience ·as head of a drpartment. 'l'he President
of the Board, his Lord13hip went on to add, (unlike a judge)
had other more ouerous duties to perform in Parliament as
well as outside it, besides attending to the administrative
duties thrown on him by the· statute, nnd, jn the circumstances, he w:.s not only at liberty but even obliged to rely on
the assistance of his staff, and that therefore when the statute
directed that an appeal was to be disposed of by the Board,
all that was meant ·was that any particular official of the
Board was to dispose o£ it (a).
(a) I consider this"l}pologia of Lord Haldane-which would make out
that an order bearing the signature of the President of the Board (whoever
lJ:Ijty in fact have passed it) is equivalent to a clE>terminatlon of tlle controversy
by the Bo~d itself-as the strongest argument in favour of eMtablishing
administrative courtB. The decisions of such courts are at least decisions
the courts themselves and not of some unknown person in the office who
drafts the order and passes it on to the PI"esident for his signature. The best

of
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40. As to- the other objections, their Lordships wer-e
agreed that judicial methods of procedure should not apply
to departmental action. 1t is sufficient that the case has
been heard in a judicial spirit in accordance with the principles of substantial justice. But the report of the Inspector
having been i~ept back from the complainant a·s a confidential
document and the san1e not having been produced at the
trial or before their Lordships, how, it is pertinent to enquire,
were their Lordships able to assure themselves that the
judicial ''temper" and "spirit'' and the "principles of substantial justice'' were duly observed in this case ? Lor~ Moulton
was however unable to see why the report the Inspectors make
to the department should be made public and was on the other
hand fully pers-uaded that to permit such publication would be
"mischievous" ! Lord Moulton was more to the point when
he said that the new procedure was intended to be an appeal
to a superior executive body as such, in other words the appeal
\
was intended to be a departmental and not a judicial appeal.
Supposing, his Lordship asked, the legislature had given no
appeal, Hit might in that case be considered to have been ~n
wisely drastic, but the decision onhe local authority in that
, case would have to be recognised and enforced by the courts

Decision of
administrative boards
should be in
accordance
with not judi·
cial procedure
but "judicial
spirit".

How the
courts satisfy
,themoelves as
to this.

Practical sur·
render of administrative .
jurisdiction
by the courts
in favour of
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - non-judicial
commentary on this portion of Lord Haldane's judgment will be found in departmental
determina·
1\lr. E. M. Sneyrl-Kynnersley's "Some Passages, in the Life of One of H. Jl.l's tion,
Inspectors of Schools." "I served the <lepartment or Board," be wJites, "in
one capacity or another and with some interval for more than 35 years (from
1~12 to 1907). In all that time I never saw a Lord President of the Council,
and I should often. have found it hard to tell the name of the reigning paten·
tate if I bad been asked suddenly·--;--our master at .the Educat-ion Depart·
ment of the Privy Qouncil was master of all branches of that 1:elonege1·icht
...... I belfeve agriculture and public health were our rivals• in his a:ffections
... _In actual practice he confined himself to the patronage.'' "My Lvrds
were a Parliamentary fiction, in theory composed of the Lord President, the
First Lord oft~ Trea~ury and some Secretary of iltate; in practice they had no
existence, bl}t I believe the White hail sta:ff 'by long making believe' persuadedthemselves that they were flesh and· blood.'' The Minister in charge of the
Education Department at the present day is, as was the President of the
Local Government Board concerned in Arlitlge's case (Mr. John Burns), a
live perwm. But accepting the description in Lord Haldane's judgment of
the working of the department to be correct, is their not room for suspecti,rg
that there must still be plenty of "making believe" amongst the lits.:ffs of the
most up-to-date departments of th€ English Government anJ this in spite of
:Mr. Kynnersley's assurance. that the "Lord President'' <fesoribed by him is
"now extinct as the mammot " (pp. 112-114)

J
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and no such q llestion as to whether or not it was contrary to
natural justice could possibly be considered by the courts,
Cases of quarantine regulations, or the destruction of unwholesome food exposed for sale might under cert<tin circumstances
be left to the decision of executive officers without any
appeal being given". Why then should the order in the present case be put in question when the Local Government Board
appeared to have substantially conformed to the requirements
of the statute by holding lJ, ''public inquiry", though only
4
before an Inspector who apparently was not authorised
to, and did not, decide the matter in controversy himself?
41. It bas been humorously suggested that the Feudal
system was really introduced into England by a seventeenth
century scholar, Sir Henry Spelman, whose researches undoubtedly resulted in the first systematised account of that
historic institution. ~fessrs Jenks and Pollard have in a somewhat similar sense put forward the claim, as inventor of the
Magna Carta, of Chief Justice Coke, in whose expositions of
that charter, what in origin was a tale of feudal priv1leges
assumed the dignity and, status of a charter o£ at! people's
rights. l\fr. A. V. Dicey may in the same sense be credited
with having introduced into the world of politicrrl and administrative science the English "rule of l:?~.w." liir. Dicey, comMr. Dicey's
appehensions
of the advent menting on the decision in Local Government Board v.
in England
A1·lidge (a), in a passage which I have already quoted (b), ha~:>
of French
observed that the transfer by legislation of judicial flmctions
''Droit adminiRtl·atif''
from'the courts to administrative boards (<saps the foundaexamined.
tion" of that rule of la,w. The decision itself, he is constrained to admit; is "a considerable step ~owards administrative
law in the Freuch sense."
42. "Administrative law in the French sense/' Mr. Dicey
(in common with most Engljsh constitutional writers), views
with unconcealed jeal;usy and suspicion. Whether t.hat
jealousy is due to the traditions of oppl'ession left to history by
the defunct Court of Star Chamber, or whether that suspicion
is engendered by that.association with bureaucracy in which
administrative courts on the Continent of Europe have been
inVariably .found, I need not pause to enquire. Suffice it to say
(a)

(1915) A.

c. 120.

(b) Supra, p. 617, note (c).
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that after pointing to the advance made by the . decision
in A1·lidge's case towards" administrative law in the French
sense,'' :Mr. Dicey proceeds to congratplate himself that the
advance has not been far enough yet, since ''ordinary courts of
law can still deal with any actual or proveable breaches of the
rule of law, which is fatal to the existence of true d1·oit
admini>tratif," and he consoles himself with the hope that" it
is probable that in so~e form or other the English courts will
always find means for correcting the injustice, if demonstrated,
of any exercise by a Government department of judicial or
quasi-judicial authority." 'J'he only means up till now discovered, that I can find, is the revival (or creation) of the
jurisdiction already considered to entertain quia timet bills of
declaration again.~t t.he Attorney,.General as representing thE:..
Crown in respect of threatened action by departments of Government in pursuance of statutory authority, a jurisdiction which,
as I have already -explained, is not likely to carry matters very
• far. 'J'o any one. who has followed the discussion thus far, it
must be quite clear that the new danger to the "rule of law"
arising from the setting up of
... self-contained administrative
boads or other institutions exercising within their respective
spheres more or· less uncontrolled legislative, judicial and
executive fur1etions, cannot; be met by any fresh development
of the administrative jurisdiction of the Superior Courts, which
itself is being inevitably contracted in pro"portion as those of
the administeative bodies mentioned above are, from the very
necessities of modern social and political life, as inevitably
extending. l\lr. Elihu Root, lawyer, administrator and politician, (I am convince?) read the signs of the times unerringly
when he said :•
43. ''There is one special field of law development which
has manifestly become . inevitable. We are entering upon the
creation of a body of administratiYe •la;v quite different in
its necessary safeguards from the old methods of regulation by
gpccific statutes enforced by the courts. As any community
pn.sses from simple to complex conditions the only way in
in which Government can deal with ti1e increased burdens
thrown upon it is by the delegation of power to be exercised• in
detail by subordinate agents, subject to the cORtrol • of general
directions prescribed by . superior n,uthorit.y. The necessities
of our situRtion have already led to an extensive employment

l\Ir. Elihu
Root upon
the need for
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administrative discrc•
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of that method. The Interstate Commerce CommissionJ
the State Public Service Commissions, the Federal Trade
Commission, the pow~s of the Federal. Reserve Board, the
Health Departments of the States, and many other supervisory
• offices and agencies are familiar illustrations. BoEore these
agencies the old doctrine prohibiting the delegation of
legislative power has virtuaUy retired fron1 the field ~d
given up the fight.
There will be no withdrawal from
these experiments. \Ve shall go on; we shall expand themJ
whether we approve the~retically or not, because such
agencies furnish protection to rights and obstacles to wrongdoing which under our new social and industrial conditions cannot be practically accomplished by the old and
simple procedure of legislatures and courts:; as in the last
generation. Yet the powers that are committed to these
regulating agenciesJ and which they must have to do their
workJ carry with them great and dangerous opportunities of
oppression and wrong. If we are to continue a Government ·
of limited powers these agencies of regulation must themselves be regulated: 'rhe limits of their power over the citizen
must be fixed and determiucd. The rights of the citizen
against them must be made plain. A system o£ administrative
bw must be developed, and that with us is still in its infancy,
crude and imperfect.'' (a)

'

Establishment of adminhtrative
courts in
Auglo-Saxon
countries
will be an
improvement
upon the
existing arraugement.

44 .. The timeJ I am convinced, has definitely arrived for tho
creationJ in England and America and in fact in every part of
the world where the English system of public law prevails, of an
administrative jurisdiction of the kind which obtains in several
countries on the Continent of Europe. The adoption of such a
course will not be after all a new creation but a revival of a
juris!liction which fell_with the English Court of Star Chamber. The judicial control of the administration is in fact giving
place to unregulated and secret administrative control. The
problem is to convert ~his latter again into a form of judicial
control, more specialised, quicker and less technical, yet open,
formal andJ where ne~essary, contentious. The French nation
has already evolved a highly efficient system of administrative
cou~·ts in tQ.e co;use of the last hundred years. I see no

------(a)

--------·-------

Elihu Root, Addresses on Government and Citizenship, pp. 534-.?31),
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insuperable difficulty in the way of developing similar institutions in England and America, aud I'do not s)lare the jealousy
and suspicion entertained by the older generation of English
lawyers against French administrative law and jurisdiction,
That law has no doubt, as I shall proce~d to show, grown
within the bosom of bureaucracy. But in so doing it has
regulated and humanised bureaucracy. If under modern con- The only
antidote to
ditions, growth of officiaFsm be inevitable even in England g.rowing
and America, there shoul,d grow along with it its natural officialism.
antidotes, administrative law and administrative courts. 45. Before I take up, as·I should now do, the consideration
of the administrative tribunals of the Continent of ·Europe, it
will be necessary to sketch in outline what administrative
j~~isdiction there is in British India. There is, I may at once
state, not,much to say about it. Cl. 4 of the Charter of the
Supreme Court of Calcutta, dated the 26th March 1774,
provided that the Chief Justice and the Puisne Judges of ·the
recently established Supreme Court were appointed severally
and 'respectively Justices and Conservators of the "Peace and
Coroners \vithin and throughout the Provinces, Districts and
Countries of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, and every part thereof,
and to have such jurisdiction and. authority as His Majesty's
.Justices of the Court of King's Bench had or might lawfully
exercise within England by the common law. thereof. By cl.
21 of the Charter, the Supreme Court was specifically empowered to issue writs of nwndctnH~s. certiorcwi, precedenclo
and error to certain inferior courts and magistrates mentioned
in the clause. Sec. 9 oE the High Courts Act (24 and 25 Viet.
c. 104) of 1861 continued the jurisdiction o£ the Supreme
Court which was abolished by the Act in the O.teiginal Side of.
the presen_t High Court of Calcutta, the jurisdictions of the
Sudder Dewani and Sudder Nizamat Adalats }:9 appeals from
Mofussil courts (which too were abolfshed by the Act) being
similarly continued and preserved in what is now known as the
Appellate Side of the High Court (a). H the language- o~ly
of cl. 4 of the Charter of 177 4 had to be looked into to determine the extent of the administrati v; jurisdiction of the
Calcutta High Court, there w9uld perhaps be no dispute tl¥.tt
/

(a) ·Seese~. 10e of tne Government of India (consolidation) Act of HJlG,
as to the jurisd-iction of the Original Side of the ChartereJ High Courts •

•
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that court on its Original Side could under the terms of that
clause, at this moment, issue over the whole area mentioned
above and with reference to all the inhabitants thereof writs of
habeas cmptM, quo war?oc~nto, cm'tiorari, prohibition or man~
damt~s in the same manner and to tho same extent as the
Superior Court.s of England; and being besides a Court of
Equity could issue injunctions and other equitable processes,
subject of course in either case to statutory extensions and
limitations specially applicable to those districts and provmces. But it has to be remembered that at the date o£ the
Its limitsCharter, the territorial jurisdict.ion of the Supreme Courts
Jurisdiction
exerciseable
did not extend beyond the Presidency town of Calcutta and
by the Ori·
its jurisdiction outside was personal and exerciseable in refegina! Sides
of the Calrence mainly to such prrsons as were "British subjects''
cutta, Bombay and
as the expression was understood to mean at that time (a).
Madras
This section has accordingly been generally assumed, ordinarily,
Ei7h Courts
within local
to authorise the issue of writs of habeas corp1.LS within what is
limits of
Presidency
now known as the limits of the Original Side of the High
towns only.
Court, though the High Court has for that reason found no clifHJlabeas
CV77JIM,
culty in issuing writs of habeas corpus for the release of persons
arrested within those limits but carried· away and detaitwd
outside. And this limited interpTetation is the one which hn.s
been accepted by tho Indinn legislature, •lS appears from sec.
491 of the Criminal Procedure Code (Act V of 1898) and
sec. 45 of the Specific Relief Act (I. of 1877). '.rho former
expressly provides that ·"directions in the nature of a habeas
cor·pus may in proper cases- be issued by the High Conrts of
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay to bring persons· illegally or
improperly detained in public or private custody within the
limits of the Original Civil Jurisdiction of these courts." The
latter recognises•the authority of the said High Courts to make
llfandamus,
orders in the nature of a mctnd,tnws, requiring specific acts
to be done or forborne w~thin the local limits of the Originn.l
Civil J nrisdiction of such High Courts by any person holding
n. .puNic office or by any corporation or inferior court of justice.
The other prerogn.tive writs have not· been expressly mentioned in an:v Indiari enactment but a writ of. certio?Ytri
.
•ap~ears to have been issued without question in Nunrlo Lal
Bose v, T~e Corpomtion of the Town of Calcutta (h) to

.

(a) See supra, Lecture V, pam. 4;1, note.
(b) I. L. R 11 Cal. 274 (1885),
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bring up . :l quash an assessment of rates alleged and fouhd
to be wi mt jurisdiction. In In Re Besant'(a), Rahim C. J.
mentions 3 fact that writs of certiorari hava been issued by
the Bomb: High Court also (p. 117 6), and his Lordship and his
two coller tes, differing in other respe?ts, were agreed that
the :Mat' ·•s·Trlgh Court, having inherited the jurisdiction conferred on . he Supreme Court by 39 and 40 Geo. liT, c; 79, and .
by the Let~rs Patent 'of 1800, have authority, subject to
1!estrietions imposed by statute, to issue writs of certiorari to
rem-ove and quash matters judicially determined by administrative officials. It naturally follows that writs of prohibition Prohibition
quo
and quo wcwranto may be issued by the said High Courts and
!carranto,
of Bombay, Madras and Calcutta, subject to the same local
limitations. Having regard to what I have already stated,
I find it difficult to affixm. that the Patna High Comt
has inherited any of these jurisdictions and I have Patnaand
Allahabad
scarcely any doubt that the Allahnbad High Court. nnd the High Courts
·
,
h
cannot issue;
various Chief and Judicial CommJSsioners courts. ave no ju- prerogative
risdiction to issue these preroaative writs. ·But· all courts in . wr~ts,,nor
e
·
Clue£ Courts
India are courts of equity in so far as they may grant the.: and Jt;di?ial
.
.
.
.
. .
CommrssiOscveral reliefs other than mandamus dealt w1th m the Spemfic ners' courts,
Relief Act, in conditions and circumstances specified in that Equity jurisAct, and thus an inJ'unction may in a proper case issue from Indian
diction of-all
courts
;, any court in British India to restrain an official from -..yroug- under the
Specific R:J·
fully exercising his powers, provided it does not interfere .with lief Act.
the public duties of any department of the GoYernment of
India or a .Local Governm~nt. Nor will an injunction be
granted to restrain a person fr01n applying to any legislative Injunctions_;,
body, or to stay proceedings in any criminal matter (b). Sec 42 Limits to
their issue
of the Act authorises all courts in India to efltertain and in against the
administra·
the exercise of sound discretion decree suits for decl8xation tion.
only by any person entitled to a legal .character or any right
to property against any person denying or interested to deny
his title to such character or right. But the section, wide as it is,
is hardly comprehensive enough to cover a quia tirnet hill for
Qllia timet
declaration against Government. in respect-of a threatened legal declaratory
injury in pursuance of powers conferred on its officials by sta- action against
officials if
tute. The prerogative ~rits can, of course, issue fron.t the High lies.
(a)

I. L. R, 39 Mad, 1164 (i986),

(b) Specific Relief Act (I of 18871), sec. 56, cls. (c), (d) and (e)1
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Uo"tu·ts of Bombay, J.\.Iadras and Calcutta (as already stated),
subject only to the conditions and restrictions which qualify
.1lfwulamus
may not issue the issu.e of those writ~ in England. It may how~ver be as well
aaainst cer·
to note here that sec 45 of the Specific Relief Act expressly
t~in authorities,
pro1.:ides that no writ in '-.the nature of a mandamus will be
_ issued to make any order binding on the Secretary of State for
India in Council or the GoYernor General in Council, or the
Governors of Bombay and l\Iadras in Council or the Lieutenant
See. 111 of the
of Bengal. Other restrictions are implied in the
Governor
Government
of India Act
provision now embodied in sec 111 of the Gove~ninent of
of 1911).
India Act to the effect that the order in writing of the
Governor General in Council for any act shall, in any
proceeding civil or criminal in any High Court acting in the
exercise of its Original Jurisdiction, be a fnll justification
of the act except so far as· the order extends to any European British subject. The existence of this provision was
considered by Norman, J., sufficient by itself to deter a
court from issuing a writ of habeas corpt~s in case of detention
undet' Act III of 1858, such detention being under a warrant
in writing of the Governor General·(a).
Jurisdiction
extremely
narrow.
Statutory
contraction
thereof.

'l'he Press
Act I of 1910
examined.

46. From the forgoing considerations it seems clear that
the administrative jurisdiction of the Superior Courts in
lndia, where it exists, not taking into account limitations
imposed thereon by statute, is confined within very narrow
bounds,· both as to area and as to subject ni.atter. As to
statutory restrictions, a single instance' will suffice to show the
extent to which they may be carried. The Press Act I of
1910 which was enacted "to pmwide better control of the Pres&"
(preamble) re~uires deposits (sec~. 3, 5, 8 & 10) of security
of from Rs. 500 to Rs. 1,000 at a time, at the discretion
of a District or a Chief Presidency Magistrate by keepers

•
(a) In re: Ameer K!tan, 6 Beng. L. R. 392 (1870). I exClude from t-his
consideration of the administrative jurisdiction of the Superior Courts in India
the powers conferred by sec. 107 of the Government of India AcL of 1915
(formerly
sec. 15 of the" High Courts Aot of 1861), since under those sec.
High Court's
power of
· tiona (as under the reYisional sections of the Civil and Criminal Procedure
superintenC~des), the High Courts are authorised to superintend and direct inferior
dence under
Government courts of Ia; only and not administrative officials. I am not sure that the
of India Act claim put forward by a Full Bench of the CalcQtta High Court in Em-pero 1•
~eo. 107.
v. Har P1·asad, I.L.R. ±0 Cal. 477 (1913), to exercise goueral revisional
jurisdiction over revenue courts is altogether valid (p, 491),
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of pt'inting prcgses and publishers of newspapers, which
deposits the Local Government is authorised to declare forfeited
(together with copies of the offending newspaper, book or
other document) whenever it should. appear to the Local
Government that any publication issued out of the press or •
appearing in the newspaper contains 'tany 'words, signs or
visible representations which are likely or may have a tendency
directly or indirectly, wh-ether by inference, suggestion, allusi~n, metaphor, _implication or otherwise, to produce certain
effects (sees. 4, 6, 9, 11 & 12) specified in sec. 4. ~These are
too long for reproduction here, but' it will suffice for my
present purpose to state that in the judgment of Jenkins, C. J
of the Calcutta High Court, as expre~sed in In re Mahomecl
Ali (a), if any Local Government chose to treat any particular
writing as. falling within that section, the language of that
section was so wide that it would ordinarily prove a hopeless
task for any person affected by an order of forfeiture to establish that the writing did not contain words which fell within
the comprehensive provision of the Act. Sec. 17 of the Act
·however r--ermits any person h~ving an interest in any pro~
perty in respect of wh~ch an order of forfeiture has been made,
within t\vo months from the date of such order, to apply to
the High Court to set aside such order on "the ground that tho
newspaper, book or other document in respect of' which the
order was made did not contain any words~ signs or visible
representation of the nature described in sec. 4 (see
also sec. 18), and sec. 22 then proceeds to state that "every
declaration of forfeiture purp_orting to pc m~de hnder the Act
shall, as against all persons, be conclusive evidence that the
forfeiture therein referr~d to has taken place, e'1ntl no proceeding purporting to be taken under the Act shall be called in
question by any court except the High Court on such application as aforesaid, and no civil or• criminal proceeding,
except as provided by this Act, shall be instituted against;any person for anything done or in good faith intended to be

...

(a) I. L.R. 41 Cal. 466. at p. 491 (1913). Stephen, J. in the sttme case said :
"So wide indeed are the powers that the legislature has conferred on the
Government that they wottld be able to confiscate a ncwspap~r containing
words that might cause one man to hate or even to condemn a class, if such
there tihould unhapily be, who sought to embarniss the Government of the
country by inurder and robbery.';
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done under this Act'', Then as to the way the Act has been
interpreted by the High Courts in so far as it bears upon the
jurisdiction of those courts to review orders passed under tho
Act, in t~e case just mentioned the Calcutta High Court was
of opinion that although in that case the Local Government
had failed to comply with the mandatory direction of sec. 4 of
the A,ct to state in its order of forfeiture the groun.ds thereof
and that therefore the order of forfeit'ure itself was illegal, sec.
22 of the Act made it impossible fur the High Court to set
aside the order on that 9r any ground other than the one specified in sees. 17 and 19, Yiz., that the publication was not of
tho nature described in sec. 4. The court however (or at any
IIesitaLion to rate the majority 'thereof) found itself equally helpless in
interfere with
proceeding to review the decision of the Local Go\·ernment
decisions of
the Govern·
directing a forfeiture on tho one ground permitted to it by
menton mat·
ters specially sees. 17 and 10, for it held that in arriving at that decision
\Vithin its
the Government might well have rdied on knowledge and
knowledge,
though
information specially in its possc::;sion which it might not have
expreEsly
authori~ed
been in a position,to disclose in a court of law, and that if with
by law.
all the information at its disposal it 'vas tho GoYernment's view
that a publication was of the character described in sec. 4, ''tho
court, no more inf~nned than tho man in the street, cannot
afRrii1 that this could not be RO, and affirm it with a degree of
assurance that would entitle it to set aside a measure of safety
on wh,ich the Gq_vernor had solemnly resolYed." "The fact is,"
Jenkins, c.J·., added, "that the executive and judicial authoritiei:i
stand on wholly different planes for the purpose of arriving at
a decisio'h as to the propriety of executive action, and the one
cannot sit in judgment on the determinations o£ the other."
Judicial interpretations
of the Act.

General
agreement
of the Comts
in England,
America and
India in this
matter.

4 7. It i~ needless to emphasise how faithfully the views of
the Calcutta High Court in this case echo those o£ the judges
of England and Amfrica in certain recent judgments which
have been already discussed. The views of the Calcutta High
Court as expressed in this case arc the more remarkable
as they were pronounced in a matter in which the legislature
permitted a ~-irect cl'hallenge of the accuracy o£ an administrative decision by an appeal to the law court. Upon the
•
plain pr~visions of sees. 17 and 19, it is impossible not to
agree with Stephen, J ., in In 1'e : Mahomed Ali (a) that the
(a)

I.L,R. 41 Cal, 466 (1913).
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to the High Court by, on fact as welLas law, on the
question as-to whether the publication objected to fell within
the description of sec. 4 or not.

48. B seems to have been possible in the case just notiCed Refu~al of
Indian
for the applicant before the High Court to have asked that courts to
quash orders
court to hold that the order of forfeiture was made without on tho
ground of
jurisdiction on the geoimd of its non-compliance with the want
of jutismandatory provision of sec.- 4 -directing the Local Government diction:
to state the grounds-upon which in its judgment the publica- ·
tion merited forfeiture, .0'nd to have on-that ground invoked
its common law jurisdiction to quash the order by certionwi,
for it is a well-known rule of unquestionable authority in both
England and America that a section in an Act o£ Parliament
taking away certiorcwi did not apply where. there \Vas an
absence of jurisdiction (a). The point was squarely raised
in In 1'e : lJhs. An·nie Besant (b). In this case the Chief
Presidency 1\Iagistrate having by a previous order dispensed
with security in respect of a press, passed another superseding
that order and demanding security from the keeper. This
latter order was challenged before the· High Conrb as made
without jurisdiction ~1pon an application for a writ of ce?·tioraTi
and this contention Wf\S upheld by the majority of the court
(Rahim, C. J., and Seshagiri Ayyar,'J., Ayling J. dissenting).
T·he majority however were of. opinion that the order in
question was not a "judicial" but an "executive" act not open
to review by certwm1·i. Had they co;sidered the order to be
a judicial order tho majority would probably have felt themseh·es competent to qua:;h·the order, the provisions of sec. 22
of the Act notwithstanding· But Ayling, J ., had no doubt Power by r:r1'·
tlo1'ru·i to th<tt oven assuming that the order wa~ ~~ura 111i1'e8, as that quash for
order was made in a proceeding ·which "purported" to be want of juris·
diction taken
t~ken under the Act, within the lanO'uage of sec.' 22 the )·uris-· away by
n
'
•
statute.
/ diction to quash by CM'tiora1'i ·was taken• away by the express
lnnguage of the statute even in respect of acts which were
1dt1·a vires, and persona.lly I have no doubt that such w~s the
intention of the legislature,! and that the :tligh Court had no
jurisdiction to quash the order unless the Pre3s Act itself was
declared to have been altrc~ 1)ire8 of the Indian legislature.
(a) See Be Jmrto Bra!llaug!t L.R. 3 Q.B D. 509 (l8i8) am~ng~t other cases.
(b) I.L.R. 39 )iad. 116t (1916),
•
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49. It appears, indeed, to have been argued in this case
· that the Act itself was in contravention of the limitation
imposed upon the Indian legislature by sec. 65 (2) of the
Government of India Act of 1915 which prohibits the passing
by that legislature of any law affecting any part of the unwritten law or constitution of the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland whereon may depend in any degree the
allegiance of any person to the Crown of the United Kingdom.
This contention was not accepted by Seshagiri Ayyar, J.,
and was not touched upon by Ayling, J.; and Rahim, C. J.
refused to deal with it finally upo~ an application under
sec. 17 and 19 of the Press Act on the ground apparently that
the court;s jurisdiction upon such an application was absolutely restricted by the terms of those sections. It is however
not necessary for my present purpose to refer in further
detail to the opinions of the individual judges who composed
the benches of the High Courts of Calcutta and :Madras
which dealt with the three cases under the Press Act
mentioned aboye, They show plainly ~nough that the judges
of the High Courts of Madras and Calcutta were even less
inclined to assume jurisdiction than the legislature wn.s to
give it.
iJO. So much for the control oxcrciseable by tho SuperioJ'
.Rxplanatinn
of the nonCourts over the administration in India. I have already
extension of
the adminisstated that over the geeater part of India this jurisdiction,
tr:.tive juris, such as it is, docs not apply. Whatever may be the historidiction of
the High
Court outsid~ cal explanation of the absence of an administrative jurisdicl'residtncy
tion outside the three Presidency towns, it is difficult to
towns.
find any justification in principle for differentiating between
the two arew,s at the present day. The extension o£ this
jurisdiction outside the three Presidency towns has evidently
been arrested owing to the small favour with ~hich this
jurisdiction is viewect by the ruling body in India. It is
sincerely to be hoped that the uniformity of law and jurisdiction which one would like to see established within and outside
the Presidency tow~s will be attained not by abolishing this
jurisdiction where it exists, but by extending it to where it
does not. That it has some value in the eyes ofthe people
Its value in
people's
hardly admit's of any doubt ; and it is pathetic to watch the
eyes,
strenuous bnt fruitless endeavours made by litigants and their
legal advisors it; India to invoke this jurisdiction in cases
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where the legislature, in whose gift it is, has uneqni vocally
withheld it from them (a).
51. It follows therefore that whilst administrative officials ~
in India are habitually clothed with much larger powers of
interference witb private rights, those whose rights.are invaded have not, except 'vi thin very circumscribed local and others
limits, the right to invoke even the administrative jurisdiction
of the superior courts to compel public authoritie~ and officials
in India to observe the law and to keep them ;.vi thin· the limits
of their jurisdiction in the performance· of their official
duties.
52.. H the English ani ~o be regarde# as):he originators Administrative courts,
of the rule o£ law, to the French nation belongs the credit
of evolving the machinery which alone is capable in modern
I
•
conditions of fulfilling it, the institution, namely, of administra(;ive courts. Ib would be wrong to srry that the AngloAmerican system of administratiop is altogether a stranger to
this institution. The Courts of Quarter Sessions, composed
of the justices of the peace of the county hear appeals from
the administrative decisions of individual justice3 on fact as
well as· on law ; and the personnel of these courts being thus
made up of the very persons who ar.e actively engaged in the
work of the administration, Mr. Frank Goodnow finds in these
courts (b) all the marks of a true administrative court, and
he deplores the very moderate use made of it up to date in the
United States. But it should be rememberecf that the Court
of Quarter Session;3, and in fact all administrative officers ancl
bodies exercising judicial and quasi-judicial functions, are under
English constitutiona~l theory affiliated, for the purpose at least
of the exercise of their extraordinary administrative jmisdiction, to the Superior Courts, in so far as such j nrisdiction
has not been taken away expressly or ip the net result by
statute; and this, in the view of :M:r. Dicey ·at any r£tte, must
be taken to be fatal to the claim of such bodies to be regarded
as true dispensers of the "droit administratif." An administrative court has been defined by Mr." Goodttow (c) as a tribunal
...

I

.

•

(a) For the latest instance, see Pul'llles!u"var Ahi1· •V. Tile Crown. (L91Sj
Pat. 9i.
.
'
•
, (b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, P· 196.
(c) Cyclopedia of American Government, Title, "Courts and Tribunals,
Administrative".
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discharging,] ndichl functions whose jnrisdiction i;; confined to
controversies arising between the authorities and offi~ers of
the Government and between such offi ~ers and authorities on
the one hand and indivi-duals on the other·. Such tribunals
originated in Fmn•~e and have been extensively copif'd in
l'heir historic other countries iur:lu.Jir~g J;tpm
They are generally viewed
connection
with "1/ureaucracy,

with suspicion by E t!!_lish pu 1 1lici~ts a~ being the natural
organ;; of a bnreancr~cy. and they tindoubtedly c,Jmmenced
their_ c .reer Ullder· t,ffi :i-tl an•pices. It tn·ty e\•en be conceded
that th·ir ad<tflt.al,ili'Y r.o mo.J..,rn conditions and the uses Co
whid1 they mHy he put to ft:lfil th·~ rule of law never crossed
the imagi11at on of their ·firsb founders, and are impe· feebly
realised even to-da.y. J\Itlr8•>Ver, a\thongh the institution has
develo1 ed enMmon-ly in its original home during the last
century in its fnndions am1 u,;ef,.Jness, it has, nei •. her there
nor in other c •nnrrio-; wlpre it h:t'3 been tmn~planted, attained
anything like the perfection implied in the uefinitiun given
above
53. I nee.! har·dly repr:tt what. I hwe stid befqre.h•tt the
lts orig!·n in
france m
Jne•·e arlminis- insTitution originate.! in Fr:u~<.:e d•1ring t.he ~ap·>lt>onic l'egime
trar.i,·e 'nd
in the ,form of pnrtly a<hninistr .ti iC apr1e.d; from lo.wer to
depa•·rmental
appeals
hi:,rher :<dmi'>i,.tr·Ltivo ant 1)1)ritie,; in the bi.!hly crntmli-ed
bnreaucm ic a·lmini-trati•m c.;t:tbli-hed by the Firet Consul.
This ~tage mny very \\ e:l b,.: cum pnrt-d with that wrdch at this
m1ment i~ d velnpinlo( in Anglo-Saxon countrie~ by the process
previously outlined of progres,i·Je transfer of po·.ver finally
to determine di~pute:> between public autholi.ties and private
citizens from C•JUrts of luw to hi~het· adrninistrati ve authorities.
The dominating motive which underlay the system was to free
the administra~.i()n from all interf~n:nce by the judici~ry but
Gradual
transforma·
tion of admi- it was of course impossible for the ru1•ninistmtion, t_hus freed
nistr'l.rive
from juriicial co·Jtro1, long t; re n tin a syste:n of administralnt•• judicial
•
control in
tire opp Jl't.uni~m withotlt pl<tcing i t;;el f in n. pos1tion of uncomFrance,
promising l1ostility towtnds the d0mand~ ofeq'l:-l.lity and justice
the main~prings of the era of the French Rev,llutiun, In the
result, the admini~tr•1.tion itself in de•tling with appeals from
the orders and decisions of its nftbial.; and public corporations
The work of
the Council
of ~tate in

' this direction.

de.veloped .'jU'lsi j u.Jici<t! fmn > and principle~. The ad vance
made in this direction in th~ l.lt'cr ptrt ,f the 19th century
had indeed been s•> m trkeJ th tt the Ftr:;t Interuationa.l Con·
gress on Administrative Sciences which met at Bru'lsels

in
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1910 was able t~ bear concordant testimony to the fact that
in France alone of >tll countries. mainly thot: gh the beneficent
activitie,s of her hi(Ybest administrati\e cO\lrt., tl·.e Council of

"'
State, administrative

law

had

attained the charactet· of

positive law, whilst i~ other countries'it had scarcflly yet passed
beyond the stage of self-regulated admini,;tmti-ve discretion (a).
In other countries, it is still extremely difficult to di~tingui~h
the workiwg of an admini.;tmtive eourt from that of a superior
administrative authorit,y hertring administrative appenls from
An ideal ado
an inferior authority. An ideal ad!!1inistrative co•1rt (and it is mmistrative
that towards which all w.dministrativ~ courts are tending in court.
France as in otbt':'r countrif's) would be one whose members

~a.y not be sumnlll'ily removed by the f'Xecutive and whos~
orde.rs and judgnwnts would be eap~cbl~ ,,f in.mediatc ex• cution
wit.bout being snluect to review by any hut :ijndrcial auth.rrity
of the same character- b) The fir~t-nwntiorH d condiron has scarcely.yet been fulnlle<l rn the org.tni.:atllrrr of the ad11rinistrativ1~
t-ribunals of Fntrr.!P, fur· merrd>ers of th<J C >~lnerl of ~rate whieh
is the supreme adrmuistr:ttt\'e cuu t and of ,the Cuuncils of
Prefe_cture (which :t"e :vtnini~tr.uivd C•Ht•·t~ of. 1""er instance

Con-litions.
I here()f not
C•lrnpletely
f11 fitle<l even
irr Fmnce, eg.
It' to i11dep ·n·
deuce of reuu-

r" of judges,

in the local.ties) are app•>iuted Dy

a!Hl are sumrnarrly removable by the President. On thr.; 1•oint the Pnu:si .. n ad!lliuis- In<lependence
of •enure in
trative courts approach the ideal llJO!'tl nearly tban the nu~sia.

French, for in Prussia the memb"rs ,£ the highe:~t administrativ~ court are altngether i11dependent trf the adrnini:st~ation
and the members of the lower administrattve courts also enjoy
an inemoveable tenure due to the fact 'that no officer can
under Prussian law ba

dismissed

or transferreJ wi:;hout

cause.

5£1.

'

.

Whilst on this su bjrct o£ the pe·rsonnel of-the l).dminis- The requirement that

trative courts on the Continent of Europe, lt is desirable to . members of
a<iminisira-

note that one of the main justifications .of" the maiutenance tive courts
of administrative courts separate from and independent of •lrouldbemen
activelv en-

the ordinary judit-iary is that many matters of administration gaged in ad·

mi,. istration,

demand for their decision expert inside knowledge of admi· its value.
nistrative needs which can come. only from active participation in the work of the administration and which is i.; impos-.
{a) G. 1Iontague Harris, Problems of Local Government, p. 142.
(b) Goodnow, Article on "Courts and Tl'ibnnals,- Administrative" in the
Cyclopedia of Am!lrican G-overnment,
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sible to expect from mere lawyer judges who alone preside
over the ordinary courts. This vie1v is consistently ,worked
out in the composition of the administrative courts of France.
But in Prussia the judges of the highest administrative
court are not recruited from the active members of the
services, though in the lower instances the judges consist entirely of men engaged in the active work of the administration. There is this further difference in the composition of
Prussian and French administrative courts of lower instances
that in the former the membership is predominantly by whereas in the latter it is wholly professional. It is, it should be
remarked, this requirement of the administrative courts being
recruited from administrative experts that contains within it
the possibility, referred to above, of this kind of court proving
to be, in the near' future, just that institution which, under
modern conditions (demanding as they do increased specialisation in administration as in other matters,\ is likely to sermre
the efficient performance of the functions of the administration
without interference with the rights o£ the public.
55. One other general characteristic of administrative
courts traceable to their origin should be mentioned. Being
jurisdictions of recent origin, these courts are as a rule courts
of enumerated powers. But the grant of jurisdiction to the
French admiuistrati ve courts is generally expressed as being io respect of all conflicts between the administration
and individuals ::tnd the intgrpretation of all administrative
acts (a). This jurisdiction has on the one had been contracted
by statutes handing O\'er specified matters for disposal by the
ordinary courts. Thus the entire control of the matter of
Jurisdiction
of French ad·
expropriation•or the exercise of the right of eminent domain
ministrati ve
ce>urts-its
has
in this way been transferred to ordinary courts, and, in
extent.
consequence of the provisions of the Penal Code, arrests made
by the administration "are under the control of ordinary courts.
On the other hand, special laws have conferred upon aiministmtive courts jurisdiction in respect of all cases of Gevcrnment liability whether based upon contracts or torts. Also,
though the general police jurisdiction. is by l:v,v within the
jurisdictjon of the ordinary courts, a certain amount . of police
jurisdiction. has been transferred to the administrative courts.
Admlnistra·
tive courts
naturally
courts of
enumerated
powers.

(a) Goodnow, Cort1parative AJministrath'e Law, Vol, !I, p. 221.
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The net result, according to Goodnow, is that the administrath;e courts of France are courts of enumerated jurisdiction, but
the particular grants of jurisdiction are so numerous that,
though in theory ~ourts of enumerated jurisdiction, the impor1 taut administrative courts are pr~ctically courts of general
. jurisdiction (a).
,
56. As to the nature ofJhe control exercised by French No jurisdic·
tion over
administrative courts, ~ver the administration,· it, will be "acts of go•
&.
remembered that ''acts of government" or political acts of the vernment"
''personal _
administration are outside their jurisdiction. Also, as pointed acts" of
officials.
out in a previous lecture, 'personal acts'' of officials are subject
to the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts (b). It is only what
go by the name of nacts of administration" that come within
their jurisdiction. Differences of opinion, it is obvious, will
aiways aris~ in marking off the limits of "acts of administration"
so as to separate them on the one hand from "acts\ of government" and from "personal acts" of individual officials on the Function of
other. It is this difficulty which -has called into existence the ~~~~\~~f
sister institution of the Court of Conflict (c).
57. Within limits thus circumscribed, the general jurisdiction of administrative courts extends only to special and individual acts of the administration and not to ·acts of general
application, e. g. ordinances, and can be invoked only by some
person whose right (and not interest only) has been violatedby a person, in other words, who in English legal parla~ce has
suffered particular damage.

General jurisdiction of ad•
ministrative
courts covers
special acts
affecting individual right
and not ordi·
nances,

58. But besidea this general jurisdiction, the Council of
State possesses a. special· jurisdiction as Court of Cassation to
annul all acts of the administration, whether special or general,

Special jurisdiction of
Council of
State to annul
both general
and special
orders for
excess of
powers.

•
(n.) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol II, pp. 222·223
(b) See 811pra, Lecture XIII, para 24.
(c) See supra, Lecture XVII, paras. 3·6, Comparative Administrative Law,
Vol. II, pp. 257·261. The existence of these conflicts is regarded by Goodnow as
one of the greatest disadvantages of the system of administrative courts.
"For," says this author, "in the case of a positive conflict, the decision of a
private law case may be greatly delayed, while in the case of a negative con- ·
fiict, an individual may be obliged t.o apply to both clas:es of courts and to
the conflict court, before he knows which court is the proper one". :Mu~ of
this trouble, however, is avoided in the administrative· system of the German
Empire, where the superior judicial court has the final power of decision.
ibid, p. 261.
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tor exces:s of powers. This jnrisd iction can be exercised at the'
instance as well of persons whose interests are in jeopardy as of
those whose rights have been violated. The decisions oE the
Council of State hold that there is au exces~ of power (1) when
an administrativenuthority encroaches upon the competence of
some other authority, whether that authority be the legi,-Jati\·c,
a judicial or another administrative authmity, (2) when the
administrative authority does not fo)low the formalities laid
down in the law as necessary, and (;3) when an administrative
authority, even when acting within its competence and follow·
ing the necessary formalities, uses its discretionary power fvr
purposes other than those for which the power was gi·anted
This last principle of questioning administi·ative acts on the
ground of a colorable usc •·f lrgn.l pr"vrrs, known b~· the name
of "defou?'nement rln ]I01cuoir" figtHPS prominent·y in the
literature of French ad1uinistrative l,tw (a)
Review on
fact as we)!
as on law
under the
general
jurisdiction.

59. Under tho W'neral juri-dic ion mrntioned abm·e,
which is known l·y 1 he IHlllJe uf co~?denti,·nx aJhuinish·utij,
administNtive court· in F.:tnce r·~viow the dc•<-i:sitl'tS • f Hdministrative authorities on qnest.ionf' of fi1ct nnd expediency 11::1 wdl
as jurisdiction and law, and it j, l•y rea~on of ~hi~ "ide po"'er
of review that tho French al~mini>'trati ,.e j Ul isd 1c1 io'n is 11 b'e
to afford larger protection tu ~ul.jects again~t interf,,rence by
the administration, t.han the su pen or courts in Apglo-Sax. •n
systems in the exerci~e ~f their adruinistrati\'o jm'isdiction.
These appeals on facts are not determined with;n the secret.
precincts of a central office, by no one kno •VS what officinl, up• n
confidential reports submitted by an inspector who is supposed
to have satisfied the requirement of law that there shuuld be
a public in1uiry. by one held before him~elf and not before
the deciding offici.tl (b). The adminisLrati,·e comts are real
courts presided over by j ndges and acting according- to forms
of law, though not identi~al with tho~e of ordinary courts.

60. The srccial jurisdi ·tion of the Council of State menNuhre of t!Je
special juris;
tioned above does, however, to a lar[;e extrnt re,.emble that
diction of the
Council of
exercised by the Supecior Courts in England by certiorari and
State, compared with
the jurisdic{!!) Goodnow, Comparative Ad;ninibtrative Law, Vol, II, p. 23J. Lowell,
tion of Eng·
!ish courts by Government orEngla.nd, Vol. II p 49!J.
certiorari and
(b) The allusion here of course is to the procedure upheld in Local Governinjunction.
ment Boa1·il v. Arlitlge, (1915) A. C. 120. See suz1ra, para~; 38 et, seq.
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injunction. The Council of State may_ ordinarily simply
annul the act complained of and may not aniend it or substitute another decision for the one appealed· from and will
nece:<sarily consirler questions of law almost alone .. But the
free use made of the principle of detournem,ent d1.~ po~~voir
in practice enable~ it to se~ aside many instances of abuse
of authority wbich could not be corrected by certiorari in
Englaud (a).
Mo·eLJVer·; when an adf!linistrative act has
beQn ann_ulled by the Conncil of State, it is open to the part.y
affectorl to bring an ordinary action fot: damages against
the State or the administrative body or official for loss
sustain• d by reason of the act annulled by the Com~cil of
State (b).
61. Hnving grown, as l'tat.e<l abov£>, out of the prac_,!.ice · Freedom of
est·rLii•hed durillg the Fir.;_t Empire of allowing appeals appeal,
fr f'l'ly from !.J,,·er· to h glwr authorir,ir>s, the administrative
juri~diction in France ret<tins a fe •ture which characterised
the parent h:;t.itution, viz unlimit-•rl facility of- appealing
fl'oll11 )ower to highPI' iDSL<LllC8S.
·nie right, Of appeal is UOt
limited by t.he am •nnt at t:>take. To the pll.rent institution
to,;, it owes its simpl0r pt'dCcJ ltu·e, and though contention
is not exchcled, the j udg"s are not confined in their consideJat;on of the case to what i~ laid befure them, but may
like tqnir.y courts in England take such measures as they see
fit to get at the truth (c).
6.2. As to the organi~ation of French administrative
courtf!, there are, be.siJes speci;i} administrative courts having
jurisdiction over srecial matters c~IH:h as the Educational
Courts anri the Councils of Revision, which latter being
composed of civil and military officers decide
complaints
arising out of the application of the conscrif!tion laws), thei'e
are the Councils of Prefecture which .are general' administrative courts. Both kinds of CO'lrts are affiliated to the
Conn ~il of State which may r_eview the decisions of general
adrninistmtive court3 of lower instances on fa~t as weli as
law and the decisions of the special c6urts for excess of
pJwcrs. The Council'l of Prefecture are composed of three

all

•

·-------------------,-------(1.) Go::>ln l\V, Co·np:.rative A<lministrative Ltw, Vol. II, p. 23Z.'.
(b) Harris, Problems of Local Government, p. 138.
(c) Goodnow, Compamtive Administrative Law, Vol, II, pp. 225-226.

..
Proceedure·
simpler and
more inquisitorial.

Organisation
of a<! minis·.
trative
courts in
France.
Special and
general
courts,
Council of
Prefecture.
Council of
State.

Constitution
and power~
of Gouncils
of Prefecture:
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or four councillors and the Prefect, all professional paid officers.
The Councils, as has been stated before, are also the administrative councils o£ the Prefects and in this way are brought
into daily contact with the work of the administration (a).
Besides general jurisdiction over a variety of administrative
matters, a Council of Prefecture entertains disputes over
contracts and torts made and committed by the administration relative to the public works of boch the central and local
administration, to the public domain of the State and contracts
£or materials and supplies to the central administration. The
Council has also a police jurisdiction in respect of violations
of police ordinances relative to the main roads, the draining
of marshes and quarries. Finally, the Council of Prefecture
acts as a board of audit for the accounts of officers of qua8ipublic corporations and of the less important communes (b).
63. The organisation of the Oounc1l of State as an
Organisation
of the Coun- administrative council and as a court has been already outlined
cil of State.
in a previous lecture (c). Its judicial section, with which we
are at present concerned, is composed of five· Councillors of
State, and a certain number of commissioners and auditors.
It decides alone all the less important matters and, for more
important matters, it holds the preliminary examination, the
actual <!ecision in these cases resting with the ~hole Council
·which is then said to be acting en contentie1.u:c. It has general
Its original,
appellate and administrative jurisdiction (contentiM&;v aclrninistTatif) both
special jurisoriginai and appellate. "'Appeals from the decisions of the
dictions.
President and the ~Iinisters which violate a private right go
to it as to an original court. It has also a certain original
jurisdiction in respect of complaints against the action of the
Prefects. 0£ .its appellate and special jurisdictions I have
already spoken, the former enabling it to review the decisions
of courts of lower instances on facts as well as on law and to
substitute its own decision for that of the court of original
instance. In exercise of its special jurisdiction it can only
annul the act or decision challenged upon grounds which
have been already di~cussed (d).
See Lecture IX, para. 33, snpm.
Good'now, Comparative Administra,tive Law, Vol. II, pp, 233·235.
See Lecture X supra, para. 12.
Goodnow, Comparative Administrat.ive Law, Vol. II, pp. 229.-230,
238-9, and supra, paras. GS and 60.
•(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
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64. !J.'he German administrative courts, like the French, German administrative
are courts o£ enumerated powers. The general theory is that courts.
the action of the administration when acting as a publtc
power is free from all judicial control whether of ordinary or
of administrative courts. Bat by statute some powers -of
control have been conferred on the ordinary and administrative courts respectively. As in France, ordinary courts have Extent and
limits of their
exclusive jurisdiction ov~r crimes. Power given to tho ad- jurisdict.ion.
ministration to decide in the first instance certain private
law cases (e. g. decision ~f disputes between inn· keepers and
their guests) are subject to review by ordinary courts, and
where the law recognises tha_t the Government is. bound to
pay an individual indemnity for an invasion of his property
rights, the. ordinary courts are to decide the amount of the
jndemnity, but not usually to consider the question whether
the administration was..· "acting legally, which question must
be decided by the administration or the administrative
courts as the case may be. When the law permits administrative execution in the enforcement of money paymen1s due·
to 'Government, appeal may be taken to the ordinary courts
if such execution is directed l'Lgainst real rights. In Prussia
the individual may appeal to the ordinary courhs against
acts of the administration in tax and police matters.
65. Germany being a federally organised government, there Imperial ad·
ministrati ve
are Imperial as well as State administrative courts. Tho courts.
Imperial adn.inistrati ve courts are all courts of special
jurisdiction. .M:r. Goodnow enumerates the following classes
of-. Imperial administrative com~ts : (1) Imperial Poor Law
Board, (2) Imperial Fortress Belt Commission, (3) Imperial
Railway Court, (4) Imperial Patent Office, (5) the .Disciplinary
Courts and Chambers, highly important bodies which decide
as to the removal of officers in the Imperial administration and
the imposition upon them of disciplinary Jfenalties, (6) Imperial
Superior Marine Office. These courts, says 1\'lr. Goodnow, are
all of them practically independent of the administration.
Their organisation, which is often peculi~r, and their jurisdiction are fixed in the law originating them. The members
are administrative officers enjoying, as all German officia1s •
do, an irremoveable tenure. In the Imperial Railwaj Court
certain judicial officers are added to the Railway Commission
which then takes the name of the Railway Court which decides

82
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conflicts between the Commission and any railway administration (a).
66. The Prussian administrative jurisdiction needs special
examination, as the greatest pains have been taken in recent
years to ~ablish i~ on a satisfactory footing to afford protection to ind)viduals against interference by the administration,
It is modelled on the French but no slavish imitation thereof.
As in France, appeals lie to administ~ative courts only against
special administrative acts, not against ordinances, though on
appeal from special administrative act performed in order to
enforce an ordinance the administmti ve courts may consider
collaterally the question of the validity of the ordinance. Also
only acts which have a tendency to violate private rights are as
a rule matters for complaint before admi~istrati ve courts. But
every violation of private right does not give a right to imoke
thejurisdiction. In each instance a special provision of law
must be found to authorise it.
Bnt there is a geneml
provision authorising appeals from all acts of the administration relating to what are called police matters} i.e., resulting
from the exercise of the police po1Yer. Complaints lie on the
ground that the police authorities haYc not applied the litw or
have applied it wrongfully in conditions not justifying its application. "As these police orders,'' says Goodnow, ucom;titute by
far the larger number of the acts of the administmtion in the
administration of internal affairs, and as the rule permits t,he
administrative courts to review the decisions o[ the udministion not only on questions of la,w but also on questions of fact,
the control of the administrative conrts over the administration of internal affairs is quite an extendccl one.'' Not only
individuals b~t public corporations may appeal to these courts
against the decisions of the supervisory authorities made in the
exercise of the central. administrative control oyer 11nblic corporations and their officers. In a few cases, e g. in cases of
elections, appeals to administmti ve courts are allowed in the
interest of the maintenance of the law, though no right has been
violated. Appeals •to administrative courts, it should be re·
p1arked, have as a general rule a suspensive effect, except in
cases where suspension may cause serious harm to the public
weal, but even this exception is not allo1ved where the decree

a

(a) Goodnow, Comparative Adnlinistrative I,aw, Vol. IT, pp. 2!5-24/.
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of the administration directs the arrest of person and the ad.
ministration must await the decision of the administrative
court or the expiry ofthe time allowed for an appeal to the
administrative court.
/
67. It must be ramembered, however, that the administrative courts ol' Prussia have yet to acquire jurisdiction over
the decisions of the ministers and, as a rule, over tho decisions
of officers of the centr<:rl administration in the localities
except in so far as they relate to th,e administration of inter·
nal (local) affairs and to the purely local taxes (a).

No jurisdiction over acts
of min if ters
and central
officers in the
localities·

68. As to the organisation of the Prussian Admiuist.rative
courts, these courts (according to Mr. Goodnow) are divided
into courts of first instance and appellate -courts. For a largo
class of cases, however, there are three instances, for the
appellate court;; for somo cases are courts offirst i-nstance for
others. I have already pointed out that tho Highest Administrative Court is compose_d of professional lawyers versed
in administrative law and entirely independent of the adminis·
tration. But in the lower instances, the judges arc either wholly
or predominantly lay and unpaid, but they are_ also men
actively concerned in the day-to-day work of the administra·
tion. The tenure of the judges of the administrative courts
in Prussia (differing herein from that obtaining in France) is
independent over against the active administration.

Organisation
of !'russian
administrative courts.

\}9· The following grades of administrative courts exist
in Prussia : (I) . The Circle Committee in the rural districts
and the City (Jommittee in the City Circles. Thw· former is
composed of the Landrath who is an appointee of the Central
Government and six non-professional members elected by the
'
Circle Diet from among the inhabitants of the Circle. The City
Committee is similarly composed of the Burgomaster, an appoin-tee of the Central Government, and four- municipal citizens
chosen by the City executive. The President and one at
least of the members must be qualified for the judicial or
the higher administrative service. "The jurisdiction of
these courts", says lUr. Ggodnow, "as enm~erated in the statutes
embraces all cases which arise between communes relative .to
their boundaries and to the apportionment of commbn charges

.

(a) Geodnow, Compara.tiv6 Administrative

La.w, Vol, II, p. 2!8,

Grades of administrative
courts.
(1) Circle

Committee
and City
Committee.
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such as for roads and schools, local taxes, common enjoyment
of public instructions and communal property, complaints relative to the enjoyment or loss of membership in the commune
or the smaller city, appeals in regard to communal elections,
difficulties relative to the civil servi~e, i. e., to the imposition of disciplinary penalties on the non-professional officers,
appeals by local authorities from the decisions of supervisory
officers, difficulties relative to the. quartering of soldiers
and military requisitions in time of peace, various difficulties,
relative to the police, of high ways, waterways, building,
commerce, industry and hunting; com plaint against the
action in local police matters of all local police authorities" (a).
In important matters arising within the circle or city,
. appeals sometimes lie direct to the next higher admini~trative
court, the District Committee. (2) The District Committee,
·which bas territorial jurisdiction over the Government District
already described in a previous lecture (b). The District
Committee as an administrative council has been fully
described in that lecture. When sitting as an administrative
court, the Government President takes no part or share in
its deliberations and it is presided over by an Administrative
Court Director appointed by the Crown, wbo with another
professional member, both holding life appointments, and four (
unpaid elected Illy members constitute the court. It exerci~cs
appellate jurisdiction over the decisions of the Circle and City
Committees a?d has original jurisdiction over the affairs of
Rural and City Circles of over 10,000 inhabitants, similar to
that which tlie Circle Committee has
affairs of the
communes and less important cities (c).

over the

(3) The Supe•
tior Adminis·
trative Court.

70. The ~uperior Administrative Court is composed of
judges holding life appointments from the Crown, hal£ of
whom must possess qualifications necessary for the judicial
service, the other ha!£ being persons qualified for the higher
administrative service. It can sit in panels, but· may meet in
general assen:ibly whenever necessary to secure uniformity in
the decisions of th.e several panels. The courts acts as a
court of appeal, as a court of cassation and, in a few instances,

•
(a)
(b)
{c)

.

Goodnow, Comparative Administrative La~·, Yo!. II, pp. 251·253,
See Lecture IX 8lcpm, paliit. 35,
Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Yol. II, PP• 253·254,
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as. a court of original jurisdiction. As a court of original
jurisdiction, in decides as a rule simply complaints against
the decisions of the highest officerl!l in the localities, viz.
Governors of Provinces and Government Presidents, where so
allowed by statute.
71. Finally, says, Mr. Goodnow, the procedure in all the
administrative courts is generally oral and the se8sions are
public, but this may be changed by consent. The procedure
is also, as in France, somewhat inquisitorial in character, but
in the main controversial (a).

Procedure.

of

72. Some characteristics
the Italian administrative
courts I have noted in another place (b).
73. I have previously indicated why I consider administra- ~dministra·
.
. .
1!1·e courtstlve courts to be t he tn'b una1s best adapte d to d o JUStice.
a present
between individuals and public authorities in matters need- nledc~ssity
in
n 1a.
ing special knowledge, as most matters of importance affecting
the administration appear to do at the present day ·in increasing proportion. The fact that the institution grew
within the heart of bureaucracy means no discredit to it since
it has regulated and humanised the bureaucracy within which
it has evolved. Bureaucracy being, as I have shown,. nasc~nt
in the present day English and American adminis~rations, I cannot conceive of a better antidote to it than the establishment
in those countries of administrative courts, not superseding
but supplementing the beneficent working of the ordinary
~courts. The establishment of administrative courts in those
countries is, I think, inevitable, though it does not appear
to be viewed as urgent by English publicists, and some
amongst them ·even entertain the hope that the . Superior
Courts of England may develop a jurisdicti~m which will
restore the rule of law which admittedly has been seriously
jeopardised by modern legislation the .,necessity of which in
the public interest seems 1.mdeniable. I have given reasons
for concluding that this is a vain hope. But England can
wait and so can ~merica. But the one country which cannot
wait for-...such a· development is India,• even if that which is
. to develop this new jurisdiction were not itse!f, as in fact it is,
greatly wanting. Bureaucracy is not mm·e1y nascent. in Ind1a.
(a) Goodnow, Comparatire Administrative Law, Vol, II. pp. 255-256.
(b) See Lecture V snpra, para, 32.
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Nor does it practise cxce:::;si vc self-denial in granting itself
large and judicially uncontrolled powers which, however bencliccnt in their intended exercise, do not somehow operate
with equal beneficence in actual working. Admini:;trati ve
courts, I venture to thirrk, will fit naturally into the present
::;ystern of administration in India (a).
In England and
America the absence of administrative courts may not be
seriously felt so long as people believe in the political control
which the representative legislatures· of those countries arc
:mpposed to exercise over the administration, a matter which
will form a suLjecL of enquiry in the ~ext lecture. The
fact that there are no representative legislatures in India aml
that there "t.he Civil Service is the Government'' makes the
argument in favour of establishing administraLi ve courts
. conclusive. 'l'here is, I firmly believe, no mediating between
officialism aml law otherwise than through administrative
courts.
llen.muu
courts in
India if true
adminislm·
li rc courts.

74, I ha vc shown that the establishment oJ' admini:::~Lrutivo
courts will not be a new experiment in England. X either will
it be in India. Tho Revenue courts of India are in a manner
administrative courts. l3ut I certainly do not advocD,te a
further extension of these courts or their jurisdiction. Revenue
courts of India, manned as they are by administrative officials, limbs of tho active executive, possess large jurisdictions
in private law matters. This is without precedent in any other
country and altogether undesirable. Were the archives' of th~
numerous Settlement offices open to public examination, they
would, I apprehend, not rarely disclose operations initiated from
policy, effecting wholesale tranfers (in the name of records)
of rights. The adjustment of private law claims between
citizen and _citlzen should be left to be 1;egulated by the orthodox method of direct legislation enforced through the ordinary
courts of law.
•
\

_(n) The Reform proposals recently submitted to Parliament by 1\Ir.
Montague and Lord Chelmsford do not promise any change of conditions
in regard to matters dealt".with in this and the previous lectures. On the other
hand, the Rowlatt Cpmmittee has recommended the permanent incorporation
in "the Indian Statute-book of certain provisions of the Defence of India Act
which matedally nullify the "rule of law" in India.. These circumstances, I
submit, add cogency to the arguments in the text for the establishment of real •
administrative courts in India.
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75. At the meeting of the Congress of Administrative
Sciences at Brussels in 1910, the delegates passed the following
resolution :-"The Congress is of opinion that the administration is subject to the rules of law ; that citizens should have
a legal appeal wherever the law is violated and that it is desir- _
able to surround this appeal with guarantees of justice in form
and su:bstance." (a).. If I were wanting a motto to place at
the head of of the present le~ture, would I need a better one ?
/

.

LECTURE XXIV.

CONTROL OF THE· ADMINISTRATIONLEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE (b).
~

-!->-:;}o-¢'-o~-

1. The judicial control considered in the last lecture is Three kinds
control
only one o£ several forms of control by which the adm.inistration of
ever the adis made to do its duty towards tho population under its charge. ministration
fouud simulIn a treatment of arlministrative law, the judicial control natur- taneously in
operation in
ally assumes special prominence but its importance should not, most modern
for that nmson, be exaggerated. Of tho several forms of systems.
control to be presently enumerated, it is the one which has
deYeloped last in point of t,ime, and it can in no event hope to
displace the other forms, with which it co-exists even in sycltems
in which it has made the gre1ttest progress. The forms of Historic order
of their
control which are found pperating in varying degre~s in most growthmodern administrative systems may in.the order of· their his- Judicial and
Legislative
toric origin lw enumerated as follows :-(i) Administrative (or control
variants of:
cxecuti ve) control of li ighcr over inferior authorities ; (ii) Legis- the Adminis·
la,tiYe (or Parliamentary) control (c) ; and (iii) ·lndicial control. trative.
I had occasion to notice in the last lecture that the judicial
control grew up in England and still..,!!16re in France, out of the
aclministrative. It will not be difficult" to prove that what has
been variously called the "Legislative," !'Parliamentary" or
''Political'' control of a represen.tative assembly was also in its
(a)

Harris, Problems o£ Local Government, p. 142.
For a proper understanding of the prccent topic students will do well
to read Goodnow's Comparati1·e Administratil'e Law, Book VIr DiYision III,
Chs. II and III.
(c) Dr. Redlich's name for it is "Political" control. Redlich nnd Hirst,
Local GovcrnmAnt in England, Vol. I, p. 322.
(b)
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inception indistinguishable from the Administrative. In dealing
with the working of the Greek assemblies, I took pains to
establish that these assemblies really constituted the highest
executive in amient political communities, and that the earliest
"laws" of the3e assemblies were in character really "adminstrative resolutions.'' (a). The control, however, which modern legis-'
lati ve bodies exercise over the administration is not historically
connected with that which the assemblies exercised over their
officials in ancient communities. 'rhe latter were literally exting·
uished by the Roman monarchy. The Parliamentary control
over the executive, as we know it now, is a post-Feudal development, genetically distinct from anything resembling it in the
ancient world. Its historic predecessor, as that of the judicial
control, was again the administrative control of the monarch
It is exercised by legislative bodies to-day in so far only as these
have succeded in taking it out of the hands of the King, and it is
powerful or weak in proportion as tlie displacement has been
extensive or partial.

.

E"sential
differe11Ce
l.!!!tween the

executi-re
government
nc¢essity in
modern
States.
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2. There is, too, an important difference between the
character of the control exercised by ancient and modern
assemblies respectively. There was nothing in the Ancient
City States or in Republican Rome corresponding to the
cetralised executive governments of modern times. There
were administrators of different ranks and exercising different
functions but they were all servants of the assembly of citize~s
which was the supreme executive. All modern systems of
Government,.on the other hand, are built round the frame-work
·
of a centralised monarchy-the heritage which Occidental
nations have recGl• ve d from t l1e Roman Empirq. The judicial
· Ia t"1Ye con t ro Is 11ave been supenmpose
.
J upon
an d Ieg1s
1
this structure, and if there should be (as during the war
just ended they came to be) temporarily· suspended, the
normal working of the ·government will not suffer immediate disruption. The fact is, as has been pointed out before,
that a centralised executive is iudispenable to any but
small city governmen.ts like those of Greece or Medieval
Italy, whose officials could be directly controlled by an
assetnbly. It follows, therefore, that however well developed may be the judicial and the legislative control in
(:1)

See Lecture VI. supra, paras. 15-16.
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any system of Government o£ the present aay, it will never
do away with or make unnecessary thab which has been called
administrative control.

.

3. Far, indeed, from it. For, as we have already noticed,
modern conditions have been forcing the legislature, even
in countries where the executive has been completely subordinated to the legislature, to confer on the executive not
merely freedom of action in matters o£ administration proper,
thereby allowing it to seriously encroach upon the jurisdiction
of the judiciary, but .actually to surrender in its favour in increasing ~easures the very prerogative of legif?,lation (a). In
describing recent developments, it may therefore be said with
justice that both the judicial and the legislative control have
been perceptibly weakening. So much the greater, in the public
interest, is the necessity fo_r strengthening departmental discipline and through it the administrative control of the central
· authority. But before I take up the subject of administrative
control, it will b~ convenient to deal in some detail·with the
legislatj.ve or Parliamentary control.
4. The control of modern assemblies over the administration, as I have previously pointed out, grew out of the pecuniary necessities· of Feudal and post-Feudal Kings. It was
through its " power of the purse " that Parliament in England
won its present exclusive power of legislation. But neither the
power to control supplies and expenditure nor exclusive legislative capacity, powerful weapons though they are in the hands of
an assembly to force its policy on the ·executive, would by
themselves enable the assembly to exercise direct control over
the administration in its detailed working. Exclusive power
of legislation and complete control over the 1 supplies, the
Parliament of England secured so far back as the fifteenth
century. The control over expenditure. was assumed in the
seventeenth. But the Parliamentary or Cabinet form o£ Government, implying, as it does, direct subordination of the executive to the legislature, did not attain maturity till another
century later. I have in a previous lecture (b) given reasons
for supposing that the non-Parliamentary executive which IS

•

(af The reference, I neeu hardly say, is to the growing ordinance powers
of the administration, under statutory authority·.
(b) See Lecture X supra, para. 23.
/
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Legislative
control in
States possessing represen·
tati ve legisla·
tures but executives inde·
pendent
thereof and in
States not
possessing
representative
legislatures
also to be
studied,

found in several countries pos.sessing representative legislatures is a transitional fvrm of Government and that all forms
of Government of the present day are tending, towards the
Parliamentary form with varying rapidity. But until this
consummation is finally reachrd everywhere, one must take
into account the final as well as the transitional forms. The
fact, moreover, that the present comparative study of institutions has been made to include I·ndian and other forms of
Government which do not possess a representati\·e legislature
makes it necessary to study other and even more rudimenta,ry
forms of legislative control.

Nature of the
control ex:erciseable
through i
the exclusive power of
legislation,
indirect yet
powerful.

5. Exclusive power of legislation may be possessed by
representative assemblies equally in Parliamentary and non·
Parliamentary forms of Government. The control exercised
through it, though indirect, may nevertheless be very powerful
and effective. Tbe executive in non-Parliamentary forms of
Government may be under no obligation to receiYe and carry
out the recommendations of the legislature framed not as laws
but as resolutions. It may not allow the legislature, once it
has conferred discretionary authority on it, to dictate how
that discretion is to be exercised. But the obligation to obey
nnd execute every law made by the assembly, however unpalatable to the executive, can be used by the legislature, if it be
at all in earnest, to make its will ultimately prevalent on the
admiuistration. All this, however, can have no application to
countries like India where the legislature is actually controlled by the dacutive, Indian lrgislation being,_ as I have
previously pointed out, in reality executive legislation (a).

Such control
non-ex1stent
in India.

(a) The ).fo~tagne-Chilmsford Heform Scheme recently submitted to Parliament proposes to set up representative legislatures in the Provinces with
power to pass laws relating to particular departments to be made over to them
without interference by tT1e Exec;lth·e Go>ernment unless they should trench
upon t.he -Government's reserved sphere of centro! which would include all
laws concerning the peace, or~er and· good government of India and departments not trm;sferred to the representative bodi~s. The LPgislati\"e-Assembly
of tllil Government o~ Ind'a too is to h.<ve an dective maj01ity and alllam1
will have to be passed by it unf, s• they concern the peace, order and good
government of India ever which the Gow,nment of Inditt is to retain plenary
control. All such laws and laws affec1 ing the "reserved" subjects in the
Provinces the Government will have power to pass through the Grand Committee of Provincial legislative bodies and the Cour;cil of State, the proposc(l
second Cha.mber of the legislature of the Gove]:"nor Greneral, both of whch
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6. Th~ power of the purse also may belong equally to
Parliamentary and non- Parliamentary legislative bodies. 'I' here
are three elements which at the present day go to the making
of this power. These are : (1) Power to vote supplies.
(2) Power to make appropriations and thereby to control
expenditure. (3) Power to examine accounts. As every act
of the administration costs money, it is obvious that the
power of the purse where_ it exists places the .administra·
tion in ~ position o£ indirect subordination to the legisla·
ture.

Power of the
purse places
executive Government in
indirect
subordination
to the legis·
lature.

7, There is no truth in the popular belief that in England Nature of the
control over
all supplies have to be annually voted by the Parliament. supplies (l.S
exerci5ed by
About three-fourths of the whole annual expenditure l.s made British
under the authority of permanent Acts of Parliament and Parliament.
without the sanction of a special Parliamentary annual vote. The
interest on the national debt, t-he sums payable for the civil lists,
annuities payable to the Royal family, pensions, certain salaries
and allowances, the expenses of the courts of justice together
with certain other charges, are imposed by permanent sta.
tutes and are charged ttpon the Consolidated Funds (a). At
present, estimates annually presented to Parliament refer to
the following expenses, viz: the army estimate, the navy
estimate, miscellaneous civil service estimate and revenue Permanent
annual
department estimate. The reason for keeping the expenses and
grants.
or the army and navy on the annual estimates is partly
historical and partly owing to the condition of the country
which being surrounded by the sea did not need to keep its
military fol'ces on a perpeiiual war-footing in the same way as
Germany. The fact that the major portion of the national
expenditure is provided for by permanent statute~ does not of
course remove it altogether from the control of Parliament
for there is no constitutional check upon Parliament repealing
or modifying such statutes, though undoubtedly it dispenses
with .the necessity of the Government asking for grants covered
by them every -year; It would be so obviously unbusinesslike to put all supplies on the annual estimates, that even
bodies will possess a standing Government majority, though as pl'oposed the
majority will in either case be a bare majority. The most important part of
Indian legislation will thus continue to be executive legislation,

(a) IT.'rl}ill, Central Governmeut1 p. 4-2.
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the Snglish Parliament with its deep-seated jealousy of the
execl'Itive did not at any time attempt it. While some portion
Control of
oftlte supply is therefore undoubtedly retained on the annual
British Par·
liament over es¥mates with the sole object of maintaining the Parliaboth kinds of
m~nt's hold over the current administration, the division
grant in theory equally
into
permanent and annual grants is in England on the
absolute.
whole a matter of convenience, the ultimate control of Parliament being. in theory equally abscrlute in respect of both
kinds of grants.
Congress's
control over
supply in tlle
United .,.
States.

!n the Q,;r.

"" man States,
permanent
grants cannot
be altered by
legislature
without the
consent of the
Prince,
Larger legislative control
over receipts
in the German
Empire.

8. Supply in the Federal Government of ·the United
States appears at present to be regulated almost wholly by
permanent statutes, subject of course, as in England, to modification at .any particular session of the Congress by special
legislative measures, Thus the customs duties and the
internal revenue taxes, from which two sources most of the
revenue .of the Government is obtained, are both fixed in
amount by permanent law, and this appears to be the case
also with other receipts of the Government, such as tonnage
dues and the receipts of the post office and from the sale of
public lands (a).

9. It is otherwise in Germany. The constitutions of most
German States, notably of Prussia, lay dow11 that the taxes
fixed by law shall continue to be collected until the law
fixing ~hem has been repealed or amended ·and this in Germany
can never happen without the consent of the Prince (b). In
the States of the German Empire therefore, the receipts of
- the Government are independent of the yearly action of the
legislature in a more real sense than they are in England.
The receipts of the. Imperial Government, however, as fixed
'
by permanent laws, are stated to be a very small part of the
receipts of the Empire, and even the matricular contributions
by the States of the Empire, which -each State is allowed to
collect in accordance with Imperial laws to be made over to
the Imperial exchequer, is fixeu aimually by the Imperial
legislature (c) .

• (a)

Goo~now, The Principles of the Administrative Law of the United
States, pp. 450-451.

(b) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law1 Vol. II, pp. 277-8.
1

(c) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 277.
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10. In F~:ance alone is the Government entirely dependent
upon annnal votes for all its receipts, a circumstance which
Mr. Goodnow attributes to a misreading by French publicists
of the practice of th':3 English constitd.tion (a).

Complete
control of the
Chamber over
receipts in
France.

11. Indian revenue falls under two heads : (1') That
which is assumed to require legislative sanction ; and (2) that
which dp~s not need any such sanction, annual or permanent.
The revenue derived from salt, customs, excise, assessed taxes,
provincial rates, stamps, registration and opiun1 come under
the first head .. The two considerable items under the second
head are tributes and contributions from the Feudatory States,
and the land revenl}·e, The assessment._.a!ld collection of land
revenue (except in permanently settled areas) is treated by
Government as a matter of prerogative and so dependent
purely upon executive discretion, with the result that between
40 and 50 per cent. of the net public revenue is removed from
all legislative control and in fact from all legislative discussion.
As to the other items of taxation, though they a:re regularly
voted upon (not however annually) by the Legislative Council
of the Gove~nor General, there is, it has been suggested, no
definite statutory prohibition apart from the principles of the
English constitution in the way of the Executive Government
imposing a tax without reference to the Legislative Council.
The practice, therefore, of having these revenues voted by
the legislature appears to be based not upon law ~ut upon
constitutional usage. But the usage, after all, does not amount
to much when it is considered along with the fact that the
majority of the votes in the Council 9f the Gov!5rnor General
is controlled by Government (b). •

The revenues
of India,

•
(a) Ibid, p. 278. If the practice was in fact introduced by mistake, its
maintenance without modification must be·due to deeper causes. The jealousy
of the legislature towards th? executive is, owing to painful experience, more
acute in France than in England. In Fra.nee, it is a crime even to collect a
tax which has not been authorioed by an annual vote of the Assembly, Ibid
p. 2'79.
(b) Iyengar's Indian Constitution, 2nd Edn.: pp. 203-206. Under the
Montague-Chelmsford Scheme of Constitutional Reforms now under consideration the Government of India i3 given power to pass fiscal bills over the hcau
of the Legislative Assembly (which is to have a substantial ele~tive majority)
by the proposed Council of State which is to possess a standing Government
majol'!ty, See the Report, para 284.

Land revenue and tribntesfrom
Feudatory
States beyond
legislative
discussion.

Other taxes
are bv constitutional
usage passed
through the
Legislative
Council, but
as a matter
of form only,
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12. Parliamentary control over expenditure is of much
later origin than controlover supplies. In the beginning tho
English Parliament never troubled itself as to how the money
it v0ted to the King was .spent by him. It was the supposed
abuses of the financial administration of the kingdom by the
Stuart Kings that led Parliament frcm 1676 onwards regularly
to disignate tho purposes for which the money voted should
be spent by the insertion in the bilJs of what are called
('appropriation clauses''. Later developments have almost
revers~d the process, Parliaments nowadays showing themselves more jealous about expenditure than about supply.
Some even of the appropriations, however, have to be
permanent ones. Some bf these I have specified in. dealing
with the topic of supply, e. g., items on the civil list of the
Crown, expenses of the public debt and the salaries of judges
and ambassadors. As to others, the control of Parliament
over appropriations might obviously lead to embarassments
and abuses but for the salutary (conventional) rule, under '
which no appropriation of any importance will be made except
on the proposition of the Government. In the same spirit,
Parliament refrains also from materially interfering with the
estimates proposed by the administration, unless it has on
general grounds resolved to turn out the. administration,. for
a sensible alteration of the estimates is regarded as equivalent
to a vote of.want of confidence (a).

13. In the United States also there are permanent appropriations which cover, in addition to debt payments, the
apptopriation exp_enses of collecting the customs duties, salaries of judicial
in the United
States,
' officers and the expense of purchasing a certain amount of
silver each year to keep up the price of silver with a view to ·.
ili.e ultimate adoption of a complete bimetallic standard.
The Supreme Court has moreover held that the fixing of the
salaries of officers by pern,anent laws amounts to an authorisation of Government to make permanent annual appropriations.
''The result," says 1\Ir. Goodnow, n is that more than half the
Permanent
apptopriacurrent expenses of Q.overnment exclusive of pensions and
tion~.
salaries are beyond the reach of any particular Congress."
The•particular expenses of the Government which are under

Control of
Congress over

.

.

·(a) Lowell, Government of England, Vol. I, Ch. XIV. Tram, Central
·Government, p. 54; Goodnow, Comparative Administrativ~ Law, Vol, II, p.2SO.

.
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the control of each Congre13s are those of the Army, the Navy,
and the other branches -of the administration with the
exception of cust01?s. Neither the Congress, nor the Legislatures of the States, however, have, as has _the English
·House of Commons, divested themselves of the right to make
appropriations other than those proposed by the administration (a).
14. In France, the Legislat':ue's control over expenditure
is as absolute as its control over sllpply. Estimates submitted
by the Executive are cut down arid new appropriations made
with embarassing freedom (p).

Control of the
Assembly
over appropriations in
France.

15. In the German Empire, whilst some expenses are
sanctioned by permanent laws, others . are fixed by law for
terms of years, and others still (and by far the larger
part) by annual appropriations. Amongst expenses fixed by
permanent laws are interest on the Imperial debt, and the
ex:r:enses of dl institutions and authorities \\'hich owe their
establishment to permanent laws. The- main expenses fixed
for a term of years are the expenses of the Army, the German
Empire on account of its unprotected land frontier.~ not being
in a position to rely on annual _,·otes for the maintenance of its
military forces (c).

Appropriations in G ermany-Permanent, for
fixed terms
and annual.

lG. As it must be impossible for either the Parliament or
the Administration to foresee all possible expenditure that it
may be necessary to incur in the course of the yeai\ the administration has very often to ove~step the appropriations.
Such contingencies are provided for by law in France; and in
England, but in other countries, the administration has
gen~rally to take the risk of breaking the lavv, the breach
being subsequently legalised by an Act of Indc~nnity (d).

Control over
unforeseen
expenditures.

17. Public expenditure in I,ndia, even more than receipts, No Iegislath·e control
is both in theory and practice absolutely uncontrolled so far as of expendithe legislature is concerned. The resolutions which the ture in India,
Councils are now authorised to pass at the consideration of the
(a) Goodnow, Principles of the Aclminhtrative Law of the United States,
pp. 453-45G.
•
(b) G~oclnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p: 287 ; Lowell,
Governments and Parties in Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp. 114-115.
(c) Goodnow, Comparative Adminhtrative Law, Yo!, IT, pp, 288·289,
(d) Ibid, Vol, II, p. 290.

.
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Financial Statement and the Budget operating only as recommendations are "moral " means o£ influence and not "legal "
weapons of C?ntrol (a). In place o£ it section 21 of the
Government of India Act of 1915 (formerly section 41 of the
Act of 1858) provides that the expenditure o£ the revenues of
India, in British India and elsewhere, is subject to the control
of tl> Secretary of State in Council, and no grant or appropriation o£ any part of these revenues or any other property coming
into the possession of the Secretary of State in Council, by
Control of the
virtue of the Government of India Act of 1858 or the GovernIndia Office,
ment of India Act of 1915, can be made without the concurrence of a majority of votes at a meeting of the Council of
India. Indian public expenditure is either· incurred in
England or in India. Roughly speaking expenditure in
England is incurred only on the authority of the Secretary of
State in Council. Expenditure in India is incurred by the
Government of India according to Rules approved by the
Secretary of State in Council. The Governor-General in
Council in turn has delegated some of the powers thus vested
in him to the Provincial Governments ~ubject to conditions
imposed upon the latter by himself (b).
Examination
of accou~ts.

18. It is obvious that Parliamentary control over expenditure must fall very short· of the -real thing, if it .stopped au
appropriations and if it did not carry with it the right of
examination. "All constitutions," says Goodnow, " grant
some such power to the legislature and the UE'ual rule is that
the legislature makes use of some authority independent of
the administration to aid it in the examination it makes." In
France, Germany and England, this examination is conducted
(a) The JIIontague-Chelmsford Reform Scheme recently submit ted to
Parliament docs not propose ally change in this respect so far as the budget
of the Government of India is concerned. It will be introduced in the lower
House, the Legislative Assembly, but the Assembly will not vote it. Resolutions upon budget matters as upon all other questions will continue to be
ad:villory in character. In the Pn\\1inci0.l Legidature!!, the budget will be
laid before the Council wl!ich will discuss it and vote by rewlution, Thebudget would be altered in accordance with the resolutions of the Council
except when the Council reject or modify the allotment on reserved subjects,
in which case the Governor will have power to certify its necessity.. and insist
upon its retention. See the Report, paras 256, 284.
(b) "Iyengar's Indian Constitution", 2nd Edn. pp. 202, 203, 206, 212-13,
~Jii.
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by persons or bodies who are irremoveable by the executive (a).
The only exception to the rule is the United States, where
the investigation of ac~o~tnts is made directly by a committee of the legislature, who then report· to the House. An
adverse decision of the Uouse in England, to whom the examining authority (the Comptroller and Auditor General) reports,
may result in a vote of censure with the consequent fall o£ the
ministry. Similar results should follow in France upon the
receipt and approval by the Assembly of an adverse decision of
the Court of Account, but-this hardly ever happens because a
change in the ministry generally takes place before t~e decision i'3 due. In Germany and the United States, where the
ministry is not responsible to Par1iament, it is not. clear what
worse consequences may follow upon an adverse decision of the
Court of Account or the House than the possible tightening of
the laws. The issue of the great constitutional conflict in
Prussia.over the army appropriation in 1860-1864 seem-s to
show that the legislative control over the finances in Gerrnany
cannot be very real (b).

of

19. Sections 26 and 27 of the Government
India Act
of 1915 are all the constitutional provisions' there are for the
independent examination of the accounts oCpublic receipts and
expenditure of India. Section 26 says that the Secretary of
State in Council shall, within the first fourteen days during
which Parliament is sitting next after the first .day of. May in
every year, lay before both Houses of Parliament (i) an account
for the financial year preceding that last completed of the
annual produce of the· revenues of India, disting,uishing the
same under the respective heads thereof, in each of the several
Provinces, and of all the annual receipts and di8bursements at
home and abroad for the purposes of the Government of India,
distinguishing the same under the r~pective heads thereof ;
(ii) :the latest estimate of the same for the financial year last
completed, (iii) an account of all stocks, loans, debts and liabilities chargeable on the revenues of India, at home or abroad } at
the commencement and close of the financi~l year preceding than
'last completed, the loans, debts and liabilities raised or incurred

•

(a) The Courts of Account in the two former, the Comptroller and
Auditor General in England.
_
(bj Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol, II, pp. 291-2S5~

84

Difference in
effect of adverse report •
in Parliamentary and
non· Parlia·
mentary Go.
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of the public
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within that year, the amounts paid off or discharged during that
year, the rates of interest horne by thosE) loans, debts and liabilities respectively and the annual amount of that interest, and
(i) a list of the establishment of the Secretary of State in Council and the salaries and allowances payable in respect thereof (a).
The section, by clause (2), provides that i£ any new or
increa;sed salary or pension of fifty pounds a year or upwart:ls
has been granted or created within • any year in respect of
the said establishment, the particulars thereof shall be specially
stated and explained at the foot of the account for that year.
By clause (3) of the section the account is required to be
accompanied by a statement prepared from detailed reports
from each Province, in such forms as best exhibit the moral
and material progress and condition of India, Under section
27 of the Act, His Majesty is authorised by warrant under
His Royal Sign Manual, countersigned by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, to appoint a fit person to be auditor of
the accounts of the Secretary of State in Council who
shall hold office during good behaviour and to empower that
auditor to appoint and remove such assistants as may be
specified in the warrant. The auditor so appointed is req_uired
by the section to examine and audit the accounts of the receipt,
expenditure and disposal in the United Kingdom of all money,
stores and property applicable for the purposes o£ Act. All
such acqounts accompanied by proper vouchers for their support
must be produced and laid before such auditor, and all books
papers and writings having ".relation thereto submitted to his
inspection, and the auditor may examine all officers and
servants of the Secretary of States's establishment, being in
the United Ki:rtgdom, for any" of the purposes stated above.
The auditor has to report his approval or disapproval of the
accounts with appropriate remarks and observations to the
Secretary of State, specially noting cases, if any, in which it
apppears to him that any money arising out of the revenues
of India has been appropriated to purposes other than those
to which they are apDlicable. The auditor is to specify in detail
ra) Cl. (d) of sec. 26 which required the Secretary of State to lay before
Parliament an account of the state of the effects and credits in each province
and in England or elsewhere applicable to the purposes of the Government
of India, according to the latest advices received, has been repealed by the
Amendment Act of 1916.
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in his-reports all sums of money, stores and property which
ought to be accounted for, and are not brought into account
or have not been appropriated in conformity with the pro·
visions of the law, or which have been expended or disposed
of without due authority, and also specify any defects, inaccuracies or irregularities which may appear in the accounts
or in the authorities, vouchers or documents h~ving relation
thereto. The auditor, .finally, has to lay his reports before
both Houses of Parliament, with the accounts of the year to
which the reports relate.
20, The power to make laws binding on the executive and
the power to grant or withhold supplies are, as I have already
explained, but indirect weapons of control. 'l'hey do not themselves enable the legislature to intervene in -the detailed
working of the administration. But with powers such as these
it would be surprising if a legislature did not seek to exercise
a more direct control over the actu9.1 working of the administration. -The success of all such attempts on the part of the
legislature, of course, depends in a large measure upon the
degree in which the legislature should ha:ve succeeded in
- . obtaining control over the appointment and dismissal of ministers. Where, ~in Germany and in the United- St?-tes, the
executive is indpendent of the legislature, direct control of
the administration by the legislature is well-nigh impossible
of attainment, for the legislature in such Governments can
never turn out a minister by a mere vote of censure or 'want of
confidence. In the United States where members of the Cohgress are excluded by the constitution from accepting State
appointments, the very means of influencing ministers by participation in debate is wanting. The only direct co~~rol which the
legislature can exercise over the administration is through its
committees, with whom the:_ administration always find it worth
its while to be on good terms in order to prevent deadlocks,
which easily occur in non-Parliamentary forms ofrepresentative
government. The committees of the legislature have power to
supervise generally the working o£ the p11rticular departments
and may also be appointed to investigate particular abuses.
In the performance of this work, the committee may persmtde
the Houses to censure the administration, but such censure
has no political or legal, and according to Mr. Goodnow (a), but
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 268.

"

More direct
control where
legislature
can appoint
and dismiss
ministers.

Ministers not
only indepen.
dent but cannot even par·
ticipate in
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United States.

Control
through
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very little moral effect. The control of the legislature in the
United States is therefore on the whole indirect only (a).
In non-t'arliamcnt~ry

governments
in Europe
ministers
generally
authori!led to
sit and ~peak
in the f!ouse.

And aro subject to interpellations.

Wbat interpellations
mean on the
Continent of
Europe.

21. The state of thi~gs would not be materially different in
countries on the Continent of Europe, where, as in Germany,
the executive do not hold office at the pleasure of the legislature. But profiting by American experience and more to
enable the ministers to meet the criticism of the members of
legislative bodi~s than to be influ;nced by them, many
Continental constitutions provide that a minister who is not a
member of the Home should have the right to sit in and
addreBs the House though he may not vote unless he is a
member. ThiA right, however, is generally joined with the
inconvenient accompaniment of ll.n obligation to answer interpellat~ons, which on the Continent do not, as I shall presently
explain, merely mean furnishing informations or answers on
particular points of public interest, but may lead directly to
the pass[ng of votes o£ censure by the House '' ith reference
to the matter raised in the questions. In the British sys.tem,
any question may be put to a minister by a member of the
House, and the minister supplies the answer if it is not
against tho public interest to do so. If it is, he may refuse
to arHnver, but in either case no debate foHows upon the
answer or the refusal to answer. Such a debate can be raised
later on upon a mution to adjourn or in other ways which need
not be mentioned here, But on the Continent (and in France
in particular), the interpellation may be followed by ·a debate
(a) The Montague-Chelmsford Reform Scheme, now under consideration
by the Parliament, proposes to retain the control of the administration in
tbe Government of India in the hands of the Govcrnor•General and his
Executive Councill~rs who cannot be appointed or dismissed by the legiolaturc. In the Provinces, much the most iinportant affairs are to remain under
the control of the Governor's Executive Council, the membera whereof arc
to be independent of the rep~esentative JegisJath·e bodies to be set up in
the Provinces, Even as to matters to be made over to these bodies, the
ministers in charge of them will be appointed ar.d dismissed by the Governor
in the beginning, though they must be elected members of the legislature.
It is, however, expected th&t before long the legislatures will obtain power
to dismiss ministers, The Report on the other hand proposes to associate
wit!! heads of departments in both the Provincial and the Indian Governments
Etanding comdlittees of their respective legislatures, whose functions however
will be advisory. f!ec the Report, paras. 214·224, 235, 285, 260. The Provincial
committees will be wholly elected, whilst the committees of the legislature
of the Goyernor General will be two-thirds elected and one-third nominated.
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and vote on an order of the day expressing the opinion o£
the House (a). But an adverse vote whether followi11g upon an
interpellation oi· arising-from any other circumstance has, in
countries where the minist.ers do not hold office at the pleasure
of the legislature, as little effect as it has in the United
States.
22. But in France, where a thoroughly Parliamentary
system has been establi~hed, the institution, whilst • it enables
the legislature to some extent to exercise legitimate supervision
over the administration, m{)re often contributes to the weakening of the administration and the impairing of its continuity
and efficiency. Its effect is said to be particularly disastrous
in countries like France and Italy which h·ave not yet
developed the two-party system which appears to be one of
the conditions of the efficient working of· the Parliamentary
system, since in the absence of a stable majority of its own
supporters, Continental ministries (which are perforce- coalition
ministries) are easily wrecked over motions which, on purpose,
the enemies of the Government so contrive as to catch the
largest numbers of votes against the Government. In France,
according to Mr.. Lowell; interpellations are systematically
employed to bait ministers and to bring about resignations,
This form of interpellation ~ieh is used solely to expose
d~fects may, says Lowell, have its justification in despotic
governments, but is entirely vicious in governments where the
ministry 'hold office at the pleasure of the legislatu{·e. The
Parliamentary system, he holds, requires an entire harmony,
a cordial sympathy and a close co-operation between the
ministers and the chamber, and to the obligation on the part
of the cabinet to resign when the majoritY. withdraws its
approval, there corresponds a duty on the part of the majority
to support the ministers heartily so long as they remain in
office. But though this is the opinion • of an outside observer,
(a) In this connection, Cbs. XVII and XVIII of Lowell's. Government of
England, Vol. I, are particularly instructive. In P.russia, ministers are free to
answer questions or rot as they please (Lowell, Governments and Parties
in Continental Europe, Vol. I, p. 300) and in Switzerland the Council of State
•
decided in 1879 that an interpellant might declare whether pe was satisfied
with the answer he got, but that no debate must fol:ow upon it. Ibid,
Vol. II, p. 200. In Italy the debate and vote cannot proceed immediately as in
France but on a future day. Tbid Vol. II, p. 210.
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the French people themselves do not see these things exactly
in the same light. To them the privilege appears as one of
the main bulworks of political liberty for they urge, not
altogether without reason, that the administration, in so far
as it is not subject to supervision by the courts of law (and in
very many important matters it is altogether independent of
judicial control), this is the only way by which it can be
brought to ~ccount for its acts (a).
23. Mr. Lowell views with equal disfavour the somewhat
searching examination and control to which the acts and
proposals of the ministers are subjected by the committees
of the legislature (more or less casually convened panels of a
heterogeneous political complexion) who have no part or share
in the pusiness of the administration, do . not feel it~ responbibilities and are ordinarily out of sympathy with the aims •
and policies of the ministers. .Measures proposed by Government seldom come out of the committee without serious
mutilations, the budget itself being in this way waylaid and
altered behind the back of the Government. The cummittee
system also, Lowell thinks, is out of place in a truly cabinet
form of government, the essence of which is tl.mt the ministers
individually and collectively must be given complete freedom
of action and be allowed to act with a full sense of personal
responsibility, or be relieved of it altogether. Ministers in
Parliamentary governments, he urges, should not be compelled
to carry· out policies not their own or having little or no
relation thereto.
24. Mr. Goodnow i~ scarcely less explicit in hifl condemnation of the system of interprellation coupled with control
by committees p-evalent in France. "Interpellations, addresses,
questions as to its policy and censures of the action of the
administration have been so frequent that," says he, ''the
French acting executive • has been completely terrorised and
paralysed", "If", he adds, "the legislature does not impose
bounds upon its control, it may, through its exercise, practically take the place of tJ1e administration or reduce it to such
a weak position that it will be all but imp:)ssible for it to
tran!!act pr~perly the business in theory assigned to it." The
(a) Lowell, Governments
117-126.

~nd

Parties iu Continental Europe, Vol. I, pp.
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ministry and the administration become, according to him,
the servants rather than the guides of the legislature and
naturally become so anxious to win its approval that they are
unable wisely to conduct the government (a).
25. Neither l\'Ir. Lowell nor l\fr. Goodnow conceal their Different con.
ditions in
opinion that in this matter the system which by constitutional Englandthe
usage prevails in Engla_nd is the ideal which all Parliamentary Cabinet
guide and not
forms of government should follow. Interpellation in the the servant
of the legis·
English Parliament does not lead to a debate and a vote of lature.
censure following immediately on it at the height of the excitement raised by it. Questions are put and answers demanded with the utmost fFeedom. Committees too are freely appointed to investigate the working of a particular depar~ment or
into particular abuses. But normally these latter issue in
nothing more serious than recommendations upon which the
necessary action is left to be taken by the administration itself.
One need not agree with Mr. Todd when he says that Parliament in England is designed for counsel, not for rule, for
ad'{ice and not for administration. But it is seldom that the
Parliament does in fact proceed to give orders to or in respect
of any sub0rdinate officers (b). The result is that so long as
the ministers possess the confidence o£ the House generally,
they remain the guides and not the servants ·o£ the House/
and the execution of their policy suffers no disturbance or discontinuity to the detriment of administrative tfficiency.·

26. The idea o£ Cabinet ministers acting in England as
the guides and not the servants of the House, which appears
to h'lve taken the fancy of foreign observers, is not -however
viewed wit.h excessive complacence by English'\len themselves.
It has been remarked that under present conditions, Cabinet
ministers have come to be the choice of the electorate rather
than of Parliament, and members of Parliament are chosen in
the constituencies with a view to their supporting rather the
chosen leaders of the people than any definitely conceived
(a) Goodnow, Comparative Administrative Law, Vol. II, p. 272-3.
0~ a motion for adjournment or on other.suitable occasions Parliantent
in England may proceed to take votes on a single detail of admirristration, but
an adverse vote in such n: case does not necessarily lead to resignation, though
when the position of the ministry has otherwise been generally wcakcn~d, such
a voti mny be availed of for tendering resignation.
(b)

Is the English Cabinet
growing auto.
cratic 1
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policy npproved by the electors ; so that a member who refuses
his support to or attacks the lead~rs he is pledged to support
ends by himself forfeiting th8 confidence of his constituency.
The leaders, they complain, are gradually coming to occupy the
position of dictators. Moreover, the opportunities for discussing the acts o£ the administration have been so greatly
narrowed by recent changes in the rules of business; that the
Parliament's claim to act as the " grant!. inquest of the nation "
is in fact passing into the domain of fiction (a). Whilst therefore
American writers like Lowell and Goodnow are freely condemning the committee system prevalent in France and in the
United States and pointing to its absence in the English system as the ideal arrangement, thoughtful Englishmen are
seriously considering whether the committee system may not
be so adapted to circumstances in England as .to place
some effective check upon the growing irresponsibility of the
Cabinet.
The Inrlian
legislature3
have no control over the
policy of the
executive.

27. It seems almost superfluous to state that the Indian

legislature which, as stated above, is lacking in the primary
capacity of controlling supplies and expenditure and cannot
even inake laws binding the executive otherwise than at the
initiative of the executive or with its consent has no power
whatever to directly influence either the general policy of the
administration or examine its acts in detail. It cannot constitute a· committee whether supervisory or investigating (b).
The very power to put questions to the administration by way
Power of interpellat ioa.
of interpellation (in the English sense) was denied to it until
1892. It will be remembered t.hat in 1853, when the Legisla"" tive Council of the Governor General, till then composed of the
members of hi~ Executive Council and the law member, was
reconstituted by the addition to it of two judges of the
Supre.me Court of Calc~tta and Company's servants of ten
(a) Anson, L::~w and Custom of the Constitutfoq, Vol, II, 3rd Edition,
Introduction.
(b) The l\Iontague·Che.l.msford Reform Scheme proposes to associate with
the heads of departments of both the Gov<'rnment of India and the Provin«ial GoYernments standing committees of their respective legislatures,
whose functiuns will however be purely advisory. The committees of the
Provincial legislatures will be wholly elected, whilot those of the Supreme
legislature will be two-thirds elected andone·third nominated, See the Report,
paras, 2~5 1 265.
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years' standing appointed by the Local Governments, the
As exercised
Council though composed wholly of officials assumed jurisdic- between 1853
tion in truly Parliamentary fashion to ask questions as to and and 1861.
discuss the propriety of measures of the Executive Government,
deeming themselves- competent to enquire into abuse::; and
grievance~, calling for reports and returns from the local administrations, debating long on qu~tions of public interest and
introducing motions and. resolutions independent of the Executive Government. In a despatch of Lord Canning, he pointed
out that the Council had become invested with forms and
modes of· procedure closely imitating those of the House of
Commons, that there were one hundred and thirty-six standing
orders to regulate the procedure and that in short, as
Sir Lawrence Peel put it, the Council had assumed jurisdiction
in the nature of a grand inquest of the nation. During the
short period from 1853 to 1861 during which the system re-mained operative, the Council came into constant conflict with
the Executive Government, and so little were its doings liked
by the Executive Government in India and the authorities at
Home, that when in 186 l the Legislative Council was further
expanded by admitting non-official members, the Indian Taken uwny
by the CoauCouncils Act of 1861 by section 17 provided that no business cils Act of
shall be transacted at a legislative meeting of the Governor- 1861.
General's Council other than the consideration of measures
introduced or proposed to be introduced into the .Council
for the purpose of enactment or the alteration of rules for
the conduct of business at legislative meetings, and than
no motion shall be entertained other than a motion for
'
leave to introduce a measure into Council for the purpose
of enactment or having reference to a measure • introduced or
proposed to be introduced into the Council for that purpose,
or having reference to some rule for the conduct' of business.
Similar restrictions wer_e imposed u"pon the reconstituted
provincial legislatures.
28. _These restrictions were somewhat relaxed by the Power of interpellation
Indian Councils Act of 1892, which permi~ted (I) the asking of given by
staquestions in regard to the administration under strictly limited later
tutes and
conditions by members of the Council for the purpose of elic!t- power to pr.ss
resolutions.
ing informations ; and (2) a general discussion of t"he annual
financial statement. The Indian Councils Acti of 1909 extended
the right o£ interpellation by allowing the putting of supplemen-
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tary questions, and authorised members of the Council to move
resolutions on the financial statements presented to the
Councils, as also on matters of general public interest at meetings of the Legislative Councils. The rules framed under the
Act in this behalf are not liable to alteration by the Legislative
Councils, and these rules as framed permit the putting of
supplementary questions for the purpose only of eliciting
information (a), and enable members of- the Councils to pass
resolutions which operate only as recommendations which the
Government may accept or reject,
Importance
of administrative control to supp:y
what is wanting in the
others,

Administrative control
best develop•
ed in Germany.
-

29. The foregoing examination of what I have called the
Parliamentary or legislative control of the administration makes
it obvious that, at its best, this form of control (even when
re-inforced by
the available control exerciseable by the law
courts) fall short of keeping the administration to its duties
in the matter both of efficiency anJ of the respect that is due
by it to private rights. What is wanting in these forms of
control must be niade good by administrative or depaf'tmental
control, which means control by the higher over the subordinate authorities in the administration,
" It is," as
1\ir. Goodnow correctly says, "a sort of self-control and its
extent d&pends altogether upon tho degree of administrative

all

(a) Mr, Iyengar, whose treatment of the subject in his book on the Indian
Constitution is the most satisfactory I have found, notes the difference in principle which governs the practice of the British Parliament and the Legislative
Councils of India respectively in the matter of interpellatiqns, The English
practice is based on the principle that it is imperative that the Parliament
shall be duly informed of everything that may be necessary to explain the
policy and proceedings of Government of any part of the Empire, and the
fullest information is communicated by Government to both Houses from time
to time upon alf matters of public interest, such information being withheld
only when the public interests will suffer by the disclosure. But the powers
of interpellation given to me1~bers of the Councils in India proceed on the
reverse principle, that the Government is not bound to gh·e any information
except suelh as it deems necessary to give in the public interest. It could
hardly be otherwise considering the positon of subordination tq the Executive
Govemment held by the legislatures in India. Iyengar, Indian Constitution, p.
189. The JI.Iontague·Chelmsfonl Report to Parliament on Indian Constitutional
Reform bas proposed that any member of the Supreme or. a Local legislature
(a:lld not merely he who put the main question) may ask supplementary
questions. The Governme!J.t cannot disallow a queat'on on the ground that it
cannot be answered consistently with the public interest, but will have power
to disallow a question on the ground that the putting of it is inconsistent witq
the public interest.

See paras. 236, :ZS6.
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centralisation present in the administrative · syste1~" (a). This
"self-control", I have previously indicated, is best exercised in'
Germany-so well indeed that in many matters it stands for
what in other countries is attaip.able by judicial and legislative
~ontrol. The reason of course is, as was pointed out before,
tJ:tat the German bureaucracy_ is kept throughly in hand by the
central authorities. Absence of centralised control of the
services, I have poin1oed out more than once, leads not merely
to inefficient but also to oppressive administration. Of the
inefficiency of the decentralised administrations of the States of
the American. Union I have spoken in a previous lecture, The
administration in these States is prevented from being
oppressive only by the fact that the higher officials there hold~
under temporary elective tenures. ~t is in countries not
possessing representative institutions that the evils ·of uncontrolled officialism make themselves grievously felt. The
Federal Government of the United States is better and more
efficient than the State Governments for the simple reason
that the National Administration is also more centralised.
The progress of centralisation in the English administration
since 1834 has, as o.bserved before, been distinctly in the
direction of better administration. The control; it should be
remembered, is not limited entirely to subordinate officers of
the administration, It extends to some extent (more in §Ome
countries than in others) to autonomous local corporations as
well. In _so, far as centralisation of administration means
(and it does mean) officialism, the progress of this element in
the administration is, I need hardly repeat, inevitable.- But it
has, I believe, been also made <(lear that this is by no means
inconsistent either.with local or with personal autonomy. The
problem of reconciling a strong centralised adn:inistration with
local and personal autonomy is the problem which ,modern
administrative law has set itself to s~lve. The State and the
individual, I repeat once more, are the ...two factors of the
administration. Neither can be eliminated without condemning the other to futility.· Both must gro.w together by mutual
interaction (call it conflict if you like) in strength, stature and
moral grandeur.
•

(a) Gooduow1 Comparative Administrative Law1 Vol, Il 1 p. UO.

'
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L'ENVOI.
Wide extent
of the subject
of the lectures.

I. I have now concluded my survey of what to me has
hew a eubject of absorbing interest. It has covered grounds
so extensive that I have experienced the greatest difficulty in
keeping my treatment of it within manageable limits. And
yet I feel that I have not been able to do more than barely
touch upon the fringes of a variety of t~pics which need closer
and more extensive examination,

Its practicl\1
interest for
all men.

2. Those who have followed these lectures cannot have ·
failed to remark that the interest of the subject is an intensely
practical one. Nor is that interest one confined to persons of
exclusive tastes and occupations. If there is one conviction
more than any other which a study of modern administrat~ve
forms forces on one's mind, it is that administration to-day is
no longer the business of Kings and rulers only. At all times
in history it has. been a matter deeply concerning the whole
community, but only within the last hundred years has it
been realised that it nwds for its success the willing and
conscious co-operation of the whole population. But even
more forcibly is one made to feel that, as years go by, the
success of any system of administration must depend in increasing measures upon the organised labour of experts. That
there is a certain amount of opposition between the two
necessi~ies must be plain to the most ~uperficial observer. To
eliminate the expert is to court anarchy. To hand over the
administration entirely to experts leads only indirectly to the
same end. Even if all differences upon the ultimate goal of
governments should vanish, even if all ·class conflict~, class
jealousies and• sectional selfishness and greed should finally
disappear, there would still remain the difficult problem of
reconciling the methodti of the expert with the point of view
of the layman, th·~outlook of the official with the sympathies
of the non-official, the claims of efficiency with the no less
insistent demands of flesh-and-blood humanity. The lawadministrative law-1s the means by which the conflicting interests of the ruler and the ruled have been sought to be
re~oncilcd. and, so far as one can judge, wit.h a considerable
measure of success, in an age in which the ultimate identity
of inten~~t between them has been but faintly realised.

All persons
must oo-!)sciously M·
operate in
the work of
administration wjich
yet m11st be
carried on
increasingly
by ex;perts.
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Whilst that opposition is showing sign
making room for the newer opposi•
between the lay!11an and thB exper
doubting that in the situation which i~
same instrument, administrative law;
adapt itself for the performance of its
between the layman and the expert
however as to expect. that victory
alone. The law must be moulded
·forc~s operating from behind and withJ
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of disappearing, it is
m just fore?hadowed
I see no reason for
1bout to develop, the
·ill be found ready to
nission of reconciliation
I am not so foolish
ill be achieved by law
td worked by moral
it (a).

3. If these forces do not fail it, :lministrative law may
be the means for accomplishing a g Jd deal more than the
mere reconciliation of conflicts bet' ,en ruler · and ruled,
between the layman and the expert. ' wse forces will overstep the hmits of State· boundaries 1d communal interests.
They will humanise international • alings. ~ eminent
French writer has recently pointed out he close relation which
exists between a State's conception 1 its relations towards
its subjects and its ideas of internatio tl obligations. A State
which recognises no obligations of ~ in its de'alings with
its own citizens can have very little respect for rules of
international morality in its dealings with foreign States or
subjects. The ruling German theory of the relation of the
State towards citizens was well-expressed by Jhering in a
passage in which he stated that "if the extraordinary situation
arose in which the State with its power found itself under
the obligation, in the alternative, of sacrificing eith~I law or
society; it wonld not only be authorised, but obliged to sacrifice
law and to conserve society." .Public law, according to German
jurists, is law only by self-limitation, Whateler may be its
cultural value, it can have no ultimate binding authority
upon the State which always remains the judge of when and
how far it will follow or disregard it. • Consistently with this

To mediate
bet ween them
is the future
mission of administrative
law.

How a LhcOI'Y
of adminis·
t~ative law
reacts on the
State's reJa.
tions with
other States.

German juristic doctrine of
auto-limita·
tion {)f the
State's
powers
and its bearing upon
Public and
(a) A whole chapter might be written upon tbis text. ''Eternal vigilance" Internation'tl
said Jefferson, one of the first founders of democracy in the modern sense, law,
"is the price of freedom." ''Indifference," says Mr- Elihu Root, "is the
deadliest enemy of democracy," Democracy as a polity can in modern conditions succeed only upon condition tha.t the rulers who are also thB ruled, • that
is to say, the people go seriously' to school in civics, a science ;hich, in democratic co_untries, is fortunately receiYing increasing attention as a subject of
popular study.
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view of the nature of public law, the German jurist prophet
of the doctrine of auto-limitation, Jellinek, propounds this
characteristically German specimen of international morality:
"Whenever upon investigation international law is found to
be in conflict with the existence of the State, ~c rule of law
retires to the background, because the State is put higher than
any rule of law, as the study C!.f the relations of internal
public law has already taught us" (a). .The cynical disregard
by ·Germany of all rules of international morality in the wor\d
war just concluded was, according to M. Duguit, the logical
outcome of the vicious doctrine of auto-limitation prevalent
in the public law of the ((Fatherland.''
Other Ideals,

Autocracy v.
Democracy,

Inherent
right of selfdetermination of communities,

Promise of
responsible
government
to India-its
significance,

4. The mention of the war suggests other ideals to which~
fitting reference can be made in this epilogue. !he President
of the United States, M.r. Woodrow Wilson, upon the entrance
of the Great American.Republic into the war in the interest
of the allied democracies, said: "We are about to accept the
gage of battle with this natural foe to liberty, and shall, if
necessary, spend the whole force of the nation to check and
nullify its pretensions and its power. We are but one of the
champions of the rights of mankind. A steadfc1st concert for
peace can never be maintained except by a partnership of
democratic nations. It must be a league of honour, a partnership of opinion. The world must be made safe for democracy".
It is to. President Wilson again and to the war that the
world owes the clearest enunciation ever 'yet made of the \
principle-of the inherent right of self-determination belongingto all ·communities. The British Empire not being in every
part democratic, this principle <>f self-determination recently
found expressi~, with reference to India (that largest part of
the Empire which is still governed by undemocratic methods),
in the announcement recently made by the Secretary of State
•
for India in the House of Commons promising responsible
government to India-a promise which, faithfully fulfilled, will
virtually abolish that division of the Empire into a ('sphere
of settlement" (carryin.g with it as of course full British citizenship) and another and inferior "sphere of autocracy and rule,"

•
(a) M. Leon Dug\lit, "The Law and the State," 31 Ha.rvard Law Review,
Nov. 1917, pp. 180,142.
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which Sir C. P. Lucas, so recently as 1912, seemed to r~gard
as a part of the immut~ble order of nature (a).
5. These, however, are ideals long implicit in democracy,
now brought for the first time to the surface by the workin'g
oE the war. 'But the war will have equally important conse.quences in shaping and influencing, not the ideals.only, but
the actual methods of government. In order that they may
be able to fight autoeracy with his own weapons, the democratic nations of the world were driven to organise themselves
temporarily into autocracies. They were forced to aqcept:
responsibilities and assume powers which, if left to evolve
their methods, by the slow processes of peace, they would have
hesitated to take on themselves for long cea.turies to come.
To this necessity the people of these countries, for their part,
·have dutifully bowed. With the advent of peace the auto1
cratic powers assumed from necessity will without doubt be
laid down, but the responsiblities will remain, and the conflict
(a) Sir C. P. LUC(I,~, Greater Rome (l,nd GreQter Britain, Clarendon Press,
1912, pp. 142·14.3. Since the above was written the Secretary of State fol'
India and the Viceroy haYe submittEd to Parliament thcir joint proposals
for constitutional reform in lndia, which are intended to give practical effect
to the pronouncement of 20th August 1917 referred to in the text. The terms
of the pronouncement were as follows :-"The policy. of His Majesty's
Government, with which tlle Government of India !rein complete accord, is
that of the increasing.association of Indi(l,ns in every branch of the administra·
tion, and the gradual development of self-governing institutions wtth a view
to the progressive realisation of responsible government in India as an integral.
part of the British Empire They have decided that substantial steps in this
direction shall be taken as soon as p:1ssible and that it is of the highest import·
:wee as a preliminary to considering what these steps should be, that ,there
should be a free and informal exchange of opinion between those in authority
at home and in India. His Majesty's Government have :!ccordiug!y decided,
with His Majesty's approval, that I should accept the Viceroy's invitation to
proceed to India to discuss these matters with the Viceroy and the Government
of India, to consider with the Viceroy the view; of Local Gov~rnments, and to
receive \l'ith him the suggestions of representative bodies ami others.
"l would add that progress in this policy can only be achieved by successive
, stages.. The British GO\'ernme~t (l,nd the Government of India on whom the
responsibility lies for the welfare and advancement of the Indian peoples,
must be judges of the tiiJle and measure of each advance, and they must be
guided by the co-operation received from those upon whom new opportllllities
of service will thus be conferred, and by the extent to which it is found that
confidence can be rep3sed in their sense of responsibility.
"Ample opportunity will be afforded for public discussion of the pro~osals,
which will be submitted in du~ course to Parliame4t."

Possiblee:ffect
of the war on
the methods
of government in demo.
cratic countries.
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previously foreshadowed between laymen and officials will be
precipitated. That confiicb will have to be faced and solved
and both laymen and experts must be taught to co-operate for
the realisation o£ the commonly conceived purposes of the
administration .. Thi~ co-opera..tion between officials" and citizens
which had preceded the war in Germany will come after it
amongst the nations which until the other day were fighting
the battles of freedom.. And it is we'l that this should be so,
for by the time when this co-operation does arrive in those
countries, the lessons of the war will have been learned so
well as to make it impossible for it to be turned to the ignoble
uses to which it was being put in Germany viz :-to rob and
despoil other nations and other countries. (a)
(a) Amongst the objects of the war enunciated by Prcsicl~nt Wilson in an
address delivered on July H, 1918, at the tomb of Washington, Mount
Verno~, U.S. A., (before the representatives of thirty-three n:>ticins and peoples
allied to oppose the Teutonic powers) was the following : "The settlement of
every question whether of territory. of sovereignty, of economic arrangement o1·
of politic:>! rel:>tionship upon the basis of the free ac~eptance of that settlement
Ly the people immediately concerned :1nd not upon the basi:; of the material
interest or a<hantage of any other wLL;un or people ,<'}licl1 moy rl(·sirc a
different 'ettlement fc;r tl1e sake of it~ own t'' feriur infl'.l'·.nrc ur mastCl) ·•.
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Continentaltype, 105; organisation
of local admini&tration in, 171 ; bureaucracy of, 295 ; officials have vested
inte1·est in office, 307-308 ; judicial
administration of, 425 ; legal responsibility of officials in, 432 ; internal organisation of local corporations
in, 53o ; citizens' rights in, 57 4-57 5,
See also Continental Europe.
Australia, Federal union of, di~ribution
of functions between State and
Union governments in, 221 ; treason
law of, 3e5.
Auto-limitation of the State, doctrine
of, 5n, 67"7, 678.
Autonomy, of the State, 5 ; local and
personal, not inconsistent with the
growing officialism of modern States,
674-675.
Babylonia, 31
Ba~ehot's "English Constitution," 83.

INDEX,
Bailiwicks, local units of Medieval
France, 159
\
Barcelona, feudal council of, SOn.
J?asutoland, administration in, 234. 240.
Belgium, Parliamentary government in,
8:11 ; administration or Continental
type, 105 ; local authorities ·in, act
also as agents of central government,
231-232; judicial administmtion in,
423 ; organisation of local autonomy
in, 519 ; provi.ncial c<Trporations in,
their subjection to central control,
529 ; internal organisation of local
corporations in, 536 ; citizens' rights
in, 575·576. See also Continental
Europe.
Bill of rights, historic emergence of,
557-559 ; Magna Carta of England,
if a true bill of rights, 558-559 ;
Bill of Rights (of England) of 1688,
559 ; bill of rights in the American
Declaration of Independence, 559 ;
different conceptions of bill of rights
in England and America, 559-561 ;
bill of rights in the constitutions of
countries on the Continent of Europe
and in Latin America, why different
from that in the American, 573 ;
evaluation of bills of rights in
modern constitutions, 578-579 ;
underlying idea that conflict between
State and individual which must
exist is reconcileable, 58J ; choice
of arbitrator, 581-582 ; American
conception of citizen's rights why
superior to that of others, 579-583 ;
See also Citizens' rights.
Bismark, his organisation of local administration in Prussia, 169, 293.
Blackstone, on the separation of powers
in England, 83.
Brazil. Se!i Latin American Republics,
"British subjects," who were, under the
earlier Anglo-Indian regulations,
109 n; native Indians when recog·
nised as, 109n, 113.
Bureaucracy, citizen bureaucracy of
Athens, 28, 30 ; Assyrian bureaucracy, 32 ; benevolent bureaucracy of
Maurya Emperors in India, 33 ;
progress of bureaucracy in Imperial
Rome, 43-47 ; supplanted by feudalism, 48; feudalism and bureaucracy contrasted, 49-50, 156;
French bureaucracy contrasted· with
Roman, 50-51 ;1 organisation of'local
units in bureaucratic govcrnme~ts,
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158-159 ; Continental bureauaracy,
its characteristics, 191- I 00 ; how
eliminated in England, 192-193, 195
290-291; found wanting on the
Continent, 194; character of, in
British Crown colonies, 215-216 ;
general drift of modern administrations towards, 287 ; indispensable
in a progressive aoministration, 301,
67 4-675 / need for controlling it,
3!)0-301, 677; bureaucracy how prevented from securing political power
in Victoria, 293 ; Prussian bureaucracy, 290-295; Austrian bureaucracy, 295 ; Russian bureaucracy,
295n; Indian civil service, a governing bureaucracy. 296 ; spirit of caste
~n Indian bureaucracy, 297 ·298;
mherent drawbacks of all bureau.
cracies, 299,
Burgomaster and his council, of Prussia,
231; of Holland and Belgium, 232.
Cabinet government, increasing prevalence of, 48, 259 ; its unconscious
evolution in England, 259; essentials of, 260, relation of cabinet C')Un. cil and Premier, 260 ; characteristics
of, 261-266 ; imperfect realisation
of, outside England and Belgium,
26 2 ; though common goal of all
governments, 262-265 ; relation of.
King- and Premier in England, 262263 ; working of the English cabi·
net, 284 ; co-urdination of depart. ments if obtained in English cabinet,
285; legal irresponsibility of chief
executive essential to, 336 ; spread
of the institution even in Republican countries, 341.
Canada, Federal union of, distribution of
fuuctiots between State a.nd U uion
governments in, 221; treason law
in, 365.
Capital, exploitation of government in
the interest of, in Republican Rome,
40, 41 ; in Bengal at the accession
of the Easb India Company to the
Dewani, 42; in Medieval cities, 50o9; in Carthage, ..., 58n ; modern
chartered companies, if exploiting
governments, i'8n, 5~n.
Carthage, an 'exploiting commercial
power, 58n.
Caste-distinction,· absence of, in Eng•
lish and Venetian polities, 66-67.
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Castile, . omnipotent feudal council in,
80n,' 0
Catalo~ia, feudal council in, 80n.
Caucus, government by party caucuses
criiicised, 203.
Central administration ; delimitation of
local and central interests, 187-188,
204"206; central administration
units, non-coincidence of, with local
self~government units, 223 ; central
administration shoukl be communalise~, 201. See also Central control,
and' Central executive.
Central ~ontrol, over self-governing
loc~l authorities. See Self-governing
loc31 aut.horities and central control;
dir~ct central control in the localities, 207 ; instruments thereof, 20720$ ; as exercised in self-governing
British colonies, 208-290 ; in British
Cr<;iwn colonies and India, 210-2 I7;
thi~ form better than espiona~e
ex~rdsed in Spanish colonies, 217 ;
as ~xetcised by federal governments,
218-222; as exercised in lJ]dia,
221-228; may be exercised through 1
self-governing agencies as well as
thtough indiyidual agents With or
without associated admini!Jtrative
councils, 229-233.
Centr~Jl executive, organisation of, pro·
duct of history, 248; struggle betw~ea King, council and the "many"
for control of, 24 8-249 ; King aud
cottncil, the common elements of
modern polities, 250 ; in modern
go:vernments almost without etceptidn, single-headed, 250 ; and exercises not absolute but "legal" powers,
251, 256 ; discretionary power
gr•;mted to, nevertheless extensive,
25-2, 256 ; need for executhe councils in single-headed orginisations to
check abuse of discretionary power,
266-257 ; survival of advisory coun-•
cils, even aft.er legi~lature becomes
master of the executive, 257-258;
e~olution of controlling councils
and cabinet government, 258-259.
Centl'alisation, progress of, in the
Romen Empire, 42-47; excessive
centralisatiolf in the Government of
India, 123-124 ; tendency until
recently in all unitary governments
tqward@, 191 ; instrument of, an organised bureaucracy, 191 ; progress
i~evitable in modem States, but

reconcilable with local and personal
autonomy, 287, 300-301, 674-675.
Ceylon, treason law of, 365.
Cha.ndraguptp., 53 See Maurya Empire.
Chartered companies, modern, 58n.
Chief Administrator of Provinces (South
Africa), his functions, 232-233.
Chief execlltive, leg<tl irresponsibility
of, essential to
constitutional
government, 336-347; .progress
from absolute to legal irresponsibility of, 337.339 ; its qualified character in republics, 339; how it led
to responsibility of tninitsers in England, 339-341 ; inviolabiiity of,
355-372; acts of irresponsible chief
executive, if open to challenge in
courts of law, 370.
Chile. See Latin American Republi:cs.
Chinese Empire, feudalism in, 40, 5')n.
Cicero, his idea of separation of organs
of government, 76n.
Circles, local units in Austria, 171 ; in
Prussia, 169-170, 231.
Cities, in Hungary, 173, in Prussia,
l'iO, in the United States 173, See
also Local Corporations.
Cities and communes, of Medieval
Europe, true opponents of feudalism,
52; struggle with feudalism and its
results, 53.55; sovereign and nonsovereign cities, 54.; internal organisation, 55-56 ; .Medieval city atJ its
besL, 56 ; degeneration into capitalis·
tic oligarchies, 56-59; their downfall, 59, 59n. ; particularism of, 60 ;
intermixture of functions in, 79 ;
State-regulated administration in,
137.
Citizens, need for protecting, from
abuse of power by public corporations, f 44.-54-5.
Ci~izens' righte, a branch of administrative law, 14!0; defined, 556 ; implies
a certain opposition between State
and individual, 557 ; evolution of
citizens' rights through feudalism,
657-559; final emergence in the
American constitution, 559; different
conceptions of, in England and
America, 059-566 ; citizens' rights
in the self-governing and other
colonies of Britain and in India,
566-572; in France, 571-573 ; in
Prussia, 573-57 4 ; in Austria, 57 4.575; in Belgium, b75-576; in
Switzerland, 576 i in Italy, 576-577;
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in Spain, 577 ; in Denmark, 578 ;
in Holland and Japan, 578; in
Portugal, 578 ; inclusion of a bill of
rights in constitutions, its significance, 578-579 ; opposition between
State and citizen not irreconcilable,
580; different methods adopted in
different countries for resolving the
conflict, 581-582; supE-riority of
American method, 579; conscripted
services and citizens' .rights, 583n. ;
administrative action and citizens'
rights, 585-602.
City government, in the Roman Empire,
43-46 ; in modern States, see Lucal
corporations.
City-States. See Greek City States and
Cities and communes.
Civil service, of Rome, 14, 43 ; of India,
123, 296-298, 306 ; of Prussia, 293295 ; of Austria, 295 ; of Russia,
295n; of England, 289; civil service
examinations, 3)2-305.
Class-differences, in Prussia, 169n;
value of the veto in cases of, 27 4.
Class-rule, in Greece and Rome, 26 ; in
. Sparta, 26; in modern Europe,
26·27.
Oochin-China, abuse of representation
in, 203n.
Ooercitio, its effect on administration in
Rome, 36, 78.
Collector of District (India), has no
Council, 239, See District.
Colonial legislature (British), if can
affect Crown's prerogative, 354. See
Crown colonies and Self-governing
colonies.
·
Colonies, administration of, · as a function of the supreme executive, 280.
Colonies (British), statutory remedy of
subjects against Government in, 315316; if they possess juristic personality,
330-332 ;
Governors,
Governors Ge_neral and Viceroys in,
whether legally irresponsible, 343- •
351 ; impeachment of Governors etc.
why fallen into desuetude, 355;
treason •law in, 363-365; English
law how far applicable in, 564 ;
Parliamentary privilege in, 382383 ; power of Crown to establish
court" by prerogative in, 894 ;
official tenure in, 45±-455; citizens'
rights in self-governing and other
colonies,: 566"569. See also ~elf
governing colonies (British).

Commerce and industry, State-regulated, in Venice, 67-68.
Commissioner (Holland and Belgium),
functions of, 231-232.
Commissioner of Division (India), has
no council, 239. See Division;
Common law, the source of both private
_.and public law in England, 94 ; and
of local -autonomy, 160, 509-570;
application in India, 420.
Communal councils, in France, 167 ; in
Holland and Belgium, 232.
Communes, local units, in France, 166;
in Prussia, 170 ;. in Austria, 171;
in Sweden, 171 ; in Norway, 172 ; in
Switzer land, 17 3 ; in. Holland and
Belgium, 231-232.
Compulsory service, 461-46.2, 583n.
Constitution, as a source of administrative law, 148-149; in America, 145146, 148.
Constitution and administration, relation between, 12, 89-90; absence of
correspondence between, 90 ; influence of constitution and administration, 89-90,
Constitutional convention, whether part
of administrative law, 138n; as a
source of administrative law, 148-

149.
Constitutional monarchy of England,
48n ; did nob like the monarchies on
the Continent destroy feudal and
communal governments, but re\)Onciled them in a higher synthesis, 60 ;
its promises, •61 ; its exceptional nature, 61 ; .its origin in England, 72;
feudalism put in harness by, through
Royal courts which control Royal
agents also, 12 ; origin of the Commons, 7 3 ; growing sovereignty of
Parliament, 74; separation of powers
in, 15~
Contemp~, 'power of Parliamfnt to
commit for, 376-379 ; power of
courts to commit for, 405-409, 416,
440.
Continental Europe, Parliamentary pri
vilege in, 385-386 ; judicial administration in, 422-425 ; lPgal responsibility of ministers and officials in,
425-433, 471 ; aEsumption of responsibility for o:fi.cial acts by State
relieves afficials, 471 ; military law
in·, 505-506 ; provincial corporations
in, their subjection to central control
and imperfect local autonomy, 528-
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tl30 ; administrative execution in,
·590. See also under the name of
respective countries.
Coptinental type of administration, its
characteristics, in France 97-98 ;
variation thereof in Prussia, 10 2·
103; in Italy, 103-104 ; in Austria,
Portugal, Spain, SwitzPrland, Holland, Belgium and Japan, 105-106.
Corporate offioes, tenure of, 453-454.

•

with represntative legislature an
anomaly, 259.
Courts, power to est.ablish, whether be-.
longs to executive or legislature,
in England, 395-394; in India, 410·
411 ; in the United States, 421 ; in
other countries, 422. See Judges
and magistrates ; also Judiciary.
Courts of claims, to entertain claims of
subjects against Government in
America, 3J. 4.
Oorporatiom•, personality of, 507-509. Courts of Conflict and Competence, on
. See Local corporations.
the Continent of Europe, their func·
Qortes of Aragon, an omnipotent coun·
tions, 427-428.
cil, 73n, SO, 81.
Courts of Record (British), power of, to
Council, struggle with King, 248-249;
commit for contempt, 405-409, 416.
may be advisory or controlling, 248- . Courts of Wards (in India), quasi-pub·
249.
lic corporations, 555.
Council of Forty, of Venice, 66, 7!).
Customs, department of, subordinate
·Council of Ministers, for co-ordinating
governments if may have, 282.
departments on the Continent, 285Decentralisation and deconcentration,
286.
distinguished, 186, 186n.
Council of State, in Germany, 257 ; in
France, 258 645-6~8; in France Decentralised monarchy in Persia, 33;
protects individuals from abuse of
in .Mussnlman India, 33.
Deconcentration and decentralisation
authority by local corporations, 545.
Council of Ten, of Venice, 65-66, 70.
distinguished, 186, I86n.
Counties, local units, in Feudal States, De facto officers, legal position of, 492·
493.
158 ; common law units in England, )59-160 i their legal po,;ition Defence, department of, subordinate
before incorporation by statute in
governments if may have, 282.
England, 163 ; and after, 164 ; in Denmark, Parliamentary government in,
84; ministers responsible to both
Sweden, 171, in the United States,
King and legislaturr, consequence
~ 7 4 ; legal position of counties in
of, 266n, 34In ; Parliamentary prithe United States, 17 5.
vilege in, 386, 38!); 'citizens' rights
Crafts andgilds, in Medieval cities, 55 ;
in, 578.
destruction in England, 59
Criminal law, administration of, in India "Departmental commission," functions
exercise of executive and judicial
of (in France), 167.
"Departments," local units of modern
functions by same official, 134-135.
-France, 166.
Crown (British), assumption of direcb
government of India by, its meaning, Departments, heads of, not necessarily
116-117,
•
ministers, 282.
Crm'"n colonies (British), prospecb of Departments, organisation of, in the
Parliamentary government in, 84 ;
central government, 292 et seq. ;
administration in, of the English •
growing control of legislature
through powet· of the purse, 276 ;
type, 90 ; central control how exercised in, '210-217 ; legislation in,
should departments be organised by
limitations thereon, 209n, 214, 216 ;
legislature or executive,• 277-278 ;
classification of, in idea and pracwhy cannot be federated, 215 ;
Crown colony government must b~
tice, 280-221 ; subordinate governments if may have a department of
unitary and bureaucratic, 215 ;
foreign affairs, of defence or of cuscharacter of bilreaucracy in, 215toms, 281-282; governmenb by
217; executive councils in, how
departments, noti collegiate, 283 ;
constituted, 234-235; their rela·co-ordination of, agencies for, 284tions with the Governor, 235 ;
286.
non·self-governing Crown colony
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Diocletian and Roman bureaucracy, 44- Eastern Roman Empire, growth of
feudalism in, 48.
45, 159.
Diplomatic powers of the executive, Ecclesia, its control over the executive,
81.
.
274-275.
Egyptian Empire, forms of gevernmenb
Diplomatic service of Venice, 70.
in, 31n ; bureaucracy in, 50,
Disallowance, Crown's power of, in
relation to colonial legislation in "Elections,'' local units in Medieval
_
France, 159.
self-governing British colonies, 209 ;
Election laws and local self-government,
in Crown colonies, 214-215.
"District committee" and its functions
201-203.
Electorate, badly constructed, evils of,
(in Prussia), 230, 231, 652.
"Districts," local units, in France, 166 ;
203n.
in Nonvay, 172; in India, 181; the Emperor-worship, Asiatic and Eurofunctions of the District officer in pean, 51.
India, 181 ; he exercises central England, birth place of administration
governmental functions, 228.
according to law, 2; admiuistrative
'•Divine right," government by, 18.
law not made a special branch of
'·Divisions,'· local units in India, 181,
study in, 3 ; triumph of monarchy
183: functions of the Divisional
over feudalism in, 17 ; struggle
commi;;sioner, 183-184; he exercises
between monarchy and the commons,
central governmental functions, 228.
18; Oligarchy in, 26-27, destrucDoge. See Doge-ship
tion of crafts and gilds by monarchy
Doge consort, abolished, 62.
in, 58; rise of constitutional govern-.
Doge-ship, institution of, 62 j llttempll
ment in, 60 ; polity of England sui
to make in hereditary, failure of,
generis and circumstances leading
63 ; · reduction to a figurehead, 64,
thereto, 61 ; absence of caste-distinc78.
tion in, 66; shippiug State-controll"Due J.'l'Ocess of law," its meaning in
ed in, 68 ; navigation laws of, 69;
English law and the meaning given
feudalism put in harnPss in, throullh
to it in America, 562 ; does noC>
Royal courts, 72 ; Magna Ca~ta
necessarily mean judicial process,
subjects Ki?g of England to law,
592 ; and does not exclude· adminis73 ; sovere1gnty of Parliament in,
trative execution, provided party
7-!; indep~ndence of the judiciary,
affected had opportunity to be heard
7 4 ; pn)gress of separation of funcbefore court or administrative authotions in, 79, 8P ; subsequent acquisirit-y at some stage, 592-595.
tion of plenary administrative conDurham (Lord), his Canadian-Despatch,
trol by the legislature, 81 ; adminisas an instrument uf political educatrative system of, its characteristics,
tion, 189.
95 ; sources of administrative law in,
East India Company, exploitation by its
1 i 3 ; organisation of local units in,
agents of the country, following on
159-IGo ; local self-government in,
its accession to the Dewani of Bengal,
192-1 ~8 ;. matters regarded as of
42 ; its claim to the unlimited prelocal and central interest respectively
rogatives of Moghul rule on the
in, 205 ; Privy Council of, 258 ;
assumption of the Dewani, 107-113
cabinet government in, its evolution
effect of the Regulating Act on the
and characteristics, 260-266; relation
cons'i~ution and administration of
of ministers to Premier, 2£2 ; relathe Company's government, lOStion of King to Premier, 263-264 ;
Ill; Amending Act of 1781 enworking of the English cabinet, 283 ;
larges its powers but by Parliamen• organisation of services in, 289-291 ;
tary grant, 112 ;" its courts, 112; its
·.civil servica examination in, 303 ;
legislature, 112·; deprived of its '
officials have no vested interest in ·
trading monopoly in India, 114 ;
office in law, but flas in practice,
ceases to be a trading company, 116;
307 ; Government not regarded as
cea'.es to govern India, 117 ; its
a body corporate in England, 811 ;
liability to action as a private c:>rdefect if made good by viewing
, poration, l25, 318 et_seq.
I\ing as "corporation sole" and by
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distinguishing King and Crown,
311; legal relief against Government hPw obtainable in, 312·314 ;
not re~tarded as a juristic person,
·330·331 ; privileges of government as litigant, 333 ; impeachment not exclusive mode of prosecu~ng high
functionaries in,
352; why fallen into desuetude,
353, :355 ; treason law of, its developm9nt and later amelioration,
358-867 ; sediticm law c.f, 361 ;
growth of Parliamentary privilege
in, 372-378; its present extent,
378~382 ; subservience of Court to
P.a~liament in,
377n. ; judicial
system of, 392-4')9 ; power to
£>stltblish courts in, 393-394 ; independence of tenure of judges and
m~gistrates, 395; high salary of
ju4ges of superior courts, 395 ; tt·ial
by jury, 396-400 ; immunity of
judges and jurors, 400-405; power
of courts to commit for contempt,
405-409 ; special protection of
j~tdgeq by criminal law, 409 ; legal
tesponsibility of ministers in, 425,
434-435, 437-410; legal responsibility of officials in, 433-441 ; officials
if necessarily agents of government,
327; officials, if suable in their
official capaeity, 436 ; special protection of criminal Jaw in cases of
certain high officials, · 4i I ; official
tenure in England~ originally extralegal, 443, 4±6-447; still predominantly so, 451;
tenure of
corporate offices legal, 453-451 ;
saiary and pension if legally recoverable from. State in, 450-451 ;
acceptance of office if obligatory,
4ol ; right to sue for o~ce, 463 ;
right to re~ign, 46± ; right to compensation, 465; office discipline in,
406 ; penal laws to enforce office.
discipline, 467-468 ; subjection of
officials to law in, 470,472; assumption by government of responsibility
for official act does not relieve
official of responsibility, 472-473 ;
''state of \Var" and responsibility • of
officials suppressing riot or rebellion,
475-476; pr!vileges and immunities
of officials, 482-485 ; special rules
of criminal law to protect. officials,
489; military law, military courts
and relation of civil and military

courts in, 497-503; issue of prero·
gative writs against military courts
and officer~, 499-5()0; local corporations in, 509 et seq; absorption of
communes in State prevented in, by
the common law during Royal
regiome, 509 ; they become creatures
of State on Parliament assuming
sovereign powers, 511 ; qualified
local autonomy in, 513 514, 520521, 526 ;• comparison of German
and English local administration,
524-534 ; internal organisation of
local corporations in, 534; compared
IVith that of Germany, 537-538 ;
responsibility before law of local
corporations in, 54~'>-548, 549-552;
incorporation of offices in England
to give legal remedy to subjects
against State, 554; Magna Carta,
the historic source of citizens' rights
all over the world, 557; rights
secured by it not true bill of rights,
557 -559; Bill of Rights,
559;
Eoglish conception of citizens'
rights contrasted IVith American,
559-566; citizens' rights under the
British constitution, 571-572; administrative execution in, 591 ; administrative jurisdiction of courts in
England, see Administ.rative jurisdiction ; judicial review of administrative action less adequate than
on the Continent, 595 ; need for
establishing administrative courts
in, 100. 632-633, 653-655; Parliament's exclnsive control over supply
in, 659-66'); control of Parliamenb
over expenditure, 662; interpellations in Parliament in, their nature
and limits, 671 ; committees of
Parliament, their influence on the
administration, 671 ; position of
cabinet ministers in, 571-672.
English law, how hr applicable in
Indi \ and colonies, 363-36!.
English revolutions of 1649 and 1688,
contnbutions of, to administrative
law, 18, 19.
English type of administration, chiuac. teristics of, 95,99; need for establishing administrative courts, 100;
Indian and c:Jlonial administrations
variants of .this type, 90; as also the
American, 90.
Equites and senators, struggle between,
in Rome, its significance, 41.

•
Equity, processes of, (in Britain) to
control the administration. See Administrative jurisdiction.
Esprit de corps, in the services in
British India, 297, 460n.
"European British subject", jurisdiction
of Indian courts over, 1 U-, 116;
jurisdiction of Indian legislature
over, 115.
Eumination system for appointment of
•
officers, 302-305.
Executive, subordinated to the ·legislature in modern polities, 255.
Executive councillors, legal position
of, 371-372.
Executive councils in British Crown
colonies and in India, 234-239;
wholly non-representative in India,
241; did they exist in· the Roman
Empire and in the Maurya Empire
of India and if so whether advisory
or controlling, 250; of Feudal and
post-Feudal Kings, advisory, 250;
advisory Councils of State in France
and Germany, 257; advisory Privy
Council of England, 258; .advisory
executive councils in Bl'itish colo·
nies, 258 ; controlling councils in
the United States, 258; Bundesratb,
controlling council in Germany,
259; cabinet councils, characterised,
259-266.
Executive powers, classification of, 272280.
Expert and laymen, conflict between,
future problem of administrative
law to solve, 676-677, 679-680.
Federal movemeno, how far in the contrary direction to that towards selfgovernment, 190.
Federal unions, distribution of functions
between State and Federal governments, 218-222; possibility or
unitary States developing a federal
organisation, 219 ; agencies for
enforcing federal functions in the
States, 222, 222n (b).
Feudal councils of Spain, more omnipotent than the Athenian assembly,
80.
Feudal oligarchy, germs of, in Magna
Carta, 7 3 ; its triumph in Aragon,
73n.
Feudal polities, absence of differentiation of functions in, 79 ; executive
councils in, advisory, 250; law of
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treason in, 358 ; official tenure in,
legal, purchaseable and heritable, 444.
Feudalisation of judicial offices in
France, 390 ; resulting independence of judges and vendibility of
judicial office, 390-391.
Feudalism, genesis of administrative
law in, 15-18; feudalism and the
doctrine of social oompact, 18;
characteristics of, 16-18; advent
of feudalism in the Roman Empire,
48; feudalism and bureaucmcy,
contrasting types of polity, 49, 156;
feudalism, Asiatic and European,
52 ; European feudalism found its
antithesis in cities and communes,
not in monarchy, 52-53 ; repelled
by Venice, 61-62, 63; put in
harness in England, 72, 93-94 ;
destroyed in France, 96 ; organisation of local units in feudal States,
157-158.
Fictions in the administrative system of
England, 31.
"Fiefs'!, local units, in Feudal States,
158.
Financial affairs, administration of, how
far s'ubject to law, II.
Financial powers of the executive government, 280
"FiscUj", State viewed as a juristic
person on the Continent, 311 ;
origin of the idea in Rome, 3Un.
Florence, 53, 58n.
:Foreign affairs, administration of, how
far subject to law, 10 ; diplomatic
powers, part of the powera of the
executive government, 27 4; whether
subordinate governments can have a
department of foreign affairs, 281 ;
case of India, 281-282.
France (under the Royal regime), ad·
minis\ration withouu law in, 2;
bureaucracy in, 51 ; passing of the
monarchy, 51 ; concentration of all
•
powers in the King, !:11-82 ; growth
of French administration, 95-96 ;
organisation of local units, 159;
, jlidicial system in, 39 J-391 ; absorption of communes in State in, 510.
J!lrance (Republican), Parliamentary
government in, 84 ; separation of
powers as unders~od in, 88; ad- ·
ministrative system and its characteristics, 97-98 ; sources of administrative law in, 144; organisation of
local authorities in, 165-168; local
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self-government in, 198; exercise
of central
functions
in the
localities through official agents and
associated
councils,
229-230 ;
Council of Ministers, functions of
285 ; "spoils system" in, 290n ;
civil service examination in, 303 .
remedy of subjects against govern:
ment in, 621-323 ; ., Government
viewed as a juris tic person in, 323 ;
ministerial responsibility in, 343 ·
impeachment of President, 351 ;
Senate, court of impeachment in,
353 ; treason law in, 367-368 ;
judicial system under the Revolution, 391-392 ; tenure of judges in,
4lln; immunity of judges in, 4:24 ;
legal resnonsibility of officials in,
imperfecl;iy developed,
430-432,
439 ; official tenure in, formerly
legal now ex~ra-legal, 444 ; acceptance of servwe not obligatory in,
462 ; right to office how established,
464 ; ''State of siege" in, 4G6 ;
special rules of criminal law to
protect officials, 490 ; organi!!ation
of local autonomy in, 518-519 ;
provincial corporations in, subjection to central control, 529 ; internal organisation of local corporations
in, 535-536 ; protection of oitizens
from :~buse of authority by public
corpomtions through administrative
courts, 545 ; citizens' rights in, 572;
administrative courts in, 64J.643,
644-648 ; control of legislature ovPr
supply, 661 ; over expenditJ,lre, 633 ;
interl>ellations in and supervision by
com~ittees of the legislature in, 669671. See also Con~inental Europe.
French colonial administration, 217218 ; inequality of franchi~ in, 218.
French Revolution, its lesson of equality
in moral value of all men, 19; judicial system under, 391-392; orga- •
nisation of local authorities under,
166-166, 518.
Frencfl type of administration, its
chgLracteristics and sources, 97-98 .•
Galveston plan of orgamsmg city
gtvernments tn the United States,

oflo.
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"General Council" (France) ; its fanc1.1ons, 167:
"G~eral privilege" (Aragon), 73n.

"Generalities," local units of Medieval
France, 159.
Geographical science, contributions of
Venice to, 11.
German States, Council of Ministers in,
266.
Germany (of the Holy Roman Empire),
administration without law in, 2 ;
bureaucracy in, 50.
Germany, confusion of powers in, 89n;
local
self-~overnment
in, 198;
Federal union of, States exercise
central functions as agents of Federal
Government, 222n, (b), 229 ; ceutral executive whether single-headed
or collegiate, 25 J ; officials have
vested interest in office, 3U7 -3·)8 ;
treason law in, 371 ; immunity of
judges in, 424 ; acceptance of office
obligatory as to honorau offices,
462; righb to office how vindicated,
464; right to resign office, 464;
right to compensation for service,
466 ; office discipline in, 466 ; officials how brought under subjection
to law in, 4 71 ; special rules of criminal law to protect officials, 490 ;
absorption of communes in the State
in ~1edieval Germany, 511 ; municipalities of, subjection to central
control, 530-531 ; German ban on
politics in local administration, 531;
comparison of English and German
local administration, 524-{134 ; internal organisation of local corporations in, 53 7-538 ; protection of
citizens from abuse of authority
by public corporations in, 545;
admini~trative courts in, 649-653 ;
control of legislature orer supply,
660 i control over expenditure, 6~3.
Gibralter, government of, 234.
Gneist~ organisation of Prussian local
administration by, 102, 169.
Government, meaning of, 9 ; fields of
governmental activity and scope of
administrative law therein, 9-11 ;
as fiscus, 11, 311 : identity of State
with, leads to absolutism, 13, 14;
non an end in itself, 14, 15; end of
governrLent, 23, 27 ; governments
classified in relation to their end,
25-27 ; legal relations of, 3 'J9, et
seq . • See State (meaning Govemment).
"Governmentl board" (Prussia); its
functions. 230.
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"Government districts," local units in Hereditary offices, passing of, 445.
Prussia, functions of Governmenb Hobbes, 18n, 580.
Holland, Parliamentary government in,
President and hi<~ councils therein,
84 ; administration of the Con- 169, 230-2'31; in Switzerland, 172.
tinental type, 105; local authorities
Government of India, highly centralised,
in, act also as agents of the Central
121-122; need for decentralisation,
Government, 231-232 ; organisation
123, legal position of, 124-14)6, 317
of courts in, 422 ; no jury trial in,
et seq. ; right of subject to sue,
424n ; organisation of local authocannot be taken away by Indian
rities in, 519 ; provincial corpora·
legislature, 245. See India (British)
tions in, subjection to central con•·Government President'• and his coun·
trol, 528 ; internal organisation of
cils in Prussia, 230-231.
local corporations in, 536 ; citizens'
"Governments," local units of Medieval
rights in, 578.
France, 159.
Holy Roman Empire, administration
Governor in British Crown colonies, bis
without law in, 2; -bureaucracy in,
responsibility before law, 343 ·351~
50.
impeachment of, why obsolete, 355.
Governor of Presidency in India, his "Home rule" charters of municipalities
in AFnerica, 522.
· executive cOUD:cil, compoRition of,
House of Lords (Euglish), 81, 377,378.
238-239,
Governor General (India) made absolute Hungary, Parliamentary governmenb
in, 84 ; local administration in, 172;
in mofussil administration after
internal organisation of local coipo1786, 113; his responsibility before
rations in, !736 ; the Golden Bull,
law, 346-350; legislative powers of,
the feudal charter of, 558,
146-147.
Governor General (India) in Council,
established, 108; legislative powers Illin-o!s, Administration C:>de of, 287n.
of, 109, 112, llj), 146· 14 7; rela- Impeachment, exclusive method of
trying President in France and the
tion with the Secretary of State and
Local Governments, 120-121 ; constiUnited States, 351-352; court's
jurisdiction not exCluded by, .in
tution of the Council, 236-238 ;
England, 362 ; its original and
working of the Council, 283.
Governor-general (India) in his Legislalater use in England, 352, why ill
has there fallen into desuetude,
tive Council, its composition and
powers, 241-243 ; concurrent powers
352-353, 35Q ; usual procedure for
of legislation with provincial legisimpeachment, by lower before upper
latures how exercised, 246.
House, open to abuse, 353 ; imGreat Council, of Venice, established,
peachment for political offences only,
in Latin American Rebublics except
64; closing of the Council, 65.
Chile, 353; special courts of im·
Greek City States, administration withpeachment in some American States
out Ia~ in, 2; absolutism in, 13, 14;
relation of State and individual in,
and ~orue countries on the Continenb
15 ; polity of, not suited to a terri•
of Europe, 354, 354n, 430-431 ;
impeachment of members of legis·
torial empire, 22; intermixture of
functions in, 7 6 ; tenure of office m, •
latures, 386-387 ; of ministers in
legal, 445 ; character of control exerContinental Europe, 430-431 ; in
cised on the administration by Greek
the United States, 439; rendered
assemblies as distinguished from
nugatory in Prussia, 429; and in
that of modern legislatures, 656-657.
Austria, 432; and unnecessary in
• France, 430; and in England, 435.
Hadrian and Roman bureaucracy, H,43. Impeachment, court of, special, constiHamilton. 18n.
tutAd to prevent abuse of trial
Hammurabi, 33.
by political chatnbers, 353-354,
Heads c.f departments, see. Ministers
430-431 .•
and heads of departments.
Imperium, 22 ; tran!Jition of Rome from
Hellenism, as a form of polity, unsuited
City State to Empire by mea.ns of1
to an empire, 29.
34-36, 38,
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India (British), prospect of Parliamentary government in, 84, separation
of powers in, 87 ; constitution of,
90 ; administration of, its growth
and development, 106-132, secret
of its success, "rule of law", 133;
not pQpular, 133 ; its place in a.
general classification of administrative systems, 133-134; sources of
administrative lalv in, 146 ; organisation of local ad ministration, its
character in, 178-186; local selfgovernment in India, 198-199, 538544 ; matters regarded as of central
and local interest in India, 205 ;
control of the Home Governmt-nt
over, 212-213, 226-228 ; administrative circumscriptions in, 223224.; distribution of functions between the Central and Provincial
Governments by executive arrangement, 224-226 ; Executive Councils
--~ India, 235-239 ; Council of the
3ecretary of State for India, 236;
Council· of the Governor General,
286-238 ; Council of Governors,
238-239 ; Commissioners and Collectors have no councils, 239 ; cabinet
government impossible until reprefentative legislature e, tablished,
.239 ; Executive councils wholly nonrepresentative, 241 ; constitution
of legislatures in, 241-245; Indian
legislatures cannot take away the
right of subject to ~me Government,
.245 ; concurrent powers of legislation of Government of India and
Provincial Governments how exercised in practice, 246 ; essentially
subordinate position of Indian legislatures, 246 ; legal competence
of Indian legislatures, ~4 7-248 ;
Crown's powers and prerogatives in
India, constitutional and not
despotic, 252-253 ; Crown's prero- •
gative if may be affected by Indian
legislation, 254-255 ; power to
declare any part of- India in a
"state of rebellion'', 276 ; Government of India, though subordinat~,
has a department of foreign aftairs,
281 ; workinoo of the Viceroy's
Council, 28'1;
organisation of
services in India, the ·civil Service
a governing bureaucracy, 296; spirit
of caste in the service, 298 ; civil
l!ervice
examination, 30'· 305 ;

"reserved appointments," 305; the
provincial service, 305 ; other
services, 305-306; remedy of subject against Government, and its
supposed limits examined, 317-321 ;
Government of India a juristic
persctn, 327-330 ; privileges of
Government as litigant in, 334-336 :
Viceroy of India, his responsibility
before la~ 346-300; treason law in,
365-367 ; lhecutive Councillors in,
legal position of, 371, 441 ; English
law how far applies in, 364-365 ;
Parliamentary privilege in, 383385 ; the judicial system of, 410
et seq. ; power to establish courts in,
410-411 ; tenure of judges in, 411412 ; promotion and,transfer of
judges, 412 ; jurytrial in, 412-413 ;
immunity of judges and jurors in,
413-116 ; power of judges to commit
for contempt, 416-4:18 ; how far
specially protected by criminal law,
418-420; official tenure in, 455458 ; acceptance of office if should
be made obligatory in, 462 ; right
to office in, how established, 463464 ; right to resign, 466 ; right to
compensation , salary and pension,
465-466 ; office-discipline in, 466467 ; penal laws to enforce office
discipline, 468-69 ; responsibility of
officials called on to suppress rebeltion or riot, 476-47/:S ; superior
Government servants can be prosecuted only with Government sanction, 478 l legal responsibility of
officials in, how affected by large
grants of discretionary powers
coupled with immunity from judicial proceedings; 480-481 ; privileges and immunities of officials in,
484, 488 ; special rules of criminal
law to protect officials, 490-494 ;
military law, military courts and
relation of civil to militar.y courts,
508-505 ; local corporations, their
internal organisation and relation
to Government, as affecting their
autonomy, 178-186, 198-199, 538544 ; legal responsibility of public
corporations how enforced in India,
550, 552 ; public corporations other
than local bodies, 554 ; Quasi-public
corporations, e. g., Courts of Wards,
555 ; citizens' rights in, 566.
571 ; administrative action iu, 595·

•
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601 ; administative action authorised
subject to judicial safeguards, 596597 ; and without such safeguards,
5!l8-601..._ need for establishing administrative courts in India, 602,
653-654 ; administrative jurisdiction
of Superior Courts in, 632-6.'33 ; progressive reduction of judicial control in India, 633-641 ; Revenue
Courts in India if administrative
courts and should tlieir jurisdiction
be extended, 654 ; control of Indian
legislature over supply, 661-662 ;
a.nd over expenditure, 663-667 ; interpellations in Indian legislatures,
their scope, 673-67 4 ; promise -of
responsible government to India,
678-679.
India (Hindu), ~dministration without
law in, 2, 106-107 ; Maurya ad·
ministration
in, 33.
L
India (Mussulman), administration in,
33, 34, 107.
Indians, recognised as subjects of the
British Crown, 113.
Individual the end and State the means,14-20, 23, 27.
Individual and State, relation between,
See State and individual ; ::>Jso
Citizens' rights,
Initiative, 249n.
Intendants of France in the Ro)al re·
gime, 50, 51, 82.
lntercessio, it·s effect on administration
in Rome, 21, 36, 78.
Interpellations, their scope in different
systems, 668-67 4.
Internal affairs, administration of, how
far subject to law, 11, departments
of, .differently organised in different
countries, its significance, 281.
International law, outside the pale of
administrative law, 10: how it is
i~directly influenced by administra· •
hve law, 677-678.
Islamic State, administration without
law in, 2, 107,
Italy, Parliamentary government in,
84; administrative system of, 103104; local administration in, 172 ;
"spoils system" in, 290 ; treason law
in, 368 ; promotion and transfer of
judges in, 423 ; legal responsibility
of officials in, 432 ; provincial cor.,
porations in, subjection to central
government, 529 ; administrative
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courts in, 103-104, 545, 653 ; citi·
zens' rights in, 57 6-577.

James I (England), futile efforts by,
to subordinate the judiciary to the
throne, 74.
Japan, administration without law in,
2; feudalism in, 49, administration
of the Continental type, 105, renun·
ciation of power by the feudatories,
298 ; Perliamentary privilege in,
385, 386 ; organisation of courts in,
422 ; citizens' rights in, 578.
J ellinek, doctrine of auto-limitation, 5n,
580, 678.
Jhering, doctrine of State omnipotence,
5n, 677.
Judges and magistrates. See also Judiciary and Courts.
Judges and magistrates, immunity of,
in England, 403-435 ; in India,
413-416; in other countries, 424425.
Judges and magistrates, power to commit for contempt, in England, 405409 ; in India, 417-418; in other
countries, 424-425.
Judges and magistrates, promotion and
transfer of, in India, 412, on the
Continent of Europe, 423-424.
Judges and magistrate!', salary of, in
England, 345 ; in other countries,
425; in the United States, 425n.
Judges and magistrates, special pro tee·
- tion of criminal law, in England,
409; in India, 418-420, in the United States, 422.
Judges and magistrates, tenure of, in
England, 394-396; in India, 411412; in Feudal France, 390; in
Revolutionary France, 391 ; in
modern·France, 392, 4lln; in the
United States, 421-422 ; election
and recall of, in the United States,
421-422 ; in other countries, 422423.
Judicial and executive functions, com·bined exercise of, in the criminal
administration of India, 134-135.
Judicial affairs, administration of, how
• far subject to law, 11.
Judicial control of administration, Government even when suable cannot
be trea~d in all cases as ordinary
litigant, 602-603 ; not self-sufficing,
603; cases in which Government
may be treate9, ItS ordinary litiganb1
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603- 60-! ; procedural privileges of
Government, 60 1 ; problems of :
(1) how to compel the administration to ob1erve the law, and (2) how
to make it exercise its discretionary
powers r'roperly, 6'14-605 ; administrative j ttrisdiction of courts in England and America, see Administrative jurisdiction ; judicial review
of administrative action in AngloSaxon oountries less adequate than
on the Continent, 595; progressive
reduction of the powrr of review and
control in those countries and transfer of Jurisdiction to administrative
bodies, 616-618, 621-632; need for
establiMhing administrative courts in
those countries, 632-633, 653-65!.

•

judicial administration in, 423-425;
impeachment chiefly relied on to
Pnforce criminal responsibility for
official crimes, 430-431.
L•yman v. expert, the futura problem
of admiui~trative law, 676-677,
679-p80.
Legal relations of functionaries, p 309,

et sert,

LegaliBm iu administration, 5.
Legislative colitrol of administration.
defined, 141
See also Legislature.
Legi~lative Councils of India, origin and
growth of, 130-131 ; their value in
establishing the 'rule of law, 132;
constitution and powers of, 2-! 1-2-!8;
concurrent powers of legi~lation of
the Supreme and Provincial Oouncils
how
exercised, 2·!6; essentially
Judicial decisions, as a source of admi·
subordinate po~ition of, 246; comnistrative law, in England, 143; in
petencf,l ·of, within their spheres
France, 98, 144; in America, 143,
sovegign, 24 7-248 ; if can affect
in India, 14 7.
Crown's prewgative, 254-255.
Judicial officers, legal relations of, 388, Legislative interferenctl with local ad425 ,t set~ Judges and magi~trates.
ministration in England and America contrasted, 176-177.
Judiciary, independence of, its importLegislature, superior positirm of, in
anct to administrative law, 11, 89n,
m:Jdern polities, 255 ; participation
. 139, 389 ; why judiciary occupies a
in executive func~ions, e. g., (1)
position of pre-eminence in Anglodiplomatic, tH, (2) milit,ry, 275.
Satan ccuntries, 145, 396, 573 ;
administrative, 276-279; political
special responsibilities of the Americontrol of, over the administration
can judiciary, 562-565,
in modern States,
distinguished
Jurors, immunity of, in England, 402 ;
from sin..ilar control in ancient City
in India, 413.
States, 655·656 ; control through
Jury, trial by, in England, 396-400;
exclusive power of legislation, 657w'by not likely to be abolished in
658 · control through "power of the
England, 397-398 ; difference in
' ' ' 659 et seq. ; power of supp 1y
pur~e,
Illethod, in civil and criminal trials
659-661; power of appropriation,
in England, 39.8-399; power of jury
662-664; power to examine ac•
to return a general verdict in sedicounts, 664-667 ; political control
tion trials, 400; jury trial in India,
over the administration how exer·
412-413; in other countries, 424,
cised in different countries through
424 n.
•
committees of the lrgislature and
Knnt, 19, 20n.
•
through interpellation, 667-674.
Kingship, place of, as a form of polity,
Legislature, members of, legal position
23, original nucleus of centralised
of, 372-388 ; privileges of, their
government, 248 ; struggle with
origin in England, 372 ; their value,
council, 248-249; inviolability of
372-373 ; freedom of speech and
the King a necessity in early polidebate, 373-37 4, 378; freedom
ties, 357.
•
from arrest, 374-3i5; e:{trava"ant
claims of r,rivilo)!e, 375-376; power
~abuan, governm~t of, 23d., 239.
of commitment for contempt, 376Latin American Repuhlics, responsibi.
379; other privileges, 380-382. 388,
lity of Chief Executive in, 34Z ;
Parliamentary pnvilege in British
impeachment, methods of, in, 354 ;
colonies, 382; in India, 383-385 :
in other countries, 385-387 ; in the
Parliamentary privilege in, 385-386j
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United States, 387-388 ; no liability
in France and England, contrasted,
for malfeasance or nonfeasance in
168 ; local authorities in Prussia,
office, 3 88.
168 ; in Austria, 171 ; in Sweden,
Leopold II of Belgium, maladministra171; in Norway, _171-172; in Italy,
tion in Congo by, for purposes of
172 ; in Hungary, 172 ; in Switzerexploitation, 58n.
Ian~, 17 3 ; iu the United States
Lesser Council (Venice), 66. •
17 3-178 ; legislative interferenc~
Lieutenant Governor (India), Coundl
with local administration in Engof, its composition, 239.
land and the United States, 177 ·
Local and central services, distinction
legal position of English and Arne~
rican local corporations and quasi·
between, 187-188, 2tl4·205.
Local (and other public) corporations,
corporations com pared, 178 ; local
relation of, to btate in the 18th
authorities in India, 178-186. See
century (i) in England, 511-513 ;
also Self-governing local authorities
(ii) on the Continent, 510-511, 5~3Local corporations ;tnrl Local (and
514; (iii) in America, 512-513; (1v)
other public) corporations.
relations compared, 513-514; pre- Local corporations, of England, their
sent . organisation of municipalities
legal position, 164; regarded as
in relation to
central govern''private," rather than "public"
bodies, 165 ; of America, their legal
ment (i) in England, 520 5~!J (i.i)
in America, 522 523 ; (m) ID
position, 17 5 ; regarded as public
Prussia, 515-518 ~ (iv) in France,
bodies, 178. See Local (and other
public} corporations.
518·519; (v) m Holland and
Belgium, 519 ; (vi) in England,
Lpcal Governments, of India, agents
520-521 ; (vii) in America, 522and mandatories of the Government
523 ; (viii) a comparative estimate,
l'f India, 121, 224 ; legislatures of
different views 523·532 ; (ix) lesson
constitution and powers of, 243~
'
.
from New Zealand,
532-534; mter245.
nal organisation of, (i) in1 England,
Local self-government, in Imperial
534; (ii) in the United States, 535;
Rome, 39, 43, 48n ; . origin of local
(iii) in France, 636; (iv) in oth~r
self-government in modern polities
Gontinental countries, 536 ; (v) lD
193-194; in England, 195-198 1· 0 ~
Germnny, 536-537; that of Germany
the Continent of Europe, 198 • in
and England compared, 537-538 ;
India, 198-199 ; · electoral laws how
local corporations in India, their inaffect, 201 ; . a study in tendencies
ternal organisation and relation to
233-234.
'
the central government as affecti?g Local self-government units, what
their autonomy, 538-544 ; conflict
should be, 199 ; need fot· smaller as
between local corporations and
well as larger units, 200 ; .cature and
individuals, 544 ; need for protectextent of devolution, conditions
ing individuals against, 5i4-545 ;
determining, 204; corporate characadministrative courts as agencies for
ter • of, 206 ; non-correspondence
such protection, 545 ; legal rEsponwith central administration units
sibility of, how enforced, in Engll.nd
233.
'
and America , 545-552 ; relation • Locke, 2, 18n; imperfect representabetween lora! corporations and their
tion of separation of powers in
officials, 453-454 ; public corporaLocke's writings, explained, 83.
tions other than local corporations,
552-554.
Madison, 18n; on the separation of
Local autboritieR, organisation of, 1o7• powers, 87.
186 ; in feudal States, 157 ; in 1\'Iagna Carta (English) sought to bind
bureaucratic governments, 158 :
Ring by law, 73 ; how it might
admixture of forms in Medieval
have established ·a fendaJ oligarGhy,
France, 159 ; organisation in Eng73 ; if a t"rue bill of righ~s, 558-559;
land, legal, 159-165 ; growth of
"due proce!ls of law" and, 562.
local bodies in modern France, 165- Mahabharat, on the way to deal with a
168 ; position of local <\uthorities
__ lawless Kin~, 107.
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M:ahomedan Empires of India, 33.
.Maitland, 11, 11}; on the failure of
English constitutional law to recognise the corporate character of
government, 311.
Marco Polo, 71.
;Marsilius"(Marsiglio) of Padua, 19n.
'Martial law, 275-276, 474-476.
Maurya Empire of India, 33 ; if the
Emperor bad a council, 250.
Mayor, of French communes, his £auctions, 166-167.
tenure of
Merovingian monarchy,
officials in, extra-legal, 442.
Mexico. See Latin American Republics.
Military affairs, administration of, how
far subject to law, 11.
Military law. See Military persons.
Military persons, called on to assist in
suppressing a riot or rebellion, responsibility of, 47 5-478, 502-503; the
military status, implies partial loss
of civil rights, 4!:17 ; military law,
its development, 497-498 ; military
law and military courts in England,
their jurisdiction and relation to
civil courts, 498-503; in India,
503-505; on the Continent, 505-506;
military law, extended in war time
506.
Military powers of the executive government, 27ii.
Ministerial officers, immunities of,
under English, American and Indian
law, 482· 485.
Ministerial responsibility, origin of the
doctrine in England, 339-340; its
spread in every country except the
United States, 341; legal and
political responsibility distinguished,
•
425.
Ministers and heads of departments,
legal relations of, 425 et seq. ; legal
responsibility of, origin in England, •
339-340 ; its forced adoption in
other countries,
426-427 ; how
modified in adaptation, 427-428;
its. unsatisfactory working on the
Continent, 4·28-432; liability <l
ministers to criminal trial in ordinary courts i .. England, 434-435 ;
ministers in Engla~d, if civilly
irresponsible, 437-43,9; responsibility of heads of administration in
the United States, 439n ; ministers
etc, if constitute a distinct status,

•
H 1/ special protection of criminal
law if exist in their case, Hl.

~loghul rule in India, 33, 49.

"~Ioghul sovereignty", prerogatives of,

if have descended to the Government.of India, 107, 110, liOn.
Monarchy, generally benevolent in
operation, 25, 26; decentralised, in
Persia, il2, in ~loghul India, 33 ·
centralised m Rome, 42-47.
'
Montague-Chelmsford scheme of constitutional reform for India, 90n, 9ln,
119n, '120n (b), 124n, 125n, 132n,
133n_.... 213n, 236n, 237n, 239n,
240n,2~ln,243n, 2~5n,246n, 247n,
258n, 385n, 441n, 457n, 569n,
668n, 672n, 67 4n.
Montesquieu, 2, on the separation of
powers in England, 83 ~ world's
debt to, 83.
Municipal reform, in Prussia, 515-518 •
. F ranee, 5C8-519 ; in England,'
m
520-522; in. America, 522-523.
Municipalities. See Local corporations
and Local (and other public) corporations.
Napoleon, 2 ; entry in Venice, 61;
destruction of ~russian bureaucracy
by, 102, 194, t>l5.
Nationalised shipping in England and
Venice, 67, 68,
Naval conscription in Venice, 66.
Navigation laws, English and Venetian
68-69.
'
New Zealand, progressive administra·
tion in, 532-534 ; local administration in, 533 534.
Non-cabinet government, See NonParliamentary government.
Non-Parliamentary government, in
the United States, M; in Germany
84 ; more compatible with elected
than hereditary -executive, 267. its
origin in America, 268 ; origi~ally
impotent made strong later, 269 ·
yet kept in rapport with popula:
opinion, 269-270.
Norway, Parliamentary government in,
84; local administration in, 171-172.
Occam, 18, 19.
Office regulations, not rules of administrative law, 152.
Office, organisation of, whether should
be by executive or legislature, 277 •
278 ~whether should be single headed
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or col!egtate, 289; association with
chief of an advisory council, 289.
Officers, legal relations of, privilege3 of
officil\ls in post-feudal Europe, not
suable without sovereign's consent,
426; breach therein marie by the
doctrine of ministerial responsibility, 427 ; resulting legal" responsibility of officials in Continental
Europe, 427-433 ; leg:tl responsibility of, in England, .433-434, 435437 ; comparative estimate of the
legal responsibility of officials in
England and the Continent, 440441 ; (i) nature of official relationship, originally extra~legal, tends to
become, legal 442-449 ; relation
one of status, not of contract,
449-451; law of official tenure in
different countries, 451-1158; a comparative estimate thereof, 458-460;
tenure of corporate offices, 453454 ; acceptance of offi~e whether
obligatory, 461-462 ; (ii) officers'
rights, 462-466 ; (a) right to office,
453 4G4; (b) right to resign, 46:1!4G5 ; (c) right to promotion, 465 ;
(d) right to co"Dpensation, salary
and pension, 465-466 ; (iii) officers'
duties, 466·469; (a) enforced by
office di~:~cipline, 466-467;
(b)
enforced by penal laws, 467-469;
(iv) responsibility of officials before
Jaw, acceptance of responsibility
foe official's acb by State, if relieves
official of liability, 471-473 ; legal
position of civil and military officers
suppressing a riot or rebellion,
4 74-478; see Officials and the
law; (v) Immunities and privile,.es
of officials, 482-489 ; (vi) special
protection of criminal law, 489-492 ;
legal position of officers de facto,
494-495. See also Services.
Officialism, inevitable progress of, in
modern States, 6 74-67 5.
•
Officials and the law, 99 ; in India,
127 ; in Athens and Rome, 139 ;.in
Continental Europe, 139, 427-433;
in England, 433-437; comparative
estim~te of the legal responsibiiity
of officifl-ls in England and the Continent, 4!0-441 ; necessity of subjecting officials to law, admitted in
theory everywhere, 469; bow far
realised outside England, 469-472 ~
plea of State necessity and require·
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ment of sanction of State to sue
officials militate against it, 470-4 72,
478 ; grant of large discretionary
ptnver to, in India, coupled with
grants of legal immunity as affecting the rule of law, 480-481, 601.
Oligarchic polities, 26-27.
Order in Council, legislation by, if possible in India, 117; as a source of
administrative law in India, 14 7.
Ordinance power of the executive
government, 280.
Ordinances, as a source of administrative law, 150; in England, 143; in
France, 144; in America, 145 ; in
India, 146-147; in what manner
subject to review by courts, 150·
151 ; delegs.tion of ordinance power
to subordinate authorities by nonlegislative bodie;;, not permissible,
151. .
Palestine, Kingdom of, absence of unit-y
o£ administration in, 21n.
Pardon, power of, 276.
Parishes, common law units in England,
i 159-16); their leg'!.! position befot·c
~corporation by statute, 163.
·
"P ements" (French), their.opposition
bureaucracy, 50, 82.
Parliamenb (British), its origin and
growing sovereignty, 73-74; control
over the administration of, 81, 93,
659-660, §_62, 671 ; hal>itually
opposed to giving unlimited p'>wers
to public authorities, 95 ; its method
of organising local units, formerly.
by private bill legislation, 16"J-162;
power to commit for contempt,
376-379.
Parliamentary government, see Cabinet
government.
Parliamentary pr.ivilege. See Legish~ture, member;; of.
Patronage, abuse of, tendency in
modern systems to check, 306-307.
Pension, if legally recoverable in England, 450 ; in India, 465-466.
People, sovereignty of, 18-20 ; whether
a necessary element of administrative law, 20; direct control of the
• Supreme Executive by, if possible
in modern States. 24~.
Pericles, on the airgs of government,
27, 28n. • .
Permanept Deputations of iocal coutloils, in Holland and Belgium, 232 ;
in Fra._nce, 167 ; executive com-
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•
mittees of Provinces of South Prerogative of Orown, in England, 94.
Africa, organised like, 233.
25~; controllable by statute, in
Persian form of government, better
England, 264 ; and in Colonies,
suited to an Empire than the Helle251 ; and in India, 254-255 ; preronic, 29; character of the adminisgative of the Crown in India, 252tration, 32, 33, 49.
254 ; 334-335 ; power to establish
Personal autonomy, if inconsistent
courts by, 393-394.
with the growing officialism of
Preroga"tive, 1\ioghul, Government of
modern States, 674·675. See CitiIndia if pJssesses, 107-113, 252-254.
zens' rights.
Prerogative power of Kings in modern
Petition of Right, remedy by, against
polities, legal, not absolute, 251-252.
Government in England, 312-314;
Prerogative .;rits, issue of, against
does not lie for torts, 313 ; the
military courts in England, 499,
£at and its significance, 313 ; the
500, 505 ; to test the right to office,
remedy how affected by the estab!151 ; control of administration by,
lishment of a republic in America,
see Administrative jurisdiction.
314; Court of Claims in America,
President (of France), impeachment for
314 ; displaced by statutary remetreason, exclusion of jurisdiction of
dies in British colonies and some
courts, 351 ; posit ion compared with
American States, 315-316. ·
that of King of England, 2G4; long
term, why impossible, 265 ; {of the
"Petition Rules", of the Government
of India, if rules of administrative
United States), impeachment of,
law, 153.
exclusion of jurisdiction of courts
Philippine Islands, promise of indepenuntil removal, 351-352.
dence to, 272.
Principate, advent of, in Rome, 42.
Poland, absence of unity of adminis- Private bill legislation in England, as
tration in, 20 ; constituted anarchy
an agency for organising local administration, 160, 177.
in, 80n.
Private law, reluctance of early comPollock, 16, 28.
munities to modify, 24, 77n., 142Police Districts, local units in Prussia,
143.
170.
"Police power", in the United States Privilege of Union (Aragon), 73n.
administration, 101, 563, 563n, 564, Privilege of members of legislatmes.
See Legislatures, members of.
564n, 582-583.
Privy Council (English), 81, 258 ;
Political fatalism, futility of, 24.
Political progress, a conscious process,
Judicial Committee of, its j urisdiction
over colonial litigation, its
22-27.
significance 210.
Politics, birth of, 23.
Polybius, his idea of separation of Privy Council (French), 81-82.
organs of government, 76n.
Privy Council (India), proposed, 258u.
Popular review of judicial decisions,
Privy Council (Venetian), 63.
Professional service, defects of, 292.
249n.
Portugal, Padia.mentary go'aernment Promissione ducale (coronation oath),
in, 84 ; administration of Continenof the Doge, (Venice}, 64.
Provinces, local units, of the Roman
tal type, 105 ; provincial corporations
in, subjection to central govern- •
Empire, 159; of Prussia, 169, 230;
n:ent, 528 ; citizens' rights in, 578.
of Austria, 171 ; of South Africa,
Prefect (France), functions of, as agents
232-233 ; of India, 118-179 ; a\teraof local authority, 167 ; of central
tion of provincial boundariPs in
administration, 229, 530.
India, 180, 180n; distribution ot
functions between Central and ProPrefect (Roman), 45.
vincial Governments in India,
Prefectural Council (France), functions
224-225 ; central control, nature of,
of, 230.
•
226-228.
Pre-feudal communities, • intermixture
of functions in, 79.
Provincial Committee, executive organ
of the Provincial Diet in Pru~sia,
Pregadi (Venice), its control over the
169.
executive, 81.
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Revenue courts (India), if administraProvincial corporations, on the Con. tive courts, 126-130, 654.
tinenb, their subjection to centl)Al
control and imperfect local auto- Revolution, avoidance of, as an end of
nomy, 528-530.
political practice, 24.
Provincial Con neil (Prussia), its func- Riot, responsibility of officials particitions, 230 ; (Holland and ~elgium),
pating in the suppression of, 4 74231-232.
478.
Provincial Deputation (Holland and Roman army, change in its composition,
Belgium), functions, 231-232.
and its effect on the administrative
system, 40n.
_Provincial Governor, at'ld his Council
Roman citizenship, conferment of, on
(Prussia), 230.
the Allies, effect of, 38.
Provincial States (Holland and BelRoman polity, three stages of, 34 ;
gium), 232,
transition from City State to TerriPrussia, administration without law in,
torial Empire, through the impe2; administl'ative system of, its
rium, 34, 35.
growth, 102 ; characteristics, 103 ;
organisation of local authorities in Rome (Imperial), admjnistration without law in, 2; absolutism in, 14 ;
168-171 ; class differences in, l69n ;
relation of State and indi"vidu~l in,
local self-government in, 194, 198;
15; advent of the principate, 42;
matters regarded as of central and
development of Roman bureaucracy,
local interest rPspectively in, 206;
43-47, 50 ; organisation of local
central control in localities exercised
units· in, 159; Emperor, if he had
through offici:tl agent and associated
an executive council, 250; treason
council, mainly elected, 230-231;
law in, 357-358; absence of judicial
Staat-rninisterium, functions of,
independenue in, 389; official tenure
286; bureaucracy of, 293-295 ; civil
Bervice examination in, 3')3 ; legal
in, extra-leg:tl, 442 ; - compulsory .
service in, 642; corporations in, if
rf'sponsibility of officials, imperfectly
artificial pe!_sons, l$08.
developed in, 429-430, 470 ; org<l.nisation of municipal autonomy in Rome ( Republican ), administration
without law in, 2 ; absence of unity
515-518; citizen's rights in, 573of administration in, 21; magis574.
trate's responsibility before law in,
Public corporations. See Local (and
2ln; popular assemblies in Rome,
other public) corporations.
non-interference by them in adminisPublic law, more readily altered in
tration, 35; Senate's control thereof, '
ancient polities than private law,
35 ; status of citizens and non-citi24, 77n, 14-2-143.
zens in, 37-39; "Provinces" of
Publio prosecutors, in Prussia, 429 ; in
Rome, 37, 39; causes of the breakFrance, 430 ; in England and the
down of the administration, 40 ;
United States, 47 3 ; evils of monodiffe,entiation of organs and funcpoly of prosecution of, 473-474; in
tions in, 77-78; rule of law in, 36,
India, 4 79n.
139 ; progress of the Senate from
Publicani, in Rome, part played by,
•
advisory to controlling council, 2419;
410-43.
absence of centralised executive in,
Quasi-public-corporations, 164n, 175,
219-250; progress from absolute to
555.
Rebellion, responsibility of officials
legal irresponsibility of Chief Executive in, 337-338; treason law in,
participating in the suppression of,
474-478.
• 356-357 ; tenure of offices in,
legal, 445.
Recall, of officiQis, by popular vote,
249n ; of judicial officers, 421.
Root, Elihu, on the duty of lawyers towards the law, trtle-page ; on the
Referendum, 249nRepublican countries, spread of the
need of developing administrative
principle of ministerial respo~siWity
law in America, lOOn, 10 ln, 631632.
in, 341 ; official tenure in, tends~ to
Rousseau, 2, 18n.
be legal, 443-446.
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Rowlatt Committee's Report, 480n,
567n, 570n.
Royal courts (English), its services in
establishing constitutional monarchy
and rule oE law, 72, 93-94; how
made independent of King, 7 4, 7 im.
''Rule of law," in Athens, 30, 139 ; in
republican Rome, 36, 139 ; in England, 99 ; early attempt to establish it in British India, 109-111 ; as
now prevailing, 126-128, 132-133;
bow secured by "rules" and ''standing orders" in British Crown colonies, 216; independence oE judiciary
a$ a condition of, 389 ; statutes giving large discretionary powers to
offici,lls, coupled with grants of legal
immunity, how affects it, in India,
4~0-181, 601.
Rulers, training of, 298n, 29Dn,
Rur1-l boards, in India, 184-186.
Russia (of the Czars), why constitution
of 1906 failed to establish "constitutional government in, 252n ;
bureaucracy of, 295n ; ministers
responsible to the Czar, 342n; n0
Parliamentary privilege in, 385-386.
Saigon, abuse of representative institutions in, i03n.
Salary of ofiicer!:l, if recoverable by suit,
465-466,
Savii (Venice), 66.
Scottish law, remedy against Government in, 317.
Secret.ary of State for India in Council,
creation of, 117 ; his relation to the
Government o[ India, 118-120;
constitution of the Council, 2~6;
statutory immunity of members of
Council, 351.
Self-determination, right of, of commu•
nities, 678.
Self-governing colonies (British), parliamrntary government in, 84 ; largest
devolution of internal authority in, •
189 ; control of Home Government
over, how exerci~ed, 209.
Self-governing !'>cal authorities and
• central control, types of control,
187-197, 198; matters of centr~l
and local lhterest, 187, 204-206 ;
when acting afj.a£!ents of th~entral
Government, 229,
•
Self-government, the goal of local administration, 190; genesis of the
idea and motives conditioning its
grant and the measnrf' thereof, 188;

ob1-tacles to its development, 190 ;
Federal mo~·ement in the reverse
direction, 190 ; conditions determining the nature and extent of
devolution, 204.
Senate (Roman), 35, 78, 249.
Senate •( Venetian ), established, 63
reorganised, 6G.
Senators and equites, struggle between,
in Republican Rome, its significance, 41. •
Sene~cbalships, local units of Medieval
France, 159.
Separation of powers, impliAs differen·
tiation of structure and functions
in the State, 6-9 ;
executive.
judicial and legislative organs of
the State, their inter-relation, 91'.) ; as a condition of administrativE'
law, 22; attained first in England,
i5, i9, 8}, 81, 83; as advocated by
the Ancirnts, 7G ; impracticable in·
the ancient City State, 76 ; partial
reali~ation in Athens and Rome, 77;
in Venice, 78; non-existent in prefeudal and feudal polities, 79 ;
absorption of all functions by
Feudal Councils in Spain, 8), SOn ;
concentration of all power in King
in France, 81, 82 ; Montesttuieu's
discovery of it in England, if erro··
neous, 83 ; acceptance thereof by
Blackstone, 83 ; nowhere perfectly
realised and disposition of powers
implied always unstable, 84, 85;
doctrine a principle of political
practice, not a dogma, 86 ; proper
appreciation of the doctrine, 86, 87 ;
the doctrine as applied in India.
87, 129·132; confusion of powers
in Switzerland and Germany, 89n ;
as understood in the United States ;
85, 86 ; in France, 86 ; combined
exercise of judicial and executive
·functions in the administration of
criminal law in India, 134-135;
legislature subordinated to
the
executive in India, 132, 246-247,
661, 663-664; executive· subordinated to legislatures in most
modern polities, 255 ; but not in
India, 672-67 4 ; doctrine no bar to
administration being authorised, in
particular cases, to make it own
la1f's, to be judge of its own cause,
and executioner of its own decrees,
588.
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Services, organisation of, a function of
the executive, control by legislature,
278-279 ; salaried and honorary
services, 289 ; permanent and rotative services, 289 ; the "spoils
system" of America and Italy, 290;
permanent service placed 1.1nder lay
control in England, as a 8afegnard
against bureaucracy, 290-291; extension of the principle on the Contincn6, 292; interni.l regulation of,
(i) as to elective officers, 301 ; (ii)
a& to appointive officers, 302 ; the
examination system,
302-305 ;
tendency in modern systems to
check abuse of patronage by statutory and administrative rules, 3)6307 ; direction an\J. removal of
officers still largely left to the
executive, 307 ; exceptions in regard
to removal, 307-308 ; vested interest in office how far recognised,
307-308. See also Officers, legal
relations of.
Sismondi, commendation of Florentine
Government by, 58n ; qualified
appreciation of V enetia.n Government by, c2n; -condemnation of
Venetian rule of dependencie~:~, 70n.
f)lavery, basis of cl!t!!s ruJe in Greec~
and Rome, 15, 26.
"Social compact", doctrine of, its origin
on~ of feudalism, 18, 18n.
Socrates, judicial murder of, 27.
South Africa, Federal Union of, distribution and· functions between the
Union and the Provinces, 221.
South Africa, Provinces of, Parliamentary government modified in, Executive Committee of Provinces
elected for terms and not dismissible
at pleasure by Council, 84, 233 ;
local authorities as agents of Central
Governmenl1, 232-233 ; treason law
of, 365.
Spain, Feudal Council in, 80 ; bureau-•
cracy in, 50; Parliamentary government in, 84 ; administration of the
Continental type, 105 ; treason law
in, 363 ; Feudal charters of, the
General Privilege and the Privilege
of Union, i3n, 558 ; citizen's rights
in, 577-578,
Spani~h colonies, central control in,
ciJM..:cter of, 217.
Sparta, apotheosis of class rule in, 26 ;
control of Kings by Ephors in 1 249,
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Speciality, doctrine of, effecb on municipal autonomy on the Continent,
527-528.
"Spoils system'' in the United States,
Italy and France, 290, :l90n. ; in
the United States, 447-449.
Spozaliso del mar, 63.
"Squirearchy" in England, 192.
St. Helena, government of, more progressively organised than of some
Indian Provinces, 239-240.
··
State, a free personality, yeb ·subject to
law, 5 ; organs of, 6-9; ir1entity of
Stat.e· with Government leads to
absolutism, 13-14 ; State not an
end in itself, 14-20; its end, 23, 27.
State (m<Janing Government), should be
regarded as a legal person, 309311 ; So regarded on the Continent,
311, 323; fairure of English constitutional law to recognise corporate character of, 311, 330-331;
not made good by--treating the king
r.s a "corporation sole" or by distinguishing Crown- from king 311 ;
legal relief by or against' State,
how obtainable in Eogl•nd, 312314; in America, 314; in British
colonies, 315; immunity of State
in America and British colonies, in
respect of governmental acts, 316;
equitable remedy against Government in England, 316n; remedy in
Scottish law, 317 ; remedy in
India, 317-321; what acts of Government immube in England as ''acts
of State," 32L-321, 329; remedy in
France, distinction between "acts of
administration" and "acts of government," and immunity as to latter,
321-328; comparative estimate of
remedies against Government obtait!able in England, America, the
Continent of Europe aud India,
323.325 ; English law immunity of
State for torts of agents examined,
325 ; how raid on treasury by. litigious citizens may be avoided, 326327 ; State view~d as a juristic person on the Continent, 323; in l.odia,
327-333 ; nob in the rest of the
British Empire, 33Q-33l ; partially
in Australia, 3.\l2 ; not in New
Zealand, 332 ; need for recognising
corporate character of Governments
of the United Kingdom and of each
colony and dependency. 330-333;
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Lut not as international entities as in
the case of the States of the American Union, 333 ; privileges of
Government as litigant in England,
333-33!L ; in India, 334-336; inviolability of Stat~ an element in its
legal character, 355-372; intervention of, in action against official,
different effects in England and the
Uontinent, 4 72-4 73 ; incorporation
of certain offices to give judicial
remedy against State for torts of
officials, 554-555 ; how to make
Government observe the law and
exercise discretionary pow@rs properly,604-605 ; judicial control not
sufficient, 603 ; see also Judicial
control of administration.
State and individual, relation between,
in Greek City Sta~s and Impet;ial
Rome, 15 ; in feudal polity, 15-17 ;
in post-feudal Europe, lt:-20;
Aristotle on, 23 ; the two factors of
administration, 91;
proportion
each bears to the other determines
the type, 91; opposition between,
involved in the conception of citizens' rights, nature of, 557 ; opposition admits of reconciliation, 580 ;
reconciliation how sought to be
effected under different systems,
581; American method why superior to others, 583-584; business of
administrative law to reconcile this
conflict , 585-5S6, 675, 676-677,
679-680.
State Bank of Venice, 68.
"State d siege," 275-276; power to
declare (a "state of rebellion") in
India, 276, 477; in France, 474;
unknown in England, 47 4.
"State of War," in England, distinguished from "state of siegef 4 74476.
State necessity, plea of, analysed, 470.
State-regulation, more abundant in
ancient and medieval than in modern
polities, )37-138.
States-General of France, 50.
Statutes, as a source of administrative
law, 149; in England, 143; in•
France, 144; in America, 145 ; in
India, 147; c~nststutional limitations on the power of. legislation,
149-150.
Stein's contributions to the creation of
Modern Prussia, 102, 515-517.

Straits Settlements, treason law in, 365.
Streets and wards in Medieval citie,;
55.
Sub-divisions, local units in Inrlia, 183 ;
officer in change exercises central
government a~ functions, 228.
Snbstant~ve administrative law, its contents, 140 ; citizens• rights a
branch of, 140.
Sukranity, on the duty of subjects in
relation to aJawless king, 107.
Supreme Court (Calcutta), established,
10H ; conflict with the East India
Company, Ill.
Supreme Court (l' nited States). See
l'nited States:
·
Supreme Executive See Chief Executive.
Sweden, non· parliamentary government
in, 84; local administration in, 171,
parliamentary privilege in, 385. 386;
judicial administration of, 423. See
also Continental Europe.
Switzerland, non-parliamentary govern·
ment in, 84 ; organic confusion of
powers in, 89n ; local administration
in, 173 ; supreme l:'xecutive in,
collegiate, 250 ; executive councillor
in, legal position of, 371 ; legal
responsibility of officials in, 43 r,
433; citizens' rights in, 576.
Taluks and Tahsils, local units in India,
183; officers in charge exercise
central govei'Dmental functions, 228.
Taxation and bureaucracy in Rome,
46
Todd, his views regarding ministerial
irresponsibility examined, 437-440.
Towns, as local units in Feudal States,
158; common law units in England;
159-160; their legal position in
England, 164 ; in the United States,
17 4, 17 5 ; special claim of town
populations to local self-government, 2::J4.
•rreason law, under different systems of
government, 355-372 ;
original
charactet· of, 356 ; later developments, 356-372; comparative estimate of the treason laws of the
world, 368-369.
Tribunician potestas, effect of, on administration in Rome, 21; and upon
individual liberty, 36.
Turkey, ministerial responsibility in,
342n.
Unions, local units in Prussia, 170.

•
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United States of America, doctrine of
separation of powers as understood
in, 84, 87; non-parliamentary government in, 84, 266 ; administrative system ot 101 ; its pronounced
legalism, 101; sources of administrative law in, 145 ; organ~sation of
local administration,
173-175;
agencies for the exerci~e of federal
functions in the States, 222n (b) ;
non cabinet govemment in, 84,
266 ; contrasted with that of Germany, 267; origin of the noncabinet form of government in,
268; executive originally as weak
and impotent•as in 'the States wisely
made stronger, political salvation
of the country due thereto, 269 ;
Government how kept in rapport
with popular feeling, 269; Stategovernments of, characterised, 268270, 287 ; government of colonies
of, 271-272 ; cabinet of the President, its working, 286-287 ; "spoils
system" in, 290 ; civil service examination in, 303 ; no vested interest
in office recognised, 307; remedy of
subj~cts against State in, 314;
State governments, not bodies
corporate but international units,
333 ; progress from absolute to
legal irresponsibility of Chief Executive in, 338-339 ; legal irresponsibility of Chief Executive has not
led to cabinet government in, 341 ;
subordinates of Pre:<ident executing
illegal orders a£ President, if responsible before law, 342; impeachment
of President, 351-352; Senate,
court of Impeachment in, but not in
some of the States, :353-354; :treason
law, 362-363 ; judicial administration in, 420-422 ; legal responsibility of high officials in, 439,
432n, 441 ; official tenure in •
America, the "spoils ~ystem", 44 7448; not contractual, 452 ; acceptance of office, if obligatory in, 461 ;
right to sue for office, 463; .right to
resign, 464; right to compensation,
465 ; office discipline in, 460n, 466 ;
penal laws to enforce office discipline, 467-468; subj<>ction of
officials to law in, 4 71 ; immunities
and privileges of ofticials in, 483484 ; special rules of criminal law to
protect officials, 490 ; local corpora-
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·tions become creatures of State
legislatures in, 512-513, 514n;
organisation of municipal autonomy
in, 522~5'23; "horne rule" charters
of cities, 522; internal organisation
of local corporations, 535 ; the
Galvestone plan, 535; irresponsibility before law of local corporations in respect of governmenlitl
acts, 317, 323, 324, 548, 549·!
citizens' rights, evolution of, in,
559; American conception of citizens' rights distinguished from
English, 559-566; responsibilities
of the judiciary in, 564-565 ; why
American conception of citizens'
rights superior to others, o79-583 ;
administrative execution upheld as
not contrary to due process of law,
if party affected had opportunity
to be heard before court or administrative authority, 592-595; judicial
review of administrative action less
adequate in the United States than
on the Continent . of Europe, 595 ;
Congress's control over supply in,
660 ; control of Congress over expenditure, 662-663.
Unity of administration, as an element of
administration according to law, 20.
Urban areas, local units in the United
Statef, 174.
Venetian Republiq, an exceptional form
of polity, 61 ; unaffected by Feudalism, 61 ; ips~itution of Doge-ship,
62-63; beginning of sea power, 63;
expansi!?,n, 61-65 ; Great Council,
instituted, 64 ; closing of the Great
Council, 65; Council of Ten, 65;
reorganisation of the Senate, 66;
judicial organisation, 66 ; absence
of caste-distinction, though ruling
body aristocracy, 66 ; nationalised
shipping, 67 ; naval conscription,
68; State-controlled and State·a~sist
ed commerce and industry, 67, 68 :
State bank, 68 ; navigation laws, 6869, government of her possession~,
69-70, 70n ; diplomatic service, 70 ;
arts and sciences, 71; passing of, 71;
differentiation of organs and functions in, 78-79 ; State-regulation
in, 137, Venet,an administration
neither l:ureaucratic nor feudal, 157.
Veto, Crown's power of, in relation to
legislation, in self-governing British
colonies, 209 ; in Crown coloniea )
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214-215 ; exercise of, participation

of executive in legislation,
273; its uses, 274.
Viceroy (British), and. King of GreatBritain, positions compared, 265266 ; indefinite extension of term,
why not possible, 265 ; res:->onsibitity
before law of, 344-346.
¥ictoria, attempb of the organised
./ services in, to influence Government
how met, 293.
Village c'JmmunitiE>.<, as local units of
feudal Shtes, 158.

·•

W at·, the, and its · effects on methods
uf administration, 679-680.
West I.o..dies, treason law in, 365,
\Vhite ariEtocracy, rule of, in the tropics, evils of, and suggested remedies, 203n, :W4n.
Wilson f..W oodrow), on the O'l'nipotence
of Ancient City States, 15 ; his
ch·,racteri~ation of the \V ar as a
struggle between autocracy· an1l
democracy,•678; on the right of "elfdetermination of commuuities, G78679, 680n.

